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President Freuler’s Message
To Exhibitors

Mr. S. L. Rothapfel, known to exhibitors as '“The Belasco
of the Motion Picture” is being sent out over the country to carry
to you “a message of success.”

You as aggressive, up-to-date business men are sure to be
interested in hearing how he has risen to his present position as
probably the most successful exhibitor in the country. You are

sure to hear from him things that you can apply with important
success to the operation of your own theatre. He has been all the

way up from the “store” show to the big success of the Strand theatre

on Broadway here in New York, the same great success that is call-

ing him next to the Rialto theatre, now building at 42nd and Broad-
way.

The message which Mr. Rothapfel will carry is a message to

the whole great body of exhibitors, regardless of their affiliations and
connections.

We are sending out Mr. Rothapfel not with an impression that

the exhibitors need to be “lectured” to, but rather with the idea that

every live exhibitor will enjoy the experience of hearing from him
directly, personally.

I am sure that every exhibitor would like to come to New York
and see how Mr. Rothapfel works, so we are doing the next best

thing by sending him to the exhibitor.

We are making in this an important step toward the establish-

ment of scientific, effective business practise in the operation of

motion picture theatres.

Every exhibitor who hears Mr. Rothapfel and takes the ideas

he gives can make a use of them that will show results right in the

box office.

As an exhibitor of long and successful experience myself I know
how thoroughly this effort of ours will be appreciated by the great

body of earnest, hard working exhibitors of the country.

The exhibitors who are forging ahead and who will remain in the

business as it continues in its wonderful progress are those who will

most deeply appreciate this opportunity to get Mr. Rothapfel’s

message of success.

Go to hear him when he reaches your city.
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THE ROTHAPFEL-MUTUAL TOUR”
The “Belasco of the Motion Picture” Sent Out by the

Mutual Film Corporation to Address Gatherings of

Exhibitors in All Parts of the United States with “A
Message of Success” and to Tell How He Runs a Theatre

ANEW stunt for tbe benefit of the exhibitor is being

presented by the Mutual in the announcement of

“The Rothapfel-Mutual Tour.”
S. L. Rothapfel, known as America’s most successful

motion picture exhibitor, is covering the United States to

deliver to exhibitors a message of success.

This tour is being conducted by the Mutual Film Cor-
poration as a contribution to the development of the mo-
tion picture theatre. President John R. Freuler has ar-

ranged to thus put before the exhibitors a man who has
reached the high mark of to-day in the successful presenta-

tion of motion pictures to the people.

It is in a sense the first real recognition of the business

of operating a motion picture theatre as a distinct business

art, as individual a business as the presentation

of plays on the speaking stage.

The itinerary covers twenty-six of the biggest

centers of the country, where Mr. Rothapfel
will address gatherings of exhibitors. It has
been possible for the Mutual Film Corporation
to get only a limited portion of Mr. Rothapfel’s
time, and it is hoped that conditions will make
it possible later to have him speak before the
exhibitors in many cities not covered in his

present itinerary. Mr. Rothapfel left Thursday
for his first stop at Philadelphia, with
Washington and New Orleans as the
next immediately ahead.

This tour will deliver to the exhibitors

of the nation first hand knowledge of

the methods of the experiences by which
Mr. Rothapfel arrived at his many suc-

cesses—among them the management of

the Lyric Theatre, in Minneapolis, the

organization of the projection for the

Keith Circuit, the Regent Theatre, in

New York, the famous Strand Theatre,
and next to come—the new Rialto The-
atre, now building at Forty-second
Street and Broadway, New York City.

Mr. Rothapfel is telling the exhibitors of the country at

first hand just what have been the factors of his remark-
able success and how the lessons drawn from his ex-
perience may be applied to the improvement of any theatre
and applied to the solution of every exhibitor’s problems.

For All Exhibitors

“The message which Mr. Rothapfel carries,” remarked
President Freuler, “is, in fact, a message to the whole
great body of moving-picture exhibitors, regardless of their

affiliations.

“We have not sent out Mr. Rothapfel with an impression
that the exhibitors need be lectured to, but rather with
the idea that every live exhibitor will enjoy the experience
of hearing from the nation’s most successful exhibitor and
his methods.

“I am sure that every exhibitor in the United States,
if he came to New York, would be interested in visiting
Mr. Rothapfel, and inspecting the very remarkable work
that he has done.

“Now, since the exhibitors cannot come to New York
and Mr. Rothapfel, we are sending to them.

“I feel that we are making an important step toward
the establishment of scientific, effective business practice

in the operation of motion picture theatres.

“Because we are doing this to help the industry in gen-

eral, we are sure to receive in turn important benefits.

When one considers that our program and Masterpictures

go into approximately 8,000 motion picture theatres every

week, it is a certainty that nothing which helps the industry

can fail to help us.

“It is the realization of the great value of this unusual

service to the exhibitors which has led us to make the very

large expenditure which will be necessary to carry out

this tour. As an exhibitor of long and suc-

cessful experience myself, I know just how
thoroughly this effort of ours will be appre-

ciated by the great body of earnest, hard-

working exhibitors of the country.

“The exhibitors who are forging ahead and
who will remain in the business as it con-

tinues in its wonderful progress, are those who
will most deeply appreciate this opportunity

to get Mr. Rothapfel’s message of success.”

A Remarkable Career

Mr. Rothapfel's present position of

eminence among exhibitors has been
attained by experience which began in

the humblest possible condition. No
exhibitor the world over had farther

to travel on his road to success.

He was born the son of a shoemaker
in Stillwater, Minn., became a copy boy
on a Brooklyn newspaper, married a

tavern keeper’s daughter at Forest
City, Pa., and tended bar for a living.

Right there at the wayside inn he got
the inspiration which brought him ul-

timately to New York and made him the “Master Ex-
hibitor.” Of course, there were many incidental adven-
tures in this career of rapid progression. He joined the

Lb S. Marine Corps and had a trip around the world in the
service of his country, pausing to take a dip into the Boxer
Rebellion in China. He became a second lieutenant and
resigned with a characteristically good record. After all

this experience in the drama of real life, he was prepared
for the successes which began with his motion picture shows
in the dance hall at Forest City. There he had two hun-
dred “undertaker’s chairs,” a sheet screen and rattle-trap

projection machine. He painted his own cards, booked his

films, sold the tickets and ran off the picture. After that

he had nothing to do but sweep out and close the house.

To Operate New Broadway Theatre

In Forest City he had made just as big a success as the

field would permit. By rapid steps he reached the point

where he was called in to organize picture projection for

the Keith Circuit—and this was the first time projection was
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really organized
;
and then came his remarkable success

with the Lyric, in Minneapolis. Success there did not es-

cape the attention of the East and New York called him.

His work for the Regent, in New York, stands out as a

marker in the history of pictures, and then came his crown-
ing achievement at the Strand Theatre, a success known
to the whole nation.

Now capital has given to Mr. Rothapfel a new token
of recognition in the form of a contract for ten years

as the controlling genius of the Rialto Theatre, which is

being built to-day at Broadway and Forty-second Street.

The backers of the Rialto project think well enough of

Mr. Rothapfel’s value and his store of knowledge as an
exhibitor to insure his life for $250,000.

And that is the man who is to go out over the country
for the Mutual Film Corporation and tell the exhibitors

“how he did it.”

Mr. Rothapfel is accompanied on his tour by 'Silas

Bent, special representative of the publicity department of

the Mutual Film Corporation. Mr. Bent will, in addition

to “covering” the Rothapfel tour, give general publicity

co-operation to Mutual branch managers in the cities visited.

Mr. Bent brings to his work a long and varied experience

among the nation’s greatest newspapers and in publicity

work for important financial interests.

Mr. Rothapfel’s Itinerary,

as it is outlined, follows:

October 21 Philadelphia

October 22 Washington

October 25 New Orleans

October 27 Dallas

October 29 El Paso

October 31 Los Angeles

November 3 -. San Francisco

November 7 Portland, Ore.

November 8 Seattle, Wash.

November 10 Salt Lake City, Utah

November 12 Denver

November 14 Kansas City, Mo.

November 15 Omaha, Neb.

November 16 Minneapolis, Minn.

November 17 Milwaukee, Wis.

November 18 Chicago, 111.

November 19 St. Louis, Mo.

November 20 Indianapolis, Ind.

November 21 Cincinnati, O.

November 22 Detroit

November 23 Cleveland, O.

November 24 Pittsburgh, Pa.

November 25 Buffalo, N. Y.

November 26 Albany, N. Y.

November 27 Boston, Mass.

Mutual Officers Hold

Twice-a-Week Council

View Week’s Program, and Discuss Faults and

Praise Merits of Releases

FOR the purpose of the continual improvement of the

Mutual’s new $8,000,000 Program, a twice-a-week
“council meeting” for executives has been instituted

by the Mutual Film Corporation.

These sessions are held in the projection room of the

Mutual at the home office in West Twenty-third Street on
Wednesday and Friday evenings. Mutual department heads
and representatives of the manufacturers releasing on the

Mutual Program, gather there to see the program run off on
the screen and to discuss faults and merits impartially.

“It is our purpose to keep the program developing as

the most perfect service that can be given the exhibitor,”

said President John R. Freuler, discussing the “weekly

council.”

“To this end it is important that the men who are mak-
ing our pictures should see the program in its entirety.

This plan, I am sure, will make for better program balance

and a closer adherence to the principles which have been laid

down as the basis for the Mutual’s all-star, all-feature

program.”

These sessions are attended by President Freuler and

J. C. Graham, assistant to the President, along with other

heads of departments at the Mutual home office; S. G.

Bradford, general manager of the Gaumont Company, mak-
ers of the Mutual Weekly, the split reel, Keeping Up With
the Joneses and See America First, the Rialto Star Features

and Casino comedies
;
Edwin Thanhouser, President of the

Thanhouser Film Corporation, makers of Than-o-Plays,

Falstaff comedies, Thanhouser Masterpictures and other re-

leases
;
Chester Beecroft and Harry Poppe, of the David

Horsley productions, makers of Cub Comedies, Centaur

Star Features and animal picture releases; and S. S. Hutch-

inson, President of the American Film Company, Inc.,

makers of Beauty Comedies, Clipper Star Features, Mus-
tang Star Features and Mustang and American dramas

and Masterpictures.

This move, bringing all of the men concerned in the mak-

ing and the distribution of the Mutual’s pictures together,

is calculated to give opportunity to pass along for the

benefit of all the things that are proving up as particularly

valuable and which are making the program a money
maker for the exhibitor. When a picture proves a specially

effective money getter, every manufacturer on the Mutual

Program knows exactly what the picture was, having seen

it for himself, and is thus enabled to utilize the experience

thus acquired.

It is part of the general plan by which President Freuler

has made the Mutual and its manufacturers
_

into a closely

knit smoothly working machine for the service of the mo-

tion picture exhibitor and the public.

Each week’s releases thus shown in the Mutual projection

room gives inspirations to ideas and suggestions that go

toward the perfection of the releases to come.
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An Interview with Edwin Thanhouser
“The speaking stage will soon be looking to the mo-

tion pictures for material,” says Edwin Thanhouser

MOTION picture domination of the drama was fore-

cast by Edwin Thanhouser in a recent chatty dis-

cussion of his part in the making of films for the

new $8,000,000 Mutual Program and the progress of the

industry in general.

“The time is near at hand,” declared Mr. Thanhouser,
“when the speaking stage will be looking to the motion
picture plays for material, absolutely reversing the condi-

tion which has prevailed.”

In the course of his conversation Mr. Thanhouser un-
folded plans for the making of films in the southern tropics

and the frozen North. He announced that December 1st

a new studio at Jacksonville, Fla1

., would be ready for oper-

ation and that near that time at leas't two companies would
be sent into the Hudson Bay country.

“Florida is practically virgin territory for motion pic-

ture purposes,” he observed, “as compared with other re-

gions which have earlier attracted the attention of motion
picture makers.

“With the Florida studio as a base, we expect to make
pictures up and down the coast, at Miami, Savannah, through
the West Indies and the Bermudas.

“The Jacksonville studio is located near the center of
things there, yet it is in easy range of desirable outside
locations. It is a point of considerable advantage to a‘

manufacturer located in New York. It is a short run
there and I can keep closely in touch with operations there
without being separated too far from the plant at New
Rochelle.

Operations in New Rochelle Continue

“The same conditions, to a,, degree, will apply to the

companies sent into the North. Meanwhile, operations
will continue as usual at the plant in New Rochelle, where
a great deal of new equipment and many improvements
have been made.

“Our cameras will be working in three zones, the north
temperate, the arctic and the tropical.

“These important moves represent the persistent effort

of the Thanhouser corporation to develop that most vital

element of the motion picture—realism.

“I am finding it desirable and necessary to amplify our
field of operations to keep pace with the destiny of the film
drama.

“The development of the film drama in this line of des-
tiny is the most important thing before the makers and
exhibitors of film to-day. The new Mutual Program is an
expression of that development. It is a big forward step
in raising the standards of the motion picture and in bet-
tering the quality of entertainment that goes out to the
people. It is one of the great powers of the motion picture.
It is one of our many vast advantages over the speaking
stage. It is impossible for a high art production, a power-
ful drama of the speaking stage to reach all the people

—

to be as available to the people of Amarillo, Tex., as on
Broadway, New York.

“But it is possible to give the people of Amarillo just
as perfect and fine a motion picture presentation of drama

as is given in the biggest house on Broadway. In other

words, we are taking this wonderful new art to the people

and we can do it as nobody else in the world can do it.

“There are yet a few developments in the motion picture

to come before we can say that it is a perfect thing. We
can, however, expect nothing that is more perfect than

nature itself and the realism of the motion picture as it

stands to-day is beyond betterment, except in minor details.

We may see improvements which will result in perfect color

rendition, we perhaps shall get better modelling of images
through stereoscopic effect and we may attain certain other

refinements of the picture mechanically,' 1 but the big field

of development is in the art of the picture more broadly

defined.

Motion Picture Will Dominate Drama

“And I insist that the motion picture is coming to be

the dominating form of dramatic expression. We are right

up on the time when the speaking stage will come to the

motion picture for material, just reversing the process of

the time now passing when the motion picture borrows
material from the stage and from the novel and short

story.

“We are bound to see the time soon when the stage

will be presenting its own version of the productions which
have proven great screen successes.

“I recognize the fact that this is a daring statement, but

to any one who will give serious consideration to the over-

whelming growth of the picture and who recognizes the

part that the picture today plays in human life, the truth

of my assertion is inevitable.

“It is with a full recognition of this vast importance of

the motion picture and its artistic, as well as its commercial,
future, that the operations of the Thanhouser studios in

making releases for the Mutual Film Corporation are di-

rected.

“I feel highly responsible to the millions of persons who
daily see our releases on the Mutual Program. We owe
them the best that is in the power of the industry to pro-

duce and we are always faithfully at work with that end
in view. That is why we are going to the very heavy ex-

pense of money and effort to invade the tropics and the

Canadian wilds—simply to make better, more worthy pic-

tures.

“Our responsibility is great, both to the public and to our
own future, as though the printing press had just been
invented and we were given control of so large a portion
of the output of published matter for the information and
entertainment of the millions.

“This means that we must pay heed to every factor that

goes into the making of pictures. It explains why we have
enlarged and improved our New Rochelle plant, putting
in costly developing, printing and perforating machinery,
a better ventilating system, additional factory space, better

studio arrangements, and the like. It is the reason behind
the big investment at Jacksonville, down in Florida, where
the Thanhouser corporation has acquired the big site where
the new studio is now being rushed to completion. It

explains why we are holding and continually building up

(<Continued, on Page 16)REEL LIFE—Page Three



Grace Valentine Stars as a Modern Eve
Charming and Popular Young Actress Chosen to Portray the Heroine of “The New Adam and

Eve,” a Rialto Release on Regular Mutual Program, November 17th

By BETTY SHANNON

the camera. I was afraid that I would pho-
tograph horribly, and, even though I do be-

lieve in women’s rights, and suffrage, I do
not want to look queer. I had made up my
mind for the worst. When they showed me
the first scene they took, I was expecting
results much worse than what I saw, so you
may now understand some of my enthusiasm
for the films.

“My role as Eve is most interest-

ing. It is rather picturesque, I think

—the brown skin garment covered
with leaves and flowers, the long,

flowing hair, and the unclad limbs. It

is quite similar to a role which I

played last season at Daly’s Theatre

—

and loved—in the western play,

‘Yosemite.’ It is very amusing to

me to try to imagine what the psy-
chology of Eve could have been, be-

fore there was any such thing as a

man-made world. She is so sweet and
curious and affectionate, that I am
very fond of her, and am glad that

I was fortunate enough to have been
cast for the role.

“I remember when a child,” she con-

tinued, “of reading and delighting in

Hawthorne’s story, ‘Adam and Eve
Up to Date,’ after which this photo-
play is modeled. I used to lie awake
nights thinking what fun it would be

to come back into the world, with all

its department stores and candy shops,

if I were Eve, without any one to tell

me not to help myself.”

If you ask her, she will tell you a

score of adventures, such as come to

girls as she—how the Press Club, at

Los Angeles, gave her special dinners
and really adopted her, when she
played the ingenue leads for Oliver
Morosco at his theatre in that city for

a year
;
how she took daring flights

with aviators and received the com-
* mendation of the entire country for

her pluck and nerve, and many more.
Then she will tell you of the great

role of “Gertrude Meyer” in Jack Lait’s “Help
Wanted,” which she created in Los Angeles, and
took to Chicago, where she played in the Cort
Theatre from Christmas to the Fourth of July. She
appeared in “Yosemite,” and later as Irene Fen-
wick’s understudy in “The Song of Songs.” Last
spring she starred in “See My Lawyer,” and this

summer with “Brother Masons,” at Philadelphia

and Atlantic City, with Frank McIntyre.
Now that Miss Valentine has made her first

dip into screenland, it is hoped that she will not

stay away from us altogether—although she

is expecting to do big things on the stage this

winter.

T INGED with the curiosity of all women,
ingenuous, delightful and perfectly at

ease, comes Eve, unconscious of all the

unhappinesses which have been placed on her
pretty shoulders since the episode of

an apple and a serpent in the Garden
of Eden, back again into the land.

But this Eve—who will be the

charming center around which the

Gaumont three-reel Rialto Star Fea-
ture, The New Adam and Eve, for

release in the regular Mutual
Program, November 17th, will

revolve—is a modern Eve,
who believes in suffrage and
feminism, and careers, and
who thinks there is nothing so

much fun in the world as
riding in aeroplanes and
touring the earth in mo-
tor cars.

Another inconsistency
of feminine nature, do
you ask?
Not a bit of

it. This Eve
is none other

than a very
w i d e-awake,
very charming
and very efficient

young actress,

who believes that

success comes •

only through hard work to any one,

and who is ready to back up her

theories by practice. The fact that

she can throw herself unreservedly

into the simple, clinging creature

which was first called woman, is only

a direct proof that she has worked
hard to perfect her art.

Grace Valentine, the actress, is

Eve

,

and her role in The New
Adam and Eve embodies her first ex-

cursion into the land of the silent

drama.
“How do I like the pictures?” she

asks.

“I adore them, and perhaps the fact

that I was a little afraid of them and
they have proved kinder to me than I

expected, has made me like them all

the more.
“I have a brother who is a director

out on the Coast. My friends and
my brother have always tried to per-

suade me to act for the screen. But
the camera is so heartless. I have
seen players who are very good to

look at on the stage stripped of all

rejuvenating and softening effects by Grace Valentine
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“The Seventh Noon”— Masterpicture
A Drama of Today in Five Acts, Replete with Action. Adapted from the Work of the Same Name by

Frederick Orin Bartlett. Featuring Ernest Glendinning. Released November 4, 1915

A HANDSOME young
man entered the Cafe

Rose Noire and seated

himself at just the right dis-

tance from the music. He
was faultlessly dressed, and
his glance, far from being

blase, roamed pleasurably

over the brilliant company.
No one looking at Peter
Donaldson, would have guessed his secret nor divined the

tragedy there. For Donaldson had just seven days, minus

seven hours, left to live—and he knew it.

For six years, the young barrister had been struggling

to maintain himself in the law and use his talents on the

side of justice. The big fees had all gone to his opponents.

At last, his savings nearly ex-

hausted, he had determined to

end it all. A visit that morn-
ing to the laboratory of Bars-

tow, the chemist, unexpectedly

had furnished him with the

means. He found his old

friend just completing an
experiment with a slow-

working but painless poi-

son of his own invention.

The dog, which Barstow
had victimized, dropped
dead before Donaldson s

eyes exactly at the end of

the seventh day to the

minute from the time

the chemist had admin-
istered the poison. Se-

cretly helping himself to a

phial of the fluid, Donald-
son hurried back to his

room. At precisely twelve,

noon, pledging his own
ghostly reflection in the

mirror, the young lawyer
had drained the toast of death. Then there rushed over
him a feverish desire to live those remaining seven days to

the full. He had hastened to the bank and drawn out his

small capital. And that evening found him at Cafe Rose
Noire, every sense quickened, and all his faculties on the

alert for possible adventure.

A rustle of silk, the caress of a feather scarf fluttering

back against Donaldson’s arm, and his attention was called

to a young woman who, with her companion, was taking
her place at the table next his. The girl’s face was anxious.

Soon Donaldson could not help noticing the strange, ner-

vous actions of the young man opposite her. His agitation

increased, and presently at his insistence, the couple rose
and hurried from the cafe. Donaldson followed. He was
just in time to see the strange young man dismiss the
chauffeur, force the young woman into the car, and leaping
into the driver’s place, let out the high-powered machine
at full speed. Donaldson jumped onto the running board.
At last he succeeded in overmastering the madman at the
wheel, who limply collapsed. Then Ellen Arsdale told her
deliverer the truth

—

Ben, her brother, was suffering from
the curse of several generations of Arsdales, opium.

That night, Ben Arsdale
disappeared. The home of

Ruth Chester, a neighbor of

Ellen’s, was robbed and a

handkerchief marked “B.

A.” threw suspicion on
young Arsdale. The follow-

ing day, Ellen and Donald-
son—who had now pledged
himself to the cause of the

helpless girl—drove out to the Arsdale country house, hop-
ing that there they might find the fugitive.

Two days after this fruitless expedition, a note from
Ellen informed Donaldson that Ren had been home, helped
himself to all the money in the house, and had again dis-

appeared. He had muttered something, however, about
“Wum’s place.” This was
enough. Donaldson lost no
time in hurrying down to a

famous den in Chinatown,
where his intimacy with Po-

lice Inspector Saule was
the young lawyer’s open
sesame. There he found
Ben stupefied with drug.

Donaldson dragged him
bodily out of the hole

and carried him to his

hotel. Then he dressed and
went to see Ben’s sister.

Alone that evening with

Ellen, it suddenly came over

Donaldson how much he
loved her. In the very act of
telling her so, the recollec-

tion that death awaited him
at the seventh noon, caused
him to rush out of the house.
At a loss to explain his

strange conduct, Ellen heard'

with a confusion of emotions
next morning the news that

officers, bent on arresting Ben Arsdale, had been intercepted

the night before by Donaldson, who confessed to the Ches-
ter robbery and gave himself over to the police.

Some days later, Inspector Saule waited upon Ellen with
a note from the prisoner. Ellen’s housekeeper, Marie, over-

hearing the inspector give- his name to the maid, fled to the

attic where her son, Jacques, was in hiding. Confident
that Saule had come to arrest him, the young crook at-

tempted to flee the house, but, in the lower hall, ran straight

into the arms of his enemies. Saule, searching Jacques,

drew forth part of the Chester jewels. That same hour
Donaldson found himself a free man. Almost crazed with
remorse at his suicidal act, he rushed to Barstozn/s labora-

tory.

As a last, .possible hope, his chemist friend might know
some antidote. Then, from under a settle in the ante-

room crawled a familiar little black dog. Donaldson stared

wildly at the animal as Barstow entered. “No, the poison

was ineffective,” he said. “I doubt whether it would even
put a man to sleep.”

“Give me that dog !” cried Ellen’s lover. “It has taught
me the value of life.”

Peter Donaldson Ernest Glendinning

Ellen Arsdale Winifred Kingston
Ben, her brother George Le Goure
Marie, the housekeeper Julia Blanc

Jacques, her son Everett Butterfield

Professor Barstow A. J. Robinson
Ruth Chester Glida Leary
Police Inspector Saule W. T. Clark

The Officers, Bent on Arresting Ben, Had Been Intercepted by

Donaldson, Who Confessed to the Chester Robbery
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Banner Features in the Mutual Program
Synopses and News Paragraphs on the Banner Features Released

in the Regular Mutual Program

These photoplays extraordinary, designated as Banner Features, are included in the new $8,000,000
program of the Mutual Film Corporation, and will be supplied to the exhibitors in the regular Mutual Program
without additional rental cost.

Players of exceptional merit, including various Broadway stars, will be presented in these Banner Features,
which will run two reels in length.

To Exhibitors: With each synopsis is a newsy paragraph. Use you scissors and send it to your local news-
paper for press copy. If you advertise, the newspaper will be glad to co-operate in the news columns.

A heart-halting moment in a lion’s cage is one of the thrilling,

dramatic incidents in “The Vindication,’’ a detective play, produced
by David Horsley, featuring the Bostock animals, John Oaker and
Mabel Van Buren. The plot deals with a plucky wife’s determined
scheme to free her husband from false accusation of murder. The
action is rapid, full of suspense, and the human appeal very strong.

Mabel Van Buren, as “Mary Carter,” impersonates the quick-witted
wife, whose fearlessness, as well as cleverness, leads to the con-
viction of the real murderer. And, as though the denouement were
not replete with happy revelations, another, yet more thrilling,

episode is added in the final dissolve.

THE VINDICATION—CENTAUR
Two Reels—October 21, 1915

—

A Detective Drama With a Harrow-
ing Episode in a Lion’s Cage, Featuring the Bostock Ammals
John Carter John Oaker
Mary, his wife Mabel Van Buren
William Burnes C. Baker
Janitor John Brennan
J. P. Prescott W. H. Bainbridge

AND THE BOSTOCK ANIMALS

After the Lion Hunt

William Burnes is murdered at night in the office building

where he is employed. The guilt falls upon John Carter,

through circumstantial evidence produced next morning by
the janitor, and through the well-known fact that Burnes and
Carter have lately been on bad terms. At the trial, how-
ever, Carter’s alibi is so strong that he is acquitted. He
goes back, free so far as the law is concerned, but still

bearing the stigma of guilt in the minds of his old asso-

ciates. The head of the firm refuses to reinstate him in his

old position, and he wanders for weeks in a hopeless search

for work. At last, in desperation, Carter prevails upon the

animal trainers at an amusement park to give him a job

cleaning the beasts’ cages: - He is severely wounded by a lion

and carried home on a stretcher. Meanwhile, Mary, Car-
ter’s wife, resolved to prove her husband’s innocence, has
obtained a position as scrub-woman in the office where he
was formerly employed. Behind a heavy letter-file Mary
discovers a ruler, bloodstained, and bearing inky finger-

prints. Already her suspicions have been roused against

the janitor. He tries to force her to take a drink from

a whiskey bottle, on which are greasy marks of his fingers.

Pretending to coincide with his wishes, Mary evades him
long enough to call up the police and the head of the firm.

They arrive just in time to save Mary from the brutal ad-

vances of the janitor. The evidence against him is so

strong that he breaks down and confesses to the murder
of Burnes. Burnes had entered the office that night to rob
the till, and the janitor, in trying to force the thief to

divide, had killed him with the metal-edged ruler. Mrs.
Carter reaches her husband barely in time to save him from
taking his own life.

* % ifc ifc

A strong story of the operating table, a great surgeon’s redemption,
and a woman’s love is “Out of the Ashes,” produced by the Ameri-
can Film Company, Inc., for release on the regular Mutual Program,
October 25th. The scene shifts from an up-to-date hospital in an
eastern city to a rough mining camp in the Far West, where Dr.
Thorne has gone to try to forget his one blunder and the disgrace
which has driven him from his profession. “Madge,” in the capable
hands of Winifred Greenwood, is a wonderful study in womanhood,
while Thorne is admirably impersonated by Edward Coxen. A tragic
anti-climax is fully justified by the big issues at stake. And the

play has a thoroughly happy ending.

OUT OF THE ASHES—AMERICAN
Two Reels—October 25, 1915—The Strong Story of How an Emi-

nent Surgeon and a Courageous Woman of the West
Found a Neiv Life Together

Madge : Winifred Greenwood
Dr. Thorne Ed Coxen
Joe George Field

Dr. Thorne, a well-known surgeon nearly causes the

death of a patient upon whom he is operating. The ex-

planation, known only to himself, lies in the fact that he
had been summoned from an extra hard day’s work and an
all-night vigil to perform an extremely delicate surgical

The Delicate Operation is Unsuccessful

task. Nervously exhausted, the doctor takes a stiff drink

to help him through the operation. The drink, instead of

having the desired effect, makes him dizzy and faint, and
his hand miscarries. Noticing the odor of whiskey, the
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Banner Features in the Mutual Program
matron of the hospital concludes that Thorne is drunk,
and the eminent physician is disgraced. He goes West,
where he becomes bookkeeper for the “Silver Bell Mine.”
There he meets Madge, wife of Joe Turner, the foreman,
a bully and a brutal character. Her only comfort in life

is her baby. Jim Jackson, a simple-minded boy at the

camp, is devoted to Madge and the child. Dr. Thorne be-

friends and helps Jim, saving him from one of Joe’s brutal

attacks. Madge’s child meets with an accident. She is

told by the camp doctor that only Dr. Dane, a specialist in

the next town, can save the baby’s life, as an operation must
be performed immediately. Madge sends Joe, with all her
savings, to get Dr. Dane. On the way he is coaxed into

a saloon, where he spends the money and forgets his er-

rand. Meanwhile, Thorne happening to hear of the baby’s

fall, hurries to Madge's cabin. He finds her half frantic at

Joe’s failure to return. Realizing that not a moment is to

be lost, Thorne tells Madge who he really is, and she joy-

fully consents to his operating on the child. Jim is put on
guard outside the house to prevent any possible interrup-

tion, which might prove fatal. Joe, half intoxicated, hears

that Thorne is with his wife, and starts for home in a

drunken rage. Jim sees him coming. Seizing a large

carving knife, he rushes at Joe and kills him. The baby
is saved. And the famous surgeon and his wife begin a

new life together.
.

5j< 5|« 5k

“The Sheriff of Willow Creek,” a two-reel Banner Feature, screened
by the American Company for release under the Mustang brand
on the regular Mutual Program, October 27th, affords Anna Little,

leading woman, familiarly known as “the darling of the plains,” an
extraordinary opportunity to display her talents as an emotional
actress. Miss Little, who is well known for her brilliant riding and
out-of-door work, is equally successful in heart-gripping drama, and
in “The Sheriff of Willow Creek” her performance as Jack Watson's
wife will not soon be forgotten.

THE SHERIFF OF WILLOW CREEK-
MUSTANG
Two Reels—October 27, 1915—The Story of a Real Man’s Love

Ralph Watson, sheriff E. Forrest Taylor
Madge Harvey..: Anna Little

Jane Harvey, Madge’s aunt Louise Lester
Bill Gleason Jack Richardson
Jack Watson, Ralph’s brother George Webb

Ralph Watson, sheriff of Santa Rita, loves Madge Har-
vey. He delays proposing to her, however, as he is ex-
pecting his brother Jack home from several years’ absence,
and wishes to make sure that he will be in a position both

liaiph. Pinas tlis lieward in Madge's Love

to help his brother and to support a wife. On Jack’s ar-
rival, he and Madge are mutually attracted. Their feel-

ing deepens into love. Ralph, self-sacrificingly keeps his
own emotions to himself, and, later, Jack and Madge are
married. Bill Gleason, Watson’s deputy, also has been at-

tentive to Madge before her marriage, but she has re-

pelled his advances. One day the deputy sheriff discovers

a poster offering a reward for a certain criminal wanted in

that State. The photograph and the description fit Jack.

Gleason notifies the sheriff. Jack, arrested, confesses to

the crime. Gleason informs Madge, and she refuses to be-

lieve the charge against her husband. Ralph tells her that

Jack has been called away on business. Later, she receives

a letter from Jack, substantiating Ralph’s statement. Glea-

son makes advances to Madge, and Ralph discharges him. 1

On the night of Jack’s return, Gleason attacks him. A
revolver fight ends in the capture of Gleason. Madge and
Jack are reunited.

The third episode of the famous Stanley series of wild animal
pictures and drama in the African wilds, “Th' White King of the

Zaras,” is scheduled for appearance on the regular Mutual Program,
October 28th. These Centaur productions combine graphic action and
a fascinating story with marvellous scenic, effects and startling feats

performed by the Bostock animals. Ai thrilling romance runs
through the series, in which the heroine rdso explores Africa—pot
for mere glory, but that she and her lo^r may be reunited.

ture _l

Stanley’s Party Finally Arrives

THE WHITE KING OF THE ZARAS-
CENTAUR : Ovey

George
dtzroy
Sully

'olwell

?borne

Lorhood.

guard
eliver

and

Two Reels—October 28, 1915—The Third Episode of the Stanley
Series, Showing the Adventures of Ada Payne in

the African lVi,lds

Henry M. Stanley Roy Watson
Jack Wilson, a reporter Edward Roberts
Ada Payne, Jack’s sweetheart. . Princess Mona Darkfeather
Andre Despard, the white king Charles Gray
Witch Agnes Stanley

AND THE BOSTOCK ANIMALS
Ada Payne, seeking to join Henry M. Stanley, the ex-

plorer, in Africa, in the hope of finding her lover, Jack
Wilson, Stanley’s newspaper correspondent, is captured by
the people of Andre Despard, a French adventurer, who
has made himself king of the Zara tribes. Andre has dis-

covered a diamond mine which he forces the natives to

work. He falls in love with Ada. Despard possesses a

strange hypnotic power over animals, and lions and tigers

are features of his court. Ada repulses his advances. While
the king is showing her the diamond mine, Wilson and his

party arrive. There is a joyful reunion of the lovers. Des-
pard, jealous of Jack, resolves to poison him. He bar-

gains with an old hag, to help him get rid of the girl’s

fiance. The witch, however, sides with the lovers. When,
the poison failing, the king is about to feed Wilson and
Ada to the lions, she helps them to make their escape.

Meanwhile, Stanley and his party have come through
numerous, stirring adventures in the swamps, and have
barely circumvented a rise of the Congo. They are pursued
by hostile tribes, but succeed in outstripping the Africans.
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New Releases on Mutual Program
Short Synopses of Current Releases that are Supplied to Exhibitors

in the Regular Mutual Program

SEE AMERICA FIRST—KEEPING UP WITH
THE JONESES—GAUMONT
Split Reel—October 26, 1915—Up the Hudson River with the

Mutual Traveler, and “Pop’s” Amusing Animated Cartoon

“A personally conducted trip on the Hudson River to

Albany, N. Y., by the Mutual Traveler” is the main title of

the Gaumont split-reel scenic release of October 26th, the

second half of which is devoted to Henry Palmer’s comic
animated cartoon, ‘''Keeping up with the Joneses.”
The trip, which thousands of New Yorkers take daily

along the banks of the Hudson, rich in historic lore, will be
carried in pictures' to the millions of inhabitants of the
United States in. fan away parts of the country. The Pal-
isades, West, 'Point, Newburgh, Stony Point, the famous
Poughk^ sie Bridge, the Catskills, and then the entrance

.he viewing of, New York’s State Capitol are

e points of beauty and interest pointed out in this

i boat. It will end with a rousing cheer for the

e and blue, when the Mutual Traveler raises the

1 stripes over the scene. \

UAL WEEKLY NO. 42—GAL'MONT
Ceel—October 21, 1915—Timely Topics in Motion Pictures

paramount interest to those interested in the motion
ire industry in the various picturiz^tions of timely topics

l Mutual Weekly” No. 42, is the assembling of the first

jtor’s meeting of the Motion Picture Board of Trade,
,

" object of which, as stated, “is- to promote the welfare of

> “ industry as a whole, and to protect it against those who
ould illegally and unjustly prey upon it.” Individual close-

ups of various members, including John R. Freuler, Presi-

dent of the Mutual Film Corporation, and S. L. Rothapfel,

manager of the Rialto Theatre, New York City, who has
left on a tour for the Mutual, on which he will visit the

exhibitors of the leading cities to consult them on adver-
tising methods, are shown.

This year’s great annual game between “Tad’s” cartoon-

ists and Jim Corbett’s team of actors, labeled “not a world’s

series the famous St. Leger Handicap at Churchill Downs,
Louisville, Ky.

;
the “K” group of submarines leaving San

Francisco for Honolulu; Admiral Peary in his first ride by
aeroplane; and the hire Prevention Day parade in New
York City are other features of interest.

The latest spring fashions filmed in the Biltmore Hotel’s

Italian Gardens and the entertainment handed out to the

“Corn Club” boys, by the City of Colorado Springs for their

good summer’s wdrk are not the least of the attractions of

the Weekly.

ARTILLERY AND LOVE—NOVELTY
One Reel—October 27, 1915—How a Little Rapid Fire Upset

Two Lovers

Charlie hits the cop on the post with a potato. There-
from ensues a race. Edith protects Charlie from the en-
raged policeman, and he falls in love with his fair de-

liverer. Edith, however, is George’s sweetheart. George
arranges a boating party for Edith, and Charlie is left be-

hind on shore, pretty blue. The lovers leave the motor-
boat and row to a deserted island. They are cozily settled

in a sequestered nook, when a nearby fort, having target

practice, throws them violently from their seats. George
rows away for his life, leaving Edith to her own resources.

All this time Charlie, from afar, has been watching for his

chance. He paddles to Edith’s rescue. Parental blessings

fall thick on Charlie, and Edith transfers her affections to

that courageous youth.

* * * * *

AT THE PATRICIAN CLUB—
THANHOUSER
One Reel—October 24. 1915—An Appealing Story, Featuring

Earnest Howard and Mignon Anderson

Father Earnest Howard
Daughter Mignon Anderson
Husband Boyd Marshall

The day had been unusually tedious at the Patrician

Club, and an unconventional member suggested to his com-
panions that they ask the elderly servant who waited upon
them to tell them a story. It had never been done in the

club before, but after considerable urging, the waiter ex-

plained that he could tell only the story of his own life.

The old servant had formerly been a storekeeper in a little

country town. His wife was dead, and all his love centered

upon his young daughter, whom his elderly clerk desired

to marry. But her father gently opposed him. Unknown
to the storekeeper, a wealthy young man had been paying
attentions to his daughter. The pair eloped. Fearing the

worst, the father rushed out in search of the girl, and when
ne returned his clerk handed him a letter from the rich

man saying that he was married and could not wed, but

would provide a home for her abroad. The heart-broken
father sold his store to his clerk and set out to search the

world over to find his daughter and to avenge her. So
far, however, though he had wandered from city to city,

and from country to country, his search had been vain.

As the old servant turned to leave the room a young man,
a stranger to the club, appeared in the doorway. The ser-

Tellincj the Story at the Club

vant's hand flashed to his pocket and whipped out a re-

volver. Before he could fire he was seized. The stranger,

surprised, crossed to them. “He is the man !” the servant
exclaimed. “I have waited long for this moment.” Tffe
stranger, astonished, recognized Aileen’s father. From his

expression and the contempt on the faces of the club mem-
bers, he saw also how he himself was regarded. “Come to

my hotel—all of you,” he said: “I will explain.” The old

waiter and clubman complied. At the hotel, Aileen and
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her father rushed into one another’s arms. The rich man

had never been married before. The letter purporting to

have been written by him had really been forged by the

storekeeper’s jealous clerk. Conscience had troubled him,

and only recently he had written to tne girl’s husband a

full confession.
* * * * ^

AN AUTO BUNGALOW FRACAS—BEAUTY
One Reel—October 30, 1915 '—A Young Bride Plans to Surprise

Her Husband, Starring Carol Holloway and John Sheehan

John John Sheehan

Caroi, his wife Carol Holloway

Lott, a real estate agent John Steppling

Sellem, agent for “Speedo” car Dick Rosson

Landlord Rae Berger

The Nice Rich Uncle

John and Carol are saving to buy a bungalow. Both

are in despair, as they see everything they have going out

in rent to the landlord instead of into time payments upon

a home of their own. In imagination they picture to them-

selves their future bungalow and automobile. Carol re-

ceives notice that a rich uncle in California has died and
left her $3,000, the check for which is enclosed in the letter.

She determines to buy a bungalow to surprise her husband.

That morning she visits a real estate office, and returns

later invested with such an air of mystery that John guesses

instantly that she is keeping something from him. The next

day, when she goes out, he shadows her. John finds Carol

with two strange men in an empty house on the outskirts of

the town. He thrashes both the men, and in a jealous rage

accuses his wife of being tired of him. Carol at last con-

vinces her husband that she only was trying to surprise

him, and that the agents of the Bluevale Real Estate Com-
pany and the salesman of “Speedo” cars are ready to ac-

commodate at a low figure. John buys the bungalow and the

automobile.
H*

HOBO NERVE—NOVELTY
One Reel—November 3, 1915—A Side-Splitting Tramp Comedy

Two tramps steal a parson’s preaching clothes. They
find in the pockets a five-dollar bill, a ticket to Hicksville,

New York, and a letter which reveals the fact that the

Reverend Jacob Harris is expected in Hicksville that morn-
ing to rehearse a young couple, Hiram Brown and Lilly

Lunn, who are to be married that day at noon. Ho, the

taller of the tramps, puts on the parson’s clothes, and he
and his pal board the train. The Reverend Mr. Harris, de-
layed by the loss of his pulpit garments, reaches the sta-

tion just in time to see the train pulling out and Ho fast

disappearing in his clothes. He hires a farmer to drive

him like mad to Hicksville. Meanwhile, the tramps ar-

rive and present themselves at the home of the bride. Ho
explains that the disreputable-looking fellow whom he has

brought with him, a few hours before had saved his life,

and that he has attached Bo to him as his faithful body-

guard. When it is time for the wedding rehearsal to be-

gin, however, Ho gets cold feet. To prevent it being dis-

covered that he is an impostor, he feigns illness, and his

limp form is transported to the dining-room, where the

wedding breakfast stands ready. The mother of the bride

pours wine down Ho’s throat, and he revives with alacrity.

Bo, meanwhile, has helped himself to the beverage from

the sideboard. Another attempt being made to rehearse

the ceremony, Ho goes into violent fits. At this juncture

in rushes the real parson, clothed in shabby second-best.

He very quickly exposes the rascally Ho and Bo, who flee

the house, pursued by a volley of dinner plates.

THE LITTLE DETECTIVE—CUB COMEDY
One Reel—October 22, 1915

—

A Laughable Misadventure in Love,
Starring George Ovey

Jerry, a detective George Ovey
Hank, another George George
Mr. Goodrich Louis Fitzroy
Mrs. Goodrich, his wife Janet Sully
Goldie, their daughter Goldie Colwell
Jack, her husband Jefferson Osborne

Mr. Goodrich reads of burglaries in the neighborhood.
He writes to a private detective agency for men to guard
his mansion, commissioning his daughter Goldie to deliver

the note. Goldie suggests to her two admirers, Jerry
and Hank, that they palm themselves off as sleuths, and
they joyfully enter upon the plan. Having the freedom
of the house, Hank sees how easy it would be to rob the

safe. He sends a note to Bill, a tough customer, instruct-

ing him to play burglar and promising to show him the

way. The proceeds are to be shared, fifty-fifty. Jerry
learns of the scheme and decides to foil it. That night
Mr. Goodrich is awakened by the noise Bill makes in fall-

ing over a chair. Meanwhile, a real burglar also has en-

tered the house. The shots intended for Bill and Hank
cause the professional to seek cover, and Jerry sees him

Jerry Is Collared For the Thief

wrap himself round in the portieres. When the police ar-

rive, Bill and Hank having escaped, Jerry is collared for

the thief. He insists that there is a mistake and points

out to Mr. Goodrich the real burglar’s hiding-place. The
crook is captured. Jerry spurns Mr. Goodrich’s offer of

money. He asks only for the hand of Goldie. Her father

consents, but suggests that Jerry first consult Jack, Goldie’s

husband. The crest-fallen hero turns and sees the lady in

question in a strange gentleman’s arms.
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TOURING WITH TILLIE—BEAUTY
One Reel—October 26, 1915—The Romantic Adventures of Two

Feminine Campers in California

Cliff Burridge, a young rancher Frank Borzage
Tillie Gray, a tourist Neva Gerber
Aunt Pansy, Tillie’s companion Lucille Ward

Tillie Gray and Aunt Pansy are touring in their auto
through the Santa Ynez valley. They prepare their camp,
and Tillie gathers firewood and captures a stray chicken.

Clifif Burridge, the young owner of the ranch, appears.

He claims the chicken. Tillie indignantly pays for the

bird, and she and Aunt Pansy decide to pull up their tent

poles and move on. Burridge, repenting of his action, fol-

lows the women. He kills two chickens and leaves them
at their night camp, unobserved, together with a whistle

The lTramps Help Themselves

and a note, bidding them blow the whistle if ever they are

in need of help. Next morning, the tourists decide to keep
the peace offering. Aunt Pansy blows the whistle, and
when Cliff appears, she thanks him. Tillie and her aunt
drive leisurely through the California country, pausing fre-

quently to rest. Every so often Cliff overtakes them. Two
weeks later he proposes to Tillie, but is interrupted by the

sound of a whistle in a nearby field. Cliff rescues Aunt
Pansy from an angry cow; still Tillie is obdurate. Two
tramps invade the camp, raid the supplies, terrorize and
rob the women. Cliff is summoned. In a fight with the

vagrants, he is wounded in the hand. However, he drives

off the tramps with a hot poker. Then the young rancher

renews his suit—and this time Tillie accepts half owner-
ship in his Santa Ynez ranch.

PUTTING PAPA TO SLEEP—NOVELTY
One Reel—November 1, 1915—A Comedy of Young Love, Robbery

and an Opiate Which Miscarried

Daughter wishes to marry the Young-Man-of-Her-Choice.
But Papa shuts her up in her room. She manages, how-
ever, to smuggle out a note to her sweetheart, telling him
that that evening she is going to dope Papa’s wine, and that

she will depend upon her lover to have a ladder ready be-

neath her bedroom window. The note is read by a crook.

He plots with his pal to rob Papa’s safe. The pal, disguised

as a crook, obtains a position in Papa’s household. That
evening, Daughter, on whom, meanwhile, Papa has taken

pity and whom he has released, puts an opiate into the de-

canter of wine, pours out a tempting glass for Papa, and
runs upstairs to pack her bag. Papa, having a headache,
decides not to indulge in wine. He turns it back into the

decanter and goes to bed. Meanwhile Daughter and the

Young-Man-of-Her-Choice have eloped in an automobile.

The coast being clear, the “cook” admits his pal, and they
advance upon the safe. Papa is roused. He comes upon
the crooks, who hold him up at the point of a gun and
force him to exchange clothes with the cook’s accomplice.
When the police arrive they arrest Papa for rifling his own
safe. The lovers have stopped to make a tire change. The
tire rolls away down the street, and the man and the girl

give frenzied pursuit. A strange young man waylays the
runaway tire and claims it for his own. The dispute is in-

terrupted by a policeman who marches all three to the sta-

tion house. Here Papa, Daughter and Sweetheart are
brought face to face. Papa’s identity is established, and
the officers rush back to recover the real thieves. They
find them well doped with the opiated wine. Papa gets back
all his money and his valuable papers intact. In his grati-
tude to the elopers, he drops the automobile tire around
them and proclaims his blessing. Meanwhile, the two police-
men have taken a puli at the wine, and marched off the
bogus cook and his companion. The wine soon works upon
the officers of the law. Both thieves escape, while their
captors, overcome with sleep, succumb in the middle of the
sidewalk. *****
HATTIE, THE HAIR HEIRESS—FALSTAFF
One Reel—October 21, 1915—A Tonsorial Comedy-Romance Where-

in a Baldpate Wins
Heiress Frances Keyes
c n :tnro f Claude Cooper

I Arthur Cunningham

There was much excitement in the little village of Jinx
Junction when the local newspapers announced that the
"Hair Heiress” would spend the summer there in the home
of her childhood. The heiress’ father, in his younger days,
had been a poor but honest farmer. His failure to raise

crops of corn and wheat induced him to migrate to the Great
City, where, after many privations, he invented a wonder-
ful hair tonic. He amassed a large fortune, died and left

everything to his only child, Hattie.

All the village beaux of Jinx Junction were anxious to
impress the heiress. Among her suitors was a kind-hearted
keeper of a garage, who never overcharged any one, and

The Village Beaux Were Anxious to Impress the Heiress

always gave credit to strangers. Another aspirant for her

hand was the owner of an ice cream parlor, noted through-
out Creosote County for his “Surprise Banana Tuesday,”
and the pride of the visitors, the “Old Town Goulash.”
The ice cream man thought at first that he had the inside

track, but later he suspected that there was a rival. How-
ever, from outside the window of the heiress he joyfully

saw her refuse to wed the garage keeper. Yet to his grief

the girl refused him, also, and showed him his rival’s photo-
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graph. The ice cream man glanced at the picture and

snorted. “He’s horribly bald-headed,
-

’ he said. “I know,”
she replied. “Ever since we met and fell in love I have

been trying to make him grow a head of hair like those in

papa’s advertisements. Up to date my efforts have failed,

but I will devote my life to this sacred cause.”

^ JjJ 5jC >{C

CAPERS OF COLLEGE CHAPS—FALSTAFF
One Reel—October 11, 1915—A Bridegroom’s Reputation at Stake

Is Saved in the Nick of Time

Riley Chamberlain Burnett Parker

A college glee club was touring the large cities. Two
of the members were great sleepers, and the morning that

The College Glee Club

the club was to go back to college the “sleepy-heads” slum-

bered peacefully. Their comrades decided that it would be

a good joke to “maroon” the two in the town, so they

departed on an early train, thoughtfully taking the money
of the sleepers. One of the boys advised wiring their folks

for cash, but his companion immediately vetoed the propo-
sition, explaining that he was engaged to be married, and
that his fiancee, a girl with an extremely keen sense of humor
would tease him unmercifully. So the two young men went
out in search of employment and found it in a dance hall.

One of the principal diversions besides the dancing was
furnished by an earnest reformer, who made a practice of

stealing into the place and, in stentorian tones, calling upon
the dancers to repent. The reformer always kept an eye
out for the “bouncer” of the place, a very husky person,

who had many times seized the crank and cast him bodily

into the street. Graduation day came and the prospective
bridegroom made plans for his wedding. His friend,

“sleepy-head,” was to be best man. Invitations were sent

out but the dance hall owner was not invited. However,
he read about the wedding and liking his former musicians,
decided to attend. The wedding day arrived and with it

a number of interesting and exciting developments. The
uncle of the bride turned out to be the reformer who had
raced in and out of the dance hall. “I have seen you young
men before,” he declared, addressing the groom and the
best man. With this comforting assurance he. turned to

meet the other guests, and as the two college boys were
wondering what they should do they glanced out of the win-
dow and saw the dance hall owner coming up the steps.

They waylaid him in the hallway and when the bride came
downstairs her future husband confessed the truth. Her
sense of humor saved the situation. The dance hall owner
was recognized by the reformer, however, and he hastened
away to tell his sister, the bride’s mother, that she was about
to add a dance hall musician to her family. But before the

reformer could find the girl’s mother the dance hall

“bouncer” arrived with a message for his employer. The
old fear came to the heart of the reformer and with a

wild shriek he rushed from the house without revealing the

secret of the groom.
5§C

BING-BANG BROTHERS—FALSTAFF
One Reel—October 14, 1915—A Subtle Tafe of Two Thespians'

Revenge

Bing-Bang Brothers John Lehnberg, Colin Campbell
Theatrical Booking Agent Riley Chamberlain

Peter McCormick and Henry Benson, professionally were
known as “Bing-Bang Brothers.” They said it was because

their act was quick, like the explosion of gunpowder. Any-
way, the Bing-Bangs were in dire straits. They managed
to see one of the best vaudeville agents, but he refused

them an engagement. However, the Mayville Carnival

Company expressed a desire for their services at a joint

salary of $15 for one week, and they accepted. Arriving

at Mayville they found that the carnival had failed before

it started, owing to the fact that the daughter of the treas-

urer had eloped with a drummer, taking the bank roll along.

Bing and Bang were far from New York. They pawned
all the cioflies they had in their large hamper trunk, but
only obtained a little more than the price of one ticket to

Gotham. So it was decided that Bang should come home
as baggage, for they could send the trunk without extra

cost. At a junction halfway to New York the hamper con-
taining the unfortunate Bang was dumped out by mistake.
The vaudeville agent who had rejected the act of Bing;

and Bang happened to be waiting at that same junction.
With him was a young woman, and they both knew that
the man’s wife would be very angry if she heard of the
expedition. But the vaudeville agent had “fixed things” by
sending his wife picture post cards from Pittsburgh, mailed
by a faithful chum. So in happy ignorance of their impend-
ing fate, they sat on the hamper, talking foolish talk, while
Bang, inside, feverishly made notes of the conversation
on his cuff and his shirt front, for he recognized the voice
of the vaudeville agent. In due time the trunk arrived in

New York. Bing and Bang dropped all other business and

The Bing-Bangs Get the Cold Shoulder

devoted themselves to watching the agent’s office. The day
he arrived they followed him into his private room and
told him they had a new act. “It is ‘Love at a Railroad
Junction’—taken from life,” said Bang. “Very interesting.”
The agent’s guilty conscience told him he had been found
out. So summoning a smile, he said: “How would you
boys like 30 weeks on the Pacific Coast, to be followed
by a year in Australia?”
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Rothapfel Mutual Tour

S. L. Rothapfel’ s tour of the country, un-

der the auspices of the Mutual Film Cor-

poration, is a development of the realization

that the exhibition of motion pictures is a

business—that its proper and profitable con-

duct requires the exeroise of sound business

sense, study and attention.

Both Mr. Rothapfel’ s experience and what

he has to tell about it, must clearly prove

that successful picture theatre operation calls

for something more than seats, screen, music

and film.

But as Mr. Rothapfel so ably sets forth,

given those things with a degree of taste and

judgment on the part of a manager, real

entertainment can be produced.

There are basic laws and principles back

of every success in every business. The ear-

lier they are discovered' and made available

to those engaged in that business, the more
certain and rapid its development.

In presenting to the exhibitor of the na-

tion this Rothapfel-Mutual Tour, the Mutual

Film Corporation is making an effective ef-

fort toward giving the “message of success”

carried by this “Belasco of the motion pic-

ture” to all the exhibitors of all the nat on.

Recognition of the importance of this

broad and generous effort determined Presi-

dent John R. Freuler to send Mr. Rothapfel

on this mission. Mr. Rothapfel has nothing

to “sell” for the Mutual, and nothing is ex-

pected from the exhibitors but their atten-

tion.

The Rothapfel-Mutual Tour is a part of

the bigness of the new $8,000,000 Mutual
program. *****

A Bird of a Film

The Spirit (if Audubon, a two-reel Than-
houser release, is a photoplay of most un-

usual merit and interest. Its theme—and it

is a theme rather than a plot—is simple,

and the action, though significant, is largely

a vehicle for a remarkable series of bird-life

pictures.

The bird pictures were taken on the great

“bird sanctuary” preserves of the South,

where the wild things have found breeding

grounds and refuge safe from the molesta-

tions of feather hunters.

This part of the photography of the re-

lease was by Henry K. Job, expert on ap-

plied ornithology for the National Asso-
ciation of Audubon societies. Colonel

Roosevelt appears in the picture.

Advance screenings of the picture in the

Mutual’s projection rooms have been held

for a number of persons of authority on the

life of the open places. Albert Britt, editor

of Outing, was among those to express ap-

proval of the film.

While the lesson of the film play is aimed
more directly at bad little boys who pillage

nests, it is also well calculated to inspire

the impression that aigrette feathers look
better on egrets than on hats.

* *| * sjc *

The Mutual’s new Atlanta office is located

at 68 South Forsyth Street. Prompt ship-

ments of film and supplies which were under
way before the fire on last Saturday was
extinguished, enabled the continuance of ser-

vice to exhibitors with a minimum of in-

terruption.

The British Film Tax

The tax imposed by Great Britain on im-

portations of motion picture film is a matter

of interest rather than importance to the

Mutual Film Corporation, in that this cor-

poration is concerned only with the distribu-

tion of film in the United States, its pos-

sessions and Canada.
The probability seems to be that England

will lose its importance as the world market
for film and that the exportations previously

made by American manufacturers througn
English branches or subsidiaries, will now
be made direct from the United States

through New York.
According to the press reports on which

this discussion is based, the tax is 16 cents

a foot on negative, 2 cents on prints, and
1 cent on raw film stock.

This will result in England receiving few
negatives, and only shipments of such prints

as may be required to meet English exhibit-

ors’ demands. Buyers representing variously
the needs of Russia, France, South Africa,

Australia, and, in fact, the whole foreign
film-consuming world, will get their prints

in this country, and England will have lost

the domination of this line of world trade.

It seems certain that Great Britain will

not only fail of raising the estimated reve-
nue, but will lose a commerce that she will

be unable to recover perhaps for many years.

Nothing for the American exhibitor to
worry about.

* * * *

Julian Johnson paid a contributor about
$5 for -the privilege, of printing this on the

“Seen and Heard” page of Photoplay Mag-
azine:

“Our hero was leading the last desper-
ate charge, which was to turn the tide

of battle. Shells burst above him, bul-

lets whistled through the air, his men
fell all around him, but he rushed on
unscathed.

“ ‘He must be wearing Paris gar-
ters,’ remarked the nut.

“‘Why?’ innocently inquired the vic-

tim.
“
‘Apparently,’ said the nut, ‘no metal

can touch him.’
”

Sorry to give the garters free space, but
we had a hole in the page just this deep.

*****

A recent issue of a theatrical publication

announces that some New York daily paper

has laid down a rule to reject any and all

copy from motion-picture press agents. We
are not informed as to the name of this

newspaper, but it is of course fair to assume
this same paper will also refuse to take stor-

ies from the press agents for baseball, which
will be recalled as an amusement of the

masses in the earlier days of the republic.

The term “film pirates,” coined by our
favorite author, seems to now be established

as a brand name for those well and unfavor-
ably known gentry. Reel Life hereby grants
full permission for its use wherever it can
be properly applied. We have in the making
some more “releases” under this brand. They
will be “Mutual Specials,” featuring the

sheriff, and will be announced by the service

of warrants.

Gaumont’s Films American

The Gaumont releases on the Mutual pro-

gram are exclusively the products of the

Gaumont Company’s studios in the United
States.

Gossip emanating from “nowhere in par-

ticular” and with no foundation, in fact,

of any kind, has spread reports that these

releases were in part coming from European
studios.

A moment’s consideration by any exhi-

bitor would refute such allegations. Look
over the release pages showing the Gaumont
releases, all featuring American actors—Ivy
Troutman, Cissy Fitzgerald, Grace Valen-
tine, George Sidney, W. C. Fields, and many
others.

A formal statement from the Gaumont
Company will be found on the back cover.

J * * * * *

The Pool Sharks has met pleasant suc-

cess. This is a Gaumont comedy, featuring
the antics of W. C. Fields. His fifteen-ball

combination shot, putting them all in the
counting rack, has excited the admiring at-

tention of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender
Company, which desires to add this picture

to their film library on cue work.

*****

Harry King Tootle has been made publicity

manager for the Gaumont Company. Mr.
Tootle is giving special attention to the
matter of co-operation with the newspapers,
based on the Keeping Up With the Joneses,
the animated cartoon series running in the

.split reel with See America First.

*****

An Exhibitor’s Opinion

The nation-wide success of Damaged
Goods, Mutual Special Feature, and the

$8,000,000 Mutual Program, is reflected in

this extract from a letter to the home office

written by N. M. Dixon, manager of the

Louisville, Ky., branch

;

“We wish to call your attention to the

phenomenal success scored by Damaged
Goods in Louisville. The picture was
booked in the Walnut Street Theatre of this

city for four days, and we are in receipt

of a letter from Mr. Steuerle, the manager,
in which he says all records were broken,
and the only thing he is sorry about is that

he did not book same for two weeks, instead

of four days.

“We are now making arrangements to play

a return engagement of one week with
them.
“Through the wonderful success of Dam-

aged Goods and the instantaneous hit of the

new $8,000,000 Program, we have been suc-

cessful in placing a very satisfactory first-

run account in this theatre, and, while in my
office the other day, he said ; ‘The Mutual
Film Corporation is the first film company
to ever give their exhibitors a chance at a
big thing like Damaged Goods. Other com-
panies, when they had a special feature of

this sort, placed same on the road as a regu-
lar attraction, thereby not giving the exhi-
bitor a chance to make money himself.’

”
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“The Idol”—Mutual Program Feature
Produced by the American Film Company, Inc.

A Three Reel Clipper Star Feature Released in the Regular Mutual Program, October 30th.

Featuring E. Forrest Taylor and Helene Rosson

T HE swinging doors of

the Bowery saloon
were violently opened,

and out into the reeking

street staggered, aided by a

kick from the bartender, a

degraded specimen of

broken manhood. Tears
rolled from his bleared eyes.

He stumbled to the curb stone and sank down, his head
bowed in his hands. It was Cecil Fordyce, this drunken
outcast. The Cecil Fordyce who had once been the idol of
the classical stage. Drink had claimed one more victim.

Across the street, a Salvation Army band had gathered
for its evening service. In it was a young woman of
wonderful beauty. Her soft, rich contralto flooded the
poor street with a benediction. It roused
the drunken man from his lethargy, and
he raised his head so that he might
listen to the song which
fell from her lips.

Joyce Ferdon saw the

huddled creature under
the lamp post. She
realized that some hidden'

chord had been touched
in the miserable breast.

When she had ended her
song she crossed and laid

her hand on Fordyce’s
shoulder.

“Come over with us.

We can help you.”

Cecil Fordyce followed

the girl over to the val-

iant little band of workers. As the leader raised his voice

to the God which the drunkard had forgotten, a flood of

conviction overcame Fordyce.
He fell on his knees, begging forgiveness for his sins,

which were many.
Joyce Ferdon was as deeply touched as Fordyce. Un-

known to the officers of the Army, she was herself an ac-

tress, cast for a role which she felt would either make
her a great star, or destroy her future. The role was that

of a Salvation Army lassie, and she had joined the little

Bowery band and had thrown herself heart and soul into

their work, so that she might feel and know her part.

Cecil Fordyce was converted. The next day he secured

work in a street gang. Soon after he became foreman
of the force.

In the meantime, Joyce had returned to the stage, a better,

nobler woman for her experience. Still she had not explained

to Cecil her true identity. Her feeling for her role was pro-

nounced “marvelous” by the critics, and the ambition of her

life was attained. Only one incident had come to mar her
happiness. Sigmund, an obscure musician at the theatre,

had fallen in love with her, and in repelling his undesired
advances, Joyce had gained his enmity. He finally lost

his position, and secretly planned revenge on the girl.

Through a clever ruse, Joyce was lured into a cafe in a

dangerous part of town, where Sigmund and two mem-

bers of Fordyce s street gang
awaited her. Almost as if

by Providence, the converted
foreman was also present at

the cafe, and saved the girl,

whom he had grown to love.

Conscience-stricken, Joyce
felt that she must confess to

Fordyce that she had de-
ceived him all this time, that she was not a lassie, bent on
the salvation of the world, but a selfish actress, who has
put all things beneath her desire for fame. Cecil, himself
had five years before been the idol of the stage and knew
only too well the selfishness and the unhappiness of it.

But he had placed Joyce above the mercenary spirit of
the age. When he received her letter confessing her

true position, it seemed that the very
bottom had fallen from his new
found world of happiness. He de-

cided to drown his sor-

rows in drink, but be-

tween him and his half

raised glass came a vision

of a beaut if ul girl

dressed in the garb of a
Salvation Army lassie.

Quickly he tossed the li-

quor aside, never more to

be tempted.

Sick for a sight of
Joyce, Fordyce visited the

theatre one night, and
stood outside the stage
door, hoping for a glimpse
of her as she should pass

out. At length she came, laughing gayly, but with a half-

hidden sadness in her eyes which told the anxious man,
who had once tasted the bitter-sweetness of the same posi-

tion, that her heart was heavy beneath it all.

Suddenly a shot rang out. The leading man received
the bullet that had been aimed at the girl. Sigmund, the
musician, rushed into the night, throwing a smoking re-

volver as he ran. He was captured before he had gone
far by Fordyce.
The ex-actor came back into the light of the stage door

with his captive. As he did so, he was recognized by the
manager and by the wounded leading man.

“Cecil Fordyce!” they both exclaimed in a breath.

“Yes, I am Cecil Fordyce,” answered Sigmund's captor,

and tears of genuine joy came into his eyes that he should
be recognized again.

But Joyce Ferdon threw herself wildly into her rescuer’s

arms, and covered his face and hands with kisses.

The stage manager and leading man withdrew.
The next night Fordyce returned unto his own. The

leading man, unable to play, gave up to him his role.

From the columns of newspapers and from billboards

blazoned the name of the star who had again been found.
But in the heart of the actor and the actress, who had
wakened him to his manhood, had come a happiness which
fame could not supplant.

Cecil Fordyce
Joyce Ferdon
Sigmund
The Manager
The Leading Man
The Stage Director
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The Blood of Our Brothers"
Produced by David Horsley

A Three Part Centaur Star Feature, Based on a Stirring Plea for Peace. Featuring Crane Wilbur.

Released in the Regular Mutual Program, October 27th

By CRANE WILBUR

KINDHEART was a

simple peasant youth

employed by Infirmity

as a shepherd. Possessed

of great strength and an utter

lack of fear, he was, never-

theless, as gentle as a woman,
with a heart that knew
naught but kindness. He
wooed Devotion, the daughter of his employer. Valor,

the girl’s brother, discontenanced Kindheart s presumption.

He struck the simple shepherd in the face, but the humble

lad refused to retaliate, explaining that he could not harm

any one. Valor branded him as a coward before the

gathering throng.

Later, Valor, while hunting, fell from the top of a preci-

pice and lay at the bottom of an inaccessible ravine, «
badly wounded. There Kindheart found him, and

with great tenderness carried him to his home. v

Valor removed his objections to Kindheart’

s

mar-

riage to his sister, and the two
men vowed eternal friendship.

The wedding was celebrated, but

the feast was rudely interrupted

when Braggart, a recruiting of-

ficer made his appearance and
announced that war in-

volving their country had
been declared. All the

able-bodied men of the

village enlisted, save
Kindheart.

“I cannot shed the blood

of my brothers,” he wildly

exclaimed.

His friends turned from TI7 , . , , „ , , „
him, and only his wife,

Devotion, understood what was in his gentle heart. The
next day the soldiers marched away, leaving the village

alone to the women and children and old men.
Kindheart went to live with his wife under the roof of

her tottering father, Infirmity. The months passed, and
a child was born to the simple pair. In the hills outside

the village, Kindheart tended his flocks. As he was out
one day a company of renegade soldiers attacked the de-

fenseless women and children of the village. They slaugh-
tered all, and left the village in smoking ruins. When
Kindheart returned from his flocks at eventime, what a

sight greeted his eyes ! Death, ruin, destruction

!

The gentle, trusting soul of the lad was overcome with
sickening horror. Rushing to his hut, he found, dead,
Devotion, his young wife, her babe, and Infirmity, her
father. On a picture on the wall was the imprint of a
bloody hand. As one possessed of madness, Kindheart de-
termined to find the owner. Wild-eyed and quite demented,
he left the hut and passed out through the smoking ruins
of the village, with only his violin under his arm.
As a wandering musician, Kindheart searched for the

slayer of his loved ones among the enemy’s lines. From
camp to camp he tramped, stopping to play his rustic

Kinheart, a shepherd
Devotion, a shepherdess
Valor, her brother
Infirmity, her father

Lust, a renegade soldier

Loot, another

music to the soldiers, and
telling their fortunes by
means of a bit of smoked
glass which he held over
their palms. When he was
through with one camp, he
would steal into the brambles,
where he would compare the

imprints of the hands on the
fortune teller’s glasses with the bold, bloody imprint which
he had taken from his wall in the ravished shepherds’
village. Never would he find the hand, it seemed, though
he searched endlessly, and grew old and tattered in his
quest.

One day Kindhearf

s

wanderings led him to a wayside
inn. Here Lust and Loot, two blear-eyed soldiers, were

making merry with their companions. They
commanded music—wild and still more wild.

They demanded fortunes, they called for drinks.

And when the crew was well asleep from sheer
exhaustion, Kindheart furtively pulled forth

his imprints and compared them with the

marks of blood. It was there ! One sooty
imprint bore the same outline, the same

finger marks as the one he
sought.

With a half maddened
cry, Kindheart sprang

> .
upon Lust, the murderer,

ajT' and avenged death with

death.

Crazed with a thirst for

blood, Kindheart plunged
away on the back of a

horse, and escaped the

, t~, ,

i

x, . ~ ,
pursuing soldiers. He

esl Death, Rum, Destruction! r
, ,,

°
, £

rode through the forest

for days, and at last came upon a detachment of the enemy’s
troops. In his madness to kill, Kindheart seized the rifle

of a fallen soldier and sent a bullet through the brain of

the commanding officer. Kindheart assumed his place, and
led the charge against his own brothers. The scene changed
to a hand-to-hand conflict in the open field. With fiendish

glee, Kindheart engaged in a struggle with a soldier of

the opposing army. His opponent fell, wounded. As Kind-
heart bent over him to finish his act of destruction, he was
arrested as by a bolt of thunder.

At his feet, slain by his own hands, lay Valor, his sworn
friend and beloved brother. The shock brought Kindheart
to his senses. His blood cooled and froze in his veins.

The shepherd returned to his mountains, to the peace

of the life which he had lead before there was war. The
story of his sufferings was marked deeply on his haggard
face. The joy and happiness of youth were gone from his

heart. The moments of his crazed insanity for blood had
proved what war may incite in the most gentle of men.

As he sat alone on the mountains with his flocks, he

tenderly picked up a little lamb which had strayed, as he

had done, and his heart was filled again with the love which
passeth human understanding.
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“The Diamond from the Sky”
By ROY L. McCARDELL

“THE GARDEN OF THE GODS”

The Story of Chapter Twenty-six of the Flying “A”

Picturized Romantic Novel

HROWING back the

great bronze bolt on

the ornate front door
of the Powell mansion, Blair

Stanley darted from the ves-

tibule and around the house,

closely followed by Vivian

Marston and the trembling

Arthur. There, beneath the

high window, lay the bat-

tered body. of Frank Durand. His neck was broken. But
his right hand had relaxed and The Diamond From the Sky
was gone! Arthur covered his eyes to shut out the grue-

some sight, while' Vivian and Blair exchanged
significant glances.

‘‘Did you see the struggle?” she asked Arthur.
“It must have been De Vaux who killed him.”

Arthur had been too dazed from the effects

of the sleeping powder to have anything but a

confused notion of what actually had oc-

curred. “I heard the fight in your room,
Blair was saying, “and I

rushed in. De Vaux was
beating Durand with a slug-

shot, I think. Then the thief

rushed past me and escaped
with the diamond, after push-
ing Durand through the

window.” The enfeebled

mind of the mad million-

aire seized willingly upon
this glib explanation of
the murder. Next morn-
ing, Arthur gave Blair’s

version to the newspapers.
Meanwhile, in far

away Richmond, Hagar and Esther journeyed down to

Fairfax, escorted by Marmaduke Smythe. Unlocking the

great door of Stanley Hall, Hagar led the way into the

library. Lawyer Smythe was instantly absorbed in the old

family portraits
;
while to Hagar

,

also, came memories of

the past. She rested for a while in a revery, then began
speaking of her reputed gypsy wealth. “Its hiding place

is here,” she said, prying up a strip of wooden moulding
at the end of the hearthstone. “All these bank notes are

yours, Esther, my dear. The Hardings were rich people

as gypsies go.”

Then Hagar fell to recounting the history of Matt Hard-
ing, of herself and of Esther, the changeling of the Stan-

leys. Both mother and daughter wept—and the lawyer,

tactfully trying to ignore their agitation, began to inquire

interestedly what certain yellow parchments hidden under
the hearthstone might contain. The papers turned out to

be gypsy family trees. Hagar handed them over to Smythe,
telling him to examine them as curiosities at his leisure.

The last day of his job on the prison roof, Quabba sig-

nalled to Luke that everything was in readiness. That
night, the gypsy descended safely from his cell window and
scaled the wall. In making his descent, however, the

chimney, to which the rope was affixed, fell, rousing the

prison guards. If it had not

been for the preparedness of

Quabba, Luke surely could

not have avoided capture.

But the faithful organ
grinder, waiting in the road

with his pony and cart,

quickly handed Luke an old

coat, trousers and a hat with

a wig in it. Then, as the

footsteps and the cries of the guards came nearer, he made
Luke smear his gypsy face still darker with walnut stain

—

and so they moved on together, two wandering Italian

minstrels. The pursuit reached them and passed.

Quabba took his friend to La Bella Napoli.
“This is my cousin,” he told Signora Solari, the pro-

prietress. “Maybe you give him a room till he get

a job.”

The newcomer attended to, Signora Solari re-

turned to the private parlor, where a stranger, who
had introduced himself a day
or two before as a secret

agent of the Italian Govern- •

ment, was drinking and car-

rying on a lively flirtation with
Signorina Rosa Solari. Un-

til to-night, the stranger

scarcely had left his room.
The Solaris, however,
were not people to ques-

tion a guest who could

pay handsomely for his

hiding-place. But, to-

night, surely, he had lost

all discretion. He had
shown the ravishing Rosa

a wonderful diamond, set in an antique necklace. Rosa’s
excited cry caused Luke to press his ear to the thin par-

tition.

“You may well admire it,” a tipsy voice was saying, “it

is called, and rightly, The Diamond From the Sky.” Lovell

waited for no more. Seizing a stout stick, which he had
brought with him, he stole with panther tread down the

hall. Three seconds later, under Luke’s bludgeon, De Vaux
fell head foremost across the table. The gypsy’s wiry
fingers were entwined in the glittering heirloom.

Meanwhile, Arthur had returned to Los Angeles from
an automobile trip to the Garden of the Gods. The wild
scenery and the exhilarating drive, however, had bv no
means restored him. That night he dreamed feverishly

of Esther. Before him she seemed to float, smiling sadly,

in her vestal robes. He reached to touch her—but she

drifted past. He followed on foot, and in his speediest

car—a race of madness. Down mountains, up and over,

through the Garden of the Gods, he pursued the fair phan-
tom to the abysmal edge of a giddy precipice. She van-
ished and he fell— fell . Arthur woke. Long he lay

sleepless. But not once did his thoughts turn to the lost

diamond. And if they had, little could he have guessed
into whose hands it had fallen.

Esther Stanley Lottie Pickford

Arthur Stanley, II Irving Cummings
Blair Stanley William Russell

Vivian Marston Charlotte Burton
Hagar Eugenie Forde
Luke Lovell
Marmaduke Smythe
Quabba, the hunchback W. J. Tedmarsh
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An Interview with Baseless Rumors Are

Edwin Thanhouser Silenced by Gaumont
{Continued from Page 3)

one of the world’s most remarkable organizations of actors

and directors.

“All this mean, also, a guarantee to the motion picture

public that the Thanhouser product shall at all times be

consistently good, always up to a certain high level of

merit. It makes the Thanhouser name on a film mean that

that film is sure to be good. We do not pretend to say

that every picture that we make is the best picture that

can be made, but we do say with absolute certainty and
conviction that no bad picture, no weak and ineffective

picture ever is sent out with the Thanhouser name on it.

Every exhibitor and every motion picture patron can know
and does know, that the name of Thanhouser is a guar-

antee against a failure.

“One of our strong factors is in our scenario depart-

ment, which includes a most unusual staff. It is under the

general supervision of Mrs. Thanhouser and it includes

Lloyd and Phillip Lonergan, both writers of note
;
Vir-

ginia Hudson, for years one of the most able and best

known newspaper women who ever graced the offices of

Park Row, and Clinton Stagg, writer of many literary suc-

cesses outside of his valuable contributions to the literature

of the screen.

“Which brings me to another point. I feel that the de-

velopment of the future of the motion picture calls for

purely original matter, strong scenarios written for the

motion picture and with only the motion picture presenta-

tion in view.

“The future means the development of a new field of

writers for the making of feature films. This will force in

turn, just what I mentioned before, the bringing of the

stage to the motion picture for material. As a case in

point, I may remark that I have been approached and ne-

gotiations have been begun for presentation on the speaking

stage of The Price of Her Silence, a five-reel Thanhouser
Masterpicture. This one fact points the way on which we
are progressing to the period when the motion picture play

will be the admitted and recognized fountain head of dram-
atic art.”

Mr. Thanhouser’s view of the relative positions of the

speaking stage and the motion picture do not come from a

one-sided position. He met success on the speaking stage

before the motion picture was born and he adopted the

motion picture only after he was fully convinced of its

future. His speaking stage experience runs back into the

days when he had a stock company in Milwaukee, Wis., and
there pulled the old Academy of Music up from failure

to a position of remarkable success. For eight years this

Thanhouser stock company played there continuously, with
a change of bill every week and with but eleven weeks
of intermission in the whole period. Another interesting

Thanhouser success was in stock at the Bush Temple, in

Chicago, which, for many years, was the dramatic center

of the North Side of that city. There he built up a fol-

lowing that brought national attention.

Mr. Thanhouser probably can well claim for himself the
title of the first theatrical man in America to enter the mo-
tion picture business. The great Thanhouser institution of
today is a token of the importance of that step.

There you have what Thanhouser means on the Mutual
Program.

Their Releases Are Made in America, Using Only
American Stars and American Plays

B ASELESS rumors having gained currency that the

motion pictures of the Gaumont Company released

on the Mutual Program are not made in America, a

categorical denial has just been made by that company.
Both the Rialto Star Features and the Casino Star Com-
edies are made by Gaumont, either at Flushing, N. Y., or

Jacksonville, Fla. They are distributed only by the Mu-
tual Film Corporation. It is to be regretted that competi-

tion in the motion picture industry is not on such a high
plane that it is necessary for the Gaumont Company to

make denial of a statement so misleading that it can be

made only through ignorance or malice.

“The slightest investigation would convince the most
casual inquirer of the falsity of such a statement,” was the

remark of F. G. Bradford, general manager of the Gau-
mont Company, when the rumor was called to his attention.

“Every Gaumont motion picture on the Mutual Program
is made here in America.

“Just to look at a list of Gaumont releases of Rialto

Star Features and Casino Star Comedies is sufficient to

convince one at a glance that the All-American Program
of this company is just what it purports to be. The only

star even with a foreign name is Fania Marinoff, who was
born in Russia. As she made her debut in Denver as a

child, it can be seen that all her stage experience has been in

this country. She has played in ‘The Man on the Box,’

and was in the original New York cast of that great play,

‘Within the Law.’ Surely, she is entitled to be called an
American star.

“Who could be more American than William Roselle or

W. C. Fields ? Both are Gaumont stars. Fayette Perry
comes from Nebraska. So does Alice Dovey. Grace Val-

entine was born in Ohio. Tempest and Sunshine are Ken-
tucky girls.

“Take a few other Gaumont stars whom we are glad

to feature: Francine Larrimore, who is in The Devil’s

Darling

,

is now playing on Broadway. Her picture has
a New York setting. Ivy Troutman secured her first

theatrical experience in the West, and appeared in the lead

in ‘A Pair of Sixes.’ Cissy Fitzgerald, whom Gaumont
stars in A Corner in Cats, is living in Brooklyn.

“Rialto Star Features are directed by Richard Garrick
and William F. Haddock. Mr. Garrick was for twelve
years a director of dramatic companies for Frohman, Lieb-

ler and Co., and Henry Miller. He has directed photo-
plays for Selig, Universal and Eclair. Mr. Haddock se-

cured his early training as a member of the famous Castle

Square Theatre Stock Company of Boston.
“Casino Star Comedies are directed by Edwin Middleton.

He spent twenty-one years in Philadelphia stock, and has
supported such stars as Mrs. Drew, J. B. Polk, Roland
Reed and Adelaide Stanhope.
“Having vouched for our directors, it would seem hardly

necessary to vouch for the Americanism of such actors

in the Gaumont companies as Henry W. Pemberton, Madge
Orlamond, ‘Budd’ Ross, Flavia Arcaro, Charles W. Travis
and Sydney Mason.
“The trade papers are carrying the announcement of the

autumn and winter program of the Gaumont Company. It

certainly could not be more American. Three companies
will be at work at Jacksonville, Fla., and the Flushing,
N. Y., studios will house Gaumont comedy companies. The
program is absolutely American in every detail.”
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News and Gossip from Mutual Men
What Exhibitors Are Doing with the Big New $8,000,000 Mutual Program—and How They

Are Advertising It

ON’T LET IT STAGGER YOU!”
So runs, in big headlines, an ad for the “Idle

Hour” Theatre, of Laurens, S. C., in a local news-

paper. It is only the beginning of the announcement that

the theatre has introduced the Mutual’s new $8,000,000

program to its patrons. A portion of the advertisement

follows

:

“We have contracted for the new $8,000,000 picture pro-

gram. If you are acquainted with the Mutual Masterpic-

ture program, you are to be congratulated. Otherwise

you are invited to come and learn its superior qualities.

Mutual fans have grown into millions in the

big cities since $8,000,000 has been placed in

improvment on its program.
“Picture lovers are no longer entitled ‘Mo-

vie Fans,’ but are now known as ‘Mutual

Fans.’
”

The advertisement goes on further to ex-

piate on the great new program, which as-

sures “not a dull moment in the week” to

the crowds who come to the “Idle Hour.” A.

S. Perry, manager, writes the home office

that the program is pulling for him, and his

house is constantly packed.

Word comes from M. M. Miller, manager
of the Indianapolis branch of the Mutual, that

C. D. Gillespie, manager of the Superba The-
atre, in Elwood, Ind., and a staunch booster

for Mutual pictures, is remodeling a second build-

ing into an up-to-date theatre, in which the Mu-
tual’s great $8,000,000 program will be the feature.

Mr. Gillespie is having the new theatre made in

ampitheatre style, which is found in only two
other motion picture theatres in the United States.

Elaborate decorations are being planned, and a beau-

tiful rest room and a nursery for the chil-

dren will be special features of the place.

An envelope addressed to “Mr. and Mrs.
A. Superba Patron and Family, Elwood,
Ind.,” and enclosing a leaflet “representing

your interest in an $8,000,000 investment,”

in which the forthcoming Mutual releases

are set forth, is a clever advertising dodge
introduced by the Superba manager, which is bringing
business to his theatre.

“The house slogan of the Liberty Theatre,” comes a re-

port from the Liberty Theatre in Los Angeles, Cal., is
“
‘Mutual Photoplays Perfectly Projected,’ which saying

holds good in all respects.

“The regular Mutual Program has been exhibited for

the past two years without a change of policy
;
changing

program on Monday and Thursday and ofttimes retaining
Mutual subjects for an entire week’s run, while theatres

in direct competition with the Liberty are changing pro-
grams three or four times a week, using as many as eight

reels to a program of varied manufacturers,” comes the
further good word.
The Liberty Theatre is one of the most beautiful and

most auspiciously located in Los Angeles. It stands on the
corner of Third and Main Streets. The theatre is owned
by W. M. Hughes, a retired capitalist, and director of the

California Savings Bank of Los Angeles. The house has

the distinction of having the only woman manager of

that part of the country, Mrs. C. J. Harley is the one, and
her eight years of experience in the picture industry makes
her excellently equipped for her position. Miss Helen
Rover is in charge of the musical department, to which
special attention is given.

“More moving pictures of its kind would make the mo-
tion picture industry an institution of great good. The
‘Rex’ would do well to have this picture return to Defiance

some day .”'—Defiance Crescent News, De-
fiance, Ohio. Such, under the heading of “A
Sermon in Pictures,” is what the Defiance

daily paper has to say of Bessie Barriscale in

the Mutual Masterpicture, The Reward.
There follows more—“She has preached a

sermon in motion pictures—a sermon more
impressive than the most eloquent speaker
could produce, because words could not por-

tray the story the way that it was done by
Miss Barriscale and her co-workers at the

Rex Theatre last evening. The picture is

nothing of the sob variety, but is a brilliant,

fast story all the way through, with plenty

of action and some of the best motion pic-

ture acting ever seen in Defiance.”

The Reward is an excellent sample of the

calibre of Mutual Masterpictures.

The Rolfe Theater, at Albany, Ore., is a model
theater. This is proved absolutely by the fact

that George Rolfe, the manager, gives over his

house exclusively to the Mutual’s big $8,000,000
program. His attractive lobby is alive with Mutual
paper,” and he reports “good business” to C. J. Kerr,

the Portland Mutual branch manager.

Although Hobart, Indiana’s latest picture

theatre, is not yet completed, the Mutual’s
program has been signed up by H. T. Coons,

manager, as a sure attraction.

The splendid $85,000 house owned by O.

G. Murray, “The Murette,” of Richmond,
Ind., is using first run Mutual service and doing the ban-

ner business of the town.. The good word comes from M.
M. Miller, manager of the Indianapolis branch, into whose
ears the theatre manager has poured enthusiastic praise.

Fleming & Hull, of the Ely Theatre, Ely, Nev., “The
House of Big Features,” have devised a clever little pro-

gram which they distribute among their patrons “for ready

reference.” It is a neat little folder, the size of a small

time card, which will slip easily into a pocket, and on it,

in brown ink, is printed the program of features for the

week. Following each announcement is a brief description

of the picture, and of the actors.

The value of a small and neat folder of this sort, in

which the features of the week stand out in bold print,

and are not overshadowed by the advertising so frequently

used in larger programs, is in its convenience. Patrons
will carry it with them for future reference, where they

would throw away an announcement sheet or a bigger book.

F. Goldfarb, crack salesman of
the Mutual’s New York Twenty-
third Street Branch, secured
$1,400 worth of bookings on
“Damaged Goods” in one week.
All rentals were at $100 a day.
Air. Goldfarb was formerly an
exhibitor.
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Mutual Program Releases
Centaur Star Features
Oct. 27—The Blood of Our Brothers (3)

Sept. 29—The Protest (3)

Clipper Star Features
Oct. 30—The Idol (3)
Oct. 9—Pardoned (3)
Sept. 18—The Great Question (3)

Mustang Star Features
Oct. 23—Buck’s Lady Friend (3)

Oct. 2—Man Afraid of His Wardrobe (3)

Reliance Star Features
Nov. 10—Father and Son (3)

Oct. 13—The Bread Line (3)

Rialto Star Features
Nov. 3—The Devil's Darling (3)
Oct. 20—The Card Players (3)

Oct. 6—Sunshine and Tempest (3)
Sept. 22—The House With Nobody In It (3)

Sept. 8—The Unsuspected Isles (3)

Than-o-Play
Nov. 6—Mr. Meeson’s Will (3)
Oct. 16—The Long Arm of the Secret Service, (3)
Sept. 25—A Disciple of Nietzsche (3)

American
Nov. 5—On Secret Service
Nov. 1—The Wasp (2)

Oct. 29—The Smuggler's Cave
Oct. 25—Out of the Ashes (2)

Oct. 22—Visitors and Visitees
Oct. 18—The Blot on the Shield (2)
Oct. 15—Profit from Loss
Oct. 11—Let There Be Light (2)
Oct. 8—The Sting of It

Oct. 4—Just As It Happened (2)
Sept. 31—Hearts in Shadow
Sept. 27—The Terror of the Mountains (2)
Sept. 24—It Was Like This
Sept. 20—The Barren Gain (2)

Sept. 17—The Little Lady Next Door
Sept. 13—-The Senor’s Silver Buckle (2)

Sept. 10—The Forecast
Sept. 6—In Trust (2)

Sept. 4—A Question of Honor
Sept. 1—-The Spirit of Adventure
Aug. 30—The Divine Decree (2)
Aug. 25—Mixed Wires
Aug. 23—Drawing the Line (2)
Aug. 18—The Assayer of Lone Gap
Aug. 16—The Jilt (2)
Aug. 1 1—Comrades Three
Aug. 9—The Exile of the “Bar K” Ranch (2)

Aug. 4—The Mighty Hold
Aug. 2—Detective Blinn (2)

July 30—After the Storm
July 28—The Deception
July 26—The Newer Way (2)

July 21—Wait and See
July 19—The Honor of the District Attorney (2)

July 14—To Melody a Soul Responds
July 12—Zaca Lake Mystery (2)

Beauty
Nov. 6—Billy Van Deusen’s Campaign
Nov. 2—One to the Minute
Oct. 30—An Auto Bungalo Bungle
Oct. 26—Touring With Tillie

Oct. 23—Deserted at the Auto
Oct. 19—Alias James, Chauffeur
Oct. 16—Aided by the Movies
Oct. 12—Billy—the Hill Billy
Oct. 9—Curing Father
Oct. 5—Mother's Busy Week
Oct. 2—Mixed Males
Sept. 28—Love, Mumps and Bumps
Sept. 25—Cats, Cash and a Cook Book
Sept. 21—Everyheart
Sept. 18—A Friend in Need
Sept. 14—Incognito
Sept. 11—When His Dough Was Cake
Sept. 7—Plot and Counterplot
Sept. 4—A Bully Affair
Aug. 31—Green Apples
Aug. 28—Uncle Heck, by Heck
Aug. 24—His Mysterious Profession
Aug. 21—What’s in a Name
Aug. 17—The Honeymooners
Aug. 14—Love and Labor
Aug. 10—Jimmy on the Job
Aug. 3—Cupid Takes a Taxi
July 27—Betty’s First Sponge Cake
July 20—His College Life
July 13—Applied Romance
July 6—The Guy Upstairs

Monday—American (2), Falstaff (1),

Novelty (1)

Tuesday—Thanhouser (2), Cartoon
and Scenic (1), Beauty (1).

Wednesday—Rialto, Reliance or Cen-
taur (3), Novelty (1).

Thursday—Centaur (2), Falstaff (1),

Mutual Weekly (1).

Friday—Mustang (2), American (1),

Cub (1).

Saturday—Clipper, Than-o-Play or
Mustang (3), Beauty (1).

Sunday—Reliance (2), Casino (1),

Thanhouser (1).

Mutual Weekly
Nov. 4—No. 44 Sept. 23—No. 38
Oct. 28—No. 43 Sept. 16—No. 37
Oct. 21—No. 42 Sept. 9—No. 36
Oct. 14—No. 41 Sept. 2—No. 35
Oct. 7—No. 40 Aug. 26—No. 34
Sept. 30—No. 39 Aug. 19—No. 33

Centaur
Nov. 4—When Avarice Rules (2)

Oct. 28—The White King of the Zaras (2)

Oct. 21—Vindication (2)
Oct. 14—Stanley’s Close Call (2)

Sept. 30—Stanley's Search for the Hidden City (2)

Sept. 23—-The Woman, the Lion and the Man (2)

Sept. 16—The Rajah’s Sacrifice (2)

Gaumont
Oct. 7—In Leash (2)
Sept. 17—The Vivisectionist (2)

Sept. 10—When the Call Came (2)

Sept. 2—The Man and the Law (2)

Casino Star Comedy
Nov. 7—Does It Pay to Advertise?
Oct. 31—Zabisky’s Waterloo
Oct. 24—The Reformer
Oct. 17—Ethel's Romeos
Oct. 10—A Corner in Cats
Oct. 3—The Pool Sharks
Sept. 24—Bizzy Izzy (2)

Cub Comedy
Nov. 5—Who’s Who
Oct. 29—Jerry to the Rescue
Oct. 22—The Little Detective
Oct. 15—Taking a Chance
Oct. 8—A Change of Luck
Oct. 1—-The Oriental Spasm
Sept. 24—The Treasure Box
Sept. 17—The Knockout
Sept. 9—Jerry and the Gunman
Sept. 2—Making Matters Worse
Aug. 26—Jerry’s Busy Day

Falstaff Comedy
Nov. 4— Clarissa’s Charming Calf
Nov. 1—Freddie, the Fake Fisherwoman
Oct. 28—The Soap Suds Star
Oct. 25—Tillie, the Terrible Typist
Oct. 21—Hattie, the Hair Heiress
Oct. 18—Busted But Benevolent
Oct. 14—Bing Bang Brothers
Oct. 11—Capers of College Chaps
Oct. 7—Dicky’s Demon Dachshund
Oct. 4—Cousin Clara’s Cook Book
Sept. 30—A Perplexing Pickle Puzzle
Sept. 27—Gustav Gebnardt’s Gutter Band
Sept. 23—Con, the Car Conductor
Sept. 20—Simon’s Swimming Soulmate
Sept. 16—-Bessie’s Bachelor Boobs
Sept. 13—Superstitious Sammy
Sept. 10—Weary Walker’s Woes
Sept. 6—Pansy’s Prison Pies

Sept. 3—Biddy Brady’s Birthday
Aug. 30—A Massive Movie Mermaid
Aug. 27—That Poor Damp Cow
Aug. 23—Glorianna’s Getaway
Aug. 20—Help! Help!
Aug. 16—A Marvelous Marathoner
Aug. 13—Gussie, the Graceful Life Guard
Aug. 6—A Plugged Nickel

Novelty Comedy
Nov. 3—Hobo Nerve
Nov. 1—Putting Papa to Sleep
Oct. 27—Artillery and Love
Oct. 20—You Can’t Beat It
Oct. 18—Rip Van Winkle Badly Ripped
Oct. 13—Gold-Bricking Cupid
Oct 11—Miss Trillie’s Big Feet
Oct. 4—The Corsican Brothers Up To Date
Sept. 27—An Amateur Cameraman
Sept. 20—The Lilliputian’s Courtship (2)

Mustang
Nov. 5—The Trail of the Serpent (2)
Oct. 29—Playing for High Stakes (2)
Oct. 22—The Sheriff of Willow Creek (2)
Oct. 8—Breezy Bill—Outcast (2)

Mutual Comedy
Oct. 6—Just Like His Wife
Sept. 29—Love’s Strategy
Sept. 26—Kidnapped at the Church

^ .ms#

Eclair
Oct. 1—The Fool’s Heart (2)
Sept. 9—Brand Blotters (2)

Reliance
Nov. 7—The Law of Duty (2)
Oct. 31—The Feud (2)
Oct. 24—The Penalty (2)
Oct. 17—The Ever-Living Isles (2)
Oct. 10—Queen of the Band (2)
Oct. 3—In the Days of Old (2)
Sept. 15—A Dark Horse
Sept. 11—The Stronger Man (2)
Sept. 8—The Family Doctor
Sept. 6—The Indian Trapper’s Vindication
Sept. 4—The Father (2)
Sept. 3—-Hidden Crime
Sept. 1—The Turning Point
Aug. 30—For His Pal
Aug. 28—A Bold Impersonation (2)
Aug. 25—Editions De Luxe
Aug. 23—Farewell to Thee
Aug. 21—The Little Lumberjack (2)
Aug. 18—An Independent Woman
Aug. 16—The Big Brother
Aug. 14—The Way of a Mother (2)

Aug. 1 1—The Noon Hour
Aug. 9—The Little Orphans
Aug. 7—The Ceremonial Turquoise (2)

Aug. 6—A Woman of Nerve
Aug. 4—The Little Boy That Once Was He
Aug. 2—The Bride of the Sea
July 31—Fate Takes a Hand (2)

July 28—Billie’s Rescue
July 26—Her Fairy Prince
July 24—The Pretender (2)

July 21—Old Mother Grey

Special
Oct. 4—Damaged Goods (7)

Thanhouser
Nov. 7—Mistake of Mammy Lou
Nov. 2—The Commuted Sentence (2)

Oct. 31—The Fisherwoman
Oct. 26—The Conscience of Juror No. 10 (2)

Oct. 24—At the Patrician Club
Oct. 19—The Spirit of Audubon (2)

Oct. 17—John T. Rocks and the Flivver

Oct. 12—Down on the Farm
The Scoop at Belleville (2)

Oct. 10—The Has Been
Oct. 5—The Light on the Reef (2)

Oct. 3—The Mystery of Eagle’s Cliff

Sept. 28—The Road to Fame (2)

Sept. 26—The Miracle
Sept. 21—The Dead Man’s Keys (2)

Sept. 19—The Twins of the G. L. Ranch
Sept. 14—Helen’s Babies (2)

Sept. 12—Out of the Sea
Sept. 10—The Mother of Her Dreams
Sept. 7—The Bowl-Bearer (2)

Sept. 5—From the River’s Depth
Aug. 31—Reincarnation (2)

Aug. 29—The Vagabond
Aug. 24—Snapshots (2)

Aug. 22—In a Japanese Garden
Aug. 17—When Hungry Hamlet Fled (2)

Aug. 15—The Crogmere Ruby
Aug. 13—Weighed in the Balance
Aug. 10—A Message Through Flames, and Cupid

in the Olden Time (2)

Aug. 8—The Revenge of the Steeple-jack

Aug. 3—When the Fleet Sailed (2)

Aug. 1—The Game
July 27—Outcasts of Society (2)

July 25—His Two Patients
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Mutual Exchanges
Serving the Mutual Program

Albany, N. Y Mutual Film Corporation 733 Broadway
Amarillo, Texas Mutual Film C. of Texas 302 E. 4th St.

Atlanta, Ga Mutual Film Corporation 68 So. Forsyth St.

Baltimore. Md Mutual Film Corporation 412 E. Baltimore St.

Boston, Mass Mutual Film Corporation 1108 Boylston St.

Buffalo, N. Y Mutual Film Corporation 272 Washington St.

Butte, Mont Pacific Mutual Film Corp.. . .American Theatre Bldg.

Cairo, 111 Mutual Film Corporation . .9th St. & Commercial Ave.

Calgary, Alberta M. F. C. of Canada, Ltd Lesson & Lineham Block

Charlotte, N. C Mutual Film Corporation 322 North Tryon St.

Chicago, 111 Mutual Film Corporation 5 S. Wabash Ave.

(Cont. F. F. Corp. Branch) 5 S. Wabash Ave.

Mutual Film Corporation
(H. &H. Branch) 117 N. Dearborn St.

Cincinnati, Ohio Mutual Film Corporation Ill East Seventh St.

Cleveland, Ohio Mutual Film Corporation ... 108 Prospect Ave., S. E.

Columbus, Ohio Mutual Film Corporation 422 N. High St.

Dallas, Texas Mutual Film C. of Texas 1807 Main St.

Denver, Colo Mutual Film Corporation 1724 Welton St.

Des Moines, Iowa Mutual Film Corporation Cohen Bldg.

Detroit, Mich Mutual Film Corporation 97 Woodward Ave.

El Paso, Texas Mutual Film C. of Texas 524 Trust Bldg.

Escanaba, Mich Mutual Film Corporation 1019 Ludington St.

Evansville, Ind Mutual Film Corporation Keene Bldg.

Fort Smith, Ark Mutual Film Corporation 17 N. 6th Street

Fargo, N. D Mutual Film Corporation 11 Broadway
Grand Rapids, Mich.. Mutual Film Corporation 7-8 Hawkins Bldg.

Harrisburg, Pa Mutual Film Corporation 15 N. 5th St.

Houston, Texas Mutual Film Corporation..

Indianapolis, Ind Mutual Film Corporation 150 N. Illinois Street

Kansas City, Mo Mutual Film Corp. of Mo 928 Main St.

Los Angeles, Cal Mutual Film Corporation 825 South Olive St.

Louisville, Ky Mutual Film Corporation 444 So. 4th St.

Memphis, Tenn Mutual Film Corporation 500 So. Main Street

Milwaukee, Wis Mutual Film Corporation 301 Enterprise Bldg.
Minneapolis, Minn Mutual Film Corporation 22 North Sixth St.

Montreal, P. 0 M. F. C. of Canada, Ltd 154 St. Catherine St.

.

Newark, N. J Mutual F. Exch. of N. Y 25 Branford Place

New Orleans, La Mutual Film Corporation 816 Perdido St.

New York City Mutual Film Corporation
(Twenty-third St. Br.) 71 West 23rd St.

M. F. C. Western Film
Branch 126 W. 46th St.

Oklahoma City, Okla..Mutual Film Corporation 120 W. Grand Ave.
Omaha, Neb Mutual Film Corporation 1413-1415 Harney St.

Philadelphia, Pa Mutual Film Corporation. .902 Filbert St., 4th Floor
Cont. Feature Film Corp. . .902 Filbert St., 3rd Floor

Phoenix, Ariz Mutual Film Corporation 201 O’Neill Bldg.
Pittsburgh, Pa Mutual Film Corporation 420 Penn Ave.

Cont. Feature Film Corp 420 Penn Ave.
Portland, Me Mutual Film Corporation 410 Fidelity Bldg.
Portland, Ore Mutual Film Corporation 389 Oak St.
Regina, Sask., Can M. F. C. of Canada, Ltd 312 Westman Chambers
Salt Lake City, Utah.. . Mutual Film Corp. of Utah. 123-5 East Second So. St.

San Antonio, Tex Mutual Film Corporation. . . .228 Prudential Building
San Francisco, Cal... .Mutual Film Corporation 162-164 Turk St.

St. John, N. B M. F. C. of Canada, Ltd Waterloo St.
St. Louis, Mo Mutual Film C. of Mo 1311 Pine Street
Seattle, Wash Mutual Film Corporation 205-6 Green Bldg.
Sioux Falls, S. D Mutual Film Corporation 209 West 9th Street
Spokane, Wash Mhtual Film Corporation 408 First Ave.
Springfield, Mass Mutual Film Corporation 179 Dwight Ave.
Syracuse, N. Y Mutual Film Corporation 205 Bastable Block
Tampa, Fla Mutual Film Corporation 1325 Franklin St.
Toledo, Ohio Mutual Film Corporation 410 Supjerior St.
Toronto, Ont M. F. C. of Canada, Ltd 15 Wilton Ave.
Vancouver, B. C M. F. C. of Canada, Ltd 963 Granville St.
Washington, D. C Mutual Film Corporation 428 Ninth St., N. W.
Wheeling, W. Va Mutual Film Corporation. . Rooms 14-15 Masonic

Temple
Wichita, Kan Mutual Film Corporation..
Wilkesbarre, Pa Mutual Film Corporation. . . .61 S. Pennsylvania Ave.
Winnipeg, Manitoba. .M. F. C. of Canada, Ltd 48 Aikins Bldg.

McDermott Ave.

Schedule of Poster Sizes for Releases
in the Mutual Program

Monday American 2 reels . . 1-3-6
Falstaff ; 1 reel . . 1
Novelty Comedy 1 reel . . 1-3

Tuesday Thanhouser 2 reels . . 1-3-6
Cartoon and Scenic 1 reel . . 1-3

" Beauty 1 reel . . 1
Wednesday Feature 3 reels. .

1-1-3-6
“ Mutual Comedy 1 reel ..1-3

Thursday Centaur 2 reels . . 1-3 6
Falstaff 1 reel . . 1-3
Mutual Weekly 1 reel . . 1

Friday Mustang 2 reels .. 1-3-6
American 1 reel . . 1
Cub 1 reel . . 1-3

Saturday Feature 3 reels. . 1-1-3-6
“ Beauty 1 reel .. 1-3

Sunday Reliance 2 reels . .
1-3-6

Casino 1 reel . . 1-3
Thanhouser 1 reel ..1

Mutual Program
Week of October 25

MONDAY, OCTOBER 25

No. Brand Title Class Reel Leads
04068
04069

American Out of the Ashes D. 2 Winifred Greenwood
Ed. Coxen

04070 Falstaff Tillie, the Terrible Typist C. 1
Riley Chamberlain

Violet Homer
04071 Novelty Hobo Nerve C. 1

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 26

04072
04073

Thanhouser
The Conscience of Juror No.

10
D. 2 Wayne Arey

Ernest Howard
04074 Gaumont See America First, No. 7

Keeping Up With the Joneses
Scenic
Cartoon

1

04075 Beauty Touring With Tillie C.
Neva Gerber

Frank Borzage
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 27

04076
04077
04078

Centaur The Blood of Our Brothers. .

.

D. 3 Crane Wilbur

04079 Novelty Love and Artillery C. 1 Edith Thornton

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 28
04080
04081

Centaur The White King of the Zaras D. 2
Bostock Animals
Capt. Bonavita

04082 Falstaff The Soap Suds Star D. 1
Barry Hastings

Reg. Parry
04083 Mutual Mutual Weekly No. 43 Topical 1

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 29 iC /i It-

04084
04085

Mustang Playing for High Stakes D. 2 Jack Richardson
Anna Little

04086 American The Smuggler’s Cave D. 1
Vivian Rich

04087 Cub Jerry to the Rescue C. 1 George Ovey

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 30
04088
04089
04090

Clipper The Idol D. 3
Helene Rosson
John Sheehan

04091 Beauty An Auto Bungalo Fracas. . . . C. 1
Carol Holloway
John Sheehan

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 31
04092 Reliance The Feud D. 2

Marguerita Marsh
04093 William Hinckley

04094 Casino Zabisky’s Waterloo C. i
Le Calosse

Inda Palmer

04095 Thanhouser The Fisherwoman D. i
Geraldine O’Brien

H. E. Herbert

SPECIALS
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 28

MASTERPICTURE
Geraldine O’Brien

44 Thanhouser His Wife D. 5 H. E. Herbert
' Lorraine Huling

Week of November i

No. Brand
04096 American
04097

Amencan

04098 Falstaff

04099 Novelty

04101
Thanhouser

04102 Gaumont

04103 Beauty

04104
04105 Rialto
04106
04107 Novelty

04109
Centaur

04110 Falstaff

04111 Mutual

04113
Mustang

04114 American

04115 Cub

04116
04117 Than-o-Play
04118

04119 Beauty

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 1

Title Class

The Wasp D. 5

Freddie, the Fake [Fisher- qwoman
Putting Papa to Sleep C. ]

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 2

The Commuted Sentence.. . . D. 1

See America First, No. 8 Scenic 3

Keeping Up With the Joneses Cartoon

One to the Minute C.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 3

The Devil’s Darling D. (

The Fortune Hunters C. 1

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 4

When Avarice Rules D. 2

“Clarissa’s” Charming Calf. C. 1

Mutual Weekly No. 44 Topical ]

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 5

The Trail of the Serpent D. 2

On Secret Service D.

Who’s Who C. 1

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 6

Mr. Meeson’s Will D. 1

Reel

Billy Van Deusen’s Cam-
paign C.

04120 Reliance
04121

Keliance

04122 Casino

04123 Thanhouser

IT

MASTERP^^URE
45

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 7

The Law of Duty D.

Does It Pay to Advertise?. . . C.

Mistake of Mammy Lou D

.

SPECIALS
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 4

The Seventh Noon D.

Leads

Vivian Rich
Walter Spencer
W. A. Howell
Winifred Lane

Thomas A. Curran
Ethyle Cook

Neva Gerber
Frank Borzage

Francine Larrimore

Edith Thornton

Bostock Animals
Capt. Bonavita

Arthur Cunningham
Claude Cooper

Helene Rosson
E. Forrest Taylor

Winifred Greenwood
Ed. Coxen

George Ovey

Florence LaBadie
Bert Delaney

Carol Holloway
John Sheehan

Joseph Singleton
Daisy Robinson

Grace De Carleton
Wayne Arey

Ernest Glendinning
Winifred Kingston
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fr greaf siars ^
fr.John 5heehan

(Kiss (flROI. |f)0lL0WAy

-Released Oct.30
On the regular

MUTUAL PROGRAI^

Bo^k^all .

BEAUTY Come^i

-they re GOOE

crvoduced £u (\mepicaa

MUTUAL PROGRAM
Mutual Film Corporation Announces

In Its flew Etfht Million Dollar All 5tar, All feature IWre

(TX^/4 Livokrfilm PI;
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^ featuring

ke Broadway SiarWko Scored
Suck a Tremendous Success
The Asbr Tkeatre Last Reason

produced ^yjhank

MUTUAL MASTERPICTURES
Mutual Film Corporation Announces

(ZA. Masterpicture De Luxe In. Five Parts

n Drama adapted /rom
My Poor Wije £lj Q\arlofto»Bi

Released 0cK28 =

Your Nearest
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MUTUAL MASTERPICTURES,

#K?«ss
by special arrangement the
Emotional N'onpareil

In a 5 act
dramatic offerin

Adopted from Charlotte Braeme’s
universally read noverMY PGDRWIFE

STAGED BY GEORGE FOSTER PLATT

THAT RARE BLENDING OF
TRUTH.REALISM AND CRAFTS-
MANSHIP WHICH IS ART—
THIS IS THE PICTURE!

THAN HOUSER FILM CORP.
NEW ROCHELLE. N.Y.

MUTUAL FILM CORP - SOLE DISTRIBUTORS
FOR UNITED STATES, MEXICO

AND CANADA.

MUTUAL MASTERPICTURES.

,, *
.

1
*

'

‘

. .

1 .
.

*
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EDWIN THANHOUSER
PRESENTS

i^CONSCIENCEo/UllROR W?1Q
Virile! Startling! Ungling with a rA&ng current of action thatVirile! Startling! Tingling with a racing current of action that
never subsides!WAYME AREY a^ERTIEST HOWARD inaBrilliantStorY

TUESDAY, OCT. 25- /
-#r

TWO REELS

A REAL FEATURE SINGLE REEL DRAMA,WITH GERALDINE O’BRIEN, THE
.

v

/?EAL.BROADYYAY,COHAfi6-HARMS GERALD/ftE O’&RJEfl IN THE LEAD.1
HOWS THAT! AND INDA PALMER &- H.E.MERBERT IN THE CAST. FEATURE? WELL- RATHER?

ONE REEL —

-

SUNDAY,OCT.3I-

- DO YOU WANT HELP?. ^
FROM THE GREAT 1MNH0U5ER-FALSTAFF STUDIOS there

ISSUES' A SERVICE THAT*? AS GOOD AS FENCE ADVERTISING TO YOU.—— -

IT IS CALLED THE-

~ COMBINATION SHEET”
AND YOUR LOCAL NEWSPAPERS OUGHT TO GET IT. THEY VYILL THANK.

YOU FOR. SENDING US THEIR NAMES, AND YOU WILL PROFIT SY IT.

a?— justA POSTAi-roRTyssconoT or /v/i-PoryePL-
-/r's DO/v/rf VYHEM?

EDWIN THANHOUSER
PRESENTS

ILLIEi^ WITHRILEYCHAMBERLIlt

PIRIF AS THE LEADING TYPE IHA

VniCT FAST,FURIOUSLY FUHflT STORY

TKlOT ONE REEL~MONDAY-OCT.25
T-

AAA FROM THE LAUNDRY TOTfORAH-MAlT

VAr YET,AND BACK TO THE LAUNDRYAGAIN!

linC „ CAREY [HASTINGS'UUmT Slides' the sad c/Acovr
HJ| m. sUCCESSre/Liy
IAK ONE REEl-THURSDAY OCT.28-

NEW ROCHELLE, N.Y.

MUTUAL FILM CORP- SOLE DISTRIBUTORS FOR UNITED STATES, MEXICO AND CANADA.
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'STARRING-'ON
BROADWAY

SMI anoltierSian wiltioui

exln cfiarie on Itie.

Me 3 REEL RIALTO STAR FEATURE

Released November 5ri~"Regular MutualProgra^

p/jpjectgd ay w/u/am£haddock.
PRODUCED BV /->

FLUSHING NEW YORK
P/ST#)BUTED By THE MUTOr/U. F/U* COBPOeAT/ON rueovMoarrM£ as. *w>aUUCA
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MUTUAL PROGRAM

^ ALL
XT/ \american

to \wi

REI^EA6EI> OCTOBER 17 —mZCTKW of^WIJrM/DDLETOIT
s?s?o0t/c£c> sy'

I
GAUMONT COMPANY

I FLUSHING NEW YORK
DISTRIBUTED BY MUTUAL F/LM CORPORATION THROUGHOUT U.S.AND CANADA
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DAVID HORSLCY PRODUCTIONS

MUTUAL PRVS5RAM

The Problem—Its Answer
You—the exhibitor—are continually confronted with the problem
of selecting pictures that will prove money-makers for you and
at the same time please your patrons. Analyzing this problem,
the conclusion is that you must have productions with two primary
essentials—drawing power and its relation to cost—and merit.

As possessing these qualities “The Blood of Our
Brothers ” a three-reel Centaur Star Feature, to he

released on the Mutual Program, October 27th, is

offered to you.

The drawing power of this feature

in connection with its advertising

possibilities rests principally in the
story and the star. The biggest

topic of the day—peace—is the key-
note sounded in “The Blood of Our
Brothers.” It is a topic of universal

interest and appeal. The star is

Crane Wilbur, one of the most
popular leading men in motion pic-

tures, the mention of whose name on
a lithograph is sufficient to induce
patronage.

There are no extra booking fees

for “The Blood of Our Brothers” to

counteract whatever increased pat-

ronage is to be gained by showing
it. The picture is released in the
regular Mutual service without ad-
ditional rental charge, giving you an
opportunity to increase your busi-

ness without additional expendi-
ture.

Though to all purposes a drama in

the interest of peace, “The Blood of

Our Brothers” is not a wearisome
preachment. Treated in allegory,

with its locale and characters typical

of no country or nation, the story

is given a colorful and picturesque
charm, lending a strong contrast
which adds to the power of the moral.

Thousands of dollars have been
spent in staging it and the returns
are prominent throughout the pic-

ture. Without fear of contraction
it may be said that “The Blood of

Our Brothers” is in every way the

most ambitious undertaking ever
attempted in the production of a
release for regular program service.

For bookings apply to your nearest

Mutual exchange. Distributed

throughout the United States and
Canada by the Mutual Film Cor-
poration.
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Mu pr uau program

THE FEUD
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 31

Presented by

Reliance Motion Picture Corporation

two part drama portraying

a brave woman’s share in

a tensely dramatic struggle

between two desperate men.

Featuring

Marguerite Marsh and William Hinckley

RELIANCE MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION
EXECUTIVE OFFICES

71 West 23rd Street

New York City

STUDIOS

537 Riverdale Avenue, Yonkers, N. Y.

Hollywood, Los Angeles, Cal.
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DON’T OVERLOOK THIS SURE-FIRE CROWD GETTER:

PLAYING FOR HIGH STAKES
A Two-Reel “Mustang” Drama, Released October 29th

A story of life in the untamed West, where true hearts dwell in rough, rugged men.

THE STARS:
Anna Little and Jack Richardson

Directed by Donald MacDonald

REMEMBER THE DATE — OCTOBER 29th
“Mustang” films are distributed throughout the United States

56 and Canada exclusively by Mutual Film Corporation.

A • r,, l /-'t ¥ SAMULL S. HUTCHINSON, Pres.

American rilm Company, Inc., chic*:ago, - Illinois

Mutual Program

HELENE ROSSON and E. FORREST TAYLOR
Directed by Frank Cooley

The Date of Release is November 5th.

ERE is a whirlwind success! A two-reel Wes^
ern drama that has the punch from start to

finish. It’s the real, red-blood kind your patrons like. The scenic

effects are simply marvelous. The Famous “Mustang” Stars—
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American “Flying A” anc
“Beauty” Releases

Two reels of all-surpassing entertainment.

A “Flying A” drama
that teems with adventure
—with thrills—with romance.

Featuring the wonderful little actress

Miss Vivian Rich
With a Cast of Supporting Stars

Directed By Reaves Eason

Released Nov. 1st

ON SECRET SERVICE
A single reel “Flying A” drama

featuring

Winifred Greenwood and Edward Coxen
Directed by Charles Bartlett

Released Nov. 5th

BILLY VAN DEUSEN’S
CAMPAIGN

Another “Beauty” comedy
with

Carol Holloway—John Sheehan

—

John Steppling

Directed by Archer MacMackin

Released Nov. 6th
Distributed throughout the United
States and Canada exclusively
by Mutual Film Corporation.

American Film Co., Inc.
SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON, President

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 55

ONETO THE MINUTE
An American “Beauty” comedy

with
Neva Gerber and Frank Borzage

Directed by John Dillon

Released Nov. 2nd

Mutual Program

REEL LIFE—Page Twenty-nine
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Mutual Special Feature

Georcje fieriolat

XukeJSodell

STUPENDOUS

THRILLS
Excitement runs white
hot in the closing chapters of this
continued photoplay triumph. Thrill

follows thrill in lightning rapidity 1

A Picturized Romantic Novel

By Roy L. McCardell Directed by W. D. Taylor

What Becomes of the Diamond?

What Becomes of the Child?

What is the Fate of Blair Stanley?

What Happens to Vivian Marston?

These are helps for your
patrons who seek the $10,000
prize. All we want is an idea—

a

suggestion—for a sequel.

Exhibitors : Book The Diamond
From The Sky now— today! You’re
assured thirty weeks of success.

Twenty-six chapters are now appearing.

A new two act chapter is released

each week.

For booking information write, wire or see
at once the North American Film Corpo-
ration representative at your nearest
mutual exchange, or write or wire us.

North American Film
Corporation

JOHN R. FREULER, Pre»ident

71 West Twenty-Third St., New York City

North American rep-
resentatives at every
Mutual Exchange in

America. 63

IIIIIIIIIIM

J 1
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TimelyTopics of Interest to

Makers of Picture Accessories

What the Manufacturers Are Doing; Interesting Gossip of the

Offices and the Salesmen

A POWER’S Cameragraph, No. 6B motion picture projecting machine, was used at the

National Exposition of Chemical Industries during the week of September 20th, at

the Grand Central Palace, New York, to project the motion pictures depicting the

many different phases of the chemical industries throughout the world.

S. H. Jones, President of the Gold King Screen Company, of Altus, Okla., and inventor

of that famous screen, is again back at his desk, after a prolonged visit to the San Francisco
Fair. He reports a pleasant and profitable trip to the coast, having secured a large number
of orders.

Frederick J. Bird, of the Nicholas Power Company sales department, and one of the

valuable cogs in the organization which has placed the Power’s motion picture projecting

machines on sych a high plane, recently returned, to his desk, after a sojourn of several

weeks in the Southern States.
:

i iylibxqj .

Salesmen of the Mutual Film Corporation, traveling throughout every section of the country,
in communications to the home office, report that the new $8,000,000 Mutual Program is the

one big topic of conversation in film circles everywhere. Numerous manufacturers of acces-
sories have also reported big business increases from cities and towns where exhibitors
are now showing the program and the Mutual Masterpictures.

Kansas City Slide Co., 1017 Central Street. Kansas City. Mo., are issuing an attractive

illustrated and descriptive catalogue of announcements, slides and their Animated Cartoon
Advertising Films to fit any business that can be advertised. A postal card addressed to

these people will bring you one of these valuable pamphlets.

When the Auditorium Amusement Company, of Dayton, O., decided that they needed a

new screen, they called into conference “Dick” Ravner, of the Rayner Feature Film & Supply
Company, of their city, for some advice in regard to projection. Mr. Rayner advised them
to have the Minusa Cine Products Company build them a screen for their houses according
to specifications, and the latter company is now at work on this contract.

I

ill
1

The Antoinette Theatre. 1473 Flatbush Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y„ has adopted the Feaster
non-rewind system, and the operator’s verdict is that they are absolutely satisfactory and
that he can obtain better projection by the use of same.
Byron Chandler, Inc., distributors of the Feaster non-rewind machine, with offices at

1482 Broadway, New York City, this week consummated arrangements for the handling
of their product throughout the Panama, Canal Zone.

The Caille Brothers Company, of Detroit, Mich., has just issued a most attractive and
complete catalog, showing its various equipment for motion picture theatres. This includes
a detailed description of the company’s new ticket vending machine, the method of installa-

tion and operation; also its various designs of ticket-taking machines, as well as one for
making change. In addition to this, illustrations of a full line of tickets are given, from
which exhibitors may choose any style which they desire. There is also illustrated a correct
weight scales for the lobby, which has proven to be a great novelty.

The Minusa Cine Products Company recently awoke to find itself made famous over night,

when their auditor, W. L. Schoening, was spending his vacation on the banks of the
Casconade River, Missouri, was visited by one of the worst rainstorms in its entire
history. Railroads were flooded out everywhere, and the town of Union, Mo., was ser-

iously threatened. Mr. Schoening, in his machine, was instrumental in saving a number
of inhabitants at a summer camp near that city, before the bridges connecting it with the
main land were washed away.
The director^ of the Minusa Cine Products Company are seriously considering bestowing

upon him an iron cross, but the modesty of auditor Schoening may forbid him from accepting.

BOARD OF TRADE SLIDE CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF LANTERN SLIDES

AND ANIMATED PICTURES

145 West 45th Street, New York

DISPLAY FRAMES
$ ‘ *

v- i

For Posters and Stills

SEE

Menger & Ring, Inc.

306 West 42d St., New York

ASK FOR CATALOGUE

Successful Exhibitors
Advertise

TALK <T0 YOUR
PATRONS WITH

RADIO MAT-SLIDES
The Perfected Type-
writing Slide . Sample
at your supply house

RADIO MAT-SLIDE CO., 313 W. 70th St., N. Y. C.

For Sale

300,000 FEET
Of Black Leader

Guaranteed durable and pliable

Samples supplied on request

Price $3.75 per thousand feet,

F. O. B. Chicago

CASH WITH ORDER

MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION
350 North Clark St. CHICAGO, ILL.
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Strength—Organization—Service
Expert Workmanship— Best Material—
Sincerity of Purpose — Exclusive Devo-

tion to Projection—have resulted in main-

taining the supremacy of Power’s product

throughout the history of the industry.

AWARDS

American Museum of Safety, - - Gold Medal, 1913

American Museum of Safety, - - Grand Prize, 1914

Panama-Pacific International Exposition, Grand Prize, 1915

HELD BY —

—

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY
NINETY GOLD STREET NEW YORK CITY

“BUILT BY BRAINS”

You Can’t Show a Beautiful Film on a Poor Screen

When you buy a Minusa Screen you
don’t merely buy it by the square foot.

Minusa Screens are “BUILT BY
BRAINS” to suit all the particular re-

quirements of YOUR particular theatre

WRITE FOR OUR LITERATURE

MINUSA CINE PRODUCTS CO.
ST. LOUIS. MO. NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO
Housar Building 19 W. 23rd Straet 117-19 Golden Gate Ava.

Jiij/letin. # Z.

| POOL* WENTILATE- TYPHOONSi' ll Send Tor W TYPHOONS COOL YOUR SHOW TYPHOON FAN CO.
g- ^Pc«talogue-R- W Tel, SI84 Bryant. m 154* Broadway, N.Y.

UNIFORMS
For Ushers, Doormen, Carriage Men, and All
Uniformed Attendants, at Reasonable Prices.

We Make Uniforms and Caps of Every Description.
WRITE for CATALOG “R.”

E. A. ARMSTRONG MANUFACTURING CO.
434—444 So. Wabash Ave. Chicago

HOW TO
make more money with features—make slow feature nights pull big—make any
feature a $2.00 show—get best people for patrons—raise your price and draw
capacity houses—make natrons eaeer to come—make your theatre best, in town

—

overcome price cutt.ine by competitors—make every nieht a money coiner for you

—

this expert advice and much more sent you for $2.00, together with copies of ads.
for your theatre for one month. My style ads. used by greatest theatres in
America. Not a book, but an expert monthly service I furnish for $2.00 a month.
Money back if not O. K. Order now or eet particulars.

C. H. LYNCH, The Theatre Man. SPRING VALLEY, ILL.

BEAUTIFUL PLAYER SLIDE
Francine Larrimore

SAMPLE 10 CENTS

NIAGARA SLIDE COMPANY, Lockport, N. Y.

ARE YOU
“a

t

Manufacturing Supplies of

:erest to Exhibitors?
IF SO

Advertise in REEL LIFE mJ^buSSI..
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Mutual Masterpictures
The Seventh Noon

A Play of To-day. In Five Acts of Climax and
Suspense. Starring the Broadway Favorite, Ernest
Glendinnlng.

His Wife
A Five Act Emotional Drama from Charlotte
Braeme’s Celebrated Novel. Featuring Geraldine
O’Brien. Produced by the Thanhouser Film Cor-
poration.

The Miracle of Life

A Plea for Motherhood. In Four Acts. Pro-
duced by the American Film Co., Inc. Starring
Margarita Fischer.

The Brink

A Play of Love, Conspiracy and Regeneration.
Starring Forrest Winant and Rhea Mitchell.
Four Thrilling Acts.

Bred in the Bone
A Romance of the Stage. In Four Acts. Pro-
duced by the Reliance Motion Picture Corpor-
ation. FeaturingJJorothy Gish.

The Price of Her Silence

A Human Drama of Sentiment and Adventure in
Four Acts. Produced by the Thanhouser Film
Corporation. Starring Florence La Badie.

The House of Scandals

A Sensational Drama in Four Acts. Produced
by the American Film Company, Inc. Starring
Harold Lockwood and May Allison.

The Man From Oregon
A Play of Love and Politics. Five Acts. Howard
Hickman and Clara Williams Play the Leads

The Wolf-Man
A Romantic Drama in Four Acts. Produced by
Reliance. Featuring “Billie” West and Ralph
Lewis.

Infatuation

A Drama of the Stage in Four Acts. Produced by
the American Film Company. Starring Margarita
Fischer and Harry Pollard.

Monsieur Lecoq
A Four Act Screen Version of Emile Gaboriau’s
Detective Story . Produced by Thanhouser. Star-
ring William Morris and Florence La Badie.

A Yankee From the West
An American Drama of To-day in Four Acts. Pro-
duced by Majestic. Featuring Signe Auen and
Wallace Reid.

The Toast of Death
A Romance of India in Four Acts. Featuring
Louise Glaum, Harry G. Keenan and Herschall
Mayall.

The Girl From His Town
A Drama of the Stage in Four Acts. Produced by
the American Film Company. Featuring Mar-
garita Fischer.

Milestones of Life

A Play of the Seasons in Four Acts. Produced by
the Thanhouser Film Corporation. Featuring
Mignon Anderson.

The Mating
A Play of College Life in Five Acts. Featuring
Bessie Barriscale.

The Fox Woman
A Romance of Japan. In Four Acts. By John
Luther Long. Produced by Majestic. Featuring
Teddy Sampson.

The Secretary of Frivolous Affairs

A Society Drama in Four Acts. Produced by the
American Film Company. Featuring May Allison
and Harold Lockwood.

The Flying Twins
A Photoplay of the Circus in Four Parts. Pro-
duced by Thanhouser. Featuring Madeline and
Marion Fairbanks.

The Reward
A Drama of Stage Life in Four Parts. Presenting
Bessie Barriscale.

Up From the Depths
A Drama of Love and Regeneration in Four Parts.
Produced by Reliance Motion Picture Corporation.
Presenting Courtenay Foote and Gladys Brock-
well.

Her Shattered Idol

How Love and Loyalty Won the Girl. A Drama of
Sentiment and Adventure. In Four Parts. Pro-
duced by Majestic. Featuring Mae Marsh and
Robert Harron.

The Patriot and the Spy
A Thrilling War-Time Romance. In Four Reels.
Produced by the Thanhouser Film Corporation.
Presenting James Cruze and Marguerite Snow.

The Lonesome Heart
An American Distinctive Creation. The Romance
of a Foundling. In Four Parts. Produced by the
American Film Company. With the Beautiful
Margarita Fischer.

The Darkening Trail

A Vivid Story of Yukon Adventure. In Four Reels.
Presenting the Popular Star, W. S. Hart.

The Failure

A Drama of Newspaper and Theatrical Life. In
Four Reels. Featuring John Emerson. Pro-
duced by Reliance.

Ghosts
By the Famous Norwegian Author, Henrik Ibsen.
In Five Reels. Produced by Majestic. Starring
Henry Walthall.

God’s Witness
A Romantic Drama of Love, Mystery and Adven-
ture. In Four Reels. Produced by Thanhouser.
Starring Florence La Badie.

The Lure of the Mask
An American Distinctive Creation. In Four Reels.
Produced by the American Film Company. Stars
Elsie Jane Wilson and Harold Lockwood.

Strathmore

From the Immortal Romance by “Oulda.” In
Four Reels. Produced by Reliance. Stars,

Charles Clary, Irene Hunt and Francelia
Blllington.

Rumpelstiltskin

A Fascinating Fairy Tale. In Four Reels. Clyde
Tracy in the Title Role.

The Victim
A Vital American Drama. In Three Reels Pro-
duced by Majestic. Starring Mae Marsh and
Robert Harron.

The Absentee

The Problems of Life Portrayed in Symbolic Scenes.
With Robert Edeson. Strikingly Staged and
Acted. In Five Reels. Produced by the Majestic
Motion Picture Company.

A Child of God
A Drama of Love and Regeneration. By the Great
American Novelist, Cyrus Townsend Brady. In

Four Reels. Produced by the Reliance Motion
Picture Corporation. With Francelia Billington
and Sam De Grasse.

The Cup of Life

A Vivid Picture of a Great Moral Problem. In
Five Reels. Starring Bessie Barriscale.

Captain Macklin

A Drama of Love and War. From the Celebrated
Novel by Richard Harding Davis. In Four
Reels. Produced by Majestic. Starring Lillian
Gish.

Man’s Prerogative

A Moral Problem Play. Produced by Reliance.
In Four Reels. Star, Robert Edeson.

On the Night Stage

A Gripping Western Drama. In Five Reels. With
Robert Edeson and William S. Hart.

A Man and His Mate
A Great Human Story of the Drug Evil. In Four
Reels. Produced by Reliance. Star, Henry
Woodruff.

Enoch Arden
A Film Version of the Immortal Poem by Lord
Alfred Tennyson. In Four Reels. Produced
by Majestic. Starring Lillian Gish.

The Outlaw’s Revenge
Founded on the Life of General Villa. In Four
Reels. Produced by Reliance. Stars, Mae
Marsh, R. A. Walsh and Irene Hunt.

The Devil

A Screen Version of the Famous Tragedy by Franz
Molnar. In Five Reels. Stars, Edward J. Con-
nelly and Bessie Barriscale.

The Outcast
From the Graphic Story by the American Ambassa-
dor to Italy, Thomas Nelson Page. In Four
Reels. Produced by Reliance. Starring Mae
Marsh.

The Lost House
A Thrilling Play of Mystery and Adventure. In

Four Reels. Produced by Majestic. Star, Lillian

Gish.

The Quest

An Exciting Romance of the South Seas. In Five

Reels. Produced by the American Film Company,
Inc. Star, Margarita Fischer.



MUTUAL PROGRAM

EXHIBITORS
Gaumont Motion Pictures on the Mutual
Program are made ONLY in America.

They feature American Stars in American
Photoplays . They are made at Flushing,

N. Y., and Jacksonville, Fla. They are part

of the Mutual new $8,000,000 program,

and in no other way can you get them.

Exhibitors are requested to furnish the Gaumont
Legal Department the names of persons

/ , making statements contrary to the above.

The Gaumont Releases are known as

RIALTO STAR FEATURES
and

CASINO STAR COMEDIES
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PRESIDENT FREULER’S MESSAGE
To Exhibitors

I ^ HREE Masterpictures, De
A Luxe Edition.

“Three three-reel features for the

$8,000,000 program.”

In this number of Reel Life and
other publications of the trade, you
get this announcement.

It is the biggest announcement in

the history of the motion picture in-

dustry. It is the world’s biggest fea-

ture output.

It means something very big and
important to the Mutual Film Cor-
poration.

It means something very big and
important to every exhibitor in

America.

It means opportunity.

It means that the Mutual Film
Corporation is equipped to serve

any theatre in the country, no matter

how large or how small.

It means that there has been made
available to you exhibitors a bigger,

broader, more comprehensive offer-

ing of the high quality, standard-

ized, “inspected and passed” Mu-
tual product.

“Mutual Masterpictures, De
Luxe Edition,” stand for the utmost
in feature quality and box-office

pulling power. Every one is a five-

reel production of a new high stand-

ard. All the literary and dramatic
resources the world has to offer have
been drawn upon to give these Mas-
terpictures of the new De Luxe
Edition the qualities which our
study of the business has shown to be
most in demand, the highest guar-
anty of success to the progressive
exhibitor.

In the program, now amplified
and extended, are three 3-reel fea-

tures, now giving the program a

total of three 3-reelers, in addition to

the long list of comedies and special-

ties of the high order which has
given fame to the name of the

Mutual’s new $8,000,000 program.
The Mutual IVeekly, presenting
news pictures from all the world,
everything from the $100,000 hen
to war in the trenches and fashions
from Paris in colors; the split reel

including the See America First, the

best in scenic pictures, and Keeping
Up with the Joneses , the celebrated
animated cartoon series; and the

Cubs, Beauties, and Falstaffs—and
soon to come, the Vogue comedies.

The Mutual Film Corporation
offers you the opportunity to run
the best motion picture show in your
town. Are you doing it? The near-

est Mutual exchange can help you.

Ask the manager.



SIX MUTUAL FEATURES A WEEK
Three Mutual Masterpictures

, De Luxe Edi-
tion, and three three-reelers of rare quality

coming—Many strong one -reel specialties

scheduled— the world's biggest film service.

HREE Mutual Masterpieces, De Luxe Edition, every
week—each in five reels.

An additional three reel feature for the Mutual’s

$8,000,000 program—a total of three 3-reel features a week.
These are the highlights in an announcement of new and

important increase in the output of the Mutual Film Cor-
poration, just issued by President John R. Freuler.

This extraordinary development gives the Mutual a total

of six multiple reel feature releases a week—the greatest

feature output of any releasing organization in the world
today.

“Masterpictures, De Luxe Edition,” is a re-cast of the

established title-name of “Masterpicture.” The change has
been made to give the new name a meaning to cover and
convey the exceptionally high standard of quality which
will characterize these coming features of 1916.

“Masterpictures, De Luxe Edition,” will be released be-

ginning the week of January 17th, 1916. They will be most
unusual in character—powerful picturizations of famous
plays, world-famed books and works of fiction, and original

scenarios by the most noted authors.

Big increases in productive capacity have been made by
the large group of manufacturers represented in the Mutual
group.

A large number of stars, famed in stageland and screen-

land have been put under contract for work in the array
of additional companies which have been organized by the

Mutual manufacturers.
Studios have been built and new facilities for the printing,

handling and shipment of film have been added. Work of

preparation for the announcement just made has been
quietly under way for months.
The most elaborate pains have been taken to assure the

fullest preparation for the big increase in activity and pro-
duction.

“I am speaking with a properly conservative estimate of
values when I declare that this is the biggest development
that has come in the history of the motion picture industry,”
President Freuler observed.

“It is part of the obvious destiny of this corporation and
for what it stands in the motion picture business. While
our announcement may and probably does come as a sur-
prise in many quarters, it yet stands for just what any
thoughtful student of the industry might have forecast.

“The vast increase in the Mutual output is the expression

of a carefully evolved plan to meet the ever developing de-

mands for the higher quality, the better pictures, the more
appealing entertainment that is the continuously advancing

goal of Mutual effort.

“When a few months ago we announced the new $8,000,-

000 Mutual program and thereupon proceeded to deliver it

as an all-star, all-feature product we found the exhibitors

of the nation ready and anxious to receive it. It won the

recognition and approval of the best exhibitors, the wisest

buyers of film entertainment.

“We were not content merely with that announcement

and the resulting product. It will be recalled that not long

ago I was at some pains to tell the exhibitors of this country

that the Mutual never would be done growing, that Mutual

service was and would always remain a thing alive, virile,

active.

“That is just what the announcement of today means

—

just another great big long stride ahead.

“But it is a well-measured stride. We know where we
are stepping and where we are going. The exhibitor can be

sure that all of the great resources of the Mutual Film Cor-

poration and its group of manufacturers are carefully

aligned behind this new step in better, bigger film service.

“Every exhibitor can know that we deliver—that we can

do and do do everything that we announce—that the

product which appears with the Mutual name on it has to

be of that high standard which makes it a box office

guaranty.

“Our basic idea is to give the exhibitor the highest ef-

ficiency in picture service. That is what this move repre-

sents. It is just incidentally true that to do this it has

been necessary for us to increase our releases to the point

which gives us the biggest weekly feature schedule. Quality

and efficiency rather than mere magnitude are our aims.

It is a commercial coincidence that efficiency brings us to

this vast volume.
“It is quite proper at this time, too, to direct the exhibi-

tor’s attention to the fact that the Mutual now has sixty-

eight exchanges in the United States and Canada, all so lo-

cated as to give the maximum of immediate service to each

territory. We are taking the great facilities of the Mutual
Film Corporation as close to the theatre as possible.

“The Mutual Film Corporation is offering greater and
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PRESIDENT FREULER says:
“The vast increase in the Mutual output is the expression

of a carefully evolved plan to meet the ever developing de-
mands for the higher quality, the better pictures, the more
appealing entertainment that is the continuously advancing
goal of Mutual effort."

greater opportunity to the exhibitors. The essential of our

success and theirs is the same—high quality pictures. We
are supplying the pictures.”

Among the new Mutual Masterpictures, De Luxe Edi-

tion, in the release schedule now immediately ahead are

:

Silas Manner—George Eliot’s famous book, featuring

Frederic Warde.
The Other Side of the Door—Lucia Chamberlain’s

famous novel, featuring Harold Lockwood.
“Vengeance Is Mine!”—Featuring Crane Wilbur.

The Bait—Featuring William Clifford and Betty Hart.

The Idol of the Stage—Featuring Malcolm Williams.

The Five Faults of Flo—Featuring Florence La Badie.

Lord Loveland Discovers America—Featuring Arthur
Maude and Constance Crawley.
As a Woman Sows—Featuring Gertrude Robinson.

A Famous Classic

The Masterpictures De Luxe, scheduled for release in the

first few weeks, include picturized works of some of the

best names connected with classic and popular fiction.

Silas Manner, aside from the desirability the name of its

famous author would lend it, and the popularity it has

gained during the years as a work of fiction, has a peculiar

attractive value as a photoplay. One reason is that Frederic

Warde has its leading role, as the bent and twisted miser

whose life of selfishness is changed by the influence of a

child. Mr. Warde has been for years appearing in Shakes-
perian roles. It seems particularly fitting that he should

have been chosen for the role of Silas Marner in the con-

version of George Eliot’s story into a motion picture. The
picture was directed by Mr. Warde’s son, Ernest Warde,
who has for some time been connected with the Than-
houser directing force, but who had never before had the

opportunity to direct a film in which his father appeared.

Silas Marner marks the elder Warde’s motion picture

debut.

The tensity of this story, as those who have read it will

understand, lends itself readily to picturization. Director

Warde has been able to incorporate some of the most
spectacularly beautiful scenery and light and shadow effects

ever seen on the screen in this one Mutual Masterpicture
De Luxe.
Another five part photodrama produced by the Than-

houser Corporation is entitled The Five Faults of Flo. It

features Florence La Badie, the attractive Thanhouser star.

It is an interesting portrayal of foibles common to most
women. The company of Thanhouser players, with Miss
La Badie at the head, spent several weeks in Connecticut

filming this interesting glimpse into feminine psychology.

The Other Side of the Door, the American Film Corpora-
tion’s first Masterpicture De Luxe, from Lucia Chamber-
lain’s book, is a story of California in the early days, and is

possessed of all the picturesque setting of 1865.

Quaint touches of realism are added by the introduction

of an old horse street car, built in 1840, by the ancient

city hall of Monterey, California’s first capital, and by the

attractive costuming of the period in which the story is

laid.

"Every exhibitor knows that we deliver—that we can do and
do do everything that we announce—that the product which
appears with the Mutual name on it has to be of that high
standard which makes it a box office guarantee."

It is a virile, red blooded tale of the days when men did
not wait for the law for justice. Harold Lockwood and
May Allison, in the leading roles, are particularly well cast.

In support of them, William Stowell and Orral Hum-
phreys do excellent characterization.

Lord Loveland Discovers America is one of the most de-
lightful stories of these two writers of charming fiction, C.
N. and A. M. Williamson. Everyone who is familiar with
the “Lady Betty” Stories, which appeared first in the Ladies’
Home Journal, and later in book form, will look forward
with anticipation to this Mutual Masterpiece De Luxe
from the work shops of the American Film Corporation.
The characterization of Lord Loveland by Arthur Maude,

who directs the picture, as well, is given with peculiar un-
derstanding of the eccentricities of the Englishman, since
Mr. Maude is himself from the British Isles, and has not
been in America so long that he has forgotten English man-
nerisms. Constance Crawley, as Lesley Dearmer, the
American heiress, gives Mr. Maude excellent support. The
cafe life of New York, in contrast to the life of the Bowery,
both of which are prominent in this photodrama, give real
metropolitan atmosphere to the adventures of the English
Lord.
Two well known stageland stars have been added to the

forces of the Gaumont Company at their studio at Jackson-
ville, Fla., to play the leading roles in the first Gaumont re-
leases of the De Luxe Edition. Malcolm Williams has en-
gaged for the production of The Idol of the Stage, which
will be the first of this new brand of Mutual output to be
released upon the market, and will appear Jan. 17. Ger-
trude Robinson, went to Florida to play the leading role in
As a Woman Sows.

In The Idol of the Stage Mr. Williams brings his store
of versatility and stage charm and presence to the interpre-
tation of the role of a “matinee idol” who does not find the
course of true love too smooth for even one of his attain-
ments. The story is big and full of heart interest. Those
who have seen the popular actor in his many Broadway and
screen appearances—with Leslie Carter, John Mason, or
others—will find him surpassing his usual high standard in
this picture.

“Vengeance is Mine”
At the Horsley studios at Los Angeles, two tremendous

five-reel Mutual Masterpictures De Luxe Edition has been
made. Crane Wilbur is playing the leading role in a photo-
drama entitled “Vengeance Is Mine!” William Clifford,
the newly acquired star of the Horsley contingent, is starring
in a production using the Bostock animals, The Bait, which
was written by Miss Theodosia Harris.

“ Vengeance Is Mine!” is founded on the subject of capital
punishment, and incorporates the striking instance of the
seeming necessity of a United States Governor to submit
to the death of his brother in the electric chair because of
his pronounced belief in that form of punishment.
At all the studios where Mutual Masterpictures De Luxe

have been quietly nearing completion consequential changes
have been under way.
The recent enlargement of the American Film Corpora-

tion’s plant at Santa Barbara, the erection of the great
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The established high standard of the three reel features

will be maintained throughout every release, giving these

program productions the strong box office drawing power
and advertising value so essential to the exhibitor’s success.

The single reel productions on the Mutual Program are

coming in for important attention. They are being made spe-

cialties of unusual merit, comedies swift and snappy, and the

topicals, The Mutual Weekly, and See America First on

the split reel with Keeping Up With the Joneses.

glass covered studio, and increase in technical equipment
which meant the building of a three-story property and
transformer building, a scenery dock and painting, finishing

and upholstering rooms, was made so that the American of-

ferings to the Mutual tri-weekly Masterpicture De Luxe
releases could be readily produced.

It was partly to permit outdoor work, and partly to allow

for the enlarging of the Gaumont Company’s Flushing
studio so that it, too, would be able to meet the new De
Luxe Edition requirements, that the two Gaumont com-
panies were sent to Jacksonville, Fla. Only last week was
announced the proposed acquisition of a third Gaumont
Company of stock players, which will combine with the pres-

ent company, in the support of the well known Broadway
stars featured in Gaumont releases.

David Horsley has added several new members to his

force at Los Angeles. In addition he has tripled the ef-

ficiency of his studio by adding a new indoor studio and
indoor work shops, which will give his directors 20,000
additional feet of floor space. Betty Hart, Gypsy Abbott,

Brooklyn Keller, all newcomers to the Horsley company, are

well known picture players. William Bowman and Ulysses
Davis have recently been added to the directing force and
Frank Stammer and Frank Crompton have been put in

charge of the technical department.

Two of the Thanhouser stock companies have already

gone south to Florida, and a third company will leave

shortly for Hudson Bay, while

work will continue at the New
Rochelle studios as usual. Mr.
Thanhouser promises a great

variety of Masterpicture mate-
rial from his widely scattered

forces.

The expansion of the Mutual
program bringing in an addition-

al three-reeler, giving the pro-

gram a total of three a week.

This gives the Mutual, with the

three Masterpictures De Luxe
Edition, a total of six feature

releases a week. Among the new
three-reel features to come are

Lille of the Sulu Seas, Across
the Sunlit Sea, The Extra Man
and the Milk-fed Lion and
Water Stuff.

The high standard of the three
reel productions will be main-
tained through every release,

giving these program features
the strong box office drawing
power and advertising value so
essential to the exhibitor’s suc-

cess.

The single reel productions on
the Mutual program are coming
in for important attention. They
are being made on reel specialties

of unusual merit, comedies swift

and snappy, and the topicals, the Mutual Weekly and the

See America First on the split with Keeping Up With the

Joneses.

The Mutual Weekly is being made particularly attrac-

tive with its remarkable scope of news service and Paris

Fashions presented in colors.

There is a Mutual cameraman on the job where ever any-
thing happens. Under the direction of Pell Mitchell, of

the Gaumont Company, editor of the Weekly, there are

camera men in the trenches- of Europe, the far-away cities

of the Orient, the harried ports of Mexico, in India, Africa,

South America, and all the important centers of the United
States and Canada.
Many thousands of feet of film are taken every week to

be submitted to the editor of the Weekly, whose blue pencil

is a pair of scissors. The thousands of feet of pictures are

trimmed and pruned and edited and boiled down to produce
the 1,000 feet in the Weekly reel which goes out to give the

people the news of the world in pictures. Nothing but the

live, real news survives. It is like the process of producing

a newspaper, where hundreds of columns of matter are dis-

carded every day in the selection of the most interesting and
the most important.

The Weekly is one of the expressions of “specialty” pol-

icy for the one-reel releases on the Mutual program, which
makes these reels so particularly effective in the hands of

the exhibitor seeking proper program balance.

An army of stars, unlimited

studio facilities, new and un-
usual stories, plays and scen-

arios, a new higher standard of

production— that is what is

summed up in the Mutual prod-
uct and the new De Luxe Edi-
tion of Masterpictures.

Every literary and dramatic
resource the world offers is being
considered in the plans of the

makers of the Masterpictures,
De Luxe Edition.

In mapping out lines of action

in the production of these Mas-
terpieces, De Luxe Edition, the

Mutual Film Corporation and its

group of manufacturers have
had available the whole literary

market of the world.

Great plays, famous books, the

works of famous writers, the

best in the scenario production
of the day—all these have been
spread out for consideration in

the selection of the material of

the coming Masterpicture, De.

Luxe Edition, releases.

Mutual pictures and Mutual’s
“service beyond the films” are

the exhibitor’s guaranty of suc-

cess in the final test of the box-
office report.

Coming

Mutual Masterpictures

DE LUXE EDITION

SILAS MARNER—George Eliot’s famous book, featur-

ing Frederic Warde.

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE DOOR—Lucia Cham-
berlain’s great novel, featuring Harold Lockwood.

“VENGEANCE IS MINE—Featuring Crane Wilbur.

THE BAIT—Featuring William Clifford and Betty

Hart.

THE IDOL OF THE STAGE—Featuring Malcolm

Williams.

THE FIVE FAULTS OF FLO—Featuring Florence

La Badie.

LORD LOVELAND DISCOVERS AMERICA—Fea-
turing Arthur Maude and Constance Crawley.

AS A WOMAN SOWS—Featuring Gertrude Robinson.
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“Author! Author!”
Fifth of the Mustang Series Starring

Arthua Acord. Released, Dec. 25

Arthur Acord as “Buck Parvin’‘

. in “Author! Author!”

THE funniest “Buck Parvin” story yet released is Author! Author!, fifth

in the famous series appearing on the regular Mutual Program, Decem-
ber 25th. In this side-splitting comedy Charles E. Van Loan has taken

a fling at members of his own profession. The story parodies those writers who
turn out “best sellers” of the West, drawing upon their imaginations and
what “local color” they have been able to absorb from Pullman car

windows.
Marcellus Peckinpaw, so goes the tale, is the celebrated author of “The

Lure of the West.” He is offered a handsome sum by the president of

the Titan Motion Picture Company for the film rights to his masterful
novel. Peckinpaw insists that he be allowed to oversee the screening of

his remarkable story. Accordingly, when Director Jimmy Montague is

ready to proceed with the selection of the types for the picture, Peckinpaw
arrives at the studio—and bad luck camps on Monty’s trail.

Buck fills Peckinpazv’s ears with stories of the ferocious deeds of

Peter Lone Wolf, a real Indian, who is a member of the company.
In reality, the Indian is fully as civilized as Peckinpaw, but he lends

himself with enthusiasm to Parvin’s plan. At last Buck has the hated
author in a highly nervous state. Then, one day, in the distance is

heard a rumbling roar, swelling into a whoop. Over the hill, in full

war-paint and feathers, rushes Peter Lone Wolf. The company scat-

ters. In the mad scramble, Peckinpazv alone fails to reach a place of

safety. The Indian singles him out, and with tomahawk in air pursues
the little man. Up hill, down dale and across the plain, Lone Wolf
chases Peckinpaw.

Several hours after dark, a weary and bedraggled author crawls into

camp and makes his way to the director’s tent. There he overhears
Peter Lone Wolf disparaging in fluent and well-chosen English Peck-

inpaw’s book and his “Pullman impressions” of the West. The writer

catches the words, “When I was at Harvard,” and realizes that he has been
duped. He decides to return Ea$t where his reputation is still unimpaired.

Buck agrees to split the fifty with the Indian.

TheMystery of Carter Breene
Presenting Crane Wilbur
Released Dec. 22

A SERIES of photoplays with a mystery has been written

by Crane Wilbur, the popular leading man, about The
Adventures of Allan Dare. The first of these intensely

interesting stories, in which Mr. Wilbur himself will impersonate

Dare, is scheduled for release on the regular Mutual Program,
December 22nd.

A mysterious gentleman of leisure, Allan Dare,
makes his appearance at a reception given by the Hon-
orable Carter Breene. Breene’s adopted daughter,

Margery, and the stranger are instantly attracted.

This rouses the jealousy of Darrell Shane, the district attorney.

Breene quarrels with his son, Arthur. Breene, left alone, falls

asleep in his chair. Margery epters the library. She discovers

her foster father, however, and, believing him asleep, softly

passes her scarf across his face. On returning to the ball-room,

the guests draw attention to blood upon Margery’s scarf. The
master of the house is found dead in his chair. Shane offers to

clear her name if she will marry him. The girl defies him.

Margery is arrested. At a fork in the road a black automobile

intercepts them. The driver, dressed and masked halts them and
orders Margery to take a seat beside him. Margery and her

unknown deliverer speed off, unharmed. The black masked man
is Dare. The next day, Dare finds an opium pipe, upon which
are blood spots and fingerprints. Meanwhile at Shane’s com-

mand, Dare’s house has been raided, and Margery abducted

by officers. Dare arrives in time to rescue the girl who,

with the other occupants of the police car, has been dashed over

a cliff into the lake. The white-masked man is lying on the library

floor, fatally wounded by Peters, the dead master’s servant. It is

Arthur. He confesses to the murder.

Crane
Wilbur
as "Allan
Dare”
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“Ambition
1

1

A Than-o-play three part feature. Produced by

Thanhouser, Released, Mutual Program, Dec. 21

I
N the three-reel “Than-o-play” Am-
bition, screened by Thanhouser
for release on the regular Mutual

Program, December 21st, the drama
of the unscrupulous candidate for

fame is strikingly presented. Howard
M. Mitchell creates the leading role

of William MacAlpin, with Morris

Foster, in the part of Wallace Holmes,
in effective contrast. Gladys Hulette

is Carolyn Bartlett, and Morgan
Jones impersonates aristocracy in the

person of Walter Bartlett, Carolyn’s

father. These four players have
joined their exceptional talents in one

of the strongest dramas seen on the

screen in a long time.

William MacAlpin, we learn from
this stirring story, is a young West-
ener whose powers in tracking down
a notorious bandit and, single-handed,

hurling him to his death down a steep

cliff, has put him in the sheriff’s of-

fice. MacAlpin believes in self-ad-

vertising. He writes the thrilling story

of the bandit incident for a New York
newspaper.

On the strength of the hit he makes,

he later is given an influential posi-

tion on the paper. Here he develops The Capture of the Notorious Bandit.

into an unscrupulous office seeker who
uses his position to push his own in-

terests. He meets Carolyn Bartlett,

the daughter of an eminent financier,

and by sheer force of personality wins
her promise to become his wife.

Carolyn’s father’s bank falls into

difficulties. Bartlett is convinced that

in a short time he can restore it to a

firm footing. While he is engaged,

however, in preserving the savings of

hundreds of poor people, his future

son-in-law learns of the state of af-

fairs. MacAlpin deliberately pub-
lishes the story, causing Bartlett’s

ruin, but winning for himself the posi-

tion he has coveted at the head of his

paper. Bartlett is saved from taking

his life by Wallace Holmes. Holmes
loves Carolyn, but she has rejected

him for MacAlpin. Now she learns

the real character of each of the

young men. She breaks her engage-
ment to MacAlpin and gives her
promise to Holmes.
“The Man of Ambition” is going

up higher every day. He has lost

love, and to all the finer things of life,

his nature has become completely cal-

loused. But he is still climbing.

Banner Features in the Mutual Program
These photoplays extraordinary, designated as Banner Features, are included in the new $8,000,000 program

of the Mutual Film Corporation, and are supplied to the exhibitors in the regular Mutual Program without addi-

tional rental cost. Plays of exceptional merit are presented in these Banner Features, which run two reels in length.

To Exhibitors: With each synopsis is a newsy paragraph. Use your scissors and send it to your local newspaper

for press copy. If you advertise, the newspaper will be glad to co-operate in the news columns.

“The Pitch o' Chance ” a thrilling story of the gaming table, deals with the
crude life of the pioneer West. This Banner Feature is announced for release
on the regular Mutual Program, December 24th. Helene Rosson does serious
dramatic work in the role of Nan, “Kentucky’s girl/’ who is staked against
the winnings of his rival, “Rocky” Scott. Kentucky is a true type in the
hands of the successful western actor, Jack Richardson. Frank Borzage is seen
in a new character as “Rocky,” but he makes the part both convincing and
romantic. Lizette Thorne as a dance-hall girl in love with Kentucky, adds a
dash of frontier color.

THE PITCH O’ CHANCE—MUSTANG
Two Ref.ls—December 24, 1915

—

A Story of the Gaming Table,

in Which the Prize is a Girl, Starring Helene Rosson.

Cast :

“Rocky” Scott Frank Borzage
Nan Helene Rosson
Kentucky Jack Richardson
Kate Lizette Thorne

“Rocky” Scott wins all Kentucky’s money away from

.

him at the faro table. Under the excitement of his success,

he proposes that he stake all his winnings against Nan,
Kentucky’s girl, with whom “Rocky” has become in-

fatuated. The gambler, completely stranded, consents.

Scott wins Nan also, and takes her away with him that

night. At his camp, the girl makes a desperate stand.

She succeeds in cooling “Rocky’s” ardor. The following

morning he conducts her back to the settlement. Mean-
while, Kentucky has resolved to hunt down Scott and kill

him. Nan, left at the edge of the town, discovers her

former inamorato’s intention and hurries back to warn
“Rocky.” He has given her food and shelter in a wild

country, and she is “his woman.” As she returns, she

meets the gambler coming up the trail. She tells him about

“Rocky.” The two men hunt one another on the twisting

mountain road. Both are wounded. Kentucky is com-
pletely disabled. Relations between him and Nan are at

an end. “Rocky” confesses to Nan that he hopes to win
her honorably.

Nan, her happiness unrestrained at “Rocky’s” simple

confession and his declaration of love for her, promised
in her heart to wait until he said the word. But for the

time being she believed it best for all concerned not to give

“Rocky” a definite promise. A few days later, after the

excitement had died down and the town returned to a state

of quiet, “Rocky” again called on Nan, and persisted in

having a definite answer. For a moment the girl hesitated

as “Rocky,” hat in hand, stood waiting for her answer.

“Sure I’ll marry you,” Nan exclaimed. Then she threw
herself into his waiting arms.
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Banner Features in the Mutual Program

A thrilling romance, fraught with very real dangers, is “The Winning
of Jess,'* a Centaur drama, announced for release on the regular Mutual
Program, December 2 3rd. Margaret Gibson stars as Jess Crosby,
daughter of Crosby, the rancher, and her exceptional ability for stunt
acting is kept vigorously in play. A band of fierce pumas are featured
throughout the story, the scene of which is laid in the untamed country
of the far Southwest. Roy Watson, in the role of Jess’ lover. Captain
Jack Bonavita, as her real father, and John Oaker as her enamoured
cousin, struggle with the treacherous beast of the wilderness. The two
suitors are put to the test—and Jess accepts “the tenderfoot ’’ as her
cousin, and the cowboy as her husband.

THE WINNING OF JESS—CENTAUR

cue.
Jess
real-
izes
that
John
i s a

coward,
and he
also,
f e e 1 -

ing his

unwor-
thiness,

goes to Tom, and tells him that he will release Jess. Just

then a puma, hiding in the hut, springs upon Robbins.

John saves the old man by snatching him out of the way.

At this instant Crosby and William Robbins arrive. The
brothers recognize one another, and the hermit claims Jess

as his daughter.
jfc % ifc Jfc Sfc

A delightful comedy-drama, presented by some of the best talent of the

Flying "A,” is “The Clean Up,' a Banner Feature in two reels to be released
on the regular Mutual Program, December 20th. The play deals with John
Barker, a politician, who is coldly indifferent to all appeeals for a cleaner city

government. How Barker is converted into a reform candidate, and how he
wins out with the help of Miriam's sweetheart, a young newspaper man, is a
thrilling story delightfully interwoven with the young people's romance.

'“Kentucky,” Jack Richardson, and ‘‘Kate,’
1

Lizette Thorne, in ‘‘The Pitch o’ Chance.”

THE CLEAN-UP—AMERICAN
Two Reel—December 20, 1915-

—

The Reformation of a Professional
Gambler is Wrought by Dangers Driven Home.

Cast.

Miriam Barker Winifred Greenwood
John Barker, her father A1 Fordyce
George Prescott Frank Borzage
Claire Durand Lizette Thome

Frank Borzage and Winifred Greenwood, in ‘‘The Clean Up”

Miriam Barker, daughter of a machine politician, over-

hears her fiance, George Prescott, denounce her father as

a grafter. She breaks her engagement and plunges into

the “fast” social set. The mania for games of chance grows
upon her. Meanwhile, Prescott, in a search for evidence

for his paper, has the resort raided. Miriam is among those

captured. Barker himself has long been profiting in secret

by the gambling. At last the evil is driven home to him.

He announces that he will run as a reform candidate at the

coming elections. “Clean Up” becomes his party slogan.

The reformed politician, smarting under the disgrace

brought upon his daughter by means of the gambling ring,

which he had favored and ruled, promised to wipe the

plague from the city. Within a short time he became the

municipality’s most prominent man, and Election Day saw
him swept into office by one of the greatest votes ever

polled. Prescott, to whom he owed so much, was the first

to shake his hand when the final vote was counted. “With-

out you,” explained the former political czar, “I would have

been a failure. How can I ever repay you?” “By giving

me Miriam,” replied Prescott. And a few days after Barker

took office Miriam and Prescott were joined in wedlock.

Two Reels—December 23, 1915

—

Love and Adventure in the Ari-

zona Wilds, Starring Margaret Gibson

Sam Crosby Charles Gay
Mary, his wife Jane Keckley
Jess, their foster daughter Margaret Gibson
Tom Gunn, her lover Rov Watson
Charles Robbins, father of Jess Captain Jack Bonavita
William Robbins, his brother Thomas P. Morrissey
John, his son John Oaker
Baby Jess (at five years) Maxine Schneider

AND THE BOSTOCK ANIMALS
Charles Robbins, deserted by his wife, goes to Arizona

with his child. After a terrible night spent in fighting

pumas in the desert, he leaves his baby girl on the doorstep

of the Crosby home. The rancher and his wife accept the

little stranger as a gift from heaven. Robbins builds him-
self a hut in the woods nearby, and for years he plays the

part of guardian angel to “Jess Crosby” without ever reveal-

ing his identity. Ten years later, Jess is wooed by Tom
Gunn, a cowboy. Robbins’ brother and his son, John, arrive

at the Crosby ranch, seeking the hermit. John is attracted

to Jess, and Tom calls “the tenderfoot” to account. Jess,

angered at the intrusion,
promises to marry John.
Pumas attack Jess and John
in the woods. They take ref-

uge in the hermit’s hut. Rob-
bins and Tom, who are hunt-
ing close by, hear the girl’s

screams, and rush to her res-
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Banner Features in the Mutual Program

" The Decoy," another of the famous detective plays presented by Reliance,
will be released, December 26, in the regular Mutual Program. In this ex-
ceptionally interesting photodrama, Irene Hunt is seen in the role of a de-
tective, who aids in the bringing to justice of a notorious and much wanted
underworld character.

THE DECOY—RELIANCE
Two Reels—December 26, 1915

Fred Jones, advertising Solicitor Jack Brammall
Elsie, his sweetheart Bessie Buskirk
Mary Wilson, Detective Irene Hunt
Ben Hopkins, Detective Alfred Paget

Fred Jones, advertising solicitor, is living a fast life. His
girl is spending more money than Fred can stand. He is

deep in debt. While at Kirk Mfg. Co. he overhears the

pay clerk ’phoning to the bank to have money ready for

the pay roll next day at 11 o’clock. He returns to his

office. Advertising men return from their day’s work and
check in. The men are dressed in overalls, carrying a

bag in which they carry their advertising cards, also a

long-handle hammer. One of the clerks in making out

his report is short a slip, and as clerk behind desk is busy,

he reaches through pigeon hole and pulls the pad towards
him with the hammer. Fred sees this. Next day Fred
puts overalls over clothes, and starts out disguised as

Bill, the card man. He hangs around the neighborhood of

the bank about the time he thinks bank clerk will be making
up pay roll. He enters bank. A few people are busy
making out deposit slips—he watches his chance. The
bank clerk is stacking up money on desk behind cage. As
he turns to go back to vault Fred steps up to window,
shoves hammer through hole, rakes money in bag and
exits. The clerk gives the alarm. Fred has reached the

alley in back of bank. Seeing ash cans he takes off over-
alls and cap and discards them in can, placing the money
under his coat and disappears down the alley. Later the

janitor finds the overalls, cap, bag of cards and hammer.
Remembering the clerk saying that Bill, card man, was in

the bank, he reports his find to president who
’phones detective, who takes charge of same. Going
in alley where cans are, he finds button from man’s
vest. The overalls and hammer are recognized as

John Doe’s, but he has an alibi which clears him.

Next day a detective goes and asks to look over
payroll and finds Fred only makes $20 a week.

He starts on trail of Fred. The tailor

in cleaning and pressing Fred’s suit sees

button gone, puts on another, not be-

ing able to match the kind that are on
vest. The suit is delivered that night.

Fred wears the suit. The
detective follows Fred into a

saloon where he stands at

the bar drinking. The detec-

tive notices the buttons and
compares them with the one
he picked up in the alley. Fred
makes an excuse and leaves.

The detective returns to
Fred’s room and searches, but can-

not find the money. Later he ar-

rives at the cafe. Fred sees him
and becomes uneasy. That night

he tells his girl and asks her ad-

vice. They plan to lay low for

awhile. Detective plans to land
him through his sweetheart and he
lays a trap. Fred meets Mary, a

pretty young detective. They are

seen together several times. Fred’s
sweetheart is notified of the new
girl. She shows jealousy, but Fred

re-assures her. The final stroke is prepared. Mary, with
two suit cases, calls Fred up and asks him to meet her as

she is leaving town. They stop in back room of cafe to get
a bite to eat and drink. The detective notifies Fred’s sweet-
heart. She will not believe him—he takes her to the place.

She sees two suit cases. He tells her Mary and Fred are
going to flee. He shows who he is. As Mary and Fred
are leaving, Fred carrying the cases, she believes him and
in a fit of jealousy confesses. Fred is trapped. They take
him to his room and he shows where the money is secreted.*****

Vogue Comedies

Coming !!!

SAMMY’S SCANDALOUS SCHEMES-
intwo reels— December 27

AN INNOCENT CROOK— in two
reels—January 3

And for each week thereafter a one

reel Vogue Comedy released

Monday and Wednesday

Something different in film funny business
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New Releases in the Mutual Program
Short Synopsis of Current Releases that are Supplied to Exhibitors

in the Regular Mutual Program

MUTUAL WEEKLY—GAUMONT
One Reel—December 16, 1915—The World’s Happenings in

Motion Pictures.

Not the least of the fascinating events presented in Mutual
Weekly No. 50, to be released Dec. 16, in the Mutual Pro-

gram is the defeat of Barney Oldfield by Earl Cooper, dur-

ing which the latter makes 100 miles in one hour and 38

minutes. The powder explosion in the Boomer mines, at

Charleston, W. Va., in which 16 lives were lost; the un-

veiling of the memorial to Joan of Arc, on River-

side Drive, New York City, by Jules Jusserand, the

French Ambassador; public prayer for peace in

San Antonio, Tex.; the luncheon tendered the

National Democratic committee at the White House
by President Wilson

;
the marching of the suffra-

gists to the capitol at Washington; the trial of the

new hydromotor, which will be

offered to the United States govern-

ment as a military utility for its

preparedness program; the spirited

fight put up by delegates from
Dallas, Tex., to get the next Demo-
cratic convention to their city

;

little journey into toy town to watch
the manufacture of rocking horses

in Winchenden, Mass.
;
and

the hasty departure of the U.
S. Cruiser “San Diego” for

Mexico to protect the lives

of American citizens at

Topolobampo, are other in-

teresting features of this is-

sue of the world events in

pictures.

Included is also a picture

of “Lady Eglantine,” the

champion egg layer of the

world, valued at $100,000,

and Irving Cummings, the

star of ‘‘The Diamond from
the Sky ” who is now on a

tour through the South.

SEE AMERICA FIRST, No.
14—KEEPING UP WITH
THE JONESES-GAUMONT
One Reel—December 14, 1915—Seeing
the Lexington, Ky., races and the Blue
Grass country with the pretty Mutual

Traveler.

A personally conducted tour

through the Blue Grass country and
a visit at the Lexington (Ky.) races

with the Mutual Traveler constitute

the unusually interesting and attrac-

tive split reel scenic, “See America
First,” to be released Dec. 14, in the

regular Mutual Program.
Fascinating glimpses are given of

the training stables, the jockies, the

judges and the crowds at the south-

ern races, as well as of the vast

John

estate of James B. Haggin, the well known horseman.
Places of historical as well as picturesquqe interest are

shown in this personally conducted tour. A visit to the

home of Henry Clay is among them.
In the second half of the reel, Harry Palmer’s animated

cartoon, “Keeping Up With The Joneses,” which has won an
international reputation for its cleverness, gives some new
and altogether unheard of methods of climbing the social

ladder.

MAKING A MAN OF JOHNNY—BEAUTY
One Reel—December 21, 1915

—

A Comic Come-back on Uncle,
Featuring John Steppling, at

Expense of John Sheehan.
Cast.

John, a wealthy bachelor
John Steppling

Johnny, his nephew
John Sheehan

Carol Carol Halloway

John Croly, a wealthy

bachelor, visits a beach re-

sort, where he loses his heart

to Carol, a winsome mer-
maid. John’s sister writes

telling him that her son,

Johnny, is too good to be

true. Won’t John take the

boy and make a man of him?
John consents. He confides

to his bathing beach sweet-

heart that his nephew, an
awful simp, is coming to be

looked over. Johnny arrives.

The first person he meets is

Carol. They become friends

at sight. Johnny proves
himself anything but a simp.

So .Carol tells him what
uncle has said, and the nep-
hew prepares to act the part

expected of him. Uncle
tries to throw Johnny as

much as possible into the

society of Carol, who, he
hopes, may have an improv-
ing influence. Soon Johnny
is heels over head in love

with the girl. Then he dis-

covers that his uncle is his

rival for her hand. Johnny
goes to Uncle and asks : “If

you were in love with a girl

and there was another fel-

low, what would you do?”
“Why, marry her, you simp,”

Uncle emphatically answers.

Johnny hastens to carry out

his advice. When Carol and
Johnny present themselves before
Uncle, announcing their happy
state, the latter completely col-

lapses.

Sheehan and Carol Halloway

“Making a Man of Johnnie.”
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New Releases in the Mutual Program

THE INNOCENT SANDWICH MAN—
“BETWEEN LAKES AND MOUNTAINS”
NOVELTY

Split Reel—December 22, 1915

—

F
ELIX FILLANDER and Simon Morse are rival

inventors. Felix Invents a vocometer to register the

number of words his wife is able to articulate in one

minute. He puts it over the dining-room door, when there

is company at dinner—and when the loquacious Mrs. Felix

discovers her husband’s trick she wags her nimble tongue

until he flees the house. Fillander chances to see a sand-

wich sign man on the street. The back of the sandwich

sign is too tempting to be resisted. So Felix takes out

his draughtsman crayons and begins to draw on the sand-

wich sign a model of his next invention. He is

deeply absorbed when Simon Morse happens

along. Simon awaits his opportunity, and as

soon as his rival is out of sight, proceeds to

erase parts of the design and substitute certain

improvements of his own. The back of the sign

originally reads to the effect

that on "that day only a cer-

tain restaurant keeper is of-

fering a twenty-five cent

luncheon free with every 3

for 50c cigar purchased in

his establishment. When the

inventors get through with

it, it announces that the cafe

manager is giving away
twenty-five cents with every

3 for 50c cigar. The people

swarm after the sandwich
man. But delight turns to

rage when the crowd de-

mands that mein host shall

“come on with those quart-

ers.” At last the sandwich
man is dragged in by the ex-

cited multitude to prove

their point. The rear sign is

convincing, but the front

sign remains as originally

written. The proprietor is

obliged to carry the dispute

to court. There it is agreed

that the rear sign is the one
which counts. So, uncon-
sciously, the two inventors

benefit the masses who reap

a harvest of twenty-five

cent pieces.

HUNTING—CASINO
One Reel—December 26, 1915

—

“Budd” Ross pulls a new one.

Lord Fitzroy Camembert “Budd” Ross
Count de Gorgonzola Edward Boulden
Gladys Gladiola Jenny Nelson
Reginald Astorbilt Phin Nares

Lord Fitzroy Camembert and Count de Gorgonzola, both
residing at the Hotel de Gink, were highly delighted on re-
ceiving invitations from Gladys Gladiola to lunch with her
at the Ritz. But when the two rivals showed up, matters
became less rosy, for an enormous plume on Gladys’ hat be-
came ignited from the candelabra, and she positively de-
manded that it be replaced. So both of the impecunious
gentlemen set out in quest of a plume from the breast of a

golden pheasant. They ransacked hen yards and millinery

stores only to be spumed by Gladys. So both went hunt-

ing. Hunting proved disastrous. Not only were they ar-

rested by a Game Warden, but in their absence Reginald
Astorbilt made Gladys’ acquaintance and bought her a new
plume in a very off-hand way. So when the Game Warden
showed up in the cafe with the delinquents in tow, the re-

ception accorded them was chilly. In fact, the members of

the trio were evicted from the cafe while Gladys and Reg-
gie laughed as Fitzroy and the Count were marched off to

Jail. $

WHEN WILLIAM’S WHISKERS WORKED—
FALSTAFF

One Reel—December 20, 1915—The Comic Mishap of a Grave
Old Man, Starring Riley Chamberlain.

Cast.
William Deportment Riley Chamberlain
Doris, his daughter Winifred Lane
Fenton, her suitor George Mario
Bearded Lady Frances Keyes

William Deportment has

wealth, and a long, grey

beard. William’s fair daugh-
ter, Doris, is beloved of

Fenton, on whom her aus-

tere father frowns. William
does not rave or threaten to

disinherit Doris. He simply

dismisses the affair as “Pre-

posterous” One day, on a

railroad train, William loses

his ticket and his wallet. The
conductor, who is used to

explanations, listens wearily,

and then orders William off

the train at the next station.

The dignified passenger

hides under the seat, but is

discovered and ejected. He
lands near a small town,

hobbles to the nearest depot,

and sends a telegram collect

to his daughter. After some
waiting the answer comes.
William’s daughter has
eloped and his house is

burned to the ground. There
is nobody to pay for the

telegram, and the operator

demands that William some-
how make good. So the

telegrapher gets him a

chance to substitute for the

“Bearded Lady” of the cir-

cus playing in town. The
“Bearded Lady” herself is away on a furlough to see

her grandchild. The elopers arrive in the village in search

of a minister. Fenton happens to recognize William on
the platform with the freaks. For a moment Fenton was
puzzled as to what to do. He wanted to see the thing

through, and would have, but for the fact that the old man
presented such a pitiful appearance. Fenton waited until

the station platform had been cleared of passengers and
then stepped up to the “bearded lady,” and made a clean

breast of everything. The old man is rescued by his would-
be son-in-law, who solemnly offers, in return for the pa-

rental blessing, never to betray how William’s whiskers

worked in a side show.

The Tall Lady and the Circus Manager in
“When William’s Whiskers Worked."
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New Releases in the Mutual Program

HEARTS AND CLUBS—CUB COMEDY
One Reel—December 24, 1915

—

Jerry Assists Cupid, Starring

George Ovey.

Cast.

Jerry Jerry Ovey
Shorty George George
Lewis Hayden Jefferson Osborne
Father Louis FitzRoy
Madge Belle Bennett
Sheriff Arthur Munns
Mounted Policeman William Jackson

Jerry helps himself to a policeman’s horse and rides off to

seek knightly adventures. He discovers Shorty, an amiable

giant, depositing a note in a hollow tree for his sweetheart,

Madge. After Shorty has disappeared, Jerry is witness

to the sneaking actions of Lewis Hayden, the young man
father prefers. Hayden steals the note and runs to Madge’s

stem parent. Daughter is upbraided, but she retorts

courageously. Father determines to punish Shorty and
he mistakes Jerry for the young man in question. Having
sized up the whole situation, Jerry returns to find Shorty.

He confides to him and promises to help him win the girl.

Shorty puts on Jerry’s clothes and lies in wait. When
Father appears he is startled to see “that little runt of a

fellow” he has anticipated licking, shoot up to six feet, two.

Shorty grabs father and Hayden, his ally, by the hair, and
sends them off. Next morning, father nails up Madge’s
bedroom window

—

only to learn that his

daughter already has

made her escape.
Father pursues a familiar-

ly clad figure on horseback.

After a long chase he runs
down Jerry, attired in his

daughter’s clothes. Return-
ing, wrathy, he finds that

Shorty and Madge have
just been married.

*

THE FIDDLERS—
NOVELTY
One Reel—December 20, 1915

—A Screaming Mixup of Long
Hair and Catgut.

Hans is kicked out of the

German band. Meanwhile,
the Sausage King, who is

bringing out his young
daughter, Lina, that even-

ing, is on tenterhooks be-

cause the world-famous
violinist has failed to ar-

rive. Hans stumbles up
the steps of the mansion.
He is dragged indoors and
presently finds himself the

lion of the occasion. Rav-
e n o us 1 y hungry, Hans
snatches the refreshments
in fistfuls and jams them
down his throat. The
Sausage King begs to re-

mind his friends that the

man is “Eccentric, you
know. Oh, very !” Lina al-

ready has lost her heart to

the temperamental youth,

and when he is challenged by Count Wanterpence to a duel,

there is terrible excitement at the coming-out ball of the

daughter of the Sausage King. Hans is laid low. He re-

cuperates, however. Then the unsuspecting Count gets

his. Lina is in ecstasies. Meanwhile, the arrival of the

real violinist promises to expose the modest ex-musician of

the German band. But the Sausage King is of no mind to

have the sensation of the evening spoiled in the society

column. So he buys off the great Strensky with a check for

$500. Hans and Lina plight their troth, and Mamma, none
the wiser for the deception, rejoices.

THAT COUNTRY GAL—BEAUTY
One Reel—December 25, 1915—The Rural Relative Turns the

Tables on her City Connections.

Cast.

Phyllis, the country girl Neva Gerber
Aunt Sara Rose Lucille Warde
Uncle Martine William Carroll
Cousin Clarisse Nan Christy

The city relatives of Phyllis, the country girl, are horror-
stricken when they receive word that she intends to visit

them. They never have seen Phyllis, and they picture her
as the greenest of the green. At the station, a very pretty,

up - to - date young
woman catches Uncle
Martine’s eye, and in

trying to start a flirta-

tion with her he forgets
all about looking for the
country cousin. Little does
he dream that the object
of his admiring glances is

actually she whom he has
been sent to meet. All
sorts of complications fol-

low thick and fast. Phyllis

has something on every
one of her city relations in

less time than it takes to

tell it. Each one of them,
fearing that the country
girl may tell, showers her
with attentions, and she
has them all but literally

eating out of her hand.
Phyllis enjoys the joke. At
the same time she makes
Uncle, Aunt and Cousin
Clarisse her friends for
life.

N= * % * %

TOODLES, TOM
AND TROUBLE—
FALSTAFF
One Reel—December 23, i915

—A Young Man’s Adventure
as a Nursemaid, Featuring

Colin Campbell.

Cast.

Tom Colin Campbell
Toodles Baby Gereghty
Trouble “Lady,” a Dog

Toodles, a very attractive

baby, is idolized by all hisJerry as First Aid to Cupid in “Hearts and Clubs.'
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relatives but especially by his young aunt, Violet. One day all

the women of the household go shopping, and Toodles is

left in the care of Tom Turner, an energetic young business

man. Obedient to his Violet’s wishes, Tom takes the baby
to the park. He happens to meet there an old friend, and
leaving the infant comfortably sleeping on a bench, ventures

to enjoy a little stroll.

During his absence, an
officious person takes

charge of the baby and
sets out with him in

search of his parents.

A little girl lays her
doll on the bench. In-

stantly a pla,yful dog
seizes it in his mouth
and makes off with it

—just as Tom comes
into view. Tom sup-

posing, of course, that

a ferocious canine is

bearing off Toodles,

gives pursuit. The dog
runs in front of a

speeding automobile,

and Tom escapes death
by a miracle. Next a

trolley car almost ends
his mortal career. A Neva Gerber in the "Beauty”

coal scoop and a quarry
explosion figure in the chase, at the end of which Tom picks
up a bit of the dog’s collar and a lock of the supposed baby’s
hair, and returns, grief-laden, to the park. Meanwhile, the
officious person is having his trouble with the infant. He
has been trying to persuade everybody he meets to relieve

him of the child, and now seems to be facing imprisonment
for kidnapping. His relief is certainly as great as Tom’s
joy is hilarious when the latter seizes Toodles and makes off

for home. Auntie Violet is so impressed with Tom’s quali-

ties as a baby-tender that she suffers him to move the wed-
ding date a month nearer.

to external appearances, the giant building is practically

finished. The new studio is said to be the most complete in

existence, and the various members of the American corps

of directors are anxiously awaiting the word from President

Samuel S. Hutchinson to go to work in the new quarters.

Every appliance for modern motion picture photography is

being installed. It is

hoped that the new
studio will be in full

operation by the first of

the new year.
Jjc jfc * ^

The Centaur release

in the regular Mutual
program of Dec. 30 en-

titled The Terror of
the Fold

,

has for its

setting the wilds of the

Sierras. In it “a shade
of the past” comes into

the secluded home of a

man who had once done
an injustice, bent on
revenge. The scenario

was written by Miss
Theodosia Harris, and
is full of spectacular

scenery. The Bostock
animals play an impor-
tant role in this inter-

esting portrayal of life in the Sierras.

Comedy, "That Country Gal"

In Mutual Studios
Yvonne Chappelle,

the daughter of a well

known Chicago sculp-

tor, and a popular

aesthetic dancer who
has gathered up some
fame in her own right,

has signed up with the

Gaumont company
and will make her

initial appearance in a

Mutual Masterpic-

tures de Luxe Edi-

tion. Miss Chapelle

held the reputation of
The dog, the man and the baby in "Toodles, Tom and Trouble.

possessing the only perfect feet in Chicago, before she left

the windy city to make her home in New York.
* * * * *

The huge new glass studio being built by The American
Film Company at Santa Barbara is fast nearing completion.
The third floor of the structure already has been laid, and

John Johnson, known from one end of Alaska to the other

as “the iron man of Dawson,” a noted Klondyke character

and champion dog “musher” of the world, with his team of

Siberian dogs, is one of the many interesting characters of

the snow country presented in The Death Lock, a Mutual
Masterpicture in five parts, to be released, December 30.

With but one of two exceptions, Johnson a giant of a

man, standing little over six feet in hegiht, weighing close

to 200 pounds and built on
the lines of a dreadnought,
has never visited the “white
man’s world” as represented

outside the confines of

Alaska.

This burly son of

Alaska and his fam-
ous bunch of. “husk-

ies” are the idols of

all Alaskans. For
three years in succes-

sion, Johnson and his

“huskies” have won
the Alaskan sweep-
stakes, the greatest

event of that section

of the country, out-

side of the arrival of

the first steamer at

Dawson, with the

breaking up of the ice

pack. .

It is interesting to note that “Colma,” the leader of the
Johnson pack of “huskies,” also appearing in The Death
Lock, is subject of several of the famous stories of Alaska
written by Rex Beach, Jack London, and Rufus Steele,

author of The Death Lock.
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Eliminating the Unfit

Among recent expressions from Presi-

dent John R. Freuler, of the Mutual, prob-

ably none have been of more significance

to the motion-picture industry than his

forecast of the rapid elimination of the

“unfit” among manufacturers and distribu-

tors.

The early days of the business found

ample patronage for everybody who was
in it. This golden era of “placer mining”
found every exhibitor and every maker of

film working up to the utmost in capacity.

Everything went. Anything that was a

thousand feet long was a reel and a cou-

ple of thousand feet of anything was “a

show-”

The last two years, and 1915 particu-

larly, has found a great many persons

anxious to invest their capital. Also a

large number of persons with the same
old idea of a motion picture and motion-

picture entertainment have met these would-

be investors with fair promises of large

shining profits.

Meanwhile the real motion picture busi-

ness has grown on and beyond, leaving the

men whose yearning for profits obscured

the pictures without a market. Presently

these persons will be out of the picture
business and several million feet of wasted

raw stock will pass on to the chemical

works.

Meanwhile the Mutual Film Corpora-

tion and Mutual Service will continue to

meet the motion-picture entertainment de-

mand with a genuine product founded on
the sound, basic law of development. Mu-
tual service is a GROWTH, not a PRO-
MOTION.

Six a Week
The announcement of the coming of six

features a week in the Mutual releases

means that this corporation has jumped into

the lead with the biggest feature-releasing

schedule in the world.

This means also that the Mutual Film

Corporation is now fitted to give com-
plete service to any theatre in the United

States from the 300 seat house in the tiny
crossroads town to the biggest houses in

the biggest cities.

The addition of two Masterpictures a
week, and the new schedule of Mutual

Masterpictures, De Luxe edition, is full of
significance to the several thousand the-

atres which have built up so much of their

success on the showing of Masterpictures.

Of particular importance also is the ad-

dition of a third three-reeler to the Mu-
tual’s $8,000,000 program. Exhibitors are

finding the Mutual’s three-reelers highly

effective box office attractions. The all-

star, all-feature quality of the Mutual’s

program is progressing to greater suc-

cesses.

*****

Inspiration

Ben B. Lewis, manager of the Old Mill

Theatre in Dallas, Tex., a house owned by

E. H. Hulsey, one of the most progressive
exhibitors of the region, writes to the

Dallas office

:

It gives me great pleasure to inform

you that yesterday, our opening day
with your picture, “Inspiration,” was
one of the biggest days that we have

had since the Old Mill Theatre opened

under the present management.

I am very glad to give you this ex-

pression, not only because the picture

has unusual value as a money-getter,

but because it is a picture which has

all the money-getting qualities and yet

is absolutely free from any suggestion

of vulgarity or indecency and as a con-

sequence pleases the audience and

makes friends for the house. I tell

you these things because they were im-

pressed upon me yesterday by the

many expressions received from our

patrons, and am glad to tell them to

you because I believe that the manu-
facturers of the films ought to know
this so they will be encouraged to

make more pictures of this character.

We enjoy the pleasant words about “In-

spiration,” but even more significant is the

attention which this house is giving to the

impressions and expressions of its patrons.

The day’ after S. L. Rothapfel made his

call at Dallas on the Rothapfel-Mutual tour,

Mr. Hulsey _slapped a page ad in a local

paper under the line “We Want to Do Bet-

ter.” He professed to have taken Mr.

Rothapfel’s message much to heart—at any

rate he wisely seized an advertising oppor-

tunity.

Inspiration and The Miracle of Life are

running a close race for the leadership

among recent masterpicture releases. Both

pictures are packing theatres in every part

of the country. Both have received remark-

able attention from the newspapers.

In Oklahoma City a women’s organiza-

tion has added to the drawing power of

Inspiration by resolving against it for

about a half a column of pure reading

matter. In Detroit there was some de-

bate about it, meanwhile the picture pro-

ceeded to do a record business.

There is no question but that Miss Au-
drey Munson appears entirely without the

aid of a wardrobe, but no critic has dared

to reflect on himself by charging that the

picture was in the least suggestive.

As a film seer we should promise the

Inspiration a long, eventful prosperous life.

*****

Some Speed

!

The first chapter of The Girl and the

Game was screened for the executive staff

of the home office the other night.

Even that perhaps blase and critical

gathering sat up and held its breath. The
picture is full of speed.

It presents a lot of physical speed and

a lot of plot speed. It gets action every

foot of the way.

The first chapter tells a corking good

story—and it leaves you satisfied but in-

terested and curious about what is coming

next. Of course, you’ve got a good idea of

the plot—but what does The Girl really do
about it in the next chapter?

Helen Holmes lives up to the advance

notices as a screen thriller. She most dash-

ingly jumps her horse off into a river and

swims it. She breaks the lock and throws

the switch in the well-known nick-of-time.

She averts the great impending disaster,

but there is a wreck.

Helen is our idea of the perfect heroine.

Her lines are the height of eloquence.

Now, go on with the story.

4: % if: 4s

Film Flim-Flam
A certain misguided young man is issu-

ing what he alleges is a periodical of the

film trade. His advertising solicitor car-

ries a threat of unfavorable notice as his

only argument for patronage and the pub-

lication follows this up with the aforesaid

unfavorable notice in the event of a re-

fusal to invest in the worthless space of-

fered.

If the young man in the case were older

and wiser, one might call his work at-

tempted blackmail, while now it can hardly

be called more serious than tort.

All of which is not of the least impor-

tance, but reminds us that matches, revol-

vers, green apples and printers’ ink should

be kept on the top shelf away from the

reach of little boys.
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Dal Daroux, the gambler, and "Col-

ma,” leader of the dog team, in a

scene from "The Deathlock,” Mutual
Masterpicture of life in the Alaskan

Wilds.

“The Deathlock” Masterpicture
A Stirring Drama of Alaskan Adventure, Filmed in the Snow-bound Wastes of the Klondike.

Featuring Wilma Wilkie and David W. Butler

A BEAUTIFUL scenic production,
with a stirring plot, vigorous action,

and big dramatic leads is The Death-
lock, a Mutual Masterpicture in five graph-
ic episodes, for release December 30th. The
principal scenes in this wonderful photo-
play were taken on the famous Dawson
trail in mid-winter. One of the most in-

teresting features is the appearance of John
Johnson, “the Iron Man of Dawson,” and
a noted Klondyke character, whose services

were secured especially for the picture, with
his celebrated team of Siberian “huskies.”

Johnson is the world’s champion dog mush-
er, and his team of Siberian dogs won the
last three Alaskan sweepstakes, making
them the fleetest dog team in existence.

Wilma Wilkey, who plays Nell Daroux,
foster daughter of Dal Daroux, the gam-
bler, is an accomplished actress and also

excels in winter sports. She gives an ex-
hibition of skiing which is as daring as

it is beautiful and novel. Gliding with the
swiftness of the wind, mile on mile, over
the shining crust of the snow, she travels
on slender runners through dark forests of
the North country, where howling wolves
chase her from the trail by night. Up long
declines, and down on the other side with
the fleetness of a bird in flight, this little

leading woman skims fearlessly over the
vast wastes.

Dal Daroux, a Western character, in the
first episode of the film play, adopts the

baby daughter of homesteaders who have
been killed by the Indians. Fourteen years
later finds Daroux a noted gambler, and his

foster daughter, Nell, trained to act as her
father’s decoy. She helps him in his cheat-
ing game by standing just behind the shoul-
der of the victim and holding a small mir-
ror at such an angle that the gambler is

able to see reflected in it his opponent’s
cards. On board the steamer for Dawson,
Daroux fleeces of a large sum of money
Fred Worthing, a young chap on his way to

the gold country. Daroux and Nell are
entrapped by Jerry, a Westerner who has
constituted himself the friend and guardian
of Dixie Ward, a young widow, going to

claim her late husband’s gold mine in

Alaska. Daroux also has an eye on Dixie’s
property.

Since cheating at cards means death, the

gambler’s daughter sets fire to the ship, and
a hasty landing is effected. In the con-

fusion and excitement, Nell and her father

escape. Later, they meet Ford and Jerry

at the “Arctic Saloon” in Dawson. A Cana-
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dian, bringing plans of the mine to Dixie,

is intercepted by the gambler and robbed

of his papers. Nell finds Daroux on the

point of going to claim the property before

the widow’s friends can find the place.

A few hours later, Ford discovers the

absence of Daroux. He guesses from Nell’s

silence the rest. Fearing punishment for

the girl as an accomplice, he decides to

stop Daroux at all hazards. Ford gives

chase with the fleetest dog team in the

world. Nell determines to overtake Ford
and, despite her promise, to warn him. She
follows on skiis. Meanwhile, the gambler
discovered Ford on his tracks. Remem-
bering his oath to Nell, he refrains from
shooting the young man, but resorts to the

Apache deathlock as a more terrible means
of having his longed-for revenge. Ford,

half insane from the cold and from many
nights of fighting off hungry wolves, is

found and rescued by Nell. They realize

that they love one another. Days later, the

gambler is found, dead of the snow mad-
ness, and torn by his dogs whom he had
abused until they turned upon their master.

Ford and Nell are free to begin a new life

together. Dixie and Jerry marry, and they

divide the mine with Ford and his bride.



The Making of a Railroad Screen Novel
By SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON

President of Signal Film Corporation and American Film Company, Inc.

Samuel S. Hutchinson, President

Signal Film Corporation.

“The keyboard of

life lives in The Girl

and the Game, and
author, director and

star bring forth in

natural continuity and
definite sincerity the

pictured chants of re-

grets and anthems of

triumph, the great hu-

man notes of which
are characters of blood

and bone.”

Helen Holmes, Star of “The Girl

and the Game.’
1

F ROM the day that the idea of the power
of steam was conceived in the mind of
a boy sitting in his mother’s kitchen,

watching the stream of vapor rise from the
spout of a boiling kettle, down to the present
day of billions of dollars’ worth of railroad
properties and the speed of the lightning ex-
press trains and powerful mogul engines, there
has not developed a theme of greater popu-
lar interest than the railroad.

In all rural and suburban communities the
people depend upon the railroad as a means
of transportation. In the larger cities and
the business centers of our civilization, com-
merce depends upon the railroads. A large
percentage of the working class are directly or
indirectly in the employ of these great or-
ganizations, and countless thousands of per-
sons, great and small, in our social scale de-
rive their livelihood from the earnings of
these common carriers.

Capitalists watch the management and earn-
ings of railroads as well as legislation for
or against them, as the chief barometer of
the times. It can be well said that in the
railroads beat the pulse of our national life.

Therefore, to portray a railroad story on the
screen requires that those who attempt it,

be the best in their art. Frank Hamilton
Spearman, the author of The Girl and the
Game made a study of railroad life which car-
ried him into the innermost secrets of the
financial and operating ends of transconti-
nental lines. He knows “the game.”

J
AMES P. McGOWAN, the director, is a
practical railroad man and his screened pic-
tures have won for him the praise of rail-

road officials the country over.

Helen Holmes, the heroine in The Girl and
the Game, is the ideal for the part. She pos-
sesses that deep and thorough understanding
of picture values and ability to present excep-
tional dramatic interpretations and the cour-
age to take any sort of personal risk to bring
realism to the story, that places her in a niche
all her own. Miss Holmes is fair and fearless—the heroine perfect.

In order that the director and his company
might be accorded every facility for the tak-
ing of the unusual and spectacular scenes in
The Girl and the Game, I had erected a depot
on the grounds of the Signal studios, practica-
ble in every way inside and outside, switch
towers at various points on the Signal track-
age; and all the known safeguards as well

as hazards of the rail were installed or pro-

vided for, including locomotives and rolling

stock.

AN idea of the completeness of the Signal
studios may be gleaned from this

;
in

the taking of the first chapter of The
Girl and the Game, Director McGowan twenty
minutes after the author’s script had been
given to him, had a train consisting of Pull-

mans, parlor car, diner, baggage car, day
coaches and engine ready for the camera.

In the actual operation of railroads there

is much that is romantic, much that is ad-

venturous, bringing into the hearts of all, a

responsive feeling of compelling interest.

Great writers have turned to the rail for

their theme, but Mr. Spearman has felt the

pulse of “the game” as has no one else, and
a fertile imagination has enabled him to pre-

sent, in all this realism, “the girl,” dainty,

charming and daring.

Mr. Spearman has deciphered the mysterious
web entangling the operations of vast rail-

road enterprises, drawn it gently aside from
off the statuesque shoulders of a pampered
daughter of society and hidden with it the

piercing eyes of some charmer of another
sisterhood, who has put her jewel-laden hands
into “the game.”

I
T is because there is so much of the human
element in the life of those of the rail that

Mr. Spearman was attracted to it as a

subject teeming with unusual heart interest.

He is thrilled by the hum of the long steel

threads and the
#
chant of the telegraph key,

distributing its messages of mingled hope, suc-

cess and despair. It all means something to

him and he has knowingly written what that

meaning is. Were he not a writer it would
mean just as much to him, for his understand-
ing of it all is beyond a suppression of feeling

—something unconquerably big and undeni-
ably dominant.

Thus, in The Girl and the Game he gives you
himself—his innermost self, wrapped in a

lingerie of literary lace and a tremendous
storm-coat of vigorous thought—which Di-
rector McGowan with convincing realism has
put upon the screen.

The keyboard of life lives in The Girl and
the Game, and author, director and star bring

forth in natural continuity and definite sin-

cerity the pictured chants of regrets and an-

thems of triumph, the great human notes of

which are characters of blood and bone.

“It can be well said

that in the railroads beat

the pulse of our national

life. Therefore, to por-

tray a railroad story on
the screen requires that

those who attempt it be
best in their art.”
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are:

mous books, plays, and powerful, orig-

inal scenarios by noted authors. These
three-a-week “Mutual Masterpictures,

De Luxe Edition,” will be released in

addition to the regular $8,000,000
Mutual Program. The Mutual Pro-

gram will also be expanded by the re-

lease of three three-reel features

every week, instead of two, and the

addition of VOGUE COMEDIES fea-

turing England’s greatest knockabout come-
dian. With the vast assortment of scenic,

topical and comic specialties in the Mutual
Program, exhibitors will find in “Mutual
Service” a wonderful opportunity for a well-

balanced program of strong box-office attrac-

tions. A few of the forthcoming five-reel

“Mutual Masterpictures, De Luxe Edition,”
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AND now we announce greater

expansion in Mutual film activi-

ties. Beginning the week of Jan-

uary 17th, 1916, the Mutual Film

Corporation will present a new and
startling schedule of feature pro-

ductions to be known as “Mutual
Masterpictures, De Luxe Edition/’

THREE of these productions will

be released EVERY WEEK

—

each in five reels. They will

feature many famous Broadway
stage stars and screen favorites.

They will be features of an extraordi-

nary character— picturizations of fa-



“SILAS MARNER,” from George Eliot’s

famous book—featuring Frederic Warde,
Broadway’s distinguished Shakespearian
actor. (Thanhouser.)

“THE OTHER SIDE OF THE DOOR,” from
the popular novel by Lucia Chamberlain—featuring Harold Lockwood. (Ameri-
can.)

“THE IDOL OF THE STAGE”—featuring
the Broadway favorite, Malcolm Williams.
(Gaumont.)

“VENGEANCE IS MINE!”—featuring Crane
Wilbur. (Horsley.)

“AS A WOMAN SOWS”—featuring Ger-
trude Robinson. (Gaumont.)

“THE BAIT”—featuring William Clifford.

(Horsley.)
“THE FIVE FAULTS OF FLO”—featuring

Florence LaBadie. (Thanhouser.)
“LORD LOVELAND DISCOVERS AMER-
ICA”— featuring the Broadway stars,
Arthur Maude and Constance Crawley.
(American.)

EXHIBITORS: WIRE! c

w
: "JZ

with leading

theatres throughout America for this new

Mutual service. The three-a-week “Mutual

Masterpictures, De Luxe Edition,” may be

booked individually or collectively. If you

are seeking an exceptional five-reel feature

service, as well as a program of remarkable

specialties, wire us immediately for full de-

tails of this new policy or write for the latest

copy of “Reel Life,” containing complete in-

formation.

Mutual Film Corporation
John R. Freuler President

71 West 23rd Street—New York City

Exchanges in 68 cities
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MUTUAL PROGRAM

EXHIBITORS: A new three

reel feature will be added
to the regular Eight Million

Dollar Mutual Program
early in January making
the Mutual Program bigger

and stronger than ever.

The best comedies, the

most stupendous dramatic

features, and the greatest

topical, scenic and animat-

ed cartoon productions are

furnished in the regular

Mutual Program. If you
are not now using Mutual
Service write or wire us

for full details of thenewer,
bigger Mutual Service.

MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION
JOHN R. FREULER, President

Executive Offices: 71 West 23d Street
NEW YORK CITY



Mutual Music Cues
Special service for theater

orchestras is made a part of the

new “service beyond the films”

T HE MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION is now issu-

ing musical service sheets in connection with the

Masterpicture releases.

An expertly adapted arrangement for each of the Master-
pictures beginning with The Mill on the Floss

,

Thanhouser
Masterpicture release of December 16 is being published by
the Mutual and distributed through its sixty-eight exchanges.

S. M. Berg, of the G. Schirmer Inc., Music Publishers,

head of a new department devoted exclusively to the adapta-
tion of descriptive music to the photoplay, has been engaged
by the Mutual to provide musical settings for each of these

photodramas de luxe.

With each Masterpicture release will be furnished to the

exhibitor one copy of Mr. Berg’s “cue sheet.” These same
sheets may be obtained by the exhibitor in quantities of any
number to suit the size of his orchestra at the Mutual ex-

changes. They may be secured at a considerable time in

advance, and will enable the orchestras to rehearse before
the arrival of the film at the theater.

The preparation of a descriptive musical setting for each
of the Mutual’s five reel releases entails no little care on the

part of the adapter. It also requires a thorough knowledge
of the motion picture and of the motion picture theater

audience.

Mr. Berg is a graduate of the famous Guildhall school of

London, England, and a skilled musician. He has had a

wide and practical experience as the conductor of the orches-
tras in some of New York’s leading motion picture theaters.

His familiarity with the essentials of this new development
in photoplay mu§ic has been recognized by the Motion
Picture World

,

which has placed him in charge of the
“Music for the Picture” department.
The music for Mutual Masterpictures, de luxe edition,

will be arranged then by the most successful pioneer in the
art of placing pictures in a musical background.
Mr. Berg will be compelled to view every picture in the

projection rooms of the Mutual, stop watch in hand.
Not only will each sub-title have to be timed. Each

change in scene, or in the character of plot development,
which requires a change in music, must be listed in a minute
and second schedule.

After the picture has been sub-divided, according to its

varying descriptive tones, Mr. Berg has then to chose the
musical selections which will further carry out the moods
of the play.

If he cannot find what he wants among the compositions
within his reach, he improvises his own music.
The cue sheet, as a guide for musicians, contains the

changes in music on both a time schedule, and on a descrip-
tive or sub-title schedule. Thus the musician may tell,

either by keeping his eye on his watch or on the screen, when
the music must change.

In speaking of this recognized movement for “better
music,” along with “better films,” Mr. Berg says, “Much
of the success in the important master productions are owing
to the elaborate musical programs, either originally com-
posed or carefully adapted and presented with the film. In
all instances, the presentations were received by the press
and the public as masterpieces of conception and artistic

production.

“The step taken by the Mutual Film Corporation in the

.S'. M, Berg, Mutual Music Expert

furnishing of suggestions for suitable music, which will

greatly enhance the attracting powers of their films, is only

another step onward in the lifting of the motion picture over
into the realm of real art.

“The discriminating public is quick to respond to descrip-

tive music as to high class photoplay.

“Although the music suggestion cue sheet is not designed
to solve every possible musical requirement of the film, the

exhibitor, the orchestra leader, the public, it has proven a

great assistance to the leader, not only in relieving the

tedium of rehearsals, but by assisting materially in over-

coming that chaotic condition encountered when the film

is not available until almost the hour of opening, resulting in

a rehearsal instead of a performance.
“The Mutual Film Corporation has taken a great step in

advance in supplying the exhibitor with a musical program,
which will convey to the ear a subtle impression of the at-

mosphere of the picture, in its Masterpicture releases.”

Mr. Berg’s musical adaptations will be just as helpful to

the small theatre as to the large.

Wide-awake exhibitors realize the importance of music.

Even if there is only one instrument—a piano or an organ

—

in the theatre, the musician can make use of the musical

guide prepared by the Mutual musical expert and can give

his Masterpicture just as suitable a musical background as

the large theatre with the good-sized orchestra.
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George Ovey—Star in Cub Comedies
Meteoric rise to fame and fortune of the “funniest man in America,” the big sensation of the motion

picture world.

A FUN-MAKER whose fame on the screen is as

broad as his career in the motion picture industry is

brief, is George Ovey, starring in the famous Cub
Comedies on the Mutual Program. Ovey first en-

tered the show business on its executive end. At
an early age he was assistant treasurer of a theatre

in Kansas City, Missouri, his native town, and soon
succeeded the treasurer proper as exchequer of the

concern. But he was not content simply with
handling the revenues of other people’s artistic

triumphs. He was ambitious to make capital of his

own talents. It had been his life’s ambition.

So Ovey almost immediately deserted the

“front” of the house for the “back”—and
became an actor.

Fifteen years ago, at fifteen years of

age, the future ring-leader of the “Cubs’’

made his debut with Beach and Bowers’
Minstrels. This company, however,
failed to come up to his artistic hopes.

Some time later Ovey graduated into

musical productions, and his list of
appearances includes “1492,” “A
.Texas Steer,” “A Knight for a Day,”
“Forty-five Minutes from Broadway,”
“The Gingerbread Man,” “Coming
Through the Rye,” “The Time, the
Place and the Girl,” and “The Run-
aways.” Ovey also had excellent
training in stock.

About six months ago, Ovey was
playing in the legitimate in Los Angeles,
where Milton Fahrney, David Horsley’s
chief comedy director, happened to see
him, and recognized instantly his un-
usual capacity for funny work in pic-
tures. As soon as the curtain fell, Mr.
Fahrney hurried “back stage” and, in

behalf of Mr. Horsley, then and there
made Ovey a proposition to desert the
footlights for the studio. Ovey accepted.
He visited the plant every day for a fortnight
“just to get the hang of things,” and then he
began work on his first screen comedy.

Mr. Fahrney’s unerring judgment once more
was proved, for from the initial release with
George Ovey the new “Cub” brand was “made”
—and Ovey attracted to himself the title of
“the funniest man in America.” The name has
stuck. Nobody else in the comedy business
dares to snitch it from him. And Ovey has no
trouble demonstrating in every new picture of
his that his exclusive rights to a stand-alone
sobriquet has become an axiom of the film
world.

From the day of his first camera caper to
this, Ovey has appeared in a scintillating single-
reel playlet every week in the regular Mutual
program. He is a born pantomimic artist.

Slap-stick is not his specialty. Facial expres-
sion and a virtually inexhaustible variety of
bodily and feature movements in which he is

able to put over a correspondingly large number
of comic ideas, make him a walking dic-

tionary of his unique art. Ask him for the equivalent of

any emotion in terms of acting—and presto, he has struck
the pose, and the expression of the features, which em-

bodies it to perfection. Such a plastic imagi-

nation cannot run dry even under the exacting

and never ending demands of a huge public

insisting upon being amused.
The man himself is small, active, frank and

forceful. His natural manner is quiet. He is

a great favorite with his fellow workers. “One
of the finest fellows in the world” a Cub
Comedy colleague warmly called him recently.

Ovey’s eyes and hair are brown. He weighs
one hundred and thirty. And his athletic quali-

fications include swimming, boxing, run-

ning, jumping, tumbling and dancing.

Ovey, as “Jerry,” with a gun is the

funniest thing in films. Regardless of

who may be within range, he handles

a loaded rifle with a carelessness

which outrivals the dash and daring

of a celebrated shot. There are

scenes in which he fairly makes love

to the gun—seeming actually to en-

joy the suspense of his audience.

One minute Ovey makes our blood

run cold, and the next instant he has

us exploding with laughter. Light-

ning transitions are his forte. There’s

something doing every minute when
this little man takes the screen, and
no matter how clever the comedians
in his support, “Jerry” just naturally

rotates to the centre of the stage.

Up against George George, the

giant, who frequently appears with

him in Club Comedies, Ovey’s lili-

putian laughableness “gets” the house

every time. No better foil for his

talents could have been selected. His

life in the “Jerry” sketches is a con-

tinuous battle with the authorities.

“Jerry” gets in and out of jail more
often and faster than the I. W. W.
leaders in Paterson. He flees over

the map, with a trail of bluecoats in

his wake, vaults in and out of speed-

ing automobiles, injects himself into

weddings, elopes with a string of

pretty girls, passes himself off lor

every sort of dignitary from a doctor

to a parson—and invariably winds

up with being captured for a harm-

less lunatic and is marched back be-

hind the bars, where so many of the

romantic outlaws of our modern civ-

ilization are forced to languish.

“Jerry’s” get-up—of polka-

dots, stripes and checks, white

spats, and a derby which rests

The inimitable George upon his inquisitive ears

—

Ovey as himself. makes him a ludicrous figure

even before he has struck the first pose. But
the instant he adds comedy to costume the house

is in an uproar of hilarious enjoyment.
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News and Gossip From Mutual Men
America’s most important vaudeville circuits, including Keith’s, Moss & Brill’s and Marcus Loew, now

using Mutual Service or Mutual Masterpictures

.

A RTHUR F. BECK, manager of the

New York branch of the Mutual
Film Corporation, signed up two im-

portant contracts with New York theater

managers last week.

The Palace Theater, the head of the

Keith circuit and America’s most impor-

tant vaudeville theater at Seventh avenue

and Forty-seventh street, New York City,

installed the Mutual Weekly.

Jack Dreyfus, booker for the Moss and
Brill houses, signed up Mutual Masterpic-

tures for the Hamilton, Regent and Eighty-

sixth street theaters.

This now means that every large circuit

of vaudeville and motion-picture theaters

in New York State is using Mutual re-

leases.

More Masterpictures are scheduled for

the Marcus Loew houses than the feature

output of any other company. Tuesday
is Mutual Masterpicture day at the New
York Theater, Broadway and Forty-fifth

street. The theater is always packed.

The entire Proctor and Keith circuit, in-

cluding the house at 143 West Twenty-
third street, New York City, is signed up
for Mutual Masterpictures. Damaged
Goods has been booked for a six-day
showing at the Twenty-third street house,
beginning the week of Dec. 20.

The Strand Theater, New York City,

ran a George Ovey comedy, Dr. Jerry,

last week, and books on an average three

of the Mutual’s comedies a month.

Fred Dollinger, manager of the Clare-
mont Theater at 129th street, has tried every
other service but finds the Mutual Pro-
gram so far above the average that he
is “with it for life.”

Matchett and Goldman, managers of the
North Star, Manhattan, Tiffany and Ban-
ner Theaters, have had the same experi-
ence. Now they have the Mutual’s every
release, and are booking it up for the fifth

theater which they are going to open in a
short time.

The Savoy Theater, Thirty-fourth street,

just west of Sixth avenue, and the Stanley
Theater, Seventh avenue, just below For-
ty-second street, are each running full

Mutual service, and are only worrying be-
cause they can’t get Mutual fast enough.

The best theaters in the Bronx are “Mu-
tual” and “Mutual Forever” houses.

The Elsmere, the Empire, the Crescent,
the McKinley Square, The Art, five of the
most beautiful and highest class theaters
in the country, are signed up with Mutual,
and most of them after they have tried

every other service and found them want-
ing.

The Apollo Theater, a Hurtig and Sea-
mon house, contracted for Mutual Master-
pictures two weeks ago.

The manager of the Hamilton Theater,
Brooklyn, recently booked repeat showings
of The Cup of Life and The’Devil at the
request of his patrons. This had never
happened before.

The Alhambra and the Century theaters
both of Brooklyn, cannot get too much
“Mutual.”

Undoubtedly, the most spectacular run
of any motion picture in the history of the

industry is that of Damaged Goods at

Quinn’s Superba Theater in Los Angeles,

Cal. So enormous have been the crowds
during the two weeks’ showing, that there

have been two all-night performances.
More than 12,000 people attended each of

the thirty-six-hour non-stop runs from
Saturday morning to Sunday night, and at

every show, except the 5 o’clock one in the

morning, there were crowds waiting out-

side the door for admission.
These were the first all-night perform-

ances ever held in Los Angeles, and their

success will undoubtedly lead to others.

The crowds around the doors of Mr.
Quinn’s theater have been so large, that the

wide-awake manager was arrested last

week for blockading the streets.

No date has been set for the end of the

run of Damaged Goods at the Superba. It

will not be shown at any theater in or near
Los Angeles during its stay there.

The Rex Film Renovator Manufacturing
Co., of 272 North Third street, Columbus,
O., have put on the market a new appli-

ance with which to treat first-run film, as

well as old. In the treatment of first-run

film, the emulsion will be cured and pre-
vented from adhering to the tension spring
of the projecting machine. This obviates
the necessity of using oil, which frequently
discolors the film. The Rex Cleaning Fluid
takes the stickiness from the film on the
emulsion side, and insures it against
scratches.

“Get more ‘Cubs’ and it will be an $80,-

000,000 Program instead of a $8,000,000,”

writes Fred W. Smith, manager of the
Lyric Theater, of Salem, Mo., after show-
ing his first “Cub” comedy in his theater.

“It’s a bear,” he further adds. “Wish I

could get one every day. My patrons were
more than delighted, and I had more favor-
able comment on this one reel than I ever
had before.”

The Orpheum Theater, at Eighty-ninth
street and Wade Park, and the new Palace
Theater, at Seventeenth street and St. Clair

avenue, Cleveland, O., have just installed

Minusa Cine screens, placed by the Minusa
Cine Products Company, of St. Louis.
The company has just filled an order for
five screens in Cleveland.

The Olympia Theater, of New Haven,
Conn., seating 3,000 people, have signed
up for exclusive Mutual service, and the
Hartford Theater, the largest picture house
in Hartford, has done the same. The
Princess and Majestic, two smaller Hart-
ford theaters, also pack their houses with
the Mutual Program.

Mr. M. F. Tobias, manager of the Mu-
tual Film Corporation’s Western Film
Branch, at 126 West 46th street, New York
City, anounces that sixteen new theaters

were added to their list last Monday.
A letter from F. E. Hughart, proprietor

of the Eagle Theater, Grand Junction, la.,

is worth printing in full, since it expresses
the sentiments of thousands of other ex-
hibitors all over the country.

“I, like any other exhibitor, have the

privilege of using my choice of the various
programs on the market today,” he writes.

“Since I use the ‘Mutual,’ there must be

a reason. And there is. Clean dramas,
clever comedies, well diversified and well

balanced programs, together with dealing

with branch managers who have the faculty

of seeing things through the exhibitors’

eyes, are the main reasons why I have used
the ‘Mutual’ thirty months out of the thirty-

six in the business.

“The improved service of the last six

months on an already splendid program
makes it easily the best there is, in my es-

timation. I run number Chapter 23 of The
Diamond from the Sky next Thursday, and
we all regret that we are nearing its close.”

“Damaged Goods showing to packed
houses. Each performance has broken all

house records for this theater. I consider

it the strongest feature ofs its kind ever
produced and advise every exhibitor to

take advantage of this big box office at-

traction.” This telegram comes from H.
A. Sims, manager of the Liberty Theater,
Salt Lake City, Utah.

The Gold King Screen Company, of

Altus, Okla., is increasing its plant and fac-

tory facilities by the addition of a new two-
story building, fifty by one hundred and
fifty feet.

COMMERCIAL SLIDE AND FILM SERVICE
Manufacturers of Advertising Slides and Films

989-991 Intervale Avenue - - Bronx, New York
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Mutual Releases
Centaur Star Features
Dec. 22—The Mystery of Carter Breen (3)

Nov. 24—Could a Man Do More? (3)
Oct. 27—The Blood of Our Brothers (3)
Sept. 29—The Protest (3)

Clipper Star Features
Dec. 11—Curly (3)
Nov. 20—The Alternative (3)
Oct. 30—The Idol (3)
Oct. 9—Pardoned (3)
Sept. 18—The Great Question (3)

Mustang Star Features
Flee. 26—Author! Author!
Dec. 4—Film Tempo (3)
Nov. 13—This is the Life (3)
Oct. 23—Buck’s Lady Friend (3)
Oct. 2—Man Afraid of His Wardrobe (3)

Reliance Star Features
Dec. 8—Her Mother’s Daughter (3)
Nov. 10—Father and Son (3)
Oct. 13—The Bread Line (3)

Rialto Star Features
Dec. 29—A Prince of Yesterday (3)
Dec. 15—The Ace of Death (3)
Dec. 1—Lessons in Love (3)
Nov. 17—The New Adam and Eve (3)
Nov. 3—The Devil’s Darling (3)
Oct. 20—The Card Players (3)
Oct. 6—Sunshine and Tempest (3)
Sept. 22—The House with Nobody In It (3)
Sept. 8—The Unsuspected Isles (3)

Than-o-Play
Dec. 28—Their Last, Performance (3)
Dec. 21—Ambition (3)
Dec. 18—His Majesty, the King (3)
Nov. 27—The Valkyrie (3)
Nov. 6—Mr. Meeson’s Will (3)
Oct. 16—The Long Arm of the Secret Service (3)
Sept. 25—A Disciple of Nietzsche (3)

American
Dec. 31— The Mender
Dec. 27—The Tragic Circle (2)
Dec. 24—Yes or No.
Dec. 20—The Clean-Up (2)
Dec. 17—Spider Barlow’s Soft Spot
Dec. 13—The Solution of the Mystery (2)
Dec. 10—A Broken Cloud
Dec. 6—The Water Carrier of San Juan (2)
Dec. 3—Spider Barlow Cuts In
Nov. 29—The Silver Lining (2)
Nov. 26—The Bluffers
Nov. 22—The Key to the Past (2)
Nov. 19—Drifting
Nov. 15—The Substitute Minister (2)
Nov. 12—To Rent, Furnished
Nov. 8—Alice, of Hudson Bay (2)
Nov. s—On Secret Service
Nov. 1—The Wasp (2)
Oct. 29—The Smuggler’s Cave
Oct. 25—Out of the Ashes (2)
Oct. 22—Visitors and Visitees
Oct. 18—The Blot on the Shield (2)
Oct. 15—Profit from Loss
Oct. 11—Let There Be Light (2)
Oct. 8—The Sting of It.

Oct. 4—Just as It Happened (2)
Sept. 31—Hearts in Shadow

Beauty
Jan. 1—Settled Out of Court
Dec. 28—Kiddus, Kid and Kiddo.
Dec. 25—The Country Girl
Dec. 21—Making a Man of Johnny
Dec. 18—Two Hearts and a Thief
Dec. 14—A Guard, a Girl and a Garret
Dec. 11—Nobody’s Home
Dec. 7—Pretenses
Dec. 4—Making Over Father
Nov. 30—Billy Van Deusen and the Merry Widow
Nov. 27—Cupid Beats Father
Nov. 23—The Drummer’s Trunk
Nov. 20—Anita’s Butterfly
Nov. 16—Johnny, the Barber
Nov. 13—Almost a Widow
Nov. 9—Her Adopted Father
Nov. 6—Billy Van Deusen’s Campaign
Nov. 2—One to the Minute
Oct. 30—An Auto Bungalow Bungle
Oct. 26—Touring with Tillie
Oct. 23—Deserted at the Auto
Oct. 19—Alias James, Chauffeur
Oct. 16—Aided by the Movies
Oct. 12—Billie—the Hill Billie
Oct. 9—Curing Father
Oct. 5—Mother’s Busy Week

Mutual Weekly
Jan. 6—No. 53
Dec. 30—No. 52
Dec. 23—No. si

Dec. 16—No. 50
Dec. 9—No. 49
Dec. 2—No. 48
Nov. 25—No. 47
Nov. 18—No. 46
Nov. 11—No. 45
Nov. 4—No. 44
Oct. 28—No. 43
Oct. 21—No. 42
Oct. 14—No. 41

Oct. 7—No. 40

Centaur
Jan. 6—The Homesteeders (2)

Dec. 30—The Terror of the Fold (2)

Dec. 23—The Winning of Jess (2)

Dec. 16—The Arab’s Vengeance (2)
Dec. 9—Stanley in Darkest Africa (2)

Dec. 2—Stanley Among the Voo Doo Wor-
shippers

Nov. 25—Stanley and the Slave Traders (2)

Nov. 18—A Polar Romance (2)
Nov. 11—Stanley in Starvation Camp (2)

Nov. 4—When Avarice Rules (2)

Oct. 28—The White King of the Zaras (2)

Oct. 21—Vindication (2)

Oct. 14—Stanley’s Close Call (2)

Sept. 30—Stanley’ Search for the Hidden City
(2)

Sept. 23—The Woman, the Lion and the Man (2)

Sept. 16—The Rajah’s Sacrifice (2)

Casino Star Comedy
Jan. 2—Leave it to Cissy
Dec. 26—Hunting
Dec. 19—Cissy’s Innocent Wink
Dec. 12—Curing Cissy
Dec. 5—A Tangle in Hearts
Nov. 28—The Window Wins
Nov. 21—The House Party
Nov. 14—Beauty in Distress
Nov. 7—Does Advertising Win?
Oct. 31—Zabisky’s Waterloo
Oct. 24—The Reformer
Oct. 17—Ethel’s Romeos
Oct. 10—A Corner in Cats
Oct. 3—His Lordship’s Dilemma
Sept. 24—Bizzy Izzy (2)

Cub Comedy
Dec. 24—Hearts and Clubs
Dec. 17—The Hold-Up
Dec. 10—Doctor Jerry
Dec. 3—A Shot-Gun Romance
Nov. 26—A Deal in Indians
Nov. 19—The Fighting Four
Nov. 12—The Double Cross
Nov. 5—Twin Brides
Oct. 29—Jerry to the Rescue
Oct. 22—The Little Detective
Oct. is—Taking a Chance
Oct. 8—A Change of Luck
Oct. 1—The Oriental Spasm
Sept. 24—The Treasure Box

Gaumont (Split Reel)

Dec. 28—See America First No. 16—Chicago, 111 .

Dec. 21—See America First No. 14—Lexington
(Ky.), and the Blue Grass Country

Dec. 14—See America First No. 13—Pittsburgh,
Pa. and the Steel Mills

FalstafF Comedy
Dec. 30—Foolish Fat Flora
Dec. 27—Una’s Useful Uncle
Dec. 23—Toodles, Tom and Trouble
Dec. 20—When William’s Whiskers Worked
Dec. 16—Billy Bunks the Bandit
Dec. 13—The Conductor’s Classy Champion
Dec. 9—Clarence Cheats at Croquet
Dec. 6—Minnie, the Mean Manicurist
Dec. 2—Checking Charlie’s Child.
Nov. 29—Foiling Father’s Foes
Nov. 25—The Villainous Vegetable Vender
Nov. 22—The Postmaster of Pineapple Plains
Nov. 18—A Cunning Canal-Boat Cupid
Nov. 15—Hannah’s Hen-Pecked Husband
Nov. 11—The Film Favorite’s Finish
Nov. 8—Lulu’s Lost Lotharios
Nov. 4—“Clarissa’s” Charming Calf
Nov. 1—Freddie, the Fake Fisherwoman
Oct. 28—The Soap Suds Star
Oct. 25—Tillie, the Terrible Typist
Oct. 21—Hattie, the Hair Heiress
Oct. 18—Busted But Benevolent

Special Features
Damaged Goods (7)
The Diamond From the Sky (30 Chapters)
The Girl and the Game (15 Chapters)

Novelty Comedy
Dec. 22—The Innocent Sandwich Man

Between Lakes and Mountains
(Split Reel)

Dec. 20—The Fiddler
Dec. 15—A Musical Hold-Up
Dec. 13—The Book Agent
Dec. 8—The Army-Navy Football Game
Dec. 6—A Janitor’s Joyful Job
Dec. 1—Betty Burton, M. D.
Nov. 29—Charlie’s Twin Sister
Nov. 24—Taming a Grouch
Nov. 22—Spring Onions
Nov. 15—The World Series—Boston vs. Philadel-

phia (2)

Nov. 10—Love and Bitters
Nov. 8—Something in Her Eye
Nov. 3—The Fortune Hunters
Nov. 1—Putting Papa to Sleep
Oct. 27—Artillery and Love
Oct. 25—Hobo Nerve
Oct. 20—You Can’t Beat It

Oct. 18—Rip Van Winkle Badly Ripped
Oct. 13—Gold-Bricking Cupid
Oct. 11—Miss Trillie’s Big Feet
Oct. 4—The Corsican Brothers Up To Date
Sept. 27—An Amateur Cameraman
Sept. 20—The Lilliputian’s Courtship (2)

Mustang
Dec. 31—The Cactus Blossom (2)

Dec. 24—The Pitch o’ Chance (2)

Dec. 17—In the Sunset Country (2)

Dec. 10—There Is Good in the Worst of Us (2)

Dec. 3—Broadcloth and Buckskin (2)

Nov. 26—The Valley Feud (2)

Nov. 19—The Warning (2)

Nov. 12—Man to Man (2)

Nov. 5—The Trail of the Serpent (2)

Oct. 20—Playing for High Stakes (2)

Oct. 22—The Sheriff of Willow Creek (2)

Oct. 8—Breezy Bill—Outcast (2)

Reliance

Tan. 2—The Law of Success (2)

Dec. 26—The Decoy (2)

Dec. 19—The Bankhurst Mystery (2)

Dec. 12—The Wayward Son (2)

Dec. 5—The Stab (2)

Nov. 28—The Friends of the Sea (2)

Nov. 21—A Romance of the Alps (2)

Nov. 14—The Crest of von Endheim (2)

Nov. 7—The Law of Duty (2)

Oct. 31—The Feud (2)

Oct. 24—The Penalty (2)

Oct. 17—The Ever-Living Isles (2)

Oct. 10—Queen of the Isle (2)

Oct. 3—In the Days of Old (2)

Sept. 15—A Dark Horse
Sept. 11—The Stronger Man (2)

Sept. 8—The Family Doctor
Sept. 6—The Indian Trapper’s Vindication
Sept. 4—The Father (2)

Sept. 3—Hidden Crime

Thanhouser
Dec. 19—The Political Pull of John
Dec. 14—An Innocent Traitor (2)

Dec. 12—Her Confession
Dec. 7—His Vocation (2)

Dec. 5—The House Party at Carson Manor
Nov. 30—The Crimson Sabre (2)

Nov. 28—“All Aboard”
Nov. 23—The Baby and the Boss (2)

Nov. 21—Beneath the Coat of a Butler
Nov. 18—In the Hands of the Enemy(2)
Nov. 14—In Baby’s Garden
Nov. 9—The Little Captain of the Scouts (2)

Nov. 7—The Mistake of Mammy Lou
Nov. 2—The Commuted Sentence (2)

Oct. 31—The Fisherwoman
Oct. 26—The Conscience of Juror No. 10 (2)

Oct. 24—At the Patrician Club
Oct. 19—The Spirit of Audubon (2)

Oct. 17—John T. Rocks and the Flivver
Oct. 12—Down on the Farm

The Scoop at Belleville (2)

Oct. 10—The Has Been
Oct. 5—The Light on the Reef (2)

Oct. 3—The Mystery of Eagle’s Cliff

Sept. 28—The Road to Fame (2)

Sept. 26—The Miracle
Sept. 21—The Dead Man’s Keys (2)

Sept. 19—The Twins of the G. L. Ranch
Sept. 14—Helen’s Babies (2)

Sept. 12—Out of the Sea
Sept. 10—The Mother of Her Dreams
Sept. 7—The Bowl -Bearer (2)

Sept. 5—From the River’s Depth
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Mutual Exchanges
Serving the Mutual Program

Aubany, N. Y Mutual Film Corporation 733 Broadway
Amarillo, Texas .Mutual Film C. of Texas 302 E. 4th St.

Atlanta, Ga Mutual Film Corporation 146 Marietta St.

Baltimore, Md Mutual Film Corporation 412 E. Baltimore St.
Boston, Mass Mutual Film Corporation 1108 Boylston St.

Buffalo, N. Y Mutual Film Corporation 106 Pearl St.
Butte, Mont Pacific Mutual Film Corp..American Theatre Bldg.

Cairo, 111 Mutual Film Corp 9th St. & Commer-mi Ave.
Calgary, Alberta M. F. C. of Canada, Ltd... Lesson & Lineham Block
Charlotte, N. C Mutual Film Corporation 322 North Tryon St.

Chicago, 111 Mutual Film Corporation 5 S. Wabash Ave.
(Cont. F. F. Corp. Branch)... 5 S. Wabash Ave.

Mutual Film Corporation
(H. & H. Branch) 117 N. Dearborn St.

Cincinnati, Ohio Mutual Film Corporation in East Seventh St.

Cleveland, Ohio Mutual Film Corporation. . 108 Prospect Ave., S.E.

Columbus, Ohio Mutual Film Corporation 422 N. High St.

Dallas, Texas Mutual Film C. of Texas 1807 Main St.

Denver, Colo Mutual Film Corporation 1724 Welton St.

Des Moines, Iowa .Mutual Film Corporation Cohen Bldg.
Detroit, Mich Mutual Film Corporation 97 Woodward Ave.

El Paso, Texas .Mutual Film C. of Texas 524 Trust Bldg.
Escanaba, Mich Mutual Film Corporation 1019 Ludington St.

Evansville, Ind Mutual Film Corporation Keene Bldg.

Fort Smith, Ark Mutual Film Corporation 17 N. 6th Street
Fargo, N. D Mutual Film Corporation 119 5th St.

(Temporary Address) 11 Broadway
Grand Rapids, Mich. ..Mutual Film Corporation 7-8 Hawkins Bldg.

Harrisburg, Pa Mutual Film Corporation 15 N. 5th St.
Houston, Texas .Mutual Film Corporation

Indianapolis, Ind Mutual Film Corporation 150 N. Illinois Street

Kansas City, Mo .Mutual Film Corp.. of Mo 928 Main St.

Los Angeles, Cal .Mutual Film Corporation 825 South Olive St.
Louisville, Ky Mutual Film Corporation 444 So. 4th St.

Memphis, Tenn Mutual Film Corporation 500 So. Main Street
Milwaukee, Wis Mutual Film Corporation 301 Enterprise Bldg.
Minneapolis, Minn Mutual Film Corporation 22 North Sixth St.
Montreal, P. Q M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd 154 St. Catherine St.

Newark, N. J. Mutual F. Exch. of N. Y 25 Branford Place
New Haven, Conn Mutual Film Corporation : 209 Meadow St.
New Orleans, La Mutual Film Corporation 816 Perdido St.
New York City Mutual Film Corporation

(Twenty-third St. Br.) 71 West 23rd St.
M.F.C. Western Film Br 126 W. 46th St.

Oklahoma City, Okla.. Mutual Film Corporation 120 W. Grand Ave.
Omaha, Neb Mutual Film Corporation 1413-1415 Harney St.

Philadelphia, Pa Mutual Film Corporation. .902 Filbert St., 4th Floor
Cont. Feature Film Corp.. 902 Filbert St., 3rd Floor

Phoenix, Ariz Mutual Film Corporation 201 O’Neil Bldg.
Pittsburgh, Pa Mutual Film Corporation 420 Penn Ave.

Cont. Feature Film Corp 420 Penn Ave.
Portland, Me .Mutual Film Corporation 410 Fidelity Bldg.
Portland, Ore Mutual Film Corporation 389 Oak St.

Regina, Sask., Can M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd 312 Westman Chambers
Salt Lake City, Utah. ..Mutual Film Corp. of Utah. .123-5 E. Second So. St.
San Antonio, Tex Mutual Film Corporation 228 Prudential Bldg.
San Francisco, Cal. . .-Mutual Film Corporation 162-164 Turk St.
St. John, N. B M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd Waterloo St.
St. Louis, Mo Mutual Film C. of Mo 1311 Pine Street
Seattle, Wash Mutual Film Corporation 205-6 Green Bldg.
Sioux Falls, S. D Mutual Film Corporation. .201 William Fine Arts

Building
Spokane, Wash Mutual Film Corporation 408 First Ave.
Springfield, Mass Mutual Film Corporation 179 Dwight Ave.
Syracuse, N. Y Mutual Film Corporation 205 Bastable Block
Tampa, Fla Mutual Film Corporation 1325 Franklin S't.

Toledo, Ohio ...Mutual Film Corporation 410 Superior St.
Toronto, Ont M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd 15 Wilton Ave.
Vancouver, B. C M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd 963 Granville St.

Washington, D. C Mutual Film Cprporation 428 Ninth St., N. W.
Wheeling, W. Va Mutual Film Corporation 1400 Market St.
Wichita, Kan Mutual Film Corporation 316 Barnes Bldg.
Wilkesbarre, Pa Mutual FilmCorporation. .61 S. Pennsylvania Ave.
Winnipeg, Manitoba...M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd 48 Aikins Bldg.

McDermott Ave.

Schedule of Poster Sizes for Releases
in the Mutual Program

Monday American 2 reels. .1-3-6
Falstaff 1 reel ..1

“ Novelty Comedy 1 reel ..1-3
Tuesday Thanhouser 2 reels. . 1-3-6

Cartoon and Scenic 1 reel ..1-3

... ,
Beauty 1 reel ..1

Wednesday Feature 3 reels. . 1-1-3-6
Mutual Comedy 1 reel ..1-3

Thursday Centaur 2 reels. . 1-3-6
Falstaff 1 reel ..1-3
Mutual Weekly 1 reel ..1

Friday Mustang 2 reels.. 1-3-6
American reel ..1

“ Cub 1 reel ..1-3
Saturday Feature 3 reels. .1-1-3-6

“ Beauty 1 reel ..1-3
Sunday Reliance 2 reels. . 1-3-6

Casino 1 reel ..1-3
Thanhouser 1 reel ..1

Mutual Program
Week of December 20

No. Brand
04292
04293
04294

American

Falstaff

04295 Novelty

HiOOO Thanhouser

04299

04300

Gaumont
Beauty

04301
04302
04303

Centaur

04304 Novelty

04305
04306
04307

Centaur

Falstaff

04308 Mutual

04309
04310

Mustang

04311 American

04312 Cub

04313
04314
04315

Mustang

04316 Beauty

04317
04318
04319

Reliance

Casino

MASTERPICTURE

ilASTERPICTURE
S2

MONDAY, DECEMBER 20
Title Class

The Clean Up Society

Toodles, Tom and Trouble. C.

The Fiddler

Reel Leads
2 Frank Borzage

Winifred Greenwood
1 Colin Campbell

Baby Gereghty
1 Lawrence Semon

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 21

Society
Ambition Drama

See America First, No. IS. Scenic
Keeping up With the Jonses Cartoon
Making a Man of Johnnie C.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 22

3 Gladys Hulette
Morris Foster

_
Morgan Jones

1 Lexington, Ky. and the
Blue Grass Country

1 Carol Holloway'

TheMystery ofCarterBreene D. • 3 Crane Wilbur

The Innocent Sandwich Man C. Split
Between Lakes & Mountains Scenic

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 23

The Winning of Jess 2

When William’s Whiskers
Worked C. 1

Mutual Weekly No. 51....

Chas. A. Mason

Margaret Gibson
Bostock Animals
Riley Chamberlin

Winifred Lane
George Marl

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 24

The Pitch 0’ Chance

Yes or No

Hearts and Clubs

Western

.. D.

2

I

I

Helene Rosson
Frank Borzage

Nell Franzen
Alfred Vosburgh

George Ovey
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 25

Author! Author! .. C.-D. 3

Art Acord
Dixie Stratton

That Country Girl .. C.-D. I

Neva Gerber
Wm. Carroll

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 26

The Decoy 2 Irene Hunt
Hunting .. C. I Budd Ross

The Mill on the Floss...

The Painted Soul
Underworld

Mignon Anderson

Bessie Barriscale

Week of December 27,
MONDAY, DECEMBER 27

°«f° American The TraSic Circle Society
04321 Drama

1915

2 Harold Lockwood

04322 Falstaff

04323 Vogue

04324
04325 Tanhauser
04326
04327 Gaumont

04328 Beauty

04329
04330
04331
04332

Rialto

Centaur
°4334 _ ,

04335 Falstaff

Una’s Useful Uncle Comedy 1

Sammy’sScandalousSchemes Comedy 2

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 28

The Last Performance Drama 3

Charles Emerson
Winifred Lane

Riley Chamberlin

Ethyle Cooke
Morris Foster

See America First, No. 16.. Scenic & 1

Keeping Up with the Joneses Cartoon
Kiddus, Kids and Kiddo.... Comedy 1 Carol Halloway

John Sheehan
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 29

A Prince of Yesterday Romantic 3 Alexander MacMonnies
Drama

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 30

2 Bostock Animals
The Terror of the Fold.... Comedy 1 Arthur Cunningham
Foolish Fat Flora George Mack

04336 Mutual

04338
Musta“S

04339 American

04340 Cub

04341
04342
04343
04344

Clipper

Beauty

Mutual Weekly No. 52 Topical

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 31

The Cactus Blossom Western 2
Drama

The Mender Drama 1

Jerry’s Revenge 1

SATURDAY, JANUARY 1

The Wraith of Haddon TowersPhycle. 3
Drama

Settled out of Court Comedy 1

SUNDAY, JANUARY 2

04345
04346

Reliance
The Law of Success

04347 Casino Leave It to Cissy

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 29

MASTERPICTURE The Deathlock
S3

2

5

Charles Emerson

Anna Little
Frank Borzage

E. Forrest Taylor
Helene Rosson
George Ovey

Arthur Maude
Constance Crawley

Lucille Ward
Wm. Carroll

Charles West
Olga Grey

Cissy Fitzgerald

Fred J. Butler
Wilma Wilkie
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Announcement

Animal pictures such as David Horsley is producing with the

wonderful Bostock animals have never before been seen upon the

screen.

During the last three months these Centaur Features have estab-

lished a new standard in animal subjects. They have placed animal
pictures on an exalted plane and astonished the trade by the exhibition

of feats and effects that no one has ever before deemed possible.

The old style animal picture with its constant repetition of

“stunts” is rapidly losing its vogue. The public is growing wise to the

difference.

On the other hand, the demand has become so great for the

“advanced” animal dramas and comedy-dramas of the Centaur class

that, commencing in January, a five-reel feature will be released

every third week . These remarkable pictures, with their undeniable

appeal to all ages and all classes of people, will be known as Mutual
Masterpictures, DeLuxe Edition. They will offer a startling array of

talent.

roy l. McCardell, the premier scenario writer of America, author of “The
Diamond from the Sky” and a thousand other successes, has been engaged to

furnish new and original stories.

Margaret gibson, youthful, beautiful and talented, and Irving Cummings
a film star of international popularity, will be two of several featured players.

the bostock animals famous in every part of the world—educated to a

point almost beyond belief—will continue to amaze, thrill and instruct.

captain jack bonavita, foremost animal trainer-director and the original

European Bostock trainers are in direct charge of the quadruped actors.

Wm. J. Bowman and U. S. Davis,' are the noted directors in charge of pro-
ductions.

CRANE WILBUR
the eminent screen star will be seen in a five reel Mutual Masterpicture, De Luxe edition,

every four weeks, commencing with “Vengeance is Mine” on January 26. Mr. Wilbur is

assisted by selected actors who have won recognition through motion picture acting. The
plays in which Mr. Wilbur appears are strong dramatic and romantic vehicles written es-

pecially for him by authors of note.

GEORGE OVEY, the funniest man in America, will appear as usual in the weekly

one reel Cub Comedies—the best comedy buy on the market.

David Horsley Productions
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MUTUAL SPECIAL FEATURE

Damaged
Goods

This great Mutual Special Feature in

seven reels is establishing new records

all over the United States.

At Quinn’s Superba in Los Angeles

it showed to 1 2,000 persons in a thirty-

six hour non-stop run.

In New York every one of the first thirty theatres

to run it applied for return dates.

The Strand Theatre in Omaha held thousands

out in the rain. Police had to clear the street.

The Colonial Theatre in St. Joseph, Mo., played

to capacity every hour through two long engage-

ments.

At the Majestic Theatre in Evansville, Inch, a four day
booking broke all attendance records for a photoplay there.

And that is only a beginning of the astonishing records of

this feature.

Write or phone your nearest Mutual Exchange now

The Mutual Film Corporation
John R. Freuler, President

71 West 23rd Street New York City

//M.- / 7

ir-.il

..I

Puts Los Angeles on

the Map as a

World’s Leader

In Motion Picture

AttendanceRecords
Last Saturday’s All-Night Show Was

a Startling Success. At the 1 L P. M.
Show BROADWAY WAS BLOCK-
ADED and Hundreds Turned Away!

|
AT THE 1 A. M. SHOW |

ANOTHER
BLOCKADE

And Hundreds Turned Away

|
AT THE 3 A. M. SHO~W~|

Crowds Trying to Get In, and at 5 A. M.
a Splendid Audience. Police, P. E. Of-

ficials and Well-Known Citizens Can
Verify These Facts.

Two Big Reasons for This Wonderful
Achievement:

J.A.OUINN’S Loyal

andAggressive Staff

M Bennett and Co-Workers

-IN-

Damagei

ThibLBig Week Starts Today.^fl^fily

Shows^^nd 11 A. M., M.
Midnight o’Clock.

ALL NIGHT SHOW SATURDAY
Prices: 10-20-30-50c. Seats Reserved.

Don’t Forget the

Midnight
ATINEE

EVERY NIGHT DURING THE WEEK

9 A.M.
And
Special

Performance 9 A.M.
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MUTUAL SPECIAL FEATURE

RIDE into the realm of
crowded houses and big

profits with Helen Holmes in
this new, stupendous feature.
It’s a railroad film novel

!

Tremendous Publicity
Campaign!
More than half a million dollars
are being spent to make “The Girl and
the Game” the greatest triumph of the
age. Advertisements now are appearing
in leading papers everywhere. The pub-
lic is on edge, awaiting this mighty pro-
duction. Among the great newspapers
to publish the story week by week, are:

New York World
Pittsburgh Press
Atlanta Constitution
Omaha Bee
Buffalo Courier
Indianapolis Star
Chicago Evening Post
Detroit Journal
Baltimore American
Boston Globe

And A

San Francisco Chronicle
St. Louis Globe-Democrat
Cleveland Leader
Philadelphia North American
Memphis Commercial Appeal
Milwaukee Sentinel
New Orleans Times-Picayune
Los Angeles Tribune
Dallas Journal
Seattle Post-Intelligencer

Thousand Others
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First
Release
Dec. 27th!

Seize This Opportunity!
Here’s your greatest opportunity! Seize it!
Mutual exchanges—68 of them—will release Chapter I of
“The Girl and the Game” December 27th. A new, two-
act chapter each week thereafter. Bookings are coming
in like wildfire. Act now or you may be too late.

Don’t let your competitor beat you. Act! Tear off ^
the coupon. Rush it in. Get the jump on your f
rivals. Send in the coupon. It’s not an appli
cation—doesn’t obligate you at all. Send it in
at once. The slighest delay may deprive you of this

stupendous feature, so take no chances. ACT NOW!

/a///^/

/ASignal Film Corporation
SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON, President

Publicity Offices: 222 South State Street
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

,cr f \c?

^ *
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MUTUAL PROGRAM

fiiTi

A three-part “Clipper”star feature
with the eminent stage celebrities

ConstanceCrawley 22iArthurMaude
A fanciful story of Mediaeval life revealed through
psychic phenomena. It’s a strong box-officg attraction.

Directed by Arthur Maude

Released January, 1st, 1916

The Newest “Mustang” Drama

The Cactus Blossom
A prim and pretty picture set amid the rugged
wholesomeness of the early days out west. Featuring

Anna Little and Frank Borzage
Directed by Tom Chatterton

Released December 31st

All “ Clipper” and “Mustang" pro-
ductions arc distributed throughout
the United States and Canada ex-
clusively byMutual Film Corporation.

American Film
Company, Inc.

SAMUEL S.

HUTCHINSON
President
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The Mender
A single reel “Flying A”

drama, with

Helene Rosson

E. Forrest Taylor
Directed by William Bertram

Released Dec. 31st

Kiddus, Kids
and Kiddo

A screaming “Beauty"
comedy, with

Carol Holloway
John Sheehan

Directed by Jack Dillon

Released Dec. 28th

Settled Out of Court
A “Beauty” comedy-drama

with

Lucille Ward
Frank Borzage

Directed by Archer McMackin

Released Jan. 1st, 1916

"Flying A”and"Beauty” productions are distributed throughout the United
States and Canada exclusively by MUTUAL FILM CORPORA TION

American Film Company, Inc.
Samuel S. Hutchinson, President

Chicago, Illinois
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MUTUAL PROGRAM

EDWIN THANHOUSER Presents

GLADYS HULETTE
IN

Supported by an Excellent Cast, which includes

HOWARD M. MITCHELL

Released in Three Reels, on Tuesday, December 21st.

W
HEN
ILLLIAM’S
HISKERS
ORKED

Released in 1 Reel

Monday Dec. 20th

OODLES
OM

and

ROUBLE

Released in 1 Reel

Thursday, Dec. 23rd

Riley Chamberlin heads^the Cast In which Colin Campbell is at his funniest
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DECOY
featuring

Irene Hunt

A multiple reel detective

drama of powerful inter-

est and unusual suspense

Released on the

Mutual Program

December 26

RELIANCE MOTION PICTURE CORP.
71 West 23rd Street New York City

Mutual

Program

The
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“FACTS

!

The Scenario Author Racks His Brain

!

The Director Labors to Depict

!

The Players Strive to Visualize

!

The Camera Man Responds

!

The Laboratory Co-operates!

Genius, Talent, Dramatic Ability, Mechanical

Skill and Money Await Their Judgment

“The Play Is the Thing, ” but the Projection?

The desired goal in this entire field has been appreciated,

studied, understood, accomplished and provided

for in the perfection of

Power’s Cameragraph No. 6B
The Perfect Motion Picture Projecting Machine - Write for Catalog G

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY NINETY GOLD STREET
NEW YORK CITY

“ BUILT BY BRAINS”
You Can’t Show a Beautiful Film on a Poor Screen

When you buy a Minusa Screen you
don’t merely buy it by the square foot.

Minusa Screens are “BUILT BY
BRAINS” to suit all the particular re-

quirements of YOUR particular theatre

WRITE FOR OUR LITERATURE

MINUSA CINE PRODUCTS CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO. NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO
Houser Building 19 W. 23rd Street 117-19 Golden Gate Ave.

“Perfection in
Projection”

40-G0LD KING

SCREEN S--40
Sold In on# order to The

University of Oklahoma. Sold
In the face of keen competi-
tion and etiietly on merit
alone. Superior Projection. Less Current Consumption and a Reasonable Price.
That's the answer. Fifty cent* per square foot, with stretcher frame.

OUR GREAT TEN-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER IS OPEN TO EVERY EX-
HIBITOR IN THE UNITED STATES.

A screen will be placed In your house free for ten days. You will be the
Judge, and your audience the Jury.

GOLD KING SCREEN CO.
S. H. JONES, Pres. Office and Factory: ALTUS, OKLA.

IPOOLWENTILATE
M B Send for W TYPHOONS COOL YOUR SI

Cat&logue'R" W Tel. 8134 Bryant.

BY
SHOW

Get More Business your house talks—pro-
gram chatter — advs. —

letters to patrons, etc.—Costs small—results BIG.—E. W. Sargent, America's
leading authority on adv. for exhibitors says of my work: “Lynch writes snappy
stuff—stuff that people like to read—the sort of talk that makes business—he
makes his talks readable, etc.”—I can make steady patrons of your people—get
them coming every night—make them so loyal to you that your competitors cannot
lure them away

—

I can increase your average receipts 25 to 50 per cent, with my
snappy talks—personally written for you.—Write right now for free particulars.

C. H. LYNCH, The Ad Specialist, Spring Valley, III.

NIAGARA GEMS, Sample 10c.
Send for list. Our motto: Quality, price and service.

Everything a theatre can use. Agent wanted in every city.

Niagara Slide Company, Lockport, N. Y.

Successful Exhibitors Advertise

TALK TO YOUR PATRONS WITH
RADIO MAT-SLIDES
The Perfected Typewriting Slide.

Sample at your supply house.

RADIO MAT-SLIDE CO. 3 1 3 W. 70th St, N. Y. C.

VAIT Manufacturing Supplies

I UU of Interest to Exhibitors?

if so

Advertise in REEL LIFE More Business
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Mutual Masterpictures
The Other Side of the Door
A Romantic Drama. In Five Acts. Presenting
Harold Lockwood. Produced by the American
Film Co., Inc.

The Deathlock
A Stirring Play of Alaskan Adventure. Filmed
in the Klondike. Special Mutual Feature. In
Five Acts.

The Painted Soul
A Realistic Drama of the Underworld in Five
Acts. Special Mutual Feature, Starring Bessie
Barriscale.

The Mill on the Floss
Adapted from George Eliot’s Brilliant Novel.
Featuring Mignon Anderson. A Thanhouser
Production in Five Acts.

The Buzzard’s Shadow
A Drama of Frontier Army Life. In Five Acts.
Produced by the American Film Co., Inc. Star-
ring Harold Lockwood and May Ailison.

The Forbidden Adventure
A Romance of Arabia. In Five Acts. Starring
Louise Glaum, Herschal Mayall and Charles
E. Ray. A Mutual Feature.

The Strife Eternal
A Wonderful Romance of Jane Shore. In Five
Acts. Presented by the Celebrated Star, Blanche
Forsythe and a Company of Over 3,000 Players.
A Mutual Production.

Inspiration

The Daring Romance of an Artist’s Model.
Starring Audrey Munson, the Most Beautiful
Woman in the World. Produced by the Than-
houser Film Corporation.

The End of the Road
A Spectacular Drama of the South. In Five
Acts. Featuring Harold Lockwood and May
Allison. Produced by the American Film Co.,
Inc.

The Seventh Noon
A Play of Today. In Five Acts of Climax and
Suspense. Starring the Broadway Favorite,
Ernest Glendenning. A Mutual Feature.

His Wife
A Five Act Emotional Drama from Charlotte
Braeme’s Celebrated Novel. Featuring Ger-
aldine O’Brien. Produced by the Thanhouser
Film Corporation.

The Miracle of Life

A Plea for Motherhood. In Four Acts. Pro-
duced by the American Film Co., Inc. Starring
Margarita Fischer.

The Brink
A Play of Love, Conspiracy and Regeneration.
Starring Forrest Winant and Rhea Mitchell.
Four Thrilling Acts. A Mutual Production.

Bred in the Bone
A Romance of the Stage. In Four Acts. Pro-
duced by Reliance. Featuring Dorothy Gish.

The Price of Her Silence
A Human Drama of Sentiment and Adventure
in Four Acts. Produced by the Thanhouser
Film Corporation. Starring Florence La Badie.

The House of Scandals
A Sensational Drama in Four Acts. Produced
by the American Film Company, Inc. Starring
Harold Lockwood and May Allison.

The Man From Oregon
A Play of Love and Politics. Five Acts. How-
ard Hickman and Clara Williams Play the
Leads. A Mutual Feature.

The Wolf-Man
A Romantic Drama in Four Acts. Produced
by Reliance. Featuring “Billie” West and
Ralph Lewis.

Infatuation
A Drama of the Stage in Four Acts. Produced
by the American Film Company, Inc. Starring
Margarita Fischer and Harry Pollard.

Monsieur Lecoq
A Four Act Screen Version of Emile Gabo-
riau’s Detective Story. Produced by the Than-
houser Film Corporation. Starring William
Morris and Florence La Badie.

A Yankee From the West
An American Drama of Today in Four Acts.
Produced by Majestic. Featuring Signe Auen
and Wallace Reid.

The Toast of Death
A Romance of India in Four Acts. Featuring
Louise Glaum, Harry G. Keenan and Herschal
Mayall. A Mutual Feature.

The Girl From His Town
A Drama of the Stage in Four Acts. Produced
by the American Film Company, Inc. Featur-
ing Margarita Fischer.

Milestones of Life
A Play of the Seasons in Four Acts. Produced
by the Thanhouser Film Corporation. Featur-
ing Mignon Anderson.

The Mating
A Play of College Life in Five Acts. Featur-
ing Bessie Barriscale. A Mutual Feature.

The Fox Woman
A Romance of Japan. In Four Acts. By John
Luther Long. Produced by Majestic. Featur-
ing Teddy Sampson.

Secretary of Frivolous Affairs
A Society Drama in Four Acts, Produced by
the American Film Company, Inc. Featuring
May Allison and Harold Lockwood.

The Flying Twins
A Photoplay of the Circus in Four Parts. Pro-
duced by the Thanhouser Film Corporation.
Featuring Madeline and Marion Fairbanks.

The Reward
A Drama of Stage Life in Four Parts. Pre-
senting Bessie Barriscale. A Mutual Feature.

Up From the Depths
A Drama of Love and Regeneration in Four
Parts. Produced by Reliance. Presenting
Courtenay Foote and Gladys Brockwell.

Her Shattered Idol
How Love and Loyalty Won the Girl. A Drama
of Sentiment and Adventure. In Four Parts.
Produced by Majestic. Featuring Mae Marsh
and Robert Harron.

The Patriot and the Spy
A Thrilling War-Time Romance. In Four
Reels. Produced by the Thanhouser Film Cor-
poration. Presenting James Craze and Mar-
guerite Snow.

The Lonesome Heart
An American Distinctive Creation. The Ro-
mance of a Foundling. In Four Parts. Pro-
duced by the American Film Company, Inc.
With the Beautiful Margarita Fischer.

The Darkening Trail
A Vivid Story of Yukon Adventure. In Four
Reels. Presenting the Popular Star, W. S.
Hart. A Mutual Feature.

The Failure
A Drama of Newspaper and Theatrical Life.
In Four Reels. Featuring John Emerson. Pro-
duced by Reliance.

Ghosts
By the Famous Norwegian Author, Henrik
Ibsen. In Five Reels. Produced by Majestic.
Starring Henry Walthall.

God’s Witness
A Romantic Drama of Love, Mystery and Ad-
venture. In Four Acts. Produced by the
Thanhouser Film Corporation. Starring Flor-
ence La Badie.

The Lure of the Mask
An American Distinctive Creation. In Four
Reels. Produced by the American Film Com-
pany, Inc. Stars Elsie Jane Wilson and Harold
Lockwood.

Strathmore
From the Immortal Romance by “Ouida.” In
Four Reels. Produced by Reliance. Stars
Charles Clary, Irene Hunt and Francelia Bil-
lington.

Rump elstiltskin

A Fascinating Fairy Tale. In Four Reels.
Clyde Tracy in the Title Role. A Mutual
Feature.

The Absentee
The Problems of Life Portrayed in Symbolic
Scenes. With Robert Edeson. In Five Reels.
Produced by Majestic.

A Child of God
A Drama of Love and Regeneration. By the
Great American Novelist, Cyras Townsend
Brady. In Four Reels. Produced by Reliance.
With Francelia Billington and Sam De Grasse.

The Cup of Life
A Vivid Picture of a Great Moral Problem.
In Five Reels. Starring Bessie Barriscale. A
Mutual Feature.

Captain Macklin
A Drama of Love and War. From the Cele-
brated Novel by Richard HardinSeptlintaila
Four Reels. Produced by Majestic. Starring
Lillian Gish.

Man’s Prerogative
A Moral Problem Play. Produced by Reliance.
In Four Reels. Star, Robert Edeson.

On the Night Stage
A Gripping Western Drama. In Five Reels.
With Robert Edeson and William S. Hart. A
Mutual Feature.

A Man and His Mate
A Great Human Story of the Drug Evil. In
Four Reels. Produced by Reliance. Star,
Henry Woodruff.

Enoch Arden
A Film Version of the Immortal Poem by Lord
Alfred Tennyson. In Four Reels. Produced
by Majestic. Starring Lillian Gish.

The Outlaw’s Revenge
Founded on the Life of General Villa. In Four
Reels. Produced by Reliance. Stars, Mae
Marsh, R. A. Walsh and Irene Hunt.

The Devil
A Screen Version of the Famous Tragedy by
Franz Molnar. In Five Reels. Stars, Edward
J. Connelly and Bessie Barriscale. A Mutual
Feature.

The Outcast
From the Graphic Story by Thomas Nelson
Page. In Four Reels. Produced by Reliance.
Starring Mae Marsh.

The Lost House
A Thrilling Play of Mystery and Adventure.
In Four Reels. Produced by Majestic. Star,
Lillian Gish.

The Quest
An Exciting Romance of the South Seas. In
Five Reels. Produced by the American Film
Company, Inc. Star, Margarita Fischer.

The Last Concert
A Beautiful Love Story of an Old Musician
and His Pretty Daughter. Featuring Ellis F.
Glickman and Minnie Berlin. In Four Parts.
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A YEAR OF PICTURE HISTORY
A review of the affairs and events

of 1915 gives us a peek into what

may he expected of the year ahead

By JOHN R. FREULER
President of Mutual Film Corporation

HE year just ending has

been crowded with the most

significant developments
.

in

the history of the motion

picture industry. Young
Nineteen-sixteen comes in

with busy prospects. The
last few months of 1915

have seen more really big

things happen than any

similar period in the devel-

opment of the business.

A glimpse of the past may
give us a peek at the future.

When I consider some of

the great releases that the

year has seen, I recall with

a degree of amusement and

interest that day when, some
year ago, Samuel S. Hut-
chinson and I determined

that we would plunge out

into the film market with a

revolutionary product—a photoplay that should be a whole

thousand feet long ! We dared to abandon the practice of

the day of putting five or six subjects into a reel and to at-

tempt to tell a real story on the screen. If any one at that

time had suggested the idea of making a multiple reel release

he would have been suspected of insanity. Yet this memor-
able year of 1915 has seen a great success achieved by a

continued photoplay of sixty reels—The Diamond From
the Sky.

All of which serves here only to call forcefully to the atten-

tion the remarkable development of the power of the film to

tell a story, to sustain interest, to be real art and real drama.

I believe that 1916 will see yet further important develop-

ments in this direction. The greatest scenarios are yet to

come. Mechanically, the picture is rather a satisfactory

product now, and while important and revolutionary devel-

opments in that direction are, of course, always possible,

there do not appear to be any near at hand.

Meanwhile the “story”—the real character and quality of

the thought and matter conveyed by the film—Avili come in

for a great deal more active attention.

Famous Writers Enter Field

It is interesting to note that within the year 1915 we have
seen almost every American author of prominence become
a writer for the motion pictures. It is only a few weeks ago
that the Mutual Film Corporation announced The Girl and
The Game, a special release, which is the first motion-picture

work of Frank H. Spearman, latest of the American novel-

ists of note to come “into the pictures.”

This wholesale capture of authors by the motion picture

can really be credited to the year 1915. It is true that there

were a few who ventured with timidity and questioning into

the film field in 1914—those of that year were relatively so
few in number that we may call them pioneers.

For all practical purposes we may say
4
that the great body

of skilled writers became related to motion picture expres-

sion only with the year of 1915.

It is without the least intent of disparagement that I now
insist that these writers have not yet completely learned the

motion picture. We have seen, however, some great work

from their pens in film drama. Giving them acquired ex-

perience with this new medium, still so new to them, what

may we not hope for to come

!

The situation is perhaps as though some master poet has

just been taught an alien tongue. We should not at first

expect more of him than successful prose. His real art

work would come with the greater familiarity with his

medium of expression.

The year 1916, by this token, must be expected to develop

the writers for the film drama into better artists, better

builders with the materials of photoplay construction. They

will learn to think in pictures. They will have gained con-

ceptions of the range of both the limitations and the pos-

sibilities of the camera—and I am inclined to agree with

President Hutchinson, of the American Film Company,

when he says the motion picture has no limitations of ex-

pression. With our master writers equipped with this

knowledge of their newly adopted medium, we can look for-

ward to improvement of the film drama in terms that will

make the great achievements of the past look relatively in-

significant.

Year’s Important Developments

If I were to attempt the somewhat difficult task of enu-

merating the other important developments of the year in

the motion picture industry, I should name

:

MUTUAL’S GROWTH.—Most recent of all the announce-

ment of the release of three five-reel Mutual Master-

pictures, De Luxe Edition, and the expansion of the

$8,000,000 Mutual Program to include a third three-

red feature

SERVICE BEYOND THE FILMS.—The birth of a new
relation between the distributors and the exhibitors of

film, by which the exhibitors receive more than a mere
supply of pictures, but also aids in publicity, music cues,

exploitation methods and general assistance in the suc-

cessful operation of the motion picture theatre. This

service betterment is reflected in the increase in the

number of Mutual branches to the present total of 68,

covering the United States and Canada.
HIGHER ADMISSION PRICES.—A strengthening trend

toward higher prices of admission in a very large num-
ber of theatres, moving upward from the five and ten

cent level to the class of ten, fifteen and twenty-five-

cent admissions—this resulting in part from the improv-
ing standards of the films, and in turn resulting in the

production of better films.

BETTER PICTURE ART.—Generally more active atten-

tion among manufacturers to the plots and photography
of the picture drama, resulting in the enlistment of

writers of ability and note for the production of scripts,

meeting and encouraging a rapidly improving public

taste in screen art.

CENSORSHIP.—The beginning of a public awakening to

the evils and perils of censorship, exemplified impor-
tantly in a number of communities where public intelli-
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A Year of Picture History

gence overruled the absurdity and prudery of censors

who sought to bar Damaged Goods and other great

feature releases

AWAKENING OF THE LAY PRESS.—The establish-

ment of photoplay departments in many newspapers
and other publications of general circulation, and a

more intelligent treatment of the film drama among
publications of all classes—a somewhat belated recog-

nition of the increasing, important number of readers

who are anxious for the news of the films.

Looking ahead to developments to come, I can see noth-

ing that looks as more important than the necessity for

growth and betterments in the business of exhibiting pic-

tures. Great big important strides have been made in the

construction of pictures, in the distribution of pictures, in

the advertising of pictures—and now there is a very great

deal up to the exhibitor.

Much Depends on Exhibitors

Certain investigations made near the close of this year by
the Mutual Film Corporation, looking into the operating

methods of many thousands of theatres in all parts of the

country, convince me that the exhibitor has many more
opportunities for growth ahead of him than he has achieve-

ments behind him.

The art of “presenting” pictures to the public is just

beginning to be recognized. Those exhibitors who have
developed the business of “exhibiting” pictures into the busi-

ness of “presenting” them have reaped big profits. I have
yet to hear of a well-conducted motion picture house losing.

The exhibitors as a class must be aroused to new efforts.

The exhibitors as a vital factor in the industry are in danger
of lagging behind both in the development of the picture

and in the development of the public taste for the pictures.

Great responsibility for the growth of the motion pictures

as an art and as the material of an industry rests with the
exhibitors.

I do not wish to condemn—rather, I want to inspire. I

want to shout it so loudly that every exhibitor in America
can hear me—that they must more worthily give the pic-

tures to the public.

And I speak here as a member of the great body of ex-
hibitors who are responsible to the film following public for
their entertainment. In every one of the several theatres
in which I am interested, we are working out problems of
film presentation constantly. The reports that come to my
desk here in New York daily point to the necessity for per-
sistent study and unrelenting application.

Nobody in the world knows how to run a perfect motion
picture house. If there was any final and absolute standard
or model the exhibitors’ problem would be ended. But there
are certain men in the vanguard of film theatre progress,
and from their experience and successes we may all take in-

spiration and gather new zeal.

Rothapfel-Mutual Tour
With this condition and these necessities in mind the

Rothapfel-Mutual tour was conceived. I know that not
every exhibitor can have a house on Broadway and that not
every exhibitor can be an S. L. Rothapfel. But I do know
that the energy and ingenuity with which he made his
beginning from that Forest City, Pa., village show into the
brilliant achievement of the Strand in New York can inspire
every exhibitor. Mr. Rothapfel and those who with him
have achieved these remarkable successes have no patent on
hard work and sincere application and thought, or the use
of common business sense.

The Rothapfel-Mutual tour has been concluded but a few
weeks, yet I can say with considerable assurance that it has

been a most effective contribution to the welfare of the

motion picture theatre, and worthy of a place near the top
of the column of 191 5’s film events.

I have felt the keenest pleasure in reviewing the great

array of reports that have borne to me the enthusiasm of

exhibitors along the path of the Rothapfel-Mutual tour. I

know now that the exhibitors to whom we must look as our
representatives to the public have accepted this effort by the
Mutual Film Corporation in the sincere spirit in which it

was offered.

A review of the film history of the year cannot, I think,

discover a more significant development than the formation
of the new Mutual program—the creation which we have
been pleased to label the $8,000,000 program—and the more
recent but closely related announcement of the Mutual Mas-
terpictures, De Luxe Edition, three big five-reel features
a week—and, again, simultaneously the expansion of the
program to take in yet a third three-reel feature.

This gives the Mutual Film Corporation a total output of
six features a week—the world’s greatest feature release

output for any single film distributing concern.
I refer to these developments in Mutual service, not for

the specific purpose of directing attention toward them or
to what I deem the particular merits of Mutual Service, but
rather to point to them as markers of the film progress that
has made the closing months of 1915 notable and as evi-

dences of the trend which we may expect the coming year
to follow.

The New Mutual Pictures

Frankly, I came into the presidency of the Mutual Film
Corporation most painfully aware of the then low ebb of
program efficiency. As an exhibitor and as a distributor of
motion pictures, I have come to know that “programs” with
their routine offerings were not giving the exhibitors the
box-office attractions that business necessity demanded. I

determined to endow the word with a new meaning, to give
the exhibitor feature service and feature quality in every
release. The Mutual Film Corporation created the new
program with the needs of the exhibitor in view, and, look-
ing back now over the past few months that we have been
giving the exhibitors this new, all-star, all-feature service,

I am reassured of the correctness of our policy.

The Mutual’s pictures, as an expression of my conception
of the motion picture situation, can tell you a lot about film

development. This new program and new Masterpicture
edition tells for me in material form what I mean in point-
ing to the swift development of better film entertainment-
greater responsibility for the manufacturer, the distributor
and the exhibitor.

In this organization there is nothing stereotyped, no cast-
iron rules, no set and final view—except the purpose of bet-
terment. There is nothing too big and nothing in picture
opportunity, that is put before the executive staff of the
Mutual Film Corporation that is not viewed as a possibility
for Mutual service.

The year 1915 brought out some astonishing feature suc-
cesses, and I may be pardoned for “pointing with pride” to
Damaged Goods as our big contribution. I do not think that
I am going too far in saying that Damaged Goods promises
to stand for many and many a year as a great film creation.
Its success—it has been shown to millions of theatre patrons
in the last few weeks—is based on a great human fact—no
meer art whimsy, no picture trickery. It is a cross-section
of human life, sharp, sometimes brutally truthful. The
power of Damaged Goods in our film presentation has met
a degree of public appreciation that should be an inspira-
tion to us all. It is a measure of proof of the broader,

( Continued on page 13)
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Beatrice Van, as “Bettina Purdy” in “ The Hills of Glory.”

unwelcome attentions, seizes this opportunity. Her screams
attract the attention of Wells who is out puma hunting, and
is at that moment chasing the mother of the cubs. Wells
hurries to the scene, but before he can intercept the puma,
she has hurled herself upon the lair, seriously injuring Os-
borne. Wells fires and kills the puma before she can attack

Carey. Carey and Wells nurse their enemy back to health.

Osborne is so grateful to the girl that he offers to marry
her. She confesses to him, that she loves Wells. Osborne
overcomes his jealousy and repeats Carey’s declaration to

Wells, telling the latter that he will set him up for life.

Wells admits that he is wealthy and needs no help. How-
ever, after his marriage with Carey, Osborne remains their

firm friend.

THE HILLS OF GLORY—MUSTANG
Two Reels—January 7, 1916—A Drama of Man’s Love, Featuring

E. Forrest Taylor and Helene Rosson.

Cast.
Cherry Blossom Helene Rosson
Justus McCanna E. Forrest Taylor
Matt Sipe Roy Stewart
Bettina Purdy Beatrice Van
Judd Blossom Charles Newton

Justus McCanna, a popular young physician, is attracted

to Bettina Purdy, favored by his mother and sister. A tele-

gram from an intimate friend who has been injured in a
train wreck takes him to Kentucky. There, Matt Sipe, a
young mountaineer, hearing of Dr. McCanna’s skill, begs
the Northerner to go with him to see his sick mother. Jus-
tus refuses. He is kidnapped by Matt and his father who
carry him to their remote cabin. McCanna does his best
for Mrs. Sipe. The second day he meets Cherry Blossom, a
beautiful mountain girl, beloved by Matt. Cherry and
Justus fall in love. The jealous mountaineer, follows the doc-
tor to a gully and rolls a rock down on him. Cherry hears
the crash. She runs to the spot, and finds Matt gloating over
his insensible rival. She solemnly curses him. The moun-
taineer makes ofif through the woods. Cherry helps her
stricken lover to her cabin. Believing that he is dying, Jus-
tus insists that he and Cherry be married at once. The cere-
mony is performed. But Justus does not die. His wife
nurses him back to health. His love for Cherry steadily
deepening, he devotes much time to educating her. Then
comes a letter from McCanna’s mother, telling him that

a property deal demands his immediate
presence in Brooklyn. Justus assures his

wife that he will soon return. Meanwhile,
a son is born to Cherry. Her people sneer at

her, but she loyally defends her husband. As
soon as she is strong enough she goes to

Brooklyn and finds McCanna’s mother’s home.
Mrs. McCanna and her daughter pity the
mountain wife. Cherry goes back to the hills

without having seen Justus. Matt presses his
attentions upon her. She defends herself with
a shotgun. Justus learns from his mother of
the visit of the young stranger. He hurries
South. The young doctor is barely in time to

save his wife and son from Matt, who has re-

turned with a gun to kill the child and take the
woman for his own.

sfc if; if;

MATCHING DREAMS—
AMERICAN
Two Reels—January 3, 1916—The Romance of a

Designer, Starring Vivian Rich.

Cast.

Martha Weaver Vivian Rich
Hugh Clayton Alfred Vosburgh
Mrs. Hammond Sylvia Ashton
Lola, her niece Jimsy Maye

Martha Weaver, left penniless by the death of her father,

is forced to earn her living. Martha designs beautiful

gowns for wealthy women. Lola Hammond makes a confi-

dante of her. The gown Martha is making for Lola has

been ordered by the rich aunt of the latter in order that her

niece may wear it and ensnare the heart of Hugh Clayton.

The girl does not love Clayton, but is secretly engaged to

another, a young man. The gown does indeed fascinate

Hugh. Contrary to Aunt Lillian’s anticipations, Hugh ex-

presses a great desire to meet the girl who could design

such a wonderful gown. Martha, meanwhile, is pressed for

money. Lola elopes with her old sweetheart, leaving her

horse and riding-habit in payment for the gown. This
doesn’t pay the rent, but Martha is joyful, for it long has

been her fondest dream to canter along in the mountains.
Later, she meets Hugh in the hills. The two ride side by
side. They meet after that every day. Martha declares

she is Rosalind, and he insists he is Orlando. At last, one
afternoon, Martha gives Hugh a note and gallops off before

he can prevent it. He reads her farewell, confessing that

she has pretended to be what she is not and begging him
to remember her only as Rosalind. Mrs. Hammond re-

claims Lola’s horse and habit and pays Martha the money.
The young designer has occasion to call at the Clayton home,
where she is surprised to encounter Hugh. He, too, is as-

tonished. But he has sufficient presence of mind to declare

his love, and he crushes the girl in his arms.

AN INNOCENT CROOK—VOGUE
Two Reels—January 3, 1916—Sammy Burns Gets on the Police
Force - Cast.

Sammy, an Innocent Crook Sammy Burns
Mr. Loosit James Gibson
Mrs. Loosit Helen Marlborough
Sue Margaret Seaman
Tony H. Dougherty

Mr. and Mrs. I^oosit sit on a shady bench in the park
and snooze. Mr. Loosit is roused by the approach of Sue,
who seats herself just across the way and opens a flirtation

with the husband of the somnolent lady. Mr. Loosit steals

over to Sue’s bench. She fascinates his attention while
Tony, her accomplice, pilfers Mrs. Loosit’s watch. Then
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Sammy comes sauntering upon the scene. Sue

sees him flourish a fat wallet, so she starts in

to beguile him. When, however, she has suc-

ceeded in filching the wallet, she discovers

that it is stuffed with chewing tobacco only.

Mrs. Loosit misses her time-piece and Mr.

Loosit is sent to track down the thief. Sam-
my, meanwhile, has found the watch. He dis-

poses of it to a pawn shop dealer. Sammy
then meets Sue in a cafe, and proceeds to show
her a good time. The celebrants are ejected,

and Sammy, pointed out by the accusing fin-

ger of the pawn-broker, is seized by the police.

Sue and her masculine depredators also are

arrested. They all meet in the station house.

A fight starts, and Sammy lays the other bel-

ligerents low. In the court-room, however,
the innocent crook is about to be convicted of

the theft of Mrs. Loosit’s watch when a cel-

ebrated detective and old pal of his walks in.

“Why, this man, Sammy, is just as honest as

I am !” solemnly declares the plainclothes of-

ficer, which may or may not be saying a great

deal. The real thief, meanwhile, has been dis-

covered. And Sammy, who obviously has all

the ability of any first-class sleuth, is made a

member of the police force.

* * * * *

MUTUAL WEEKLY No. 52—
GAUMONT
One Reel—December 30, 1915

—

World Views
Caught by the Mutual Cameramen.

There is current news to suit the most diver-

sified interests in Mutual Weekly No. 52,

photographed by the Gaumont company in

many parts of the world, which will be released in the

Mutual Program December 30.

The weekly opens with a picture of the big steel

battleplane, with two gun turrets and driven by 140 h. p.,

at Boston, Mass.
;
then changes to Marysville, Cal., where

the citizens adopt the slogan, “No more knocking,” with the

burial of the hammer at the dedication of the new $150,000
bridge. There follows the meeting of the Naval Congress
in Charleston, S. C., with the naval review and pageant wit-

nessed by Governor Manning of South Carolina and his

staff
;
the burial of Paul Hervieu of the French Academy at

Paris; the hospital at Pree Catelan, in France, the gift of

Holland to France; the Junior American Guard giving

training to boys between twelve and eighteen, looking to

national preparedness
;

France’s new submarine, “The
Daphne ;” the arrival of the “Aquitania” in the Dardanelles
with reinforcements for the allies

;
the exhibition of German

trophies captured at Champagne, in Marseilles, France;
views of President Wilson and Mrs. Galt, taken at the

World Series game at Philadelphia, with a view of Mrs.
Galt’s jewelry store, her residence, and the White House,
her future home

;
the embarkment of ammunition for the

Allies, in the New York harbor; and the second annual
turkey scramble in Ostrander, Ohio.
Not of the least interest in the display of gorgeous skat-

ing costumes in the colored fashion department of the

Mutual Weekly. *****
SEE"AMERICA FIRST—KEEPING UP
WITH THE JONESES—GAUMONT
Split-Rfel—January 4, 1915

—

The Mutual Traveler Takes Mutual
Spectators on a Visit to the Great Industrial Plants of Chicago.

East, West, North and South may take a trip to Chi-
cago’s great industrial work shops with the Mutual Trav-

eler. The pretty, dark-eyed girl who conducts each week

the split reel scenic, See America First, in the Mutual Pro-

gram, will take her followers to the enormous shops where

the Middle West turns out food and clothing and mighty

machinery for the world, in the release of January 4.

The stock yards is one of the most interesting features,

together with the harbors of the Great Lakes’ shipping

business.

In the second half of the film, “Pa” McGinnis, with “Ma”

and “Julie,” almost succeed in getting ahead of their social

enemies, the Joneses. *****
ALIAS MR. JONES—CASINO
One Reel—January 9, 1916—A Bride Can’t Believe Her Own

Senses. A Polite Comedy, Featuring “Budd” Ross.

Cast.

Dick “Budd” Ross

Dollie Rea Martin

Having tackled matrimony, Dick finds the company of

Dollie, his bride, so delightful that when Monday morning

comes he forgets all about going to work. Then he dashes

frantically out of doors—but the cars are all going the

wrong way. Miss Highfly, an old sweetheart, comes along

in her automobile. Dick begs her to “rush” him to the office.

The two are arrested for speeding. Dick gives his name to

the sergeant as “J. Jones.” Dick, released, dirties up his

clothes and his face, and limps into the office with a tale of

being run over by a truck. Dollie arrives, inquiring for her

missing husband. Dick is obliged to stick to his story and
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remember to limp. Headlines in the morning paper catch

the bride’s eye : “Joy Riders Arrested, Spooning at 53

Miles an Hour.” A picture of Dick and Miss Highfly in

the auto accompanies this juicy bit. Dollie confronts Dick
with the picture. The latter is forced to invent a double,

“J. Jones”. The “double” gets the young husband into a

series of scrapes which lead to his changing clothes with
Dugan, a sport, and impersonating “J. Jones.” Dugan,
tricked out in Dick’s clothes, and mistaken for the real

owner of them, is borne home to Dolly, badly smashed up.

The young wife sees Dugan’s face. She rushes out of the

house screaming for the police. Dick, meanwhile, enters

with an officer, hastily changes clothes with Dugan, and
takes his place on the couch. Dollie, on her return, is con-
vinced that the shock was too much for her. The newly-
weds are pacified.

* * * * *

TO^BE OR NOT TO BE—BEAUTY
One Reel—January 8, 1916

—

Featuring Orral Humphreys, the Noted
Character Actor, who created “Marmaduke Smythe”

in “The Diamond from the Sky.”

Cast.
Ignatius Jenkyns

Orral Humphreys
Mrs. Frummerly

Gladys Kingsbury
Bella, her daughter

Mary Talbot
Professor Mugwash

Johnny Gough
Hotel Proprietor

Ed. C. Watt
’ Ignatius Jenkyns,
tragedian, plays on
the “ten, twenty, thir-

ty” time. He and his

company leave
Waitsburg at mid-
night—much to the

consternation of the

hotel proprietor. At
Spudville, Ignatius

calls a rehearsal, but
his company rebels

against the life of “all work but no pay.” Then the Waits-
burg hotel keeper and sundry constables appear, demanding
reparation. The tragedian flees, taking refuge in the home
of Mrs. Frummerly. In her veins flows the blood of the
long-lamented Sir Archibald Ladykiller. Mrs. Frummerly
and her daughter, Bella, are standing in front of the portrait
of their revered ancestor when the wild actor enters. They
have discovered a mysterious parchment which tell them that
when the ghost of Sir Archibald shall manifest itself to his
descendants, fortune will smile upon his heirs. Ignatius in
Hamlet dress bears a marked resemblance to the Frummer-
lys feudal forebear. Stubbing his toe on his sword, he
grasps frantically at the portrait which falls, revealing a se-
cret hoard of money and jewels. The Frummerlys agree to
split their fortune fifty-fifty, and Ignatius returns to make
peace with his creditors and his company.

* * * * *

BILLY VAN DEUSEN’S SHADOW—BEAUTY
One Reel January 4, 1916

—

A Dining-Room Double Makes Billy
Trouble, Featuring John Steppling.

Cast.
Billy Van Deusen John Steppling
Hank, a waiter John Steppling
Flora Smudge Carol Halloway
Mama Smudge Marie Van Tassel

Billy Van Deusen, a tennis enthusiast, sends one of his

REEL LIFE—

A pretty scene from “Time and

wild “returns” through the plate-glass windw of the home
of Mrs. Salonica Smudge. Calling to reclaim his ball, Billy

finds Mrs. Smudge and her daughter, Flora, extremely in-

dignant. But when he presents his card and they recognize

in Billy one of the young eligibles of the Four Hundred, the

ladies become exceedingly gracious—for the Smudges,
mother and daughter, are social climbers. Billy calls again.

At last he and Flora are engaged. One day Flora chances

to see from the window of her limousine a young man flirt-

ing with a pretty girl. In no happy humor she enters a cafe

with her mother. Both are horrified to see Billy, as they

suppose, in waiter’s garb, serving the dinners. Flora
watches Hans, the waiter, closely, and he, encouraged,

chucks Miss Smudge under the chin. At this point the real

Billy Van Deusen enters. He is innocently unaware that the

world holds a double of himself in Hank. Billy makes for

the table where his fiancee and her mother are sitting. The
restaurant manager thinks that Van Deusen is Hank coming
back by the front door. The young society catch is roughly

handled. Next day
he goes to the
Smudges’ house in

the hope of straight-

ening out the mix-
up. But mother and
daughter have
moved, erasing all

traces of their ex-

\ odus.

* * * *

TIME AND
TIDE—
AMERICAN

One Reel January 7,

1916 — A Flirtatious

j ( c i
Father Is Brought to

' V —J Terms by His Son and
Would-be Daughter-in-

law.

Cast.
Tide,” a clever “Beauty” Comedy. ^ e(j Lang

Alfred Vosburgh
William Lang, his father...' Hugh Bennett
Ruth Walters Nell Franzen

William Lang, a wealthy widower and an inveterate flirt,

becomes engaged to a widow of exuberant charms. At the

same time Ned, his son, a sensible sort of chap, falls in love

with Ruth Walters, a fisherman’s daughter, and they are be-

trothed. Father Lang good-humoredly accepts his son’s

fiancee and announces that there shall be a double wedding.
Ned has his suspicions of the widow. He shows her a tele-

gram which says that his father’s fortune all has been swept
away. The widow leaves for parts unknown. Father Lang,
extremely disgruntled, refuses to permit the wedding of Ned
and Ruth. The young folks resort to strategy. Ned walks
his father out to a point of land projecting far into the bay.
The tide comes in. Neither can swim and they are cut off

from the land. Both shout for help. Ruth, who has been
waiting just out of sight in a neighboring cove, rows round
and rescues her sweetheart. Father, however, is left behind.
The young man and the girl know perfectly well that the
point on which the elder Lang is perched never is completely
submerged. By the time the tide has receded and Lang
reaches shore, he finds that the nuptial knot has been tied.

HILDA’S HUSKY HELPER—FALSTAFF
One Reel—January 6, 1916—A Strong-Man Comedy

, Featuring
Claude Cooper and Louise Emerald Bates.

Cast.
Hilda Louise Emerald Bates
Charlie, the clerk Claude Cooper
Stenographer Frances Keyes
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Hilda, a smiling young woman, performs wonderful feats

• of strength on the vaudeville stage. One day she meets
Charlie, a meek little clerk, who pours out to her his tale of

woe. Charlie, it seems, is teased by his fellow employees
and ignored by Marguerite, his sweetheart, who prefers a

big, boastful suitor. Hilda, being a very kind-hearted

woman, promises the clerk that the following night he shall

work as her partner in the vaudeville act. Next evening
Charlie’s sweetheart and the whole office staff visit the the-

atre to laugh at Charlie. They go away, however, consider-

ably sobered. Heavy shackles are placed on the wrists of

the diminutive clerk. Charlie rends them in twain with a
single twist. He brandishes loaded clubs and supports on
his shoulders Hilda, two big men and several heavy weights.

The audience does not know that the vaudeville star and the

two men are suspended from the ceiling, and that the

“heavy weights” are made of wood. Next day the meek
clerk gets a very different reception at the office. Every-
body has been doing some serious thinking—and especially

Charlie’s boastful rival in love has been thinking what might
have happened to him if Charlie had not had complete con-
trol of his temper. Marguerite succumbs to her small,

strong man. *****
THE OPTIMISTIC ORIENTAL OCCULTS—
FALSTAFF
One Reel—January 3, 1916—A Good Joke Perpetrated Upon Four

Young Men by Riley Chamberlin.
Cast.

Uncle August Riley Chamberlin
First Nephew Boyd Marshall
Second Nephew .' Frank Herbert
A Cousin Frank McNish
Another Cousin Walter Hires
Postmistress Frances Keyes

Uncle August hated his many relatives and
loved his money. Uncle August kept his

keepers busy throwing
the relatives out of the

grounds. But the kins-

men refused to take such
broad hints that they

were not wanted. Each
secretly deceived himself

into believing that he was
the favorite of the old

man. One of the nephews
had himself smuggled in-

to the house in a grand-

father clock. Another
pretended to be injured

in an automobile accident. Two
more got in by disguising them-
selves as the old man’s horse.

But all were ejected ignomini-
ously. Uncle resolved to take
more vigorous measures. A few
days later the relatives were
summoned to the house and in-

formed of the rich man’s death.
The absence of any funeral was explained by the statement
that the late lamented had been amusing himself with a
keg of dynamite, and that all that was found of him after
the explosion was his will. This document provided for
the division of the estate among the male relatives who
joined the Optimistic Oriental Occults, a secret society
which, it was said, the deceased had been very fond. All
the relatives consented to join, and the initiation began
immediately. These ceremonies were more severe than in
most orders, and at the conclusion the relatives—each tightly
packed in a potato barrel—heard the old man’s voice and
knew him to be still alive. Uncle August confessed to his
little trick, and then he set the potato barrels rolling. Down

a steep hill tumbled the relatives, chased by yelping dogs.

They never came back.
* * * *

Touring Mutual Studios
The days when knighthood was in flower are portrayed

with all the picturesque romance of the medieval days in

The White Rosette, a charming Mutual Masterpicture De
Luxe, now in preparation at the American Film Company’s
studio. Castles, drawbridges, moats, and mailed armor have
been constructed or hunted up among relics of ancient days

to lend realism to the picture. E. Forrest Taylor, Helene
Rosson, Eugenie Forde and Harry Von Meter are cast in

the leading roles.

Miss Madge Orlamond, the character woman for the

Gaumont Company, has a unique dining room. This screen

favorite, who plays everything from darling old ladies to

society “cats,” has her lunch out of doors every day when
the weather permits. Her dining room is her own automo-
bile which is parked beside the lareg outdoor stage. If the

scene shifters require her to move between her first and
second courses, it is no trouble for her to move her dinner

table to some more quiet spot. She runs her roadster her-

self, and frequently drives her own car to outside locations

where her presence is required.

Vivacious little Nell Frazen, who for a number of months
has played in minor parts in American film productions, is

now appearing in leads.

A whole western village has been laid out at the American
Film Company’s studios at Santa Barbara, as a setting for

one of the scenes in the

Mutual Masterpicture,

Edition De Luxe, The
Thoroughbred, which is

being produced under the

direction of Charles Bart-

lett.

The buildings are of

permanent construction,

arranged in a unit system,

which can be changed and
adapted in various ways
to suit the requirements

of any western pictures.

Bert Delaney, who scored a

hit in one of those handsome uni-

forms in the Thanhouser cos-

tume picture, His Majesty, the

King, had quite a stage career

before he entered the pictures.

He appeared in At Bay, The
Five Frankforters, and had a

real part in Shakespeare’s Henry V, besides many other
things which he did not have time to tell us about.

Harold Lockwood; the American star, has been requested
by a national dentifrice manufacturing company to pose
for a picture which they can use in advertising their wares.

It pays to keep smiling.

Clever impersonators of Vernon Castle, Irene’s husband,
and Paul Swan, “the most beautiful man in the world,”
hold a competition dance at which neither wins the cup,
in the great funny picture Leave It to Cissy, which will be
released as a Casino star comedy by the Mutual January
2. Leave It to Cissy will be heard from.

Orral Humphrey, star of "To Be or Not To Be,”
Beauty Comedy.
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Fighting for France,” five reels

of real war pictures taken on the

battlefields of Europe, will be re-

leased by the Mutual Film Corporation as

a Mutual Special Feature, January 1.

These remarkable pictures have had their

advance showings in New York, Boston,
Chicago, San Francisco and I.os Angeles,
under the auspices of the Hearst newspa-
pers. These films are the official war rec-

ords taken by the camera men put into

the field by the French government. They
are to be given their general circulation

in the United States through the Mutual
Film Corporation by special arrangement
with the French authorities.

In the five cities where these films have
been shown they have established a new
record of success for war films.

They are living, real representations of
the war as it is. Thousands have packed
the George M. Cohan theatre in New York,
where the films have been running for
weeks, and the houses in the other four
cities where the pictures have had their

preliminary showing.
“Fighting for France,” while frankly a

picture of the activities of the Allies, is

devoid of the bias and spirit of propaganda
which has pervaded so many war picture
releases.

The five reels to be released as a Mutual
Special Feature represent the cream of se-

lection from the hundreds of reels of film
taken by the war photographers of France.
These pictures show the great battlefields

of the Western front, the miles of seeth-
ing, surging trenches, “the white hot gashes
of France,” the great guns in the miles of
batteries, the swift flying scout aeroplanes
and the big eagle-like battle-planes laden
with bombs. All the desperate business of
war is exposed on the screen.

In striking close-ups the great generals

and leaders of the war are shown. King
George of England, King Albert of Bel-

gium, General Joffre, and Kitchener are

shown as they have appeared at the vari-

ous fronts.

Among the numerous great thrills of the

picture is a scene of a battle in the moun-
tains, a mighty charge that flung itself

against a stubborn line and lost.

The wonderful mountain campaigns are

shown. The soldiers scramble, chamois-
like, down the precipices and passes. The
dare-devil Moroccan troops, grinning as

usual, are shown swinging into action. The
“Tommies” and the fighting sons of France
and the German prisoners of war, all are

shown in only such pictures as a soldier-

photographer could take.

The battle fleets are shown under fire.

There are close and thrilling views of the

bombardment in the Dardanelles. There
are absorbing, breath taking pictures of a

big submarine at work. The camera caught
the swirl of the deadly torpedo and its

white boiling wake of bubbles.

With the swift change of scenes the pic-

ture shifts to a soaring flight above the

battle lines and the spectator seeing through
the eye of the camera finds the war torn
country spread out far below like a map.

“Fighting for France” has had a big run
at the La Salle theatre in Chicago and at

the Tremont Temple in Boston. The pic-

ture has won a big attendance also in San
Francisco and Los Angeles.
The release through the Mutual will

make the picture with its big box office

pulling power available to exhibitors all

over the country.

What the papers say:
New York Tribune—The pictures take

one close to the scenes of action, and the
figures of General Joffre, King George, and
Lord Kitchener become as familiar as those

of the nameless privates. A battle in the

snow showing the French soldiers storming
a height held by the Germans was the best

feature of the films. Motion pictures of

the German trenches and entanglements
were taken from the French trenches. Pic-

tures of the battlefield of Champagne, fol-

lowing the drive that began September 25,

showed yards upon yards of bodies in

grewsome reality. The most imposing
scene was the passing of the British army
before King George. Its title reads “There
will now pass before you a body of men
numbering 120,000, more than the combined
army and navy of the United States.”

Chicago Examiner—No reader should
fail to see the pictures. There is no way
of obtaining an absolutely exact and in-

tensely realistic vision of the greatest cata-

clysm in all history. Most important of

all is the educational power of this display,

which combines the highest and latest of
man’s teaching genius, the moving picture,

with the reality of the horrible war that

has carried the human race back to its in-

fancy of savage brutality. Take your chil-

dren to see these pictures and let them
grow up determined that upon this country
there shall fall no such curse as that which
now afflicts, degrades, impoverishes and
bleeds all Europe.
New York Times—One of the most in-

teresting war pictures yet shown here is

the film at the Cohan. It shows the cap-

ture of a snow-clad mountain stronghold
in the Vosges by the French. The progress
up the slope is pictured in the successive

stages, the dark figures of the men silhou-

etted against the snow. As the troops rush
forward, many of their numbers fall, till

the snow surface is dotted with black
specks of dead and wounded. The whole-
sale slaughter that has marked the war
above all others is portrayed.
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J. P. McGowan, as “Spike,” the villain; Helen Holmes, the heroine, and Frank H. Spearman, the author of “The Girl and the Game.’

“The Girl and the Game”
Mutual Special Feature

Chapter Two: “The Winning Jump.'’ Released January 3. Produced by Signal Film Corporation

THE special studio, equipped with all

the essentials of a big railroad pro-

duction, which was built at the Signal

Film plant for The Girl and the Game,
is put to good purpose in Chapter Two of
this thrilling series, starring fearless Helen
Holmes. The Signal has the largest and
most complete railroad studio in existence.

A depot, practicable inside and out, is the
central feature. Extensive trackage and a

switch tower at one of the points where
the rails intersect, stand next in importance.
Switches, semaphores, and all the mechan-
ical safeguards of the rails have been in-

stalled. So expeditious is the service that

in thirty minutes from the time the script

reaches the director, a complete train, con-
sisting of Pullmans, day coaches, parlor
cars, diner, baggage car and engine, can be
had in readiness before the camera.

Director J. P. McGowan may be counted
upon to put in the “thrill-punches” which
make the blood of the onlooker tingle as
he watches the marvelous episodes of The
Girl and the Game. No picturized novel
hitherto produced can compare with this

surprising series which, from the first

chapter to the last, is filled with tense situ-

ations running the gamut of the strongest
human emotions. Love and danger are the
two great motives which drive the bound-
ing pulse of The Girl and the Game. Helen
Holmes’ wonderful temperament and utter
fearlessness do the rest.

In Chapter Two, “The Winning Jump,”
released January 3

,
General Holmes, Presi-

dent of the “C. W. R. R.,” learns of a plot
afoot to rob the company of the survey
chart for his proposed new line. He re-

ports this information to Rhinelander and
Seagrue, his associates, who happen to be
at the General’s home to meet with the di-
rectors of the “C. W. R. R.” The directors
are expected to reach Signal by a special
train.

The railroad president, with Helen, his

beautiful daughter, and his two colleagues,

go to the station to meet the members of
the Board. Paul Storm is working round a
big freight engine which stands on a siding.

As the magnate’s daughter approaches, the
young engineer, throwing discretion to the
winds, steps across the rails and with out-
stretched hand greets Helen. She shakes
his hand, and the recent scene of Storm’s
leap from the runaway freight and Helen
gently lifting him, flashes before the mem-
ory of both. Then, drawing back, the girl

rebukes him for his impertinence. The
next instant she has rejoined her father and
his friends.

At the General’s house, comfortably set-

tled in his luxurious library, the directors
get down to business. A controversy arises

over the distribution of stock holdings.
Seagrue refuses to accept the proposition
advanced by Holmes and Rhinelander. Each
side threatens the other, and the meeting
breaks up in disorder.

Late that night, Seagrue admits to the
house two confederates hired for the pur-
pose of blowing up the General’s safe and
stealing the plans for the survey. Helen
awakens. Very quickly she realizes what
is going on. Hastily rising and throwing
on a dressing-gown, she dashes to her bed-
room window. In the flare of a torch she
recognizes Storm working over his engine
at the depot. Not daring to attempt to
reach the telephone, she fastens a serving
bell to the wire which connects the presi-
dent’s house with the railroad station and
starts the bell along on its message for
help.

Storm hears the bell. Against a window
of the General’s house he sees silhouetted
the struggling form of a girl and two men.
Spike and Lefty, the crooks, tie up Helen.
They then go back downstairs, and encoun-

tering Holmes, attack him and escape with
the papers.

The crooks run down the tracks, and at

the risk of their necks, board a passing
train. Helen takes command of the situa-

tion. At the head of a group of her fath-
er’s friends, she hastily follows to the sta-

tion, and commandeers Storm’s engine.
The race starts. The crooks, hiding on
the roof of one of the passenger coaches,
see that they are pursued. Clambering
over the tops of the cars, they reach the
engine. The engineer and fireman are
hauled up onto the roof, and Lefty and
Spike take command. The lone freight

engine is gaining on them. Spike goes back
to cut off the coaches and block the track
in front of the oncoming monster. As the
cut-off is effected, the hissing air escapes,
bringing the coaches to a sudden standstill.

Behind them, Storm pulls in his panting
iron horse.

The crooks, however, have reckoned
without Storm’s superior knowledge of the
tracks. A siding, conveniently at hand, is

quickly utilized by the young engineer.
Backing onto it, he speeds up his engine
and soon is abreast of the flying crooks.
Lefty and Spike open fire. Their bullets

go amiss. Helen climbs over the tank of
Storm’s locomotive, and as the two engines
race side by side, the dauntless girl jumps
across onto the tank of the other one.

Lefty grapples with her, but Storm, aiming
a wrench at his head, knocks him out.

Spike sees that the game is up. He leaps
into the river. On swimming ashore, he
perceives that his escape is cut off. He
craftily buries the stolen papers at the foot
of the trail. Disappointed in their hopes
of recovering the survey plans, the railroad
directors and the girl return to General
Holmes’ house. Scarcely had she crossed
the threshold when Helen learns that she is

fatherless.
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“The Woman In Politics”—Masterpicture
A Stirring Story of City Reform, Starring Mignon Anderson As a Young Doctor. Produced by

the Thanhouser Film Corporation, Released Jan. 13, 1916

W HAT a woman with a conscience, medical training

and the courage to expose grafting and criminal

politicians may do to rid her city of boss rule, is

vividly shown in The Woman in Politics, a Mutual Master-

picture produced by Thanhouser, for release through the

Mutual Film Corporation January 8th. This thrilling, up-to-

the-minute play in five acts was written especially for Miss
Mignon Anderson, a star of first magnitude if of diminutive

stature.

It would be impossible to enumerate all the brilliant suc-

cesses which mark Miss Anderson’s career at the Than-
houser studios. She is a favorite lead, however, in master-

pictures, and in The Woman in Politics is seen in a role

which suits her admirably. It is an adventure up-to-date,

showing the progressive, fascinating young woman of our

times entering zealously into her public responsibilities as

protector of society and the home against the unscrupulous

greed of grafting office-holders. Beatrice Barlow, ,M. D.,

puts human life and happiness before money-making and the

aggrandizement of wealth for those in high places. Of
course she has many enemies, and powerful ones, too.

Beatrice Barlow, the opening scene tells us, has recently

been appointed to a place on the health commission of her

city. She is advised by Joel Stevens, an old political war-
horse drawing a salary as “health inspector,” to loaf on the

job and enjoy herself. But Beatrice takes her duties seri-

ously. She turns in a. report on a tenement-house where
the law has continually been violated, recommending drastic

and expensive changes. Stevens gets a glimpse of the re-

port and urges the girl to tear it up. “The owner of that

block is Mayor Glynn,” he warns her. “Do you want to get

fired?” Beatrice submits her statement, and is promptly dis-

charged.

The young doctor finds herself powerless to make the

facts public, as the mayor owns the only newspaper of any
consequence in town. Knowing that the governor may re-

move incompetent mayors, she sends her statement to him.
A few days later, Dr. Barlozv finds a case of small-pox in

the same tenement. The head of the health department,
fearing the wrath of the mayor, refuses to quarantine the
building. Beatrice attempts to put up an official quarantine
sign. The health officer interferes, and a strange young man
appears and thrashes the officer. The tool of the boss has-
tens to the mayor. He finds that dignitary completely up-
set. He has just received word from the governor that
charges have been filed against him by Beatrice Barlow,
M.D., and that the hearing has been set for the following
month. “That girl has the goods on me,” says the mayor.
“We must get her in bad somehow.”
That same night, driving about town in the mayor’s auto-

mobile, Glynn and his dupe plot how they will ruin Beatrice’s
reputation. They choose to hold their consultation in the
car because there will be less risk there of their being over-
heard. But they reckon without the husky young man,
Beatrice’s champion, who rides with them, a stowaway in
the tonneau. The young stranger forestalls the scheme be-
fore Dr. Barlow can be compromised. A few days later,

the tenement belonging to Glynn catches fire. Beatrice,
attending a sick woman on the third floor, is rescued with
difficulty by the enterprising stranger. While he dashes
back into the flaming building to save a child, hirelings of
Glynn’s seize the fainting girl, bundle her into a limousine

Mignon Anderson as “Dr. Barlow,” in “The Woman in Politics,”

Mutual Masterpicture.

and drive off. The only witness to the abduction is a small
boy. All that night and next day the young man hunts for
the girl. At last, stumbling upon little Patsy Burns, his

worst fears are confirmed. By clever detective work he lo-

cates Beatrice’s prison, liberates the girl, and handcuffs her
captors.

The following day Glynn is convicted. The stranger, the
head of the state admits, is his own private secretary.
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Damaged Goods in Utah
We are continually impressed with the

growing intelligence of the reviews of photo-

plays appearing in the lay press. The news-

papers are growing out of the idea that any

“cub” would do to take care of the “movies”

and there is increasing evidence that per-

sons of maturity and judgment are now
being assigned to motion picture matters

—

or, in other words, that the film play at last

is winning recognition as a serious part of

the life of the people.

In this connection we are happy to cite

the review of Damaged Goods recently ap-

pearing in The Deseret Nevus of Salt Lake

City

:

“Is the motion picture becoming a factor
for good in dealing with the social evil, is

answered in the affirmative by ‘Damaged
Goods’ now playing at the Liberty. It is a
ping appeal for a pure life. Those who have
seen the drama appreciate the added value of
the screen presentation that elaborates upon
the dialogue. This silent drama while in-
tense is nowhere indelicate. Nothing is in-

troduced for the sake of spectacular or mor-
bid effects; everything is pertinent, telling.
To the uninitiated boy or girl it drives home
the direful tale of the derelict, of the awful
consequences of contact with the vices of
the world. It should reinforce the work of
the home and the church in their campaign
of prevention and protection. ‘Damaged
Goods’ will be disappointing to one in search
of the suggestive or immoral. On the other
hand, those solicitous for the welfare of the
boy and the girl leave with added determina-
tion to engage more vigorously in the fight
against the vultures of human society. To
minors accompanied by their parents ‘Dam-
aged Goods’ is a forceful revelation of the
souls with a loathing and revulsion for the con-
awfulness of sin and cannot fail to fill their
powerful straight-from-the-shoulder attack on
the double standard of life, a forceful grip
taminating touch of sin. Yesterday’s perform-
ances drew some immense audiences.”

The Deseret News conducts one of the

most interestingly active photoplay pages in

the United States. The inquiries received

every week from its editor by the publicity

department of the Mutual Film Corporation

are ample evidence of the earnest attitude

of the paper.

Entirely aside from matters considered

above, it is interesting to observe that

Damaged Goods as presented on the speak-

ing stage in Salt Lake two years ago won
the unrelenting condemnation of this news-

paper. Yet the photoplay with its breadth

of vision and clarity of its message finds

approval in the same columns. Another
victory for the motion picture’s capacity for

interpretation ! One recalls the recent

words of Samuel S. Hutchinson, president

of the American Film Company, which pro-

duced Damaged Goods, when he said, “I

grant no limitations to the film. It can tell

anything that type or the spoken word can

tell.”

One of the remarkable play successes of

the year at Salt Lake has been the presenta-

tion of Damaged Goods at the Liberty the-

atre. Manager Sims imparts part of his

secret—advertising. The rest is in the pic^

ture.

The Bank’s View

“A Tribute to the Photoplay” is the title

of a statement recently issued by the Har-
riman National Bank, of New York, in

which it said

:

“Characteristically American in its growth
and scope, the motion picture business will bear
study for its lesson in business intelligence
and initiative, for its graphic illustration of the
power of the nickel, the dime and the quarter,
and, among other things, for its influence on
another great business—the theater—with its

close relation to real estate interests and rami-
fications elsewhere.
There is perhaps no parallel in our com-

mercial history to the growth of the moving
picture business, which now occupies fifth place
among American industries in point of volume,
and represents over $500,000,000 of invested
capital. It is estimated that it gives employ-
ment to more than 100,000 people. There are
more than 18,000 motion picture theaters
throughout the country. The attendance is

figured at 15,000,000 persons daily. Approxi-
mately $1,000,000 per day is paid for admis-
sion, giving the amazing total figure of $360,-
000,000 for the year. Handsome theaters in
expensive locations are now given over to the
motion picture business. The most notable
actors are employed at high salaries, and the
best plays are being ‘filmed.’ The cost of pro-
duction has in several notable instances ex-
ceeded $100,000.
“The Harriman National Bank, which en-

deavors to keep in touch with the entire field

of industry and commerce in the United States,
presents these figures as of current interest.
As the industry reaches the substantial basis
for which it is obviously destined, it will com-
mand the aid of banks and of investors. To
watch its growth and study the causes thereof
should prove instructive.”

Experts within the industry will perhaps

disagree with parts of the statistical data

presented, but at any rate it may be ob-

served that the scope and importance of the

industry have hardly been overestimated.

There are phases of motion picture influ-

ences on business which are yet so new that

their depth and breadth have not been

measured. Probably we shall not be able

to judge the motion picture business of

to-day until it has travelled back into the

perspective of history several years—and

by that time we shall have the motion pic-

ture business of the then to think about.

Advertise

We can’t tell for sure whether Ed Mock
got this idea out of us or we got it out

of him, but laying all claims of priority

aside Reel Life generously quotes Holog-

raphy's editorial, which says:

“In the country village the general store has
a monopoly. For that reason many people
would say the country merchant would be
foolish to advertise. The people of his com-
munity have got to come to him anyway. But
the apparent condition is not the true one in
this case. It has been proved by example that
the general store, monopolistic in its territory,
can increase its business by advertising. The
people know the store is there whether it ad-
vertises or not; but the psychologist would say
their knowledge was subconscious until the ad-
vertising made it active.
“What the country storekeeper does not sell

today he may sell tomorrow or next week. If

it does not move then, he can hold a ‘sale’ and
get rid of it at a shorter but quicker profit.

“The small town exhibitor is not a per-

fect parallel to the country merchant. He
may' have a monopoly; his patrons may know
all about his show whether he advertises or
not; but he cannot sell today’s stock next
week, nor dispose of it by marked-down sale

next month. His business is not so flexible as

that. If he figures he must average a four hun-
dred daily attendance to get by, that does
not mean he can show to one hundred a day
for one week and to seven hundred a day
the next week. He must keep his trade as

regularly distributed as possible. Therefore •'

he has more reason to advertise than has the
storekeeper.

“As a general rule every town big enough
to have a picture theatre has a newspaper.
We recall some exceptions; but we doubt if

there are many. These little newspapers are

thoroughly read. Their advertising rates are

low. Practically every person they go to is

a prospective or actual patron of the theatre.

“The fact that the people know the theatre- 1

is there does not make them go to it. No
doubt a good many will go because they

crave entertainment. But a good many others

will not go because the c,raving is not strong

enough to' overcome their laziness or in- -

difference. The exhibitor must stimulate their .

curiosity and imagination by telling them what
a beautiful, thrilling or funny show he has
prepared for them. The only way he can .

tell them is by advertisirig.

“He must tell them more. He must keep
them reminded that his theatre is warm in

winter and cool in summer; that the seats

are comfortable and the air pure and the

projection good. He must impress upon them
that the show they are to see cost a lot of

money and is popular in the big cities; for

they do not know that.

“There are several ways of advertising.

Handbills or heralds, posters on fences, form
letters mailed out, all come under that head. .

But we believe the local newspaper is the

best medium, because the people buy it and
read it carefully, and believe what it says.

“And that last fact leads to another point.

The advertising space bought and paid for is

not the only thing the advertiser gets—or

can get if he goes about it right. The editor of

the paper will be glad to co-operate with a .

good customer by giving him ‘reading notices,’

write-ups of his house and reviews of his

shows. These may be fully as valuable as

the ‘display’ advertising which is paid for.”

In a message some w.eeks ago, President

John R. Freuler made the pertinent obser-

vation that while the Mutual was—and is

—spending some hundreds of thousands of

dollars telling the great American public

•what Mutual pictures are, it was up to the

exhibitor to tell the public where.

A Suggestion

S. Dyke Hooper, writing to the idea col-

umn of System, the magazine of business,

remarks

:

“If I were a theatre manager and ran
continuous moving pictures, I would* have a
little transparent illuminated programr^-white
letters on a black field—on the upper part

of the glass ticket window.
“The title to the reel being shown would

appear in red letters, and beside it would
appear its progress by reel numbers. This
sign would be electrically controlled from
the operator’s cage.

“Patrons could tell at a glance what pic-

ture was on, and how long it had to run.
They would no longer have to beseige the
box office with questions, nor would they
enter the theater in the middle of a long
play.”

An adaptation of the same general idea

has been put in operation in a number of
theatres in sections where they are depen-
dent in a large degree upon “transient”

patronage.
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A Year of Picture History

( Continued from page 2)

deeper development of the motion, pic-

ture. It proves that the public is ready for

film plays with a mission and a message.

The success of such a feature as Damaged
Goods is, I believe, of most cheerful sig-

nificance in the social progress of the coun-

try, outside of any photoplay consideration.

Considerable satisfaction and encourage-

ment is also afforded by the eager accept-

ance of the opportunity this feature has

offered the enterprising exhibitors of the

country. Its successful run is also demon-

strating the correctness of the policy of

making any feature, no matter how big it

may be, available to every exhibitor whose

facilities and capacity permit him to book

such a film.

But while we take an inventory of 1915,

we find yet other evidence of the forces

that are making for the progress of the in-

dustry. I turn again to the example of

which I can speak with the most authority

—that is the reorganization of the methods

of operation of the Mutual Film Corpora-

tion. This has included the establishment

of seven new branches giving a total of

sixty-eight Mutual exchanges for the serv-

ice of the exhibitors of the United States

and Canada. District management has been

abolished, and every branch has been made
directly responsible to the home office of

the corporation in New York. A corps

of efficiency men has been put into the field

to keep up constantly the dose relation we
have established between the home office

and the exhibitors through the branches.

A system has been installed by which con-

fidential reports on films, attendance and

all detailed theatre statistics come to me
from representative houses in all parts of

the country, thus giving a direct “indicator

reading” on our pictures and service, and
enabling us to continually shape them to

that which is proven successful in the final

test of the box office report.

Catering to the Exhibitors

These activities of the Mutual are repre-

sentative of the forward step of the in-

dustry which are giving the exhibitor so

much more than mere film. We can look

only a little way back into the film past to

recall a period when an exchange was a

place where an exhibitor got so many reels

of film, put them under his arm, took them
to his theatre, hung up a sign that said

“admission 5 cents” and proceeded to run

off a “show.” All he got from the ex-

change was the film and on sunny days,

when the management was in good humor,
maybe a few kind words.

Now, the distributor of films is finding

it to a vast advantage to his business, to

his exhibitors and to the public to give the

exhibitor every possible aid in the presen-

tation of real entertainment. The Mutual
exhibitor is not only supplied with better

films, but as well with the methods and
means of exploiting them, all kinds of pub-
licity helps, posters, banners, lobby dis-

plays, publicity cuts, press matter, ad sheets,

billboard and newspaper co-operation, and
the service of a weekly magazine, written
especially for him.

Another important step this year has
been the formation of the Motion Picture
Board of Trade and plans for a concerted
effort to free the motion picture from the
shackles of censorship. This is not the
place for my views of censorship, but I in-

sist on saying that it is un-American, ab-

surd and doomed to final destruction. We
can recognize only one censorship, and that

is the opinion of the wholesome minded
and intelligent public.

The European war, which has been so

much a factor in the fortunes of many of

our great American industries, has given
no pause to the motion picture business.

The film tax levied by Great Britain as a
war measure is making New York the

world’s film market, and is giving us here
the position that London has occupied in

the world trade in film plays.

So, looking ahead, we can promise great-

er film prosperity, better plays, better tne-

atres, better service to exhibitors and to

the public. The motion picture atmosphere
is being classified. The business is gain-
ing in standardization. The unfit are being
eliminated. The future is bright and film-

dom can look with expectancy on 1916.

Mutual Notes
An Innocent Crook, two reels full of fun,

with Sammy Burns as the centre of attrac-

tion, will be released under the Vogue
Comedy brand, by the Mutual, January 3,

1916. An Innocent Crook revolves about
the guileless antics of the inimitable “Sam-
my” who pawns a watch which does not
belong to him and is caught in the toils

of the law. The story is a screamingly
funny parody on police methods. A flirta-

tious female dip starts all the trouble, and a
lively scene in a stationrhouse sees several
stalwarts laid low by the prowess of Sam-
my. In the court-room, however, our hero
is on the point of losing out with the law
when a prominent detective friend comes
to the rescue. Sammy is compensated for
all his sorrows by a soft berth on the blue-
coat force.
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A delightful two-part drama starring Vi-
vian Rich, will be released by the Mutual
January 3, 1916. Miss Rich, in Matching
Dreams, is seen in a role which suits her
well. Clever, dainty, feminine, is the part
of “Martha Weaver,” whose charming ro-
mance is the burden of this very appealing
play. Alfred Vosburgh continues to make
an acceptable leading man for Miss Rich,
and Jimsy Maye as “Lola,” plays a sympa-
thetic second. Two pairs of lovers, despite
the machinations of a worldly society wom-
an, find the happiness they seek. Some
pretty woodland scenes frame the love-
making of Mr. Vosburgh and Miss Rich,
whose dark beauty in riding-breeches jus-

tify her playful claim to the title of “Rosa-
lind.” Nor is “Orlando” lacking in the per-
suasions of the ardent wooer.

A story of love in the southern moun-
tains, beautifully photographed in out-of-
door settings, and starring fascinating Hel-
ene Rosson, is The Hills of Glory, a two-
part Mustang, produced by the American
Company, for release by the Mutual Jan-
uary 7th. “Justus McCanna,” the young
doctor from the North, is played by E.
Forrest Taylor, the popular leading man.
“McCanna” finds himself in a dilemma, be-
ing bound by honor to two women, and

forced to choose between a career of social

prominence in his native city, and the sim-
ple life of a Kentucky mountaineer. Miss
Rosson, as “Cherry Blossom,” his girl-wife,

helps “McCanna” to make his decision. A
moment of awful suspense is turned into a

finale brimming over with happiness.
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Margaret Gibson stars as “Carey Graves”
in The Homesteader, a two-part Mutual
drama for release January 6th. This is a

romance of the puma country, laid in the
vicinity of Rock Crest, Nevada. “Osborne,”
a domineering nabob of the West, imper-
sonated by Roy Watson, is pitted against
“Wells,” a young Bostonian in disguise,

played by John Oaker, for the hand of
“Carey,” the fearless girl pioneer. In the
scene in the pumas’ lair, Miss Gibson does
thrilling work. Later, her gentle, womanly
qualities are called into play in nursing
back to health the wounded Westerner. The
conversion of the latter, and the happi-
ness “Wells” and “Carey” find together,
justify all the harrowing adventures which
go before.

Jfc

Society Wolves, a strong Multiple reel

play, with Elaine Terriss, the celebrated
English actress, leads the Mutual releases
for the week of January 3rd. Miss Terriss
impersonates “Katherine Lemoyne,” leader
of “The Wolves,” a gang of society thieves.

She experiences a change of heart which
leads her to sacrifice herself for the love
of “Ronald Montague,” a young tenor.
The production, which is in five elaborate
scenes, is absorbing, exciting, and brilliantly

acted.

* * * % *

A new company, to produce five-reel Mu-
tual Masterpieces, Edition De Luxe, has
been organized by the Signal Film Corpora-
tion which is enlarging its forces to enable
it to become a regular contributor to the
Mutual Film Corporation’s new feature
policy, whereby, beginning January 17th,

three Masterpieces, Edition De Luxe, will

be released weekly.

Four veteran motion picture celebrities
have been chosen as the nucleus of this
new feature company, which will commence
work in the immediate future at the Signal
Film Corporation’s studios.

Ray Meyers has left the Fine Arts Com-
pany to become the director of the new
Signal organization, and he will produce
under the direct supervision of J. P. Mc-
Gowan, the well known director of The
Girl and the Game, the first of the Signal
Film Corporation’s companies.

For the leading players, three players of
considerable importance in the film world
have been secured. Hal Cooley, the hand-
some young leading man, has left the Uni-
versal to become a Signal player. Rhea
Mitchell, whose popularity in Kay-Bee-
Broncho pictures gained world-wide fame,
guarantee her an enthusiastic welcome back,
will be the leading woman. Francis Mc-
Donald, the successful and talented heavy,
is the third actor to be secured by the
Signal.

Sedition, a stirring photodrama by L
Genez, has been chosen by the directors of
the second Signal company for its first
screech offering.
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Famous Authors

Write for Mutual
Charles E. Van Loan, Frank H. Spearman and

K. B. Clarke Among the Many

I
N its determination to present the very best in story and

plot in the motion pictures released through its service,

the Mutual Film Corporation is drawing upon the serv-

ices of the best fiction writers of America. Among its reg-

ular and occasional contributors to the scenario departments

of the Mutual’s producing companies are the names of some
of the most widely read short story writers.

One of the most frequent scenario contributors to the

American Film Corporation is Kenneth B. Clarke, the fic-

tion writer whose short stories appear in The Saturday

Evening Post. Two photoplays by Mr. Clarke are now in

the course of production at the American studios. The
Suppressed Order, a three-part drama, in which Winnifred
Greenwood, Edward Coxen, George Field and Sylvia Ash-
ton play the leading roles, is from his pen. Also is the

eccentric comedy, The Impossible Yarn of McQuirk. This

is one of the most whimsically humorous pictures ever pro-

duced, and strikes a new note for the portrayal of comedy.

The series of humorous motion picture stories by Charles

H. Van Loan, which were published in The Saturday Even-
ing Post, “Buck Parvin in the Movies,” are being released

tri-weekly in the Mutual as Mustang Star Features.

As in Mr. Clarke’s comedy, The Impossible Yarn of
McQuirk, these delightfully humorous three-reel pictures

have struck a new note in picture presentation.

A third well-known fiction writer and contributor to the

current magazines who has been engaged to write a series

of Mutual photoplays is Frank H. Spearman, the author of
numberless railroad yarns, whose efiforts at scenario writing
are now being directed to the Signal Film Corporation’s pic-

turized novel, The Girl and the Game.

The Girl and the Game, featuring Helen Holmes, famed
as the most fearless girl in the world, and produced under
the direction of J. P. McGowan, will be filled with just the
daring, spellbinding sort of action which Mr. Spearman’s
inventive brain can produce.

Then, there is Roy McCardell, the New York newspaper
man, and the winner of the $10,000 prize for furnishing the
idea and the scenario for the spectacular serial, The Diamond
from the Sky, which recently finished its first run releases.

Mr. McCardell has been a frequent contributor to the
scenario department of the American Film Company and
the David Horsley productions.

Rufus Steele, another writer for The Saturday Evening
Post, has contributed a worthy addition to the Mutual Pro-
gram in the plot and story of The Deatblock, a Mutual
Masterpicture, released December 30.

The Secret Agent, a Gaumont three-reel “Rialto” release,
featuring Robert T. Plaines, is the filmization of a story by
Arthur E. Stringer.

The Other Side of the Door, an American Mutual Mas-
terpicture, released January 6, is taken from a book by the
same name written by Lucia Chamberlain.

Rennold Wolf, the well-known New York dramatic critic,
and the author of many of the most popular musical and the-
atrical successes for several seasons back, has written sev-
eral comedies for the Gaumont company.

.

Hunting, a one-reel funny picture, featuring Budd Ross
is the most recent offering from Mr. Wolf’s pen to be
filmed for Mutual release.

Important Releases

Planned by Horsley
Producer Leaves for Studio to Supervise First

Masterpictures de Luxe

DAVID HORSLEY left New York this week for his

studios in Los Angeles, where, immediately upon his

his arrival, he will assume complete personal super-

vision of all productions, particularly those to be released as

Mutual Masterpictures, de Luxe Edition.

Just prior to his departure, Mr. Horsley inserted a few
remarks about the new Mutual policy and also briefly cov-
ered the arrangements he had made for the production of

his early forthcoming Masterpictures, de Luxe Edition.

“I am sure that the Mutual Film Corporation’s recently

announced policy of expansion as applied to the release of
six features every week will be a tremendous success,” he
said, “as its aims have already been outlined in the trade
journals, whatever I might say in that strain will merely be a
matter of reiteration. It points a way to greater profit for
the exhibitor, which certainly is a desired objective point
in the picture business, as far as the exhibitor is concerned,
in these particular times.

“At this time we have two Mutual Masterpicture, de Luxe
Edition, productions under way. Each, of course, is in five

reels. One is called The Bait and the other Vengeance is

Mine! The former is a drama of the Northwestern woods,
written by Miss Theodosia Harris, chief of my scenario
staff, and is to be released January 22. We will feature in
this release William Clifford and Betty Hart, supported by
an especially engaged cast. A number of the scenes will
bring in the Bostock Animals, which will work under the
training hand of Captain Jack Bonavita.

Crane Wilbur wrote the scenario for Vengeance Is
Mine! and of all the scenarios he has written to date this,
I think, is the best. Mr. Wilbur contributed most of the
stories used in the releases in which he appeared to date,
so when it is said that Vengeance is Mine! is his best,'

something truly exceptional may be expected. His earlier
efforts can be used for comparison.

“Mr. Wilbur will be featured in Vengeance is Mine! and
is also to be supported by a specially selected cast, many of
them very well-known people. This production is to follow
The Bait in schedule, January 31 having been chosen for the
release date.

“No one will deny that I have ideal equipment for making
productions. This is one step that leads to good pictures.
Furthermore, our casts betoken strength; we have the di-
rectors—men of ability—in Messrs. Broadwell, Fahrney,
Bowman and Davis.

“And as to stories—another important phase—we are get-
ting the best that money can buy. Miss Harris is a most
successful writer. She has prepared and has produced a
very large number of works. Further along this line, our
efforts in the direction to obtain good stories is exemplified
by an arrangement perfected during my stay in New York
with Roy L. McCardell, who, under the agreement, will write
animal stories exclusively for me.

“So much for the first two productions. Later on we will
offer Margaret Gibson, Irving Cummings and others of our
stars in Masterpicture, de Luxe Edition, releases. The
trend of our efforts as applied to the first two productions
will not only be continued on the same scale as now but
even advanced as much as possible in following releases,
so plenty of big things may be expected from our studios.”
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Arthur Acord

—

American Studios

Inspiration of Charles E. Van Loan s Popular Buck

Parvin in the Movies” Series of Stories, Winning

New Laurels As the Hero on the Screen

“Buck’
Parvin

Arthur Acord, famous
cowboy actor, portraying

in the “Buck
in the Movies”

series of three-

part Western
comedy - Dramas
being screened

for the Mutual by

the American
Film Co., Inc.

I
N the film version of Charles E. Van Loan’s popular

“Buck Parvin in the Movies” stories, released tri-weekly

in the regular Mutual program, the author’s six foot

inspiration, Arthur Acord, stars as himself, the most famous

cowboy actor on the screen.

“Art” Acord, Mustang hero, was famous long before mo-

tion pictures claimed him as their own. The original “Buck”

has mastered every accomplishment in the field of open-air

daring that horse and lasso could suggest. It

was while he was “roping” prizes at a wild

west sports contest that he entered the horizon

of Mr. Van Loan, who instantly marked out

the giant rangeman of the honey smile as the

figure around whom he aspired to write a se-

ries of local color stories.

Acord is a cowboy actor—not an actor cow-

boy ;
the distinction means much. His earliest

recollections are of the range, for he was the

son of a cattleman in Oklahoma. His father

intended him for a college education, but ex-

traordinary ability for riding and sticking to

the hurricane deck of bucking horses was not

designed to land him in the university. At
Salt Lake City he captured first prize for all-

around riding, handling a horse named “Good Night,” which

none of the other contestants could control. After that he

won prize after prize—so many, in fact, that the announce-

ment of his name scared away any number of would-be com-
petitors. At last the officials hit upon the plan of featuring

Acord in a special class of rodeos in which he competed

against only the most skillful riders.

“Art” has all the characteristics of the genuine cowboy

—

the slowness of speech and unconscious drollery, the easy,

graceful walk, the gentlemanly seriousness. His type is rap-

idly passing, and one who is able to conserve it on the screen

is contributing in no mean degree to native art.

Not long ago a travelling troupe, with which the cele-

brated rider was appearing, wintered in Venice, Cal. Acord
found himself in the hive of motion picture activity, with

studios and enormous producing plants on every hand. The
coincidence proved fortunate both for “Art” and the pic-

tures. He had evinced his worth on the range, his superb

talent in the field of western sports—and now he entered

upon a new career, ambitious to add to his gifts the qualities

of the actor and the pantomine artist before the camera.

Because he is a westerner of the West, the real article

through and through, it is impossible to mistake him for

simply a clever thespian who has adapted himself to the

country-wide demand for the cowboy hero. He is the cow-
boy hero—and in no former instance has he so conclusively

convinced the public as in the character of “Buck Parvin,”
Mr. Van Loan’s fiction-portrait of Acord himself.

No more beloved figure than “Buck” has ever vindicated
his popularity in the pages of a leading periodical. His per-

sonality has won him friends in every state of the Union.
And it was just because the publication of the “Parvin”
series met with such an enthusiastic reception from coast to

coast, that Samuel S. Hutchinson, president of the Ameri-
can Film Company, Inc., determined to produce the stories

on the screen. At that time Mr. Hutchinson was in New
York and Mr. Van Loan had gone up into the Northwest.
A meeting finally was arranged in Los Angeles, when the

film rights passed into the producer’s hands.
Mr. Hutchinson proposed to reproduce the vivid char-

acter-drawing of the author’s work, while also retaining most
emphatically the delightful humor of the stories. So the

“Parvin” film-episodes abound in thrills and fun, and have
just enough of the sentimental to please everybody. The
contract with “Art” Acord made, the production was headed
straightway for success. William Bertram was appointed
director. Mr. Bertram knows the West—for he felt her
knocks when it was the law of the land that every man
should take care of himself. He has brought to the “Par-
vin” series a knowledge of western life which few possess;

which, also, because the old order has changed, it is impos-
sible for newcomers in the field to acquire. The stories have
been offered appropriately under the Mustang brand, as

Mustang Star Features.

To readers of the famous “Buck Parvin” stories, mere
mention of the titles is sufficient. While, to the unitiated.

the humorous suggestion they contain is tantalizingly appar-
ent. The first release, Man-Afraid of His Wardrobe, dis-

plays “Buck Parvin,” stunt actor for the Titan Motion
Picture Company, in racy contrast to a certain “A. Lester
Hale,” stage cow-puncher from New York, a timorous
dandy and matinee idol. Quite unconsciously “Buck” puts

it all over the cardboard cowboy—and later, roused to the

ludicrousness of the situation, scares his rival off the map.
Buck’s Lady Friend, This Is the Life, Film Tempo and
Walter Sluff follow—and it would be hard to say which is

most rich in comedy of the Van Loan superior variety. In

every episode “Art” Acord is the center of the fun—not just

a screen Westerner, but a real cowboy whom posing for the

camera cannot spoil.
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News and Gossip From Mutual Men
“Inspiration,” Mutual Masterpicture, played two solid weeks at the Royale Theatre. Unique Theatre

of Dallas, Tex., reports this Masterpicture biggest money getter of the year

“rrrE are pleased to advise you that

yY/ our business on Inspiration has
" * been phenomenal, and we have

been able to show it at the Royale Theatre,

a downtown house, for two weeks without
interruption. If you have any other fea-

tures with the drawing power that this pos-

sesses, we shall be very pleased to receive

first consideration.”—John H. Kunsky, of

J. H. Kunsky, Theatrical Enterprises, of

Detroit, Mich.
‘‘Inspiration is one of the big money get-

ters of the year.”—F. W. Hervey, of Her-
vey & Arnold, proprietors of the Unique
Theatre, D,alias, Tex.
The above are only two more expres-

sions of the drawing power of Inspiration,

a Mutual Masterpicture, featuring Audrey
Munson, celebrated artist’s model. Hun-
dreds like them flood the home office every
week.

J. D. Jones, vice-president and manager
of the Crystal Theatre, Greenville, Tex.,

writes

:

“I just want to tell you of the drawing
power of your Mutual Masterpicture, In-

spiration. I expected to do on this picture

about $50. I advertised to open at 10 A. M.
By noon I had taken in over $60, and the

total receipts for the day more than double
what they have been on any day for the

past year. I might add right here that this

picture comes nearer pleasing everyone than
any other picture I have run. I can easily

show it again in about thirty days.”

E. L. Pairrter, manager of the Busy Hour
Theatre, Jefferson, la., writes that he “just

could not hold in any longer,” he is so

well pleased with the Mutual program.
“I tell you that with all my experience

in the business, I never have seen as

good or as well balanced a program. There
are plenty of two and three reels in the

Mutual Program that are just as good and
better than many of the advertised features

of other manufacturers. My competitors
have found it out, and you know the rest."

W. O. Shee, theatre manager from Alex-
andria, La., writes the following good
word

:

‘‘The End of the Road played to large

houses. If other Masterpictures are as

good, you may make our contract for six

months.”
They are and we have.

Leon Brick, manager of the Regent
Theatre, at Buffalo, N. Y., is so pleased
with Mutual Masterpictures that he wired
Henry J. Brock, president of the Hub
Amusement Corporation, who exports pic-

tures to Europe, to “Watch these Mutual
Masterpictures.”

Inspiration and The End of the Road
went especially well at the Regent, and Mr.
Brick has booked The Mill on the Floss
for its first appearance in Buffalo, on Jan-
uary 2.

The Casino Amusement Company, of
Davenport, la., has placed an order with
the Minusa Cine Products Company, for
another Minusa Screen, this one to be in-

stalled in the new Garden Theatre. Man-
ager Greenbaum has placed orders with the
Minusa Cine Products Company for Minusa
Gold Fibre screens to be delivered to vari-

ous theatres. The Garden Theatre will

open within a few days.

Down in Gassaway, Va., recently, the

leader of a revival spoke words to the ef-

fect that tickets for the motion picture

theatre and for the lower regions were
purchased at the same box office.

James Paterson, manager of “The Ar-
mory,” who had closed up shop during the

two week’s meetings, kept quiet at the time.

In the next issue of the Gassaway Times,
however, appeared an anonymous article,

“Echoes from the Armory,” which gave “us

everyday folks here in Gassaway” some-
thing to think about.

“Praise God from whom all blessings

flow,” it begins, and if Gassaway folks don’t

believe that motion pictures came from the

Creator of all good things to bring a little

fun into humdrum existence, the writer of

“Echoes” will fall very wide of his mark.
James Paterson shows Rumpeflstiltskin,

the Mutual fairy tale, at “The Armory” on
Christmas Day. To further encourage good
folks who still have the death warning
ringing in their ears to attend this showing,
Mr. Paterson ran a letter from W. G. Mc-
Dowell, Jr., rector of the Emanuel Church,
Staunton, Va., praising this Mutual Master-
picture in the local paper.

Mr. Paterson is an enthusiastic booster

and an exclusive Mutual exhibitor.

Writes W. J. Woods, manager of the Pal-
ace Theatre, of Roseburg, Ore., to the Mu-
tual’s Portland branch :

“I want to congratulate you and compli-
ment you highly on the program you sent

me yesterday. A Yankee From the West
drew well, and was well received. The two
comedies were the best I have seen in many
days. May you send more like them. A
continuation of this kind of service will be
a benefit to both of us.”

Messrs. Hickman and McDonald, live

wire theatre managers in Azusa, Cal., have
sold out the Azusa house, and are opening
up a new theatre.

“It is needless to say that the new house
will open with Mutual service,” writes Mr.
McDonald. “After having the Mutual Pro-
gram for several months, and also having
tried some of the other film company’s pic-

tures, we are fully convinced that Mutual
is the only reel program.
“Each time we have had dealings with

other companies our experience has caused
us to have a still higher regard for the ex-
tremely courteous and co-operative tactics

of the Mutual.
“We always knew that it would be on

hand.”
The influence which the Rothapfel-Mu-

tual Tour had on exhibitors all over the

country, whether or not they were using
the Mutual Program in their theatres, is

well expressed by a letter to President John
R. Freuler, of the Mutual, written by E. V.
Richards, Jr., secretary and general mana-
ger of the Saenger Amusement Co., at

Shreveport, La.
Mr. Richardson writes that while he him-

self is not a Mutual exhibitor, he can con-

scientiously state that “Mr. Rothapfel’s talk

and his ideals and principles and all such
matter pertaining to the motion picture in-

dustry has done more good and has caused
a more settled and friendly feeling and
brought a greater message of encourage-
ment for the future to the exhibitors than
all the letters, lectures or printed articles

heretofore received by the exhibitors, in

Louisiana.
“The Mutual ought to be congratulated,

and deserves the heartfelt thanks and ap-

preciation of every well meaning exhibitor

in the United States. I am sure his audi-

ence would be multiplied by ten should we
have the honor to hear him again,” Mr.
Richardson adds.

COMMERCIAL SLIDE AND FILM SERVICE
Manufacturers of Advertising Slides and Films

989-991 Intervale Avenue - - Bronx, New York

Lighting

GET^THE CROWD

Cushman throttling governed engines give

steady voltage. It’s cheaper to make your

“juice” than to buy it. You get a good light

at arc, which makes clear, bright pictures.

Extremely light in weight. 4 H. P. complete

plant weighs only 575 lbs. Not the cheapest,

but cheapest in the long run. Get informa-

tion describing exclusive features. It’s free.

CUSHMAN MOTOR WORKS, 940 N.. 21st St., Lincoln, Nebr.
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Exhibitors Laud “The Girl and the Game”
30 Bookings Totalling $250,000 Follow Special Showing Held at the Broadway Theatre in

New York City. Showing Received with Tremendous Enthusiasm

P
RIVATE showing of the first two chap-
ters of The Girl and the Game,- the

new picture serial sensation, produced
by the Signal Film Corporation, at the

Broadway Theatre, New York City, on
Wednesday morning, December 22, brought
out over 300 of Greater New York’s ex-
hibitors, newspaper critics and especially

invited guests.

The showing was received with tremen-
dous enthusiasm. At the close of the per-

formance, the Mutual Film Corporation’s
New York exchange experienced a phe-
nomenal booking run. At the last report,

over $250,000 worth of first run releases

had been secured, following upon advance
showings of The Girl and the Game in vari-

ous parts of the country.

Preceding the presentation of the two
chapters of this great railroad picturized

novel from the pen of Frank Hamilton
Spearman, Joseph H. Finn, president of
the Nichols-Finn Advertising Company,
made a short talk. Mr. Finn conveyed to
the audience the personal guarantee of a
bigger and better thrill to each succeeding
chapter of The Girl and the Game from S.

S. Hutchinson, president of the Signal
Film Corporation, and the “master producer
of America.”
At the same time, a printed guarantee,

News and Gossip

( Continued from page 16)
L. M. Garman, manager of the Acme

Amusement Co., of Lincoln, Neb., writes
the following good word in favor of Dam-
aged Goods,

“I am more than pleased with the busi-
ness this wonderful production has drawn
into our theatre on what was considered
the dullest days of the season, just before
the holidays. After the first performance
the “S. R. O.” sign had to be displayed in

the lobby.”

The Auditorium Amusement Company,
of Dayton, recently placed an order with
the Minusa Cine Products Company for
two Gold Fibre Screens.

W. H. Stafford, manager of the Minne-
apolis, Minn., Mutual branch, writes that
he has signed up the Starland Theatre, one
of St. Paul’s largest downtown theatres,
for a three days’ booking on Masterpic-
tures.

Inspiration was the first Masterpicture
shown. It ran Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday, Dec. 13, 14 and 15, to such
tremendous business that Paul La Mar-
quard, president of the Starland theatre
company, booked it for two more days.

The Price of Her Silence, with Florence
La Badie and Mignon Anderson, was the
second Masterpicture booked for the Star-
land. Mr. La Marquard is an extensive
advertiser. As one of his publicity “stunts”
he issues an announcement post card of his
coming features, which he sends to a large
mailing list.

The pictures of Miss La Badie and Miss
Anderson adorn the card which the live
wire theatre owner sent out to advertise
The Price of Her Silence.

promising the following specific thrills for

the first four installments of this great con-
tinued story picture was distributed :

CHAPTER 1. — HELEN’S RACE WITH
DEATH.

Runaway train down mountain grade.
Helen’s leap on horseback into river when

her rescue mission seems foiled by open
draw.

Terrific collision, when Helen, by throwing
switch, sends runaway freight into siding.

CHAPTER 2.—THE WINNING JUMP.
Train pursuit of bandits.
Helen’s mad leap from engine to engine.
Sensational capture of Spike, the crook.

CHAPTER 3.—A LIFE OF PERIL.
THE BURNING TRAIN.

Helen’s rescue of Storm by stretching a rope
across the tracks from a telegraph pole to a

tree top and seizing him as burning train
speeds underneath.

Explosion of five cars of dynamite—biggest
thrill ever attempted.

CHAPTER 4.—HELEN’S PERILOUS ES-
CAPE.

The struggle on the edge of the cliff.

Helen’s plunge into ocean from dizzy height.
Race at night between express train and speed

launch.

“The Girl and the Game is no doubt the

greatest motion picture series ever been put
on the market,” said Mr. Finn. “There have
been thrillers before, but none which could

The Starland theatre plays to St. Paul’s

exclusive audience.

“I have never paid for anything in my
life more cheerfully. It is the greatest pic-

ture I ever saw, barring none, and the

greatest of box office attractions,” writes

W. J. Ethier, manager of the Lyric the-

atre, Hibbing, Minn., who has a sensational
showing of this great moral photodrama,
Damaged Goods.

Mr. Ethier opened his theatre on this

film at 9 A. M., Thursday morning, Dec.

16, a thing which had never been heard
of before on the Minnesota iron range,
and ran without stopping until 12 :35 the
next morning. It took three policemen to

handle the crowds.

Mr. Ethier advertised his feature on the
street cars, in his lobby and in the newspa-
pers of his own and adjoining towns. Two
of the other theatres in Hibbing also ran
slides for him.

“I only wish you had another picture
like it,” he closes.

Mr. Ethier uses Mutual Masterpictures
and says that these pictures got him more
business than any other pictures ever ex-
hibited in his house.

A. B. Arnett, manager of the Colonial
Theatre, of Winchester, Ky., expresses his

confidence in the Mutual in the following
letter

:

“I have recently taken over the Colonial.
While it is the prettiest house in town, it

was allowed to run down to the point where
it was losing $100 a day.

“My first move after having the painter
give the front a liberal coat of white was

compare with this one. The people all over
the country are always fascinated with the
life of the railroad. There is a spell cast

by the risks and the dangers it demands.
It throbs with human heart beats.

“With the railroad for the background,
then, there is no reason why The Girl and
the Game should not smash every known
record as a box office attracting power.
“There are three names connected with

this film which stand out far away and
above the names of any other people in the
same line of work. Samuel S. Hutchinson
is without doubt the greatest producer of
the country. He will stand behind this film
with his personal supervision. Frank Ham-
ilton Spearman is the best known writer of
railroad fiction in the literary field to-day.
He is the recognized authority on the ro-
mance and the thrills of the giant system.
Helen Holmes, the heroine, is firmly estab-
lished as the most dauntless player of the
films.

“James McGowan, the actor-director,
knows his business. Leo Maloney, George
McDaniel and J. L. Farley, are equally
superior in their roles as players.

“From all indications and from the
standpoint of an outsider, I believe firmly
that The Girl and the Game should be a
world beater.”

to cut the program to three days of fea-
tures and three days of regular releases,
using Mutual to fill the regular releases.”

Mr. Arnett asks the Mutual to send him
suggestions for raising his box office re-
ceipts. One of the first things done was
to place him on the mailing list of Reel
Life, the_ official organ of the Mutual Film
Corporation.

He reports a big increase in business, and
a tremendous cutting down of expenses al-
ready.

Fred H. Holdermann, Masterpicture
booker for the New York branch of the
Mutual, reports a tremendous booking in
and about New York on The Painted Soul,
featuring Bessie Barriscale, which was re-
leased Dec. 26, and on Inspiration, featuring
Audrey Munson.
The Painted Soul has been in such great

demand that an extra print has been made
of it. Damaged Goods has just been passed
by the Connecticut Board of Censors, and
the biggest houses in the state are signing
up, prepared for spectacular runs.

The Park Theatre at Bridgeport showed
Damaged Goods Dec. 27 and 28. The Pal-
ace Theatre at Norwalk, and the Empress
Theatre at Danville, have each scheduled
the film for several days’ run.

The Eden Theatre of Brooklyn rebooked
Damaged Goods for a second showing, and
the Decatur Theatre has booked it for the
fourth time.

The Paramount Theatre, at Newark, N.
J., will show the film for a week

;
the Park

Theatre at Manchester, N. H., ran it for
three days, and the United States Play-
house at Passaic, N. J., also reports a spec-
tacular run.
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Mutual Releases
Centaur Star Features
Dec. 22—The Mystery of Carter Breen (3)

Nov. 24—Could a Man Do More? (3)
Oct. 27—The Blood of Our Brothers (3)

Clipper Star Features
Jan. 1—The Wraith of Haddon Towers (3)

Dec. 11—Curly (3)
Nov. 20—The Alternative (3)
Oct. 30—The Idol (3)

Oct. 9—Pardoned (3)

Mustang Star Features
Jan. 15

—“Water Stuff’’ (3)

Dec. 26—Author! Author!
Dec. 4—Film Tempo (3)
Nov. 13—This is the Life (3)

Oct. 23—Buck’s Lady Friend (3)

Oct. 2—Man Afraid of His Wardrobe (3)

Reliance Star Features
Jan. 7—The She Devil (3)
Dec. 8—Her Mother’s Daughter (3)

Nov. 10—Father and Son (3)

Oct. 13—The Bread Line (3)

Rialto Star Features
Jan. 12—The Secret Agent (3)

Dec. 29—A Prince of Yesterday (3)

Dec. 15—The Ace of Death (3)

Dec. 1—Lessons in Love (3)

Nov. 17—The New Adam and Eve (3)

Nov. 3—The Devil’s Darling (3)

Oct. 20—The Card Players (3)

Oct. 6—Sunshine and Tempest (3)

Than-o-Play
Jan. 4—The Bubbles in the Glass (3)
Dec. 28—Their Last Performance (3)

Dec. 21—Ambition (3)

Dec. 18—His Majesty, the King (3)

Nov. 27—The Valkyrie (3)

Nov. 6—Mr. Meeson’s Will (3)

Oct. 16—The Long Arm of the Secret Service (3)

American
an. 3—Matching Dreams (2)

an. 7—Time and Tide
Dec. 31— The Mender
Dec. 27—The Tragic Circle (2)

Dec. 24—Yes or No.
Dec. 20—The Clean-Up (2)

Dec. 17—Spider Barlow’s Soft Spot
Dec. 13—The Solution of the Mystery (2)

Dec. 10—A Broken Cloud
Dec. 6—The Water Carrier of San Juan (2)

Dec. 3—Spider Barlow Cuts In
Nov. 29—The Silver Lining (2)

Nov. 26—The Bluffers
Nov. 22—The Key to the Past (2)

Nov. 19—Drifting
Nov. 15—The Substitute Minister (2)

Nov. 12—To Rent, Furnished
Nov. 8—Alice, of Hudson Bay (2)

Nov. 5—On Secret Service
Nov. 1—The Wasp (2)

Oct. 29—The Smuggler’s Cave
Oct. 25—Out of the Ashes (2)

Oct. 22—Visitors and Visitees
Oct. 18—The Blot on the Shield (2)

Oct. 15—Profit from Loss
Oct. 11—Let There Be Light (2)

Oct. 8—The Sting of It.

Beauty
Jan. 9—To Be or Not to Be
Jan. 4—Billy Van Deusen’s Shadow
Jan. 1—Settled Out of Court
Dec. 28—Kiddus, Kid and Kiddo.
Dec. 25—The Country Girl
Dec. 21—Making a Man of Johnny
Dec. 18—Two Hearts and a Thief
Dec. 14—A Guard, a Girl and a Garret
Dec. 11—Nobody’s Home
Dec. 7—Pretenses
Dec. 4—Making Over Father
Nov. 30—Billy Van Deusen and the Merry Widow
Nov. 27—Cupid Beats Father
Nov. 23—The Drummer’s Trunk
Nov. 20—Anita’s Butterfly
Nov. 16—Johnny, the Barber
Nov. 13—Almost a Widow
Nov. 9—Her Adopted Father
Nov. 6—Billy Van Deusen’s Campaign
Nov. 2—One to the Minute
Oct. 30—An Auto Bungalow Bungle
Oct. 26—Touring with Tillie

Oct. 23—Deserted at the Auto
Oct. 19—Alias James, Chauffeur
Oct. .J—Aided by the Movies
Oct. 12—Billie—the Hill Billie

Mutual Weekly
Jan. 13—No. 54
Jan. 6—No. 53
Dec. 30—No. 52
Dec. 23—No. 51
Dec. 16—No. 50
Dec. 9—No. 49
Dec. 2—No. 48
Nov. 25—No. 47
Nov. 18—No. 46
Nov. 11—No. 45
Nov. 4—No. 44
Oct. 28—No. 43
Oct. 21—No. 42
Oct. 14—No. 41
Oct. 7—No. 40

Centaur
Jan. 6—The Homesteaders (2)

Dec. 30—The Terror of the Fold (2)
Dec. 23—The Winning of Jess (2)

Dec. 16—The Arab’s Vengeance (2)
Dec. 9—Stanley in Darkest Africa (2)

Dec. 2—Stanley Among the Voo Doo Wor-
shippers

Nov. 25—Stanley and the Slave Traders (2)
Nov. 18—A Polar Romance (2)
Nov. 11—Stanley in Starvation Camp (2)

Nov. 4—When Avarice Rules (2)

Oct. 28—The White King of the Zaras (2)

Oct. 21—Vindication (2)

Oct. 14—Stanley’s Close Call (2)

Sept. 30—Stanley’ Search for the Hidden City
(2)

Sept. 23—The Woman, the Lion and the Man (2)

Sept. 16—The Rajah’s Sacrifice (2)

Casino Star Comedy
Jan. 9—Alias Mr. Jones.
Jan. 2—Leave it to Cissy
Dec. 26—Hunting
Dec. 19—Cissy’s Innocent Wink
Dec. 12—Curing Cissy
Dec. 5—A Tangle in Hearts
Nov. 28—The Window Wins
Nov. 21—The House Party
Nov. 14—Beauty in Distress
Nov. 7—Does Advertising Win?
Oct. 31—Zabisky’s Waterloo
Oct. 24—The Reformer
Oct. 17—Ethel’s Romeos
Oct. 10—A Corner in Cats
Oct. 3—His Lordship’s Dilemma
Sept. 24—Bizzy Izzy (2)

Cub Comedy
Jan. 14—Jerry in Mexico
Jan. 7—Jerry in the Movies
Dec. 31—Jerry’s Revenge
Dec. 24—Hearts and Clubs
Dec. 17—The Hold-Up
Dec. 10—Doctor Jerry
Dec. 3—A Shot-Gun Romance
Nov. 26—A Deal in Indians
Nov. 19—The Fighting Four
Nov. 12—The Double Cross
Nov. s—Twin Brides
Oct. 29—Jerry to the Rescue
Oct. 22—The Little Detective
Oct. 15—Taking a Chance
Oct. 8—A Change of Luck
Oct. 1—The Oriental Spasm
Sept. 24—The Treasure Box

Falstaff Comedy
Jan. 6—Hilda’s Husky Helper
jan. 3—The Optimistic Oriental Occults
Dec. 30—Foolish Fat Flora
Dec. 27—Una’s Useful Uncle
Dec. 23—Toodles, Tom and Trouble
Dec. 20—When William’s Whiskers Worked
Dec. 16—Billy Bunks the Bandit
Dec. 13—The Conductor’s Classy Champion
Dec. 9—Clarence Cheats at Croquet
Dec. 6—Minnie, the Mean Manicurist
Dec. 2—Checking Charlie’s Child.
Nov. 29—Foiling Father’s Foes
Nov. 25—The Villainous Vegetable Vender
Nov. 22—The Postmaster of Pineapple Plains
Nov. 18—A Cunning Canal-Boat Cupid
Nov. 15—Hannah’s Hen-Pecked Husband
Nov. 11—The Film Favorite’s Finish
Nov. 8—Lulu’s Lost Lotharios
Nov. 4—“Clarissa’s” Charming Calf
Nov. 1—Freddie, the Fake Fisherwoman
Oct. 28—The Soap Suds Star
Oct. 25—Tillie, the Terrible Typist

Special Features
Damaged Goods (7)
The Diamond From the Sky (30 Chapters)
The Girl and the Game (15 Chapters)
“Fighting For France” (5 reels)

Novelty Comedy
Dec. 22—The Innocent Sandwich Man

Between Lakes and Mountains
(Split Reel)

Dec. 20—The Fiddler
Dec. 15—A Musical Hold-Up
Dec. 13—The Book Agent
Dec. 8—The Army-Navy Football Game
Dec. 6—A Janitor’s Joyful Job
Dec. 1—Betty Burton, M. D.
Nov. 29—Charlie’s Twin Sister
Nov. 24—Taming a Grouch
Nov. 22—Spring Onions
Nov. 15—The World Series—Boston vs. Philadel-

phia (2)
Nov. 10—Love and Bitters
Nov. 8—Something in Her Eye
Nov. 3—The Fortune Hunters
Nov. 1—Putting Papa to Sleep
Oct. 27—Artillery and Love
Oct. 25—Hobo Nerve
Oct. 20—You Can’t Beat It

Oct. 18—Rip Van Winkle Badly Ripped
Oct. 13—Gold-Bricking Cupid
Oct. 11—Miss Trillie’s Big Feet
Oct. 4—The Corsican Brothers Up To Date
Sept. 27—An Amateur Cameraman
Sept. 20—The Lilliputian’s Courtship (2)

Mustang
Jan. 7—The Hills of Glory (2)

Dec. 31—The Cactus Blossom (2)

Dec. 24—The Pitch o’ Chance (2)

Dec. 17—In the Sunset Country (2)

Dec. 10—There Is Good in the Worst of Us (2)

Dec. 3—Broadcloth and Buckskin (2)

Nov. 26—The Valley Feud (2)

Nov. 19—The Warning (2)

Nov. 12—Man to Man (2)

Nov. 5—The Trail of the Serpent (2)

Oct. 20—Playing for High Stakes (2)

Oct. 22—The Sheriff of Willow Creek (2)

Oct. 8—Breezy Bill—Outcast (2)

Reliance

Jan. 2—The Law of Success (2)
Dec. 26—The Decoy (2)

Dec. 19—The Bankhurst Mystery (2)

Dec. 12—The Wayward Son (2)

Dec. 5—The Stab (2)

Nov. 28—The Friends of the Sea (2)

Nov. 21—A Romance of the Alps (2)

Nov. 14—The Crest of von Endheim (2)

Nov. 7—The Law of Duty (a)

Oct. 31—The Feud (2)

Oct. 24—The Penalty (2)

Oct. 17—The Ever-Living Isles (2)

Oct. 10—Queen of the Isle (2)

Oct. 3—In the Days of Old (2)

Sept. 15—A Dark Horse
Sept. 11—The Stronger Man (2)

Sept. 8—The Family Doctor
Sept. 6—The Indian Trapper’s Vindication
Sept. 4—The Father (2)

Sept. 3—Hidden Crime

Thanhouser
Dec. 19—The Political Pull of John
Dec. 14—An Innocent Traitor (2)

Dec. 12—Her Confession
Dec. 7—His Vocation (2)

Dec. 5—The House Party at Carson Manor
Nov. 30—The Crimson Sabre (2)

Nov. 28—“All Aboard”
Nov. 23—The Baby and the Boss (2)

Nov. 21—Beneath the Coat of a Butler
Nov. 18—In the Hands of the Enemy(2)
Nov. 14—In Baby’s Garden
Nov. 9—The Little Captain of the Scouts (2)

Nov. 7—The Mistake of Mammy Lou
Nov. 2—The Commuted Sentence (2)

Oct. 31—The Fisherwoman
Oct. 26—The Conscience of Juror No. 10 (2)

Oct. 24—At the Patrician Club
Oct. 19—The Spirit of Audubon (2)

Oct. 17—John T. Rocks and the Flivver
Oct. 12—Down on the Farm

The Scoop at Belleville (2)

Oct. 10—The Has Been
Oct. 5—The Light on the Reef (2)

Oct. 3—The Mystery of Eagle’s Cliff

Sept. 28—The Road to Fame (2I

Vogue Comedy
Tan. 3—An Innocent Crook
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Mutual Exchanges
Serving Mutual Pictures

Albany N. Y Mutual Film Corporation 733 Broadway
Amarillo, Texas Mutual Film C. of Texas 302 E. 4th St.

Atlanta, Ga Mutual Film Corporation 146 Marietta St.

Baltimore, Md Mutual Film Corporation 412 E. Baltimore St.

Boston, Mass Mutual Film Corporation 1108 Boylston St.

Buffalo, N. Y Mutual Film Corporation 106 Pearl St.

Butte, Mont Pacific Mutual Film Corp..American Theatre Bldg.

Cairo, III Mutual Film Corp 9th St. & Commer'-fai Ave.

Calgary, Alberta M. F. C. of Canada, Ltd... Lesson & Lineham Block

Charlotte, N. C .Mutual Film Corporation 322 North Tryon St.

Chicago, III Mutual Film Corporation 5 S. Wabash Ave.
(Cont. F. F. Corp. Branch)... 5 S. Wabash Ave.

Mutual Film Corporation
(H. & H. Branch) 117 N. Dearborn St.

Cincinnati, Ohio Mutual Film Corporation 111 East Seventh St.

Cleveland, Ohio Mutual Film Corporation. . 108 Prospect Ave., S.E.

Columbus, Ohio Mutual Film Corporation 422 N. High St.

Dallas, Texas Mutual Film C. of Texas 1807 Main St.

Denver, Colo Mutual Film Corporation 1724 Welton St.

Des Moines, Iowa Mutual Film Corporation Cohen Bldg.

Detroit, Mich Mutual Film Corporation 97 Woodward Ave.

El Paso, Texas Mutual Film C. of Texas 524 Trust Bldg.

Escanaba, Mich Mutual Film Corporation 1019 Ludington St.

Evansville, Ind Mutual Film Corporation Keene Bldg.

Fort Smith, Ark Mutual Film Corporation 17 N. 6th Street

Fargo, N. D .....Mutual Film Corporation 119 5th St.

(Temporary Address) n Broadway

Grand Rapids, Mich. ..Mutual Film Corporation 7-8 Hawkins Bldg.

Harrisburg, Pa Mutual Film Corporation 15 N. 5th St.

Houston, Texas Mutual Film Corporation

Indianapolis, Ind Mutual Film Corporation 150 N. Illinois Street

Kansas City, Mo Mutual Film Corp.. of Mo 928 Main St.

Los Angeles, Cal Mutual Film Corporation 825 South Olive St.

Louisville, Ky Mutual Film Corporation 444 So. 4th St.

Memphis, Tenn Mutual Film Corporation 500 So. Main Street

Milwaukee, Wis Mutual Film Corporation 301 Enterprise Bldg.

Minneapolis, Minn.... Mutual Film Corporation 22 North Sixth St.

Montreal, P. Q M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd 154 St. Catherine St.

Newark, N. J Mutual F. Exch. of N. Y 25 Branford Place

New Haven, Conn Mutual Film Corporation 209 Meadow St.

New Orleans, La Mutual Film Corporation 816 Perdido St.

New York City Mutual Film Corporation
(Twenty-third St. Br.) 71 West 23rd St.

M.F.C. Western Film Br 126 W. 46th St.

Oklahoma City, Okla.. Mutual Film Corporation 120 W. Grand Ave.
Omaha, Neb Mutual Film Corporation 1413-1415 Harney St.

Philadelphia, Pa Mutual Film Corporation 257 N. 12th St.
Cont. Feature Film Corp 257 N. 12th St.

Phoenix, Ariz Mutual Film Corporation 201 O’Neil Bldg.

Pittsburgh, Pa Mutual Film Corporation 420 Penn Ave.
Cont. Feature Film Corp 420 Penn Ave.

Portland, Me Mutual Film Corporation 410 Fidelity Bldg.
Portland, Ore Mutual Film Corporation 389 Oak St.

Regina, Sask., Can M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd 312 Westman Chambers

Salt Lake City, Utah..Mutual Film Corp. of Utah.. 123-5 E. Second So. St.

San Antonio, Tex Mutual Film Corporation 228 Prudential Bldg.
San Francisco, Cal. . ..Mutual Film Corporation 162-164 Turk St.

St. John, N. B M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd Waterloo St.

St. Louis, Mo Mutual Film C. of Mo 1311 Pine Street
Seattle, Wash Mutual Film Corporation 205-6 Green Bldg.
Sioux Falls, S. D Mutual Film Corporation. .201 William Fine Arts

Building
Spokane, Wash Mutual Film Corporation 408 First Ave.
Springfield, Mass Mutual Film Corporation 179 Dwight Ave.
Syracuse, N. Y Mutual Film Corporation 205 Bastable Block

Tampa, Fla Mutual Film Corporation 1325 Franklin St.

Toledo, Ohio Mutual Film Corporation 410 Superior St.

Toronto, Ont M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd 180 Victoria St.

Vancouver, B. C M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd 963 Granville St.

Washington, D. C Mutual Film Corporation 428 Ninth St., N. W.
Wheeling, W. Va Mutual Film Corporation 1400 Market St.
Wichita, Kan .Mutual Film Corporation 316 Barnes Bldg.
Wilkesbarre, Pa Mutual FilmCorporation. .61 S. Pennsylvania Ave.
Winnipeg, Manitoba.. M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd 48 Aikins Bldg.

McDermott Ave.

Mutual Pictures
Week of January 3rd, 1916

04348
04349

American

04350 Falstaff

04351
04352

Vogue

04353
04354
04355

Thanhouser

04356 Gaumont

04357 Beauty

04358 Reliance
04359
04360

04361 Centaur
04362

04363 Falstaff

04364 Mutual

04365 Mustang
04366

04367 American

03268 Cub

04369

04371
04372
04373

04374 Beauty

04375 Casino

MASTERPICTURE
No. 54

MONDAY, JANUARY 3

Matching Dreams Comedy
Drama 2

The Optimistic Oriental Comedy 1

Occults

An Innocent Crook Comedy 2

TUESDAY, JANUARY 4

The Bubbles in the Glass.. Society
Drama 3

See America First, No. 17.. Scenic &
Keeping Up with the Joneses Cartoon 1

Billy Van Deusen’s Shadow Comedy 1

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 5

The She Devil Melo-
Drama 3

THURSDAY, JANUARY 6

The Homesteader Animal
Drama

Hilda’s Husky Helper Comedy

Vivian Rich
Alfred Vosburgh
Riley Chamberlin

Frances Keyes

Lorraine Huling

Harris Gordon
Chicago’s Industries

Carol Halloway
John Stepling

Gladys Brockwell
George Beranger

Margaret Gibson

Mutual Weekly No. S3 Topical

FRIDAY, JANUARY 7

The Hills of Glory Western
Drama

Time and Tide Drama

Jerry in the Movies Comedy
SATURDAY, JANUARY 8

Society Wolves Political
Drama

1 Louis Emerald Bates
Claude Cooper

Helene Rosson
E. Forrest Taylor
Alfred Vosburgh

Nell Franzen
George Ovey

Elaine Terris

American

To Be or Not to Be Comedy 1

SUNDAY, JANUARY 9

Alias Mr. Jones Comedy 1

THURSDAY, JANUARY 6

The Other Side of the Door Romantic
Drama 5

Orral Humphrey
Mary Talbott

Harold Lockwood
May Allison

Week of January 10th, 1916

04376
04377

American

04378 Falstaff

04379 Vogue

04380 Thanhouser
04381
04382

04383 Gaumont

04384 Beauty

04385 Rialto
04386
04387

04388 Vogue

04389
04390

Centaur

04391 Falstaff

04392 Mutual

04393
04394

American

04395 American

04396 Cub

04397 Mustang
04398
04399
04400 Beauty

04401

04402 American
04403 Casino

MASTERPIECE

MONDAY, JANUARY io, 1916

Viviana ’ Drama

Belinda’s Bridal Breakfast... Comedy

(TO COME) V... Comedy
TUESDAY, JANUARY n

In the Name of the Law Drama

See America First 1 No. Scenic &
Keeping Up With the

j
18 Cartoon

Joneses ’

The First Quarrel Comedy

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 12

The Secret Agent Secret
Service
Drama

(TO COME) Comedy
THURSDAY, JANUARY 13 ;

Marta of the Jungles Animal
Drama

Reforming Rubbering Rosie.. Comedy

Mutual Weekly No. 54 Topical

FRIDAY, JANUARY 14

The Secret Wire Drama

Spider Barlow Meets Compe- Crook
tition Drama 1

Jerry in Mexico Comedy 1

SATURDAY, JANUARY 15

“Water Stuff” Comedy
Drama 3

Getting in Wrong Comedy 1

Vivian Rich
Leslie Reed

Barbara Gilroy
Bert Delaney

Gladys Hulette
John Lelmberg

Milwaukee, Wis.

Carol Halloway
John Sheehan

Robert T. Haines

Margaret Gibson
2

1 Arthur Cunningham
George Mack

1

Thanhouser

SUNDAY, JANUARY 16

The Gamble Drama

Ham and Eggs Comedy
SPECIAL

THURSDAY, JANUARY 13
The Woman in Politics Political

Drama

Harold Lockwood

Winifred Greenwood
Ed Coxen

George Ovey

Art. Acord

Neva Gerber
Wm. Carroll

2 Harold Lockwood

1 Budd Ross

Mignon Anderson
Ernest Howard
George Mario
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MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION
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A MUTUAL MASTERPICTURE
DE LUXE EDITION

THREE A-WEEK
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A Powerful
Sociological
Drama in
Five Reels
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Week of JAN. 17^'
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MUTUAL FILM CORPO

Announces

J
,Pomer/u/

feature Production
/f? Three jReefc
Porfrauinq the
^Attractive Star'

Gladys
Hulette
One of the three THREE REEL
FEATURES RELEASED ON THE
Mutual Program the week
of JA/S. 11 IH-

A Th fiouser Producfioan
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MUTUAL SPE

Everybody Everywhere
Talks About This
Railroad Novel

Helen Holmes’ absolute fearlessness
— her daring exploits — her expressive
beauty— her beautiful gowns—are the talk of a mil*
lion people, who are seeing the great picture and
reading the wonderful story in the newspapers.

AND now “The Girl
-* and the Game” has
proved itself the greatest success of
the age. Thousands of theatres now have
shown the first chapters of this railroad
film novel. Tremendous crowds, crowds

,

crowdsy have surged into theatres every-
where to view Helen Holmes in this new
production of breath-taking thrills.
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CIAL FEATURE

The story of “The Girl and
The Game’ 5 by Frank Hamilton
Spearman, is appearing week by week, as
the film is released, in more than 1,000 leading
newspapers, including

New York World
Pittsburgh Press
Atlanta Constitution
Omaha Bee
Buffalo Courier
Indianapolis Star
Chicago Evening Post
Detroit Journal
Baltimore American
Boston Globe
Cincinnati Times-Star

And One

San Francisco Chronicle
St. Louis Globe-Democrat
Cleveland Leader
Philadelphia North American
Memphis Commercial Appeal
Milwaukee Sentinel
New Orleans Times-Picayunne
Los Angeles Tribune
Dallas Journal
Seattle Post-Intelligencer

Thousand Others

No other film production ever
has received one-half the newspaper co-
operation that has been accorded “The Girl and the Game.”
The leading papers all over the United States are publish-
ing this thrilling story.

15 Weeks of Stupendous Thrills

15 Weeks of Big Profits!

“The Girl and the Game” consists of fifteen two-act chap-
ters. One chapter to be released each week. Each separate chapter is a succession of
great big THRILLS! Thrills that are logical! Thrills with a punch! One-half a million dollars has
been expended to make these thrills the greatest ever—to make them pull the crowds to your theatre.
Book “The Girl and the Game” RIGHT NOW — before it is too late.

For complete booking information apply to " The Girl and the Game” department of any Mutual Exchange
in America, or to “The Girl and the Game” department of Mutual home office. New York City.

SIGNAL FILM CORPORATION
SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON, President

Publicity Office: 222 South State Street CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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MUTUAL PROGRAM

HfietikmMe
A “Flying A” drama of the wheat fields. Forceful
and picturesque. Two parts, featuring

HAROLD LOCKWOOD
May Allison William Stowell

Directed by Thomas Ricketts

RELEASE DATE, JANUARY 16th

Viviana
A two-part “Flying A” drama especially written

with

VIVIAN RICH

The Secret Wire
Two-part “Flying A” drama, with

HAROLD LOCKWOOD
May Allison William Stowell

I

Supported by GEORGE PERIOLAT and a special cast.

Directed by Reaves Eason

Release Date, January lOth Release Date, January 14th

Spider Barlow Meets Competition
Single reel “Flying A” comedy drama.

Edward CoxenWinifred Greenwood
George Field

Directed by Charles Bartlett

Release Date, January 14th

Directed by Thomas Ricketts

The First Quarrel
A “Beauty” comedy, with

Carol Halloway and John Sheehan
Directed by James Douglass

Released January 1 1th

Getting in Wrong
A “Beauty” comedy, with

Neva Gerber
Lucille Ward

William Carroll
Directed by Jack Dillon

ReleasedJanuary 15th
All *

*Flying A*' and “Beauty * * films
are distributed throughout the
United States and Canada exclu-
sively by Mutual Film Corporation

American Film
Company, Inc.

Samuel S. Hutchinson, President
Chicago, 111.

,
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MUTUAL PROGRAM
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She couldn’t swim. She need-
ed the five dollars, though, that are
paid to moving picture “extra” girls, and so she
jumped. She screamed as she leaped from the burning
vessel. Then the deep, dark ocean waters closed over her
flaxen curls. It’s a “Mustang” three-reel subject from
Charles E. Van Loan’s famous “Buck Parvin and the
Movies” series that millions read in The Saturday Evening Post.
Book published by George H. Doran Company— a comedy that

nearly ends in tragedy, with

“Art” Acord
Larry Peyton Dixie Stratton
Queenie Rosson Ashton Dearholt

Directed by William Bertram

Released Jan. 1 5th!
Two-Reel “Mustang” Drama

The Hills of Glory
Helene Rosson E. Forrest Taylor

Directed by William Bertram

hi i i i i Released Jan. 17th

All “Mustang” dramas are
distributed throughout the
United States and Canada
exclusively by Mutual Film
Corporation.

American Film
Company, Inc.

SAMUEL S.

HUTCHINSON
President

CHICAGO
ILLINOIS
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MUTUAL PROGRAM

Slapsticks With A Reason

jOGua

tanoo

Laugh? Why, man, they’ll

roar when you show your
patrons this side-splitting

comedy. It’s the latest

“Vogue” featuring that
new, eccentric comedian-

—

Sammy???
Released the Week of Jan. 3rd

Another “Vogue” Comedy

Sammy’s Scandalous Scheme
Released the Week of Dec. 27th

“Vogue” comedies are distributed throughout
the United States and Canada exclusively by
Mutual Film Corporation.

Vogue Films, Inc.
Executives: [Joseph H. Finn, Samuel S. Hutchinson.

Publicity Offic"s—222 S. State St.

Chicago, Illinois.
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MUTUAL WEEKLY

6 PALACE
cfimericas Greatest
Vaudeville0heater

SHOWS THE

iiisai^

Because it is the BEST
bipActual Gompariso
tmth all others

'

OU(Saru
Qiveyour Patrons
thesame ReelJlews

oftheworldFIRST
justasshown at trje
JPalaee theater y

<Mw<y0rL
Compare all motographic weekly programs and
see how the Mutual Weekly leads. Haytian Revo-
lutionary scenes were shown by the Mutual
October 28th, the same historic incidents now
offered two months later by another news reel.

For particulars visit or write any Mutual Branch.

Manufactured for the MUTUAL PROGRAM BY GAUMONT.
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MUTUAL MASTERPICTURES
DE LUXE EDITION

E ARLY forthcoming five reel productions to be released by
David Horsley as Mutual Masterpictures, de luxe edition, are

“The Bait” and “Vengeance is Mine!”

The former features William Clifford and Betty Hart, supported
by a cast of well known players, together with the Bostock animals,

and is scheduled for release January 22.

“Vengeance is Mine!” presents Crane Wilbur in a role that gives

his abilities wide scope. An especially selected cast has been en-

gaged for his support. “Vengeance is Mine!” will be released

January 31, instead of January 26, as previously announced.

In the making of these features there is brought into play the

unparalleled equipment of the complete David Horsley studios;

absorbing stories written by trained and high salaried scenario

writers; the wide knowledge of technical experts; the stage craft

efficiency of competent directors; the ability of many popular
players and the thrilling performances of the matchless Bostock
animals. The effect of such a combination is the production of

Masterpictures, de luxe edition, not only in name, but in fact.

In addition to the release of such features, Mr. Horsley will

release every Friday, as heretofore, one of the humorous single reel

Cub Comedies featuring the funniest man in America, George Ovey.

Bookings on all these David Horsley productions to be had at

Mutual exchanges.

DAVID HORSLEY PRODUCTIONS
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MUTUAL PROGRAM

EDWIN THANHOUSER
PRESENTS

°“ Q 6

RELEASED
TUESDAYJAN

4

STAGED by ERNEST WARDE

IN 3 ACTS
cvo ^

THE GENI OF GRAPE GRAPHICALLY DRAMATIZED

WITH AN ALL-THANHOUSTAR CAST, INCLUDING

Harris Gordon.? . . ..

TH05. A.CURRAN • KATHRYN ADAMS

ETHEL JEWETT LORRAINE HULING

EQRGE HARLO-nORRIS FOSTER-MADELINE FAIRBANKS

O PTIMISTIC
RIENTAL
CCULTS

Released in 1 Reel

Monday, January 3 H ILDA’S
USKY
ELPER

Realeeased in one Reel

Thursday, Jannuary 5

Featuring RILEY CHAMBERLIN With Louise Emerald Bates, Claude Cooper
and Frances Keys
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WE EXTEND
our most cordial Christmas Greetings

to the Motion Picture Industry

POWER’S CAMERAGRAPH
DISTRIBUTED BY

A & B Moving Picture Supply Com-
pany, Raleigh. N. C.

American Slide Company, Columbus,
Ohio.

CalehufF Supply Company, Philadel-
phia. Pa.

Consolidated Film and Supply Com-
pany, Atlanta. Dallas. El Paso,
Jacksonville, New Orleans, Memphis,
San Antonio.

Feature Film and Calcium Light Com-
pany, Pittsburgh, Pa.

E. E. Fulton Company, Chicago, III.

J. H. Hallberg, New York City.
Kansas City Machine and Supply Com-
pany, Kansas City, Mo.

Kleine Optical Company, Chicago, III.

H. J. Mandelbauni, Cleveland, Ohio.
G. A. Metcalfe, San Francisco, Cal.
North Western Motion Picture Equip-
ment Company, Minneapolis, Minn.

Pacific Amusement Supply Company,
Los Angeles, Cal.

Picture Theatre Equipment Company,
New York City, Buffalo, N. Y.

Southern Film Service, Houston, Texas.
L. M. Swaab, Philadelphia, Pa.
Swanson & Nolan Supply Company,

Denver, Colorado.
R. D. Thrash Film Company, Dallas,
Texas.

Universal Film and Supply Company,
Charlotte, N. C.

NOTICE
Purchasers of all Power s Cameragraphs No. 6, 6A and 6B are requested to see that the stand and mechanism
are initialed and serial numbers appear thereon, as all those bearing no initials or numbers or having defaced,
obliterated or changed initials or numbers do not carry the guarantee of this company.

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY n™7o°r™y

“BUILT BY BRAINS”
You Can’t Show a Beautiful Film on a Poor Screen

When you buy a Minusa Screen you
don’t merely buy it by the square foot.

Minusa Screens are “BUILT BY
BRAINS” to suit all the particular re-

quirements of YOUR particular theatre

WRITE FOR OURZLITERATURE

MINUSA CINE PRODUCTS CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO. NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO
Houser Building 19 W. 23rd Street 117-19 Golden Gate Ave.

Reel Life

tells the

world’s

biggest

film news
to every

exhibitor

every woek

SAME AS MONEY
MINT REGULATIONS GOVERN OUR OUTPUT

[ ArcusTichetCo.I

| 633PLYMOOTHCT.CHICA60 f

Get More Business your house talks—pro-
gram chatter — advj. —

letters to patron,, etc.—Costa small—results BIG.—E. W. Sargent. America's
leading authority on adr. for exhibitors says of my work: "Lynch writes snappy
stuff—stuff that people like to read—the sort of talk that makes business—he
makes his talks readable, etc."—I can make steady patrons of your people—get
them coming every night—make them so loyal to you that your competitors cannot
lure them away—I can Increase your average receipts 25 to 60 per cent with my
snappy talks—personally written for you.—Write right now for free particulars.

C. H. LYNCH. The Ad Specialist, Spring Valley. III.

NIAGARA GEMS, Sample 10c.
Send for list. Our motto: Quality, price and service.

Everything a theatre can use. Agent wanted in every city.

Niagara Slide Company, Lockport, N. Y.

Successful Exhibitors Advertise

TALK TO YOUR PATRONS WITH

RADIO MAT-SLIDES
The Perfected Typewriting Slide.

Sample at your supply house.

RADIO MAT-SLIDE CO. 313 W. 70th St.. N. Y. C.

(3 i rifi VAII Manufacturing Supplies
iAKfc I UU Interest to Exhibitors?

i IF SO

Advertise in REEL LIFE More Business
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Mutual Masterpictures
The Five Faults of Flo
Revealed in Five Acts. Pride, Envy, Fickle-
ness, Extravagance, Jealousy. Starring Flor-
ence Labadie. Produced by Thanhouser Film
Corporation.

The Woman in Politics

Pictures a Girl’s Battle against Graft and Con-
spiracy. Presenting Mignon Anderson and
George Mario. Five Acts. Produced by Than-
houser Film Corporation.

The Other Side of the Door
A Romantic Drama. In Five Acts. Presenting
Harold Lockwood. Produced by the American
Film Co., Inc.

The Deathlock
A Stirring Play of Alaskan Adventure. Filmed
in the Klondike. Special Mutual Feature. In
Five Acts.

The Painted Soul
A Realistic Drama of the Underworld in Five
Acts. Special Mutual Feature, Starring Bessie
Barriscale.

The Mill on the Floss
Adapted from George Eliot’s Brilliant Novel.
Featuring Mignon Anderson. A Thanhouser
Production in Five Acts.

The Buzzard’s Shadow
A Drama of P'rontier Army Life. In Five Acts.
Produced by the American Film Co., Inc. Star-
ring Harold Lockwood and May Allison.

The Forbidden Adventure
A Romance of Arabia. In Five Acts. Starring
Louise Glaum, Herschal Mayall and Charles
E. Ray. A Mutual Feature.

The Strife Eternal
A Wonderful Romance of Jane Shore. In Five
Acts. Presented by the Celebrated Star, Blanche
Forsythe and a Company of Over 3,000 Players.
A Mutual Production.

Inspiration
The Daring Romance of an Artist’s Model.
Starring Audrey Munson, the Most Beautiful
Woman in the World. Produced by the Than-
houser Film Corporation.

The End of the Road
A Spectacular Drama of the South. In Five
Acts. Featuring Harold Lockwood and May
Allison. Produced by the American Film Co.,
Inc.

The Seventh Noon
A Play of Today. In Five Acts of Climax and
Suspense. Starring the Broadway Favorite,
Ernest Glendenning. A Mutual Feature.

His Wife
A Five Act Emotional Drama from Charlotte
Braeme’s Celebrated Novel. Featuring Ger-
aldine O’Brien. Produced by the Thanhouser
Film Corporation.

The Miracle of Life
A Plea for Motherhood. In Four Acts. Pro-
duced by the American Film Co., Inc. Starring
Margarita Fischer.

The Brink
A Play of Love, Conspiracy and Regeneration.
Starring Forrest Winant and Rhea Mitchell.
Four Thrilling Acts. A Mutual Production.

Bred in the Bone
A Romance of the Stage.. In Four Acts. Pro-
duced by Reliance. Featuring Dorothy Gish.

The Price of Her Silence
A Human Drama of Sentiment and Adventure
U?.,

Four Acts. Produced by the Thanhouser
rilm Corporation. Starring Florence La Badie.

The House of Scandals
A Sensational Drama in Four Acts. Produced
by the American Film Company, Inc. Starring
Harold Lockwood and May Allison.

The Man From Oregon
A Play of Love and Politics. Five Acts. How-
ard Hickman and Clara Williams Play the
Leads. A Mutual Feature.

The Wolf-Man
A Romantic Drama in Four Acts. Produced
by Reliance. Featuring “Billie” West and
Ralph Lewis.

Infatuation
A Drama of the Stage in Four Acts. Produced
by the American Film Company, Inc. Starring
Margarita Fischer and Harry Pollard.

Monsieur Lecoq
A Four Act Screen Version of Emile Gabo-
riau’s Detective Story. Produced by the Than-
houser Film Corporation. Starring William
Morris and Florence La Badie.

A Yankee From the West
An American Drama of Today in Four Acts.
Produced by Majestic. Featuring Signe Auen
and Wallace Reid.

The Toast of Death
A Romance of India in Four Acts. Featuring
Louise Glaum, Harry G. Keenan and Herschal
Mayall. A Mutual Feature.

The Girl From His Town
A Drama of the Stage in Four Acts. Produced
by the American Film Company, Inc. Featur-
ing Margarita Fischer.

Milestones of Life
A Play of the Seasons in Four Acts. Produced
by the Thanhouser Film Corporation. Featur-
ing Mignon Anderson.

The Mating
A Play of College Life in Five Acts. Featur-
ing Bessie Barriscale. A Mutual Feature.

The Fox Woman
A Romance of Japan. In Four Acts. By John
Luther Long. Produced by Majestic. Featur-
ing Teddy Sampson.

Secretary of Frivolous Affairs
A Society Drama in Four Acts. Produced by
the American Film Company, Inc. Featuring
May Allison and Harold Lockwood.

The Flying Twins
A Photoplay of the Circus in Four Parts. Pro-
duced by the Thanhouser Film Corporation.
Featuring Madeline and Marion Fairbanks.

The Reward
A Drama of Stage Life in Four Parts. Pre-
senting Bessie Barriscale. A Mutual Feature.

Up From the Depths
A Drama of Love and Regeneration in Four
Parts. Produced by Reliance. Presenting
Courtenay Foote and Gladys Brockwell.

Her Shattered Idol
How Love and Loyalty Won the Girl. A Drama
of Sentiment and Adventure. In Four Parts.
Produced by Majestic. Featuring Mae Marsh
and Robert Harron.

The Patriot and the Spy
A Thrilling War-Time Romance. In Four
Reels. Produced by the Thanhouser Film Cor-
poration. Presenting James Cruze and Mar-
guerite Snow.

The Lonesome Heart
An American Distinctive Creation. The Ro-
mance of a Foundling. In Four Parts. Pro-
duced by the American Film Company, Inc.
With the Beautiful Margarita Fischer.

The Darkening Trail

A Vivid Story of Yukon Adventure. In Four
Reels. Presenting the Popular Star, W. S.
Hart. A Mutual Feature.

The Failure
A Drama of Newspaper and Theatrical Life.

In Four Reels. Featuring John Emerson. Pro-
duced by Reliance.

Ghosts
By the Famous Norwegian Author, Henrik
Ibsen. In Five Reels. Produced by Majestic.

Starring Henry Walthall.

God’s Witness
A Romantic Drama of Love, Mystery and Ad-
venture. In Four Acts. Produced by the
Thanhouser Film Corporation. Starring Flor-

ence La Badie.

The Lure of the Mask
An American Distinctive Creation. In Four
Reels. Produced by the American Film Com-
pany, Inc. Stars Elsie Jane Wilson and Harold
Lockwood.

Strathmore
From the Immortal Romance by “Ouida.” In

Four Reels. Produced by Reliance.
.

Stars
Charles Clary, Irene Hunt and Francelia Bil-

lington.

Rumpelstiltskin
A Fascinating Fairy Tale. In Four Reels.

Clyde Tracy in the Title Role. A Mutual
Feature.

The Absentee
The Problems of Life Portrayed in Symbolic
Scenes. With Robert Edeson. In Five Reels.

Produced by Majestic.

A Child of God
A Drama of Love and Regeneration. By the
Great American Novelist, Cyrus Townsend
Brady. In Four Reels. Produced by Reliance.

With Francelia Billington and Sam De Grasse.

The Cup of Life
A Vivid Picture of a Great Moral Problem.
In Five Reels. Starring Bessie Barriscale. A
Mutual Feature.

Captain Macklin
A Drama of Love and War. From the Cele-

brated Novel by Richard HardinSeptlintaila
Four Reels. Produced by Majestic. Starring
Lillian Gish.

Man’s Prerogative
A Moral Problem Play. Produced by Reliance.

In Four Reels. Star, Robert Edeson.

On the Night Stage
A Gripping West&rn Drama. In Five Reels.

With Robert Edeson and William S. Hart. A
Mutual Feature.

A Man and His Mate
A Great Human Story of the Drug Evil. In
Four Reels. Produced by Reliance. Star,

Henry Woodruff.

Enoch Arden
A Film Version of the Immortal Poem by Lord
Alfred Tennyson. In Four Reels. Produced
by Majestic. Starring Lillian Gish.

The Outlaw’s Revenge
Founded on the Life of General Villa. In Four
Reels. Produced by Reliance. Stars, Mae
Marsh, R. A. Walsh and Irene Hunt.

The Devil
A Screen Version of the Famous Tragedy by
Franz Molnar. In Five Reels. Stars, Edward
J. Connelly and Bessie Barriscale. A Mutual
Feature.

The Outcast
From the Graphic Story by Thomas Nelson
Page. In Four Reels. Produced by Reliance.
Starring Mae Marsh.

The Lost House
A Thrilling Play of Mystery and Adventure.
In Four Reels. Produced by Majestic. Star,

Ldlian Gish.

The Quest
An Exciting Romance of the South Seas. In
Five Reels. Produced by the American Film
Company, Inc. Star, Margarita Fischer.

The Last Concert
A Beautiful Love Story of an Old Musician
and His Pretty Daughter. Featuring Ellis F.
Glickman and Minnie Berlin. In Four Parts.

CABBY PTC. CO., N. Y.
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PLAYED TO PACKED HOUSES DURING THE

LAST FEW WEEKS IN NEWYORK. CHICAGO

BOSTON. SAN FRANCISCO AND LOSANGELEJ.
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The Art Scope of the Motion Picture
Samuel S. Hutchinson Discusses
Interesting Elements of Recent Photo-

play Successes of a New Character—
“ The Picture Has No Limitations.”

ISCOVERED—the satire of the screen.

Samuel S. Hutchinson, president of the American
Film Company, Inc., stands out among the makers

of photoplays as student of the literature of the screen and
the film as a form of art expression.

Without at all discounting his importance as a film finan-

cier and a dominant factor in the industrial phase of the

business, one is tempted to believe that his deepest abiding

interest is in the art phase of camera drama production.

This trait of interest shines through the productions

which Mr. Hutchinson’s various companies release through

the Mutual Film Corporation. The high literary standards

of the scenarios of American Masterpictures, Clipper Star

Features, Mustang Star Features, and American and Beauty
photoplays are to be pointed to as evidences of his close per-

sonal interest and attention.

The Buck Parvin in the Movies series by Charles E. Van
Loan, now being released, presents some of the most strik-

ing phases of the literary development of American produc-

tions.

“It is in this series that we have discovered the satire of

the screen,” remarked Mr. Hutchinson the other day, on the

ocasion of a visit to New York—a reluctant absence from
his picturesque studios in quaint old Santa Barbara.

“We have heard a great deal of particularly favorable

comment on the release in this series entitled This Is the

Life.

“And in this picture we have achieved for the first time

in the history of film art, the expression of satire, mingled

most pleasantly and effectively with good dramatic quality

and clean fun. It is one of the rich pictures from which

one takes just what one brings to it. If one approaches it

with a ‘slap-stick mind’ he can find some laughs, and yet to

the more discriminating type there is much of a more subtle

quality that inspires keen appreciation. In the achievement

of screen satire we have taken for our own one of the most
elusive of literary properties.

No Restrictions or Limitations

“A most gifted member of one of

New York’s literary colonies remarked
the other day: ‘I did not believe it pos-

sible to put the fun and real humor of

Van Loan’s stories on the screen. I am
sure now that it has been done, that it

opens up a new line of possibilities in

the photoplay.’

“I can hardly agree with this man’s
point of view when he practically as-

sumes that the photoplay is surrounded
by restrictions and limitations within

those of the written word.

“I insist that anything that can be
put into type can be put into pictures

—

and a great deal more.

“It is interesting in this connection to

consider the development of the lan-

guage of the screen, too. The screen has its language and
in this language what I call ‘screen literature’ is written.

As we progress, both the photoplay public and the writers
and makers of photoplays are gaining a more complete mas-
tery of this shadow language. That is making for better

art expression and a full realization of the whole scope of
possibilities of the film as a medium of expression.

“Through a study of the releases of the successive years,

we can trace this very natural but wonderful development
of screen literature and its language. You see when films

—I can’t possibly call them photoplays—were young, there
was absolutely no language of the film. The film just took
over for its own the crudities of the pantomime art as it

was then developed. There was no means and no attempt
to express the shades of feeling, the coloring of sentiment,
the dainty touches that go to make up the real dramatic
situations of the high-class photoplay of today.
“The films of that earlier period are related to those of

today about as a small boy’s hickory whistle is related to a
symphony orchestra.

Greater Developments Coming
“I can readily promise myself that greater developments

are to come. Perhaps not so swiftly, or by such sharply
marked steps of evolution, but still certainly and consist-

ently.

“As I sat in the Mutual’s projection room the other eve-
ning and saw The Buzzard’s Shadow screened, I was
amused as my mind flashed back to the time when President
Freuler, of the Mutual, and I organized the American Film
Company, and made the then absolutely revolutionary deci-
sion to make photoplays in which an entire reel, a whole
thousand feet, should be devoted to one subject. There
was a great deal of debate about it then, ampng the ex-
change men and exhibitors, many of whom were seriously
very much in doubt that the public would ever accept such
a big production. There were charges of ‘padding’ and a
cry for a return to the reel with subjects of from a hundred

to two hundred and fifty feet.

“There were no screen stars like

Harold Lockwood then, and if I had
suggested a Masterpicture in five reels

then, my friends would have felt war-
ranted in calling an alienist. There
were no screen plots, and only the vague
conception in the minds of a very few
that there ever would be such a thing
as we find the photodrama of today.

“Yet some weeks ago we completed
the making of a photoplay novel that

would require fifteen hours of continu-

ous projection to run off

—

The Diamond
from the Sky.

Recognizing Film Expression

“Another fact of significance is in the

bringing into the service of photoplay
art the really creative forces of literary

“ VT is interesting tocon-
£ sider the development

of the language of the
screen. The screen has a
language all its own, and
in this language what I
call *screen literature’ is

written. As we progress

,

both the photo-play pub-
lic and the writers and
makers of photoplays are
gaining a more complete
mastery of this shadow
language, that is making
for better art expression
and a full realization of
the whole scope of the
film as a medium of ex-
pression.**
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endeavor, and the rapidly growing appreciation of the pos-

sibilities of the medium of film expression. We have seen

the greatest of the actors seek the screen. Now we are

seeing the more gifted and capable writers adopting the

language of the screen for their ultimate expression—and
with a most respectful appreciation of its power.

“I can think of no more apt example than Frank Ham-
ilton Spearman, the author of The Girl and the Game. For
many years he had been one of the foremost successful

novelists of America, the author of a wonderful series of

successes, railroad stories, short stories, serials and novels.

“Yet it is hardly more than two years ago that a Chicago

newspaper man of my acquaintance, a friend of Mr. Spear-

man’s, was able to induce the author to go to see a picture

play. Mr. Spearman was introduced to the pictures in a

little theatre in Evanston, 111., where he was then living.

He stayed the performance through and left with nothing

at all to say about the pictures.

“But the next night he managed to spare an hour for the

photoplay again. In a short time he was seeing every im-

portant release that was booked in his town.

“Today he is author of one of the most remarkable pic-

ture novels yet produced

—

The Girl and the Game. And
now instead of gingerly conceding possibilities to the pic-

tufes he is insisting on their coming dominance as a medium
of literary expression.

“I can conceive of nothing more
vitally interesting than to be thus

associated with the birth and
growth of a distinct art.

“I concede no limitations to the

screen.”

* >s= * * *

Wiliam F. Russell, who will

make his first appearance as a

star of American Film Corpora-
tion’s Mutual Masterpictures, De
Luxe Edition, in The Thorough-
bred, released January 17, has

quit “heavying” for a time, to re-

turn to hero roles. During his

entire recent engagement with

the North American Film Corpo-
ration in the role of Blair Stan-

ley in The Diamond from the

Sky, Russell was a villain of the

direct kind. He was a clever,

scheming, handsome, rascally vil-

lain, and his acting rightly in-

curred the hatred of everyone
who saw the picture.

Whether Russell grew tired of

being despised, or whether he has
a greater fondness for hero roles

than heavy ones, does not matter.

He is versatile enough to be a

success in either.

It was four years ago that he
became associated with motion
pictures. He started with the

Biograph Company, then joined

the Thanhouser forces, remain-
ing there some time. Later he
appeared in Klaw & Erlanger
features and in Famous Players
productions.

In The Thoroughbred, the

American Mutual Masterpicture,
De Luxe Edition, Russell goes
far beyond anything he has ever
done before on the screen.

Ruby Makes a Star
Thanhouser Publicity Expert
“ Pulls a Stunt,” Which
Brings Fame to Pretty Girl

O stardom in a night

!

Because Sophie Sadowski was the prettiest girl at

the Boston Motion Picture Exhibitors’ Ball in Novem-
ber, she had a career and fame given to her without even
the asking. She is already at work in her new profession in

a motion picture which will make immortal the story of her
lucky leap into fame.

Sophie Sadowski went to the Boston Exhibitors’ ball be-

cause she had always been fond of pictures and picture

players.

There were many people there, and many press agents,

each primed for some master stroke of publicity which would
net for his own company the biggest share of the news copy
in the Boston newspapers.

Leon J. Rubinstein, publicity director for the Thanhouser
Film Corporation, had the prize scheme up his sleeve.

When the ball was in progress, he announced that Edwin
Thanhouser offered a career in motion pictures to the
prettiest girl at the ball. A committee was appointed,

made up of Florence La Badie,
famous Thanhouser star, and
several Boston newspaper men.

Sophie Sadowski was given
the decision without a demurring
vote, and within an hour she had
been rechristened “Doris Grey,”
and plans had been made to re-

ceive her at the Thanhouser
studios.

At present Doris Grey and a
strong cast are at Jacksonville,
Fla., at work on a picture entitled

What Doris Did, under the di-

rection of George Foster Platt.

Sadie Sadowski was a Boston
school girl, or rather a sweet girl

graduate, who had just com-
pleted her high school education,
and was living at home with her
parents.

She was exceptionally partial

to the motion pictures, and had
often wished that she could be
an actress.

Her wish has been fulfilled in

a manner that she had never
dreamed of in the wildest of her
school girl dreams. Now she is

a motion picture star, with a won-
derful future before her.

“I am the happiest girl in the
world, I think,” said pretty,

sparkling-eyed little Doris Grey,
just before she left for Florida
with the Thanhouser contingent.

“Like the little girl in the story,

I have to keep pinching my arm
to see if I am awake. It seems as

if such good fortune as came to

me must exist only in fairy tales

or in dreams, and that I will wake
up some day and find that I am
still back in Boston as I was be-
fore the evening of the ball.”

i
' ,s-mm

Anna L.ittle and Arthur Acord, Mustang stars,

appearing in American releases which typify the
spirit of American photoplays
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Mutual’s Newest Star
Marguerite Courtot, Engaged by

Gaumont Studios for Mutual
Masterpictures, De Luxe Edition

THERE is no one more happily and busily at work at

the Gaumont’s big, airy winter studios in Jackson-

ville, Fla., than a fluffy-haired, blue-eyed little girl

who came to the Mutual as a Christmas gift.

This busy little person is no other than Marguerite Cour-
tot, the popular screen favorite, who left New York with

her mother and her sister, Jeannette, on Christmas Day to

become a permanent star for the Gaumont Company. Ar-
riving in Jacksonville New Year’s Day, she immediately be-

gan work on the first of the Mutual Masterpictures, De
Luxe Edition, in which she will star, entitled The Dead
Alive. Miss Courtot is being supported, as she will be from
now on, by Sydney Mason as the leading man, and a splen-

did cast.

Just before Miss Courtot sailed for Jacksonville she

interrupted her packing of the last of a score of trunks to

receive a representative of Reel Life.

“I am French, you know,” the pretty star volunteered,

with an adorable lisp which accorded entirely with the rose-

bud mouth, the luminous blue eyes and the curls.

“My father was bom in France, and mother came from
a French canton in Switzerland. I was born in Summit,
N. Y., in 1897, which makes me eighteen years old, you
see.

“We lived both abroad and in this country when I was
a kiddie. Then, when I was about eight, my father died,

and mother, Jeannette and I went back to Switzerland. I

went to school over there, such a dear, quaint little school

at Lausanne, where I learned to speak French and forgot

what little English I knew almost entirely.

“After a time we came to New York, and mother sent

me to school. We were so happy and contented in our
home, the three of us, that when a friend of ours suggested
that he believed I would photograph well, and that mother
take me to the studios, we laughed at it, and paid no at-

tention.

“I was far too young to quit my lessons, and anyway,
neither mother nor I had even dreamed of my acting.

“Our friend insisted, however, and at last mother and I

went over to the studio. The men in charge seemed to like

me, and offered me an immediate position. But we refused

it. By the next spring I had become a little more inter-

ested, and in response to a letter from the company mother
and I went to the studio again. This time I decided to try

the pictures out.

“My tryout was so satisfactory to me and to them that

you see I have never left the pictures,” Miss Courtot added.
Miss Courtot will star in Mutual Masterpictures, Edition

De Luxe, a number of which are now being prepared ex-
clusively for her.

“And do you like the pictures now?” the interviewer

asked the charming little star.

“Do you think I would have stayed in them for three

years with one company if I had not liked them?

“I am like an old tabby cat”—in spite of the fact that the

interviewer demurred—“I am always happy and contented
wherever people are good to me. And I just stay on.”

“It is surprising how good people are to me,” she con-

tinued. “I receive so many letters, and in all that have
come, there has never been one which did not deserve an
answer.

“M any
school girls

write me.
Some ask me
for clothes. I

do not send
them because I

have no way of

knowing wheth-
er or not they
need them. If

I knew they were needy, I would be glad to send them.
“Many older people write, too, but comparatively few

young men.”
Here the pretty actress’s eyes wandered to the big em-

blem of a western university on the wall, and blushingly

she admitted that it had come from the “comparatively few.”

“I am so happy and busy with my work that I have little

time for anything else. I read some and embroider a great

deal.”

There were many things she talked of—of Bebe and
Mogul, the collies she had once owned, of clothes, of books,,

of flowers, of music. But mostly she talked of her work..

“I am so happy to become a Mutual player,” she said.

And the Mutual feels that it has added a real treasure

to its long list of stars in the person of charming little

Marguerite Courtot.

Marguerite
Courtot,
charming

screen
favorite,
starring-

in Mutual
Master-
pictures,

De Luxe
Edition.
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“As A Woman Sows”
Masterpicture, De]Luxe Edition

Depicting a Young Wife’s Folly. Pro-

duced by Gaumont. Starring Gertrude

Robinson and Alexander G aden

WHEN Gertrude Robinson and Alexander Gaden put

their names to contracts with the Gaumont Com-
pany a few weeks ago, a tremor of anticipation ran

through discriminating lovers of motion pictures. Public

taste, without any question, has been educated to a high

pitch by Gaumont achievements of the last several months
which have seen the exodus form the Broadway stage to

the Flushing studio of a procession of brilliant men and
women players. The camera, that severest test of an
actor’s popularity, has but intensified the abilities and per-

sonal attractiveness of these talented recruits.

And an eager public may confidently look for-

ward to the debut of Miss Robinson and Mr.
Gaden in As A Woman Sows, a five-part

Mutual Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition.

Miss Robinson and her leading man re-

cently hurried South to the Gaumont studios

in Jacksonville, Fla., where out-of-door scenes may be taken

in the dead of winter. Never before had they appeared in

films together, although each previously had starred on the

screen. It would be difficult to say which is the greater

favorite.

Miss Robinson will long be remembered for her appealing

ingenue work with Miss Edith Taliaferro, a few seasons

ago. She then played with H. J. Stoddard in “Beside the

Bonny Briar Bush.” Later, she supported Edith Wynne
Mathison and Thomas Jefferson. Her stage career, though
brief, was invaluable for its fine associations and training.

Miss Robinson’s initiation into films occurred some few
years ago.

Alexander Gaden has had abundant and varied experience

both behind the footlights and before the camera. He is well

known for his clean-cut performances in “The Girl from the

Golden West,” “The Christian,” “Strongheart,” “The
Devil,” and “The School for Scandal.” His “Mercutio” in

“Romeo and Juliet” was praised by the critics. In “The
Merchant of Venice,” his “Bassanio” was enthusiastically

received. And as “D’Artagnan” in “The Three Muske-
teers,” he was a figure not to be forgotten.

A particularly virile, forceful actor, Mr. Gaden has a fol-

lowing wide as the continent. In screen roles he has been
seen to advantage with James O’Neil in the photoplay ver-

sion of “The Count of Monte Christo,” with Celia Loftus
in “A Lady of Quality,” and with Mary Pickford in “Fan-
chion, the Cricket.”

As a Woman Sows is an intimate story of married life.

Loren Hayward (Alfred Gaden) has just been elected

mayor of Lynboro. He is so engrossed in political house-
cleaning that he neglects his young wife, Milly (Gertrude
Robinson). Hayward’s Aunt Abbie (Mathilde Baring) and
his cousin, Georgia (Yvonne Chappelle) seize upon this op-
portunity to make trouble between husband and wife, for
Georgia is ambitious to win Loren for herself and Aunt
Abbie is willing to alienate Milly’s affections to this end.
They suggest to the lonely girl that she get up a flirtation

to revive her husband’s interest. Milly openly flirts with
Robert Chapman (John Reinhard), who thinks she is ser-

ious. Soon she finds herself in a difficult position. Hay-
ward, discovering the affair, leaves Milly, taking with him
their little son, Bobby.

Milly steals Bobby and flees the city. Inadvertently she

takes with her some documents which Hayward needs to en-

trap a political boss. He believes that not only has she
robbed him of the child, but also of his honor as mayor.
The father contrives to get Bobby back. Soon after this,

both Loren and the child succumb to fever. Milly returns to

take care of them, and husband and wife are reconciled.

But the story does not end here. Some weeks later,

Loren and Milly give a small evening “at home.” Chapman
appears among the guests. At a late hour, while trying to

find his hat and coat, he blunders into Milly’s room. She is

there, and thrown into a panic on hearing Loren’s step on
the stairs, she foolishly locks the door. Without knowing
it, a few minutes before, Milly has interrupted the opera-
tions of two burglars who now are also locked in the room.
Chapman kills one of the crooks, and escapes in pursuit of
the other. When Loren forces open the door he finds Milly
alone with a dead thief. He never learns how near circum-
stances came to destroying his newly found faith in his wife.

Mr. J. E. Bowden, the popular and progressive mayor of
Jacksonville, hospitably consented to let Director Haddock,
of the Gaumont Company, make several scenes in “As a

Woman Sows” at his home. A real mayoral mansion, ac-
cordingly, adds to the realism of the production. Beautiful
photography and brilliant acting distinguish this Masterpic-
ture, De Luxe Edition.

*****
When it comes to local color no one will be able to criti-

cise the colege scenes in the Mutual Masterpicture, De Luxe
Edition, The Drifter. Director Richard Garrick took his

Gaumont players to New Orleans to film racing scenes, and
while there literally stumbled upon Tulane University. He
had not contemplated taking his college scenes in the Crescent
City, but when he once gazed on the beautiful locations
which Tulane offered, he set up shop on the campus. Col-
lege students were pressed into service and gave realistic

representations of undergraduate life. The stars of the
production, Lucille Taft and Alexander Gaden, thoroughly
enjoyed their college experiences with the young people to

whom the making of a motion picture was both new and
wonderful.
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“Lord Loveland Discovers America”
Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition

Filmed from the book of the same

name by C. N. and A. M. Wil-

liamson, Starring Arthur Maude

Arthur Maude,
Celebrated
English Actor,

as “Lord Love-

land.”

N. AND A. M.
WILLIAMSON,
foremost among

present day writers of

American fiction, have
written much that is de-

lightful, but nothing more
deliciously humorous
than the British-Ameri-

can story, Lord
Loveland Dis-

covers America,

which has been

made into a mo-
tion picture by

the American Film Com-
pany, and will serve as the

second Mutual Masterpic-

ture, Edition De Luxe,
from the studios of that

famous company.
Lord Loveland comes

primed for an altogether

different America than he

finds. He has a notion

that all the heiresses will

fall for his title, and that

the hotels and restaurants

and banks will

stand waiting to

give him credit.

And why should

not he believe

they would ? His
mother had said

they would be-
fore he left good old England. It had happened to other
Englishmen before him.

Shortly after landing, his highness discovers that a bogus
Lord Loveland has been passing himself off on the great
American public. Banks, hotels, exclusive clubs and friends
to whom he has letters have all been informed of the im-
poster’s presence on this side of the Atlantic, and Lord
Loveland finds himself left alone to the tender mercies of
a heartless world with forty cents in his pocket.
Through a little deed of valor which he commits with

tremendous nonchalance his lordship came in touch with
one Bill Willing, a poor but deserving member of society,

who ventures the information that two beds can be hired for
the night for the sum of forty cents.

Thereupon the two proceed to the “Bat Hotel,” on the
Bowery.
Next day, Lord Loveland, be-monocled and still in eve-

ning clothes, gets a position in Alex’s restaurant as a waiter.
Tony Kidd, an enterprising young reporter, gets a good

look at the nobleman-waiter, then proceeds to write him
up. Then follows a tremendous increase of business for
Alex. New York turns out to do homage to the English

peer, but not as he had planned on having them do before

his arrival. They consider him a most unusual garcon.

Events happen rapidly from then on for his lordship. A
young woman playwright, Leslie Dearmer, by name, comes
to Alex’s restaurant with the sensation seekers. Then he
loses his position at Alex’s, almost obtains another with a
second-rate theatrical troupe, but is rescued by the young
woman playwright and made her chauffeur.

Naturally, Lord Loveland falls in love with his fair em-
ployer. As they ride one day, he tells her of his devotion

so ardently that they smash into a tree. The smash ends
happily for his lordship, however, for when Miss Dearmer
returns to consciousness and finds herself in her chauf-

feur’s arms, she acknowledges that she loves him, and they

live happily ever afterwards.

Arthur Maude, the American star, is a master of char-

acter portrayal. Mr. Maude is also an Englishman, the

cousin of Cyril Maude, so dear to the stages of both Eng-
land and America. Understanding the feelings of Lord
Loveland, then, and being familiar with the mannerism and
the eccentricities of the English peerage which seem amus-
ing to the American public, Mr. Maude is perfectly adapted

to the role of the English lord.

His presentation of the ludicrous helplessness of Lord
Loveland, and yet his fearlessness when real danger pre-

sents itself, is excellent.

Constance Crawley is cast for an interesting role in

Leslie Dearmer, the playwright. She represents a type

of typical New York young woman, possessed of means,
yet interested in the activities of the country, always alert

for the new and the interesting, and accomplishing real

results.

Mr. Maude and Miss Crawley are supported by Will-

iam Carroll, Charles Newton, William Frawley, George
Clancy and Nell Franzen.

There has never been a play presented in picture, per-

haps, which possesses so much of New York’s varied at-

mosphere as this tale by the Williamsons. There is the

expensive and exclusive hotel life, Bowery existence, the

fickle and changing Bohemian life which gathered about
Alex’s in response to Tony’s story, and a still different

strata represented by Leslie.

Lord Loveland Discovers America, as a Masterpicture,
Edition De Luxe, contains all the elements from the drama
of life which make real drama on the stage. It is humor-
ous and almost pathetic, yes, but beneath its veneer of
laughter is a foundation of real human kindness and
generosity.

Humor, motion picture experts agree, is most difficult of
screen expression. The subtleness of it is hard to catch
with such unwieldly tools as the camera and film. Lord
Loveland, therefore, offers a most pleasing surprise in that

its mirth-provoking touches are handled with a delicacy

and subtlety which marks this film as entirely unusual.

It is a picture which will live in the memories of those
who see it long after the shadows have faded from the

screen. It is wholesome, and there can never be too much
of this sort of motion picture.
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Betrayed —Masterpic
De Luxe Edition

A Stirring D r a m a .

Produced by Thanhouser.

Starring< Grace De Carlton

A S Little Fawn, in Betrayed, a Mutual Masterpicture,

De Luxe Edition, produced by the Thanhouser Film
Corporation, Grace De Carlton, attractive and talented

young star of the New Rochelle studios, delivers one of the

most impressive portrayals ever presented on a motion
picture screen.

And as Heart-of-Oak, young chief of a remnant of the

vanishing race, Robert Whittier, long a star of the legiti-

mate stage, who is making his initial appearance as a Mutual
leading man as co-star of Miss De Carlton, presents an
equally striking interpretation.

American history presents no more pitiful a tragedy than
that of the redman, who ruled supreme throughout the

North American Continent until the coming of the white
man gradually drove him from the forests and the plains

to the reservations, where he is now living under strict

Government supervision.

It is true that many of the Indians, descendants of the

greatest warriors and chieftains their race has ever known,
are making desperate efforts to save the remnants of their

people by securing an education in Government colleges, in

the hope of later devoting their services to welfare of their

brother and sister redmen. And, too, the Indian hdpes to

preserve himself by getting an education which shall make
him the equal of the white man—but' in most instances all

his knowledge ever brings him is melancholy, a still more
forlorn hopelessness of surviving his conquerors. His
imagination, his arts, his way of living all belong to an age
that is past and gone.

How often repeated has been the history of young Indian
sons and daughters who have returned with their education
to the tribes of their pqople—only to sink back into lethargy

due to the overpowering influences of environment and the

listlessness which has come from the suppression of all their

splendid racial traditions

!

Betrayed presents the Indian in a new role, something
heretofore never attempted in a motion picture drama. It

deals with Heart-of-Oak, who shakes the dust of a Western
reservation for a college career in the East. Heart-of-Oak
is the son of a noted chief, and has taken the preservation

of his race deeply at heart. His younger sister, Little Fawn,
worships him.

At college, the Indian quickly becomes a favorite. He
wins a place on the ’varsity crew, and finds a friend in a
fellow oarsman, Granville Wingham, a young American of
wealthy parents. Granville’s sister, Carolyn, also has a high
regard for Heart-of-Oak—though the attachment never be-

comes romantic, Carolyn being betrothed to a young man
whom she has known since childhood.

Little Fawn wins a scholarship in the Indian school in

the West, and surprises her brother by announcing that she
is ready to return East with him the second year to share
his studies. Carolyn befriends Little Fawn in her strange
surroundings. At the sophomore ball, dressed in an Indian
costume, she innocently captures the admiration of Gran-
ville. On their return West for the summer Little Fawn
secretly cherishes memories of the handsome white student
who has covertly made love to her.

Wingham, the elder, owns a ranch near the reservation.

His son and daughter visit the property. They see a great

deal of Heart-of-Oak and his sister. With deep foreboding

the Indian watches Little Fawn and his friend. He talks

gravely with the girl, telling her that for the sake of her
own people she should not think of marriage outside her
ancestral race. The Indian puts his trust in his college

friend, whom he believes to be the soul of honor.

When the disillusionment comes Heart-of-Oak tracks the

runaways into the wilderness. The deep-rooted passion of

the redskin for revenge takes possession of this educated
Winnebago, who reverts to the type of his savage forebears.

Ordering his sister into the hills, he closes in ferocious man-
to-man battle with her lover—until the white man, bound
and helpless, lies at the mercy of his erstwhile friend. Mean-
while, Carolyn has been summoned by the ruthless Indian.

His vengeance is to be complete. But Little Fawn, driven

back to the place by anxiety for the man she loves, is in

time to sacrifice her own life for the safety of the white

woman. His fury quenched by the sight of this sister, dead
at his feet, Heart-of-Oak commands his victims to return

to their own people—that he may be alone with his next of

kin. * * * * *

Robert Whittier, who makes his initial appearance as a

Mutual star, in support of Grace De Carlton in Betrayed,

a Mutual Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition, produced at

the Thanhouser studios, has long been prominently con-

nected with the speaking stage. During his career behind

the footlights, Mr. Whittier appeared in support of some
of the most noted of American stage celebrities. Until

recently Mr. Whittier had never appeared before a. motion
picture camera, and until approached by representatives of

the Thanhouser studios, had never listened to an offer. For
his first appearance as a motion picture star, Mr. Whittier

was assigned a part that particularly well fits his many tal-

ents. His interpretation of Heart-of-Oak is one of the

most impressive of its kind ever presented on a motion

picture screen.

Robert Whittier as “Heart-of-Oak” and Grace De Carlton
as “Little Fawn” in "Betrayed”
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“THE PHANTOM WIT-
NESS”—'THAN-O-PLAY
Three Reels

—

A Thanoplay Feature,
Starring Edwin Stanley and

Kathryn Adams.

A DRAMA, powerful as it

is uncanny, is The Phan-
tom Witness, in which

the double exposure is used to

simulate an apparition from the

Invisible World. Like a story

of Edgar Allan Poe’s is the

scene in the court room when
Lilavan, supposedly a suicide,

first appears to her lover and
reveals to him the true history

of her tragic death. Edwin
Stanley impersonates the young
lawyer who wins justice for his

lost sweetheart. Kathryn Ad-
ams is both girl and ghost. And
the crabbed old criminal exposed
by Stanley is appallingly life-like

as portrayed by William Burt.

Jacob Weiner (William Burt),
the story shows, as the legal

guardian of Lilavan MacLeod,
has come to think of Lilavan’s

fortune as his own. He cannot
endure the thought of giving up
the girl’s money when she mar-
ries David Thayer, the young
district attorney to whom she is engaged. Thayer notices that

his sweetheart is growing more and more despondent. She
complains to him of constantly hearing the pattering of rats.

Once she burst out with, “If I thought I would become an
invalid and a burden to you, I would rather die.” A few
days later, she is found dead. Circumstances point strongly

to suicide.

Prostrated by his loss, the young attorney leaves town.
He is ill for many weeks. On his return he buries himself
in his work. The first day he again enters the court room,
he sees, sitting in a chair which she was accustomed to oc-
cupy in life, his dead sweetheart. Turning to an attendant,
Thayer asks the man if he sees anybody in the room. The
other shakes his head. Court adjourns—and as the attorney
sits alone in the deserted chamber, the form and features of
Lilavan once more manifest themselves to him. From her
lips he learns the true story of her death.

Jacob Weiner had played upon his ward’s sensitive nerves
by imprisoning rats beneath the flooring. Their pattering
about at night had driven the girl almost frantic. She had
readily accepted the old man’s suggestion that she go to the
drug store and buy a poison to put an end to these tormen-
tors. He had contrived to slip part of the drug into a glass
of water which Lilavan had poured out for herself. So
cleverly had the guardian worked the thing that suicide
seemed the only plausible verdict.

Thayer lost no time in putting Weiner on the witness
stand. His merciless cross-examination soon brought the old
scoundrel to his knees. Weiner goes to prison. That same
night, the lover succumbs to the superhuman strain of
weeks. In the Invisible World he is reunited with the
spirit of Lilavan.

WILD JIM, REFORMER
-MUSTANG
Two Reels—The Story of a Bandit’s

Promise, with a Strong Cast.

Wild Jim. . .Jack Richardson
Helen Lizette Thorne
Bill E. Forrest Taylor
Bert. Frank Coolley

Wild Jim’s depredations have

terrorized the Western country.

He meets Helen, a young school-

teacher seeking refuge in a new
country from the brutalities of a

drunken husband. The bandit is

greatly softened by her kindness

to him. Meanwhile, a strong

friendship has been ripening be-

tween Helen and Bill, a young
prospector, to whom she con-

fesses her history. Later, Bert,

the husband, traces Helen to her

cabin in the wilds. He discovers

her talking with Bill, and covers

them both with his pistol. The
timely arrival of Wild Jim places

Bert at the mercy of the latter’s

formidable rifle muzzle. The two
agree to fight it out in a duel.

The men face one another. Their

weapons speak. Bert falls. Helen

and Bill come upon Wild Jim

just as he is cutting a fourteenth notch in his gun. Bill now
is free to offer love and a home to Helen, who joyfully

accepts. She urges Wild Jim to give up his lawless ways.

That night he leaves the country. The years pass. Helen

and Bill are obliged one night to beg shelter of an aged

mountaineer. Sitting before the fire, Helen relates the

story of Wild Jim. “I have often wondered what became
of him,” she adds. The bent, old man rises, and takes from

the wall a weapon, long disused, which he hands to Helen.

On the stock are fourteen notches. The bandit has kept

his promise.
* * * * *

THE SILENT TRAIL—AMERICAN
Two Reels—A Tale of Love and Revenge in the Woods, with Nan

Christy and Ashton Dearholt.

Frank Martin Ashton Dearholt

Joe Mandott Jack Prescott

John Hayward Charles Newton
Helen Hayward Nan Christy

John Hayward, an aged trapper, is caught in the steel

jaws of one of his own traps. Joe Mandott, a woodsman
rescue him. Helen, the trapper’s daughter, falls in love

with him. Eventually, they are betrothed. Frank Martin,

Joe’s partner, wins Helen’s regard. She soon realizes that

she loves him far more deeply than she loves Joe. Later

Helen and Joe are married. Mandott is cruel and abusive.

Frank is powerless to interfere. At last Helen returns to

her father. The old trapper vows vengeance for his daugh-
ter’s wrongs. Joe, enraged by Helen’s desertion, starts out

to find and reclaim her. He meets Hayward, who thrashes

Kathryn Adams as “Lilavan MacLeod,” Star of ‘‘The
Phantom Witness.”
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SEE AMERICA FIRST-KEEPING UP WITH
THE JONESES-GAUMONT
Split Reel—The Pretty Mutual Traveler takes a trip through the

dells of the Wisconsin, now bound in ice.

MUTUAL WEEKLY NO. 54—GAUMONT
One Reel—World Wide Events Caught by the Mutual’s Cameramen.

“Daredevil Frank” Steinbacher in his “slide for life”

heads the bill of interesting and world wide events which
are recorded for motion picture patrons in Mutual Weekly
No. 54. He is followed by the arrival of the “Infanta
Isabelle” on a visit at Seville, Spain

;
then by the explosion

on the steamer “Aztec” at Brooklyn, which killed nine

;

and the King Alphonso’s artillery in action at Barcelona,
Spain. There are other places and events of equal interest

pictured, including the new city hall at San Francisco,

opened by Mayor Rolph; the recent hurricane in New
England; Congressman Frank Buchanan charged with con-

spiration to foment strikes in American munition plants

arriving in Washington
; the winter society carnival at Win-

chendon, Mass.
;
the torpedoing of the “Persia”

;
the com-

mencing of outdoor practice for Harvard athletes; the sink-

ing of “The Natal” with 300 of its crew
;
winter racing at

New Orleans; the passing of a poor negro’s invention of

a R. R. mail receiver at Philadelphia
;
the death of Governor

Winfield Scott Hammond, governor of Minnesota
;
and the

destruction of 5,000 gallons of liquor at Birmingham, Ala.

Pictures of Lord and Lady Aberdeen at the American Civic

convention in Washington; of Major General Bell, just ap-

pointed commander of the Western Division of the United
States army; of Fred Fulton, the Rochester giant who says
he will vanquish Jess Willard

;
and of “Fido” going to the

dentist to have his teeth fixed up at the only dental clinic

for animals at Boston, complete the film.

In the summer time the dells of the Wisconsin river offer

an ever changing picture of vari-colored cliffs rising sheer

from the boiling water of the river, of weird canyons and
gulches and grotesquely carved rocks, of overhanging banks,

green with foliage of trees and vines, and brightened by
the presence of modest wild flowers, and again a panorama
of rolling fields and meadows, from which, here and there,

rises the smoke of a farmer’s house.
In the winter time the winding river, the rocky crags, the

tinkling waterfalls have been turned by frost and cold into

fairy grottoes of delicately wrought ice. The vines hang
dead and brown, and the trees, all but the pines, have lost

their handsome summer gowns.
It is here that the pretty Mutual Traveler will take Mutual

spectators in the split-reel scenic No. 19 which will be the

next release of this scenic series.

In the second half of the reel, “Pa” McGinnis will carry

through some of his mirth-provoking attempts at “Keeping
Up With the Joneses” in Harry Palmer’s animated cartoon

by that title.

SAMMY’S
VOGUE

DOUGH -FULL ROMANCE—

One Reel—A Flour-y Tale, Starring Sammy Burns.

Sammy, a determined lover Sammy Burns
Lena, his sweetheart Lillian Hamilton
Mr. Schultz, her father Benjamin Horning
Baron von* Swindleheimer H. J. Richardson
Baker .. Raymond Zell

Sammy, expert baker, is in love with Lena Schultz, daugh-
ter of his employer. Schultz, however, aspires that Lena
shall marry a title. He encourages the advances of the

Baron von Swindleheimer. Lena becomes suspicious of the

genuineness of the “Baron’s” claims to the nobility. So
she advises her sweetheart of her father’s conspiracy.

Sammy interferes and finds himself thrown out of a job.

MUTUAL PICTURES
the younger man. Mandott escapes in his canoe. From the

top of the bluff, Hayward sees Joe paddling off and is on
the point of shooting him, when the sheriff arrives, looking
for an escaped murderer, who several years before killed

his wife in the East. The old trapper recognizes the por-
trait as that of Joe Mandott. He points out his man to the

officer of the law. The sheriff shouts to Mandott to sur-

render. Joe attempts to escape. The sheriff fires. Some
distance away, overlooking the lake, Frank and Helen,
standing together, see Joe’s canoe drift by, carrying his

lifeless body along “the silent trail.”

Lizette Thorne
as the "Out-
cast” and E.

Forrest Taylor,

"Bill” in "Wild
Jim,” reformer.
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'MUTUAL PICTURED
Schultz advertising for a new baker, the lovers concoct a

scheme. Sammy, in disguise, obtains the position and pro-

ceeds to ruin Schultz’s business by putting too much yeast in

the biscuits, over-doing the baking-powder act, and kneading

limburger cheese in the bread. The customers riot. Schultz

and the bogus baron go after Sammy with a gun. The
baker, however, retaliates by browning von Swindleheimer

to a fine crisp in the oven. Then he begins to shoot holes in

the doughnuts. The baron is rescued, and shakes the flour

from his soles forever. Lena persuades her father that the

only way to save them now from bankruptcy is to reinstate

Sammy. With the return of the expert baker, the same
wonderful bakings bring back a bigger custom than ever.

Sammy agrees to continue his services, on condition that

Schultz takes him into partnership and gives him Lena for

his bride.

PETE’S PERSIAN PRINCESS-FALSTAFF
One Reel—A Rug Chase Turns Into a Romance. Featuring Fas-

cinating Ethel Jewett.

Pete Claude Cooper
Princess Siminia Ethel Jewett
Mark Millions Arthur Bauer

Pete, the tramp, is almost—but not quite—hungry enough
to go to work. He sees an automobile, containing two
strong jawed men and a rolled-up rug, drive to the front of

a big house. A millionaire examines the priceless carpet,

orders it taken inside, and dismisses the car. Pete permits
the chauffeur to drive over him, planning to collect damages.
The chauffeur, however, fails even to feel the bump. The
enraged and disappointed tramp is soothed by the sudden
apparition of a beautiful, dark lady, in a touring car, who in-

quires of him whether he knows who is the owner of the

millionaire’s mansion. Pete’s reply being quite beside the

mark, two ferocious looking Persians with drawn swords
rise from the bottom of the tonneau, and it is with difficulty

that the Princess (for such she is) persuades the knight of

the roads to linger. She confides to him that these are
merely her faithful servants who have come to help her re-

gain a sacred rug stolen from her father by the millionaire.

Pete offers to get back the family treasure for the Princess.

She flings herself into his arms. Instructing the ferocious
Persians to attack the gentleman in the tall silk hat within,

Pete plots to rescue the millionaire and steal the rug at the
same time. A gust of wind, however, lands the hat on Pete’s
own head—and the Persians carry out their orders, greatly
to the consternation of the tramp. It all ends with the Per-
sian Princess surrendering to the millionaire, while she re-
wards Pete with the sacred rug for a protection against the
wrath of Allah on chilly evenings in over-ventilated back-
yards.

Jfc ^ ^ jJ:

JOHNNY’S BIRTHDAY-BEAUTY
One Reel—Johnny Celebrates. A Story Without a Moral.
Johnny John Sheehan
Carol Carol Halloway
Motorman John Steppling

On Johnny’s birthday, his sweetheart, Carol, gives a
party in his honor. En route to the party, Johnny drops in

at the club. He makes a dozen attempts to break away, but
in every instance is dragged back. At last, a good deal the
worse for the quantity of champagne he has consumed,
Johnny insists that his army of friends accompany him to
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Beautiful
Nan Christy
as “Helen
Hayward”
in ‘‘The

Silent Trail”

Carol’s party. On the way,
Johnny’s car bumps into a
motorman. This humble per-

son is plied

with cham-
pagne and
persuaded t o
attend the

party. The
entire crew
arrives sev-
eral hours
late. Carol
horrified,
gives Johnny
back his ring.

The latter,
weeping pro-

fusely, takes

the motorman
with him to

his home.
Next morning
he is so sorry
for the poor
working man,
who must be
on the job at

6:30, that he
decides to

substitute for

him and let the fellow sleep. Putting on the other’s uniform,
he sallies forth, takes charge of a car, and starts off at a

break-neck pace. The terror-stricken passengers all flee.

Carol signals the car to stop. She and a minister get aboard.

Johnny seizes his chance. He locks all the doors, turns on
full speed ahead, and vows he will not touch a brake till

Carol consents to marry him. She is not altogether unwill-

ing. After a little dallying, the minister ties the knot at

twenty miles an hour. Meanwhile the motorman, having
slept it off, rushes to recapture his job. He gets it back, no
penalty attached, for Johnny’s father is president of the street

railway. *****
GRACE’S GORGEOUS GOWNS-FALSTAFF
One Reel—The Fantastic Tale of An Heiress and Innumerable

Wills.

Grace Galoon Louise Emerald Bates
Will Wilkins Bert Delaney
Lawyer Riley Chamberlain
Mathilde Jenks Frances Keyes

Grace always has longed to possess all the beautiful

gowns she could wear. An erratic aunt dies and leaves her
her heart’s desire. The news comes while Grace is taking
dictation from her employer. Leaving a farewell note, she

takes her departure. The aunt had had a dress-making
establishment, and Grace is overjoyed to find that she is

in possession of money and gorgeous gowns. She hires a
maid, engages a private car, and goes to Whirlpool Beach.
Will Wilkins, a handsome life-guard, makes Grace’s ac-

quaintance. It is a case of love at first sight. The humble
life-guard, however, might never have proposed to an heiress

had it not happened that a later will of the erratic aunt is

discovered appointing Mathilde Jenks her heir. The venge-
ful woman arrives at Whirlpool Beach and strips Grace of
all he glory. Left alone in the world with only a bathing-
suit.' -ace suffers Will to take her hand. Then she tells

hit/ he has won it forever.
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MUTUAL PICTURES

THE GIRL OF HIS DREAMS—CUB COMEDY
One Reel—Jerry, For Once in His Life, Gets in Right. Starring

George Ovey.

Cast.
Jerry George Ovey
Father Jefferson Osborne
Mother Janet Sully

Gladys Belle Bennett

Flirtatious Jerry makes up to pretty Gladys in front of

a billboard poster of “Julius Caesar.” One of the beautiful

Roman maidens looks strikingly like Gladys. They agree

to meet again. Jerry takes a nap in a straw-filled packing

case in a neighboring alley—all unconscious that, right next

his own soft birth, is a lot of loot hidden there by two burg-

lars. Jerry dreams that he is a Roman emperor and that he

and Gladys are having a great time. His slaves put him to

bed in the imperial chamber, and the patting about him of

the silken bed-clothes causes him to wake. Someone really is

handling jerry. Believing him to be the burglar they are

looking for, two policemen are encumbering the unfortunate

young man with handcuffs. Jerry, however, proves his alibi

and is released. He joins in the search for the cracksmen.

Jerry finds the robbers’ den. They knock him unconscious,

set fire to the place and escape. Our hero revives when hit

by the stream of water from the firemen’s hose. The in-

stant he is out of the building, a terrific explosion annihilates

all traces of the shack. Jerry keeps on after the crooks.

He runs them down and recovers the loot. And then it is

revealed that the stolen goods belong to the father of Gladys.

MISCHIEF AND A MIRROR—BEAUTY
One Reel—The Amusing Story of a Fortune and a Faker, Featur-

ing Neva Gerber.

Maud Neva Gerber
Fred Wallace MacDonald
Tom Dick Rosson
Maud’s Father William Carroll

Madame Pazzauzes Lucille Ward
Both Fred and Tom are head over heels in love with

Maud. At a loss to choose between them, she consults a

fortune teller. Madame Pazzauzes shuffles the cards, turns

up the Jack of Clubs, the Jack of Diamonds and the Oueen
of Hearts, then, after a series of occult passes, instructs

Maud to gaze in her mirror at midnight for her answer. It

is Hallowe’en. Maud gives a party. The guests depart at

the approach of the witching hour, and the girl steals to her

own room. Fred, who has overheard the fortune-teller’s

advice, climbs in through the window and makes his way to

Maud’s boudoir. Tom, in the distance, sees Fred enter,

thinks he is a burglar and summons the police. Tom and a

bluecoat appear on the threshold of Maud’s room. She.

looking in the glass, sees Tom’s face reflected. The police-

man pounces on Fred—and there ensues a commotion.
Maud’s father pajama-clad, rushes in—to find his daughter
in Tom’s arms, and Fred in the arms of the law.

THE THUNDERBOLT—AMERICAN
One Reel—A Drama of Strong, Emotional Moments, Featuring

Helene Rosson and E. Forrest Taylor.

Cast. t

The Outcast Helene Rosson
The Outlaw E. Forrest Taylor
The Man Charles Bartlett

The Sheriff Frank Thorne
The Outcast and the Outlaw are thrown together at a

frontier saloon, whither the Outcast, sick and hungry, goes
for help. The Outlaw, taking advantage of the sheriff’s

absence, champions the woman, holds up the place until she

Claude Cooper and
Ethel Jewett in
“Pete’s Persian Prin-

ts fed and every man there has “dug up” for her. She
recognizes the Man as her old enemy, who arrives to inspect

his mines. In the face of the sheriff, the Outlaw gets away
with the Outcast whom he takes to his own cabin. She tells

him about the Man whose lying promise has made her what
she is. The Outcast slowly recovers her strength, and goes
forth to take her own revenge. The Man falls a willing

victim to her lure. They leave town. A storm comes up,

and the woman induces her companion to take refuge in

the Outlaw’s cabin. As the two men come face to face,

there is mutual recognition. The Outlaw exclaims “Ven-
geance is mine ! This man’s lying testimony is to blame for
the life I’m leading to-day.” The mine-owner is permitted
ten minutes to live and make such reparation as he can. His
money is spumed. He pens a statement, acknowledging that

the sins of both the Outcast and the Outlaw are on his own
soul. Then the Outlaw raises his gun. A flash of lightning

rips the clouds—a blinding instant, and vengeance is re-

moved from mortal hands. Awed, the Outlaw and the Out-
cast stumble out of the cabin. The sheriff, entering later,

finds only the dead man, alone with his confession.
ifc

MR. BUMPS, COMMUTER-NOVELTY
One Reel—The Lively Tribulations of a Suburbanite.

Bumps oversleeps. An escaped convict enters his room,
attaches to Bumps’ ankle his own ball and chain, the lock

of which he has picked with a hair pin, exchanges his

striped garb for the suburbanite’s suit, throws the rest of

Bumps’ clothes out of the window—and makes a clean get-

away. Bumps, no help for it, on hearing his train whistle,

scrambles into the convict’s costume and races for the dep’ot.

He soon has the constable and the prison guard at his

heels. Missing the train, a hand engine is pressed into

service. After many exciting adventures, Bumps reaches

the office at 4 :30. Caught flirting with the head stenog-

rapher, Bumps is uniquely punished by his employer who
forces him to take the young lady shopping and spend all

his money on her. At the station he meets his wife. She
has a ticket, but no cash for her husband’s fare. He is

obliged to foot it home—and carry all Mrs. Bumps’ bundles.
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Helen Holmes, hero-
ine of “The Girl and
the Game,” reading a
part of her regular
daily corre

-

s p ondence,
sent by
admirers
t h roughout
the country.

TheGirl andTheGame
Mutual Special Feature

Chapter Four

“HELEN’S PERILOUS ESCAPE”
Released January 17. Produced
by Signal Film Corporation.

P
LUNGING from a high cliff into the
sea, one of the most difficult and
dangerous feats of its kind ever under-

taken for a motion picture camera, is but

one of the several dangerous tasks accom-
plished by fearless Helen Holmes, in Chap-

ter four, of The Girl and the Game, the

new Mutual Special feature in fifteen chap-

ters, screened by the Signal Film Corpora-

tion under the direction of J. P. McGowan.
Helen’s remarkable leap follows as a

direct result of her unsuccessful efforts to

secure possession of the survey, which sud-

denly dropped from sight following the

sudden death of her father, General

Holmes, the railroad magnate. In the re-

covery of these papers rests all hope of

Helen ever reclaiming her lost fortune.

Rhinelander, Helen’s uncle, equally in-

terested in the search for the survey, tells

the girl that he will co-operate with her. to

the end. No clue presents itself, however,

and the weeks pass, with the former heiress

absorbed in her new duties as telegraph

operater at the Signal station.

Seagrue, calling on Helen at the depot

one day, finds her deeply interested in the

promotion of Paul Storm. “He deserves

to drive ‘the pride of the road,’ ” declares

the girl, warmly. “The fast express would
be like a child’s toy to him. It is marvel-

ous—the control he was over an engine
!”

The idea doesn’t strike Seagrue favor-

ably. However, he wisely holds his peace.

What has he to fear, anyway, from a com-
mon . 'engineer. His conspiracy against

Helen and Rhinelander apparently pro-

gressing, he makes bold to send to his fair

enemy a photograph of himself, taken at

his desk in the office. Helen is on the point

of tearing the unwelcome gift to bits, when

she sees in the photograph, lying

at Seagrue’s elbow on the desk,

the missing survey.

The first impulse is to tele-

graph the news to her uncle. He
has been having difficulty lately,

trying to locate the plans over

Superstition Range, and his fi-

nancial backers have threatened

to withdraw their support. But

a moment’s reflection suggests to

Helen a better scheme. She will

wait, feed Seagrue’s egotism, ob-

tain entrance to his office at

the construction works—and get

possession of the survey.

When Seagrue learns that

Helen and several friends desire

to visit him “in the field,” he is exultant.

Preparations are made for the reception of

the party at the construction “shack.” At

the end of an eventful afternoon, Helen

finds herself dining alone with the man she

has plotted to outwit, the office turned into

an impromptu banquet hall in her honor.

Her keen, dark eyes now and again rove

about the interior of the “shack,” but dis-

cover nothing. However, when her host

rises to open a desk and take out some

trifle to show her, Helen spies the survey

tucked into a comer of the drawer, in

which Seagrue cautiously turns the key.

Then he sends away the man who has been

serving the meal—-and Helen realizes that

a test of courage at any minute will be

forced upon her.

Seagrue walks over to her chair— ,
and in-

stinctively, Helen springs to her feet. She
begins to gather up the dishes. The man
protests, and tries to take the plates and
cups from her hands. A scuffle follows.

Driven to desperation by the coolly smil-

ing, sinister gaze of Seagrue, Helen lifts

a heavy water bottle, bringing it full across
her assailant’s forehead. He falls uncon-
scious. Five minutes later she has forced
open the desk, seized the guarantee of her
lost fortune, and fled into the night. At
the station Helen wires Rhinelander.
"Have blue print of survey,” flashes the
message. “Will be on Limited.”

Seagrue, meanwhile, has recovered. He
overtakes the girl at the deserted depot.
She locks herself in, and another battle
is on. Banging his weight doggedly against
the door, Seagrue puts his prisoner to
flight. On the' top of a high bluff she is

brought to bay. Then, almost within his

grasp, she plunges off into the sea. Dazed
by her audacity and his own helplessness,
the man races back to the station. He is

just in time to board the Limited. He sees
Helen picked up by a speed launch. The
girl, looking through powerful glasses, also

recognizes her enemy, and then Paul Storm
in the engine cab. Grasping the cord of

the air whistle she signals to the latter in

the Morse code, “H-E-L-P!” Storm’s at-

tention becomes focused on the distant

launch. Then comes another whistled com-

mand. “Have survey,” reads Storm. “Sea-

grue on your train. Delay so I can reach

Oceanside first.”

The big Mogul slows down.

“This will cost you your job, Storm!”

growls the fireman.

“My job is nothing,” cheerfully replies

the young engineer, “compared with an op-

portunity to help that girl.”

Seagrue becomes uneasy. Going to in-

vestigate, he finds Storm coolly tinkering

away with wrench and hammer, while, close

behind, a speed launch is making the best

of the procrastination. The conspirator

soon “is on” to Paul’s and Helen’s game.
There is a lively passage between him and
the engineer. But by the time the train is

taken into Oceanside, Helen has clambered

on to the wharf. She rushes to the office

of the directors of the road, where Rhine-
lander, hard-pressed by his backers, is chaf-

ing with impatience. Seagrue, however,
carries his point. He defeats Rhinelander,

has Helen arrested, and the survey taken

from her. Storm is indefinitely suspended.

A disconsolate party of three sets out on
the launch for Signal. Suddenly Helen
sees, on the canvas cover over the boat, on
which she had laid the wet blue print to

dry a few hours before, a reproduction of
the survey. A pocket knife makes the
prize theirs. And, turning back to Ocean-
side with the duplicate plans, Rhinelander
wins over the directors to continue their

support.

Helen Holmes, the daring star of The
Girl and the Game, is conceded the most
fearless girl in pictures.

She has still another charm which is

just as great to all who see the pictures.

She is as girlish a girl as ever lived. She
is feminine. She wears stunning clothes,

and she wears them like a million dollars.

Helen Holmes, “the dainty darling of the
rails”, has the opportunity of her life in

“The Girl and The Game”.
Approximately 200 letters a day are

received by Helen Holmes, from admiring
friends throughout the country. At first.

Miss Holmes attempted to reply to each
communication in person, but finally had to

give it up, because, with her studio work,
she found she had but little time to call

her own. Recently Miss Holmes engaged
the services of a private secretary and a
stenographer, and now devotes one hour
each day to her correspondence. Every
letter received is being answered in per-

son by Miss Holmes.
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Censorship

Look for next week’s number of Reel
Life—the censorship number. Probably
you will see a great deal about the subject
of censorship in this publication from time
to time, but next week opens fire with some
of the most important expressions yet to be
made from authoritative sources in the film

industry.
President Freuler, who heretofore has

remained silent on the subject of censor-
ship, has consented to make a declaration
of his convictions. He has done so in

terms that allow no room for misunder-
standing.

The forces of the Motion Picture Board
of Trade of America, Inc., of which the
Mutual Film Corporation is an aggressive
member, are being focused just now on the
defeat of Federal censorship. As this num-
be of Reel Life goes to press, President
Freuler, Samuel M. Field, secretary of the
Mutual Film Corporation; S. G. Bradford
of the Gaumont company, Edwin Than-
houser of the Thanhouser Film Corpora-
tion, J. W. Binder, secretary of the Motion
Picture Board of Trade, and many other
film men of authority and prominence, are
in Washington appearing before the Edu-
cation Committee of the House, protesting
against House Resolution 4S6—the censor-
ship bill.

“Damaged Goods”

Few motion pictures have ever attained
to the remarkable success of Damaged
Goods. It has made records absolutely
without parallel in film history. One ex-
hibitor wrote the Mutual Film Corporation
that a week’s run paid the entire cost of
his theatre. In other words the picture
made him a present of his house. Yet he
is located in a relatively small community
where the picture did not have a chance to
work up to the limit of its earning capacity.

In looking over the reports on Damaged
Goods, as they are compiled at the home
office, one is impressed with the fact that
the enterprise of the exhibitors who gave

this picture particularly intelligent hand-
ling, effective advertising, proper promo-
tion has had no small part in establishing

its remarkable record. Perhaps many of

these exhibitors were spurred on to action

and initiative by the fact that they were at

a rental price commensurate with the earn-
ing power of the film.

The successes attained with Damaged
Goods have had an important educational
effect among exhibitors. These successes
have proven to many a theatre that it pays
well to book the best on the market and to

advertise it.

An example of the consistent attention
given Damaged Goods by exhibitors is af-
forded in the advertising of the American
Theatre in Butte, Mont. The American
took a page space in the Butte Post to

carry local endorsements of the picture.

Some of the expressions of opinion from
the Post follow

:

Dr. H. A. Maillet: “Damaged Goods is

a wonderfully true-to-life story. The
greatest lesson I ever saw. It deals with a
problem that the nation must fight against.

It is a pathetic story, yet beautifully told.

Every man and every woman, every young
man and young woman, should see this

true-to-life story.”

King County Medical Society Endorse-
ment: “A special committee of the King
County Medical Society witnessed the pho-
toplay, Damaged Goods, and approve it as

a valuable means of teaching to the public
a very important and necessary lesson.

The committee does not consider the play
suitable for exhibition to any person under
the age of 14.”

Dr. E. F. Maginn : “Damaged Goods is

a tragedy that every young man and woman
should see. Without doubt the most won-
derful lesson ever brought to Butte. Per-
haps nobody but Eugene Brieux could have
taken such subject matter and woven it

into such a pathetic and dramatically beau-
tiful story.”

Judge Whitty: “It’s a very strong pic-

ture.”

P. S. Harrington, former Mayor and
former Chairman County Commissioners

:

“It’s wonderful ;
the best picture I ever

tJ

Vogue’s Mascot

Neil G. Caward of Motography, in his

column entitled “Just a Moment Please,”

announces

:

“For a number of years a red-headed wood-
pecker has held down a steady job chopping
decadent timber in the window of a Broadway
bird-store. As fast as he worked up a log into

pulpwood, the management kindly supplied him
with another—all to the vast entertainment of
the passerby. Recently the diligent bird fell

under the eagle eye of Joseph H. Finn, presi-

dent of Vogue Films, Inc., who paused to mar-
vel at the scene of industry. ‘That bird ought
to be the national emblem,’ declared Mr. Finn.
‘All he needs is a little publicity to make him
famous. His illustrious example should be
held up to the workers of the nation. My
heart thrills at the side of his faithful applica-
tion to duty, without thought or regard for re-

ward. He shall be made the mascot for Vogue
Films, Inc. He shall have logs of mahogany
and spicewood and lignum vitae to work upon
and the sunshine of California for his home.’
So Vogue now has a mascot.”

Reel Life is of the opinion Mr. N. G.
C.’s column improves with each issue.

“Fighting For France”

The Mutual Film Corporation’s special

feature release entitled Fighting for France
is a remarkable contribution to recorded
history. The value of these films, depicting
with the verity of the camera’s eye, actual

fighting, the both wonderful and terrible

operations of war and all its vast machin-
ery of destruction, will increase as the
years pass. Joffre and Kitchener, King
George of England, King Albert of Bel-
gium and thousands of unnamed heroes of
the world’s greatest war, pass in review on
the screen.

To estimate something of the significance

of these pictures as they are to-day and
as they will be in time to come, consider
what it would mean if to-day we might
see Napoleon and the Duke of Wellington
on the screen.

The permanent value of such pictures is

perhaps but little recognized yet. Mean-
while, what probably more immediately in-

terests the exhibitor is the fact that Fight-
ing for France has an immediate and cer-

tain box office pulling power. These pic-
tures have received the greatest and most
successful exploitation yet given to a war
picture release. They have played to ca-

pacity for weeks in New York, Boston,
Chicago, San Francisco and Los Angeles.
They have months of work ahead of them
in all parts of the country.

In England

Mr. W. Comrie Scott, managing director

of The American Company, Ltd., of Lon-
don, the British representative of “Flying
A,” who is now visiting the United States,

makes the interesting observation that ad-
mission prices in British motion picture

theatres are on the up trend. The penny
show—2 cents our money—is rapidly van-
ishing, says Mr. Scott, and six pence—12
cents—is an average price of admission,
while there is a maximum of a half-crown,

or 60 cents, for the most pretentious houses.

American exhibitors can take a lesson on
admission prices from the experiences of

the English. Incidentally Beauty and Cub
comedies are doing handsome business

abroad—but more of that next week.

Harry Poppe, publicity director for David
Horsley productions, alleges that there are

only a few persons left in the United
States who have not written in for pictures

of Crane Wilbur. Unless Mr. Poppe sup-

plies this office with a number of new
poses of Wilbur within twenty-four hours
he will be bawled out, editorially. Jay
Casey Cairns. Leon J. Rubenstein, Howard
Law, Harry King Tootle take notice. More
pictures.

Art Recognition

Vachel Lindsay, a young man known
chiefly for his occasionally eccentric verse,

is the author of a highly interesting book
entitled, “The Art of the Moving Picture,”

published by MacMillan Company. Mr.
Lindsay’s book says a lot of things, with
which we variously agree and disagree, but
the important aspect of the matter is the

fact that a person so wedded to literature

and art has found the photoplay so impor-
tant a subject. While whole libraries have
been written on the film and the film play,

all have been technical or semi-technical
expressions and a part of the trade of the
motion picture rather than an interpreta-

tion of any phase of the motion picture’s

relation to the public and to life.

Mr. Lindsay’s effort is therefore signifi-

cant of the passing of the movie and the
advent of the real photodrama as drama.
We have traveled a long way from the time
when any picture that moved was a motion
picture. Recognition of the achievement of
the motion picture has been somewhat
tardy.
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The Mutual’s Hall of Heroes
It’s Great to be a Picture Hero!

Ask Harold Lockwood, Art

Accord,, Boyd Marshall, et al.

T’S great to be a hero

!

It’s great to be charming and graceful and dashing

and noble and brave and all the rest of the adjectives

which go with them, when you have a lot of people look-

ing on to say that you’re all that and more, too.

It’s a joy to be a screen star, the modern matinee idol in

the celluloid drama—to the people who look on and gasp

while the picture is being reeled off, and even to the actor

when he sits in front of the curtain and watches the daring

deeds his noble self has performed.

But in spite of the pleasant recompense in the way of

knitted ties and scented suspenders and the well-known

salaries which the press agents rant about, the life of the

motion picture hero star has here and there its little irri-

tations.

For instance, consider Harold Lockwood, whose hand-

some features illumine the screen of about 8,000 theaters

in Mutual productions every week. Out on a “location,”

in the making of the coming American release. The Sorry

Scheme of Things, Lockwood had to be sunk into a quag-

mire and quicksand by painful, thrilling inches while the

camera recorded the play of his emotions.

While essentially an actor for the silent drama, reliable

reports from the coast state that at the conclusion of the

scene, Mr. Lockwood made a brief but eloquent speech

which is calculated to live in local studio history as a high

achievement in extemporaneous phillipics. There was, we
are assured, nothing personal in his remarks. He was
merely speaking with the feeling of a young man in mud
up to the lower lobe of his south ear.

Mr. Lockwood’s- parents tried to make a doctor, a busi-

ness man and finally a lawyer out of him before he was per-

mitted to follow his natural bent.

One might call for further views of the soft and easy

luxury of “heroing” for the Mutual on E. Forrest Taylor,

another handsome and vigorous American star.

“Western Stuff” gives Taylor enough action to preserve

a trim figure. Falling over cliffs and fighting desperadoes,

single handed, are nothing in his life. He can go out and
dynamite a little twenty-foot dam and float away with the

debris, roll down a forty-foot cliff with his horse, rush to

the rescue of a rancher’s daughter against a band of Indians,

work himself loose from a burning stake, and ride ten

miles without a saddle before breakfast.

A VERSATILE HERO
These mild evidences of the hero qualities do not alone

recommend E. Forrest Taylor to the Hall of Heroes. He
can wear a dress suit and a top hat and dance just as grace-
fully as any actor who hasn’t given over his life exclusively
for several years to the sombrero and chaps. “Toggin’ Up”
demands real valor. The Hills of Glory, a two-part Amer-
ican release, contains the most recent example of his cour-
age. He sauntered through two-thirds of the picture in

evening clothes.

Then there is Art Acord, the cowboy actor. It was in

Man Afraid of His Wardrobe, the first release of the “Buck
Parvin” Mustang Feature series, that he launched aboard
his bucking broncho into the Mutual’s ring.

Thrills have been Acord’s daily fare since he first saw
the light of day. An Oklahoma ranch was his birthplace,
and he has ridden the plains in preference to accepting a
college degree ever since. It takes a real danger, then, to

make the chills go running down his spine. But they come
along, now and then.

Take a little instance which happened when the “Buck
Parvin” company was filming Water Stuff. A life-sized

boat was set on fire a mile from shore. Acord was all fixed

up in riding clothes, with prize boots and spurs on, and a
heavy revolver at his waist. The players were instructed

to jump on signal. When it came Acord’s turn, he found
himself attacked by sea-sickness and a frightened damsel
at the same time. He was supposed to jerk off his spurs

and pistol and plunge into the briny deep, but the maiden
clung to him so tenaciously that he couldn’t carry out his

plans. At last he forced her over the side and jumped
after her. After a struggle, in which his spurs caught in

the girl’s dress and nearly drowned them both, they suc-

ceeded in reaching the director’s boat.

Out at the David Horsley studio, in Los Angeles, they
keep a whole menagerie of ferocious animals. If you think

the life of the movie hero is all roses, listen to what hap-
pened the other day to Crane Wilbur, the handsome Horsley
hero.

Wilbur had a weird little jungle bit to go through on the

back of an elephant. The beast of burden was to be attacked

by a tiger, and Wilbur was to be rescued by Captain Jack
Bonavita, the animal’s trainer, garbed as a native.

The elephant wasn’t feeling in good humor that morning.
He resented the actor’s little reminding prod, and lifted

his trunk, took Wilbur in his gentle embraces, and was
preparing to dash him against the ground when the trainer

interfered.

A NARROW ESCAPE
Irving Cummings, both handsome and romantic, the re-

cently acquired Horsley star, still bears a little momento in

the way of a scar on his shoulder and a slowly mending
rib from a fall with an aeroplane he had to take when
The Diamond from the Sky was being filmed.

Perhaps, if the foregoing intimate pages from the diaries

of motion picture actors do not change your point of view,
the escapade of Boyd Marshall, Thanhouser’s “handsomest
man in pictures,” in The Optimistic Oriental Occults,

sounds like easy money.
After having been chased out of town at the point of ten

or twelve revolvers, having his hair pulled and his arms
twisted, the young man was packed into, a potato barrel

and sent rolling down a particularly steep and bumpy hill.

Although he was shoveled out of the barrel in a black and
blue condition, he had to go right on.

And a grand opera education did its best to blind Boyd
Marshall to his motion picture hero possibilities

!

Harris Gordon, Bert Delaney and George Mario, Than-
houser players, all have undergone just as mch to recom-
mend them to the Hall of Fame. Then there is Sydney
Mason, who gets 300 letters weekly on account of his good
looks, and who isn’t sorry that he gave up chemistry for
acting. Before long, the Gaumont company is going to let

him encounter a shark in the sparkling bay near Jackson-
ville, Fla. And a specially chosen shark is going to be im-
ported for the occasion.

It’s great to be a hero ! There’s no doubt that it’s greatly

gratifying to one’s self esteem, to find one’s name blazoned
from the bill boards and in the bright lights.

But how many of you would change places with one of
them, now that you know the truth ?
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Fightingfor France” New Vogues Score
Reviewers Voice Appreciation

of the Per m a n e n t V alue

of Mutual War Pictures

“1~^IGHTING for France,” the Mutual’s special feature

H release of official cinema records from the archivesA
of the Allies, is receiving the appreciation and im-

portant attention that the great worth of these pictures de-

serves.

On release day, the pictures were screened in the Mutual’s

projection room before the usual highly critical gathering of

reviewers for the trade press. The impressive verity of the

pictures registered with that picture-blase audience, a gather-

ing of men and women who have seen every important re-

lease screened in New York.

The appreciation voiced in the Mutual’s projection room
has found its expression throughout the trade press. Two
of the reviews of the week are quoted here

:

Louis Reeves Harrison in the Motion Picture World says :

“While these spirited illustrations of what is going on

along the French line of battle, in the background and on

the sea, have had advanced showings among a few principal

cities, interest in them is bound to increase as time wears

on, because they are true presentations and can never be

duplicated. They will serve for many years in the historical

department of educational releases. The great Generals,

the great Monarchs, all the celebrities with the Allies are to

be seen at close range; veritable armies of infantry, cavalry

and artillery pass in review
;
the glory of war is rampant at

times, but all points of view are taken, including those

miseries of war often suppressed in the news.

“It is all interesting; the trenches of marvelous construc-

tion
;
the trenches blown to pieces during the Champagne

drive
;
the famous “seventy-fives” in action

;
the lines of

downcast German prisoners brought in from the front; the

Spahs, the submarines, the Dardenelle operations
;
the distant

glimpse of actual battle, but the real big interest is the human
one, the man behind the gun. He is ourselves as we would
be under the same circumstances, as we yet may be, com-
pletely transformed for better or worse by an unsought

change of condition. In every scene the common soldier,

he who takes all the risks and gets so little return, is a

sympathy-winning figure never to be forgotten.”

Harvey F. Thew in the Moving Picture Neivs writes

:

“Five reels have been selected from the thousands of feet

of film taken by the French official photographers on the

battlefields, in the trenches, camps and bases of the French
army, and made into a feature for the Mutual. The best,

both from the standpoints of action and interest, have been

selected, and a good, comprehensive view of the actual

fighting somewhere in France is presented.

“These films have been shown in several of the larger

cities of this country, under the auspices of the Hearst news-
papers. In New York they have been shown to large crowds
at the Cohan theatre.

“This should be a good basis on which to judge their value

to the exhibitor.

“There is plenty of action and plenty of interest in the

pictures. There is also a notable cast, including among
others, such performers as George V., King of England,

.Kitchener of Khartoum, President Poincaire of France, Gen-
eral Joffre, General Fre'nch, and several hundred thousand

troops. There is no attempt at continuity, or to present a

record of events. The film is simply a selection of vital

pictures calculated to show just what is occurring on the

Neivest of Mutual Comedies

Present a G a l ax y of

Noted Screen Comedians

THERE are “great doings” these days at the Vogue
studios at Los Angeles, where Vogue comedies are

being made for the Mutual.
Sammy Burns, the inimitable comedian is there. So is

Russ Powell, the 300 pound favorite, and Priscilla Dean the

pretty ingenue. Then there is Rube Miller, the director,

who got his first experience with slap stick in the old three

ringed-circus and tried out his theories on Keystone, L-KO
and Kalem comedies; and the Dillon brothers, Jack and
Robert, one of whom writes funny stories for the other to

make into “Vogues”; and the intrepid Madge Kirby, who
never takes a dare during working hours, and who dotes on
John McCormick on her victrola after hours.

Arthur Tavares mustn’t be forgotten either, both because
he is newly added leading man of wide experience to the

Vogue company, nor Miss Alice Neice, who left Lubin to

become character woman for Vogue. Then, there is Lillian

Brown Leighton, the handsome “heavy” woman, whose
reputation as a clever and versatile actress has been es-

tablished for many years. There are other excellent and
fearless players who make things hum around the studios.

Vogue comedies have been a promise ever since last sum-
mer. They became a fact Dec. 27, when Sammy Burns
made his appearance in the comedy Sammy’s Scandalous
Schemes.
Two pictures have been released since then. An Innocent

Crook appeared Jan. 3. Oh, For the Life of a Fireman!,
featuring Russ Powell, and including Priscilla Dean and
Patrick McQuirk has been released since. A Bum Steer will

be the next “Vogue.”
Each and all of the members of the Vogue “family” at

Los Angeles, is an expert in his or her line. The cream of

the motion picture fun makers has been skimmed from other
companies to make this body one of the very strongest in

existence.

Each comedy will contain a new sensation in eccentric

comedy. Each sensation will cause a thousand laughs. And
each laugh will only write “Vogue” the more indelibly on
the minds of all the film fans who go to the theatres to be
amused.

battlefields, as viewed from the French standpoint. The
views include camps, cook scenes, base hospitals, the han-
dling of wounded, the reviewing of great bodies of troops,

various styles of guns in action, aviators, and aviation squads
in action, cavalry charges, submarines and warships, and the

activities of the men in charge of the whole stupendous
pageant. As such they are successful. There is in them the

thrill which comes with the knowledge that this is life itself

as it is being lived, and not a story based on life as it might
be. Not only are they of unusual interest, but they have also

an educational value which will recommend them in quarters
which would not be interested in the ordinary motion pic-

ture.”

W. D. Ross, state superintendent of schools in Kansas,
writes

:

“In response to your invitation of January 5th, the offices

of the Governor, Attorney General and the Secretary of State

were represented when the feature Fighting for France was
shown for censorship. The company was a unit in com-
mending the pictures. They were extremely interesting.”
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News and Gossip from Mutual Men
Popularity of Mutual Masterpictures winning new records as box office attractions throughout the

country. Exhibitors everywhere praise tljeir drawing power

D L. WOOD, manager of the Palace

. Theatre, Plano, Tex., expresses his

appreciation of Mutual Masterpictures as

follows : “It gives me great pleasure to in-

form you that the two days I ran the

Mutual Masterpicture, The End of the

Road, the first time a picture ever ran two
days in Plano—I broke my house records.

“My patrons impressed upon me the fact

that it was the best picture they had ever

seen.”

“After having shown pictures for very

near nine years, I consider The Miracle of

Life the best picture I ever saw,” writes

E. P. Stone, manager of “The Vaudette,”

in Athens, Ga. “I think the American
Company deserves the thanks of every
Mutual exhibitor in the country. If the

Mutual keeps up this kind of production

you will not hear much about competition.

When I showed The Miracle of Life at

my house I had to go up against one of

the most popular stars of the silent stage

today, but with it on my screen I hardly

knew that I had any opposition.”

“I only wish there were thirty more
weeks of it.” That is what J. T. Porter,

manager of the Star Theatre, of Shreve-
port, La., thinks about The Diamond from
the Sky. He has just finished exhibiting

it in his theatre.

C. R. Porter, of the Dream and Rex
theatres, at Cour D’Alene, Idaho, writes

:

“Having been an exhibitor for a number
of years and a Mutual patron for over two
years, I wish to express my appreciation

for and of the service it is giving. The
quality of the programs leaves nothing to

be desired.”

Mr. J. H. Mergener has been appointed
manager of the Omaha office of the Mutual,
replacing Mr. C. W. Taylor. Effective
Monday, January 3, 1916. Mr. Otto Golz
has been appointed manager of the Mil-
waukee office. Effective Monday, January
3, 1916.

“To put it mildly,” writes C. A. Mc-
Gingan, live wire theatre manager in To-
peka, Kans., Sammy’s Scandalous Scheme,
the two-reel Vogue comedy, is the best
comedy ever put on my screen. I presume
they will be released regularly each week,
and, of course, I will insist on being booked
accordingly.
“The Mutual program as it now stands

is certainly a well balanced program for
the week, and with the Masterpictures is

in a class by itself.”

The Mutual has received a letter written
by an exhibitor to a rival film concern,
which complained tht “The Mutual has the
paper that draws the crowd.” Posters on
Damaged Goods, The Miracle of Life, The
Deathlock, The Painted Soul and The End
of the Road have been so popular that the
Mutual has had to have three or four edi-
tions of each set of “paper” lithographed.

Audrey Munson, the artist’s model who
plays the leading role in Inspiration, a

Mutual Masterpicture, has appeared in per-
son at several of New York’s theatres at

the time the picture was being run. She
has appeared three times at the Riverview
Theatre, on upper Broadway.
Sam Trigger, president of the New York

Motion Picture Exhibitors’ Association,
and manager of the Tremont Theatre, on
Webster avenue, in the Bronx, became so
enthusiastic after showing the two Master-
pictures, Inspiration and The End of the

Road, at his theatre, that he decided to sign
up for the Mutual Program.

The Deathlock, a Mutual Masterpiece of
Alaskan life, was used by the management
of the new Bushman Theatre, at 110th
street, near Eighth avenue, New York City,

to open its first performance last Satur-
day. The management declares that this

picture is the finest ever seen. A weekly
service of one Masterpicture and fourteen
reels has been booked for this theatre.

The Majestic Theatre, at 185th street

and St. Nicholas avenue, New York City,

which has been booking Mutual Master-
pictures from time to time, will begin
January 17, using the entire Mutual service
exclusively.

S. T. Stephens has been appointed man-
ager of the New Orleans branch. He has
been manager of a competing film branch
in that city for the past year. A1 G. Ban-
ning, who has represented varied film in-

terests in the South for several years past,

has been appointed traveling representa-
tive. J. R. Palmer, who has been the
hooker in the New Orleans branch for the
past three years, has been appointed assist-

ant manager. C. M. Brown, booker in Mem-
phis for the past two years, has been ap-
pointed acting manager of that branch.
Percy L. Smith, who has successfully man-
aged several large theatres in the South
and also traveled for various exchanges,
has been appointed manager of the Louis-
ville branch.

J. Dick, of the Detroit branch, is secur-
ing big business each week on the Conti-
nental Features, The Wrath of the Gods
and The Battle of Gettysburg.

Writes Fred Reichert, manager of the
Lion Opera House, and the Colonial Thea-
tre, at Port Clinton, Ohio : “I want to
congratulate the Mutual Film Corporation
on its splendid features. Each and every
one I have run has been first class and
right up to the standard in every respect,
and my patrons surely appreciate them.
Hope to run more of your features, for
each and every one has made a big hit with
my patrons here.”

Willard J. West, manager of the West
Theatre, in Galesburg, 111., and of the
Majestic, at Kewanee, 111., can’t say enough
for The Miracle of Life.
“The Miracle of Life,” writes Mr. West,

“cafne to me at Galesburg without any
particular advice as to its wonderful story
and beautiful photography—you know we
expect good photography in all Mutual
Masterpictures—hence, I gave it no extra
publicity. The picture was a revelation

from an artistic point of view and the
vital theme it portrayed.
“When it came to me later at Kewanee

I took advantage of my knowledge of it,

with the results that I broke all records
at the Majestic for a Sunday showing.
“The many, many expressions of appre-

ciation I received from the woman patrons
was a source of great satisfaction, and I

want you to know how strong I consider
it. It is real, lasting and creates a desire
for more.”

“Inspiration,” says the New Orleans
Item, “the Mutual Masterpiece, featur-

ing Audrey Munson, is playing to-

day the tenth consecutive day of its en-
gagement at Fichtenberg’s Dreamworld
Theatre with little signs of the attendance
sinking to even twice the averaging daily

attendance with an ordinary production.
This picture is an epoch maker in the his-

tory of the Fichtenberg Amusement enter-

prises, for never during the fourteen years
of its operation has it experienced any-
thing nearly so phenomenal and remark-
able. It is a film absolutely unique in the
history of moving pictures and one of a
class that can scarcely be offered again
without the criticism of imitation, and for
that reason it offers an opportunity in the
study of ‘the behind the scenes’ portions
of the life and work of the artists and the
model, connected together with a pretty
love story that is really worth while.”

GET MORE BUSINESS prXayu?
talks—program chatter—advs.—letters to patrons, etc.

—Costs small—results BIG.—E. W. Sargent, Ameri-
ca’s leading authority on adv. for exhibitors says of
my work: “Lynch writes snappy stuff—stuff that
people like to read—the sort of talk that makes
business—he makes his talks readable, etc.”—I can
make steady patrons of your people-—get them coming
every night—make them so loyal to you that your
competitors cannot lure them away—I can increase
your average receipts 25 to 50 per cent, with my
snappy talks—personally written for you.—Write right
now for free particulars.

I

C. H. LYNCH, The Ad Specialist, Spring Valley, III.

NIAGARA GEMS—Sample 10c
Send for list. Our motto: Quality,

price and service. Everything a
theater can use. Agent wanted in

every city.

NIAGARA SLIDE COMPANY
Lockport, N. Y.

COMMERCIAL SLIDE AND FILM SERVICE
Manufacturers of Advertising Slides and Films

989-991 Intervale Avenue - - Bronx, New York
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Mutual Releases

Centaur Star Features
Dec. 22—The Mystery of Carter Breen (3)

Nov. 24—Could a Man Do More? (3)

Oct. 27—The Blood of Our Brothers (3)

Clipper Star Features
Jan. 28—The Smugglers of Santa Cruz (3)

Jan. 1—The Wraith of Haddon Towers (3)

Dec. 11—Curly (3)

Nov. 20—The Alternative (3)

Oct. 30—The Idol (3)

Oct. 9—Pardoned (3)

Mustang Star Features
Jan. 15—Water Stuff (3)

Dec. 26—Author! Author!
Dec. 4—Film Tempo (3)

Nov. 13—This is the Life (3)

Oct. 23—Buck’s Lady Friend (3)

Oct. 2—Man Afraid of His Wardrobe (3)

Reliance Star Features
Jan. 7—The She Devil (3)

Dec. 8—Her Mother’s Daughter (3)

Nov. 10—Father and Son (3)

Oct. 13—The Bread Line (3)

Rialto Star Features
Jan. 12—The Secret Agent (3)

Dec. 29—A Prince of Yesterday (3)

Dec. 15—The Ace of Death (3)

Dec. 1—Lessons in Love (3)

Nov. 17—The New Adam and Eve (3)

Nov. 3—The Devil’s Darling (3)

Oct. 20—The Card Players (3)

Oct. 6—Sunshine and Tempest (3)

Than-o-Play
Tan. 19—The Phantom Witness (3)

Tan. 11—In the Name of the Law (3)

Jan. 4—The Bubbles in the Glass (3)

Dec. 28—Their Last Performance (3)

Dec. 21—Ambition (3)

Dec. 18—His Majesty, the King (3)

Nov. 27—The Valkyrie (3)

Nov. 6—Mr. Meeson’s Will (3)

Oct. 16—The Long Arm of the Secret Service (3)

American
Jan. 21—The Thunder Bolt
Jan. 18—The Silent Hrail (2)

Jan. 14—The Secret Wire
Jan. 10—Viviana (2)

Tan. 7—Time and Tide
Jan. 3—Matching Dreams (2)

Dec. 31—The Mender
Dec. 27—The Tragic Circle (2)

Dec. 24—Yes or No.
Dec. 20—The Clean-Up (2)

Dec. 17—Spider Barlow’s Soft Spot
Dec. 13—The Solution of the Mystery (2)

Dec. 10—A Broken Cloud
Dec. 6—The Water Carrier of San Juan (2)

Dec. 3—Spider Barlow Cuts In
Nov. 29—The Silver Lining (2)

Nov. 26- The Bluffers
Nov. 22—The Key to the Past (2)

Nov. 19—Drifting
Nov. 15—The Substitute Minister (2)

Nov. 12—To Rent, Furnished
Nov. 8—Alice, of Hudson Bay (2)

Nov. 5—On Secret Service
Nov. 1—The Wasp (2)

Beauty
Jan. 23—Mischief and a Mirror
Ian. 19—Johnny’s Birthday
Tan. 15—Getting -in Wrong
Jan. 11—The First Quarrel
jan. 9—To Be or Not to Be
Jan. 4—Billy Van Deusen’s Shadow
Jan. 1—Settled Out of Court
Dec. 28—Kiddus, Kid and Kiddo.
Dec. 25—The Country Girl
Dec. 21—Making a Man of Johnny
Dec. 18—Two Hearts and a Thief
Dec. 14—A Guard, a Girl and a Garret
Dec. 11—Nobody’s Home
Dec. 7—Pretenses
Dec. 4—Making Over Father
Nov. 30—Billy Van Deusen and the Merry Widow
Nov. 27—Cupid Beats Father
Nov. 23—The Drummer’s Trunk
Nov. 20—Anita’s Butterfly
Nov. 16—Johnny, the Barber
Nov. 13—Almost a Widow
Nov. 9—Her Adopted Father
Nov. 6—Billy Van Deusen’s Campaign
Nov. 2—One to the Minute
Oct. 30—An Auto Bungalow Bungle

Mutual Weekly
Jan. 20—No. ss
Jan. 13—No. 54
Jan. 6—No. 53
Dec. 30—No. 52
Dec. 23—No. 51
Dec. 16—No. 50
Dec. 9—No. 49
Dec. 2—No. 48
Nov. 25—No. 47
Nov. 18—No. 46
Nov. 11—No. 45
Nov. 4—No. 44
Oct. 28—No. 43
Oct. 21—No. 42
Oct. 14—No. 41

Centaur
Jan. 13—Marta of the Jungle (2)

Jan. 6—The Homesteaders (2)

Dec. 30—The Terror of the Fold (2)

Dec. 23—The Winning of Jess (2)

Dec. 16—The Arab’s Vengeance (2)

Dec. 9—Stanley in Darkest Africa (2)

Dec. 2—Stanley Among the Voo Doo Wor-
shippers

Nov. 25—Stanley and the Slave Traders (2)

Nov. i8r—A Polar Romance (2)

Nov. 11—Stanley in Starvation Camp (2)

Nov. 4—When Avarice Rules (2)

Oct. 28—The White King of the Zaras (2)

Oct. 21—Vindication (2)

Oct. 14—Stanley’s Close Call (2)

Sept. 30—Stanley’ Search for the Hidden City
(2)

Sept. 23—The Woman, the Lion and the Man (2)

Sept. 16—The Rajah’s Sacrifice (2)

Casino Star Comedy
Jan. 16—Ham and Eggs
Jan. 9—Alias Mr. Jones.
Jan. 2—Leave it to Cissy
Dec. 26—Hunting
Dec. 19—Cissy’s Innocent Wink
Dec. 12—Curing Cissy
Dec. 5—A Tangle in Hearts
Nov. 28—The Window Wins
Nov. 21—The House Party
Nov. 14—Beauty in Distress
Nov. 7—Does Advertising Win?
Oct. 31—Zabisky’s Waterloo
Oct. 24—The Reformer
Oct. 17—Ethel’s Romeos
Oct. 10—A Corner in Cats
Oct. 3—His Lordship’s Dilemma
Sept. 24—Bizzy Izzy (2)

Cub Comedy
Jan. 21—The Girl of His Dreams
Jan. 14—Jerry in Mexico
Jan. 7—Jerry in the Movies
Dec. 31—Jerry’s Revenge
Dec. 24—Hearts and Clubs
Dec. 17—The Hold-Up
Dec. 10—Doctor Jerry
Dec. 3—A Shot-Gun Romance
Nov. 26—A Deal in Indians
Nov. 19—The Fighting Four
Nov. 12—The Double Cross
Nov. 5—Twin Brides
Oct. 29—Jerry to the Rescue
Oct. 22—The Little Detective
Oct. 15—Taking a Chance
Oct. 8—A Change of Luck
Oct. 1—The Oriental Spasm

Falstaff Comedy
Jan. 20—Pete’s Persian Princess
Jan. 18—Grace’s Gorgeous Gowns
Jan. 13—Reforming Rubbering Rosie
Jan. 10—Belinda’s Bridal Breakfast
Jan. 6—Hilda’s Husky Helper
Jan. 3—The Optimistic Oriental Occults
Dec. 30—Foolish Fat Flora
Dec. 27—Una’s Useful Uncle
Dec. 23—Toodles, Tom and Trouble
Dec. 20—When William’s Whiskers Worked
Dec. 16—Billy Bunks the Bandit
Dec. 13—The Conductor’s Classy Champion
Dec. 9—Clarence Cheats at Croquet
Dec. 6—Minnie, the Mean Manicurist
Dec. 2—Checking Charlie’s Child.
Nov. 29—Foiling Father’s Foes
Nov. 25—The Villainous Vegetable Vender
Nov. 22—The Postmaster of Pineapple Plains
Nov. 18—A Cunning Canal-Boat Cupid
Nov. 15—Hannah’s Hen-Pecked Husband
Nov. 11—The Film Favorite’s Finish
Nov. 8—Lulu’s Lost Lotharios
Nov. 4

—“Clarissa’s” Charming Calf
Nov. 1—Freddie, the Fake Fisherwoman

Special Features
Damaged Goods (7 reels)
The Diamond From the Sky (30 Chapters)
The Girl and the Game (15 Chapters)
“Fighting For France” (5 reels)

Novelty Comedy
Jan. 21—Mr. Bumps, Commuter
Dec. 22—The Innocent Sandwich Man

Between Lakes and Mountains
(Split Reel) •

Dec. 20—The Fiddler
Dec. 15—A Musical Hold-Up
Dec. 13—The Book Agent
Dec. 8—The Army-Navy Football Game
Dec. 6—A Janitor’s Joyful Job
Dec. 1—Betty Burton, M. D.
Nov. 29—Charlie’s Twin Sister
Nov. 24—Taming a Grouch
Nov. 22—Spring Onions
Nov. 15—The World Series—Boston vs. Philadel-

phia (2)
Nov. 10—Love and Bitters
Nov. 8—Something in Her Eye
Nov. 3—The Fortune Hunters
Nov. 1—Putting Papa to Sleep
Oct. 27—Artillery and Love
Oct. 25—Hobo Nerve
Oct. 20—You Can’t Beat It

Oct. 18—Rip Van Winkle Badly Ripped
Oct. 13—Gold-Bricking Cupid
Oct. 11—Miss Trillie’s Big Feet
Oct. 4—The Corsican Brothers Up To Date
Sept. 27—An Amateur Cameraman
Sept. 20—The Lilliputian’s Courtship (2)

Mustang
Jan. 21—Wild Jim, Reformer (2)

Jan. 7—The Hills of Glory (2)
Dec. 31—The Cactus Blossom (2)
Dec. 24—The Pitch o’ Chance (2)
Dec. 17—In the Sunset Country (2)
Dec. 10—There Is Good in the Worst of Us (3)
Dec. 3—Broadcloth and Buckskin (2)
Nov. 26—The Valley Feud (2)
Nov. 19—The Warning (2)
Nov. 12—Man to Man (2)
Nov. s—The Trail of the Serpent (2)

Oct. 20—Playing for High Stakes (2)

Oct. 22—The Sheriff of Willow Creek (2)

Oct. 8—Breezy Bill—Outcast (2)

Reliance

Jan. 2—The Law of Success (2)
Dec. 26—The Decoy (2)
Dec. 19—The Bankhurst Mystery (2)
Dec. 12—The Wayward Son (2)
Dec. 5—The Stab (2)
Nov. 28—The Friends of the Sea (2)
Nov. 21—A Romance of the Alps (2)
Nov. 14—The Crest of von Endheim (2)
Nov. 7—The Law of Duty (2)
Oct. 31—The Feud (2)
Oct. 24—The Penalty (2)

Oct. 17—The Ever-Living Isles (2)
Oct. 10—Queen of the Isle (2)
Oct. 3—In the Days of Old (2)
Sept. 15—A Dark Horse
Sept. 11—The Stronger Man (2)
Sept. 8—The Family Doctor
Sept. 6—The Indian Trapper’s Vindication
Sept. 4—The Father (2)

Sept. 3—Hidden Crime

Thanhouser
Dec. 19—The Political Pull of John
Dec. 14—An Innocent Traitor (2)
Dec. 12—Her Confession
Dec. 7—His Vocation (2)
Dec. 5—The House Party at Carson Manor
Nov. 30—The Crimson Sabre (2)
Nov. 28—“All Aboard”
Nov. 23—The Baby and the Boss (2)

Nov. 21—Beneath the Coat of a Butler
Nov. 18—In the Hands of the Enemy(2)
Nov. 14—In Baby’s Garden
Nov. 9—The Little Captain of the Scouts (2)

Nov. 7—The Mistake of Mammy Lou
Nov. 2—The Commuted Sentence (2)

Oct. 31—The Fisherwoman
Oct. 26—The Conscience of Juror No. 10 (2)

Oct. 24—At the Patrician Club
Oct. 19—The Spirit of Audubon (2)

Oct. 17—John T. Rocks and the Flivver

Vogue Comedy
Jan. 12—A Bum Steer
Jan. 10—Oh, for the Life of a Fireman
Jan. 3—An Innocent Crook (2)

Dec. 27—Sammy’s Scandalous Schemes (2)
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Mutual Exchanges
Serving Mutual Pictures

Albany N. Y Mutual Film Corporation 733 Broadway
Amarillo, Texas Mutual Film C. of Texas 302 E. 4th St.
Atlanta, Ga Mutual Film Corporation 146 Marietta St.

Baltimore, Md Mutual Film Corporation 412 E. Baltimore St.

Boston, Mass Mutual Film Corporation 1108 Boylston St.

Buffalo, N. Y .Mutual Film Corporation 106 Pearl St.

Butte, Mont Pacific Mutual Film Corp..American Theatre Bldg.

Cairo, 111 Mutual Film Corp 9th St. & Commer^ai Ave.

Calgary, Alberta M. F. C. of Canada, Ltd... Lesson & Lineham Block

Charlotte, N. C .Mutual Film Corporation 322 North Tryon St.

Chicago, 111 Mutual Film Corporation 5 S. Wabash Ave.
(Cent. F. F. Corp. Branch)... 5 S. Wabash Ave.

Mutual Film Corporation
(H. & H. Branch) 117 N. Dearborn St.

Cincinnati, Ohio Mutual Film Corporation in East Seventh St.

Cleveland, Ohio Mutual Film Corporation. . 108 Prospect Ave., S.E.

Columbus, Ohio Mutual Film Corporation 422 N. High St.

Dallas, Texas Mutual Film C. of Texas 1807 Main St.

Denver, Colo Mutual Film Corporation 1724 Welton St.

Des Moines, Iowa Mutual Film Corporation Cohen Bldg.

Detroit, Mich Mutual Film Corporation 97 Woodward Ave.

El Paso, Texas Mutual Film C. of Texas 524 Trust Bldg.

Escanaba, Mich Mutual Film Corporation 1019 Ludington St.

Evansville, Ind Mutual Film Corporation Keene Bldg.

Fort Smith, Ark Mutual Film Corporation 17 N. 6th Street

Fargo, N. D Mutual Film Corporation 119 5th St.
(Temporary Address) ti Broadway

Grand Rapids, Mich. ..Mutual Film Corporation 7-8 Hawkins Bldg.

Harrisburg, Pa Mutual Film Corporation 15 N. 5th St.

Houston, Texas Mutual Film Corporation

Indianapolis, Ind Mutual Film Corporation 150 N. Illinois Street

Kansas City, Mo Mutual Film Corp.. of Mo 928 Main St.

Los Angeles, Cal Mutual Film Corporation 825 South Olive St.

Louisville, Ky Mutual Film Corporation 444 So. 4th St.

Memphis, Tenn Mutual Film Corporation 500 So. Main Street

Milwaukee, Wis Mutual Film Corporation 301 Enterprise Bldg.

Minneapolis, Minn Mutual Film Corporation 22 North Sixth St.

Montreal, P. Q M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd 154 St. Catherine St.

Newark, N. J Mutual F. Exch. of N. Y 25 Branford Place

New Haven, Conn Mutual Film Corporation 209 Meadow St.

New Orleans, La Mutual Film Corporation 816 Perdido St.

New York City Mutual Film Corporation
(Twenty-third St. Br.) 71 West 23rd St.

M.F.C. Western Film Br 126 W. 46th St.

Oklahoma City, Okla.. Mutual Film Corporation 120 W. Grand Ave.
Omaha, Neb Mutual Film Corporation 1413-1415 Harney St.

Philadelphia, Pa Mutual Film Corporation 257 N. 12th St.
Cont. Feature Film Corp 257 N. 12th St.

Phoenix, Ariz Mutual Film Corporation 201 O’Neil Bldg.
Pittsburgh, Pa Mutual Film Corporation 420 Penn Ave.

Cont. Feature Film Corp 420 Penn Ave.
Portland, Me Mutual Film Corporation 410 Fidelity Bldg.
Portland, Ore Mutual Film Corporation 389 Oak St.

Regina, Sask., Can.... M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd 312 Westman Chambers

Salt Lake City, Utah..Mutual Film Corp. of Utah. .123-5 E. Second So. St.

San Antonio, Tex Mutual Film Corporation 228 Prudential Bldg.
San Francisco, Cal. ..Mutual Film Corporation 162-164 Turk St.

St. John, N. B M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd Waterloo St.

St. Louis, Mo Mutual Film C. of Mo 1311 Pine Street
Seattle, Wash Mutual Film Corporation 205-6 Green Bldg.
Sioux Falls, S. D Mutual Film Corporation. .201 William Fine Arts

Building
Spokane, Wash Mutual Film Corporation 408 First Ave.
Springfield, Mass Mutual Film Corporation 179 Dwight Ave.
Syracuse, N. Y Mutual Film Corporation 205 Bastable Block

Tampa, Fla Mutual Film Corporation 1325 Franklin S't.

Toledo, Ohio Mutual Film Corporation 410 Superior St.

Toronto, Ont M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd 180 Victoria St.
Toronto, Ont M. F. C. of Canada, Ltd 15 Welton Ave.
Vancouver, B. C M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd 963 Granville St.

Washington, D. C Mutual Film Corporation 428 Ninth St., N. W.
Wheeling, W. Va Mutual Film Corporation 1400 Market St.

Wichita, Kan Mutual Film Corporation 316 Barnes Bldg.
Wilkesbarre, Pa Mutual FilmCorporation. .61 S. Pennsylvania Ave.
Winnineg, Manitoba.. M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd 48 Aikins Bldg.

McDermott Ave.

Mutual Releases
Week of January 24th, 1916
MASTERPICTURES DE LUXE

No. Brand Title Class Reels Leads
59 Gaumont As a Woman Sows Drama 5 Alexander Gaden

1/24/16 Gertrude Robinson
60 American Lord Loveland Discovers Society Arthur Maude

1/27/16 America 5 Constance Crawley
6l Thanhouser Betrayed Grace DeCarlton

1/29/16 Drama 5 Ray Pilcher
Gladys Leslie

Mutual Pictures
TUESDAY, JANUARY 25

04421 American The Man in the Sombrero... Society Harold Lockwood
04422 Drama 2 May Allison

04423 Falstaff Lucky Larry’s Lady Love... Comedy I Boyd Marshall
Louise Emerald Bates

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 26

04424 Thanhouser The Burglar’s Picnic School The Fairbanks Twins
04425 Drama 3
04426 JSnr

—

Comedy04427 Beauty Some Night 1 John Sheehan
Carol Halloway

THURSDAY, JANUARY 27

04428 Vogue 1

04429 Falstaff Beaten at the Bath Comedy 1 Barbara Gilroy
Jay Yorke

04430 Mutual Mutual Weekly No. 56 Topical 1

FRIDAY, JANUARY 28

04431 Clipper The Smugglers of Santa Cruz Seacoast Wm. Russell
04432 Drama 3 Charlotte Burton
04433

04^34 American A Sanitarium Scramble I Vivian Rich
Alfred Vosburgh

04435 Cub Comedy I

SUNDAY, JANUARY 30

04436 Gaumont See America First > Scenic & St. Paul & Minne-
Keeping Up With the ! No .20 Cartoon I apolis
Joneses •

04437 Beauty Walk This Way I ' Neva Gerber
Walter Spencer

04438 Vogue Comedy I

Week of January 17th, 1916
MASTERPICTURES DE LUXE

No. Brand Title Class Reels Leads
No. 1/17/16 The Thoroughbred Wm. Russell

56 American Drama 5 Charlotte Burton

1/20/16 The Five Faults of Flo... Florence LaBadie

57 Thanhouser Drama 5

1/22/16 The Bait 5 Betty Hart

5* Centaur Wm. Clifford

Mutual Pictures
TUESDAY, JANUARY 18

04403 American
04404a

The Silent Trail Sociolog-
ical

Drama
2

Ashton Dearholt
Nan Christy

04405 Falstaff Grace’s Gorgeous Gowns Comedy I Louise Emerald Bates
Bert Delaney

Riley Chamberlin
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 19

04406

04407

Thanhouser The Phantom Witness Mystery
Drama

3 Kathryn Adams
Edwin Stanley

04408

04409 Beauty Johnny’s Birthday Comedy I John Sheehan
Carol Halloway

THURSDAY, JANUARY 20

04410 Falstaff Pete’s Persian Princess Comedy I Claude Cooper
Ethel Jewett

0441

1

Mutual Mutual Weekly No. 55 Topical I

04412 Vogue Sammy’s Dough—Full Ro-
mance Comedy I

FRIDAY, JANUARY 21

04413

04414

Mustang Wild Jim, Reformer Western 2
I

E. Forrest Taylor
Lizette Thorne

04415 Cub The Girl of His Dreams I George Ovey

04416 American The Thunderbolt Drama I E. Forrest Taylor
Helene Rosson

04417 Novelty Mr. Bumps, Commuter Comedy I

SUNDAY, JANUARY 23

04418 Gaumont See America First No. Scenic &
Keeping Up With the 19 Cartoon
Joneses

I

The Dells of
The Wisconsin

04419 Beauty Mischief and a Mirror Comedy I Neva Gerber
Wallace McDonald

04420 Vogue A Baby Grand Comedy I
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MUTUAL MASTERPICTURES
DE LUXE EDITION

V'-

^ MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION
rptnnounces __ ,

A REMARKABLE DRAMA
IN FIVE REEL5.BA5ED

ON THE THEME OF
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT

F/ect/urinypopular

'RANE WILBUR
^p^!e/east'c/ Week°/j»N31

5T'

P b He terovucet) ons
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MUTUAL MASTERPICTURES
OE LUXE EDITION

MUTUAL FILM CORPORATIOM

Announces

THE STORY OF A MATINEE IDOL
WHOSE LIFE IS FULL OF
DRAMATIC INCIDENTS.A PLAY
OF ‘BIG SCENES- FIVE REELS

IXELEASED lfVEE.1

of JAN.31 ST.

Produced bz^

Gf\UMONT
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MUTUAL MASTERPICTURES
DE LUXE EDITION

MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION
)nnouncos^

A WELDING OF THE MEDIAEVAL^
AND MODERN SPIRIT INTO A
POWERFUL^ BEAUTIFULPLAY

n FIVE REELS

7^me cj'Feat*s>taK5"^aAunn

Eifl&REiTmm
mHELENE R9SS9N

{Released Week of

J

an3I5^

produced bif American
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MUTUAL PICTURES

MUTUAL FILfl CORPORATION
y4nnouncG^ ^—

»

(j^CCTPPEfLSTAR FEATURES’

AN ABSORBING DRAMA WITH
ELABORATE SCENIC EFFECTS i

American
Favorites

'AN.

produced by Timorlean
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MUTUALMASTERPICTORES
DE LUXE EDITION

“AS A
woman;

SOWS”
Released January 24

GERTRUDE
ROBINSON

ALEXANDER
GADEN

How a Wife Was Saved After She Had
Encouraged the “Other Man.”

“THE IDOL
OF THE

STAGE

”

Released February 3

MALCOLM
WILLIAMS

The Broadway
Favorite

• Is She His Wife?
Miss Courtot Plays Two Parts.

“ THE DEAD
ALIVE ”

Big February Feature

MARGUERITE
COURTOT

Beautiful as the Dawn

A Spectacular Romance of Stageland,

Society and Convict Camp.
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MUTUAL MASTERPICTURES
DE LUXE EDITION

What Every Exhibitor Wants—
Pictures with stars who attract increased patronage.

Pictures of extraordinary merit to satisfy the most discriminating

patron.

These qualifications are to be found in

THE BAIT
a stirring five-reel drama of the Northwest, featuring William
Clifford, Betty Hart, and the incomparable quadruped pantomimists

—the Bostock Animals. Released January 22 as a Mutual Master-
picture, De Luxe Edition.

“VENGEANCE IS MINE!”
a remarkable picturization of a tremendous theme—capital punish-

ment. Produced in five reels and featuring the popular star of the

screen, Crane Wilbur. Released January 31 as a Mutual Master-
picture, De Luxe Edition.

THE GIRL OF HIS DREAMS
one of the merriest of the deservedly popular Cub Comedies. Pro-
duced in one reel and featuring the funniest man in America, George
Ovey. Released January 21 (regular Friday release).

As answering your wants book through your Mutual Ex-
change these

DAVID HORSLEY PRODUCTIONS
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MUTUAL PROGRAM
EDWIN THANHOUSER

A THANHOUSER P=
PHOTOPLAY

NUNIOM

WITNESS
A3REEL DRAMA OF

POWER <S SWIFT,
MYSTERIOUS
ACTION rWITH

KATHRYN

ADAMS

RACES
ORGEOUS
OWNS
TUESDAY JAN.Id TM.

SUPPORTED BY
EDWIN STANLEY
AND

WILLIAM BUPT

ETES ,
ERSIAN*!
PINCESS
RELEASED

THURSDAY JAN.20

SULLIVAN
f
W

5TORY BY

PHILIP
LONERGAfj

RELEASED
WEDJAN.19.BB

KATHRYN ADAM5
/ IN

THE PHANTOM WITNESS

DOTH THESE COMEDIES DV

THE FAMOUS FALSTAEEED5

RILEY CHAMBERLAIN
LOUISE EMERALD BATES

CLAUDE COOPER
FRANCES KEYES

|FILMCORP.
NewRochelleN.Y.
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MUTUAL MASTERPICTURE
DE LUXE EDITIOri

EDWIN THANHOUSED
PRESENTS

* BSfa Sill 12^

STORY BY

LlOYD LONERGAN^
AUTHOR OF

,

THE MILLION DOLLAR MYSTERY’
AN D

PHILIP LONERGAN

FIVE REELS
STAGED BY

GEO.FOSTER PIATT

RELEASED THURSDAY JAN.

THANHOUSER FILM CORP.
New Dochelle NY
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MUTUAL SP

No film ever produced has been so enthusiastically
received by the big newspapers of the nation. These
great papers are publishing, week by week, the story of
“The Girl and the Game:”

New York World
Pittsburgh Press
Atlanta Constitution
Omaha Bee
Buffalo Courier
Indianapolis Star
Chicago Evening Post
Oetroit Journal
Baltimore American
Boston Globe
Cincinnati Times-Star

San Francisco Chronicle
St, Louis Globe-Democrat
Cleveland Leader
Louisville Herald
Philadelphia North American
Memphis Commercial Appeal
Milwaukee Sentinel
New Orleans Times-Picayune
Los Angeles Tribune
Dallas Journal
Seattle Post-Intelligencer

Kansas City Journal

And One Thousand Others

SIGNAL FILM
SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON. President

Publicity Offices: 222 So. State Street

. . . . a short, sharp cry,

and then she leaped.
Down, down through in-

terminable space the
form of Helen hurtled.

A splash! And then . . .

AH Records SMASHED
By This

Railroad Film Novell

'T'HE world has
learned to expect

great things of daring Helen
Holmes, yet in the “Girl and the
Game” this fearless film star has
eclipsed all previous achievements.
Her great leap from a dizzy cliff

is but one of the thrilling climaxes in chapter
four of this marvelous production.

Greatest Newspaper Go-operation!
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CIAL FEATURE

“The Girl and the Game” is the pro-
duction of guaranteed thrills! President Hutch-
inson, of the producing company, positively guarantees big,
specific thrills in each chapter of this stupendous motion picture triumph.
And he guarantees that the thrills presented will make your patrons
gasp in sheer amazement.

Half a Million Dollars To
Produce Fifteen Chapters!

This vast sum of money
was expended to make “The
Girl and the Game” the greatest
box-office opportunity ever pre-
sented. It’s a production of fifteen

two-act chapters. One chapter re-
leased each week. Four now appearing.

The thousands of theatres now
showing Helen Holmes in “The Girl
and the Game” report stupendous
crowds. And crowds bring profits!

Get in on this big money-making
proposition. Book this huge railroad
film novel. Act at once. Now!

For booking information apply to "The
Girl and the Game’’ dept, of any Mutual
exchange, or at Mutual Home Office,

New York City.

CORPORATION
CHICAGO, ILL.

Wk
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2fManInThc
Sombrero

Harold Lockwood
the screen’s most popular
idol, and his beautiful supporting
star, May Allison, play the leading roles

in this romantic Western picture. It’s a
two-part American “Flying A” drama.

Directed by Thomas Ricketts

Released Jan. 25th
A Sanitarium Scramble

Presenting vivacious Vivian Rich
and Alfred Vosburgh in a single reel “Fly-
ingA" comedy-drama.

, ,

Directed by Reaves Eason Rele&SCQ J &I1. 2otli

Some Night
A burglar steals in where a hun-
dred girls are sleeping. Woe is his! It’s

a "Beauty” comedy, with Carol Halloway and
John Sheehan.

%5?2mZ Released Jan. 26th

Walk This Way
A side splitting “Beauty” comedy, pre-
senting Neva Gerber and Walter Spencer.

Directed by
Jack Dillon Released Jan. 30th

All “Flying A” and “Beauty” pro

-

duclions are distributed throughout
the United States and Canada exclu-

sively by Mutual Film Corporation.

American Film Company,Inc
Samuel S. Hutchinson, President

Chicago, Illinois

MUTUAL PICTURES
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MUTUAL PICTURES

American Film Company, Inc., presents

William Russell and Charlotte Burton

the screen’s foremost dramatic stars,

in this newest of “Clipper” productions

A three-act drama,
vigorous, picturesque and
spectacular. Wonderful natural

grandeur. An exceptional story

of the sea. Arrange now to

book this big feature.

Directed by Donald McDonald

Released Jan. 28th

A New Mutual Masterpicture—De Luxe Edition

Lord Loveland Discovers America
It’s a laugh from start to finish. A five-reel comedy-drama from
the popular novel by G. N. and A. M. Williamson, presenting

Arthur Maude
the popular Broadway star.

Directed by Mr. Maude Released Jan. 27th
Distributed throughout the United States and
Canada exclusively by Mutual Film Corporation

American Film Company, Inc.
Samuel S. Hutchinson. President Chicago, Illinois uU
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MUTUAL PICTURES

Slapsticks With a Reason

Executives
JOSEPH H. FINN SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON

Publicity Offices: 222 So. State St., Chicago, 111.

JJERE’S a rip-roar-
ing laugh—a scream for

your patrons ! Another of those

sure-fire Vogue comedies, pre-

senting an absolutely new com-
panyofmosteccentric comedians.

Released—January 10

Other Vogue Comedy Releases

An Innocent
Crook

Sammy’sScandalous Scheme

Are you booking Vogue
comedies? They’re the cream
of all funny films!

Distributed throughout the United States and
Canada exclusiuely by Mutual Film Corporation

VOGUE FILMS, Inc.
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INETEEN HUNDRED AND FIF-

TEEN with consistent progress has

taken its place in the long line of

successive years in the history of Power’s
Cameragraph. With much accomplished in

our business development as well as con-

tributions to the advancement of motion
picture projection, we desire to express

appreciation to all users of our product and
to most heartily wish them the best of for-

tune for the coming year, with the promise
to play our part in bringing to the motion
picture industry a prosperous NINETEEN
HUNDRED AND SIXTEEN.

Nicholas Power Company
Ninety Gold Street New York City

“BUILT BY BRAINS”
You Can’t Show a Beautiful Film on a Poor Screen

When you buy a Minusa Screen you
don’t merely buy it by the square foot.

Minusa Screens are “BUILT BY
BRAINS” to suit all the particular re-

quirements of YOUR particular theatre

WRITE FOR OURILITERATURE

MINUSA CINE PRODUCTS CO.
ST. LOUIS. MO. NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO
Houser Building 19 W. 23rd Street 117-19 Golden Gate Ave.

Reel Life

tells the

world’s

biggest

film news
to every

exhibitor

every week

SAME AS MONEY
MINT REGULATIONS GOVERN OUR OUTPUT

IIArcusTicketCoJ

| 633PLYM0UTH CT.CHICA60 f

Look out ! Mr. Film Exchange Man-
ager. There are Breakers ahead. The
Rex Film Renovator will save you.

Read the following testimonial from the Famous
Players Film Service Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.:

Pittsburgh, Pa., Dec. 2nd, 1915.

Mr. R. D. Hanish, Gen Mgr.,
Rex Film Renovator Mfg Co.,

Columbus, Ohio.

Dear Sir:

After having had your Rex Renovator in our Ex-
change for a period of about seven months, we take
pleasure in advising that this machine lias more
than fulfilled your promises. We have been compli-
mented by any number of exhibitors whom we are
serving on the condition of our film, and the lack of

the so-called “rain.” We always advise that this is

due to our Rex Film Renovator.
The new attachment for the treatment of films has

been received. We have given an old print of Sepia
tint film a test and are indeed very much encouraged
with results. We have also treated entirely new film
as per your instructions. After having gone through
the process this was put on our projection machine
and run through in 6 minutes. After taking out of
machine and examining springs we found same to
be absolutely clean and the film on inspection bore
no marks of use. We are more than pleased with
this first test and have every reason to believe that
we have something that is of considerable value
to us.

Wishing you continued success, we are

Yours very truly,

FAMOUS PLAYERS FILM SERVICE CO.,
(Signed) W. C. Bachmeyer, Manager.
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Mutual Masterpictures
DE LUXE EDITION

Betrayed
A Romantic Drama of Today. Five Acts.
Starring Grace DeCarlton. Produced by the
Thanhouser Film Corporation.

Lord Loveland Discovers America
From the Celebrated Story by C. N. and A. M.
Williamson. Five Acts. Featuring the Broad-
way Star, Arthur Maude. Produced by the
American Film Company, Inc.

As a Woman Sows
A Drama of Love and Retribution. Five Acts.
Featuring the Star Players Gertrude Robinson
and Alexander Gaden.

The Bait
A Symbolic Drama of Life. Five Acts. Fea-
turing William Clifford and Betty Hart. A
David Horsley Production.

The Five Faults of Flo
Revealed in Five Acts. Starring Florence La
Badie. Produced by the Thanhouser Film Cor-
poration.

The Thoroughbred
A Drama of Vindication. Five Acts. Featur-
ing the Popular Stars William Russell and
Charlotte Burton. Produced by the American
Film Company, Inc.

The Woman in Politics
Pictures a Girl’s Battle against Graft and Con-
spiracy. Presenting Mignon Anderson and
George Mario. Five Acts. Produced by Than-
houser Film Corporation.

The Other Side of the Door
A Romantic Drama. In Five Acts. Presenting
Harold Lockwood. Produced by the American
Film Co., Inc.

The Deathlock
A Stirring Play of Alaskan Adventure. Filmed
in the Klondike. Special Mutual Feature. In
Five Acts.

The Painted Soul
A Realistic Drama of the Underworld in Five
Acts. Special Mutual Feature, Starring Bessie
Barriscale.

The Mill on the Floss
Adapted from George Eliot's Brilliant Novel.
Featuring Mignon Anderson. A Thanhouser
Production in Five Acts.

The Buzzard’s Shadow
A Drama of Frontier Army Life. In Five Acts.
Produced by the American Film Co., Inc. Star-
ring Harold Lockwood and May Allison.

The Forbidden Adventure
A Romance of Arabia. In Five Acts. Starring
Louise Glaum, Herschal Mayall and Charles
E. Ray. A Mutual Feature.

1 he Strife Eternal
A Wonderful Romance of Jane Shore. In Five
Acts. Presented by the Celebrated Star, Blanche
Forsythe and a Company of Over 3,000 Players.
A Mutual Production.

Inspiration
The Daring Romance of an Artist’s Model.
Starring Audrey Munson, the Most Beautiful
Woman in the World. Produced by the Than-
houser Film Corporation.

The End of the Road
A Spectacular Drama of the South. In Five
Acts. Featuring Harold Lockwood and May
Allison. Produced by the American Film Co.,
Inc.

The Seventh Noon
A Play of Today. In Five Acts of Climax and
Suspense. Starring the Broadway Favorite,
Ernest Glendenning. A Mutual Feature.

His Wife
A Five Act Emotional Drama from Charlotte
Braeme's Celebrated Novel. Featuring Ger-
aldine O'Brien. Produced by the Thanhouser
Film Corporation.

The Miracle of Life
A Plea for Motherhood. In Four Acts. Pro-
duced by the American Film Co., Inc. Starring
Margarita Fischer.

The Brink
A Play of Love, Conspiracy and Regeneration.
Starring Forrest Winant and Rhea Mitchell.
Four Thrilling Acts. A Mutual Production.

Bred in the Bone
A Romance of the Stage. In Four Acts. Pro-
duced by Reliance. Featuring Dorothy Gish.

The Price of Her Silence
A Human Drama of Sentiment and Adventure
in Four Acts. Produced by the Thanhouser
Film Corporation. Starring Florence La Badie.

The House of Scandals
A Sensational Drama in Four Acts. Produced
by the American Film Company, Inc. Starring
Harold Lockwood and May Allison.

The Man From Oregon
A Play of Love and Politics. Five Acts. How-
ard Hickman and Clara Williams Play the
Leads. A Mutual Feature.

The Wolf-Man
A Romantic Drama in Four Acts. Produced
by Reliance. Featuring “Billie" West and
Ralph Lewis.

Infatuation
A Drama of the Stage in Four Acts. Produced
by the American Film Company, Inc. Starring
Margarita Fischer and Harry Pollard.

Monsieur Lecoq
A Four Act Screen Version of Emile Gabo-
riau's Detective Story. Produced by the Than-
houser Film Corporation. Starring William
Morris and Florence La Badie.

A Yankee From the West
An American Drama of Today in Four Acts.
Featuring Signe Auen and Wallace Reid.

The Toast of Death
A Romance of India in Four Acts. Featuring
Louise Glaum, Harry G. Keenan and Herschal
Mayall. A Mutual Feature.

The Girl From His Town
A Drama of the Stage in Four Acts. Produced
by the American Film Company, Inc. Featur-
ing Margarita Fischer.

Milestones of Life
A Play of the Seasons in Four Acts. Produced
by the. Thanhouser Film Corporation. Featur-
ing Mignon Anderson.

The Mating
A Play of College I.ife in Five Acts. Featur-
ing Bessie Barriscale. A Mutual Feature.

The Fox Woman
A Romance of Japan. In Four Acts. By John
Luther Long. Featuring Teddy Sampson.

Secretary of Frivolous Affairs
A Society Drama in Four Acts. Produced by
the American Film Company, Inc. Featuring
May Allison and Harold Lockwood.

The Flying Twins
A Photoplay of the Circus in Four Parts. Pro-
duced by the Thanhouser Film Corporation.
Featuring Madeline and Marion Fairbanks.

The Reward
A Drama of Stage Life in Four Parts. Pre-
senting Bessie Barriscale. A Mutual Feature.

Up From the Depths
A Drama of Love and Regeneration in Four
Parts. Produced by Reliance. Presenting
Courtenay Foote and Gladys Brockwell.

Her Shattered Idol
How Love and Loyalty Won the Girl. A Drama
of Sentiment and Adventure. In Four Parts.
Featuring Mae Marsh and Robert Harron.

The Patriot and the Spy
A Thrilling War-Time Romance. In Four
Reels. Produced by the Thanhouser Film Cor-
poration. Presenting James Cruze and Mar-
guerite Snow.

The Lonesome Heart
An American Distinctive Creation. The Ro-
mance of a Foundling. In Four Parts. Pro-
duced by the American Film Company, Inc.
With the Beautiful Margarita Fischer.

The Darkening Trail
A Vivid Story of Yukon Adventure. In Four
Reels. Presenting the Popular Star, W. S.
Hart. A Mutual Feature.

The Failure
A Drama of Newspaper and Theatrical Life.
In Four Reels. Featuring John Emerson. Pro-
duced by Reliance.

Ghosts
By the Famous Norwegian Author, Henrik
Ibsen. In Five Reels. Starring Henry Wal-
thal.

God’s Witness
A Romantic Drama of Love, Mystery and Ad-
venture. In Four Acts. Produced by the
Thanhouser Film Corporation. Starring Flor-
ence La Badie.

The Lure of the Mask
An American Distinctive Creation. In Four
Reels. Produced by the American Film Com-
pany, Inc. Stars Elsie Jane Wilson and Harold
Lockwood.

Strathmore
From the Immortal Romance by “Ouida.” In
Four Reels. Produced by Reliance. Stars
Charles Clary, Irene Hunt and Francelia Bil-
lington.

Rumpelstiltskin
A Fascinating Fairy Tale. In Four Reels.
Clyde Tracy in the Title Role. A Mutual
Feature.

The Absentee
The Problems of Life Portrayed in Symbolic
Scenes. With Robert Edeson. In Five Reels.

A Child of God
A Drama of Love and Regeneration. By the
Great American Novelist, Cyrus Townsend
Brady. In Four Reels. Produced by Reliance.
With Francelia Billington and Sam De Grasse.

The Cup of Life
A Vivid Picture of a Great Moral Problem.
In Five Reels. Starring Bessie Barriscale. A
Mutual Feature.

Captain Macklin
A Drama of Love and War. From the Cele-
brated Novel by Richard Harding Davis.
Four Reels. Starring Lillian Gish.

Man’s Prerogative
A Moral Problem Play. Produced by Reliance.
In Four Reels. Star, Robert Edeson.

On the Night Stage
A Gripping Western Drama. In Five Reels.
With Robert Edeson and William S. Hart. A
Mutual Feature.

A Man and His Mate
A Great Human S'tory of the Drug Evil. In
Four Reels. Produced by Reliance. Star,
Henry Woodruff.

Enoch Arden
A Film Version of the Immortal Poem by Lord
Alfred Tennyson. In Four Reels. Produced
by Majestic. Starring Lillian Gish.

The Outlaw’s Revenge
Founded on the Life of General Villa. In Four
Reels. Produced by Reliance. Stars, Mae
Marsh, R. A. Walsh and Irene Hunt.

The Devil
A Screen Version of the Famous Tragedy by
Franz Molnar. In Five Reels. Stars, Edward
J. Connelly and Bessie Barriscale. A Mutual
Feature.

The Outcast
From the Graphic Story by Thomas Nelson
Page. In Four Reels. Produced by Reliance.
Starring Mae Marsh.

The Lost House
A Thrilling Play of Mystery and Adventure.
In Four Reels. Produced by Majestic. Star,
Lillian Gish.

The Quest
An Exciting Romance of the South Seas. In
Five Reels. Produced by the American Film
Company, Inc. Star, Margarita Fischer.

The Last Concert
A Beautiful Love Story of an Old Musician
and His Pretty Daughter. Featuring Ellis F.
Glickman and Minnie Berlin. In Four Parts.

CAREY PTG. CO., N. Y.



MUTUAL SPECIAL FEATURE

&\?eriy exhibitor’s

experience is a
new testimonial to

the biq box office

pullinq power of
this remarkable
photo-drama

"DAMAGED GOOD?”
has an appeal for
everp alass and
eondition and rank
(t tells a storq that

is ful 1 of meanmcp to

the people in pour
tow

EVERYBODY
WANTS TO SEE IT

ORPHEUM THEATRE
Orpbeum Circuit

WONDERLAND THEATRE
Photo Pl«r»

Acme Amusement Co.
(INCORPORATED)

L. M. CARMAN, Manager

Lincoln, Nebraska, Dec. 22, 1915,

LYRIC THEATRE
V«udcvlll«

- 19-

Mr. C. W. Taylor,
Mgr., Mutual Film Corp.

,

Otoiaha, Neb.

My dear Sir:-

Please find enclosed our check for $300.00

covering rental on ’’Damaged Goods” three days, December

20-21-22.

I am more than pleased with the business

this wonderful production has drawn into our theatre

on what are considered the dullest days of the season,

ju9t before the holidays. After the first performance

the S.R.0. sign has been displayed in the lobby of our

theatre. This speaks for itself.

Yours very truly.

Kindly send receipted bill for our files.

RDnte or Loire your nearest
<

~)7)utuat Qpchange for
boohiny cLate. dbuerij print is busy. JVow is the time...

THE MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION
JOHN R. FREULER , President

EXECUTIVE OFFICES

71 ^We9t Q.9 pc{ Street (NewTfophj* (2itc^?
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PRESIDENT FREULER
Says to

EXHIBITORS

T HE man at the head of

a successful newspaper is

always a power in the com-
munity. Doubtless you have
seen such a man rise to

prominence and power in

your own town. At any rate

if you look about now you
will recognize such a man in

your own community, no
matter how big or how small

your city.

Why?

B ECAUSE this man at the

head of the newspaper,
whether he be editor or pro-

prietor, is enabled to impress

his ideas and opinions upon
the people. His newspaper
is the medium of expression

of his personality. Its success

depends on the success with

which he expresses that per-

sonality. If his personality

has not the property of popu-
larity, if he is not in sym-
pathy with the people, if he
can not interpret his readers

as well as himself, his news-
paper will be a failure.

M Y business has made me
a rather close observer

of newspapers in cities great

and small all over the coun-
try. I am convinced that the

newspaper which is merely
institutional, which does not
carry this element of person-
ality of some big man con-
nected with it, is always a

failure.

There is a lesson to you
and to every exhibitor in this.

You, too, are a publisher.

I NSTEAD of printing a
* paper you print your news
and stories and editorials on
the screen from films and
slides. You are just as truly

an editor as the man who sits

at the desk with the editorial

blue pencil. You accept and

you reject. You decide what
you will print in the lights

and shadows of your screen.
You are expressing your
personality at every show.
You will succeed or fail by
exactly the same factors as
the editor.

You have the same chance
for power in the community
as the editor.

THIS means responsibility.

You are responsible to
your patrons for good enter-
tainment, clean entertain-
ment. You have to be
interesting EVERY DAY.
You can never relax, never
shirk responsibility. If you
do, you get the reaction in

the box office receipts.

You must learn to talk to
your patrons from your
screen just as effectively as
the editor talks from the
printed page of black and
white. It can be done. You
can do it if you will but try.

Y OU can talk much more
effectively and enter-

tainingly than the editor.
Your expressions on the
screen do not have to be in-

terpreted by a reader’s
imagination because they
are enacted in life right be-
fore the audience — your
“readers.”

A S the industry progresses
you more and more will

have need for this power of
expression directly to the
people. The various local
and national censorship
problems and fights make a
very good example of this
need.

Be a real picture exhibitor,

and a real power in your
community.



Motion Picture Men “Get Together”

Industry awakening to the necessity

for hearty co-operation— spirit of

unity horn at Wilson dinner

THE motion picture industry is beginning to “get

together with itself.” There is a beginning of a

recognition of the community of interest held by the

exhibitor, the manufacturer and the distributor. Several

events in the last few months have given evidence of the

growing appreciation of the necessity for unity. But noth-

ing has more effectively called this to the attention of both

the public and those within the industry than the first

annual dinner of the Motion Picture Board of Trade, held

at the Biltmore in New York last week.

The strenuous efforts and heated controversies involved

in the fight of the industry against the Hughes Bill, before

the House Committee on Education in Washington, helped

to give the function a significance beyond its face value.

The presence of President Wilson was accepted as a

matter of more than remarkable recognition in some quar-

ters. The fact that so many persons in the industry should

feel thus flattered is plenty of indication that it is high time

that the motion picture begin to recognize itself.

Exhibitors, Manufacturers

and Distributors Meet

The dinner was attended by approximately one thousand

persons, including a large number of eastern exhibitors,

and officials and representatives of practically all of the

manufacturers and distributors of motion pictures in

America.

The brief but interesting visit of President Wilson at the

dinner was an incident of a very busy day for him. There

was considerable evidence in his address that he has yet

to find out what the motion picture means to the American
public. As is customary in addresses of the kind, the

President threw in some splashes of “local color,” so after

referring to how he liked himself in the pictures he talked

on a number of generalities which might have been con-

strued to apply to picture censorship, the Mexican situation

or hyphenated Americans.

Guests of Honor

at Dinner

At the speakers’ table sat J. Stuart Blackton, the toast-

master; J. W. Binder, Walter W. Irwin, Dudley Field

Malone, George Eastman, Nicholas Power, Roy Howard,
Joseph W. Engel, Fire Commissioner Adamson, John R.

Freuler, Hudson Maxim, W. Stephen Bush, Edwin Mark-
ham, Bartow S. Weeks, E. A. MacManus, Dr. Cyrus Town-
send Brady, William F. McCombs and Bainbridge Colby.

But at any rate President Wilson now knows that there

is a motion picture business. In the course of his address

he said:

President Wilson’s

Address

“I wondered when I was on my way here what would
be expected of me. It occurred to me, perhaps, that I would
only be expected to go through the motions of a speech.

And then I reflected that, never having seen myself speak,

and generally having my thoughts concentrated upon what
I had to say, I had not the least opinion of what my motions

were when I made a speech—because it has never occurred

to me, in my simplicity, to make a speech before a mirror.

If you will give me time I will rehearse this difficult task

and return and perform it for you.

“I have sometimes been very much chagrined in seeing

myself in a motion picture. I have often wondered if I

really was that kind of a guy. The extraordinary rapidity

with which I walked, for example, the instantaneous and
apparently automatic nature of my motions

; the way in

which I produce uncommon grimaces and altogether the

extraordinary exhibition I make of myself sends me to bed
very unhappy. And I often think to myself that although
all the world is a stage, and men and women but actors upon
it, after all, the external appearance of things is very

superficial indeed.

“I am very much more interested in what my fellow men
are thinking about than in the motions through which jthey

are going, and while we unconsciously display a great deal

of human nature in our visible actions there are some very

deep waters within which no picture can sound.

“When you think of a great nation, ladies and gentle-

men, you are not thinking of a visible thing
;
you are think-

ing of a spiritual thing. I suppose a man in public office

feels this with a peculiar poignancy because what it is im-
portant for him to know are the real, genuine sentiments
and emotions of those people.

Pertaining to

Liars

“I found out what was going on in Mexico in a verv
singular way—by hearing a sufficiently large number of
liars talk about it. I think the psychological explanation
will interest you. You know that the truth is consistent
with itself

;
one piece matches another. Now, no man is an

inventive enough liar not to bring in large sections of truth
in what he is saying. And after all the liars have done
talking to you about the same subject it will come to your

“When you think of a great nation you are not thinking of a visible thing; you are thinking of a spiritual

thing. I suppose that a man in public office feels this with a peculiar poignancy because what it is important for
him to know are the real genuine sentiments and emotions of those people. I am much more interested in what my
fellow men are thinking about than in the motions through which they are going.”
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consciousness that long and large pieces of what they said

match ;
that in that respect they all said the same thing

;

that the variations are lies, and the consistencies are the

truth.

“They will not all tell you the same piece of the truth,

so that if you hear enough of them you may get the whole

of the truth. And yet it is very tedious to hear men lie,

particularly when you know they are lying. You feel like

reminding them that really your time is important to you
and that you wish they would get down to business and
tell you what is really so, but they don’t. They want to give

an excursion to their minds before they get down to busi-

ness. And what I particularly object to is a very able man
with a lot of invention coming to me and lying to me,

because then the interview is very tedious .and long before

we get down to business. I got to know that story so by
heart that the last time a deputation visited me about Mexico
I thought I would save time and I told them exactly what
they were going to say to me and they went away very

much confused
;
they wondered how I had heard it, because

they knew it was not so.

Driving Power That
Moves States

“And yet underneath all of this are those great pulses

which throb in great bodies of men and drive the great

powers of state. And I wonder how men venture to try

to deceive a great nation. There never was a profounder
saying than that of Lincoln’s, ‘That you can fool all the

people some of the time and some people all the time, but

you cannot fool all the people all the time.’

“The best way to silence any friend of yours whom you
know to be a fool is to induce him to hire a hall. Nothing
chills pretence like exposure ;

nothing will bear the tests of

examination for a sliorter length of time than pretence.

At least so I try to persuade myself, and yet there are some
humbugs that have been at large a long time.

“I suppose there is always a rising generation whom
they can fool, but the older heads ought not to permit them-
selves to be fooled

;
and I should think that in a year like

the year 1916, when there is to be a common reckoning for

everybody, men would hurry up and begin to tell the truth.

They are not hurrying about it
;
they are taking their time

;

but the American people are going to insist upon it before
this year is over—that everybody comes up and is counted
on the great questions of the day. They are not going to

take any excuses
;
they are not going to take any pretences

;

they are going to insist upon the goods delivered on the spot.

“And anybody that declines to deliver them is going to

go bankrupt and ought to go bankrupt. Everybody ought
to get what’s coming to them. But I came here to say that

I hoped you would not believe that I am what I appear tc

be in the pictures you make of me. I really am a pretty
decent fellow, and I have a lot of emotions that do not
show on the surface, and the things that I don’t say would
fill a library. The great cross of public life is that you are
not allowed to say all the things that you think.

Picturesque Opinions

on Men in General

“Some of my opinions about some men are extremely

picturesque; and if you could only take a motion picture

of them you would think it was Vesuvius in eruption. And
yet all these volcanic forces, all these things that are going

on inside of me, have to be concealed under a most grave

and reverent exterior, and I have to make believe that 1

have nothing but respectable and solemn thoughts all the

time whereas there is a lot going on inside of me that would
be entertaining to any audience anywhere.

“I am very much complimented that you should have

allowed me to come in at this late hour in your feast and
without partaking of the pleasures of conversation to make
you all, whether you would or not, listen to me talk. My
object in life is not talking. I wish there were less talking

to do. I wish that not everybody had to be persuaded to

do the right thing. I wish that the things that are obvious

did not have to be explained. I wish that principles did not

have to be re-expounded.

“We all in our hearts agree upon the fundamental prin-

ciples of our lives, of our life as a nation. Now we ought

to tax ourselves with the duty of seeing that those principles

are realized in action, and no fooling about it. The only

difficult things in life, ladies and gentlemen, are the appli-

cations of the principles of right and wrong. I can set

forth the abstract principles of right and wrong, and so can

you. But when it comes down to an individual item of

conduct, whether in public affairs or private affairs, there

comes the pinch ! In the first place, to see the right way
to do it, and in the second place, to do it that way. If we
could only agree that in all matters of public concern we
would adjourn our private interests, look each other frankly

in the face and say, ‘We are all ready, at whatever sacrifice

of our own interests, to do in common the thing that the

common weal demands,’ what an irresistible force America
would be

!

Afraid of Certain

Truthful Men
“I can point out to you a few men—of course I am not

going to name them now—whom every man ought to be
afraid of because nothing but the truth resides in them.
Men—I have one in particular in mind whom I have never
caught thinking about himself. I would not dare make a

pretence in the presence of that man even if I wanted to.

His eyes contain the penetrating light of truth before which
all disguises fall away.

“Now suppose we were all like that
;

it would hasten the
millennium immensely, and if Americans were always to

do what, when the real temper of America is aroused, they
do the world would always turn to America for guidance
and America would be the most potent and influential force
in all the world.

“So when I look at pictures, whether they move or
whether they do not move, I think of all the deep sources of
happiness and of pain, of joy and of misery that lie beneath
that surface, and I am interested chiefly in the heart that

beats underneath it all, for I know that there is the pulse
and the machinery of all the great forces of the world.”

.

I found out what was going on in Mexico in a very singular way—by hearing a sufficiently large number of
liars talk about it. I ou know the truth is consistent with itself ; one piece matches another. Now, no man is an inven-
tive enough liar not to bring, in large sections of truth in what he is saying. After all the liars have done talking
to you about the same subject it will come to your mind that the variations are the lies and that the consistencies
are the truth.”
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Masterpictures, De Luxe, Are Winners
Perfection, keynote of fourth

group of three 5 Reel Weekly

features issued by Mutual

P
ERFECTION in scenic production, perfection in

dramatic theme and perfection in the players selected

to portray the characters, mark the fourth group of

three weekly Masterpictures, De Luxe Edition, released by
the Mutual Film Corporation. Letters by thousands have
poured in from exhibitors and moving picture enthusiasts

all over the country, praising these remarkable film dramas.
They were indeed worthy of the lavish praise bestowed, but

in accordance with the policy of the producers to make
each new feature production surpass the previous one, the

latest releases of the Mutual features have attained the

highest peak yet reached in the field of the silent drama.
Three irreproachable five-act dramas, at total variance

in plot and thrilling situations but identical in the excellence

of the acting and artistic merit of the production, are in-

cluded in the fourth group to be released. Adventure, in-

trigue, love, diplomacy and a host of other elements make
up the themes of the engrossing film stories.

BROADWAY STAR HAS
LEAD IN STRONG DRAMA
The first of these Masterpictures, De Luxe Edition, to

appear on the fourth great program is the five-reel racing

drama, The Drifter, is produced by Gaumont. Originality

in plot and excellence in acting are predominant.
The Drifter is a delightful, wholesome love story, full of

heart interest and beautiful pathos. An unusual film drama
in every respect and one that will leave a pleasant impres-
sion in the minds of all who see it. The denouement fur-

nishes one of the biggest surprises ever seen in a screen
production.

Popular Alexander Gaden is at his best in The Drifter,
where he plays a dual role with finesse and power. Seldom
has he appeared in a part which gave him such wide scope
or which permits him to display his remarkable histrionic
talents to their fullest degree. Those who have enjoyed
Mr. Gaden’s finished acting in other Mutual Masterpic-
tures, De Luxe Edition, will be amazed at his clever acting
in this new feature.

Charming Lucille Taft, whose beauty and grace has won
hosts of admirers throughout filmdom, is co-star with Mr.
Gaden in this exceptional racing drama and has never
appeared to better advantage. Early in the film she appears
as a schoolgirl, and all her winsomeness and girlish charm
add much to the delight of the picture. Miss Taft as Faith
will be long remembered as one of the great film character-
izations.

GRIPPING DRAMA OF
WAR’S BIG PROBLEM
Powder, a gripping five-act drama with a big war prob-

lem as the basic theme, produced by the American Film
Company, Inc., is the second of the fourth group of Master-
pictures, De Luxe Edition. Arthur Maude, the noted Eng-
lish actor, is the star in this powerful photoplay, and is

supported by Constance Crawley and an excellent company
selected especially for this feature film production.

This remarkable film drama tells a gripping and power-
ful story of a powder manufacturer who is approached by

representatives of two belligerent nations, who seek to pur-

chase the output of his factories. These envoys try to enlist

the aid of a pretty political exile, whose beauty and strategy

they feel will be a big asset.

A young peace propagandist, the leading character of

the stirring story, is opposed to the shipment of munitions,

although he is engaged to the daughter of the head of the

powder industry. He begins a fight in Congress for the

passage of a bill to prohibit the shipment of war supplies.

One intrigue follows another until a plot is discovered

that will ruin the manufacturer and the hero himself.

Arthur Maude, who is recognized by able critics every-

where as one of the greatest living character actors, has a

role in Powder which he is emphatic in declaring is the

strongest in his long career, in which time he has played

more than three hundred different parts. He is cast in the

role of a pacifist, who is fighting to prevent the shipment
of ammunition to the belligerent nations of Europe. The
role is a difficult one and taxes his ability to the utmost.

His delineation of the part is forceful and artistic.

“THE SOUL’S CYCLE” IS

UNUSUALLY INTERESTING

What is perhaps the most startling theme ever adapted
for use in the silent drama forms the basic plot in the unique

and wonderful five-act psychological drama, The Soul’s

Cycle, produced by Horsley and released as the third Mu-
tual Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition, of the week. The
main theme deals with the ancient theory of the trans-

migration of souls. The idea is developed in a novel and
thrilling manner. Margaret Gibson is the star of the pro-

duction, in which the Bostock Animals play a prominent
part.

This picture relates the love of a Grecian maiden for a

young artist. She is coveted by an aged and wealthy Sena-
tor, who, finding that he cannot win her love, has the girl

and her lover thrown into the mouth of a crater. The
Senator is punished for his crime by the gods, who con-

demn him to wander the earth as a lion until he reunites

the two souls of the youthful lovers.

The scene changes to modern times, where the two lovers

of former centuries meet and fall in love at first sight. There
is another suitor for the hand of the girl, who plots to bring

about the downfall of his rival. A lion, the symbol of the

Grecian Senator, has been captured by the girl’s sweetheart.

The girl makes a pet out of the shaggy beast, and when the

rival in his plot to harm the lover lets the lion loose, the

beast turns upon him instead, and wins his freedom from
the gods.

This delightful fantasy is interpreted by a cast of unusual
excellence in which the beautiful Margaret Gibson is fea-

tured. Miss Gibson is first seen in the flowing robes of a
Grecian maiden and later as a young woman of the present

day. The role is a difficult one and calls for the exercise

of all Miss Gibson’s remarkable talents. She is ably sup-
ported by John Oaker and Henry Watson.

“The Soul’s Cycle,” is one of the most remarkable photo-
plays ever produced, and every lover of the artistic in

film productions should not fail to see it.
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“Life’s Blind Alley”
Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition

A tensely interesting drama

,

of the East and West, with

an exceedingly novel finish

TAKE a chapter- out of the lives of millions of every-

day, ordinary, living, breathing people, who are liv-

ing along, striving for a little crumb of hapiness here

and there, and you will have the plot of Life’s Blind Alley,

Mutual Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition, produced by the

American Film Company, Inc., and featuring Harold Lock-
wood and May Allison.

There is no attempt to make the traditional “everything

happy in the end” complexion to the picture play. The five

reels of picture play holds the mirror up to life and reflects

life as it is.

The story follows

:

After a long, dry season, Walt Landis, the owner of an
isolated ranch, is in desperate need of water. His cattle are

dying for lack of it. The young ranchman tried to persuade
his neighbors to let him use their water supply, but they

refuse to accept his note, and he has no money.
Walt wins the devotion of Wanpanah, an Indian, by sav-

ing him from a poisonous snake. But he distresses the red-

skin greatly by killing the snake. It is Wanpanah’s belief,

according to the traditions of his race, that the snake is

the messenger to propitiate the rain god.

They wait and wait for rain, but none falls. At length,

one day, Walt saves the life of an Eastern millionaire, Adam
Keating. The older man’s daughter, Helen, is sent for, and
comes west to take care of her father during his illness.

Hearing of Walt’s predicament and moved by gratefulness,

the Easterner buys an interest in the young man’s ranch, and
advances money to help him from his distressful predica-

ment.

As the father and daughter linger, Walt becomes more
and more deeply in love with Helen. After their return

home, he follows them to the East, and lays his heart and
hand at the young girl’s feet. Helen, used as she is to the

more cultivated but more shallow men of the East, sends
the stalwart rancher away, and marries a New York club

man named Fred Sherwood.
Walt, growing more lonely on his solitary ranch, at length

marries Rose McKee, a factory girl, with whom he has come
in correspondence by answering a note she had placed in a
box of collars.

As time progresses, Helen’s blase husband tires of mar-
ried life. He grows more and more dissipated. On Walt’s
ranch, Rose, used to the rush and whirr of busy life, i?

palled on by the solitude and pines for the city again.

At length, weary of his son-in-law’s dissipations, Helen’s
father sends his daughter and her husband to Walt’s ranch,

in which he still retains a share, to see if life out-of-doors
will not have a regenerating effect upon the young man.

Thrown together, the four find themselves turning natur-

ally to their tastes. Helen sees the real worth of Walt Lan-
dis. She appreciates his big outlook on life, his gentleness,

his kindness and his love for life’s greatest things.

Fred finds Rose more to his taste than his wife. He flirts

with her, and she is flattered by his attention. One day,
Walt and Helen discover the two in each other’s embraces.
As they start to cross a stream, Rose and Fred are caught
in the quicksands.

It seems like a solution to their problem to the young
rancher. If the two would only sink to their death, he and

Helen might be

left to face
happiness to-

gether. But
his higher na-

ture gets the

better of him,

and he saves

them from a

horrible death.

Helen and
Sherwood re-

turn to their

home in the

East, mismated
and unhappy
as ever. Rose
and Walt re-

main on their

ranch with no
bond of sym-
pathy in com-
mon to see the

wonder of the

stars together,

and be happy
in the beauty
of nature.

Harold
Lockwood and
May Allison,

the popular
American
stars, carry out

their usual

standard of

excellence
in their un-

usual life
drama. Mr.
L o ckwood
plays the role of Walt Landis, the stalwart, handsome, clean-

minded young rancher, who was denied life’s greatest hap-

piness because he knocked at love’s portals too early.

Miss Allison is as gentle and beautiful as ever in the

role of Helen Keating. She plays her part with rare under-

standing. Nell Franzen is splendid as Rose McKee, the lit-

tle factory girl, whose vision had been marred by the lesser

things in life, and Warren Ellsworth makes a very satisfy-

ing Sherwood.
Life’s Blind Alley is really human.
Fate is always playing us tricks for which we later pay.

When Helen held the ball of happiness in her hand she

threw it away for a showier thing, but when it was gone,

and the gaudier bauble had disclosed its sham, she longed

for the modest ball which she had thrown far beyond her

reach.

We do things such as that, all of us, every day of our

lives.

Life’s Blind Alley may teach us to value more what is

close to hand.

Harold Lockwood as “Walt Landis,” in

“Life’s Blind Alley,” Masterpicture, De
Luxe, Produced by American

Walt. Landis Harold Lockwood
Helen Keating May Allison

Rose McKee Nell Franzen
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Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition

Marguerite Courtot and Sydney Mason, co-stars

in “The Dead
Alive,” Pro-

duced
by

Gau-
mont

Presenting the beautiful and

'popular star of the screen, Mar-
guerite Courtot, in a dual role

NO matter how much we may scorn spiritualism or
any other psychic phenomena, we are all fas-

cinated with them. There are none of us,

perhaps, who have not sat enthralled in a charmed
circle, with a group of other spell-bound young-
sters waiting for the ghost to tap on the table or

knock on the floor above.

It is upon this very curiosity about the vast

unknown that the Mutual Masterpicture, De
Luxe Edition, The Dead Alive, featuring Mar-
guerite Courtot, is based.

According to the story, “Doc” Ardini, an in-

ternational crook, who poses as the friend of

William H. Stuyvesant, a young millionaire,

tries to work on the young man’s interest in

spiritualism, to accomplish a daring robbery
in the young man’s sumptuous home. The
story centers about twin sisters, the daughters of

a weak-willed, vacillating drunkard, who comes
under the influence of “Doc” Ardini through his

propensities for gambling. “Old Jim,” the father

of the girls, loses his money in “Doc’s” gambling
house. Out of pity for the old man, the gambler gives

him a small job in his employ. The two girls come to the

city, not knowing in what degrading business their father

is occupied, and decide to keep house for him and to work
at the same time.

Jessie becomes a clerk, and Mary goes on the stage. At
her place of business, Jessie attracts the attention of William
H. Stuyvesant, a wealty young millionaire, who grows to

love her honestly, and asks her to marry him. Before the

girl has given her definite answer to her handsome suitor,

she learns of a raid on “Doc” Ardini’s gambling house, in

which her father, whom she thought employed in a respect-

able business, shoots and kills a man. Under an assumed
name, her father is held for murder.

Jessie feels that with this disgrace upon her family, she

cannot marry William, and goes away, leaving a note tell-

ing him that she cannot marry him because of a terrible

secret in her life. She has never told him of her sister

Mary.
Undaunted, Stuyvesant hunts until he finds her, and in-

sists that she become his bride, in spite of anything which
may have happened. At the trial of Ardini and “Old Jim,”
Ardini is sent to prison for three months, and Jessie’s father
is sentenced to a ten-year term. On leaving prison, Ardini
is in need of money. He learns that Jessie has kept her
family relations a secret. Possessed with an almost un-
canny hypnotic power, the gambler gains control over Mary,
and forces her to go to her sister and threaten disclosure
of her real identity if the young wife does not give her
money.
Almost immediately after this, while aboard her husband’s

private yacht, Jessie becomes heated with wine and with
the glamour of it all through carelessness falls over the rail

and is drowned. The young husband is inconsolable.

It is at this time that “Doc” Ardini sees an opportunity
to get in some of his smooth and treacherous work. He
makes the friendship of William, and persuades him that
he can bring back to him the spirit of his wife. But the
crook says that he must be alone in the house with William,

Mary i

Jess J Marguerite Courtot
William Sydney Mason
“Doc" H. W. Pemberton

and that

the serv-

ants must go,

or that he can-

not work his pow-
ers to any avail. The
young millionaire ar-

ranges a perfect set-

ting for the gambler’s
experiment,not know-
ing that “Doc” has
plotted with Mary,

i

who is to appear in

the shadowy distance,

as the dead wife.

Everything is as planned. The servants are sent away,
and William and Ardini wait for the appearance of Jessie’s

spirit. Her form seems to appear in the distance, William
is almost overcome. After having seen her sister’s husband,
Mary is unwilling longer to be a party to Ardini’s mischief.

She tells her brother-in-law who she is. The same night,

Ardini’s plot to rifle William’s safe is foiled, and the thief

is shot and killed.

It is the beginning of better days for the little actress.

Attracted by her likeness to Jessie, William asks her to be-

come his bride.

The Dead Alive gives charming little Marguerite Courtot,

the new star of the Gaumont’s constellation, an opportunity
to do some splendid and unusual acting. In the parts of

both Mary and Jessie, the little actress appears in dual roles

on the screen during a great number of scenes. She talks

with herself, walks with herself, sits down and remonstrates
with herself. Her dual role leads her into two entirely

different sides of life, and gives opportunity for a wide
variety of acting.

Sydney Mason, the handsome young juvenile lead, makes
a most charming William Stuyvesant. Henry W. Pem-
berton’s splendid heavy and character work is well known
to Mutual followers. His work as “Doc” Ardini is most
convincing. In the role of “Old Jim,” James Levering plays
with his usual distinctive understanding of the part.

There are some spectacular scenes in this five-part pic-

ture. The water scenes, on and off the yacht, are espe-
cially full of the charm of Florida.

The picture was produced under the direction of Henry
Vemot, the French director especially engaged by the Gau-
mont studios.

“The Dead Alive”
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Silas Marner
Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition

Picturized by the Thanhouser

Film Company from the

famous novel by George Eliot

VERY school child is familiar with Silas Marner.

It will be with particular interest to old and young,

then, that George Eliot’s famous novel will be pre-

sented to the public in visual form, when it will appear as

a Mutual Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition.

In the leading role, as the gnarled and bent old miser so

well known in literature, is the celebrated Shakespearian

actor, Frederick Warde. It is fitting that Frederick Warde
should be chosen for this particular interpretation. He has

always been connected with the highly classical stage as a

Shakespearian player, and his name is always associated

with literary and artistic endeavor.

In support of the well-known player is a cast, the strong-

est to be mustered from the Thanhouser forces. Louise

Emerald Bates, the attractive actress whose career on

Broadway has made her a general favorite; Mile. Valkyrien,

the beautiful Danish actress
;
Ethel Jewett, Elise Jordan,

Morgan Jones, Frank E. McNish, Thomas A. Curran, Hec-

tor Dion and Arthur L. Rankin, all tried and tested players

of the screen world, appear in support of Mr. Warde.
Directing this production was Frederick Warde’s own

son, Ernest Warde, the Thanhouser director, whose pleasure

it was to introduce his father to motion picture histrionism

at the same time he was creating into a living, moving thing,

the great story of literature which his father had often read

to him as a boy.

The story of Silas Marner, it will be recalled, was that

of a man who had become embittered and estranged because

of a false accusation for thievery which had been placed on
his head by a friend whom he had trusted.

Driven from his native town, he had settled down, a

miserable, unhappy weaver far from home, and let one
passion—the love for gold—become the absorbing motive

of his existence. In the town where he plied his trade

lived Squire Cass, the father of two sons. One of them,

Godfrey, by name, was a serious-purposed, conscientious

young man, on whom his father leaned for support. The
other, Dunstan, the younger, was a spendthrift and a

roisterer.

As the elder son grew in favor with his father, and as his

marriage to Ncpncy Lammeter, the daughter of a most re-

spectable family, seemed imminent, Dunstan resolved that

his brother should be forced to fall from grace.

Thereupon he succeeded in getting his elder brother un-
der the influence of rum, as they were on a journey through
the country, and while Godfrey was in this condition, Duns-
tan inviegled him into marrying a pretty barmaid. When
he returned to- sobriety, Godfrey was horrified at what he
had done. He provided for his wife, and returned to his

home. But Dunstan used this knowledge to force money
from his brother’s share.

At length, the younger brother’s rioting used up what
money Godfrey could easily give him. Godfrey was forced
to ask for time. As Dunstan returned from hunting one
night, he stopped in Silas Marner’s cabin as shelter from
the rain. He discovered the miser’s hidden gold, and tak-

ing it in his hands, ran from the house.

In the darkness and the rain, he did not see an old well
near by. He fell into it, as he ran, and was drowned. Silas,

Frederick IVarde, famous Shakesperian actor, as “Silas

Marner” in the Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition,

of the same name

Silas Marner Frederick Warde
His Sweetheart Louise E. Bates
Supposed Friend Morgan Jones
Godfrey Thomas Curran

on returning home, was nearly crazed at the loss of the only

thing he loved in the world.

Squire Cass and Godfrey, hearing nothing from Dunstan,
believed that he had wearied of his restricted life, and
thought that he had run away from home. And so Godfrey
married Nancy, and the following New Year’s Eve the

Squire gave a great ball.

That same night, Molly, Godfrey’s bar-maid wife, decided

that she would confront the squire’s son with their child.

But as she reached the road near Silas Marner’s hut, she be-

came exhausted from her journey through the snow, and
fell by the way. Eppie, the child, ran to the light shining

from Marner’s window, entered the house, and fell asleep

by the fire. The weaver was also asleep, and when he awoke
and saw the child’s golden hair shining, in the fire light,

he thought it was his gold come back to him. He reached
for it and picked it up in his hands, to find that it was the

curly locks of the child.

The mother’s voice was heard calling, but when Silas

reached her, she was unconscious. • She later died. God-
frey, recognizing his bar-maid wife in the dead woman,
knew that Eppie was his own child. But he did not confess

to Nancy—not until years had passed and life had granted
them a childless fireside.

Then the Squire’s eldest son told his wife the tale. To-
gether they went to Marner’s hut and begged Eppie to come
with them. But she remained true to the old weaver who
had grown to love her more than life itself.

When the old well was drained, the remains of Dunstan
were found, the money box clutched in his hands.

Silas Marner lends itself particularly well to picturization.

It is intensely dramatic, and Mr. Warde, the director, has
succeeded in obtaining the quaint background of English
country life of a former time.
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Three Part Mutual Star Features

“THE SPIRIT
[OF THE GAME”

“LILLO OF THE
SULU SEAS”

A three part Thanhouser
drama of college life,

starring Edwin Stanley.

£ A L I S-
TIC, bril-

liant and
spectacular i s

The Spirit of the

Game, a three-

part Thanhouser
drama based on
the great Ameri-
can game. Life
at college, on the

campus, in the

“gyms” and the

class rooms is de-

picted on the
screen with vivid

realism, and
throughout i s

woven one of the
prettiest stories

of the heart ever
presented on a

motion picture

screen.

The Spirit of
the Game deals with a college idol, who
was forced to make the college “eleven”
through his love for a pretty co-ed.

Though having no great love for the game,
he nevertheless sought and obtained a

position on the team. But the best he
could do was to be assigned to the left-

over squad. It was the day before the big
game, the winning of which meant so much

A big scene from
“The Spirit of the

Game.’’

Dick
The Sweetheart
The Left-over

.

.

The Sweetheart

. Edwin Stanley
Kathryn Adams
..Morris Foster

. ..Ethyle Cooke

A story of the South Sea
Isles in three parts, fea-
turing Harold Lockwood.

A STRIKING
story of the

South Sea
Isles crowded with
adventure, love, in-

trigue and the lure of

gold, is found in Lillo

of the
Sulu Seas,
a three part

Flying “A”
drama pro-

duced by the Ameri-
can Film Company,
Inc., for release by
the Mutual Film Cor-
poration. Harold
Lockwood, popular
star of American pro-

duction and the beau-
tiful May Allison, co-

stars in many impor-
tant productions re-

leased by the Mutual,
are the featured play-

ers in Lillo of the

S u l u Seas, Lock-
wood in the role of

Ralph Holt, and Miss
Allison, as Lillo.

At the opening of
May Allison,

_

as the story Jeb Foster
“Lillo,” in “Lillo persuades the pretty
of the Sulu Seas.’ wife of Captain

Rand to elope with

him. They take with them the infant

daughter of Rand. The latter retires

to an island in the South Seas. Mean-
while, Rand’s daughter, now sixteen, has

grown into a beautiful young woman.

to the college. That night the left-over

stood at the window of his room, watching
Captain Dick Thorton as he walked across
the campus. The rules forbid Thorton, or
any other member of the team, being abroad
at night. Two hours later the left-over
found Thorton drunk in the rear room of
a notorious resort. Dragging Dick back to
the campus, the left-over came upon the
idol’s sweetheart. Quickly he rushed the
drunken man behind a bush, keeping him
there until the girl had passed.

The big game was on. In the stand the
girl watched the pathetic figure of the man
she loved. She was quick to realize the
cause. In the dressing room, the left-over
sat alone. Suddenly Thorton collapsed.
“Take my place,” he commanded of the
left-over. Quickly the left-over stepped
forward, then stopped. A desperate scheme
suggested itself. He was the same size

and build as Thorton! In a moment he
had changed uniforms with Dick and at the
bell took his place in the line up. That
college game went down in history. The
supposed Thorton seemed to suddenly
come to life. His plays were not only
snappy, but so puzzling to the other side
that they could do nothing with him. Of a
sudden the hero faltered, then fell pros-
trate. His nose guard was knocked from
his face. Then came the revelations.

Ralph Harold Lockwood

Lillo May Allison

Jeb Foster William Stowell

She is known as Lillo. Ralph Holt, son of

a wealthy pearl merchant in New York,
visits the South Seas to study the fisheries

and the business.
1 He meets Lillo, with

whom he falls in love. Near the end of a

cruise the vessel is overtaken by a typhoon
and wrecked. Foster escapes in a small

boat, leaving Ralph and Lillo to their fate.

Later they land on Captain Rand’s island.

Foster recognizes Rand. Foster learns that

Rand possesses a fortune in pearls and
plans to get possession of them. In the act

of stealing the money, Foster is seized by
Rand’s faithful servant. Rand enters the

room and recognizes the tattooing on the

invader’s arm. Foster attempts to kill him
without warning.

Ralph carries Lillo to Rand’s house.

Here they come upon the scene of Foster’s

death. Rand explains the situation and re-

lates the incidents of his early life. In the

telling, he realizes that Lillo is his daugh-
ter. Ralph decides that it is his duty to

return and report to his father. Within a

short time he returns to the girl whom
he could not forget.

“ACCORDING TO
ST. JOHN”

Depicting an outlaw’s re-

generation, starring Jack
Richardson and Anna Little.

REATER
I y love has no^ man than

this, that a man
lay down his life

for his friends,”

(John 15, 13).

Ben Wolf, gam-
bler, outlaw and
general all round
“bad man,” wan-
dering into the
town’s sole church
during Sunday
service, happened
across this chapter
from the Good
Book. For the first

time he realized

that the life he had
Jack Richardson, as been leading for

“Ben Wolf” in “Ac- years wasn’t the

cording to St. John.” only thing worth
while in the world.

And Ben Wolf, strange to say, was falling

in love.

Between the two the “bad man’s” re-

formation was accomplished. Then, when
the supreme moment came, Wolf was ready.

Here, briefly sketched, is the basis of Ac-
cording to St. John, a three part Mus-
tang drama, filled with suspense. Jack
Richardson, famous heavy, appears as Ben.

Dick Tom Chatterton
Bess Ann Little
Ben Jack Richardson

The story follows : Ben Wolf, outlaw,
lives the life of a recluse far up in the
mountains. Bess, the only child of the
pastor of the town’s only church, is en-
gaged to Dick. Bob, her brother, has fallen

in with the town’s rougher element. Bob
loses everything in a gambling resort.* He
appropriates the funds of the church, and
loses all to Wolf. Wolf attends church
services and is attracted to Bess, singing in

the choir. -™
Bob restores the church

.
funds he had

stolen. Just before the stage coach arrives

after reporting a hold-up by a masked
bandit. A cuff-button dropped by the out-
law is the only clue. Wolf, in the woods,
sees Bob hiding a mail pouch under a rock.
Bess, riding one day with Dick, drops her
handkerchief. They learn that “Wild Eyed”
Bill and his gang are on the rampage.
Dick sends Bess home and starts after the
raiders. Bess’s horse falls, throwing her.

Wolf assists her to remount. Immediately
his inner self undergoes a complete change.
He is lured to the church and hears Bess
sing again. Opening the testament he
comes upon the chapter quoted above.
From his mountain shack he loves and

worships Bess. In the town he comes upon
the reward offered for the unknown out-
law. From a comparison of the cuff but-
ton with one worn by Bob, Dick learns the
truth. But his love for Bess forbids him
making the arrest. Wolf goes to his cabin,

and writes an anonymous letter to Dick,
telling him that Wolf is the outlaw wanted.
Ben then waits for the sheriff.
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Riley Chamberlain and Walter Hicrs, in a Laughable Scene
From “Snowstorm and Sunshine.”

SNOWSTORM AND SUNSHINE—FALSTAFF
One Reel

—

Riley Chamberlin Pulls Some Funny Ones
in His Role of Constable, Judge and Jailer.

Constable Riley Chamberlin
Tramp Walter Hiers

To be arrested for fighting is not an unusual thing, but

causes alter cases. Weary Willie in this case is standing

in an orange grove in the sunny South, throwing oranges at

a man in the Arctic region, who in turn is pelting Willie

with snowballs. The law of compensation works out, for

the frigid man sucks the luscious oranges while thirsty Willie

in Florida fairly drinks the snowballs. But this only hap-

pens until the law gets Willie. The law is said at times to

be peculiar, but it was never as peculiar as its particular

minion, for as constable he pinches Willie, as judge he

tries him, and as jailer he jugs him, thus falling victim to

these three graces. This looks bad for the knight of the

road until his strange fate leads him again into adventure
which helps him make good his escape. He goes back to

the zero climate, and just as his star threatens to ascend
he finds himself right where he fell asleep at the beginning
of our story, shivering alongside of a brother tramp in

the cold, cold blasts of a stormy winter.

BILLY VAN DEUSEN AND TIIE VAMPIRE
—BEAUTY.
One Reel.—The Sad Awakening of Two Lovesick Youths.

Starring John Steppling and Carol Holloway.

Billy Van Deusen John Steppling

Johnny John Sheehan
Carol Carol Hallowav

Carol, on a shopping tour, drops her perfumed handker-
chief. Billy and Johnny spy it and both make a rush for

it, each gaining an end, with the result that the little white
square is torn in two. Carol pacifies the two young gen-
tlemen and gives each one of her cards, but the friendship

between the two is “off.” The eventful night of their call

upon Carol finally draws ’round and Johnny, going to the

florist’s to purchase some flowers, comes upon Billy in

the florist shop. When they conclude their purchases
Johnny finds himself the possessor of an immense bower
of roses, while Billy has secured a young palm tree. By
opening both doors of the shop they manage to squeeze out.

Then comes the problem of getting into their respective

taxis, which is finally solved by opening the tops. Arriv-

ing at Carol’s she informs them that when one proves un-

true she will marry the other. Billy comes upon an adver-

tisement lauding the claims of a certain vampire person,

who guarantees to break any heart for the nominal sum
of five dollars. Immediately he “looks her up.” As a result

of the mysterious interview Johnny receives a note to be

at a certain apartment at a certain time. Carol also receives

an anonymous message to be at the same place, where she

will see the perfidy of her lover. Johnny arrives on the

minute, quickly followed by Carol. The vampire’s charm
“works like a charm.” Johnny falls under her spell. Imme-
diately the charmer *works the charm on him. This is too

much for Carol, who denounces the vampire. But the vam-
pire professes violent love for Carol, tears off a wig, and
before Carol stands a man. Billy and Johnny fall into a

dead faint. The “vampire” embraces the surprise-loving

Carol.

* $ * * *

“SEE AMERICA FIRST ’’—“KEEPING UP
WITH THE JONESES”—GAUMONT
Split-Reel-

—

The Mutual Traveler Spends the Day with

the Lumberjacks in the Great Minnesota Pine Woods.
Each part of the country has its traditions, and in the

north pine wood country the traditions are those of the

lumberjacks, who are fast disappearing with the depletion

of the forests. In See America
,
No. 22, the pretty Mutual

Traveler spends the day in the home of these great,

strong, picturesque fellows among their giant pines. She
is shown visiting the shanties, where each lumberjack has

his bunk and the mess cabin, famous for its excellent food.

Then are pictured the two methods of logging—the old,

which was by the use of horses the new, by wire cables,

which drag the logs to the railway. The pretty Traveler is

shown out in the woods with the men at work with their

axes and saws, and she herself takes a hand in chopping

down the great kings of the forest.

Not to be outdone in picturesqueness, Miss Mutual Trav-
eler is garbed in a costume quite as interesting as that of

the men. On her feet she has dainty moccasins, on her

head a jaunty skating cap, and her body is' enveloped in a

gay, warm mackinaw.
This glimpse of the life of Minnesota’s lumberjacks, who

spend all their winter in the woods and come down in gangs

in the spring to the cities, to spend the money they have
saved in one mad carousal before going to work in the mills

for the summer, will be particularly interesting to those who
have read of them.

The industry, and the lumberjack with it, will soon be

things of memory only in the Middle Western states.

Scene From “Billy Van Deusen and the Vampire.”
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“WON BY ONE”—BEAUTY
One Reel.—A Mixup in Jewels in Which the Suspected

One Finally Triumphs, Despite Odds.

Connie Wallace MacDonald
Louie Dick Rosson
Fanny Neva Gerber

Connie and Louie, representing rival “fake jewelry” con-

cerns, arrive in Squedunk. Both fall in love with Fanny,

the belle of the town. There is no question in Fanny’s

mind about the one she likes best, for Louie has won her

heart. Each of these ardent admirers, in the effort to outdo

the other, overwhelm her with jewelry. Then a big jewelry

robbery occurs in New York. Connie at once sees his chance

to be rid of his rival. He tells Jeff, the oversuspicious town
constable, that Louie must have perpetrated the crime. To-
gether they sneak into Louie’s room, where Jeff sees the

assortment of jewelry. He places Louie under arrest. They
start for New York and the town turns out, en masse, to

applaud their valiant protector. When Louie is taken to

headquarters they discover his jewelry is “fake stuff.” His
concern reads in the newspaper of his arrest, and when
Louie reports at the office he is given a big raise in salary

because of all this free publicity. Back in Squedunk Con-
nie has been making violent love to Fanny, who promises

to marry him. He insists on being married without any
delay. At the last moment he recalls that he has forgotten

his wedding present for Fanny and hastens back to his room
in the village hotel, where he gets the long fake pearl neck-

lace. As he passes through the lobby, the necklace breaks.

Jeff, ever on the job, finds pearl after pearl. Scenting

mystery he follows the trail, arriving finally at Fanny’s
home, where the ceremony is about to be performed. He
bursts into the house just as Connie takes from his pocket
the empty string, and places him under arrest. Louie, re-

turning, sees Connie being taken to' the jail. He grasps the

situation and prevails upon Fanny to marry him then and
there. At Louie’s suggestion Connie is compelled to act

as “best man” and then marched back into his cell.

=s= * * *

“BOOMING THE BOXING BUSINESS”—
FALSTAFF

One Reel.

—

Running a Boxing School Is All Right, But It

All Depends on the Pupils You Have.

Professor Biff Frank E. McNish
His Helper Claude Cooper

Frank McNish and Claude Cooper in the New Falstaff
Comedy, “Booming the Boxing Business.”

Wallace MacDonald in “Won by One,” a Nezv
Beauty Comedy.

Champion Pugilist Billy Swan
His Sweetheart Isolde Illian

Mrs. Henpeck Carey Hastings

Biff’s Fistic Academy was in trouble. Pupils had fallen

off to an alarming extent. Hence it was with delight that

he welcomed a suggestion from Jim, his faithful helper.

Jim loved the professor and was anxious to see business

improve, one reason being that his own wages were much
in arrears. Jim’s plan was this. He would go out in dis-

guise and insult respectable citizens who apparently had
bank rolls. At the proper moment the Professor would
stroll on, defend the victim and thrash Jim. He would
then give the man one of his cards, and, if lucky, land a

pupil. The scheme worked like a charm in some cases.

They did strike a snag when Jim tackled a meek-looking
man, and his wife, a suffragette, proved conclusively that

she did not need any boxing lessons. Disaster came, how-
ever, when the helper met a pleasant young man in the park,
talking to a pretty girl. Jim flirted with the girl, and was
driven away by Biff. Then things went along for a while
as Biff liked to see them. The young man simply yearned
to take a boxing lesson. And at the appointed time he ar-

rived at the academy. Without warning conditions changed.
The young man beat and battered Biff until he howled for

mercy. Then he accused the helper of “sneering” at his

kind-hearted employer, and polished him off also. After
which he wrote a note, left' it on a side table, and departed.
The two bruised gladiators got the note and read it. Here’s
what it said

:

“You Poor Boobs—I spotted you rehearsing
your plot before you tackled me, and I jollied you
along. Thanks for the exercise.”

It was signed by a well-known member of the fistic fra-

ternity.

“I think,” said Professor Biff, sadly, as he finished read-
ing the note. “I think that we will cut out high financiering
in this game and stick to the tricks we know.” They did.

^ ^ ^ ^ ^

Jerry’s Millions is the title of a snappy Cub comedy fea-

turing the eccentric and agile George Ovey, released Febru-
ary 11. George gets nearly rich, gets nearly married, gets

punched, pursued and pinched and, as usual, regains con-
sciousness to find most of it all is not true. George's foot
work is excellent. Jerry’s Millions is a typical Cub release

which is a guaranty of box office results.
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Billy Armstrong {right) as “Luke Sharpe” in “The Defec-
tive Detective.” Cub Comedy.

THE1DEFECTIVE DETECTIVE—CUB
One Reel—Introducing Billy Armstrong, New Cub

Comedian as “Detective Sharpe.”

Luke Sharpe, a detective Billy Armstrong
Jiggers, his aide Tommy Hayes
Wild Bill, who escapes detention. .William Welch
John Littleford Charles Atkins
Evelyn, his daughter Grace Gibson

Wild Bill, an inmate of Prof. Nutt’s asylum, weary of

confinement, escapes detention by climbing down the side

of the building. His actions are unconventional and ter-

rorize the peaceful citzens of the city. Bill reaches the

Littleford mansion and peers through one of the windows.
The contortions of his face as it is pressed against the

glass frightens pretty Evelyn into hysterics. Littleford, to

protect his daughter against possible harm, phones to Luke
Sharpe, the human bloodhound, and enlists his services to

catch Bill, offering him a reward of $5,000. Seeing a chance

to make money easily and quickly, Sharpe returns to his

rooms and has Jiggers, his aide, make up as Bill. He
orders Jiggers to meet him at the Littleford home. After
he has made his little speech about catching the terror,

Sharpe goes to the door to bring in Jiggers. That worthy,
however, is late. Bill, the real quarry, is seen climbing

through the window of the house next door and Sharpe,
believing him to be Jiggers, crosses the lawn and goes
after him. Once face to face with Bill, Sharpe sees that

he has a madman to deal with and makes an ineffectual

effort to escape. Meantime Jiggers has arrived and enters

the Littleford home via the window. Making himself per-

fectly at home he jauntily stalks into the room where
Evelyn is taking a nap. She awakens. Her screams bring

her father, armed with a revolver. Jiggers rushes from the

room and hides behind a chair. Littleford sees Bill in the

house on the other side of the areaway and believing him
to be the man who was in his home but a moment before,

fires away. Sharpe, who is with Bill, gets most of the effect

of the fire. When the smoke of battle clears away Sharpe
pounces upon Bill and succeeds in landing him. He carries

the unconscious form to the doorstep of the Littleford home
and then steps in the house alone to tell his client that his

quest is successful. Meanwhile, Jiggers escapes the house
and comes face to face with Bill. The two begin a fight

which ends with Jiggers being vanquished and left be-
hind in Bill’s place. Sharpe, of course, turns over Jiggers
as the real madman, collects his money and is about to de-
part when a policeman enters with Bill. The jig is up.

Sharpe’s little scheme is exposed, Littleford takes back his

reward and turns it over to the policeman, while Jiggers,

followed by Sharpe, exits in sorrow.
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MUTUAL WEEKLY, No. 57—GAUMONT
One Reel—Latest of World-Wide Events Depicted in

Motion Pictures.

Skipping the rope atop the Majestic Hotel, latest of the

fads of New York society buds in an effort to keep slim,

is but one of the many interesting topics of the day pre-

sented in Mutual Weekly No. 57. Every morning, despite

weather conditions, these young and prominent society buds
appear on the Majestic’s roof and for an hour or two skip

the rope, with the result that they are daily taking off excess

flesh and keeping their figures lithe. Other interesting

news events presented in this popular weekly show Lucille

Taft, popular Gaumont (Mutual) star looping-the-loop in

an aeroplane near the company’s winter studios in Jackson-
ville, Fla.

;
Harvard’s crack hockey team in action at Cam-

bridge, Mass.
;

Lillian Russell, famous stage beauty and
only woman member of the San Francisco Press Club being

presented with a golden key to the city; the burning of the

absinthe crop in France in an effort to reduce the number
of intoxicants in France; great throngs greeting President

and Mrs. Wilson on their arrival and during their tour of

New York City; scenes in Truckee, Cal., which for the

first time in twenty-five years is all but buried under a snow
storm; “Old Ironsides,” which school children saved from
destruction by raising $150,OCX), afloat in Boston Harbor;
the British steamer “Princefield” ashore off Cape Henry,
Va. ;

and the havoc wrought by the great deluge in and
about Los Angeles, Cal. A number of interesting war
scenes, taken by Mutual Weekly photographers at the front,

are also shown, among them scenes behind the first line

trenches of the French army, where the soldiers are making
themselves comfortable for a long winter siege.

The wide range of subjects covered by the Mutual Week-
ly under the direction of Pell Metchell, the camera expert
and editor of news films, has made this release one of par-

ticular value to the exhibitors who have come to recognize

the importance of the topical release as a subject with which
to give the house program balance and variety. The Mutual
Weekly is to be seen in most of the best theatres in all parts

of the country.

A scene from the Mutual Weekly’s pictorial report on the

rope-skipping society women at the Majestic
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The Girl and The Game
MUTUAL SPECIAL FEATURE

Chapter VII.—Spike’s Awakening—
Produced by the Signal Film Cor-

poration; starring Helen Holmes

I
T is not enough for Helen Holmes, “the darling of the

rails,” the fearless star of the Mutual special railroad

feature, The Girl and the Game, that she has jumped on
horseback from open drawbridges into the swirling water of

the rivers beneath, that she has leaped from one thundering
train to another, that she has swung herself, suspended by
her two hands on a wire stretched across a railroad track,

and dropped to the top of a moving train.

In chapter seven, the dauntless heroine of the rails is

dragged over a rope from the rear end of a box car to an
automobile, both of which are moving at the rate of fifty

miles an hour. She lands safely in the swaying machine.
When making the picture of this daring feat at Las Vegas,

Nevada, the star of miles and miles of thrilling film thought
nothing of the stunt, and repeated it twice to be sure that

it would come out all right.

Delivering

J'he Goods

The personal guarantee of Samuel S. Hutchinson, the

master producer and the president of the Signal Film Cor-

poration, that each succeeding chapter of The Girl and the

Game should contain a bigger and thrillier thrill, is being

proved each Monday with the release of a new chapter of

the Mutual’s special feature. Chapter VII is the greatest

thriller of all. The plot follows

:

Rhinelander, to avoid future trouble, moves his camp to

Baird. Coincidentally Helen is transferred to Las Vegas,
a nearby station. When the new wires are up, Rhinelander
and Storm telegraph to Helen that important contracts are

expected on Train Number 19 on Sunday. The plan is for

Helen to bring them to Baird where Storm will meet her
and drive her to the camp.

Seagrue, following Rhinelander’s new move, had located

secondary headquarters at Las Vegas and he learns of the

right-of-way contracts expected by Rhinelander. He is de-

termined to get these valuable papers in order to embarrass
his rivals and sends peremptory orders to Spike at Ocean-
side to hurry to Las Vegas. After a drunken debauch,
Spike accidentally lands in Oceanside, being thrust off a
train by some of the crew. Helen Holmes happens on the

spot and taking pity on Spike’s plight insists on paying his

fare so that he can continue his journey. Spike, greatly
moved by Helen’s generosity, vows that if he ever gets the

chance, he will prove his gratitude.

The Plot

Thickens

Then Spike discovers that he is in Las Vegas and leaving
the train, wanders about the streets until spied by Seagrue.
When he joins them, Seagrue demands that Spike take
measures to get the contracts away from Helen the follow-
ing day, which is Sunday. “Then I can tell you,” blazed
Spike, “you don’t get them.” Seagrue looked at his tool in

amazement. The convict’s face darkened. “The man that
harms that girl

—
”-he raised his voice ominously, “reckons

with me.”

The villains kidnap Helen
from a speeding train

This so enraged Seagrue
that he sprang on Spike, but

the powerful railroader bore

him down. The interference

of Lug and Bill saved Sea-

grue, and Spike was per-

mitted to go on his way un-

molested.

Seagrue instructed Lug
and Bill to kidnap Helen on

Train Number 19, stating

that he would overtake them

at milepost No. 49. The two
villains climb on top of the

train by means of a rope,

and later, when they noticed

the coast was clear, they let

themselves down to the win-

dow, climbed in, overpowered Helen and secured her with

stout ropes. By this time Seagrue’s car was speeding along-

side the rear platform of the train. Bill, an old sailor, con-

nected the automobile to the train with a rope, and over this

dizzy, vibrating, hazardous flying span Helen’s limp form
was transferred to the automobile.

Storm met the train at Baird, but missed Helen. The
conductor stated that she had surely been on the train when
it left Las Vegas.. Keen for possible knavery, Storm
hastens to Las Vegas in the cab of the locomotive. Mean-
while, the dashing automobile has nearly run over Spike in

Las Vegas—he knows its destination is Seagrue’s shack,

and guessing the rest, he dashes forward.
Storm and Spike meet before the shack at the same time.

Storm throttles Spike until a complete explanation is made
and Storm, amazed, announces that if Spike proves his

friendship, he will forgive everything that has gone before.

“I mean it,” snaps Spike, “stow the gab.”

Then the

Big Fight

Storm goes to the roof and Spike forces the door. Spike
gets into the room first—where Seagrue and his men are

baiting Helen. Seagrue has threatened to search Helen

—

after the papers taken from her are discovered not to be

the wanted contracts. Spike’s sudden entry results in a

terrific fight, during which Spike is floored. Helen spies

some explosive cylinders and seizing one of them threatens

to kill them all. This doesn’t daunt Seagrue—who is only

kept from his foul purpose when Storm’s leveled revolver

comes in through the window.
Helen covers the gang with a revolver while Storm

climbs in, but when she momentarily relinquishes vigilance,

they escape. However, the contracts, also a lot of Christ-

mas mail for the men at camp, have been recovered and
Helen, Storm and Spike return happily to Rhinelander. The
rugged old construction boss is amazed at the story—espe-
cially at Spike’s awakening. As the regeneration of the

former criminal impresses itself upon him, his old enmity
fades away and a bond of real friendship springs up be-
tween the two.
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Variety

“Why do the profits follow the Mutual

Pictures? I’ve got two houses. I use

— pictures in one and Mutual in the

other. Every time I switch the Mutual

from one house to the other, the profits

go right over to that house and the other

proceeds to lose money. Why?”
That was the question put up to a film

expert in a big southern city the other

day. A rather spirited debate arose in the

little group of exhibitors and film company

men gathered about. Out of it all came

the common agreement that the Mutual

pictures drew the box office returns because

they presented a wide range of interest and

variety that the pictures did

not have.

“Those pictures are good

enough pictures, some of them great, but

everything that concern turns out is on the

same strain, the same sort of stories in

every release, the same treatment. It gets

monotonous and the people just naturally

refuse to be amused. They want variety

in their film drama just as surely as they

want a mixture of comedy to relieve the

tension of tragedy stuff.”

The diagonsis made in that ante-room de-

bate is probably correct. At any rate any

observing exhibitor can find a most re-

markable range of interest in the Mutual’s

pictures, a big collection of stars of widely

varying types, all kinds of stories in the

films, selected from the works of authors

and scenario experts who produce the best

in the world’s market for screen literature.

Mutual pictures present particular value

because of this infinite variety. Everything

goes by contrasts. The things which at-

tract our attention, which amuse us, rest

us. give us entertainment, are always the

things that are “different.” Mutual pic-

tures are all different. Always new, always

up to a standard.

* >
1= * *

Success Grows

Every day or two the Mutual Film Cor-

poration gets a letter or a message that

tells of the taking over of a string of

theatres by some successful exhibitor.

There is evidence of the constant trend

toward centralization of the exhibiting

business in the hands of the exhibitors

who have learned the business of “pre-

senting pictures.” The man who does not

know how to run his theatre is losing it

into the hands of the man who does know
how. A certain western exhibitor who two
years ago was ust attaining a modest suc-

cess with one house in a small town now
has about twelve houses in the same terri-

tory.

Week after week President Freuler is

urging exhibitors to study the business of

presenting true entertainment to their

patrons. The future of the motion picture

industry is very highly dependent on the

success of the exhibition side of the busi-

ness.

The future of that phase of the business

will be worked out. It is up to the exhibi-

tors now in the business to work it out and

to gather the profits from the successes to

come in the future. Those who do not so

exert themselves will go out of business.

Boosting

The Atlanta Journal believes more of the

people in its territory ought to be patrons

of the motion picture. Hence a series of

"editorial ads” in which the following ap-

pear :

Everybody knows that old tale about

the Man Who Wouldn’t Wake Up.

The children would run in and tell

him about the beautiful procession that

was pasing. He’d rub his eyes and say

“Um-hm.” And then he’d go right back

to sleep.

Friend Wife would talk to him about

the gay goings-on in the town and what

fun the neighbors were having and all

that. He would turn over and beg her

to let him take another nap.

So of course, first thing you knew,

the Man Who Wouldn’t Wake Up came

to be a Dull Old Thing. He got fat

and soggy. He was behind the times.

He didn’t know what was going on.

He was a regular Sleepyhead.

He didn’t know what he was missing.

Do you know there are lots of peo-

ple in Atlanta today who are exactly

where this fellow was-—they haven’t the

faintest idea of what they are missing.

They hear about the “Movies” —
“Photo-plays/.’

They see the gay posters and the

shimmer of lights at the playhouse

doors. They gather that there’s some-

thing very entertaining about it all

—

but they don’t Wake Up enough to go

after it.

They like plays, they’ll tell you

—

REAL plays; but the price is prohi-

bitive.

They think a ten-cent show can’t

amount to anything.

Gee Whiz

!

Why, Man Alive, you don’t know
what you’re talking about.

Don’t you know that today you can

see the very biggest personages of

Stage Life—the stars—the cream—the

top notchers—the bigwigs of the drama,

of the opera, of the ballet—at their

very best in the Photo Picture Plays?

You are of those who think the

Movies are a sort of a toy business

—

just as some folks laughed at the tele-

phone and called it a toy. Ditto the

talking machine.

These “toys” are serious business to-

day.

The Motion Picture of today is

the wonder of the world—you don't*

KNOW what you’re missing if you are

not seeing it.

Take SCENERY, for instance. You
like scenery?

Your stage actress flutters up and

down a paper staircase, is wooed on a

papier-mache bridge beside a canvas

waterfall under painted pines, and wan-

ders among gardens stuck with calico

flowers by the stage carpenter and the

property man.

In the Motion Pictures the WORLD
unrolls before you.

Your motion picture heroine gallops

across the REAL open on a REGULAR
horse. She is a Japanese maiden in Old

Nippon itself. She is Carmencita in

Sunny Spain. She is a mountain lass

in the heart of the Blue Ridge and you

can all but hear the sigh of the million

pines and smell the scent of the moon-

shine that they’re making in a real still.

You see the plays staged in real tropi-

cal islands, in far cities and in remote

jungles. You go aboard REAL ships

and you view REAL storms. You

journey to the gayest cafes of gayest

capitals. You visit the heart of the

Ghetto and you are whirled across vast

prairies. You go under seas with the

diver and you are spun through space

with the aeroplanist.

You don’t KNOW what you’re miss-

ing—if you're not a Movie Fan.

Wake up—NOW. Show’s on—NOW.
Take in at least one MOVIE a day

and catch up.
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A Five Foot Star

Margaret Gibson, despite her stature,

renders telling p ortray als in

Mutual’s De Luxe Photddramas

.

“ TT EIGHT Five feet.

| S “Weight, 110 pounds.A A
“Eyes, blue; hair, golden brown.

“Favorite parts :—ingenue and ‘rag’ characters.

“Recreations :—expert at horseback riding and

swimming, also motorist.”

This is almost all, except for a few more bare,

cold details of what she had done during her short

life, that the little mimeographed biography had to

tell of Margaret Gibson, the Horsley (Mutual) star

of Mutual Masterpictures, De Luxe Edition.

There is no doubt that she has. just those char-

acteristics she is credited with. But words are such

clumsy tools when it comes to catching up the blue-

ness of eyes, the golden glints in sun-shiny hair, the

elusiveness and the charm of manners and of per-

sonality.

If it had been a canvas that an artist had been given,

instead of a greasy sheet of copy paper on which the press

agent was to jot snap judgments of her features, there

would have been a glorious girl, with wind-swept hair and

eyes the color of corn flowers. Those who have come to

know her and to look for her on the screen do not have

to be told that Margaret Gibson is beautiful.

Margaret Gibson was born in Colorado Springs, Colo.,

twenty years ago. She began her schooling in her native

city and continued it until she was twelve years old, in

Denver. At twelve she went on the stage, appearing on the

Pantages vaudeville circuit for over two years. In 1909

she became a member of the Theodore Lorch Stock Com-
pany, of Denver, where she was hailed as an emotional

genius, and was cast in a wide variety of roles.

In 1912 she had an opportunity to become a member of

a film company. She took it. Perhaps her best knowm role,

while with this company, was in “A Child of the North.”

Later she was with several other companies, but left to be-

come a member of the Horsley (Mutual) contingent in Los
Angeles, Cal.

Her first role for the Mutual was in The Protest, with

Crane Wilbur, in the role of Maggie, the poor little de-

formed sister.

Her second part was in Could a Man Do More?
It was after this that she was raised to the ranks of

stardom, with the right to demand her name in bright lights

over the theatre door. Margaret Gibson’s first picture as a

star is The Soul’s Cycle, a Mutual Masterpicture, De Luxe
Edition, in which she plays the dual role of a beautiful

Roman maiden and a modern New York heiress.

This new Mutual star is possessed of unusual understand-
ing of life and of people. It is this quality which fits her
peculiarly to play the “sympathy” roles for which she is so

frequently cast. She is very young, but she has travelled

and read and studied a great deal, and has absorbed much
that many older people are very apt to overlook.

.

Although the pretty Horsley star is very serious-minded,
she usually seems care-free and joyous as a bird. She is

very athletic, and as the prim little biography states, she
is an expert horsewoman, a swimmer and a motorist.

In fact, the pretty actress has had a special garage and
stable built to accommodate her little green motor car and
her silky black horse.

Beautiful and talented

Margaret Gib-

son, Popular

( Mutual )

Star

They are her two pets, she insists, and furthermore, she

does not know which she loves the most. “Don,” the horse,

is splendid for a ride in the early mornings before work
for the day has begun. The little green motor is at its best

in the evenings, when it can travel miles and miles through
the flower-scented air, and leave the memory of worries far

behind.

Miss Gibson is a cook, very much of a cook. She man-
ages her little bungalow herself, and the servants who take

care of it for her, adore her.

One of them is an old colored mammy, who has been the

little star’s personal maid for a number of years.

“Dinah,” as her name is, wears a gaily colored turban

and a big enveloping apron over her expansive person, and
she trails around after her “honey,” as she calls her little

mistress every minute Miss Gibson is at home.
“Dinah” is very much afraid of the camera. Several

times the directors of the Horsley studio have tried to

persuade her to lend herself to the local color of pictures,

but the old mammy has always backed off and refused.

She believes that “pictures, shure am for beau’ful young
ladies, but not for old colo’ed mammies.”

Little Margaret Gibson’s great ambition is to do work
which will make people better and happier for her having
done it. She loves to play appealing “sympathy” parts.

“I am glad I am a picture actress,” she says, “because
pictures reach so many people that the stage does not..

“I am fonder of ‘rag’ roles than' any other type of screen .

portrayal,” says the pretty little star.

“When I was on the stage, I could not really do good
work unless I felt that the sympathy of the audience was
with me. I did not care to play vampire roles.

“Of course, in working for pictures, we do not feel the

response of an audience before us, but We know, instinctive-

ly, and from years of training, what sort of roles appeal to

the public. I always want to be cast in ‘sympathy’ roles,

because I can work best then.”

Critics who have watched the work of this young star

since becoming a member of the Horsley studios are unan-
imous in their verdict that her career has but begun.
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Popular Mutual Gloom Chasers
The men who make

y ou la u g h have no
cinch job by any means

F
EW professions offer more opportunities to break your

ribs or batter your head, perhaps, than making comedy
for motion pictures.

The Stock Exchange might offer it a close race. But who
wants to rant and tear about and store up money on “the

floor’’ when one can store up immortality on the screen?

That is the way more than one of the funmakers appear-

ing in Mutual comedies feel about it. Doing “stunts” is

much more pleasant than “doing” other people.

Take Riley Chamberlain, the Thanhouser (Mutual)
comedian.
Mr. Chamberlain is a funmaker of several winter’s sea-

soning. He gave up a career of forty years’ standing on

the legitimate stage, to do comedy stunts for the Mutual.

Mr. Chamberlain’s creed, so he says, is to thank Providence

for everything which comes his way and to believe that

everything is for the best. It is well that the comedian
adopted such an optimistic outlook on life before he choose

pictures as a steady occupation. It must comfort him in

more than one hour of trial and of abuse.

It is his particular lot to be cast, usually, as a mistreated

and despised old fuss budget, who is kicked about and
pinched and twisted, thrown into the sea, and tumbled down
stairs.

Does that sound like fun?
“Knocking down a constable with a brick, he escapes on

the latter’s motorcycle.” This casual little statement ends a

synopsis of Jerry in Mexico, a one-reel Horsley (Mutual)
“Cub” comedy featuring George Ovey.
The motion picture comedians think nothing of bricks

out in California. Bricks on the head, bricks in the nose,

bricks in a brick wall are all the same to them.
Experience with bricks has taught them to take bricks

as they come without too much fuss.

George Ovey threw the brick, the same casual little synop-
sis says, because he had been bayonetted out of town, thrown
from a three-story window, dragged and beaten soundly.
That was all for one little reel of comedy film.

There are others like it to be produced every week of

George Ovey’s existence.

And still he says, “It’s great to be in ‘Cubs.’
”

Russ Powell, the heavy-weight favorite of the Vogue
(Mutual) studios, says that there is only one great draw-
back to weighing 300 pounds and trying to be a screen
comedian at the same time.

“When they roll you into a lake, the camera man has to
be back about 300 feet so that the water won’t rise up and
engulf him. Then he can’t get any ‘close ups’ of a fat man
being drowned.”

Johnny Sheehan, the American (Mutual) funmaker could
tell a tale or two which would curdle the blood of the ordi-

nary peace-loving citizen. In A Trunk An’ Trouble, a new
Beauty comedy, in which he is playing with Carol Halloway,
he is packed into a small trunk, trundled over rails, thrown
in front of on-coming trains, dashed down hill and kicked
about more generally than a Missouri houn’. In Some Night
he is yanked down by his feet from a high brick wall and
allowed to settle in a limp but cheerful heap at the bottom.

And yet he has refused ten contracts during the past year
which would sever his connections with the celluloid drama.
Budd Ross has been starring in legitimate comedy all his

life, but he declares that his years were lost until he reached
the position of star comedian for the Gaumont (Mutual)

John
Sheehan,

famous
funmaker

of “Beauty”
(Mutual)

forces.

The inimitable

George Ovey,
“Cub”—Mu-

tual com-
edian.

company. Pictures have
dealt gently with him, onlj

demanding once that he

paint New York with ham
and eggs, which, he says, is

much more easily accom-

plished than painting it red.

In the Casino star comedy
entitled Ham and Eggs, Mr.

Ross plays the role of a young
and starving artist who paints

ham and eggs on his empty

plate to make his friends think

he has plenty of food.

In his dreams he paints the

Woolworth building, the Met-

ropolitan tower and all the

streets with the same delectable

eatables, and wakes up to find

his landlady leaning over him

with her rolling pin.

No matter that the upraised pin

comes down on his nose.

“Bud” Ross appeared in “Flora-

dora,” “The Rejuvenation of Aunt

Mary,” “Who’s Looney Now?”
“The Spring Chicken,” and a great

many other stage hits of the past

years. He’s satisfied, now, with the

pictures.

There are other happy, dyed-in-

the-wool comedians among the

Mutual’s cohorts.

There is John Steppling,

“the nice fat father” of the

American studios, who is

scoring a distinct success as

Billy Van Deusen in that

series of “Beauty” comedies.

Then there is Arthur Cun-
ningham, the Falstaff player,

who divides his time between
serious drama and comedy. There
is Sammy Bums, the one and only

original Sammy, who stars in a company of his own out at

the Vogue studio. There is Oral Humphrey, the eccentric

English comedian, who is making distinctive humorous pic-

tures at the American studios.

It is a strange occupation, this one of making people

laugh at the motion picture screen. None of those who
are engaged in it can tell you exactly why they prefer being
juggled about to living a sane and ordinary life. There
is a fascination in its risks.

There is another appeal about the comedy pictures that

is not so often dwelt upon—the big opportunity for the

exercise of individual ability and originality, the ever
present chance to introduce “new business” and to do some-
thing outside of the script. The reputations of not a few
of the best known screen comedians have been built on
things that “just happened on the spur of the moment.”
The accidental and unexpected is a considerable part of

the interest in every comedy. When an actual accident
happens in a comedy production it is sure to be funnier
than the scenarios intended.
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News and Gossip from Mutual Men
“Damaged Goods” set attendance record in Billings,

Mont., showing to 4,500 at the Regent Theatre. Police

reserves called to handle crowds seeking admission.

E
O’KEEFE, manager of the Regent
Theatre company, of Billings, Mont.,

• sends a letter on Damaged Goods, ex-

tracts from which are printed below

:

“With regard to our success on this pro-
duction I must say that it far exceeded our
expectations; we had no idea that it would
draw as it did. Our house seats 500, but
it was not anywhere near large enough to

accommodate the jam. The people were
very much pleased with it, indeed. We
showed Damaged Goods to about 4,500 peo-
ple, which is the record for Billings for any-
thing in the show line, either pictures or
otherwise.
“We had such a jam the first night that

we had to call on the police and firemen to

hold the crowds back and let the people out,

and then we couldn’t do it. We had to send
them out of the rear doors on the alley.”

“I must say that The Diamond From
the Sky is a good picture and is getting

better all the time,” writes John R. Runnels,
manager of the Yale Theatre, of Groese-
beeck, Tex. Mr. Runnels finds that each
chapter of this Mutual special feature is a
house filler.

Exhibitors Watch for

These Stolen Films

Exhibitors everywhere are
cautioned against renting, except

from an authorized agent of the

Mutual Film Corporation, the

following reels, stolen December
30 last, from the Mutual’s Chi-

cago Exchange :

—

“The Scoop at Belleville”

—

Thanhouser Comedy-drama
“The Queen of the Band”

—

Reliance Drama
“Putting Papa to Sleep”

—

Novelty comedy
Mutual Weekly No. 46

—

Gaumont

These films were taken from
the Chicago Mutual Exchange
by the supposed representative

of a Chicago Theatre.
Exhibitors, to whom these

films may be offered, are re-

quested to communicate at once
with the nearest Mutual Ex-
change.

D. J. Sullivan, secretary of the North
American Film Corporation, says that 10,000
sequels to The Diamond From the Sky
have already been submitted from patrons
of theatres who write that they followed the
entire 30 chapters with a great deal of in-

terest and feel that they have thought out
a fitting ending to the story.

beat. It took well with our crowd and I

certainly think it is a hard crowd to please.”

Mr. H. Christensen, theatre manager of
Sioux Rapids, la., is enthusiastic about The
Quest, the Mutual Masterpicture, which he
showed recently in his house.

“It was fine. As long as your Master-
pictures continue in that class I will use
them,” writes the Iowra manager.

Peter Trocchiano, manager of the Pastime
Theatre, of St. Francisville, La., broke all

his house records with a popularity contest,

which he held on Friday evening, January
14th. Mr. Trocchiano advertised his con-
test for some time before the evening in

good time and he found his house packed to

more than capacity business on the final

night. Georgia Rettig and Maggie Gore re-

ceived the first and second prizes for beauty,
Lucille Magearlwas awarded the popularity
vote and Emma Brosseaux was elected the
best dressed girl of the town. Mr. Troc-
chiano gave other prizes to every girl re-

ceiving 100 votes. As the feature picture of
the evening, the Mutual Masterpicture, The
Flying Twins, a Thanhouser production,
featuring the beautiful Thanhouser (Mu-
tual) twins, was shown. The following is

taken from the Ohio Times of Saturday,
January 15, 1916:

Replete with action and sensational
climaxes that real lovers of the movies
thrive on the first installment of The
Girl and the Game, at the Columbia,
Thursday evening, was enjoyed by au-
diences that taxed the capacity of this

popular and comfortable theatre. Evi-
dence is already at hand to warrant
the statement that The Girl and the
Game, a story of mountain railroad
life, is going to prove the most popu-
lar and interesting movie serial yet
shown in Portsmouth. There is coher-
ency to the story, the photography is

splendid, scenic effects magnificent,
and the story is sure to meet with popu-
lar approval.

It will be well to remember that on
every Thursday night two reels of

this really worth while screen feature
will be shown at the Columbia. It is

conceded to be the best railroad picture
ever made.

A. B. Arnett, manager of the Colonial
Theatre, of Winchester, Ky., expresses his
confidence in the Mutual in the following
letter

:

“I have recently taken over the Colonial.
While it is the prettiest house in town, it

was allowed to run down to the point where
it was losing $100 a day.
“My first move, after having the painter

give the front a liberal coat of white, was
to cut the program to three days of fea-
tures and three days of regular releases,

using Mutual to fill the regular releases.”

GET MORE BUSINESS
talks—program chatter—advs.—letters to patrons, etc.—Costs small—results BIG.—E. W. Sargent, Ameri-
ca's leading authority on adv. for exhibitors says of
my work: "Lynch writes snappy stuff—stuff that
people like to read—the sort of talk that makes
business—he makes his talks readable, etc."—I can
make steady patrons of your people—get them coming
every night—make them so loyal to you that your
competitors cannot lure them away—I can Increase
your average receipts 25 to 50 per cent, with my
snappy talks—personally written for you.—Write right
now for free particulars.

C. H. LYNCH, The Ad Specialist, Spring Valley, III.

Cushman Lighting Plants

GET THE CROWD

Cushman throttling governed engines give

steady voltage. It’s cheaper to make your

“juice” than to buy it. You get a good light

at arc, which makes clear, bright pictures.

Extremely light in weight. 4 H. P. complete

plant weighs only 575 lbs. Not the cheapest,

but cheapest in the long run. Get informa-

tion describing exclusive features. It’s free.

CUSHMAN MOTOR WORKS, 940 N.. 21st St., Lincoln, Nebr.Writes Galvin Robertson, of Callaway,
Neb.: “Our last Saturday night show was
splendid. The Unsuspected Isles is hard to
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Mutual Releases
Clipper Star Features Mutual Weekly
Feb. 8—Lillo of the South Seas (3)

Jan. 28—The Smugglers of Santa Cruz (3)

Jan. 1—The Wraith of Haddon Towers (3)

Dec. 11—Curly (3)

Nov. 20—The Alternative (3)

Oct. 30—The Idol (3)

Oct. 9—Pardoned (3)

Mustang Star Features

Feb. 11—According to St. John (3)

Feb. 4—The Extra Man and the Milk Fed
Lion (3)

Jan. is—Water Stuff (3)

Dec. 26—Author! Author!

Dec. 4—Film Tempo (3)

Nov. 13—This is the Life (3)

Oct. 23—Buck’s Lady Friend (3)

Oct. 2—Man Afraid of His Wardrobe (3)

Rialto Star Features

Jan. 12—The Secret Agent (3)
Dec. 29—A Prince of Yesterday (3)
Dec. 15—The Ace of Death (3)
Dec. 1—Lessons in Love (3)
Nov. 17—The New Adam and Eve (3)
Nov. 3—The Devil’s Darling (3)
Oct. ao—The Card Players (3)
Oct. 6—Sunshine and Tempest (3)

Feb. 24—No. 60 Dec. 23—No. 51

Feb. 17—No. 59 Dec. 16—No. 50

Feb. 10—No. 58 Dec. 9—No. 49

Feb. 3—No. 57 Dec. 2—No. 48

Jan. 27—No. 56 Nov. 25—No. 47

Jan. 20—No. 55 Nov. 18—No. 46

Jan. 13—No. 54 Nov. 11—No. 45

Jan. 6—No. 53 Nov. 4—No. 44

Dec. 30—No. 52 Oct. 28—No. 43

Centaur
an. 13—Marta of the Jungle (2)
an. 6—The Homesteaders (2)

Dec. 30—The Terror of the Fold (a)

Dec. 23—The Winning of Jess (2)
Dec. 16—The Arab’s Vengeance (2)
Dec. 9—Stanley in Darkest Africa (2)
Dec. 2—Stanley Among the Voo Doo Wor-

shippers
Nov. 25—Stanley and the Slave Traders (2)
Nov. 18—A Polar Romance (2)
Nov. 11—Stanley in Starvation Camp (2)
Nov. 4—When Avarice Rules (2)
Oct. 28—The White King of the Zaras (2)
Oct. 21—Vindication (2)
Oct. 14—Stanley’s Close Call (2)
Sept. 30—Stanley’s Search for the Hidden City

(2)
Sept. 23—The Woman, the Lion and- the Man (2)

Thanhouser Casino Star Comedy
Feb. 9—The Spirit of the Game (3)
Feb. 2—The Knotted Cord. (3)
Jan. 26—The Burglar’s Picnic (3)
Jan. 19—The Phantom Witness (3)
Jan. 11—In the Name of the Law (3)
Jan. 4—The Bubbles in the Glass (3)
Dec. 28—Their Last Performance (3)
Dec. 21—Ambition (3)
Dec. 18—His Majesty, the King (3)
Nov. 27—The Valkyrie (3)
Nov. 6—Mr. Meeson’s Will (3)
Oct. 16—The Long Arm of the Secret Service (3)

American
Feb. 4—Mammy’s Rose
Feb. 1—The Broken Cross .(2)

Jan. 25.—The Man in the Sombrero (2)
Jan. 28—A Sanitarium Scramble
Jan. 21—The Thunder Bolt
Jan. 18—The Silent Trail (2)

Jan. 14—The Secret Wire
Jan. 10—Viviana (2)

Jan. 7—Time and Tide
Jan. 3—Matching Dreams (a)

Dec. 31— The Mender
Dec. 27—The Tragic Circle (2)
Dec. 24—Yes or No.
Dec. 20—The Clean-Up (2)
Dec. 17—Spider Barlow’s Soft Spot
Dec. 13—The Solution of the Mystery (a)

Dec. 10—A Broken Cloud
Dec. 6—The Water Carrier of San Juan (2)
Dec. 3—Spider Barlow Cuts In
Nov. 29—The Silver Lining (2)
Nov. 26- The Bluffers
Nov. 22—The Key to the Past (a).

Nov. 19—Drifting
Nov. 15—The Substitute Minister (2)
Nov. 12—To Rent, Furnished

Jan. 16—Ham and Eggs
Jan. 9—Alias Mr. Jones.
jan. 2—Leave it to Cissy
Dec. 26—Hunting
Dec. 19—Cissy’s Innocent Wink
Dec. 12—Curing Cissy
Dec. s—A Tangle in Hearts
Nov. 28—The Widow Wins
Nov. 21—The House Party
Nov. 14—Beauty in Distress
Nov. 7—Does Advertising Win?
Oct. 31—Zabisky’s Waterloo
Oct. 24—The Reformer
Oct. 17—Ethel’s Romeos
Oct. 10—A Corner in Cats
Oct. 3—His Lordship’s Dilemma

Cub Comedy
Feb. 11—Jerry’s Million
Feb. 4—The Defective Detective
Jan. 28—Around the World
Jan. 21—The Girl of His Dreams
Jan. 14—Jerry in Mexico
Jan. 7—Jerry in the Movies
Dec. 31—Jerry’s Revenge
Dec. 24—Hearts and Clubs
Dec. 17—The Hold-Up
Dec. 10—Doctor Jerry
Dec. 3—A Shot-Gun Romance
Nov. 26—A Deal in Indians
Nov. 19—The Fighting Four
Nov. 12—The Double Cross
Nov. 5—Twin Brides
Oct. 29—Jerry to the Rescue
Oct. 22—The Little Detective
Oct. 15—Taking a Chance
Oct. 8—A Change of Luck
Oct. 1—The Oriental Spasm

Beauty
Feb. 13—Billy Van Deusen and the Vampire
Feb. 8—Won by One
Feb. 6—The Laird o’ Knees
Feb. 2—Billy Van Deusen’s Wedding Eve
Jan. 30—Walk This Way!
Jan. 26—Some Night!
Jan. 23—Mischief and a Mirror
fan. 19—Johnny’s Birthday
Tan. 15—Getting in Wrong
Jan. 11—The First Quarrel
Jan. 9—To Be or Not to Be
Jan. 4—Billy Van Deusen’s Shadow
Jan. 1—Settled Out of Court
Dec. 28—Kiddus, Kid and Kiddo.
Dec. 25—The Country Girl
Dec. 21—Making a Man of Johnny
Dec. 18—Two Hearts and a Thief
Dec. 14—A Guard, a Girl and a Garret
Dec. 11—Nobody’s Home
Dec. 7—Pretenses
Dec. 4—Making Over Father
Nov. 30—Billy Van Deusen and the Merry Widow
Nov. 27—Cupid Beats Father
Nov. 23—The Drummer’s Trunk
Nov. 20—Anita’s Butterfly
Nov. 16—Johnny, the Barber
Nov. 13—Almost a Widow

Falstaff Comedy
Feb. 10—Snow Storm and Sunshine
Feb. 8—Booming the Boxing Game
Feb. 3—Harry’s Happy Honeymoon
Feb. 1—A Clever Collie’s Comeback
Jan. 27—Beaten at the Bath
Jan. 25—Lucky Larry’s Lady Love
Jan. 20—Pete’s Persian Princess
Jan. 18—Grace’s Gorgeous Gowns
Jan. 13—Reforming Rubbering Rosie
Jan. 10—Belinda’s Bridal Breakfast
Jan. 6—Hilda’s Husky Helper
Jan. 3—The Optimistic Oriental Occults
Dec. 30—Foolish Fat Flora
Dec. 27—Una’s Useful Uncle
Dec. 23—Toodles, Tom and Trouble
Dec. 20—When William’s Whiskers Worked
Dec. 16—Billy Bunks the Bandit

Special Features
Damaged Goods (7 reels)
The Diamond From the Sky (30 Chapters)
The Girl and the Game (15 Chapters)
“Fighting For France” (5 reels)
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Novelty
Jan. 21—Mr. Bumps, Commuter
Dec. 22—The Innocent Sandwich Man

Between Lakes and Mountains
(Split Reel)

Dec. 20—The Fiddler
Dec. 15—A Musical Hold-Up
Dec. 13—The Book Agent
Dec. 8—The Army-Navy Football Game
Dec. 6—A Janitor’s Joyful Job
Dec. 1—Betty Burton, M. D.
Nov. 29—Charlie’s Twin Sister
Nov. 24—Taming a Grouch
Nov. 22—Spring Onions
Nov. 15—The World Series—Boston vs. Philadel-

phia (2)
Nov. 10—Love and Bitters
Nov. 8—Something in Her Eye
Nov. 3—The Fortune Hunters
Nov. 1—Putting Papa to Sleep
Oct. 27—Artillery and Love
Oct. 25—Hobo Nerve
Oct. 20—You Can’t Beat It
Oct. 18—Rip Van Winkle Badly Ripped
Oct. 13—Gold-Bricking Cupid

Mustang
Jan. 21—Wild Jim, Reformer (2)
Jan. 7—The Hills of Glory (a)

Dec. 31—The Cactus Blossom (2)
Dec. 24—The Pitch o’ Chance (2)
Dec. 17—In the Sunset Country (2)
Dec. 10—There Is Good in the Worst of Us (2)
Dec. 3—Broadcloth and Buckskin (a)

Nov. 26—The Valley Feud (2)
Nov. 19—The Warning (2)
Nov. 12—Man to Man (2)
Nov. s—The Trail of the Serpent (2)
Oct. 20—Playing for High Stakes (2)
Oct. 22—The Sheriff of Willow Creek (2)
Oct. 8—Breezy Bill—Outcast (2)

“See America First”—(Split Reel)
Feb. 13—No. 22—The Home of the Lumber-jack
Feb. 6—No. 21—A Trip Through Duluth, Minn.
Jan. 30—No. 20—St. Paul, Minn.
Jan. 23—No. 19—The Dells of the Wisconsin
Jan. 11—No. 18—Milwaukee, Wis.
Jan. 4—No. 17—The Industries of Chicago
Dec. 28—No. 16—Chicago, the Gateway of the

West
Dec. 21—No. 15—Lexington, Ky., Including a

Trip to the Famous Race Course
Dec. 14—No. 14—A Trip Through Pittsburgh, Pa.
Dec. 7—No. 13—Visit to Interesting Spots on

Rhode Island
Nov. 30—No. 12—Mohonk Lake, N. Y., During

Winter Sport Carnival
Nov. 23—No. 11—A Tour of Connecticut’s Prin-

cipal Cities
Nov. 16—No. 10—Portland, Me., and the White

Mountains
Nov. 9—No. 9—The Berkshire Hills
Nov. 2—No. 8—Boston, Mass.
Oct. 26—No. 7—A Trip Up the Hudson River
Oct. 19—No. 6—Touring Washington, D. C.
Oct. 12—No. s—The Uptown District of New

York
Oct. 5—No. 4—The Downtown Districts of New

York
Sept. 28—No. 3—Niagara Falls
Sept. 21—No. 2—Asheville, N. C.
Sept. 14—No. 1—Ausable Chasm, N. Y.

Thanhouser
Dec. 19—The Political Pull of John
Dec. 14—An Innocent Traitor (2)
Dec. 12—HeT Confession
Dec. 7—His Vocation (2)
Dec. 5—The House Party at Carson Manor
Nov. 30—The Crimson Sabre (2)
Nov. 28—“All Aboard”
Nov. 23—The Baby and the Boss (2)
Nov. 21—Beneath the Coat of the Butler
Nov. 18—In the Hands of the Enemy (2)
Nov. 14—In the Baby’s Garden
Nov. 9—The Little Captain of the Scouts (2)
Nov. 7—The Mistake of Mammy Lou
Nov. 2—The Commuted Sentence (2)

Oct. 31—The Fisherwoman
Oct. 26—The Conscience of Juror No. 10 (2)

Oct. 24^—At the Patrician Club
Oct. 19—The Spirit of Audubon (2)

Oct. 17—John T. Rocks and the Flivver

Vogue Comedy
Feb. 13—Ignote’s Crocodiles and a Hat Box
Feb. 10—Paddy’s Political Dream
Feb. 6—Fickle Madge
Feb. 3—Sammy vs. Cupid
Jan. 30—He Thought He Went to War
Jan. 27—Bungling Bill’s Burglar
Jan. 23—A Baby Grand
Jan. 20—Sammy’s Dough-full Romance
Jan. 12—A Bum Steer
Jan. 10—Oh, for the Life of a Fireman
Tan. 3—An Innocent Crook (2)

Dec. 27—Sammy’s Scandalous Schemes (a)



MUTUAL PICTURES

Whirlwind fun follows the
flirtations of “Fickle Madge”— she is as

changeable as a summer breeze. Her lovers, laughable

Vogue characters, stir up a riot of ludicrous situations. Another
tremendous Vogue comedy with a unique plot providing “slapsticks with
a reason.” Another big box-office success!

Released February 6

Sammy vs. Cupid— Released Feb. 3
A convulsing gymnasium adventure that is as strenuous
as its setting indicates. Five Thousand Laugh-Power Comedy !

Vogue Comedies bring the big crowds — delight — enthuse! They adver-
tise your theater. They pour big profits into your box office. Book them today !

VOGUE FILMS, Inc.
Executives:

JOSEPH H. FINN
SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON

Publicity Offices: 222 So. State St.,

Slapsticks With a Reason
Chicago, 111.

Distributed throughout
the UnitedStates and
Canada exclusively

by Mutual Film
Corporation .
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The Motion Picture Version

of the classic novel by~

GEORGE ELIOT
An all-star cast, including
Val-Kijrien (Baroness Deuiit3)

Released Februarq 19
Produced bij Tbanhouser
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MUTUAL MASTERPICTURES
De Luxe Edition

rHE most profitable photoplays, from an exhibitor’

s

standpoint, are those combining commercial value

with artistic merit; that is, photoplays which attract

extraordinarily big patronage and also provide a high

quality of entertainment.

David Horsley productions are built on these lines.

Take “The Soul’s Cycle,” a five part feature to be

released February 12 as a Mutual Masterpicture, De
Luxe Edition, lo*- an example.

It has drawing power in that it presents Margaret
Gibson, a beautiful and accomplished actress and a

prime motion picture favorite, as the star; also in that

the name of David Horsley, always associated with
good pictures, is back of it.

In respect to quality, “The Soul’s Cycle” pictures a

subject of great popular appeal, intelligently inter-

preted by a big cast of artists, and produced on a lavish

scale with careful attention paid to technicalities.

David Horsley productions are profitable to
book—they have the merit to please and are
money makers at the same time.

Bookings obtainable through the branches of the

Mutual Film Corporation in the United States and
Canada.

DAVID HORSLEY PRODUCTIONS
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RELEASED
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the Thanhouser standard.

Supportedb/acastofuniform
power and excellence.
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MUTUAL PICTURES

The veil of 3,000 years is lifted. An Egyptian
beauty leaves a temple on the ancient Nile to be reborn
into modern society—in her blind quest to learn, “What is Love?”

This enthralling, gorgeous three-part “FlyingA” drama
searches out all the human emotions— bares the soul of a woman
so cold, so unresponsive that she is known as “A Modern Sphinx,’’

Thrilling adventures beset Asa’s path—the poisoning
of an Egyptian lover— the mysterious passage of three centuries

—

the modern occultist’s visit—the modern lover’s successin awaken-
ing her love and passion.

Superbly staged — swift-moving, big with realism—
this stupendous production features the eminent abilities of

Winifred Greenwood — Edward Coxen
Released Feb. 15Directed by

Charles Bartlett

When the Light Came
Three-Reel “Mustang”
Drama, with Anna Little and
Thomas Chatterton.

Released Feb. 18

Ella Wanted to Elope
Clever One-Reel “Beauty”
Comedy. Neva Gerber—Dick Rosson

Released Feb. 16

The Battle of Cupidovitch
Another Corking “Beauty”
One-Part Comedy. Carol Hallo-
way, John Steppling, John Sheehan.
A big round of amusing situations
and surprises.

Released Feb. 20

All Flying A," “ Beauty'* and“ Mustang” productions are dis-
tributed thro yout the United States
and Canada exclusively by Mutual
Film Corporation.

American Film Co., Inc
SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON

President
Chicago, Illinois
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HIGHEST AWARDS
HELD BY

POWER’S CAMERAGRAPH
Panama-Pacific International Exposition

GRAND PRIZE 1915

American Museum of Safety

GRAND PRIZE 1914

American Museum of Safety

GOLD MEDAL 1913

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY
NINETY GOLD STREET NEW YORK CITY

PICTURE MACHINES
AT LESS THAN HALF PRICE

EDISON MODEL B. everything new but head which Is entirely rebuilt $100.
cost new $225.— MOTIOGRAPH $85, cost new $185.

—

POWERS 6-A with motor,
everything new but head which Is rebuilt $230, or $185 without motor. Powers
No. 5 head on new 6-A outfit, $150. All machines guaranteed first-class condition
and complete In every detail, ready to run picture. Lenses to fit any size picture
desired.

—

NEW RHEOSTATS with all machines. Ft. Wayne and B. & H. Induc-
tors, $30 extra with machine in place of Rheostats.

—

SIMPLEX machine used In

sample room display thirty days $255. Bargains In many other machines, send
for complete list Opera and Folding Chaire all kinds, new and slightly used.
Operating Booths that pass inspection.

—

PICTURE CURTAINS, $5. ROLL
TICKETS 7'/aC per thousand. Film Cement and Machine Oil 15c a bottle.
All makes and sizes of Carbons. Orders filled same day received.

LEARS THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
509 Chestnut Street ST. LOUIS, MO.

“BUILT BY BRAINS”^
You Can’t Show a Beautiful Film on a Poor Screen

When you buy a Minusa Screen you
don’t merely buy it by the square foot.

Minusa Screens are “BUILT BY
BRAINS” to suit all the particular re-

quirements of YOUR particular theatre

WRITE FOR OUR LITERATURE

MINUSA CINE PRODUCTS CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO. NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO
Houser Building 19 W. 23rd Street 117-19 Golden Gate Ave.

Attention, Mr.Exhibitor and Operator

Don’t be foolish to take the blame for tearing and ripping

of new film at the sprocket holes. It is also impossible to

avoid scratching because the film is in an unfinished condi-
tion when released. The emulsion should not adhere to the
tension springs and other parts of the machine, which causes
all the damage. Exchanges should treat and prepare the film

before releasing with the New Patent Process to cure new
film. New film cured can be passed through the projecting
machine in 6 minutes without danger of scratching or pulling

at the sprocket. Theaters running new film should ask the
Exchange to install the Rex Film Renovator and avoid
arguments.

THE REX FILM RENOVATOR MFG. CO.
COLUMBUS, OHIO

Would You Care
If we could show you how to MAKE MORE MONEY—
how to substantially increase your receipts at a small outlay?
We have a proposition of interest to all Moving Picture

Exhibitors and Managers that has never been placed before
them.
We will sell you a NEW GENUINE POWERS, NEW

1916 MOTIOGRAPH, EDISON OR A SIMPLEX MA-
CHINE, guaranteed for one year from date of sale, on easy
monthly payments.
Drop us a line today and we will tell you all about our plan.

AMUSEMENT SUPPLY CO.
Sixth Floor, Cambridge Bldg.,

N. W. Cor. Fifth and Randolph, Chicago, Illinois

Distributors of the

Powers, Motiograph, Edison and Simplex Machines
and Genuine Parts.
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Mutual Exchanges
Serving Mutual Pictures

Albany N. Y Mutual Film Corporation 733 Broadway
Amarillo, Texas .Mutual Film Corporation 302 E. 4th St.

Atlanta, Ga Mutual Film Corporation 146 Marietta St.

Baltimore, Md Mutual Film Corporation 412 E. Baltimore St.

Boston, Mass Mutual Film Corporation 1108 Boylston St.

Buffalo, N. Y Mutual Film Corporation 106 Pearl St.

Butte, Mont Pacific Mutual Film Corp..American Theatre Bldg.

Cairo, III Mutual Film Corp 9th St. & Commer'-iai Ave.

Calgary, Alberta M. F. C. of Canada, Ltd. ..Lesson & Lineham Block

Charlotte, N. C .Mutual Film Corporation 322 North Tryon St.

Chicago, 111 Mutual Film Corporation

Mutual Branch .5 S. Wabash Ave.
H. & H. Branch 117 N. Dearborn St.

Cincinnati, Ohio Mutual Film Corporation in East Seventh St.

Cleveland, Ohio .Mutual Film Corporation. . 108 Prospect Ave., S.E.

Columbus, Ohio .Mutual Film Corporation 422 N. High St.

Dallas, Texas Mutual Film Corporation 1807 Main St.

Denver, Colo Mutual Film Corporation 1724 Welton St.

Des Moines, Iowa Mutual Film Corporation Cohen Bldg.

Detroit, Mich Mutual Film Corporation 97 Woodward Ave.

El Paso, Texas Mutual Film Corporation 524 Trust Bldg.

Escanaba, Mich Mutual Film Corporation 1019 Ludington St.

Evansville, Ind Mutual Film Corporation Keene Bldg.

Fort Smith, Ark Mutual Film Corporation 17 N. 6th Street

Fargo, N. D Mutual Film Corporation 119 5th St.

Grand Rapids, Mich. . .Mutual Film Corporation 7-8 Hawkins Bldg.

Harrisburg, Pa Mutual Film Corporation 15 N. 5th St.

Houston, Texas Mutual Film Corporation So. Pac. Bldg.

Indianapolis, Ind Mutual Film Corporation 150 N. Illinois Street

Kansas City, Mo .Mutual Film Corp.. of Mo 928 Main St.

Los Angeles, Cal Mutual Film Corporation 825 South Olive St.

Louisville, Ky Mutual Film Corporation 444 So. 4th St.

Memphis, Tenn Mutual Film Corporation 500 So. Main Street

Milwaukee, Wis Mutual Film Corporation 301 Enterprise Bldg.

Minneapolis, Minn.... Mutual Film Corporation 22 North Sixth St.

Montreal, P. Q M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd 154 St. Catherine St.

Newark, N. J Mutual F. Exch. of N. Y 25 Branford Place

New Haven, Conn Mutual Film Corporation 209 Meadow St.

New Orleans, La Mutual Film Corporation 816 Perdido St.

New York City Mutual Film Corporation
Twenty-third St. Br 71 West 23rd St.

Western Film Branch ... 126 W. 46th St.

Oklahoma City, Okla.. Mutual Film Corporation 120 W. Grand Ave.

Omaha, Neb Mutual Film Corporation 1413-1415 Harney St.

Philadelphia, Pa Mutual Film Corporation 257 N. 12th St.

Phoenix, Arix Mutual Film Corporation 201 O’Neil Bldg.

Pittsburgh, Pa Mutual Film Corporation 420 Penn Ave.
Portland, Me Mutual Film Corporation 410 Fidelity Bldg.

Portland, Ore Mutual Film Corporation 389 Oak St.

Regina, Sask., Can.... •M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd 312 Westman Chambers

Salt Lake City, Utah. .Mutual Film Corp. of Utah. .123-5 E. Second So. St.

San Antonio, Tex Mutual Film Corporation 228 Prudential Bldg.

San Francisco, Cal. . ...Mutual Film Corporation 162-164 Turk St.

St. John, N. B M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd Waterloo St.

St. Louis, Mo Mutual Film C. of Mo 1311 Pine Street

Seattle, Wash Mutual Film Corporation 205-6 Green Bldg.

Sioux Falls, S. D Mutual Film Corporation. .201 William Fine Arts
Building

Spokane, Wash Mutual Film Corporation 408 First Ave.

Springfield, Mass Mutual Film Corporation 179 Dwight Ave.

Syracuse, N. Y M. F. C. of Canada, Ltd 15 Wilton Ave.

Tampa, Fla Mutual Film Corporation 1325 Franklin St.

Toledo, Ohio Mutual Film Corporation 410 Superior St.

Toronto, Ont (Head office) M.F.C.of Canada, Ltd.. 180 Victoria St.

Toronto, Ont M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd 15 Wilton Ave.

Vancouver, B. C M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd 963 Granville St.

Washington, D. C Mutual Film Corporation 428 Ninth St., N. W.
Wheeling, W. Va Mutual Film Corporation 1400 Market St.

Wichita, Kan .Mutual Film Corporation 316 Barnes Bldg.

Wilkesbarre, Pa Mutual FilmCorporation. .61 S. Pennsylvania Ave.

Winnineg, Manitoba.. M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd 48 Aikins Bldg.
McDermott Ave.

Mutual Releases
Week of February 1 4th, 1916

MASTERPICTURES DE LUXE
No.

68

Brand
American
2/14/16

Title
Life’s Blind Alley

Class Reels
5

Leads
Harold Lockwood

May Allison

69 Gaumont
2/17/16

The Dead ALve Drama 5 Marguerite Courtot

70 Thanhouser
2/19/16

Silas Marner Drama 5 Frederick Ward

Mutual Pictures
TUESDAY FEBRUARY 15th, 1916.

04475
04476

American A Modem Sphinx Society
Drama

3 Winnifred Greenwood
Ed Coxen

04477
04478 Falstaff Ruth’s Remarkable Recep-

tion
Comedy ) Francis Keyes

Jay Yorke

04479
04480
O448I

Thanhouser
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 16th, 1916.

“Lady”
Wayne Arey
Hazel Kirk

O4482 Beauty Ella Wanted to Elope Comedy 1

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 17th, 1916.

Neva Gerber
Dick Rosson

04483 Vogue 1 Walter Hiers
O4484 Falstaff Perkin’s Peace Party Comedy 1 Louise Emerald Bates

Riley Chamberlin

04485 Mutual Mutual Weekly No. 59 Topical 1

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 18th, 1916.

04486
04487
04488

Mustang When the Light Came Western
Drama 3

Anna Little
Wm. Chatterton

04489 Cub

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY
Comedy

20th, 1916.

I

04490

04491

Gaumont

Beauty

See America First...*]
Keeping Up with the > No.
Joneses J

The Battle of Cupidovitch

Scenic &
23 Cartoon

Comedy 1

I

Carol Holloway

04492 Vogue Heaven Will Protect the Comedy 1

John Sheehan

Working Girl

Week of February 7th, 1916

MASTERPICTURES DE LUXE
No. Brand Title Class Reels Leads

65 Gaumont The Drifter Racing Alexander Gaden
2/7/16 Drama 5 Lucille Taft

66 American Powder Society Arthur Maud
2/10/16 Drama 5

67 Centaur The Soul’s Cycle Psycholo- Margaret Gibsoi
2/12/16 gical

Drama 5

Mutual Pictures

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 8

04457 American Lillo of the Sulu Seas . Society Harold Lockwood
04458
04459

Drama 3

O446O Falstaff Booming the Boxing Busi - Billy Swan
ness Comedy 1 Isolds Illian

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 9

04461 Tanhouser The Spirit of the Game . Football Morris Foster
O4462 Drama 3 Ethyl* Cook
04463

O4464 Beauty Won by One . Comedy 1 Neva Gerber
Helene Rosson

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 10

04465 Vogue Paddy’s Political Dream .... . Comedy 1

O4466 Falstaff Snow Storm and Sunshine. . . Comedy i Riley Chamberlin
Walter Hiers

04467 Mutual Mutual Weekly No. 58 . Topical 1

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY n

04461 Mustang According to St. John . Western Jack Richardson
04469
04470

Drama 3 Anna Little

04471 Cub Comedy 1 George Ovey

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 13

04472 Gaumont See America First 1
Scenic & The home of the

Keeping Up With the f No. 22 Cartoon i Lumberjack
Joneses

j
Comedy 1

04473 Beauty Billy Van Deusen and the Carol Halloway
Vampire , . Comedy 1 John Sheehan

04474 Vogue



Mutual Masterpictures
De Luxe Edition

Silas Marner
A Picturization of George Eliot’s Famous
Novel. Starring Frederick Warde. Five Acts.

A Thanhouser Production.

The Dead Alive
A Five-Act Mystery Drama. Featuring Mar-
guerite Courtot. Produced by the Gaumont
Company.

Life’s Blind Alley
How a Strong Man Loved and Lost. Five
Acts. Starring Harold Lockwood and May
AUison. Produced by the American Film Co..

Inc.

The Soul’s Cycle
A Drama of Yesterday and Today. Five Acts.

Starring Margaret Gibson. A David Horsley
Production.

Powder
A Humane Play of War Propaganda. Five
Acts. Starring Arthur Maude. Produced by
the American Film Co., Inc.

The Drifter

A Drama of the Gambling Evil. In Five Acts.

Featuring Alexander Gaden. Produced by the

Gaumont Company.

The White Rosette
A drama of Ancient and Modern Times. Five
Acts. Featuring E. Forrest Taylor and Helen
Rosson. Produced by the American Film Co.,

Inc.

The Idol of the Stage
A Stirring Drama of Theatrical Life. In Five

acts. Starring Malcolm Williams. Produced
by the Gaumont Company

“Vengeance Is Mine!’
A Gripping Play of Capital Punishment. Fea-
turing the Eminent Star, Crane Wilbur. A
David Horsley Production.

Betrayed
A Romantic Drama of Today. Five Acts.
Starring Grace DeCarlton. Produced by the
Thanhouser Film Corporation.

Lord Loveland Discovers America
From the Celebrated Story by C. N. and A. M.
Williamson. Five Acts. Featuring the Broad-
way Star, Arthur Maude. Produced by the
American Film Company, Inc.

As a Woman Sows
A Drama of Love and Retribution. Five Acts.

Featuring the Star Players Gertrude Robinson
and Alexander Gaden.

The Bait

A Symbolic Drama of Life. Five Acts. Fea-

turing William Clifford and Betty Hart. A
David Horsley Production.

The Five Faults of Flo
Revealed in Five Acts. Starring Florence La
Badie. Produced by the Thanhouser Film Cor-
poration.

The Thoroughbred
A Drama of Vindication. Five Acts. Featur
ing the Popular Stars William Russell and
Charlotte Burton. Produced by the American
Film Company, Inc.

The Woman in Politics

Pictures a Girl’s Battle against Graft and Con-
spiracy. Presenting Mignon Anderson and
George Mario. Five Acts. Produced by Than-
houser Film Corporation.

The Other Side of the Door
A Romantic Drama. In Five Acts. Presenting
Harold Lockwood. Produced by the American
Film Co., Inc.

The Deathlock
Filmed in the Klondike. Special Mutual Fea-
ture. In Five Acts.

The Painted Soul
A Realistic Drama of the Underworld in Five
Acts. Special Mutual Feature, Starring Bessie
Barriscale.

The Mill on the Floss
Adapted from George Eliot’s Brilliant Novel.
Featuring Mignon Anderson. A Thanhouser
Production in Five Acts.

The Buzzard’s Shadow
A Drama of Frontier Army Life. In Five Acts.
Produced by the American Film Co., Inc. Star-
ring Harold Lockwood and May Allison.

The Forbidden Adventure
In Five Acts. Starring Louise Glaum and
Charles E. Ray. A Mutual Feature.

The Strife Eternal
In Five Acts. Presented by the Celebrated
Star, Blanche Forsythe and a Company of Over
3,000 Players. A Mutual Production.

Inspiration
Starring Audrey Munson. Produced by the
Thanhouser Film Corporation.

The End of the Road
In Five Acts. Featuring Harold Lockwood
and May Allison. Produced by the American
Film Co., Inc.

The Seventh Noon
In Five Acts. Starr ng Ernest Glendenning.

His Wife
A Five Act Emotional Drama from Charlotte
Braeme’s Celebrated Novel. Featuring Ger-
aldine O’Brien. Produced by the Thanhouser
Film Corporation.

The Miracle of Life
A Plea for Motherhood. In Four Acts. Pro-
duced by the American Film Co., Inc. Starring
Margarita Fischer.

The Brink
Starring Forrest Winant and Rhea Mitchell.
Four Thrilling Acts.

Bred in the Bone
Featuring Dorothy Gish.

The Price of Her Silence
In Four Acts. Starring Florence La Badie.

The House of Scandals
In Four Acts. Starring Harold Lockwood and
May Allison.

The Man From Oregon
Five Acts. Howard Hickman and Clara Wil-
liams Play the Leads.

The Wolf-Man
Four Acts. Featuring “Billie” West and Ralph
Lewis.

Infatuation
Four Acts. Starring Margarita Fischer and
Harry Pollard.

Monsieur Lecoq
Starring William Morris and Florence La
Badie.

A Yankee From the West
Four Acts. Featuring Signe Auen and Wallace
Reid.

The Toast of Death
Four Acts. Featuring Louise Glaum and Harry
G. Keenan.

The Girl From His Town
Four Acts. Featuring Margarita Fischer.

Milestones of Life
Four Acts. Featuring Mignon Anderson.

The Mating
In Five Acts. Featuring Bessie Barriscale.

The Fox Woman
''our Acts. Featuring Teddy Sampson.

Secretary of Frivolous Affairs
Featuring May Allison and Harold Lockwood.

The Flying Twins
Four Parts. Featuring Madeline and Marion
Fairbanks.

The Reward
Presenting Bessie Barriscale.

Up from the Depths
Four Parts. Presenting Courtenay Foote and
Gladys Brockwell.

Her Shattered Idol . .

In Four Parts. Featuring Mae Marsh and Rob-
ert Harron.

The Patriot and the Spy
Four Reels. Presenting James Cruze and Mar-
guerite Snow.

The Lonesome Heart
In Four Parts. With the Beautiful Margarita
Fischer.

The Darkening Trail
In Four Reels. Star, W. S. Hart.

The Failure
In Four Reels. Featuring John Emerson.

Ghosts
In Five Reels. Starring Henry Walthal.

God’s Witness
In Four Acts. Starring Florence La Badie.

The Lure of the Mask
In Four Reels. Stars, Elsie Jan Wilson and
Harold Lockwood.

Strathmore
Four Reels. Stars, Charles Clary, Irene Hunt
and Francelia Billington.

Rumpelstiltskin
Iii Four Reels. Clyde Tracy in the Title Role.

The Absentee
With Robert Edeson. In Five Reels.

A Child of God
111 Four Reels. With Francelia Billington and
Sam De Grasse.

The Cup of Life
Iii Five Reels. Starring Bessie Barriscale.

Captain Macklin
Four Reels. Starring Lillian Gish.

Man’s Prerogative
In Four Reels. Star, Robert Edeson.

On the Night Stage
Iii Five Reels. With Robert Edeson and Wil-
liam S. Hart.

A Man and His Mate . .

Iii Four Reels. Star, Henry Woodri

Enoch Arden
In Four Reels. Starring Lillian Gish.

The Outlaw’s Revenge
Iii Four Reels. Stars, Mae Marsh, R. A.
Walsh and Irene Hunt.

The Devil
In Five Reels. Stars, Edward J. Connelly and
Bessie Barriscale.

The Outcast
In Four Reels. Starring Mae Marsh.

The Lost House
In Four Reels. Star, LilLan G:sh.

The Quest
Iii Five Reels. Star, Margarita Fischer.

The Last Concert
Featuring Ellis F. Glickman and Minnie Berlin.
In Four Parts.

CAREY PTC. CO., N. Y.
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Ler S The last few months of opera-
tion of the Mutual Film Corpora-

Message to

Exhibitors

tion has seen a series of announcements
of particular importance to the exhibi-
tor.

In the institution of the Mutual policy

of “service beyond the films,’’ I have
had the purpose of contributing to the

success of the exhibitor in a larger

measure than had ever been done be-
fore by the distributor of motion pic-

tures.

TN execution of this policy very big
sums have been spent, and spent ef-

fectively on the billboards, in the
newspapers and in other promotional
activities calculated to aid the exhibitor
by advertising the films shown in his

house to the people of his community.
To better the service to the exhibi-

tors, important changes have been
made in the Mutual Film Corporation’s
releasing schedules. On the basis of ex-

perience as an exhibitor and the experi-

ence of many of the most successful of

the country’s exhibitors, Mutual’s week-
ly output has been moulded to give the
theatre a complete, well-balanced prod-
uct.

r

|
'HE effectiveness of these moves is

reflected weekly in the scores of let-

ters from exhibitors published in

the columns of Reel Life. The exhibi-

tors who have taken Mutual service and
who have intelligently availed them-
selves of “service beyond the films,”

have very materially profited thereby.

The Rothapfel-Mutual tour may be
pointed to as one of the constructive ef-

forts of the Mutual Film Corporation in

behalf of the exhibitor. It has borne
fruit for those who gave heed to S. L.

Rothapfel’s very expert advice and who
caught his spirit of “presentation” of

the pictures.

I cite these things now only to call

your attention to this highly construc-

tive purpose on the part of this corpora-

tion. I can cite again to you a declara-

tion that “the Mutual’s service is a liv-

ing, growing thing, and it will never be
done growing.”

rT",HERE are some important an-

nouncements to come soon. They
*" will be further expressions of this

same policy of producing a product

from the exhibitor’s point of view, of

supplying him with the basis of opera-

tion for the presentation of true amuse-
ment—the only kind that will keep the

motion picture industry active and the

public interested.



MUTUAL SEIZES “MISSING” FILMS
Shenandoah, Va., County Court takes

possession of Edinburg “Exchange”

,

125,000 feet of releases are recovered

T\HE Mutual Film Corporation has seized 125,000 feet

of its films found in an “exchange” operated at Edin-

burg, Va., a small center in Shenandoah County.

This is the second big seizure to be made by the Mutual

Film Corporation in the pursuit of films which have vari-

ously strayed from the storage vaults of its 68 exchanges.

The Virginia seizure, a step in a civil action instituted in

the courts of Shenandoah County, is a further step in pur-

suit of the announced policy of the Mutual to take out of

circulation all of its films which had strayed into the hands

of irregular exchanges, peddlers and “film pirates.”

The films discovered in Virginia were uncovered as a re-

sult of the efforts of a group of men to sell a stock of films

made up largely of Mutual releases.

B. C. Cunningham, manager of the Washington, D. C.,

Mutual branch, operating under an assumed name, arranged

to be approached by these men. Mr. Cunningham went over

into Virginia to look the films over before agreeing to a

“purchase.” He was shown the stock and assured himself

that it contained the property of the Mutual. Thousands
upon thousands of feet were submitted for his inspection.

Mutual Law Department

On the Job

The next step was a conference by wire with the legal

department of the Mutual’s home office in New York, which
resulted in instructions to the Mutual’s attorneys in Wood-
stock, Va., to take charge of the case and to institute such
action as the circumstances seemed to warrant.

Through these attorneys, the Mutual Film Corporation
has brought a suit “in detinue” in the Circuit Court of
Shenandoah County, Va., alleging damages and demanding
delivery of its films. The declaration of this action, as it

was filed in the Virginia court, reads:

“The Mutual Film Corporation complains of A. L.

Hitner of a plea that he render unto the said plaintiff

certain goods and chattels of the said plaintiff of great

value which he unjustly detains from him; for this, to

wit: that heretofore, before the institution of this suit,

the said plaintiff delivered to the said defendant certain

goods and chattels : all the various and sundry films in

his possession bearing the name of Mutual Film Cor-

poration .... to be redelivered by the said de-

fendant to the said plaintiff which he hath not yet

delivered, although he was afterward requested by the

said plaintiffs so to do ”

Sheriff Takes

Possession of Stock

A. L. Hitner, the defendant named in the suit in detinue,
was formerly an exhibitor of motion pictures in Hacketts-
town, N. J., where he was a customer of the Mutual Film
Corporation. He received reels of film on rental terms and
with the understanding that they should be redelivered to

the Mutual. According to the charges in the action in the

Virginia courts, these reels were found still in his possession.

The fact that the stock of film held by Hitner in Edin-

burg, Va., was attached as security by a local bank with

which he had a check controversy, enabled the sheriff readily

to gain possession of the entire stock.

In a report of the inventory just received by the Mutual’s

legal department in New York, one hundred and twenty-

five releases of various dates were found in the Edinburg
stock. About half that number of the releases of the Gen-
eral and Universal concerns were found, but not listed in

the inventory, as the action in the Shenandoah County court

extends only to the Mutual films involved.

Mutual Protects

Every Release

“This sort of happening may be expected from time to

time until every foot of missing Mutual film is accounted
for to us,” said John C. Graham, assistant to the president

of the Mutual. “The only reason for the existence of such
situations and the prosecution of such practises has been the

laxness of prosecutions. The Mutual Film Corporation is

out to fight every such case to the finish. The value of the

film involved has only a minor bearing on the purposes of

the campaign. We are out to discourage any attempt on
the part of any outsider to ‘deal’ in Mutual films in any
way.

“Nobody but representatives of the Mutual Film Cor-
poration can lawfully have permanent possession of a foot

of our product. The Mutual leases but never sells a film.

A film when worn out is mutilated beyond possible use and
sent to the chemical works. There is no lawful way to ac-

quire our prints. We want every exhibitor in the country
to know this.

Thousands of

Feet Recovered

“The Mutual’s prosecution of this search after missing
films is a move for the protection of the exhibitor as well.

When ‘pirated’ films are straying about, it means that they
are being offered for rental at prices in unfair competition
with the exhibitor who pays the lawful proper price in the

ordinary exchange transaction.”

The Mutual has recovered many hundreds of thousands
of feet of “pirated” films in the last few months. Through
the activities of Arthur F. Beck, manager of the Twenty-
third street exchange in New York, missing films were
traced to various “fences” and hiding places in New Jersey
cities. In raids there more than two hundred thousand feet

were seized and prosecutions were instituted against several
persons. Since that time a corps of detectives has been
at work in cooperation with Mutual branch managers in
all parts of the country. Evidence has been found of a most
elaborate system of “film pirate” operations, which includes
not only exchange facilities for the rental of stolen films
in the United States, but export in large quantities to South
America, the West Indies and other regions abroad.

REEL LIFE—Page One
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One of the ingenious and successful met hods of advertising “The Girl and the Game,” employed by the management of
The Idle Hour Theatre, of Michigan City, Ind.

New Mutual Serial Means Big Business
Enthusiastic exhibitors unanimous in

declaring “ The Girl and the Game ”

greatest of box office attractions

UNPRECEDENTED business, is the word coming to

The Girl and the Game Department of the Mutual
Film Corporation from exhibitors in all sections of

the country.

Crowded houses are everywhere greeting the weekly
showings of the two-part chapters of this interesting and
thrilling story screened by the Signal Film Corporation
from Frank H. Spearman’s most popular railroad story.

And added interest is being paid the serial by the fans,

due to the fact that the story is being run serially in twenty-
four of the largest and most important newspapers of the

country, in addition to 1,000 publications in the smaller com-
munities. Thousands of dollars are being spent by the

Mutual in advertising The Girl and the Game. All of

which is being reflected in box office receipts of the theatres

where the serial is being run.

Some idea of the popularity of this tremendous box-office

attraction may be gleaned from the following excerpts

picked at random from letters forwarded by exhibitors who
are showing The Girl and the Game:

“I wish to say that The Girl and the Game is an A No. 1

picture and a good drawing card. We are doing A No. 1

business on the same.”
This came unsolicited from Vincent Russo, manager of

the Cockade Theatre, of Petersburg, Va.
Hay Nicholas, of the Haynic Theatre, of Fairmont,

Minn., writes as follows

:

“We are glad to advise you that our business for the sec-

ond chapter of The Girl and the Game was most encour-
aging. The first chapter, as you know, opened free, and the

second chapter brought us more money than any serial we
have ever shown. This, in view of the extremely cold

weather, is a most pleasing indication, and we are satisfied

( Continued on Page 17.)
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Novel Themes In New Mutual Features
“ The Heart of Tara”, “A Law Unto

Himself” and “ Embers ”, Master-

pictures, De Luxe, present host of stars

T WO Mutual Masterpictures, De Luxe Edition, from

the studios of the Horsley Company, are included in

the three Mutual Masterpictures, De Luxe Edition,

releases of the Mutual Film Corporation for the week of

February 28. On Monday, A Law Unto Himself, a Western

picture featuring Crane Wilbur, and on Friday, a drama

featuring Margaret Gibson, entitled The Heart of Tara, will

be released. The third Mutual Masterpicture, De Luxe

Edition, for that week will be Embers, an offering from the

American Film Company, Inc., studios, in which Arthur

Maude and Constance Crawley play the leads.

A Law Unto Himself gives Crane Wilbur an opportunity

to display his versatility in two very different roles. For

one, he creates a new type for the screen—that of “gentleman

sheriff.” Mr. Wilbur carries his usual air of the romantic

into his characterization of a young enforcer of the law in

the Western country, and makes of it a forceful part in

the working out of the plot. For his other role, Wilbur

plays the part of a young French surveyor, who turns bandit

because of certain grievances against society, but who is

reformed through the kindly interest of the sheriff.

The story is strong and well built, and gives scope for real

subtlety of acting, as well as for sweeping action. The
background of the hills and mountains of the West offered

opportunities for picturesque photography, with the result

that A Law Unto Himself has some extraordinary scenes.

Oriental Drama Included

In Week’s Features.

In support of Crane Wilbur appears a large and capable

cast, five of which make their debut to Mutual pictures in

this Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition. Louis Durham, the

famous “Bull” Durham of the baseball diamond, makes his

first appearance as a Horsley-Mutual player in this picture.

Miss Virginia Kirtley, Francis Raymond, Steve Murphy
and George Clare, Jr., are the other newcomers.

The Heart of Tara offers a vastly different locale from
that pictured in the other Horsley feature. This picture has

the color and picturesqueness of India as its background.

The story centers around the love affair of a young English

army officer and a harem favorite, and later, the love affair

of the captain’s daughter, and the vengeful plot of an Indian

Rajah to kill the two.

Margaret Gibson, only recently raised to stardom, proves

the confidence of David Horsley in her ability in this picture

of the Orient. Her role requires emotional ability, quick

understanding and versatility.

William Clifford, who plays the role of the English army
officer, is at his best in The Heart of Tara.

Embers, the American feature of the same week, is a

study of human emotions, although there is action of a sus-

tained quality, which holds the interest of the spectators to

the very end.

The drama is founded on the difference between love

which is physical and love which is spiritual. It is the story

of a wife who finds the love of her husband drawn away
from her, in spite of herself, because she is an invalid and
will never be able to bring children into the world. Loving
him with a love which is vastly higher than the physical, she
plots to give him up to the younger woman whose youthful-
ness and high spirits have attracted her husband. Not seeing

her sacrifice he accepts her plot as evidence that his wife has
been untrue to him and leaves her. The drama is brought

to a happier climax when the husband and wife are brought

together again and made happy by an adopted child.

Arthur Maude and Constance Crawley are the leads in

this picture. Nell Franzen plays the part of the thoughtless

girl.

The three three-reel features issuing from the Mutual
exchange during the same week are The Happy Masquerad-
ers, What Doris Did and Margy of the Foothills.

The Happy Masqueraders, an American drama, featur-

ing Winifred Greenwood and Edward Coxen, is a study

in happiness. A wealthy young clubman contends that hap-
piness comes from within, and changes places with a cabman
for a number of months, in order to prove his theory. In

support of Miss Greenwood and Mr. Coxen are George
Fields, Charles Newton, Dodo Newton and Ward Mc-
Allister. The picture was directed by Thomas Ricketts.

Most Beautiful Girl In

3-Part Feature.

What Doris Did is a Thanhouser three-reel picture, telling

the story of Doris Grey, the pretty star who jumped into

fame over night, because she was the prettiest girl at the

Boston exhibitor’s ball. As a publicity “stunt” Leon J.
Rubinstein, director of Thanhouser’s publicity, arranged a
beauty contest for the ball held in Boston last November,
whereby Edwin Thanhouser offered a career in pictures to
the most beautiful girl present. Doris Grey won, and this is

her first picture.

Art Acard and Dixie Stratton play the leading roles in

Margy of the Foothills, the Mustang release of the week.
The plot is typically Western, and the picture is filled with
thrilling adventure and with real heart interest. Lawrence
Peyton, Joe Massey and Charles James appear in this pic-

ture, directed by William Bertram.
In addition to the six features scheduled for release dur-

ing the week, there is an exceptionally strong series of
single reel subjects. First of them is Rusty Reggie’s
Record, a screaming Falstaff comedy featuring the dashing
Isolde Illian and the incomparable Falstaff comedian, Claude
Cooper, supported by Frank J. McNish, and a company of
clever Falstaff players.

Other releases include Johnny’s Jumbles, a Beauty com-
edy, presenting Carol Halloway and Johnny Sheehan, two
of screenland’s cleverest entertainers. Dad’s College Widow
is the second Beauty release of the week, starring Orrol
Humphrey, whose characterization of Marmaduke Smythe
in the great Mutual serial The Diamond from the Sky won
him national prominence.

Second of the Falstaff comedies for release during the

same week is Maude Muller Modernized, with winsome
Louise Emerald Bates, the “Falstaff girl,” and the popular
character man, Riley Chamberlin. George Ovey, America’s
funniest man, presents an unusually funny role in The Des-
perate Chance, the “Cub” release of the week. All Balled
Up, with Rube Miller, and Love, Dynamite and Baseballs,

the two Vogue comedies for release the same week, round
out the single reel comedy releases.

Mutual Weekly, No. 61, presenting all the latest of world
happenings, together with a number of interesting views of
foreign battlefields, and the Gaumont split reel See America
First and Keeping UP with the Joneses complete the week’s
output of Mutual releases. The former appears on Thurs-
day, and the latter on Sunday.

REEL LIFE—Page Three



“According to Law”
Mutual Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition

A jive part drama of society

,

featuring Mildred Gregory,

Howard Hall and Helen Marten

MILDRED GREGORY, the charming motion picture

actress, makes her debut as a Mutual star in the

five part Gaumont-Mutual Masterpicture, De Luxe
Edition, According to Law. Miss Gregory, who has come
to be associated, during her picture career, with temptress

parts, has essayed a new type of role in this Mutual
feature. She is seen in the role of a society woman who
is not willing to give up the gaieties of society for the

domesticity of a hearth and children, with subsequent dis-

illusionments and unhappinesses, which end in her death

at the birth of a little daughter.

The leading feminine role from then on, is assumed by
Helen Marten, another talented member of the Gaumont’s
contingent, who appears as the daughter, twenty years later.

In contrast with the brilliant, hard hearted woman of the

world, is the daughter, a slip of delightful, girlish feinininity,

who finds herself poorly equipped to battle the schemes
of those who would strip her of her fortune.

According to Law abounds with gorgeous tropical scenery.

Director Garrick has utilized the famous Florida Everglades
as the background, having taken his company of players to

the south of the state when photographing the picture.

The Blands of According to Law, the story reveals, are

of high social standing. Robert Bland (Howard Hall),

the young husband, cares nothing for society, but his wife
Isabel (Mildred Gregory), cares only for her social duties-

and detests any fetters which bind her to the daily routine

of managing a household. She loathes care of children, and
the breach between her husband and herself caused by
their differences in tastes in this matter widens almost
without their knowledge.
At last, Bland discovers a congenial companion in an-

other woman. At length some one who knows of the

situation sends an anonymous letter to Isabel. She sues

for a divorce, which is granted. Bland, embittered and
unhappy, goes to the edge of the Everglades, where he hopes
to forget his troubles in the beauties of nature and in the

simple life.

Isabel goes alone to their country house, situated on an
island, far out from the mainland, where she determines to

live in solitude for a time with her two servants. Soon
after the divorce, Robert receives a letter from William
Proctor, a former suitor for Isabel’s hand, who does not

know of their divorce, saying that he is planning to visit

them at their island home. Anxious to know how Isabel

is, and prompted by his love for her, Robert decides to

deliver the note to her himself.

On the day that Proctor had planned to arrive, Isabel,

not knowing that he is coming, sends her servants to the

mainland for supplies, and remains at home alone to care

for the place. Before the servants’ return, Proctor ar-

rives, reaching the island just before a storm appears, which
beats up such a sea that boats do not dare venture forth.

So the two are alone in the house together.

Isabel and her former suitor (who is still ignorant of

the divorce), take advantage of the absence of the servants

to play at housekeeping. While they are gayly preparing
the evening meal, Isabel tells Proctor of her release from
marriage. This changes the aspect of the situation entirely,

and Proctor ruthlessly decides to win her for his own. Dur-
ing a flash of lightning, Isabel believes that she sees the face

Mildred Gregory and Howard Hall, in “According to Law,”
Masterpicture, De Luxe, produced by Gaumont.

Isabel Bland Mildred Gregory
Robert Bland Howard Hall
Bella Bland ..Helen Marten

of Robert at the window. (She does not know that it is he).

The glimpse of him makes it clear to her in which direction

her affair with Proctor will lead her so she sends him away.
At last Isabel realizing that she loves Robert, and that the

only real happiness will be in living a quiet life with him,

goes to him in the Everglades. They decide to live there,

and Robert turns his business affairs over to his brother,

William Bland, for management.
At the end of the first year, Isabel dies, leaving mother-

less a wee little baby girl.

Twenty years later, Bella, the baby, has grown into a

beautiful girl. She and her father have never left their

home in the Everglades, and she does not know who she

really is. Bland is suddenly stricken with illness. Bella

goes out for aid. She comes across two young hunters.

One of them is Ralph, the son of her father’s brother,

William, Bella’s cousin, and the other is young Sidney
Austin, his friend.

Bella and her father, leave the Everglades. There fol-

lows a legal battle over the property. Due to Sidney Austin,

and to his father, an ex-judge, Bella is not cheated out of

her birthright. And at the same time she wins the heart

of her young protector.
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“True Nobility”
Mutual Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition

A gripping story of the East

and West. Featuring E. Forrest

T ay lor and Helene Ross on

“Howe’er it be, it seems to me
’Tis only noble to be good;
Kind hearts are more than coronets

And simple faith than Norman blood!”

r
iNNYSON’S opinion of true nobility, expressed in

the lines above, forms the keynote for the Mutual

Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition, produced by the

American Film Company, Inc., entitled True Nobility.

The hero (E. Forrest Taylor) is a son of the soil, whom
a college education and attention from wealthy Easterners

does not spoil. The love of his simple, hard-working par-

ents is greater to him than the admiration of social climbers.

Mr. Taylor, who has become associated almost entirely

with “Western” roles, assumes a new type of characteriza-

tion in Phil Burton, a young Harvard graduate and miner.

Lizette Thome, as Jean Bradford, the sister of a schem-

ing woman of the world, who finds in Burton, the young
prospector, real companionship, which she does not find in

the man whom her sister wants her to marry, Lord Devlin,

is a most charming and attractive young person. Her role is

of a peculiar quality. She is not supposed to be extremely

beautiful. She is not a vampire. She is not an ingenue, or

she does not call for sympathy. She is a nice, sweet, sensi-

ble girl, and Miss Thome plays her part so attractively

that her work will be remembered long by those who see it.

Eugenie Forde, as the Countess Niasiso, is cast in her

usual part of the cold-blooded, hard-hearted social schemer.

Helene Rosson makes an attractive Western girl, Effie

Marsh, who comes to New York with aspirations to become
an artist.

The story of True Nobility, written by Donald Mac-
Donald, follows : Phil Burton returns to his home in the

West after four years at Harvard. Phil goes prospect-

ing in the hills. He comes across a miner, dying of small-

pox, and, unmindful of his own dangers, he nurses him.

On his deathbed the miner assigns his claim to the young
man, but Phil refuses to claim it for himself, insisting that

the dying man bequeath it to some relative. The miner gives

him a picture of himself and of his sister. Phil determines

to find the girl.

In the meantime the claim proves valuable and Phil

negotiates with a mining company for its development.
The president of the company is the Count Niasiso, the

husband of Claudia Niasiso, a wooer after social fame. Phil

is invited to visit the Niasiso home, and there meets Jean
Bradford, the Countess’ sister who is the fiancee of Lord
Devlin, a drunken profligate.

Effiie Marsh, a Western girl, a neighbor of Phil’s, has come
to New York to pursue an art career. Finding that she has
no real ability as an artist, she becomes a model. In this

way she meets Devlin. He learns that she is the heiress to

the claim which Phil is holding in trust, and persuades her,

unknowingly, to sign over her rights to him.

Phil and Jean become greatly attracted to each other.

This angers Devlin. He knows of the social aspirations of

the Countess and when he comes across Phil’s parents, who
have arrived at their son’s apartment on a surprise visit

on the night of a dinner the Countess is giving, he de-

termines on a selfish little revenge. He assures the old

fashioned couple that they will be more than welcomed at

the dinner.

E. Forrest Taylor as “Phil Burton,” in “True Nobility.”

American-Mutual Masterpicture, De Luxe.

Phil Burton
Efhe Marsh
Countess Niasiso
Lord Devlin
Jean Bradford. .

.

.E. Forrest Taylor
...Helene Rosson
...Eugenie Forde
Harry Von Meter
...Lizette Thorne

The Countess is infuriated, and treats the old couple so

shamefully, that Phil takes them away. Jean, however, is

more impressed than ever with Phil’s real character. She
sends for Phil. They pledge their love.

The Countess has a secret lover. By mistake she mails a

note intended for him to Devlin. This Jean’s rejected lover

uses as a lever to force his suit with her. At about the

same time, Jean, engaged in charitable work, discovers Phil

with Effie, one of “her girls.” Learning of the little artist’s

model’s unhappy affair with Devlin, Phil saves her from
suicide, and sends her home. Jean does not understand the

circumstances, and thinks that Phil is false to her. She
again consents to marry Lord Devlin. After an explanation

from Phil, however, Jean understands, and again refuses.

The Countess confesses her affair with another man and
begs Jean to save her from disgrace by marrying the Lord.
She refuses, and in desperation the Countess goes to Dev-
lin’s apartment with a revolver. Jean follows, fearing

trouble. Phil, having learned from Effie that she is the real

owner of the mine, and that Devlin has tried to get it away
from her, goes to Devlin’s apartments at the same time.

The three—the Countess, Jean and Phil meet Lord Devlin.

Phil gets possession of the two documents—-the letter of the

Countess’ and Effiie’

s

assigned property deed, and gives the

puny Lord a thrashing.
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“The Flight of the Duchess
Mutual Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition

A picturization of Browning's picturesque

j)oem, featuring the beautiful star, Gladys

Hulette, supported by a noted cast

THE Thanhouser Film Corporation has found in

Browning’s poem, “The Flight of the Duchess,” the

theme for one of the most interesting and pictur-

esque comedy-dramas every produced upon the screen.

Being extremely popular in literature, it will be equally

popular in motion pictures, where the mixture of medieval

and modem settings, with the outdoor life of gypsying, gives

broad range to the artistic imagination of the producer.

Gladys Hulette, the charming little Thanhouser star,

makes an exquisite little Duchess-gypsy, with her glowing
dark eyes and hair, her vivacity and her good taste. She
is supported in this picture by Robert Gray as the Earl, the

young Duchess’ guardian; Burnett- Parker as the Duke, Nel-

lie Parker Spaulding as the Duke’s Mother, Wayne Arey as

the Gypsy Blacksmith, and Caroline Lee as the Gypsy
Queen.

In the beginning, the trouble in the duchy started when
the old Duke, satiated with hunting and other diversions,

dies, leaving his “sick, tall, yellow Duchess with the infant

in her clutches.” The Duchess then takes to traveling, with
her young son. Returning with the idea that it should all

be romantic in the northern land where he lives, just as he
had been told it would be in Paris, the Duke, now a grown
man, orders that all the servants and yeomen dress

as in the medieval days, and he commands that his learned
men look up the books of laws and of customs during that

time.

The Duke’s orders are carried out, and his duchy is

turned into great discontent. Soon his “plan admits a wife,

to meet his eye with the other troubles, to sit thus, stand
thus, see and be seen.” Straightway a young girl, suitable

to be his wife, is found. She is young and in a convent,
without much thought of the serious things of life.

? ? I

The Earl’s Ward Gladys Hulette
The Earl • Robert Gary
Duke Burnett Parker
His Mother , Nellie Parker Spaulding
Gypsy Blacksmith Wayne Arey
His Mother ... • Caroline Lee

The old Duchess is displeased at the idea, but she can do
nothing. So she resolves, therefore, to make it unpleasant
for the little Duchess who shall supplant her.

It was the Duke’s oldest retainer who went for the lady.

The gaily bedecked palfrey which he brought for her in lieu

of the motor car which she had probably expected, pleased
the young girl, who took the whole matter as a huge joke.

On the way to the castle where the betrothal party was
to be made a gala occasion, the prospective duchess first saw
the gypsies who were later to be her life companions. While
the gypsy blacksmith fixed the shoe her palfrey had thrown,
the gypsy queen told her fortune. With one long look into

the eyes of the handsome blacksmith whose own eyes shone
with ardor, and, with a sigh, the lady rode on to the castle

and the waiting Duke.
With true medieval pomp he welcomed her, but her first

shock came when he merely smirked when advancing to

meet her clad in the ancient armor of his forbears. That
was only the beginning. Within the first hour she was in

the castle, the lady learned that she was to be subdued and
sat upon and treated with all the scorn and contumely that

the Duke and his mother believed should be the portion of

brides of the Middle
Ages.
There was no es-

cape, it seemed, but

the climax came
when the Duke, pre-

paring for a hunting

party with the aid of

h i s librarian and
books, demanded
that h i s betrothed

take part in the cere-

mony, her role being

to ride forth with a

bowl of water and
wash the hands of

her liege lord. That
was where she re-

belled. Instead of

washing his hands,
she merely threw
the bowl of water at

his lordly head, and
got a proper trim-
ming from his yel-

low mother for her
sacrilege.

Realizing that
arguments were of
no avail, the Duke
started off on his

party without hav-
ing his hands
washed. The delay
so occasioned was
quite long enough
for the gypsies to

arrive, the gypsy
queen- having it in

mind that the Duke
would give her the money his ancestors had always con-

sidered right.

The Duke could not see the matter in exactly this light,

though, but he did give the gypsy queen a promise of a

purse if she would go into the castle and give his promised

bride a good scare.

The old crone assented. It was the chance for which

she had been looking since she had first seen in the eyes

of her beloved grandson, the blacksmith, the look of hope-

less longing for the lady he believed could never be his.

So they all rode away, and the gypsy queen went in to the

lady—but not to frighten her. Instead she drew for her a

picture of the wild, free life of a gypsy; she told her of

love that was waiting for her, and finally she persuaded her

to flee from all the terrors the castle held and go with the

gypsies as their child. It was easy to go away—for there

was no one left about the castle to prevent, and at the foot

of the hill they found, as though by premeditation, the old

priest who had said prayers for the Duke. Perhaps it was

a somewhat hurried wedding of the blacksmith and the lady

out there on the highway. However, she never regretted it.

Wayne Arey and Gladys Hulette in a

scene from “The Flight of the

Duchess’’—Thanhouser-Mutual

Masterpicture, De Luxe.
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“RUSTY REGGIE’S RECORD”
— FALSTAFF

One Reel—He thought he zvas a hypnotist until the

cops showed him otherwise.

Reggie . . Claude Cooper
Millionaire Frank E. McNish
His Daughter Isolde Illian

Her Szveetheart Fred Abbott

The banker spent every leisure hour study-

ing hypnotism, and practicing it. When the

banker’s daughter wanted to marry the penni-

less young man the father decided it was time

to get some practical benefit from his studies.

With many weird and complicated motions

the father backed the poor boy to the library

window. Under the same window Rusty
Reginald was eating the last of a purloined

pie. The boy fell on top of him, shrieked

wildly and fled. “Eureka!” he howled when he

saw Reggie. “Am I some little hyp? Look
daughter ! My marvelous mental power has

even transformed his clothes !” Daughter looked.

A 'bright idea came. She knew pa would want to

exhibit' .his handiwork at the Hypnotists’ Club; and
.while he was there she had other plans. She induced

pa to take his prize materialization to show the other

hyps. When he had gone, she found her sweetheart,

packed her bag, and left a little note for father. At the club

father was amazed at his own powers. He didn’t know that

most of his orders were obeyed because of the policeman

that bobbed up every few minutes where Reggie could see

him.
“I will show you the supreme test of the true hypnotist

!”

he announced. “Having transformed this man from a well-

dressed person to a ragged tramp.” Then came a tap on the

window. The club members' all turned. So did the

banker. Two cops were looking in on the scene and point-

ing at Reggie. They jumped from the window. But Reggie

had seen enough. He dove under a convenient couch. The
banker and his fellow members turned. The subject had
disappeared even as the master amateur hypnotist had prom-
ised. Then the cops came and spoiled it. From under the

couch they drew the struggling Reggie. The banker tried

to protest, but he and his explanation were waived aside.

“Hypnotism, nothin’ !” asserted a cop brutally. “This is

Rusty Reginald the yeggman ! He’s got a record as long as

yer arm!” And the shock kept father away from the bank
for a week.

“ALL BALLED UP”

Isolde Illian

and Fred Abbott
in “Rusty Reggie’s

Record.”

later arises in her sleep and goes to Rube’s stand. Rube
getting an answer, concludes she wants a shine

;
and starts to

shine her bare feet. Art, seeing this from the bowling alley,

runs over. Alice who is fond of Rube, also comes over and
there is a general quarrel. Rube takes Madge home, foils

the abductors, returns and engages in a bowling match with
Art, who has previously nailed the pins to the alley. Then
he persuades Rube, who has no money, to play for Madge
against his money. Meanwhile, Alice’s bandits have suc-

ceeded in placing a bomb under Madge’s bed. Madge,
walking in her sleep, picks up the bomb and carries it to the

bowling alley, where it explodes and blows Art, Alice and
the bandits up into the skies, leaving Rube and Madge to

the enjoyment of their mutual infatuation.

“ SEE AMERICA FIRST NO. 25
“ KEEPING UP WITH THE JONESES”
—GAUMONT

—VOGUE
One Reel—How Rube Miller, aided by a bomb, gets the

girl of his choice.

Rube • Rube Miller

Madge Madge Kirby
Alice Alice Neice
Art Arthur Tavares

Two business friends, Rube, the bootblack, and Art,

cigar-stand keeper, are keen bowling rivals. One day when
bowling, Art becomes so engrossed in the game that he for-

gets an appointment with Madge, to whom he is engaged.
Madge comes to the alley. There she meets Rube. They are

mutually attracted. Art, on the way home, quarrels with
Madge. Madge returns Art’s ring. Art seeks Alice, queen
of the bandits, and engages her to abduct Madge. Madge

Split Reel—Tampa, Florida, with its beautiful scenery and
industries, is caught by the camera.

Tampa, Florida, is the subject for some of the most beau-

tiful photography of the splendor and beauty spots of the

United States filmed by the cameramen of the Gaumont
company for the split-reel scenic See America First and
Keeping Up With the Joneses No. 25.

The wonderful residences and beautiful grounds and gar-

dens form an important part of the release, as do the parks,

the driveways, and the city’s municipal buildings.

The making of cigars, from the growing of the weed to

the finish of the marketable product, is also shown in this

Mutual release.

See America First No. 25 is the third of a series of pic-

tures of Florida cities. The other two were Key West and
Miami.

»
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“DAD’S COLLEGE WIDOW ’’—BEAUTY
One Reel—In which dad meets the pretty “college widow”

and tries to put one over on the boys.

Nathaniel Pettibone, Sr ....Orral Humphrey
Mehetable, His Sister Lucille Ward
Flavia Pearson Simone Cavens
Natli.aniel, Jr Dick Rosson

Nathaniel Pettibone is a well-to-do banker in a small

town. His sister, Mehetable, keeps house for him. Na-
thaniel, Jr., and his classmate, Edgar Grayson, imagine
themselves in love with Flavia Pearson, “the college widow.”
Edgar writes an anonymous letter to Nathaniel, Sr., that

his son is falling in love “with a woman old enough to be
his mother.” The letter stirs the “old man” into action.

Nathaniel, Sr., leaves Mehetable at the hotel. He discovers

that each is the owner of a framed photograph of “the lady
in the case.” Nathaniel, Jr., tells who she is and the “old

man” suggests that they call upon her. This is speedily ar-

ranged. During their call father suggests a bite to eat, but

at a sign from Nathaniel, Jr., the “widow” demures.
Father asks son where there is a good cabaret. Father asks
the first policeman he meets. Nathaniel, Jr., decides that

he must hurry back to his studies and father starts for the

cabaret alone. He phones the widow and insists that he
will call for her in ten minutes. Son invites her to meet
him at the Louvre Cafe. Then Edgar, bored with study,

extends a similar invitation. Father arrives and escorts the

“widow” to the white lights. She steers father to the Louvre
Cafe, where they come face to face with the two boys.

Father suggests the opera and while he is out buying some
flowers for the fair lady, Nathaniel, Jr., succeeds in be-

coming reinstated in the “widow’s” good graces. Mehetable
encounters young Nathaniel at the cafe. He hurries her
into a taxi, explaining that father will be there soon. When
father appears Nathaniel, Jr., tells him “she” is waiting.

Nathaniel, Sr., enters the taxi to find he has been fooled

and Mehetable sharply reminds him that he needs a nurse.

s)i ^ 4s sfc

“THE DESPERATE CHANCE ’’—CUB

One Reel—Jerry escapes from jail, but the cruel guards
get him again.

Jerry George Ovey
Bandit George George
Sheriff Louis Fitzroy

Cop Gordon McGregor

Jerry, “behind the bars,” is being closely watched by the

conscientious guards. With sudden superhuman strength

he pulls the bars apart and squeezes through. Jerry is seen

by a guard, who tries to follow him but is caught between
the bars. Another guard, believing he is a prisoner escap-

ing, shoots at him. Jerry escapes and drops over the prison

wall onto the heads of two policemen. Dumbfounded, they

run in opposite directions. Jerry discovers an auto, jumps
in and is off. A bandit stands at the roadside. Jerry’s ride

is suddenly interrupted by the bandit, who orders him to

change clothes with him. Then he speeds off in Jerry’s car.

Jerry walks off to town. The bandit rides but a few feet

when there is an explosion. It attracts the attention of the

posse. Jerry enters a food shop, and is surprised to find

they all flee at sight of him. While eating the bandit arrives

in the car. Seeing Jerry he grabs the gun and starts to shoot

up Jerry. The latter rushes to the street only to be con-

fronted by the police. He runs back to the restaurant and
hides. Jerry runs to make his getaway in the automobile,

followed by the bandit. He loses control of the machine
at the edge of a cliff and they land at the bottom with the

“Dad'’ ( Orral Humphrey ) meets the pretty widow. Scene
from. “Dad's College Widow.”

wreckage on top of them. The posse finds them unhurt.

They grab Jerry. He tells of the exchange of clothing and
the bandit is nabbed. The guard, whom he had pelted with

stones, recognizes Jerry, so he is arrested.

“JOHNNY’S JUMBLES”—BEAUTY
One Reel—Johnny wanted a cook. He nearly became a

bigamist instead.

Johnny Johnny Sheehan
Carol Carol Halloway
Uncle John Steppling

The cook decides to leave. Johnny and Carol are in a

dilemma, for Uncle and Aunt are coming for a visit. Johnny
rushes to the employment agency to look for a cook. Carol

rushes to town to look for a dress. Arrived at the employ-

ment agency Johnny stumbles over the janitor cleaning the

floor and breaks into the wrong door—a matrimonial bureau.

Thinking he is in the employment agency, he picks out a

female. He takes her home with him. She telephones for

the minister. Her big brother is also invited to the wedding,

and she alternately tries on Carol’s new clothes and at-

tempts to correct Johnny, who imagines she is “nutty.”

Mary’s brother and his friend arrive. She leaves them in
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the kitchen. Johnny sees Carol returning with aunt and
uncle and thrusts the crazy cook into the bedroom. Carol
insists upon knowing why the dor is locked. He tells her
he has a little surprise for her. Then he telephones the

police that he has an insane person in his home. The min-
ister, whom Johnny "fires out the front door, goes ’round

to the back and tells his troubles to brother. Johnny goes
into the bedrom to placate the crazy woman and is discov-

ered by his horrified relatives. Mary clings fondly to

Johnny. Brother produces the minister. The police find

aunty gesticulating wildly and start away with her. Freed,
she returns to her Johnny’s explanation and saves him from
being a bigamist.

“MAUD MULLER MODERNIZED”—
FALSTAFF
One Reel—She was a beauty—until her false teeth and

hair fell out. Then the Judge collapsed.

Maud Muller Louise Emerald Bates
Judge Riley Chamberlain

The Police Court Clerk was telling the story of one of

his chums at the district Political Club. “It was Maud
Muller over again,” he commenced, for the Police Court
Clerk posed as a literary light among his neighbors in the

“Gas House Precince.” “Is that Fatty Muller’s daughter?”
asked his friend. “That big bleached blonde who plays the

typewriter at campaign headquarters election time?”
“No-o-o,” was the disgusted reply. “Maud Muller was in

a poem. She raked hay out in the Hick country, and said,

‘Good morning, Judge,’ but the Judge wouldn’t marry her.

He was wise. I forget that part. This other girl’s name
wasn’t Maud Muller. She said, ‘God morning, Judge,’ but

Clancy, the motorcycle cop, brought her in to say it. He
swore her auto had smashed a car another guy was driving,

smashed it all up, and when he chased her she threw tacks

in the road and busted Clancy’s tires.” “What did the

Judge do?” asked the friend. “He fined Clancy $10,” replied

the Clerk. “The Boss was mighty smitten with that girl.

I’ll bet he don't run away like that rube Judge in the poem.”
But although the Clerk did not know it, this was exactly

what the Judge did. For when next he met his charmer,
she upset him with her auto and got so mussed up herself

that he knew she was false—at least her hair, teeth and
complexion were, and he had doubts as to her heart. So
the Judge quickly made his escape, being convinced that

the original Judge in the poem knew what he was doing
when he hastily fled from the beautious maiden who was
demurely posing in the hay field.

“Big” Bill Russell, the popular hero of the American
studios, gives a striking example of his fistic prowess in The
Bruiser, a five-part American-Mutual Masterpicture, De
Luxe Edition, soon to be released. Russell, who appears
in the role of a longshoreman in one of the scenes, engages
in a fistic encounter with a rival dockman.

.
For the staging of this particular scene “Al” Kaufman,

one-time contender for the heavyweight championship, was
engaged to “double” for Russell’s antagonist. The fight

between Russell and Kaufman proved to be one of the most
spirited contests of its kind ever undertaken for the camera.

Russell was an all-round champion during his college

days, and today is noted as one of the best athletes along
the Pacific Coast. He is an exceedingly clever boxer and
spends several hours a day in the “gym,” which accounts for
his wonderful physical condition.

* * * 3)1 *

In The Haunted Manor, a forthcoming Mutual Master-
picture, De Luxe Edition, in which Iva Shepard, the new
Gaumont star, is featured, an entire circus was used in the

Louise Emerald Bates—the “FalstafF Girl” in “Maud
Muller Modernized.”

photographing of several of the scenes. Fortunately, the

circus happened to be playing in a town near Jacksonville,

Fla., at the time, and not a moment was lost in securing

possession of the entire outfit long enough to complete the

scene. The Haunted Manor is said to be one of the best

pictures of its kind ever produced by Gaumont.

Crane Wilbur, playing a dual role, is but one of the many
features of A Law Unto Himself, the Horsley-Mutual
Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition. This popular idol, the

star of the production, is seen in the role of the gentleman
sheriff and again as a French surveyor, who turns bandit to

avenge the lynching of his younger brother. Some of the

double exposure scenes in which Wilbur appears are de-

clared the cleverest of their kind ever presented on a motion
picture screen.

Gladys Hulette, beautiful member of the Thanhouser
forces, scores one of her greatest screen successes as the
leading character in The Flight of the Duchess, Mutual
Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition, filmed from Browning’s
immortal poem of the same name. This delightful young
player is fast becoming one of screenland’s most popular
stars. Plenty of talent, the ability to quickly adapt herself
to any role selected for her and her faculty of making
friends and keeping them are responsible for her success.
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Pennsylvania Censorship
The following, an editorial from the New

York American of February 18, speaks for

itself

:

Pennsylvania has a State Board
of Censors for moving picture

films.

Last week these sapient guard-

I ians of the public ordered the

' Chestnut Street Opera House, in

Philadelphia, to cut out seventy-

! five feet of film because they con-

tained pictures of Kaiser Wilhelm
and Field Marshal von Hinden-
burg.
The Board of Censors says that

it acted under authority of the

statute prohibiting scenes that are
' “sacrilegious, obscene, indecent or

immoral or that tend to debase or

corrupt public morals.”

The first impulse is to laugh at

the ridiculous officials who are able

to discover something sacrilegious

or obscene or injurious to public

morals in photographs of the Ger-
man Emperor and his celebrated

Field Marshal.
By the same ridiculous mental

processes another equally absurd
Board of Censors would forbid

showing photographic likenesses of

King George or King Albert or

President Poincare.
In fact, there would be no limit

to the asinine decrees a sufficiently

asinine Board of Censors might
promulgate.

It is for this very reason that

The American earnestly protests

against the bill in Congress to

establish a National Board of Cen-
sors of moving pictures.

We maintain that the freedom of
occupation and the liberty of publi-

cation would both be violated by
such a censorship, and we cite this

very Pennsylvania incident as

ample proof that such violations of
fundamental constitutional rights

do actually occur when a small
number of citizens are given arbi-

trary power to control the amuse-
ment and the instruction of their

fellow citizens.

There is no reason to doubt that

a Federal Board of Censors would
be just as arbitrary as a State
Board of Censors.
For it is the inevitable result of

bureaucratic authority that the
bureaucrats become species of
petty tyrants—a sort of two-for-a-
cent Czars, who usually wind up
by adding corruption and bribe-

taking to their pompous and ab-
surd exhibitions of irresponsible
authority.

Now, the moving picture is at

once a school, a university and a
public press, and by every dictate

of common sense, as well as by the
commands and guarantees of the
Constitution itself, it should be left

at perfect liberty to exercise its

tripartite function of amusing, in-

forming and instructing the people.

The laws which regulate other
schools and other publications are
in full force to regulate the mov-
ing pictures, to punish license and
obscenity and viciousness— and
those laws are ample and sufficient

as they stand, without any censor-
ship whatsoever.

We protest against this proposed
censorship of the moving picture
press on the same identical grounds
upon which we would protest
against any proposed censorship of
the printed press.

The constitutional arguments
against one are on all-fours
with the constitutional arguments
against the other.

But the moving picture is not
only an entertainment and an in-

struction. It is also a moral force.
It makes people innocently happier.
And innocent happiness is as im-
portant to the best development of
fine character as any other influence
or virtue.

More especially is the usefulness
of the moving picture evident in
the smaller communities, where,
from the very force of the cir-

cumstance of minor population, the
broadening influences of life have
been somewhat lacking.
The residents of these smaller

communities now have brought
directly to them the liberalizing
effects of travel, of foreign scen-
ery, of the customs and habits of
other peoples, of the social condi-
tions of the wide world.
We can imagine nothing else so

liberalizing, so instructive, so for-
mative of character.
To be thus liberalizing, thus up-

lifting, thus popular, the moving
picture must tell the truth and must
be ALLOWED TO TELL THE
TRUTH.
And it will NOT be allowed to

tell the truth if it is ever subjected
to the restrictions of narrow-
minded and stupid and bigoted and
arbitrary censors.
As Thomas Jefferson wisely and

nobly said, the best governed
people is the least governed people.

Our famous Declaration affirms
the right of every human being to
“life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness.” And every one of us
has the inalienable right to choose
the happiness that suits him best,
subject only to the rule that he
must not injure others.

So we have the guaranteed right
to read and to talk as we please
and to believe as we please and, as
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a natural corollary, to seek such
. entertainment of the eye as pleases

us in the moving picture theatre.

This is not a privilege, conceded
by any Congress or granted by any
board of censors.
IT IS AN INHERENT, IN-

ALIENABLE, NATURAL
RIGHT, a part of our existence,

born with us into the world.

Just as each one of you has the
absolute right to select and to read
the newspapers and magazines
which best please you, so each one
of you has the absolute right to

choose for yourself what moving
pictures you will go to see.

The only rightful board of cen-
sors is the public itself. And it is a
board of censors which can be
thoroughly depended upon to make
bad pictures unpopular and finan-

cial failures.

The whole theory of our national

life is that the majority of the
people know what is best for the
people and are entitled, of right, to

have their way.
The theory of a censorship is that

the majority of the people do not
know what is good for them and
must not have their way, but the
way prescribed for them by a
handful of wiser overseers.

We shall resist that un-American
theory of government and social

life, in whatever form it shows its

ugly features, as long as The
American is printed.

In the name of individual liberty,

in the name of the Constitutional
guarantees, in the interest of good
citizenship and of public happiness
and education and advancement, we
protest to Congress against this un-
democratic, un-American, reaction-

ary, bureaucratic proposal to insti-

tute, in this free country, a Russian
censorship over the amusements
and instructions afforded to mil-
lions every day by the admirable
device of moving pictures—the
most effective entertainers and
teachers the wit of man has ever
conceived.

As frequently pointed out by President
Freuler of the Mutual Film Corporation,
the only rightful board of censors is the
public itself.

Federal censorship is only playing into

the hands of politicians.

s|c sfc *

It All Depends
Inspiration, the Thanhouser-Mutual Mas-

terpicture, based on the life of Audrey
Munson, the famous sculptor’s model, was
recently barred by the censors of New
Rochelle, N. Y., not because, as they an-
nounced, it was immoral, but because sev-

eral of the scenes did not agree with their

opinion of decency, or their judgment of
what is and what is not art.

Theatre-goers of New Rochelle, however,
may find some consolation in the following
paragraph clipped from the Oswego (N.
Y.) Palladium, of February 4:

“The Auburn (N. Y.) Board of Censor-
ship, after seeing the picture Inspiration,

held that there was nothing objectionable

and permitted the theatre, where it was
booked, to show it.”

A strange feature in connection with the

barring of Inspiration by the censors of

New Rochelle is found in the fact that In-
spiration was photographed at the Than-
houser studios, located in that city, and
that no effort was made by any of the so-

called public spirited citizens or censors to

interfere with the work.



“The Girl and the

Game”
MUTUAL SPECIAL FEATURE

Chapter X.—“A Dash Through Flames ”,

Produced by the Signal Film Corporation;

Starring Helen Holmes
ND now The Girl and the Game comes along with a

still greater thriller!

Helen Holmes, Director James P. McGowan, and
all of the splendid cast of the Signal-Mutual’s great special

railroad feature, unite with almost superhuman effectiveness

to create the most daring chapter of motion picture life

which as yet has been presented on the screen.

Chapter X is a whirlwind of rushing trains, dashing auto-

mobiles, lynching mobs, pistol fights and blazing buildings,

through which the heroine and her valiant band of railroad

builders come out uninjured. The story of Chapter X
follows

:

Having granted a right-of-way to Rhinelander, the city

fathers of Las Vegas refuse Seagrue’s pleas for a right-of-

way through their city. Rhinelander’s original copies of

right-of-way contracts were destroyed by fire in the derailed

construction car; and Rhinelander dispatches Helen and
Storm with a note to the Recorder to secure certified dupli-

cates. Seagrue,, instructs Bill, his foreman, to “bring the

outfit into town.” While breaking camp, Bill discovers

the absence of Seagrue’s automobile which has been com-
mandeered by Helen to rescue the men from the runaway
cars.

Helen, Storm and Spike drive into Las Vegas in Seagrue’s
auto. Bill accuses Helen and Storm of stealing the auto,

and threatens arrest for the theft. Helen and Storm go to a
lunch room, where Seagrue finds them, and accidently sees

Rhinelander’s note to the Recorder asking for copies of the

deeds. Seagrue demands a large sum from Helen for use of
auto on threat of arrest. She promises Rhinelander will pay.
Having learned of the destruction of Rhinelander’s con-

tracts, Seagrue hurries Bill, Spike and Lug to the Re-
corder’s office during the noon hour, to steal the records.
Lug effects entrance through a rear window and admits
Bill and Spike at the door. Bill finds the objective book
of records. Spike distracts Bill’s attention, and hastily tears
out the pages containing the record of Rhinelander’s deeds,
thrusting the valuable pages in his shirt. Bill shoots at the
watchman. Spike wrests the revolver from Bill; Bill drops
the book out of a window to Lug below. Bill conveys the
book to Seagrue’s office, where the latter discovers the ab-
sence of the desired pages. Bill suspects Spike of tearing
out the pages, and, at Seagrue’s command, goes to fetch
Spike.

Coming upon Spike, Bill’s accusation leads to a war of
words. In an adjacent lot a man cleaning a rifle near a
bonfire drops one of the shells into the blaze. It explodes,
and, as the bullet whizzes past, Bill dodges, striking his head
against an awning cleat. At the sound of the shot, idle and
enraged laborers see Bill drop to the ground and accuse
Spike of shooting him. As the crowd works in, the sheriff
arrests Spike, and discovers one exploded shell in the gun
which Spike carries.

As the angry mob tries to forcibly take Spike from the
sheriff, Helen and Storm are informed of Spike’s predic-
ament. The sheriff and deputies succeed in getting Spike to
the calaboose, which is instantly surrounded by the mob.
Helen sends Storm to wire Rhinelander to bring the men

Barricaded behind an auto, the Sheriff’s men hold off the

mob bent on lynching “Spike.” Scene from Chapter

X, “The Girl and the Game.”

Helen Helen Holmes
Paul Storm Leon J. Maloney
“Spike" J. P. McGowan

in from the camp to prevent a lynching. Rhinelander starts

his crew to Las Vegas post-haste by train. In the mean-
time the sheriff attempts to spirit Spike away from the

calaboose, but is seen by one of the mob, who instantly

spreads the alarm.

With their auto headed off by the mob, the Sheriff with

his prisoner takes refuge in the City Council chambers,
where he barricades the door with furniture and handcuffs

Spike’s arms around a post, that the sheriff may be free

to stand off the besiegers.

A stray shot from the mob cuts the telephone wires, from
which a short-circuit starts a blaze which rapidly grows.
Helen was the first to discover smoke issuing from the

windows of the building. The sheriff dashes out to meet
Rhinelander’s men, and suddenly exclaims that he has a
prisoner helpless, handcuffed in the burning room. Closely

followed by Storm, Helen rushes into the smoke and flame,

where the superhuman efforts of the three release Spike.

In the meantime a physician has learned that Bill’s in-

jury is not a gun wound, and Spike is released. Helen sees

the stolen record book in Seagrue’s room, and orders the

sheriff to arrest Seagrue, as Spike produces the important
pages from his blouse.

;fc ^

Miss Helene Rosson, the charming little lady who plays
an important role in The Craving, a five-reel Mutual Master-
picture De Luxe, has applied herself dilligently to the study
of causes and effects in relation to the film business.

Miss Rosson is an authority on styles and fashions of
women’s dress through all the periods from ancient to

modem. For any role in which she is cast, she knows the
appropriate in raiment, and appears faultlessly attired al-

ways.
Several of the gowns, hats and lingerie designed for

herself by herself are worn by Miss Rosson in scenes in
The Craving, and it is easily understood from her appear-
ance how any well-balanced college man might easily fall in
love with her and strive endlessly for attainment.

In the story Miss Rosson breaks her engagement with
Russell because in a moment of weakness he succumbs to
the overpowering inherent craving for strong drink; then
later, after he has been expelled from college and comes
into his own in the West, she is prompted by her love to
give him a year in which to conquer the craving and prove
his manhood.
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Talented Kiddies of the Mutual Family
There’s a host of them, and

their natural abilities have

won them national acclaim

Tula Belle, of
the Thanhouser
Studios, age

seven.

IDDIES—There’s a host of them
and they all belong to the Mutual
Film Corporation’s great army of

screen players. And each of them
has won a distinct success before the

camera, despite their tender years.

First of all there is winsome and
talented little Tula Belle, who, re-

gardless of her seven years, is con-

ceded one of the most talented and
popular kiddies appearing in screen

productions. Tula was born in far

away Norway, where she romped
and played until she was four years

old. Then her mother brought her to America.
Tula comes from a family of stage celebrities. When

only two years old she appeared on the stage of the Na-
tional Theatre in Christiana. Hakon II was one of the

great array of notables present at the opening perform-

ance who joined in the great demonstration paid to the

talents of this beautiful child, who, at two, was making her

debut before the footlights.

Many offers as a result came to the mother
of the child from theatrical people in vari-

ous European cities. But her mother,

believing a greater opportunity waited

her offspring in the land of promise,

brought her here. That was about •

three years ago. Tula entered the

employ of the Thanhouser-Mutual
studios at New Rochelle some
eighteen months ago and with the

very first picture she appeared in

won instantaneous approval.

Tula lives in New Rochelle but

a short distance from the studios.

She has a play garden all her own.
In the winter time she amuses her-

self, when not engaged at the studios,

in all the winter sports enjoyed by a

healthy little girl of seven. Tula does

not go to school, not because she does

not want to, but because her studio

duties give her but little time to herself.

However, this does not mean that she is

neglecting her studies, for she has a gov-

erness who is teaching her French,

music and the other important elemen-
taries which every little girl and boy
must learn.

And then comes Covington Barrett and little Dorothy
Cardy, who are appearing with ever increasing success in

Gaumont-Mutual productions.

And there is golden-haired little Doris Baker—just “half

past seven”—away out in California with the David Hors-
ley forces. Too, one must not overlook charming little

Dorothy Benham, another of the Thanhouser group of tal-

ented kiddies, which the Mutual Film Corporation boasts

as its own.
And what busy and highly accomplished little kiddies they

all are

!

Because these youngsters have taken up a career in motion

Covington Barrett, seven years old,

and Dorothy Cardy, aged six,

photographed at the Gaumont
winter studios in Jacksonville.

pictures, one must not assume for a moment that they have
lost their sweet childishness or simplicity. Far from it.

Each one of them is just as much of a child at heart as the
wild-haired little street gamin or the country kid who spends
the greater portion of the day at play.

At work before the camera they are as serious as the
highest-priced star. But, when work is done, invariably
they rush off to play, the girls with their dolls, and the
boys with their sleighs, when snow permits, of course.

If you have seen the Mutual Masterpicture, De Luxe Edi-
tion, As a Woman Sows, you will know that Covington
Barrett is an acrobat. He stands on his head while at least
three feet of film is grinding, clad in small white pajamas,
and jumps into bed with a spring which speaks well for his
training. He is seven years old.

His,little playmate and co-worker, Dorothy Cardy, is six.
Her head is covered with bright ringlets of pure gold. Her
eyes are blue, her cheeks round and pink, and her smile so
adorable that it makes every one love her dearly, whether on
or off the screen.

Doris Baker, the little Californian actress, has appeared
in some of the best pictures the David Horsley Company

has produced. She appeared irj. The Winning
of Jess, with Margaret Gibson, and again in

Could a Man Do More? with Crane
Wilbur.

Doris had a happy meeting with
the motion picture camera. Her
home was near a studio. One
day the director was looking for
a little girl with light hair to fit

into a drama he was producing.
He spied little Doris. He called
her to him. After that he went
with her to her home. He found
her mother and asked if Doris
might play in his picture. She
has played in pictures ever since.

Dorothy Benham, who is only
four, and who is a very suc-
cessful little player, is a very

busy baby these days. One of her
friends gave her a thimble for her birth-

day. She has since filled an entire cedar
chest with wonderful doll’s clothes.

It keeps her so terribly busy to keep
her family of dolls all properly clothed.
There are thirty of them in all. They
are the gift of a gentleman in Canada,
who saw the little girl on the screen, and

immediately thought up this lovely

scheme of keeping her happy.

Dorothy’s mother has fitted up a

“nursery” for the little girl, in which
she spends most of her spare time.

“After work,” said the little one re-

cently,” I like best to hurry right

home to see my dollies, ’cause I’m
always afraid something may have
happened to them while I was away.
Next to my work, I love my dollies Doris Baker,
best of all.” aged seven.
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Quit Chemistry

Chair for Studio
Sidney Mason’s parents planned

a brilliant career for him as

chemist, but he had other ideas

W HEN Sydney Mason, the handsome young leading

man of the Gaumont company, who is appearing in

support of Marguerite Courtot, in Mutual Master-
pictures, De Luxe Edition, was very young, he believed

there was no place in the world so wonderful as a drug
store.

Mason possessed a generous-hearted relative who owned
one, and Sydney, then a bright-faced little lad of six or

seven years, would sit for hours perched on a high stool

in front of the soda fountain, imbibing freely of lemonades
and chocolate sodas and studying the effective display of

highly-colored chemicals in glass containers with which
druggists’ windows are wont to be supplied.

That was the beginning of an ambition which was fur-

ther stimulated in later years by an education in a college

of chemistry, and which would have resulted, no doubt, in

a staid and respectable place in the chair of dean or presi-

dent some day, if the young man in question had not been
sidetracked.

Fate decreed that he should become an actor instead.

It was during Mason’s senior year in college that the

dramatic club staged an amateur production of “Trilby.”
He was cast for the role of Svengali, the wierd hypnotist,

and he made such a hit by his clever impersonation that he
attracted considerable attention from .professional people
who witnessed the performance.

Other appearances in amateur productions followed, and
before Mason realized that the gods were beckoning him
away from his first aspirations he was engaged to play in

a stock company then touring the New England states. He
was then about twenty years of age.

Several years of constant effort of adjusting himself to

new surroundings, of absorbing life and perfecting his art

followed on the stock stage.

He toured the New England states in a repertoire of the
good old plays so dear to the heart of the matinee girl of
yesteryear. Then he went to the legitimate stage, where he
supported such well-known players as Blanche Walsh and
Lillian Langtree. Still later he was with the original “Get-
Rich-Quick-Wallingford” company.

It was then that the motion pictures began to compete
seriously with the legitirnate stage for actors.

Sydney Mason had an opportunity to become a member
of the Famous Player’s organization. He joined them,
making his first appearance with James O’Neill. It was in

“The Builder of Bridges,” a Frohman production, that
Sydney Mason made his most distinct motion picture suc-
cess. The Gaumont company was attracted by his excellent
work. They offered him a contract which induced him to

become a permanent member of their organization.

It is in motion pictures that Mr. Mason’s early stock
experience comes in most aptly. The merciless schooling
in variety of character portrayals which characterizes the
stock stage, made him a ready pupil when he first entered
the film field. His years of acting since his screen debut

Most recent photograph of Sydney Mason, popular star of
Gaumont Mutual Masterpictures, De Luxe Edition.

have only enlarged his scope and increased his powers.

For the Gaumont company he has done much excellent

work, both as a leading juvenile and a character man. In

“The Devil’s Darling,” with Francine Larrimore, he was
splendid in his role of a young clergyman. In “Sunshine
and Tempest” he was equally convincing in his role of

mountaineer.

With the announcement that the Mutual Film Corpora-
tion had undertaken a new policy, and that the Gaumont
company was to have three companies at work on five-reel

features known as Mutual Masterpictures, De Luxe Edition,

Sydney Mason was chosen for the leading man of one com-
pany.

Petite Marguerite Courtot, the blue-eyed, charming ac-

tress, recently became the star of this company, now work-
ing at Jacksonville. Mr. Mason will support her. “The
Dead Alive,” a five-part Mutual Masterpicture, De Luxe
Edition, is the first of these wonder feature productions
from the Gaumont studios, in which this sterling actor ap-

pears in support of Miss Courtot.

When he went South in October to the Gaumont com-
pany’s winter studio, he took two cherished possessions.

One of them was his “flivver,” that “can eat more grass
than any car in the whole United States,” according to

Mason, and the other was his camera and his developing
material.

Although he gave up his idea of becoming a chemist sev-

eral years ago, Mason still likes to dabble in chemicals, to

smell them, and to get his hands all colored up.

He is an expert photographer and has won several prizes

for expert amateur work.
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Endorses “Damaged Goods
Dr. Winfield Scott Hall, Dean of

Northwestern University, praises

Mutual’s Sociological film

H ERE is another encomium from a noted educator on

the educational merits of the Mutual Film Corpora-

tion’s 7-part film version of the celebrated Brieux

drama, Damaged Goods. Dr. Winfield Scott Hall, dean of

the medical department of Northwestern University, an

acknowledged authority on sex hygiene and a physician of

wide experience and high standing in his profession, in an

address before the People’s Sunday Evening meeting, at

Institute Hall, Rochester, N. Y., recently, said

:

“I believe the picture of ‘Damaged Goods’ which

I saw in Chicago is quite fit for the public to see.

I took my wife to see it. As I left the hall I said

to her, ‘Janet, that film shows the real matter of

“Damaged Goods” very mildly.’ Everything

shown on that film is true. Nothing is grossly

shown; nothing in it could possibly be called im-

modest; furthermore not one per cent of all the

truth is shown. I wouldn’t take my eighteen-year-

old daughter to see it, but I would take my twenty-

three-year-old daughter to see it, and I would

take my eighteen-year-old son to see it.”

About 700 persons, including a number of noted teachers,

clergymen and social workers, heard the lecture delivered

by Dr. Hall and voiced their approval of his remarks by
continued applause.

Dr. Hall’s endorsement of this exceptionally powerful
screen production is being upheld daily by the great crowds
flocking to the theatres where Damaged Goods is shown.

Among the many noted men who have given their endorse-

ment to Damaged Goods are Surgeon-General Blue, of the

United States Army
;
Minister Pezet, of Peru

;
Senator

Kern, of Indiana
;
Rabbi Simon, of the Washington Hebrew

Congregation
;
Justice Daniel Thew Wright and scores of

others equally well known in Biblical, judicial, medical,

educational, theological and sociological work.

*****
What may in all truth be heralded as a cast of unusual

excellence and of more than ordinary popularity is that ap-

pearing in The Heart of Tara, a dramatic story of India by

Theodosia Harris, which has been staged in five acts by

David Horsley for release as a Mutual Masterpicture, De

Luxe Edition.

The leading roles are portrayed by Margaret Gibson and

William Clifford, who up to this release, have been featured

separately in Horsley productions, so that The Heart of

Tara presents two favorites who may legitimately be called

featured players.

Their chief support is provided by such well-known peo-

ple as Sherman Bainbridge, Marie James, Marvel Spencer,

Walter Spencer, Edward Alexander, Edward Roberts and

Gordon Russell. Of these Mr. Bainbridge, Miss James

and Mr. Spencer were engaged expressly for this produc-

tion, the others being permanent members of Mr. Hors-

ley’s stock organization.

Mutual Studio Gossip
Stories of the Plays and

Players Picked at Random
from the Various Studios

C OMPLICATIONS, thrilling situations and a tense

dramatic action, which will make you keep a tight

hold on your seat, follow one another with rapidity

in the Mutual Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition, The Oval
Diamond, a five-act detective drama, produced at the Than-
houser studios. Among the principals in the cast are Harris
Gordon, Barbara Gilroy and Arthur Bauer.

Jacksonville, Fla., and vicinity was given a thorough
search, and an advertisement was finally inserted in the

daily papers, before an old-time mill and stream, and a
flock of sheep and pasture could be found by Director
William Haddock. Both locations were required in the

making of the Mutual Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition, I

Accuse. Alexander Gaden and Helen Marten play the two
chief leads in the story.

>}c

Charlotte Burton, the American (Mutual) “vampire”
woman, is seen as a dance hall girl of the West in the

American Mutual Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition, The
Craving. Miss Burton is usually cast for heavy roles, and
she is especially effective as the Western woman whose one
ambition in life is to seek the destruction of her victims.

Miss Burton plays with William Russell, the popular Dia-
mond from the Sky player, Helen Rosson and Roy Stewart.

>j« 5|C jfc

Pretty Vivian Rich, the American-Mutual star, who has

a host of friends among moving picture fans, has added
new laurels to her already long list in the American-Mutual
three-reel human interest drama, Life’s Harmony. As the

daughter of the old village church organist she is cast in a
role that enhances her personal charm. She is particularly

strong in the emotional scenes, where she has never ap-
peared to better advantage.

Many stories of the days of the Civil War, when the

nation was split as no nation in history has ever been, have
for their main theme the love of a daughter of one side

with the son of another. It remained for the Thanhouser-
Mutual three-part war drama, The Reunion, to present an
entirely new romance of the war. Prominent in a specially

selected cast are Isolde Illian, J. H. Gilmour, Inda Pal-

mer and Ethel Jewett.*****
There is a new addition to the acting forces of the Vogue

(Mutual) comedy company. This is pretty blonde little

Reina Rogers, the charming ingenue, who is to lend her
happy smile and her acting ability to these Mutual funny
pictures. She is well known to screen audiences, and will

be welcomed gladly into the “Vogue” galaxy of stars.

The memory of the great Chicago fire disaster in the

Iroquois Theatre is relived in the fire scene in the three-

reel American (Mutual) drama, Realization, being pro-

duced by Frank Borzage at the American studios in Santa
Barbara. The picture was staged in a local theatre, with
seven hundred “extras,” and the smoke was so realistic that

some of the people became panic stricken, and began to

stampede. It was all that the director could do to control

them.
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News arid Gossip from Mutual Men
Forty theatres out of 132 in Cleveland,

are now showing “The Girl and the Game”

new Mutual-Signal railroad serial

W E. LUSK, the Cleveland repre-

tative for The Girl and the Game
• department, reports spectacular

business for the Mutual’s special railroad

continued story feature in his territory.

Following is his letter:

“This office goes into the eighth week of

release of The Girl and the Game with forty

theatres in the City of Cleveland running

The Girl and the Game service for a total

of forty-three days. There are, according

to the official figures of the M. P. E. L. A.,

132 theatres in the city where motion pic-

tures are shown. This includes vaudeville

houses.
“We have had to date only two cancella-

tions in the houses where the service has

been actually started. One of these was
closed by the State Fire Warden, the other

went out of business after a fire.

“The service is running in houses from
150 seating capacity to 1,800 seating ca-

pacity, from the poorest ‘jitney store front’

to the largest and highest priced house on
the west side—and we have not one dis-

satisfied customer.
“Our prospects for new business are ex-

cellent.”

Thomas Bruce, manager of the Electric

Theatre, Hoquiam, Wash., writes the fol-

lowing letter of praise for The Deathlock,
a five part Mutual Masterpicture.
“Am enclosing check for service and I

must say that if you could send me such
productions as The Deathlock you would
have a real supporter in yours truly. Hon-
estly, it is a real picture and I’m going to

use it for return date.”

Mr. Bruce uses Mutual Masterpictures
weekly.

H. C. L. Master, live wire theatre man-
ager of Victor, Colo., who opened his new
house in Victor on February 19 with full

Mutual Service, which has proved satis-

factory to him from his experience with
these films in the past, writes the Denver
branch of the Mutual for a return showing
of The Miracle of Life.

“This was one of the best pictures ever
put on the screen and one which every per-
son in a community should see,” writes
Mr. Master. “There are many people here
who want to see it again.”

S. T. Stephens, manager of the New
Orleans branch of the Mutual, sends in the
following letter regarding The Girl and
the Game at a local theatre

:

“The Royal Theatre, New Orleans, owned
by J. A. Maught, played to 2,700 people on
Monday, February 7, on the first chapter of
The Girl and the Game. He advertised the
first chapter free of charge and ‘reaped’ in

the money. The house holds 685.

“Mr. Maught advises that Chapter No. 1

made such a big impression that he is ab-
solutely confident of fourteen more big
Girl and the Game days. There can be no
question but that Mr. Maught has tackled
this film novel in the right manner by
‘sampling’ his neighborhood free of charge.
“He is taking the entire Mutual output

at his Royal Theatre.”

W. V. Silvers, manager of the Strand
Theatre, Ottumwa, la., sends in the follow-

ing letter in recommendation of The
Miracle of Life:

“I wish to state that The Miracle of Life

is one of the most beautiful pictures that

was ever shown on a screen. It gave more
than satisfaction to my patrons. Quite a

number wish me to have a return showing
of it.”

On the day that he was running “A Polar
Romance,” a Horsley-Mutual multiple

reel release, E. Mehesey, of the Meliesey
Theatre, in Salt Lake City, Utah, staked
out a large and husky black bear in front

of his house. It was a stormy, disagree-

able day, but the bear brought in the

business. Just another example of the

little expedients and enterprises that

make the exhibitor successful. There is

a special stunt suggestion in every picture

if the exhibitor will but look for it.

Forced to relinquish their quarters at No.
67 West Twenty-third street, because of a
fire which gutted their offices, the Novelty
Slide Company have opened new offices at

Nos. 115-117 East Twenty-third street.

The following paragraph was taken from
a letter received by J. S. Woody, branch
manager in Seattle, from A. I. Bidder,
manager of the Isis Theatre, Ellensburg,
Wash. : “Your programs that we are show-
ing now are holding up fine; in fact, the
picture The Thoroughbred, showing today
and yesterday, is out of the ordinary, and
we are more than pleased at the result.

The two-reel comedy shown the early part
of the week, Sammy’s Scandalous Schemes,
was a piece of work hard to beat, and we
feel certain we will do big business with
the Mutual program.”

( Continued from page 2)

that we are going to have wonderfully good
business with this picture.”

C. M. Blasdell, manager of the Iris The-
atre, of Canby, Minn., had the following
to say about The Girl and the Game:

“I ran the fifth chapter of The Girl and
the Game Tuesday night to standing room
only on a very stormy night, and the pic-

ture a day late on account of poor train

service. In all my experience in the pic-

ture business The Girl and the Game is the

BEST drawing card I have ever run. The
‘S. R. O.’ sign is sure to be out on the nights

any exhibitor runs The Girl and the Game.
At the opposition house on these nights they
have been running the features,

but The Girl and the Game has held the

crowds. In my opinion, any live-wire ex-

hibitor SHOULD NOT BE without it. IT
SURE GETS THE MONEY.”
Novel methods of advertising The Girl

and the Game, many of which have been
suggested by The Girl and the Game De-
partment, has been another of the big fac-

tors tending to increase box-office receipts.

One of the advertising stunts employed by
Wallace W. Baker, manager of the “Our
Theatre,” Detroit, Mich., and the results

obtained, is contained in the following
taken from a letter received at the Mutual’s
Detroit branch

:

“Serials have never been a success in this

theatre, or in fact, I may say, any theatre

in this locality. It was much against my
will that I was persuaded to put The Girl

and the Game on. I built a float with a
caboose on one side and a locomotive on
the other, used a Helen Holmes head from
a one-sheet poster and pasted one in the

window of the caboose and one in the cab
of the engine, put the float on an auto and
dressed up a couple of boys as an engineer
and fireman, and had them ride the running
board of the auto. Sure caused some com-
ment.

“I built a front end of a locomtive of
sheet tin and placed it in front of box office,

hung red lanterns, etc., around theatre. My
ushers dressed as brakemen gave an at-

mosphere of a real railroad yard. ‘Our The-
atre’ seats three hundred and fifty (350).
We broke all previous records for the
house.

“I ran second episode yesterday and broke
previous Sunday’s record. I advise all live

exhibitors to get aboard The Girl and the

Game special and break all mileage records
for dimes.”

The management of the Idle Hour The-
atre, located in Michigan City, Ind., af-

fords another striking illustration of what
novel advertising methods will do.

This exhibitor had a special platform
built in his lobby, on which he has erected

a track and a railroad station, which he
has named after his theatre. He has a
miniature electric train, continually running
on a circular track. This method of adver-
tising has proven so effective that for the
first chapter he was forced to call on two
of the local firemen to help him take care
of the children, who had flocked to his

theatre to see The Girl and the Game.

STOP LOSING MONET—Bun your show on
business principles—don't slap a muddle of words
together and call it an ad. It isn’t. Let a man
who has had years of experience in getting the coin
for picture shows, help you—let me get up your
ads, programs, house talks—write-ups— let me
show you how to make BIG money with ordinary
program features—

l

et me rhow you how to make
DOUBLE MONET on serials—how to keep the
people coming steadily. I can increase your re-
ceipts 25 to 50 per cent with but LITTLE COST
to you. Turn your losing nights into money-
makers by writing right now for free particulars
on how to get more money. C. H. LYNCH, The
Ad Specialist, Spring Valley, III.
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Mutual Releases
American Star Features
Mar. 7—The Silken Spider (3)
Feb. 29—The Happy Masquerader (3)
Feb. 22—Life's Harmony (3)
Feb. 15—A Modern Sphinx (3)
Feb. 8—Lillo of the Sulu Seas (3)
Jan. 28—The Smugglers of Santa Cruz
Jan. 1—The Wraith of Haddon Towers (3)
Dec. 11—Curly (3)
Nov. 20—The Alternative (3)
Oct. 30—The Idol (3)

Mustang Star Features
Mar. 10—Curlew Corliss (3)
Nov. 3—Margy of the Foothills (3)
Feb. 25—Double Crossed (3)
Feb. 18—When the Light Came (3)
Feb. I 1—According to St. John (3)
Feb. 4—The Extra Man and the Milk Fed

Lion (3)
Jan. 15—Water Stuff (3)
Dec. 26—Author! Author!
Dec. 4—Film Tempo (3)
Nov. 13—This Is the Life (3)

Rialto Star Features
Jan. 12—The Secret Agent (3)
Dec. 29—A Prince of Yesterday (3)
Dec. 15—The Ace of Death (3)
Dec. 1—Lessons in Love (3)
Nov. 17—The New Adam and Eve (3)
Nov. 3—The Devil’s Darling (3)
Oct. 20—The Card Players (3)

Thanhouser
Mar. 8—The Cruise of Fate (3)
Mar. I—What Doris Did (3)
Feb. 23—The Reunion (3)
Feb. 16—Outwitted (3)
Feb. 9—The Spirit of the Game (3)
Feb. 2—The Knotted Cord (3)
Jan. 26—The Burglar’s Picnic (3)
Jan. 19—The Phantom Witness (3)
Jan. 1 1—In the Name of the Law (3)
Jan. 4—The Bubbles in the Glass (3)
Dec. 28—Their Last Performance (3)
Dec. 21—Ambition (3)
Dec. 18—His Majesty, the King (3)
Nov. 27—The Valkyrie (3)
Nov. 6—Mr. Meeson’s Will (3)

American
Feb. 4—Mammy’s Rose
Feb. I—The Broken Cross (2)
Jan. 25—The Man in the Sombrero (2)
Jan. 28—A Sanitarium Scramble
Jan. 21—The Thunder Bolt
Jan. 18—The Silent Trail (2)
Jan. 14—The Secret Wire
Jan. 10—Viviana (2)
Jan. 7—Time and Tide
Jan. 3—Matching Dreams (2)

The Mender
Dec. 27—The Tragic Circle (2)
Dec. 24—Yes or No.
Dec. 20—The Clean-Up (2)
Dec. 17—Spider Barlow’s Soft Spot
Dec. 13—The Solution of the Mystery (2)
Dec. 10—A Broken Cloud
Dec. 6—The Water Carrier of San Juan (2)
Dec. 3—Spider Barlow Cuts In
Nov. 29—The Silver Lining (2)
Nov. 26—The Bluffers
Nov. 22—The Key to the Past (2)
Nov. 19—Drifting
Nov. 15—The Substitute Minister (2)

Beauty
Mar. 12—Persistent Percival
Mar. 8—The Gay Blade’s Last Scrape
Mar. 5—Dad’s College Widow
Mar. 1—Johnny’s Jumble
Feb. 27—Cooking His Goose
Feb. 23—Too Much Married
Feb. 20—The Battle of Cupidovitch
Feb. 16—Ella Wanted to Elope
Feb. 13—Billy Van Deusen and the Vampire
Feb. 8—Won by One
Feb. 6—The Laird o* Knees
Feb. 2—Billy Van Deusen’s Wedding Eve
Jan. 30—Walk This Way!
Jan. 26—Some Night!
Jan. 23—Mischief and a Mirror
Jan. 19—Johnny's Birthday
Jan. 15—Getting in Wrong
Jan. 1 1—The First Quarrel
Jan. 9—To Be or Not to Be
Jan. 4—Billy Van Deusen's Shadow
Jan. 1—Settled Out of Court
Dec. 28—Kiddus, Kid and Kiddo
Dec. 25—The Country Girl
Dec. 21—Making a Man of Johnny
Dec. 18—Two Hearts and a Thief
Dec. 14—A Guard, a Girl and a Garret
Dec. 1 I—Nobody’s Home
Dec. 7—Pretenses
Dec. 4—Making Over Father
Nov. 30—Billy Van Deusen and the Merry

Widow
Nov. 27—Cupid Beats Father
Nov. 23—The Drummer’s Trunk
Nov. 20—Anita’s Butterfly
Nov. 16—Johnny, the Barber

Mutual Weekly

March 23—No. 64 Jan. 13--No. 54
March 16—No. 63 Jan. 6--No. 53
March 9—No. 62 Dec. 30--No. 52
March 2—No. 61 Dec. 23--No. 51

Feb. 24-—No. 60 Dec. 16--No. 50
Feb. 17 —No. 59 Dec. 9--No. 49
Feb. IQ-—No. 58 Dec. 2-—No. 48
Feb. S'—No. 57 Nov. 25--No. 47
Jan. 27 —No. 56 Nov. 18--No. 46
Jan. 20—No. 55 Nov. 1 1--No. 45

Centaur

Jan. 13—Marta of the Jungle (2)
Jan. 6—The Homesteaders (2)
Dec. 30—The Terror of the Fold (2)
Dec. 23—The Winning of Jess (2)
Dec. 16—The Arab’s Vengeance (2)
Dec. 9—Stanley in Darkest Africa (2)
Dec. 2—Stanley Among the Voo Doo Wor-

shippers
Nov. 25—Stanley and the Slave Traders (2)
Nov. 18—A Polar Romance (2)
Nov. I 1—Stanley in Starvation Camp (2)
Nov. 4—When Avarice Rules (2)
Oct. 28—The White King of the Zaras (2)
Oct. 21—Vindication (2)
Oct. 14—Stanley’s Close Call (2)
Sept. 30—Stanley’s Search for the Hidden City

Casino Star Comedy
Jan. 16—Ham and Eggs
Jan. 9—Alias Mr. Jones
Jan. 2—Leave It to Cissy
Dec. 26—Hunting
Dec. 19—Cissy’s Innocent Wink
Dec. 12—Curing Cissy
Dec. 5—A Tangle in Hearts
Nov. 28—The Widow Wins
Nov. 21—The House Party
Nov. 14—Beauty in Distress
Nov. 7—Does Advertising Win?
Oct. 31—Zabisky’s Waterloo
Oct. 24—The Reformer

Cub Comedy
Mar. 3—The Desperate Chance
Feb. 25—Going Up!
Feb. 18—Too Proud to Fight!
Feb. 1 1—Jerry’s Million
Feb. 4—The Defective Detective
Jan. 28—Around the World
Jan. 21—The Girl of His Dreams
Jan. 14—Jerry in Mexico
Jan. 7—Jerry in the Movies
Dec. 31—Jerry’s Revenge
Dec. 24—Hearts and Clubs
Dec. 17—The Hold-Up
Dec. 10—Doctor Jerry
Dec. 3—A Shot-Gun Romance
Nov. 26—A Deal in Indians
Nov. 19—The Fighting Four
Nov. 12—The Double Cross
Nov. 5—Twin Brides
Oct. 29—Jerry to the Rescue
Oct. 22—The Little Detective
Oct. 15—Taking a Chance
Oct. 8—A Change of Luck

Falstaff Comedy
Mar. 9—Ambitious Awkward Andy
Mar. 7—Oscar, the Oyster Opener
Mar. 2—Maude Muller Modernized
Feb. 29—Rustic Reggie’s Record
Feb. 24—Perkin’s Peace Party
Feb. 22—Ruth’s Remarkable Reception
Feb. 10—Snow Storm and Sunshine
Feb. 8—Booming the Boxing Game
Feb. 3—Harry’s Happy Honeymoon
Feb. 1—A Clever Collie’s Comeback
Jan. 27—Beaten at the Bath
Jan. 25—Lucky Larry’s Lady Love
Jan. 20—Pete’s. Persian Princess
Jan. 18—Grace's Gorgeous Gowns
Jan. 13—Reforming Rubbering Rosie
Jan. 10—Belinda’s Bridal Breakfast
Jan. 6—Hilda’s Husky Helper
Jan. 3—The Optimistic Oriental Occults
Dec. 30—Foolish Fat Flora
Dec. 27—Una’s Useful Uncle
Dec. 23—Toodles, Tom and Trouble
Dec. 20—When William’s Whiskers Worked

Special Features

Damaged Goods (7 reels)
The Diamond From the Sky (30 Chapters)
The Girl and the Game (15 Chapters)
"Fighting For France" (5 reels)

Novelty
Jan. 21-
Dec. 22-

Dec. 20-
Dec. 15-
Dec. 13-
Dec. 8-
Dec. 6-
Dec. I-

Nov. 29-
Nov. 24-
Nov. 22-
Nov. 1 5-

Nov. 10-

Nov. 8-

Nov. 3-

Nov. I-

Oct. 27-
Oct. 25-
Oct. 20-
Oct. 18-

Oct. 13-

-Mr. Bumps, Commuter
-The Innocent Sandwich Man
Between Lakes and Mountains

(Split Reel)
-The Fiddler
-A Musical Hold-Up
-The Book Agent
-The Army-Navy Football Game
-A Janitor’s Joyful Job
-Betty Burton, M. D.
—Charlie’s Twin Sister
—Taming a Grouch
-Spring Onions
-The World Series—Boston vs. Phila-

delphia (2)
-Love and Bitters
-Something in Her Eye
-The Fortune Hunters
-Putting Papa to Sleep
-Artillery and Love
-Hobo Nerve
-You Can't Beat It

-Rip Van Winkle Badly Ripped
-Gold-Bricking Cupid

Mustang
Jan. 21—Wild Jim, Reformer (2)
Jan. 7—The Hills of Glory (2)
Dec. 3 1—The Cactus Blossom (2)
Dec. 24—The Pitch o’ Chance (2)
Dec. 17-—In the Sunset Country (2)
Dec. 10—There Is Good in the Worst of Us (2)
Dec. 3—Broadcloth and Buckskin (2)
Nov. 26—The Valley Feud (2)
Nov. 19—The Warning (2)
Nov. 12—Man to Man (2)
Nov. 5—-The Trail of the Serpent (2)
Oct. 20—Playing for High Stakes (2)
Oct. 22—The Sheriff of Willow Creek (2)
Oct. 8—Breezy Bill—Outcast (2)

“See America First” (Split Reel)
Feb. 27—No. 24—Miami, Fla.
Feb. 20—No. 23—Key West, Fla.
Feb. 13—No. 22—The Home of the Lumber-

jack
Feb. 6—No. 21—A Trip Through Duluth,

Minn.
Jan. 30—No. 20—St. Paul, Minn.
Jan. 23—No. 19—The Dells of the Wisconsin
Jan. II—No. 18—Milwaukee, Wis.
Jan. 4—No. 17—The Industries of Chicago
Dec. 28—No. 16—Chicago, the Gateway of the

West
Dec. 21—No. 15—Lexington, Ky., Including a

Trip to the Famous Race
Course

Dec. 14—No. 14—A Trip Through Pittsburgh,
Pa.

Dec. 7—No. 13—Visit to Interesting Spots on
Rhode Island

Nov. 30—No. 12—Mohonk Lake, N. Y., During
Winter Sport Carnival

Nov. 23—No. 1 I—A Tour of Connecticut's
Principal Cities

Nov. 16—No. 10—Portland, Me., and the White
Mountains

Nov. 9—No. 9—The Berkshire Hills
Nov. 2—No. 8—Boston, Mass.
Oct. 26—No. 7—A Trip Up the Hudson River
Oct. 19—No. 6—Touring Washington, D. C.
Oct. 12—No. 5—The Uptown District of New

York

Thanhouser
Dec. 19—The Political Pull of John
Dec. 14—An Innocent Traitor (2)
Dec. 12—Her Confession
Dec. 7—His Vocation (2)
Dec. 5—The House Party at Carson Manor
Nov. 30—The Crimson Sabre (2)
Nov. 28—“All Aboard’*
Nov. 23—The Baby and the Boss (2)
Nov. 21—Beneath the Coat of the Butler
Nov. 18—In the Hands of the Enemy (2)
Nov. 14—In the Baby’s Garden
Nov. 9—The Little Captain of the Scouts (2)
Nov. 7—The Mistake of Mammy Lou
Nov. 2—The Commuted Sentence (2)
Oct. 31—The Fisherwoman
Oct. 26—The Conscience of Juror No. 10 (2)
Oct. 24—At the Patrician Club

Vogue Comedy
Mar. 5—Love, Dynamite and Baseballs
Mar. 2—All Balled Up
Feb. 2 7—Flooded with Trouble
Feb. 24—A Candy Cook
Feb. 20—Heaven Will Protect a Woiking Goil
Feb. I 7—At the End of His Rope
Feb. 13—Igorrotes, Crocodiles and a Hat Box
Feb. 10—Paddy’s Political Dream
Feb. 6—Fickle Madge
Feb. 3—Sammy vs. Cupid
Jan. 30—He Thought He Went to War
Jan. 27—Bungling Bill’s Burglar
Jan. 23—A Baby Grand
Jan. 20—Sammy’s Dough-full Romance
Jan. 12—A Bum Steer
Jan. 10—Oh, for the Life of a Fireman
Jan. 3—An Innocent Crook (2)
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Mutual Masterpictures
De Luxe Edition

The Flight of the Duchess
A Five Part Thanhouser Production, Pictur-

ized from Browning’s Immortal Poem. Star-

ring the Beautiful Gladys Hulette.

True Nobility
A Gripping Story of the East and West in

Five Parts, Featuring the Popular Screen Fa-
vorites, E. Forrest Taylor and Helene Rosson.
Produced by the American Film Company,
Inc.

According to Law
How Justice Finally Won Out. An Excep-
tionally Interesting Gaumont Production in

Five Acts. Featuring the Famous Star of the
Stage, Howard Hall, Supported by Mildred
Gregory and Helen Marten.

The Heart of Tara
A Gripping Five-Part Drama of India. Fea-
turing Margaret Gibson and William Clifford.

Produced by David Horsley.

Embers
Depicts the Heroic Sacrifices Made by an In-

valid Wife for a Selfish Husband. In Five
Parts. Starring Arthur Maude and Constance
Crawley. Produced by the American Film Co.,
Inc.

A Law Unto Himself
A Western Drama in Five Acts. Presenting
the Popular Screen Idol, Crane Wilbur, in a
Dual Role. A David Horsley Production.

The Craving
A Stirring Story in Five Acts of a Man’s Up-
hill Fight Against an Inherited Craving for
Liquor. Starring William Russel and Helene
Rosson. Produced by the American Film Co.,
Inc.

The Oval Diamond
How a Young Detective Regained Possession
of a Rare Diamond. A Thrilling Drama in
Five Acts. Presenting Harris Gordon and
Barbara Gilroy. Produced by Thanhouser.

“I Accuse”
A Five Part Gaumont Production, Featuring
the Popular Broadway Star, Alexander Gaden,
Supported by Helen Martens and a Strong
Cast of Noted Players.

Silas Marner
A Picturization of George Eliot’s Famous
Novel. Starring Frederick Warde. Seven
Acts. A Thanhouser Production.

The Dead Alive
A Five-Act Mystery Drama. Featuring Mar-
guerite Courtot. Produced by the Gaumont
Company.

Life’s Blind Alley
How a Strong Man Loved and Lost. Five
Acts. Starring Harold Lockwood and May
Allison. Produced by the American Film
Co., Inc.

The Soul’s Cycle
A Prama of Yesterday and Today. Five Acts.
Starring Margaret Gibson. A David Horsley
Production.

Powder
A Humane Play of War Propaganda. Five
Acts. Starring Arthur Maude. Produced by
the American Film Co., Inc.

The Drifter
A Drama of the Gambling Evil. In Five Acts.
Featuring Alexander Gaden. Produced by the
Gaumont Company.

The White Rosette
A drama of Ancient and Modern Times. Five
Acts. Featuring E. Forrest Taylor and Helen
Rosson. Produced by the American Film Co.,
Inc.

The Idol of the Stage
A Stirring Drama of Theatrical Life. In Five
acts. Starring Malcolm Williams. Produced
by the Gaumont Company.

“Vengeance Is Mine!”
A Gripping Play of Capital Punishment. Fea-
turing the Eminent Star, Crane Wilbur. A
David Horsley Production.

Betrayed
A Romantic Drama of Today. Five Acts.
Starring Grace DeCarlton. Produced by the
Thanhouser Film Corporation.

Lord Loveland Discovers America
From the Celebrated Story by C. N. and A. M.
Williamson. Five Acts. Featuring the Broad-
way Star, Arthur Maude. Produced by the
American Film Company, Inc.

As a Woman Sows
A Drama of Love and Retribution. Five Acts.
Featuring the Star Players Gertrude Robinson
and Alexander Gaden.

The Bait
A Symbolic Drama of Life. Five Acts. Fea-
turing William Clifford and Betty Hart. A
David Horsley Production.

The Five Faults of Flo
Revealed in Five Acts. Starring Florence La
Badie. Produced by the Thanhouser Film
Corporation.

The Thoroughbred
A Drama of Vindication. Five Acts. Featur-
ing the Popular Stars William Russell and
Charlotte Burton. Produced by the American
Film Company, Inc.

The Woman in Politics
Pictures a Girl’s Battle Against Graft and

Conspiracy. Presenting Mignon Anderson and
George Mario. Five Acts. Produced by Than-
houser Film Corporation.

The Other Side of the Door
In Five Acts. Presenting Harold Lockwood.

The Deathlock
Filmed in the Klondike. In Five Acts.

The Painted Soul
In Four Acts. Starring Bessie Barriscale.

The Mill on the Floss
Featuring Mignon Anderson. In Five Acts.

The Buzzard’s Shadow
In Five Acts. Starring Harold Lockwood and
May Allison.

The Forbidden Adventure
In Four Acts. Starring Louise Glaum and
Charles E. Ray. A Mutual Feature.

The Strife Eternal
In Five Acts. Star, Blanche Forsythe.

Inspiration
Starring Audrey Munson.

The End of the Road
In Five Acts. Featuring Harold Lockwood and
May Allison.

The Seventh Noon
In Five Acts. Starring Ernest Glendenning.

His Wife
In Five Acts. Featuring Geraldine O’Brien.

The Miracle of Life
In Four Acts. Starring Margarita Fischer.

The Brink
Starring Forrest Winant and Rhea Mitchell.
Four Thrilling Acts.

Bred in the Bone
Featuring Dorothy Gish.

The Price of Her Silence
In Five Acts. Starring Florence La Badie.

The House of Scandals
In Four Acts. Starring Harold Lockwood.

The Man From Oregon
Five Acts. Howard Hickman and Clara Wil-
liams Play the Leads.

The Wolf-Man
Four Acts. Featuring “Billie” West.

Infatuation
Four Acts. Starring Margarita Fischer.

Monsieur Lecoq
Starring William Morris and Florence La
Badie.

A Yankee From the West
Four Acts. Featuring Signe Auen.

The Toast of Death
Four Acts. Featuring Louise Glaum.

The Girl From His Town
Four Acts. Featuring Margarita Fischer.

Milestones of Life
Four Acts. Featuring Mignon Anderson.

The Mating
In Five Acts. Featuring Bessie Barriscale.

The Fox Woman
Four Acts. Featuring Teddy Sampson.

Secretary of Frivolous Affairs
Featuring May Allison and Harold Lockwood.

The Flying Twins
Four Parts. Featuring Madeline and Marion
Fairbanks.

The Reward
Presenting Bessie Barriscale.

Up from the Depths
Four Parts. Presenting Courtney Foote and
Gladys Brockwell.

Her Shattered Idol
In Four Parts. Featuring Mae Marsh and
Robert Harron.

The Patriot and the Spy
Four Reels. Presenting James Cruze and Mar-
guerite Snow.

The Lonesome Heart
In Four Parts. With the Beautiful Margarita
Fischer.

The Darkening Trail
In Four Reels. Star, W. S. Hart.

The Failure
In Four Reels. Featuring John Emerson.

Ghosts
In Five Reels. Starring Henry Walthall.

God’s Witness
In Four Acts. Starring Florence La Badie.

The Lure of the Mask
In Four Reels. Stars, Elsie Jan Wilson and
Harold Lockwood.

Strathmore
Four Reels. Stars, Charles Clary, Irene Hunt
and Francelia Billington.

Rumpelstiltskin
In Four Reels. Clyde Tracey in the Title Role.

The Absentee
With Robert Edeson. In Five Reels.

A Child of God
In Four Reels. With Francelia Billington and
Sam De Grasse.

The Cup of Life
In Five Reels. Starring Bessie Barriscale.

Captain Macklin
Four Reels. Starring Lillian Gish.

Man’s Prerogative
In Four Parts.

On the Night Stage
In Four Parts.

A Man and His Mate
In Four Parts.

Enoch Arden
In Four Parts.

The Outlaw’s Revenge
In Four Parts.

The Devil
In Five Parts.

The Outcast
In Four Parts.

The Lost House
In Four Parts.

The Quest
In Five Parts.

The Last Concert
In Four Parts.
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MUTUAL MASTERPICTURES
DE LUXE EDITION

Three iIagmificemt fu/e part productions
RELEASED
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MUTUAL MASTERPICTURES
DE LUXE EDITION

WEEK Of FEB. 23™

‘eautiful Production of Lillian V. Brockircll^

Unusual Drama with the Popular TRatinee Idol

in-, a ^Remarkable Dual Role ------

Peep and Absorbing Drama of Spiritual Dove vs.

Physical Attraction in which the Celebrated Broadway'*

Star ArthurTtlaude, as the Husband, is supported bij the

Famous Actress Constance Crawley as the Invalid lliije

who Offers to Sacrifice her own Happiness forHis Sake-

Pretentious and Spectacular Drama of INDIA wittv)

the famous BOSTOCK LIONS in Startling Situations and
Climaxes .The Beautiful and DaringUoung Star is Sup-
ported by UJilliam Clifford and a Darye Cast of Cleuer&rtistp

PROM AMERICA'S GREATEST STUDIOS
BACHW££K
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EOU/JN
THANHOWER PRESENTS

liuteUe
in.

\ofine
DUCHESS
A Remarkable Screen
Version of Brownings
most famous poem

//V 3 ACTS

\' ' v

^sfsmuiw»i

di/r
'ulette
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//';w r
\

\
'
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S. j’orresti
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MUTUAL MASTERPICTURES miiuiMininiuHHiinin

SaGnjoo:

“THE DEAD
ALIVE”

Released February 17

“I ACCUSE”
Released February 21

“ACCORDING
TO LAW”

Released March 6

DE LUXE EDITION
wife

MARGUERITE
COURTOT

America’s Greatest
Film Star

Is She His Wife? Two Lovely Courtot Parts

in One Production

ALEXANDER
GADEN

Love, Murderous Intrigue and Revenge Woven Into

a Stirring Story of Modern Life

MILDRED
GREGORY

A Wife in Name Only and Where Her
Selfishness Led

GAUMONT CO.
flushing,n.y. MAD E I N AMERICA jacksonvilleTfla.
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MUTUAL PICTURES

Your particular attention is directed to the following

forthcoming releases of David Horsley productions:

“A Law Unto Himself,” an extraordinary Western
drama of an unusual type, picturized in five reels

and featuring Crane Wilbur. Released February
28 as a Mutual Masterpicture, de luxe edition.

“The Heart of Tara” a thrilling and spectacular

romance of India enacted in five reels by a select

cast with Margaret Gibson , William Clifford and
the Bostock animals. Released March 4, as a
Mutual Masterpicture, de luxe edition.

“Going up,” a Cub Comedy of many humorous
situations interspersed with thrilling moments,
featuring George Ovey. Released February 25.

Each of these productions presents a player
,
or players

~

recognized as drawing cards. The productions them-

selves—in respect to story
,
acting, photography, settings,

etc.—reach a high standard of perfection. In hooking

them you are assured of pictures that attract patronage—
and please.

For bookings apply to your Mutual Exchange.

DAVID HORSLEY PRODUCTIONS
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* MUTUAL PICTURES

EDWIN THANHOUSER

/N THE CASTARE

FLORENCE LABADIE
GLADYS HULETTE
HARRIS GORDON
ETHYLE COOK
LOUISE EMERALD

BATES

STAGED BY

GEORGE F05TE.R PLATT
STORY ChY

3 LONL Qi
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MUTUAL PICTURES

EDWIN THANHOUSER
PRESENTS

WITH

CLAUDE COOPER

ONE REEL

-

H tffi

: ;mmm
:

:

4 //

ONE REEL

with LOUISE EMERALD BATES and

RILEY CHAMBERLIN
RELEASED TKURS MAR.2-

THANHOUSER
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poorest day into one of our best.
”

The Story in 1,000 Newspapers
New York World Pittsburgh Press Baltimore American Boston Globe Each Week these neWS-

Philadelphia North American St. Louis Globe Democrat nanprc ^r»rrxr thA ctr»rxr tn
Atlanta Constitution Omaha Bee Cincinnati Times-Star Dallas Journal ^ ^ ^ . ^ -

Memphis Commercial Apoeal Seattle Post-Intelligencer COUIltleSS thousands Who de-
Buffalo Courier Indianapolis Star Kansas City Journal ClevelandLeader mand the film. You should

New Orleans Times- Picayune Los Angeles Tribune hp thA nnA tn o-r'icn thic nn.
Chicago Evening Post Detroit Journal Milwaukee Sentinel Louisville Herald ^ ^

San Francisco Chronicle and One Thousand Others portlimty and have

15 Weeks of Packed Houses
Book this stupendous $500,000 production. A two-reel chapter per week for 15 weeks
will pack your house and “stand them up.” “THE GIRL AND THE GAME” is a tremendous
triumph—a record-breaking money-maker. WIRE your nearest Mutual Exchange Now.

For booking information, apply to“THE GIRL AND THE GAME” depart-
ment of any Mutual Exchange, or at Mutual Home Office, New York City

SIGNAL FILM CORPORATION, P.Ui4AS ,u.
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MUTUAL SPECIAL FEATURE
- —— i «! — .. i i rnmw^m. mKk Vi

A Picturized Romantic Novel

By ROY L. McCARDELL

Terrific Profits!
Satisfied Patrons!
This stupendous $800,000 “Flying A” pro-

duction on the Mutual program works the

ticket-seller over-time ! Mystifying, exciting
thrills filmed in plots of gripping interest draw crowds
inside your doors. The announcement of this great

photo-novel lures Big Money to your house like magic.

BOOK IT NOW
Don’t delay another hour in securing this proven profit builder.

Make your dull days the richest. One exhibitor says: “

this has been the best money producing picture we have ever

run since the theatre was built some four years ago; and we
have run all the principal serials.”

Your nearest Mutual Exchange will furnish you with special new booking

information. Wire, write or call on them today.

9#
"i

I

m
*%•

North American Representatives at Every Mutual Exchange in America

NORTH AMERICAN FILM CORPORATION
JOHN R. FREULER, President

71 West 23rd Street, New York City

Produced by

American Film Co., Inc.

S. S. Hutchinson, Pres.
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VOGUE
FILMS
Inc.

Executivem:
j

Joseph H. Finn
Samuel'S.
Hutchinson
Publicity
Offices:

222 S. State St.
Chicago, 111.

MUTUAL PICTURES

LOVE, DYNAMITE
AND BASEBALLS
The story of a delayed wedding, a fake count
exposed, the trapping of a ring of crooks, a duel with base-
balls, the happy wedding of the pretty girl (Priscilla Dean) and the
pitcher-hero (Jack Dillon.) A thousand feet of high-powered
Vogue comedy—side-splitting situations registering a laugh-a-sec-
ond—a rip roaring comic success. Directed by Jack Dillon.
Released March 2nd.

ALL BALLED UP
See tne inimitable Rube Miller, the funniest film
funny man, in a role of a rube who falls in love with a
beautiful somnambulist (Madge Kirby.) A cataract of comics. Fun
for a thousand feet—and a laugh for every foot. Directed by
Rube Miller. Released March 5th.

Vogue Comedies will bring crowds
to your box office—work your ticket

seller overtime. They are unique

—

have magnetic drawing power. Book
them today, and pack your house.

Slapstick With a reason

Semefrom
“Lm«. Dynamite
and Baseballs’*

Distributed fthroughout
the United States and
Canada exclusively by
MutualFilm Corporation
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“SIXTEEN YEARS N.PG> OF KNOWING HOW”

You Must Surely Realize

That Power’s product dominates the quality

field by actual performance, superiority of con-

struction, best material such as high grade steel,

bronze gears, etc., and durability.

In the opinion of an estimated 65 to 70 per cent

of exhibitors and users throughout the world,

Power’s represents the utmost in anything per-

taining to the projection of motion pictures.

You owe it to yourself to consult this company,
as the manufacturer, on any matters relating to

our product, bearing in mind that we are always
at your service.

WRITE FOR CATALOG G

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY
NINETY GOLD STREET NEW YORK CITY

“BUILT BY BRAINS”
You Can’t Show a Beautiful Film on a Poor Screen

When you buy a Minusa Screen you
don’t merely buy it by the square foot.

Minusa Screens are "BUILT BY
BRAINS" to suit all the particular re-

quirements of YOUR particular theatre

WRITE FOR OUR LITERATURE

MINUSA CINE PRODUCTS CO.
ST. LOUIS. MO. NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO
Horner Building 19 W. 23rd Street 117-19 Golden Gate Ave.

Reel Life

tells the
world’s

biggest

film news
to every

exhibitor

every week

SAME AS MONEY
MIMT REGULATIONS GOVERN OUR OUTPUT

[IArcusTicmetCoJ

| 633PLYM0UTM CT.CHICAGO f

PICTURE MACHINES
AT LESS THAN HALF PRICE

EDISON MODEL B, everything new but head which la entirely rebuilt $100,
cost new $225.—M0TI0GRAPH $85. coat new $185.—POWERS 8-A with motor,
everything new but head which le rebuilt $230. or $185 without motor. Powers
No. 5 head on new 6-A outfit, $150. All machines guaranteed flnt-claas condition
and cornylets in every detail, ready to run picture. Lenses to fit any size picture
desired.—NEW RHEOSTATS with all machines. Ft. Wayne and B. 4 H. Induc-
tors. $30 extra with machine in place of Bheoetate.

—

SIMPLEX machine used In
sample room display thirty days $255. Bargains in many other machines, send
for complete list Opera and Folding Chair* ail hinds, new and slightly used.
Operating Booths thst pass inspection.—PICTURE CURTAINS, $5. ROLL
TICKETS 7'/jC per thousand. Film Cement and Machine Oil 15c a bottle.
All makes and sizes of Carbons. Order* filled same day recalved.

LEARS THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
509 Chestnut Street ST. LOUIS, MO.

COMMERCIAL SLIDE
AND FILM SERVICE

MANUFACTURERS OF

Advertising Slides and Films

989-991 INTERVALE AVENUE
BRONX, NEW YORK
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Mutual Exchanges
Serving Mutual Pictures

Albany N. Y Mutual Film Corporation 733 Broadway

Amarill*, Texas .Mutual Film Corporation 302 E. 4th St.

Atlanta, Ga Mutual Film Corporation 146 Marietta St.

Baltimore, Md Mutual Film Corporation 412 E. Baltimore St.

Boston, Mass Mutual Film Corporation 1108 Boylston St.

Buffalo, N. Y Mutual Film Corporation 106 Pearl St.

Butte, Mont Mutual Film Corporation. American Theatre Bldg.

Cairo, 111 Mutual Film Corporation 9th St.&Commercial Ave.

Charlotte, N. C .Mutual Film Corporation 322 North Tryon St.

Chicago, 111 Mutual Film Corporation

Mutual Branch .5 S. Wabash Ave.
H. & H. Branch 117 N. Dearborn St.

Cincinnati, Ohio Mutual Film Corporation in East Seventh St.

Cleveland, Ohio .Mutual Film Corporation.. 108 Prospect Ave., S.E.

Columbus, Ohio Mutual Film Corporation 422 N. High St.

Dallas, Texas Mutual Film Corporation 1807 Main St.

Denver, Colo .Mutual Film Corporation 1724 Welton St.

Des Moines, Iowa .Mutual Film Corporation Cohen Bldg.

Detroit, Mich Mutual Film Corporation 97 Woodward Ave.

El Paso, Texas Mutual Film Corporation 524 Trust Bldg.

Essanaba, Mich Mutual Film Corporation 1019 Ludingten St.

Evansville, Ind Mutual Film Corporation Keene Bldg.

Fort Smith, Ark Mutual Film Corporation 17 N. 6th Street

Fargo, N. D Mutual Film Corporation 119 5th St.

Grand Rapids, Mich. ..Mutual Film Corporation 7-8 Hawkins Bldg.

Harrisburg, Pa Mutual Film Corporation 15 N. 5th St.

Houston, Texas Mutual Film Corporation So. Pac. Bldg.

Indianapolis, Ind Mutual Film Corporation 150 N. Illinois Street

Kansas City, Mo Mutual Film Corporation 928 Main St.

Los Angeles, Cal Mutual Film Corporation 825 South Olive St.

Louisville, Ky Mutual Film Corporation 408 So. 4th Ave.

Memphis, Tenn Mutual Film Corporation 500 So. Main Street

Milwaukee, Wis Mutual Film Corporation 301 Enterprise Bldg.

Minneapelis, Minn Mutual Film Corporation 22 North Sixth St.

Newark, N. J Mutual Film Exchange 25 Branford Place

New Haven, Conn Mutual Film Corporation 209 Meadow St.

New Orleans, La Mutual Film Corporation 816 Perdido St.

New York City Mutual Film Corporation
Twenty-third St. Br 71 West 23rd St.

Western Film Branch 126 W. 46th St.

Oklahoma City, Okla.. Mutual Film Corporation 120 W. Grand Ave.

Omaha, Neb Mutual Film Corporation 1413-1415 Harney St.

Philadelphia, Pa ... Mutual Film Corporation 257 N. 12th St.

Phoenix, Arix Mutual Film Corporation 201 O’Neil Bldg.

Pittsburgh, Pa Mutual Film Corporation 420 Penn Ave.
Portland, Me Mutual Film Corporation 410 Fidelity Bldg.

Portland, Ore Mutual Film Corporation 389 Oak St.

Salt Lake City, Utah.. .Mutual Film Corporation. . .123-5 E. Second So. St.

San Antonio, Tex Mutual Film Corporation 228 Prudential Bldg.

San Francisco, Cal. ...-Mutual Film Corporation 162-164 Turk St.

St. Louis, Mo Mutual Film Corporation 1311 Pine Street

Seattle, Wash Mutual Film Corporation 205-6 Green Bldg.

Sioux Falls, S. D Mutual Film Corporation. .201 William Fine Arts
Building

Spokane, Wash Mutual Film Corporation 408 First Ave.

Springfield, Mass Mutual Film Corporation 179 Dwight St.

Syracuse, N. Y Mutual Film Corporation 205 Bastable Block

Tampa, Fla Mutual Film Corporation 1325 Franklin St.

Toledo, Ohio Mutual Film Corporation 410 Superior St.

Washington, D. C Mutual Film Corporation 428 Ninth St., N. W.
Wheeling, W. Va Mutual Film Corporation 1400 Market St.

Wichita, Kan -Mutual Film Corporation 316 Barnes Bldg.

Wilkesbarre, Pa Mutual Film Corporation. . 61 S. Pennsylvania Ave.

Canadian Branches

Toronto, Ont (Head office) M.F.C.of Canada, Ltd. .180 Victoria St.

Toronto, Ont (Exchange) M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd. 15 Wilton Ave.

Calgary, Alberta M. F. C. of Canada, Ltd Leeson & Lineham Block

Montreal, P. Q M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd 154 St. Catherine St.

Regina, Sask., Can....M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd 312 Westman Chambers
St. Jahn, N. B M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd 39 Waterloo St.

Vancouver, B. C M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd 963 Granville St.

Winnipeg, Manitoba.M.F.C, of Canada, Ltd 48 Aikins Bldg.
McDermott Ave.

Mutual Releases
Week of March 6th, 1916

MASTERPICTURES de luxe
No. Brand Title Class Reels Leads
77 Gaumont According to Law Sociolog. 5 Mildred Gregory

3/0/10 w.* 1* !
Drama Howard Hall

78 American True Nobility Drama 5 E. Forrest Taylor
3/9/16 Helene Rosson

79 Thanhouser The Flight of the Duchess. Comedy 5 Gladys Hulette
Drama

Mutual Pictures

TUESDAY, MARCH 7th, 1916.

04529 American The Silken Spider Society 3 Vivian Rich
04530
04531

Drama Alfred Vosburgh

04532 FalstafT Oscar the Oyster Opener. . Comedy 1 Frank E. McNish

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8th, 1916.

04533 Thanhouser The Cruise of Fate Society 3 Valkyrien
04534
04535

Drama (Baroness DeWitz)

04536 Beauty The Gay Blade’s Last Carol Halloway
Scrape Comedy 1 John Sheehan

THURSDAY, MARCH 9th, 1916.

04537 Vogue Comedy 1

04538 Fal staff Ambitious Awkward Andy. Comedy 1 Walter Hiers

04539 Mutual Mutual Weekly No. 62 . . . . Topical

FRIDAY, MARCH 10th, I9l6.

04540 Mustang Curlew Corliss Western 3 Art Acord
to

to

Tt-

*t

0
0

Drama Dixie Stratton

04543 Cub Jerry’s Big Game Comedy 1 George Ovey

SUNDAY, MARCH 12th, 1916.

04544 Gaumont See America First....] Scenic &
Keeping Up with theJ^No. 26 Cartoon 1

Joneses J

04545 Beauty Persistent Percival Comedy 1 Orral Humphreys
04546 Vogue Comedy 1

Week of February 28th, 1916

MASTERPICTURES DE LUXE

No. Brand Title Class Reels Leads

74 Centaur A Law Unto Himself . Western 5 Crane Wilbur
2/28/ 16 Drama

75 American Embers . Sociolog. 5 Arthur Maude
3/2/16 Drama Constance Crawley

76 Centuar The Heart of Tara . Oriental 5 Margaret Gibson
3/4/16 Drama

Mutual Pictures

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 29th, 1916.

94511 American The Happy Masquerader. .

.

. Drama 3 Winifred Greenwood
04512
04513

Ed Coxen

04514 Falstaff Rustie Reggie’s Record . Comedy 1 Frank E. McNish
Claude Cooper
Isolde Illian

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY ist, 1916.

04515
04516

Thanhouser What Doris Did . Drama 3 Doris Grey

04517

04518 Beauty Johnny’s Jumble , Comedy 1 Carol Halloway
John Sheehan

THURSDAY, MARCH 2nd, 1916.

04519 Vogue Love, Dynamite and Baseball Comedy 1 Jack Dillon

04520 FalstafT Maude Muller Modernized... Comedy 1 Riley Chamberlin
Louise E. Bates

04521 Mutual Mutual Weekly No. 61 Topical 1

FRIDAY, MARCH 3rd, 1916.

04522 Mustang Margy of the Foothills Western 3 Art Acord
04523
04524

Drama Dixie Stratton

04525 Cub The Desperate Chance Comedy 1 George Ovey

SUNDAY, MARCH 5th, 1916.

04526 Gaumont See America First...*] Scenic &
Keeping Up with the > No. 25 Cartoon 1

04527 Beauty Dad’s College Widow Comedy 1 Carol Hallow*y
John Sheehan

04528 Vogue All Balled Up Comedy 1 Rube Miller



MUTUAL SPECIAL FEATURE

DAMAGED GOODS
What Some Papers Say:

There seems to he no let-up in the

crowds that are packing the Central
Theatre since last Thursday, when
“Damaged Goods,” the great photo-
play-sermon, began an indefinite en-
gagement. The photoplay is a frank
hut pathetic prayer for a clean life.

It will be the attraction indefinitely.—St. Louis, Mo., Democrat—January
6, 1916.

* * * *

“Damaged Goods,” which is play-

ing at the Grand today, is one of the

greatest moral photoplays ever seen
in this city. The Grand has been
crowded at every performance.—
Sterling, III., Standard—January 9,

1916.
* * * * *

“Damaged Goods,” the drama that

upset the country two years ago and
became the greatest stage sensation

the nation has seen, is to be shown
in Hutchinson in motion pictures for

the second time. This wonderful
picture was exhibited at the Pearl

Theatre for two days, December
and 16, and its startling moral lesson

so appealed to those who saw it then

that there has been a demand for

another showing.

—

Hutchinson, Kan.,

Gazette—January 9, 1916.

* * * * *

“Damaged Goods” being shown at

the Rex Wednesday and Thursday of

this week, packed the house yester-

day with an audience of men and
women, old and young. Last night

many were turned away after wait-

ing for half an hour to gain admis-
sion. Those fortunate enough to

procure tickets early witnessed a pow-
erful problem play.

—

Beloit, Wis.,

News—February 10, 1916.
* * * * *

The saying that “you couldn’t have
got another in with a shoe horn” de-

scribes the crowd that filled every
seat in the Bender last evening. They
came from all directions, from the

city and suburbs, on foot, in automo-
biles and street cars, to see “Dam-
aged Goods.”—Utica, N. Y., Observer

—January 25, 1916.

* * * * *

Since “Damaged Goods” has been
shown at The Royal, this popular
theatre has been crowded from noon
till night. In fact, the crowd became
so great last night that the overflow
was given the same show at the other
theatre owned by this management,
at Dreamland Theatre.

—

Lima, 0.,

Nezvs-—February 8, 1916.

4c * * * 4c

Sixteen hundred people saw “Dam-
aged Goods” at the Opera House
yesterday and there was not one per-

son who filed out of the Opera House
after seeing it but understood the

seriousness of the subject.

—

San Ber-
nardino, Cal., Index—January 14,

1916.

4: 4c * * 4C

“Damaged Goods,” the photoplay
which pleased so many people here

last Saturday, will play a return en-

gagement at the Appleton Theatre
on Sunday, matinee and night. Many
people were turned away Saturday
and to satisfy their desire to see the

picture, Manager Winninger has se-

cured the play for a return date.—
Appleton, Wis., Post—January 25,

1916.

*****

Book it at any Mutual Exchange

MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION
71 W. 23d St., New York John R. Freuler, Pres.

CAREY PTG.
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r HE repeated successes of Mutual’s con-

tinued photoplays, the wonderful record

of “ The Diamond from The Sky” and the

newer and even more remarkable success of

“The Girl and the Game,” carry a thought for

the exhibitor quite apart from the pictures

concerned.

As has been pointed out in Reel Life

before, one of the big elements of continued

photoplay success for the exhibitor is the fact

that it brings the picture patrons back • It

leaves them wanting to see more.

You have an opportunity to capitalize

this element of trade building, by always

giving your audience something to look for-

ward to.

Keep them stirred up.

Besides pleasing them with the entertain-

ment presented tonight, put something before

them to make them talk about the next one to

come.

You have your screen, your lobby, your

newspaper space, your billboards, your window

cards and a field for original enterprise in

promotion limited only by your own original-

ity.

You can make talk, and the right kind

of talk about your theatre and your kind of

entertainment will help you make money.

You have to be interesting, entertaining.

You must be able to do things with a new

touch every day.

All the money ever made in the World

has come out of ideas. Have some.

President of the Mutual Film Corporation.



THE ART OF PRESENTATION
By E. C. Divine

President of Strand Theatre Company

Tells How to Put Picture Play Pa-

trons in a Happy Frame of Mind.

Reel Life presents here the second of a series of articles on motion picture theatre operations by Mr. Divine, who
shows Mutual Masterpictures, De Luxe Edition, exclusively in his theatres in Chicago and Indianapolis. These are ad-

mitted to be model houses and among the finest in the whole Middle West. There are valuable suggestions to every

exhibitor, and the ideas which have built such important successes for the Strand theatres are applicable in some form
to every theatre, wherever located.

I
N the box offices of the Strand Theatres we have placed

Courtesy.

At the door of each of our theatres stand Attention

and Service.

“Thank you.”
Does your doorman say that when patrons hand him

their tickets?

Do you realize the joint value of those two words?
To be polite is one of the hardest things to instill in the

minds of the attaches of a theatre and it is not that they

especially desire to be otherwise.

Ever so often we have in our theatres what we call

“politeness drills.” The attaches from the carriage attend-

ant, ticket-man,' doorman and ushers are subjected to this

drill. I conjure up unusual situations in which any of these

attendants might become principals and send my own
friends into the house to test the politeness of the em-
ployes, the latter not knowing, of course, that they are be-

ing given a scrutiny as to their manners.

Manager to Blame for
0

Employes’ Lack of Courtesy

These little investigations have had a definite result, for

we were enabled to “brush up” those attendants inclined

to be careless and educate those who were not entirely cer-

tain of themselves.

Lack of courtesy by theatre attendants is due to the man-
ager of the house and to no one else.

If the manager of a house is on the job, and he should
be, he cannot help knowing whether his patrons are greeted
with “Thank you,” or “Pardon me,” when politeness de-
crees such expressions should be used, or whether they are
gruffly greeted and rudely jostled about.

There is no place to start your courtesy better than right

at your door and the exhibitor who overlooks these impor-
tant social trivialities, if I may be permitted to so describe
them, will soon learn of his error.

The doorman should direct the patrons to the proper
aisles in the most courteous manner, suggesting to those
wearing heavy coats or wraps or carrying packages that
there is a check room “to your right,” or which ever direc-
tion it happens to be.

A Smiling Attendant

Is Theatre’s Biggest Asset

Then comes the ushers.

Did you ever know, or did you ever stop to consider, that
a smiling usher is a very good asset?

I do not mean one who is constantly giggling or grinning.

I mean one whose smile indicates it is a pleasure to show
you to a seat. It makes the patron sort of start the show
right, for his mental attitude toward the theatre and its

attendants is very cordial. The patron has been made to feel

at home.
I have found that courtesy displayed by the attendants

always bespeaks efficiency in the other departments of the

theatre. Being seated, the patron naturally wonders
whether everything else in the house is as pleasant as the

treatment accorded by the doorman and usher.

Do the lights glare?

Is the theatre floor clean and are the seats brushed?
How is the air?

In our theatre we have so aranged our lights that they

shed a radiance, warm and inviting. There is no hurt to

the eyes nor do they possess that “pulling” which causes so

many persons to gaze constantly at lights that are objec-

tionable to them. Instead the lights rest and soothe by
their playfully luring radiance.

It took us quite some time before we had installed just

the lighting methods we wished. I am not an electrician and
I daresay there are few exhibitors who are such, but I have
witnessed many of them struggling with installations and
other electrical effects instead of getting someone on the job
who understands the work.

It was one of these kind of exhibitors who complained to

me one day that his patrons constantly complained because
the theatre lights hurt their eyes. This exhibitor was reap-

ing the whirlwind of his “economic” sowing.

Lighting and Seats

Must Please the Patrons

We searched for weeks for the electrician we believed

necessary to superintend our lighting system. When he was
found his price of employment was very high—as measured
by comparison. Measured by the lighting results obtained,

the pleasure afforded our patrons and the commendation
given us the recompense seemed different. This chief elec-

trician is a luxury we could not afford to be without. And
while the majority of exhibitors cannot retain the services

of such men as comprise our electrical staff, they will be
exercising a short sighted and destructive policy if they fail

to realize the importance of lights.

And the seats.

These MUST be clean. It does not require much time
for a porter or two to work over a house, brush down the
seats and backs, and wash off the arm rests. In summer
time the use of light, washable seat covers is urged.

( Continued on Page Thirteen )
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CHAPLIN IS A SPANISH ATHLETE
Chicago gives MutuaVs comedian

attention aplenty—police called

to clear streets of curious throngs

“ anyway, what ever the people want
to say aboutmy salary, they must always
remember that it comes with a smile.”

—CHARLES CHAPLIN.

C HICAGO, March ll.—Charles Chaplin, Mutual come-

dian, took Chicago last night and still held it at an

early hour this morning.

A day filled with greetings and the exuberant Chicago

brand of hospitality, following the arrival of Chaplin and

his party from New York, culminated in a special function

of the Ancient Order of Spanish Athletes, a famed organi-

zation of writers, artists and kindred spirits. The kindred

spirits are artists, too.

Hours before the banquet and its attendant frivolities, a

crowd of curious persons grew into a seething mob which
filled the lobbies of the Hotel Sherman, the capitol of Chi-

cago’s Rialto, and overflowed into Randolph and Clark

streets.

Police reserves were called to clear the sidewalks and car

lines and to aid in preserving order within the hotel.

Celebrated Mr. O’Hara
makes touching speech

Chaplin was formally initiated into the Spanish Athletes.

Baratt O’Hara, Lieutenant Governor of Illinois and a

personage not unknown to Broadway in his lighter mo-
ments, personally vouched for Mr. Chaplin as a fitting can-

didate for the somewhat exclusive distinctions of member-
ship in the order.

“There is something funny about this candidate,” ob-

served O’Hara, “but we cannot let it stand against him.

“There are many aspects of his career which make it

particularly fit that he should be one of us.

“As I reflect with- proper appreciation and extreme rev-

erence upon the great and honored roll of the members of

this organization, this sacred order, I can recall none who
have thrown it farther and with greater ease and grace.

“The world will not long remember what we say here,

but it can never forget what he did in New York. We stand

in awe and respect. I commend him to you.”

Jack Lait, known as Jacquin Lait, when in dinner uni-

form, author of “Lead, Kindly Light” and “Help Wanted,”
playwright and journalist, also formerly a newspaperman,
made a pleasant speech of presentation in a few pungent
words.

Cairns gets in

some deft touches

The ceremonies connected with the Spanish Athletes’

ritual concluded with the crowning of Mr. Chaplin with a

bonnet of the Glacier Blackfoot Indians, previously worn
only by Louis W. Hill, of St. Paul, president of the organi-

zation and its staunchest exponent.

Jay (Casey) Cairns, of the New Rochelle Fire Depart-
ment, a charter member of the order, was master of sundry
ceremonies. At 4 A. M. he reported from the Celtic room,
declaring the meet one of the completest successes of the

kind he had ever covered for the Spanish Athletes.

Among the guests of the order were Henry P. Caufield,

studio manager for Chaplin, and Syd Chaplin, brother of

the Mutual comedian.
On their arrival on the Twentieth Century the party was

met by a delegation at the LaSalle street station made up
of members of the Traffic Club. Mr. Chaplin and his party

were guests at the club’s “Salmon Day” luncheon, at which
Gerrit Fort, passenger traffic manager of the Union Pacific,

presided.

Mr. Chaplin left Sunday morning for Los Angeles.

Only Two Chaplins
Awaiting Release

NEW YORK, March 10.—Charles Chaplin is on his way
to California to take charge of the preliminary work making
ready his studios in Los Angeles.

Mr. Chaplin left New York Thursday on the Twentieth
Century, concluding the Broadway sojourn which brought
him the world’s greatest salary, the Mutual’s contract for

$670,000 a year.

“In departing I want to emphatically deny that the

Essanay company is holding a large stock of unreleased

films of my productions with which to flood the market,”

said Mr. Chaplin. “There are to come from this company
only two two-reel releases, ‘Carmen,' and another which has

had the working title of ‘Police.’

“The circulated reports that a flood of Chaplin films was
to be turned loose on the market have absolutely no founda-
tion in fact, and the spreading of such gossip can do no one
any good.

“I am glad to be on my way to California. I’ve had a
bully time in New York and I have enjoyed every minute
of it, but now I feel like going back to work again.

“As I have so often said, I have felt that this was to be
my big year. I know it is going to be.

To reach quarter of

a million a night

“I am pleased with the terms of this contract beyond the

somewhat important financial return. It means that my
efforts will get before all the people, that my pictures will

have adequate distribution through the Mutual’s wonderful
machine of sixty-eight exchanges.

“It is the expert estimate that not less than 250,000 per-

sons a day will see me in the films distributed by the Mutual.
This ought to be an answer to some of the folks who make
snippy remarks about my salary. If a Broadway star, or an
artist of the opera, can get, say from one to two thousand
dollars a night, as some of them do, for an appearance at a

theatre, appearing before that small audience at a theatre,

then why not the man who can reach a quarter of a million

a night receive a commensurate salary?

“Anyway, each party to this contract is satisfied with the
bargain, and we know that it is a fair one.”

itlliiWiif ittl
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“A Pleasant Time Was Had By All”
j'
v ' '• :

-

.. II
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Arthur Brisbane delights film men by

i

j
masterful defense of censorship—
never saw pictures and doesn’t care.

The Motion Picture Board of
Trade gave a dinner to the newspa-
per funny column men and cartoon-
ists at the Hotel Astor the night of
March 12. Reel Life will entrust

the narrative to the pen of Frank
i
Ward O’Malley, who wrote the fol-

' lowing sad story for his paper, the

New York Morning Sun. His ac-

count is painfully correct.

T'H'ERE was no set title for Arthur
Brisbane’s address at the Motion
Picture Board of Trade’s dinner of

protest against movie censorship, held at

the Hotel Astor last night, but undoubt-
edly “The Unkindest Cut In of All, or
Spilling the Beans” would have been as

good a title for the Brisbane elfort as any.

Mr. Brisbane just dropped in as the
Charlie Chaplin star of the oratorical part
of the evening, got up and panned the
modern movie, said he couldn’t grdw en-
thusiastic over the movement to abolish
the movie censor, bowed his way out amid
a silence that throbbed and beat it for the
suburbs, while the spilled beans were still

rolling to furthest corners of the room.

Fervent Applause
Becomes Gentle Zephyr

To make matters worse, the prominent
movie manufacturers who composed the
Motion Picture Board of Trade had made
their dinner a sort of combination movie
and newspaper function, the idea being,
they said, that if censorship goes on unim-

peded in their business the first thing the
newspapers know the censors will put the
newspaper fiat on their backs also. And to
lend greatest weight to their dinner of pro-
test Mr. Brisbane was asked to be the chief

speaker in what was expected to be an
oratorical symposium on the general topic

of down with the censor.
There was fervent applause when Mr.

Brisbane was introduced as “the master of
short expression—the greatest editor in the
world.” The outburst that greeted him,
however, was the last applause wafted his

way during the evening.

Admits He Knows
Little of the Pictures

“As for your own business,” said Mr.
Brisbane, who gave one the impression that
internally he was saying, “I’m not arguing
with you about my right to spill the beans
—I’m telling you I’m going to spill ’em,”
“I’ll say that I know very little. I am one
of the few living men who have never seen
Mary Pickford or Charles Chaplin or Theda
Bara or Miss Clarke. All I have seen is the
Durbar, Scott’s north pole pictures and
‘Carmen,’ which I couldn’t escape because
it was in Mr. Hearst’s house and I hap-
pened to be a guest there. (Mere polite

laughter from the movie men.) Further-
more, I never read the Family Story Paper
when I was a boy and I do not see why I

should see Mary Pickford in ‘Rags,’ I be-
lieve it is, in my old age. (Absolute si-

lence.)

“I have great respect for the men who
are developing the financial value and the

Happy scene at the Astor dinner—taken just

BEFORE Mr. Brisbane’s address

real genius of those people, but I don’t
think that I should be bothered about it.

As to the censorship I do not think that
I can become very much excited about it.

(No applause.) The moving picture, so far
as it is merely a melodrama, a story, a
tragedy or a comedy, is only a money mak-
ing proposition, and whether it is censored
or not I don’t in the least care. (Silence.)

That part of the work is only in its in-

fancy, and, as I say, I don’t care in the
least as to whether it is censored or not.

(Probable mental comments such as, “Oh,
we got you the first time.”)

“All the moving picture amounts to to-

day, at least the modern moving picture, is

that it is an amusement. Its success is

based upon the stupidity and lack of intel-

lectual develonment of the human race.”

(Rancous laughter from the newspaper sec-

tion of the diners only.)

Takes a Swat at

Public’s Intellect

With no interrupting applause from the
movie men who had rested fondest hopes
that “the greatest editor in the world”
would smite the censor unmercifully the
speaker went on figuratively to take the
movie magnates into his lap and explain to
them gently but firmly that as “we are a
race of animals who have been standing on
our hind legs only 500,000 years, using
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‘
‘ American

’ ’

IT is unfortunate that a newspaper
man speaking at the Moving Pic-

ture Board of Trade should have
shown so little appreciation of the
rights, privileges and opportunities
of the moving picture busiuess, of
his own busiuess and of the public.

This newspaper man, speaking at
the Hotel Astor Sunday night, de-
clared that the motion picture plays
are based upon the stupidity and
lack of intellectual development of
the human race and that censorship
is not worth bothering about, one
way or the other.

The American feels, as it has said
many times, that a fundamental
right of free publication is assailed
by every successful attempt to im-
pose a censorship upon motion pic-
tures. Nor do we regard an assault
upon the freedom of pictorial publi-
cation as any light or trivial matter.

We believe, and we believe very
earnestly, that the freedom of the
printed press will not long be secure

Answers Editor Brisbane
Mr. Hearst’s morning paper takes

slight fall out of the editor of

Mr. Hearst’s evening paper.

from attack if the freedom of the
pictorial press is not stoutly de-
fended against censorship.

It does not make a particle of

difference whether the movies are
educational or merely entertaining,
whether they present Hamlet or
Charlie Chaplin, whether they only
bore an audience with dreary stuff

that is supposed to create an intel-

lectual atmosphere, or whether they
make a lot of persons laugh and for-

get their toil and cares—still the
movies are exactly what we have
styled them, the pictorial press.

Now, the one essential point to

bear in mind is that it makes no dif-

ference whether we believe a news-
paper to be a cheap and shallow
medium of sentimental slush and
worked-over rags and tags of super-
ficial information and copybook
maxims, or whether we consider it a
product of thought and real scholar-
ship. Still that newspaper IS ENTI-
TLED TO THE RIGHT OF FREE

PUBLICATION, UNCENSORED BY
ANYBODY and answerable only to

the laws which prohibit libel and
impropriety.

AND THAT IS EXACTLY THE
RIGHTFUL POSITION OF THE
MOVING PICTURE PRESS, and
every one of us should unite in

maintaining that position with all

possible effort.

The proposed Federal moving
picture censorship, like all State

moving picture censorships, is an
assault upon the Constitutional
guarantee of the liberty of printing
and publication.

It is a serious and dangerous as-

sault, and should be manfully and
strenuously resisted by every printed
publication in the country and by
every citizen who believes in free
speech and the other guarantees of

republican government.

—Editoria 1 from the NeuJ York

"American” , o March 14th

speech about 100,000 years” and really using
the written words generally “only about
fifty years,” the success of the movie is un-
derstandable. The movie, in other words,
saves humans the intellectual efforts of
making their own pictures as they must
when reading or listening to the spoken
drama.
“The moving picture man,” Mr. Brisbane

continued, again going into the wails of the
movie men about censorship, “has no more
claim for sympathy than has the man put-
ting up a public building who is told that
the building is to be a certain number of
stories high.. (Utter lack of enthusiasm.)
No liberty is interfered with. Based for
its success on stupidity and the lack of
intellectual development of the human race,
a man who will not read Shakespeare now
sits for an hour and a half in front of a
screen ruining his eyes. (Fidgeting.)

Censorship Doesn’t

Enthuse “Greatest Editor”

“But if we have been using speech for
only about 100,000 years we have used our
eyes for 100,000,000 years. Lobsters with
their eyes on the ends of sticks were our
grandfathers back in remote ages. We use
our eyes to select our wives and husbands,
our pictures and dress and therefore we
now look at Mary Pickford in ‘Rags’ and
there is no necessity for mental effort.

“As for the movies and decency, there’s
more money in running a Childs’ restaurant
than in running a Haymarket. So I’m
sorry I can’t be more enthusiastic about
motion picture censorship. Censorship will
not hurt the good among you and if it

harms the evil they deserve it. (Tremen-
dous silence.)

“One question I should like to ask is,

‘Why have you not done anything great?’
There is no trouble in making a list of sixty
or a hundred great works in the various
art forms, but when I asked the gentleman
over there, a Colonel, I believe he is (Mr.
Brisbane indicated the wholly unenthusiastic
face of Commodore J. Stuart Blackton),
and other gentlemen at this table to-night,
what were the six greatest motion pictures
they agreed fairly well that ‘The Birth of a
Nation,’ ‘Carmen’ and ‘The Battle Cry of
Peace’ were among the six, but they couldn’t
agree on the three others. In an industry
where hundreds of millions has been in-

vested if you cannot list six or even sixty
great works you haven’t gone far.” (Pro-
longed gloom.)

There is Hope for

the Movies, He Admits

Just to show them that they were good
fellows and pioneers in a great movement,
however, Mr. Brisbane concluded by saying
that although up to date the movies don’t
amount to shucks and therefore not worth
worrying about whether they are censored
or not the motion picture in time is going
to play a great part in education, in poli-
tics and in other worth while fields. The
motion picture men, he concluded, some
day will be the “educators of the race,
the editors of the nation.”

Saying which, Mr. Brisbane excused him-
self for hurrying away to catch his train.
Not a soul stood up to say, “Ah, stick
around, Arthur, and give us another ear-
ful.”

But outside of that the protest against
movie censorship was the howling success
which its promoters had looked for.

President John R. Freuler, of the Mutual
Film Corporation, and Samuel M. Field, sec-

retary of the Mutual, were among the joy-

ous members of the party so enthused by
Mr. Brisbane.
The “Fifth Estate,” as the motion pic-

ture world now knows itself, threw upon
the screen during the evening for the bene-
fit of its “Fourth Estate” guests—among
whom were all the leading cartoonists and
many of the humorous and other feature
writers of the daily and Sunday newspapers
—a number of movie pictures known as “cut
outs,” or scenes, mostly from movie come-
dies, which the censors had barred from
public exhibition.

Mutual “Cut-Out” Film

Was Hit of Evening

Although the series of censored “cut-
outs” necessarily lacked continuity of plot,

Terry Ramsaye, of the Mutual Film Cor-
poration, had written a title for the series.

“The Blue Pencil—In Twenty (Overt)
Acts,” Mr. Ramsaye called the string of
pictures. Willingly Wicked was supposed
to be the name of the hero in all the pic-

tures and Miss Naughty-Naughty was the
heroine.

Because, explained a cut-in, the scenes to

be projected upon the screen had been cut
out for fear the pictures would tempt movie
fans to commit arson, murder and similar
high jinks, the representatives of both fifth

and fourth estates were cautioned to re-

strain themselves once they gone under the
baneful spell of the cut-outs.

The scenes that had been censored, how-
ever, seemed depressingly virtuous to an
audience that perhaps had been overexpect-
ant. At any rate once the diners had wit-
nessed the censored scenes of near crimes
and misdemeanors nobody, so far as could
be noted, tried to stick any of Herr Mus-
chenheim’s silverware under his coat' or kill

a head waiter or hat boy on the way out.
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“The Love Liar”
Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition

Depicting the loves of a much-

loved violinist, featuring the

popular screen idol Crane Wilbur

A“LOVE LIAR,’’ according to handy definition which
opens the startlingly original Mutual Masterpicture,
De Luxe Edition, The Love Liar, “is a person who

unconsciously tells so many love lies that he finally believes

them himself.”

The Love Liar, featuring Crane Wilbur, the popular
Horsley star, is founded on a new and thoroughly original

and thrilling theme. The story of The Love Liar is that of

a thoughtless, unscrupulous musician who finds great happi-
ness in flitting from one love to another, until at last he
meets one who does not love him, and whom he wants more
than life itself.

David McCare (Crane Wilbur), the love liar, the story
reveals, is a musical genius, artistic, temperamental and er-

ratic, cordially hated by the men and soulfully worshipped
by the ladies, who casts off his mistress, Margie Gay, for

a new love

—

Diana Strongwell, an heiress. Margie pleads
with him to take her back but McCare gets rid of her
through the services of Ludwig, his personal valet and a

broken down musician. Ludwig is also in love with Margie
and it is with sorrowing heart that he sends her away.
McCare marries Diana. They live happily until McCare,

becoming discontented, and eager for fresh conquests, makes
advances to Edna Carewe. Meanwhile Margie finds the

narrow path a stony one. A woman of the streets suggests
the easiest way. Margie at first shrinks at the thought but
is goaded to desperation by her needs. The first man she
accosts is Ludwig. Her first impulse is to run but he stops

her, and takes her home and persuades her to marry him.
Diana gives a dinner dance to her friends. McCare makes

love to Edna and is discovered by Diana, who denounces her
and demands that she leave her home. McCare replies that
if Edna goes he, too. And so husband and wife are parted.

In time, Diana divorces the “love liar” and McCare mar-
ries Edna. The first day Diana surprises them with a visit.

She secretly advises Edna, and taking her aside, says : “If

you love him and want to keep him, heed me well. I love
him, too, and I want to see him happy. This sort of man
few women understand. He is a great overgrown child

and the woman that holds him must be mother and wife
in one.”

For a year Edna, with the aid of Diana, has made the
“love liar” happy. But again the wanderlust spurs McCare
to seek fresher scenes. One night in a cafe he sees Arlene
Allaire, a famous ball room dancer, who has been engaged
to entertain the guests.

At McCare’

s

home a baby has just been born and though
it will live it is evident that its birth will bring death to

the mother. Diana is at the side of Edna, who calls inces-

santly for her husband. Diana, after a search, locates him
in the cafe where McCare, to the delight of the assembled
guests, has assumed the leadership of the orchestra and is

directing Arlene’s dance music. At the news of his wife’s
illness McCare is stricken with dumb surprise and is blindly

led home by Diana. Van Allen, a man about town, who has
been paying Arlene’s bills for some time, angrily demands
of her to know who David is. Arlene playfully evades the
question and runs away.
Edna is dying but the sound of McCare’

s

voice revives
her long enough to open her eyes and smile upon the face
she loves. She holds out her arms to him and he sinks to

Crane Wilbur, in a dramatic scene from “The Love Liar,”

Horsley-Mutual Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition.

David McCare Crane Wilbur
Ludwig, his valet Fred Goodwins
Liana Strongwell Mae Gaston
Arlene Allaire Ella Golden

his knees and in' his arms she dies. Diana takes the baby

from the nurse and holds it tight to her breast, feeling that

she must be a mother to this child of the man who once de-

serted her.

For days David lives in an abstracted mood. One day a

vision of Arlene passes before his eyes. He throws off his

brooding mood and goes back to the cafe and to Arlene.

Arlene’s bills have been paid by McCare’

s

checks. One day

a number of them come back stamped “No Funds.” From
that moment Van Allen finds himself again welcome at her

apartments. It is there McCare finds him one evening and
springs upon him. The men fight. McCare is arrested.

Arlene, however, refuses to make any charge.

Ludwig takes McCare home and there Margie and he

care for the wrecked man. But McCaVe cannot blot out

the image of Arlene from his mind and he returns to the

cafe where she is dancing, securing employment as a mu-
sician. Diana finds him. He breaks down and confesses his

love for Arlene.

In time drink claims him, too. One night he dashes his

violin to the floor and with a cry takes Arlene up in his arms,

kissing her face wildly, then starts with her up the grand
stairway to the cafe.

Before the startled crowd he cries to Arlenes “You’ve
taken all my heart, my honor, my manhood. At your feet

I fling the dregs !” Then he shoots himself and falls down
the stairway at the dancer’s feet. Diana, ever his friend,

goes to Arlene’s apartment and pleads with her to come to

McCare’s bedside.

When all are gone and Diana is left alone with her dead,

she takes him in her arms for at last he belongs to her

—

to her alone.
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“Revelation”
Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition

Based on Sudermann’s famous
Story “Heimat” Featuring Con-
stance Crawley andArthur Maude

T HE strong, highly dramatic story of the German play-

right, Sudermann, entitled “Heimat” makes an excel-

lent foundation for an unusual photoplay. In the

forthcoming Mutual Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition,

Revelation, the American Film Company, Inc., has caught

up the story, with its power, its tenseness, its high dramatic

moments and made of it a picture drama par excellence.

Charles James has made the translation from German into

English, and J. Edward Hungerford, the well known short

story and scenario writer has made it into scenario form.

In the leading role is Constance Crawley, the English

actress. Arthur Maude is the co-star as Herr Von Kellar,

and William Carroll is seen in the fiery role of Lieut. Col.

Schwartz.
The story of the drama follows :

—

Magda, the daughter of Col. Schwartz, a retired army offi-

cer, runs away from her home in Germany, and goes to Paris,

hoping to gain fame as an opera singer. Her leavetaking

breaks her father’s heart and brings on a stroke of paralysis,

which almost results in his death. After months of careful

nursing, he partially recovers, and thereafter, forbids even
the mention of Magda’s name in his presence. In Paris the

years pass, and Magda failing to realize her ambitions, is

reduced to abject poverty, and finally, rather than sell her
honor, becomes a common beggar of the streets. Then, one
day, penniless and starving, she enters a Bohemian cafe, in

the Latin Quartier and sings for the price of a meal. Here,
she is seen and recognized by an old friend of her childhood

days, Karl Von Kellar, who has come to Paris to study law.

Learning the pathetic story of Magda’s struggles and failure,

he takes her to his apartment, and in the course of events she

becomes his mistress. After months of happiness, Von
Kellar begins to tire of Magda, and then, one day, he is called

back to Germany by the death of his father. A few months
later, Magda’s child is bom, but pride prevents her from
communicating the fact to Von Kellar, who has apparently

forgotten her. Again reduced to poverty, and cast out upon
the streets by a heartless landlord, she wanders up and down
the highways, singing, her baby clutched to her breast.

Later, to save her child from starvation, and with the prom-
ise of attaining the goal of her life’s ambition—a musical
career—she becomes the mistress of Antony D’Arcy, a rising

young operatic manager. Years pass, and Magda, now a

famous opera singer, known as Maddalina Dali Orto, arrives

at the principal hotel in her home city, to attend a big musi-
cal festival. At the governor’s ball that night, which she

attends, as the guest of honor, she is instantly recognized

by Von Kellar, who is now a dignified and eminently respect-

able counsellor of state. Meanwhile, Col. Schwartz, learning

that the distinguished guest of the governor’s is Magda, his

daughter, is prevailed upon to forgive her, and take her back.

With her numerous servants and pets, Magda takes up her
quarters in the old home, and bedazzles her humble family
with the wealth of her jewels and the magnificence of her
wardrobe. At a loss to understand how she has attained so
much good fortune and fame, her father becomes suspicious,

and questions her persistently regarding her past life in

Paris. Her answers are vague and evasive, and whenever
he brings up the subject, her guilty reticence almost betrays
her. Then, as she has been expecting and dreading, Von
Kellar pays a call, and learns for the first time of his child;

now a youngster of seven, attending a private academy in

Constance Crawley, star of “Revelation,” American-Mutual
Masterpicture, De Luxe.

Magda Constance Crawley
Herr Von Kellar Arthur Maude
Lieut. Col. Schwartz William Carroll

Paris. In an intensely dramatic scene, Magda denounces

Von Kellar for a snob and a cad, and sneers at his assump-
tion of smug piety and benevolence. When Von Kellar has

departed, Magda’s father, who has overhead enough to con-

firm his suspicions, confronts Magda and brutally forces a

confession from her. In a towering rage, he writes Von
Kellar a note, threatening to kill him, unless he consents to

an immediate marriage with Magda. Fearing public ex-

posure, and realizing that Magda’s position in the world of

art, will lend a certain dignity to his political prestige, Von
Kellar calls on Col. Schwartz and heartily agrees to an im-

mediate marriage with his daughter. Alone with Magda,
however, Von Kellar refuses to make her his wife, unless she

agrees to keep all knowledge of their child a secret from the

world. In a burst of outraged pride, she is furiously de-

nouncing him, when her father enters, and learning what has

passed between them, promises Von Kellar that he will force

Magda to marry him as she is no longer in a position to

choose the conditions under which she will become the hon-

orable wife of her child’s father. After Von Kellar has

left, Col. Schwartz locks all the doors, and arming himself

with a revolver, threatens to kill both Magda and himself

unless she consents to marry Von Kellar at once. She re-

fuses to abandon her child, and as her father slowly raises

the pistol to her heart, he is seized with a stroke of paralysis

and falls back dead. Flinging herself upon her knees by her

father’s dead body, Magda sobs out her misery and grief, as

the story concludes.
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Tom Chatterton and Anna Little in a

scene from “The Ranger of
Lonesome Gulch.”

Frank Tom Chatterton
Nell .Anna Little

Watson Jack Richardson

‘

‘TheRangerofLonesomeGulch”
When East meets West. A
gripping drama featuring Tom
Chatterton and Anna Little.

ANEW note in Western drama is sounded in the treatment given a sympa-
thetic love story in the Mustang-Mutual three-part romantic drama of
the West, The Ranger of Lonesome Gulch, with Thomas Chatterton,

Anna Little and Jack Richardson in the leading roles. In this delightful

photoplay is found an original and novel treatment of a theme familiar to

picture playgoers.

The story deals with the love of Frank, a whole-hearted, noble ranchman,
for Nell Davis, the daughter of a retired college professor who has come to

Frank’s ranch to complete a novel she had started. Frank falls madly in love

with her and proposes frequently, but is rejected each time on the plea that

the novel must be finished. At the completion of her writing, Nell returns

East and meets Watson, the noted illustrator, who returns to the ranch to get

local color for his drawings. Learning that Davis is wealthy, Watson planned
to marry Nell. His plot is discovered by Frank, who forces him to leave the

ranch.

Frank, piqued at Nell, decides to leave her. He accuses her before leaving

of being in love with Watson. This she denies. They part, but after many
thrilling adventures are brought together in closer unity, and Frank’s love is

rewarded by Nell.

Pretty Anna Little as Nell has one of the best parts of her career and
gives to the character of the professor’s daughter a piquant charm which will

endear her to all. Her host of friends who persist in their claim that she is the

most beautiful screen actress now before the public, will more than welcome
her in her new role. Thomas Chatterton as Frank is a loveable, carefree

Western chap who will win many new friends by his apt interpretation of the

unrequited lover in the early scenes. Jack Richardson is a handsome villain,

playing his role with his usual finesse in perfect understanding of its dramatic
limitations.

“The Code of Honor”
Depicting the Secret Ser-

vice at icork, with Alfred

Vosburgh and Vivian Rich

O NE phase of our government that always stirs our imagination is the

Secret Service. So little is known about its mysterious workings, it

never fails to arouse our curiosity to the highest pitch. The dangers

encountered by the Secret Service agents furnish thrill after thrill. In the

stirring American-Mutual three-part drama, The Code of Honor, the methods
employed by Secret Service agents in protecting the national diplomatic secrets

are faithfully depicted.

The story treats of two officers of the ordinance department, who are

perfecting plans on a new type of submarine. These plans are sought by the

spies of a foreign nation. One of Lieut. Bob Chase’s greatest weaknesses is a

pretty woman. Thus it is that Zena, niece of Molne Valpar, a foreign secret

agent, gets Bob in her power and he promises her the plans if she will elope

with him.

Frank Marvin, a brother officer, is in love with Bob’s sister, Ruth. When
the plans are stolen, suspicion points to Frank, and he plans suicide as the

easiest way out of the disgrace. Ruth learns that her brother is the thief and,

torn between sisterly duty and love for her sweetheart, determines to straighten

matters out for both.

Zena turns the plans over to her uncle, but repents as she realizes that she

really loves Bob. By a clever ruse, she gains possession of them again and
notifies Ruth, who rushes to Frank in time to save him from a rash end. The
plans are returned to Bob, and the two young men, their honor saved, are happy
in the love they have won.

Alfred Vosburgh as Capt. Frank Marvin makes an excellent hero. He is

dignified and stately in the early scenes, while during the time he is under sus-

picion he plays his role with a repression worthy of commendation. Frank
Borzage is splendid as the weak officer who succumbs to the wiles of Zena,
delightfully played by pretty Vivian Rich. Estella Allan makes a charming
Ruth. The cast and settings are exceptional for a three-part photodrama.

Alfred Vosburgh and Vivian Rich, co-

stars in “The Code of Honor.”

Frank Alfred Vosburgh
Zena Vivian Rich
Bob Frank Borzage
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tective is centered on the shapely ankle of a girl on her way
to a pawnshop to pledge a necklace which her accomplice

has stolen from the wife of the judge who sentenced the

jailbird. While engrossed in this manner, the jailbird gets

the watch of the crooked detective, which he pawns. The
pawnbroker is making out a ticket when the girl steals the

necklace back from him as the jailbird enters. Seeing this

manipulation, he steals the necklace from the girl, pawns
the watch and departs. The judge is passing just as the girl

emerges. He flirts and follows her. The jailbird jumps on
the same car. The jailbird recognizes him as the judge who
sentenced him and slips the pawn ticket for the detective’s

watch in his pocket. The detective is summoned to 'the

District Attorney’s office, who is the sweetheart of the

judge’s daughter. Later, in the park, the girl discovers the

loss of the necklace. Seeing the jailbird on an adjoining

bench, they walk over to him, accuse him and there is a
fight. The detective locks the trio up, but not before the

jailbird slips the necklace into his pocket. On trial, the

judge discovers the pawn ticket in his pocket. The detective

finds the necklace in his. The judge calls the detective and
slips the pawn ticket in his pocket. The detective slips the

pearls in his (judge’s) pocket. The judge’s wife at the

trial, sees and grows fearful of the man who stole her
necklace when she flirted with him. (This man is the girl’s

sweetheart who pawned the necklace and whom the judge
flirted with), and she cautiously begs him not to expose
her as a flirt. The judge sees the girl and is afraid of
exactly the same thing that is worrying his wife. But all

ends well, after many unusual complications.

. * * * * *

“THE TWIN TRUNK MYSTERY”—CUB
One Reel—Featuring funny Billy Armstrong as a would-

be “detective

Luke Sharpe Billy Armstrong

Jim, his assistant Tommy Hayes

Slim Pete J. A: Howe

Luke Sharpe and his assistant, Jim, “detectives,” are en-

tirely without funds when a telegram arrives calling them
into a case. Mr. E. Z. Marks, his wife and daughter, are
bound for Hot Springs, followed by Slim Pete and his

wife, noted jewel thieves, intent upon purloining some
precious stones Marks carries in his trunk. Luke and Jim
are instructed to capture the thieves. Luke and Jim dis-

guise themselves as baggage smashers and place themselves
in evidence when Pete and the Marks arrive. They obtain
from them the checks for their baggage. They get the
trunks into the hallway of the hotel. A porter uninten-
tionally mixes them so that the Marks get Slim Pete’s

trunk, and vice versa. Luke has suspected Marks of being
Slim Pete. He takes the rich man to the baths to make cer-
tain of his suspicions. They prove unfounded, however.
Through the keyhole of one of the doors he sees a man dis-

guising himself with false whiskers. He conjectures that
the unknown is Slim Pete, and hurries to the hotel lobby to

announce that he is about to capture the notorious crook.
Meanwhile, Slim Pete and his wife enter Marks’ room,
take the trunk they find lying there, place it in an automo-
bile and whirl away. Upon stopping to open it, however,
they discover the trunk is their own. Luke and Jim, in the
hotel lobby, are anxiously waiting for the bewhiskered man
and his wife. As they approach the assembled group holds

Billy Armstrong and the dainty mermaids in “The Twin

Trunk Mystery.”—Cub-Mutual comedy.

its breath. Luke makes a flying leap, captures the man.

Jim gathers in the lady. The joy of capture is short-lived,

for the man soon proves himself a real detective. Luke and

Jim are excluded from the place to the tune of rapidly

striking boots.

*****-
SEE AMERICA FIRST, No. 28—GAUMONT
One Reel—Palm Beach, Fla.

The annual speed boat regatta, surf swimming and an

extended trip through beautiful Palm Beach, the mecca
for the social elite during the chill blasts of the North,

makes See America First, No. 28, one of the most interest-

ing travel pictures ever released. The cameraman carries

the spectators along the beautiful and sandy beach of this

famous winter resort, pointing out scores of well known
personages as they sport in the surf or enjoy the glorious

summer sun from covered chairs along the picturesque

shore. In the trip through the city, known to travelers as

“America’s paradise,” the camera brings into view many
of the city’s beautiful residences, historical points and nu-

merous other places of interest. The annual speed boat

regatta, during the running of which several records were
broken, is one of the most thrilling events of its kind ever

caught by a motion picture camera. This interesting release

is rounded out by Harry Palmer’s famous cartoon comical-

ities, entitled “Signs of Spring.”

*****
Gertrude Robinson, who scored so emphatically in the

Gaumont Mutual Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition, As a

Woman Sows and who has recently completed a juvenile

leading role in The Haunted Manor, will play the principal

feminine part in The Quality of Faith, the five-reel feature

recently placed in work under the direction of Richard
Garrick at Jacksonville, Fla. Miss Robinson is one of the

best known artists among the younger generation of both
stage and screen world. She has been on the stage since

she was a little more than a baby.
In The Quality of Faith Miss Robinson will be seen

in the role of Mama, a girl of lowly origin who is redeemed
from a life of shame and misery through the interest, and
later, the love, of a young minister. Alexander Gaden will

be seen in the part of the minister, while the balance of the

cast includes such popular Gaumont players as Lucille Taft,

John Reinhard, Henry W. Pemberton, Charles W. Travis,
Richard Garrick, and Alan Robinson.
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!

A member of Reel Life staff set out to

get a copy of the World on Broadway the

other evening.

“Sold out,” was the answer of a half a

dozen newsies in succession.

“Why?”
“They wants that movie story,” explained

one of the vociferous but intelligent young-

sters.

It was The Girl and the Game day in the

World.

All of which goes to show how much in-

terest can be builded by the proper promo-
tion of a continued story by simultaneous

photoplay and type publication. It was a

success the first time it was ever attempted

and it has proven continuously successful

ever since when real executive intelligence

has been behind the plan.

* * * He *

Charles

One or two of our cutest newspapers
have made playful remarks because the

publicity department of the Mutual Film

Corporation in issuing the Chaplin $670,000

contract story, referred to him as Charles

Chaplin, not Charlie.

It is our humble editorial opinion that any
man who can walk into this corporation’s

office and carry away checks like Chaplin

can not be classed as a “Charlie boy.”

* * * * *

By the Two Charlies

Charles LeRoy Edson, “The Man From
Arkansas,” in his column apearing in the

Morning Telegraph gives us our morning
smile with the following

:

“Charlie Chaplin has been hired to write

little ‘Daily Talks With My Friends’ in

this column, just as Mary Pickford writes

for a syndicate. Of course Charlie doesn’t

really write the stuff any more than—any

more—well, what we’re driving at is that

Charlie Chaplin gets the credit for the stuff,

you know. Charlie Chaplin’s talk for to-day

follows

:

“
‘Boys, always have your razor sharp and

then you can shave without tearing your

face all to pieces. The mustache I wear I

bought for ten cents. I have made a million

dollars out of it. That’s an awful big per-

centage of profit on a ten cent investment,

isn’t it? I’ve been kicking myself ever since

that I didn’t beat the price down to a nickel.

Then my percentage of profit would have

been twice as large. But you can’t have

everything in this world, boys. I always

try to be of a cheerful disposition, and I ad-

vise this for you all. Honor your mother,

obey your father and never be cruel to ani-

mals and you will get along all right, boys.

When I go to the zoo I never tweak the

tiger’s tail
;
my heart is full of kindness.

Charlie Chaplin would like to hug you all,

but good-by until tomorrow. I will be glad

to answer any questions you may ask me as

to what is the best shaving soap, how to

write a scenario, whether the ancient Greeks

painted their statues and how many sub-

marines there are in the navy of Uruguay.’
”

But at that Chaplin is considerable

writer.

*****
Very Well, Agnes

Miss Agnes Smith, of The Morning

Telegraph (N. Y.), takes this fall out

of us

:

“THE CHARLES CHAPLIN CONTRACT”

Mutual Weekly,

Featuring Charles Chaplin

Reviewed by Agnes Smith

CAST.

Charles Chaplin.

Sydney, his brother.

John R. Freuler.

Directed by Terry Ramsaye.
1

With public interest at fever heat
over the news that Charles Chaplin had
signed a contract which was to pay him
a yearly salary of something over
$600,000 to act before the camera, it

was but natural that a large crowd
should get together to see the first

Mutual Screen attempt of this same
Chaplin. It was also but natural to

expect great achievements from a man
drawing such a comfortable salary. Six
hundred and seventy thousand is a lot

of money to pay an actor, even a motion
picture actor.

In reviewing Mr. Chaplin’s first ap-
pearance before the Mutual camera we
will try to be lenient, even charitable,

but we hope that Mr. Freuler, who is

paying him the money, will not see this

initial feat, or, if he does see it, it will

not be too late for him to have the
check cancelled that he passed to Mr.
Chaplin in the picture. Frankly, Mr.
Chaplin is not worth his money, nor
ever will be. Of course, it is quite pos-
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sible that in time he may overcome his

camera consciousness and be able to
play small and not too difficult parts
creditably, but it is safe to say he never
can become a great actor. He lacks, as
they say, the divine spark.

The producers evidently relied on Mr.
Chaplin’s personality to carry the pic-

ture and so failed to provide it with any
kind of a reasonable plot. Sydney Chap-
lin, who seems to have some idea of
what is expected of an actor, attempted
to liven things up by taking his brother
by the hair and shaking him. We will

say that this action was effective in that
it brought the star to consciousness.
There is one hopeful thing about Mr.

Chaplin’s work ; he may do better under
another director. Mr. Ramsaye seems
to have no knack for bringing out a
star. He should have introduced Mr.
Chaplin stepping out between two velvet
curtains and bowing at the audience, or
he should have placed him against the
window and then photographed him
with the light shining through his hair.

All the best stars are “brought out” in

some such fashion. Or he should have
shown a close-up of him crying or kiss-

ing a pet squirrel, or standing on a cliff

silhouetted against a Vesuvius-like sun-
set. These are pleasing touches which
an audience always enjoys. And above
all, he should have shown a close-up
of that check. A murmur of disappoint-
ment went around the audience when
the picture faded without a glimpse of
the first installment of the salary.

The one bright feature of the pro-
duction was the acting of John R.
Freuler, who gave a dignified portrayal
of a man parting from a lot of money.
Mr. Freuler is such a good actor that
he ought to pay the $670,000 to himself.

* *= * * *

Horsley

“The candidacy of David Horsley for a

seat in Congress is significant of the new
consciousness of the motion picture indus-

try,” says President Freuler, of the Mutual
Film Corporation. “It is an expression of

the same movement which has brought the

motion picture makers together in the Mo-
tion Picture Board of Trade, the same
movement and consciousness of common in-

terest which made possible the concerted

efforts against federal censorship.

“The candidacy of Mr. Horsley besides

being the expression of a laudable ambition,

means a step toward self-representation by
the motion picture business.

“To have Mr. Horsley in Congress would

mean that we could look to ‘a member of

the family* for representation and for pre-

sentation of our interests, rather than to

depend as now entirely upon outside rep-

resentation.

“In its biggest sense Mr. Horsley’s can-

didacy is not a personal matter at all, it is

rather the expression of the nation’s fifth

industry.”

^ *

Pell Mitchell, editor of Mutual Weekly, is

to be congratulated for the pictorial “beat”

of his cameraman, who reached Columbus,

New Mexico, after a record-breaking dash

across two states in time to secure pictures

of the carnage as a result of Villa’s raid

long before the appearance of any other

photographer on the scene.



“A Smiling Usher is a Very Good Asset 9 *

( Continued from page one)

Women are especially care-

ful and rightfully, considering

the nature of their frocks, that

the seats shall be clean. Did
you ever stand in the lobby

watching an audience go out

after a show and discover to

your professional horror, the

back of a woman’s gown soiled

because of the carelessness of

one of your attendants?

Profited By
His Experience

In my career as an exhibitor,

I have had the sensation just

once. The attendant respon-

sible told a friend of mine that

he did not get his hat and
coat until the next day, and I

guess he was telling the truth, for I know it would be im-

possible for a human being to leave a theatre and its general

location quicker than this boy did. I profited by that lesson

for, while I knew it could not have happened had my in-

structions been carried out, I precluded any possibility of a

recurrence by a daily inspection.

This same thought of cleanliness should apply to the floor.

With people coming into a house all day long it is natural

that they should bring with them a certain amount of mud
and dirt. Often they bring confections and the subsequent

profusion of paper bags, boxes and tinsel cast on the floor

should be gathered up. The ushers should watch this sort

of thing.

The Strand Theatre, Chicago, showing methods used

to advertise Mutual features.

just right ip a tainted atmos-
phere, whether it is in a- theatre

or in any other kind qf a build-

ing. Bad aifl is insistent. If

there is no way by which it

may be displaced by purer air,

this bad air must have its ef-

fect on the audience. Your
patrons will feel it and you will

feel it eventually, as well.

Cleanliness Is

Important Factor

They will feel it in their,

lungs and you will feel it in

your box office. Good air is

merely part of a general plan

of cleanliness, and if your the-

atre does not boast of good air,

you have failed in one of the

most necessary elements in the

art of presentation.

If you have all these cleanly essentials you can properly

devote your efforts to the staging or the setting of your pic-

tures and a general scheme of presentation. The most pre-

tentious stage setting ever placed in a theatre would avail

an exhibitor little if the air in the house was so bad that the

audience was annoyed thereby, thus cleanliness becomes an

important word in the lexicon of presentation.

And this spirit of cleanliness must represent your pictures

as well as your theatre.

Selection and projection of pictures constitute two very

important and vital elements of present day-last word pre-

sentation. Care must be given to each.

Beat the Law By
Keeping Ahead of It

It is easier to pick up one paper bag than wait until a

mess of them accumulates. We hold our ushers responsible

for policing their aisles. Do your ushers understand the im-

portance of keeping their stations clean ?

Then there is the air your patrons must breathe. This is

an important responsibility and one which the exhibitor must
meet. The law in many cities makes it imperative that the-

atres be well ventilated. In Chicago we beat the law to it.

We had been investigating ventilating systems for months
before we finally hit upon the one which results showed
would give our patrons the best possible air.

Air is important to the success of your show because of

its effect upon the audience. No human being can feel

Schoolgirls, with their pig-tails down their backs and their

slates under their arms are, according to popular belief,

terribly—oh, horribly—frightened by snakes, bugs and

spiders. Not even the parental boogey-man causes them so

much fear as the above mentioned reptilia, insectivora and

Crustacea. Bad boys for time immemorial have teased their

playmates of the opposite sex by means of bugs and snakes

and spiders.

Some bad boy of an exhibitor in Portland, Oregon, must

have put a large wriggley spider down the back of Mrs.

Local Censor, for she promptly got her back up and banned

these wriggling things from all screen productions, There

is a provision, however, that permits them being shown if

an advance notice of their appearance is given in a sub-

title. Sort of a warning to the audience, saying: “Keep
your seats, it’s only a moving picture spider.”

Soon these omniscient censors will prohibit the showing
of candy on the screens because it upsets children’s stomachs.

6

‘There is no place to start your courtesy better than right

at your door
,
and the exhibitor who overlooks these impor-

tant social trivialities will soon learn of his error. Let the

doorman say ‘ Thank you ’ when he receives the tickets,
”
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“The Girl and the
Game
SIGNAL-MUTUAL SPECIAL FEATURE

Chapter XIII—“A Fight for a For-

tune,” Produced by the Signal Film
Corporation; Starring Helen Holmes

W ITH the big climax of The Girl and the Game, the

Signal-Mutual railroad serial from the pen of

Frank H. Spearman but two weeks off, interest in

the ultimate fate of the daring heroine, Helen Holmes, and

the band of unprincipled villains headed by Seagrue, the

arch-conspirator, is raised to fever heat with the release of

Chapter XIII, entitled “A Fight for a Fortune.”

The fortune of the brave heroine, Helen, and her staunch

supporters, headed by her uncle, Rhinelander and Paul

Storm, depends to a large extent on the successful battle

for the right to the ownership of the “Superstitious Mine,”

which Seagrue and his band of followers are attempting to

keep from her. In Chapter XIII the deal is brought to a

successful conclusion, but not until the dauntless girl has

successfully overcome numerous and dangerous obstacles

placed in her path by her enemies.

As in all preceding releases of this stirring serial photo-

play, Director J. P. McGowan, whose intimacy with railroad

operations has been a big factor in the successful screening

of. The Girl and the Game, presents a number of thrills that

are bound to hold the spectators as no other chapter of this

exceptionally powerful continued photoplay has done.

No more daring “stunt” has ever been pictured than that

accomplished by Miss Holmes in this chapter, which de-

picts her leaping from a flying express train to a freight.

Chapter XIII opens with the departure of Rhinelander

and Helen for Las Vegas with $25,000 in cash in a satchel,

for the purpose of closing the deal with Seagrue for the

purchase of the “Superstitious Mine.” Previously, Seag-

rue, knowing the time of their departure, had placed two

of his hirelings, Ward and Adams, on the same train. The

two, unknown to Helen or her uncle, on entering the train

dropped into an empty seat immediately behind them.

About fifteen miles outside of Las Vegas, Adams crawl-

ing under the seat in front of him, obtained possession of

the black bag carried by Rhinelander, substituting for it one

of similar make and color, which Seagrue had given them

for the purpose.

The two crooks, with the money in their possession,

moved swiftly to the door of the car, and, unobserved by

the conductor or other passengers, jumped as the train

slowed down to take on water, and landing safely, got to

their feet and boarded a westbound freight.

A few minutes later, Helen, discovering the theft of the

bag with the money, summoned the conductor. A track-

man, who had observed the crooks carrying a bag like the

one described by Helen, told of seeing the two boarding the

freight. Within a few seconds the passenger train was

skimming over the rails in pursuit of the freight.

The daring Helen starts in pursuit of the two crooks, fleeing

with the money. From Chapter XIII of “The
Girl and the Game.”

Helen Helen Holmes
Paul Storm Leon J. Maloney
“Spike” J. P. McGowan

Coming abreast of the freight, the daring Helen waited

for her chance, then swung from the step, held tightly to

the rail of the platform of the caboose and pulled herself

aboard. Aided by members of the train crew, she located

the two crooks with the bag and a desperate encounter fol-

lowed.

Meanwhile, Rhinelander has learned from Spike of the

confession made by Lefty, who knew of the plan of Woods
and Adams to rob him of the cash. An automobile was

pressed into service, and in it Rhinelander and Spike rushed

to the aid of the intrepid Helen. They arrived in time to

find the girl and the members of the train crew engaged

in a fight for the fortune. Within a short time the crooks

are beaten, the money recovered, and Rhinelander and

Helen, accompanied by Spike, jump into the auto and start

on a record-breaking dash for Las Vegas.

Seagrue’

s

smile of confidence vanishes as the auto dashes

into Las Vegas, and Rhinelander confronts him. Payment

is immediately made on the mine, and the desperate Seag-

rue is forced to receipt for it.

The two crooks, meanwhile, confess to the authorities

that Seagrue had paid them to steal Rhinelander’s bag con-

taining the money. Plans are made to place him under

arrest.
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Novel Themes Dominate New Releases

Burr McIntosh, William Rus-

sell, Charlotte Burton, and Mar-

garet Gibson are featured players

THE output of the Mutual Film Corporation for the

week of March 20 will be headed by a Mutual

Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition, which is a pictur-

ization of one of the most famous of the popular melo-

dramas of a quarter of a century ago.

It is My Partner, the play written by Bartley Campbell

and produced at the Union Square Theatre, September 16,

1879, and will be released as a Masterpicture, De Luxe

Edition, on Monday, March 20. Burr McIntosh, a man who
has figured prominently on the American stage for a good

many years and who is known particularly as a splendid

portrayer of the Western and Southern “gentleman” types,

is seen in the leading role. As Joe Saunders in My Partner

this able American actor is at his best.

Labor and Capital is

Unique Theme of Feature

The picture has been excellently photographed. The set-

tings are particularly beautiful, and no expense has been

spared to make it a “true to type” western.

The second Mutual Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition, of

the week which will appear on Wednesday, is The Bruiser,

an American Film Company, Inc., drama, featuring William

Russell and Charlotte Burton.

The struggle between labor and capital, which is one of

the big, absorbing questions of present day commercial-

ism, forms the theme for this photoplay. William Russell

plays the role of a brawny champion of the labor cause.

Charlotte Burton is a daughter of the masses, who proves

her superiority to the pampered daughters of the idle rich

in a number of thrilling situations.

The Bruiser is one of the most interesting of recent

Mutual feature releases. An additional feature which will

not fail to attract is the fight between A1 Kauffman, the

famous “white hope” of former years and Mr. Russell.

“The Hidden Law”
Presents Two Stars

The Hidden Law a sociological drama produced by the

David Horsley Company and featuring William Clifford

and Margaret Gibson, will be the last of the Mutual Master-

pictures, De Luxe Edition, for the week.

It is the story of a man’s reaction against the injustices

of society. William Clifford as John Carlton, a playwright

and artist, who turns bandit, does excellent work. Margaret

Gibson is a charming little mountain girl. They are sup-

ported by Frederick Montague, Robert Kenyon, Mae Adams,
Baby Doris Baker, Marie Gavette, John Oaker and Pauline

Williams.

The other features which will be included in the same
week are The Code of Honor, The Fifth Ace and Snow-
Stuff.

The Code of Honor is an American picture produced
under the direction of Frank Borzage and featuring Alfred
Vosburgh, Vivian Rich and George Periolat. It is an army
story, centered about the plans for a new submarine in-

vention, perfected as the result of hard labor on the part

of Frank Marvin (Alfred Vosburgh) chief draftsman of the

ordnance department. Vivian Rich as Zena Valpar, the

niece of a secret agent of a foreign government, and Estelle

Allen as Ruth Chase, Frank Marvin’s sweetheart, are very
well cast. The other members of the cast of this particu-

larly pertinent photoplay are Frank Borzage, George Per-
iolat and Ward McAllister.

The Fifth Ace introduces Alice Lake to the Mutual in a
two part picture from the Thanhouser studios. Supporting
Miss Lake, in the leading role in this stirring sociological

drama is Wayne Arey, the popular Thanhouser player.

Snow-Stuff, the last of the Buck Parvin and the Movies
series, produced by the American will appear on Friday,

March 24.

This extremely popular series, taken from the stories

written by Charles E. Van Loan has had a spectacular re-

ception all over the country.

Plenty ^of Action in

Week’s Comedy Releases

The week’s comedy releases includes a wealth of the type
of humorous photoplay which it is most difficult to obtain.

Francis Keyes and Jay C. Yorke appear in Pansy Post,

Protean Player a Falstaff comedy, on Tuesday. The second
funny picture of the same brand will appear on Thursday.
It is Pedro, the Punk Poet and features the same two
Thanhouser players.

Cupid at Cohen’s and The Bubbles and the Barber are the

two American “Beauty” comedies for the week.

Cupid at Cohen’s appears on Wednesday, and features the

popular players Carol Halloway and John Sheehan.

The Sunday “Beauty,” The Bubbles and the Barber gives

ample display to Orral Humphrey’s versatility.

Billy Armstrong, the Horsley Company’s funny man, will

be featured in The Twin Trunk Mystery, a screaming

"Cub” comedy of Friday.

The “Vogue” funny pictures of Thursday and Sunday,
have not yet been titled.

The regular Gaumont releases,

—

Mutual Weekly No. 64
and See America First will appear on Thursday and Sunday.
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Forsook A Musical

Career For Screen

Brilliant career on the stage has

had much to do with charming
star’s success as film actress

I
T has not been a great number of years since Winnifred

Greenwood, the winsome American-Mutual star, first

appeared in the dramatic profession. But in the space

of few years she has achieved a record attainment. She has

appeared as 1,800 different girls, different in thought, back-

ground, expression and purpose, and each one of the 1,800

has possessed a personality distinct from Miss Greenwood’s

own.
Winnifred Greenwood has recently had the ditinction of

just being made a co-star with Frank Ritchie at the head of

a newly organized Mutual Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition

company organized at the American Film Company’s Santa

Barbara studios, where for the last few years she has been

co-starring with Edward Coxen in American dramas. For

a time it was in one and two reel pictures of the “Flying A"
brand. More recently she and Mr. Coxen have appeared

in three part feature productions. Her new promotion to

the head of a Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition company is

in recognition of her greater powers of dramatic and
emotional interpretation.

Miss Greenwood began her professional career with musi-

cal comedy. She had an exceptionally good voice. “Zig

Zag Alley”- was about to be put on at the New York Theatre,

so straight to the producer went a determined little girl

and asked for an opportunity to play a part.

“Zig Zag Alley” proved Winnifred Greenwood’s first stage

experience. After that she was given a role in “Babes of

Toyland,” and then left musical comedy for the legitimate

stage. Her first part as a legitimate actress was in “The
Midnight Express” with J. J. Kennedy.
The stock stage next claimed the soft voiced, pink cheeked,

gray eyed girl whose ambition it was to win fame and
name for her merits as an interpreter of dramatic roles.

She travelled all through the South with a repertoire com-
pany, playing “Sapho,” “Camille,” and all the “old timers.”

In stock she became a general favorite in such cities as Balti-

more, Duluth, Roanoke, Moline, South Bend and various

other cities.

Pictures, to Winnifred Greenwood, mean “Mutual,” for

practically all of her career as a player for the celluloid

drama has been with the American Film Company. She is

so generous, so willing to do any task which is set before
her, so eager to be of assistance to those about her, that she

is a great favorite with the studio folk.

Miss Greenwood plays both the piano and the mandolin.
These two accomplishments, with her remarkable voice,

make her a very welcome guest. She is as generous with
these as she is with other possessions and with her time.

“Do I ever intend to go back to the legitimate or the

musical comedy stage?” queried Miss Greenwood, in re-

sponse to a question the other day.

“Do you think that a bird which has been freed would
ever return to captivity? I always felt cramped and hind-
ered on the stage. I wanted to feel the same way when I

was in the theatre that I did when I was out on my horse,

or in my canoe. The bigness and the freedom of the out-

doors, I felt, was what I needed to do my best work. Some
people do not feel that way. But to me, the stage was more
or less oppressive.

A recent photograph of Miss Winnifred Greenwood, charm-

ing American star, soon to he featured in Mutual
Masterpictures, De Luxe Edition.

“There is a freedom and a bigness about the motion pic-

ture life. I live in my bungalow, within easy distance of

the studio. The air and the sunlight streams in at my
window. When I go to the studio, I find the place flooded

with the same gorgeous light and sunshine. If it is a gloomy
day—at least you are not compressed into a hot, muggy,
foul theatre for rehearsals or performances. You can look

out upon the gloom through big windows, and you can get

lots of atmosphere to breathe, even if it is damp.”
“Which of the eighteen hundred girls which you have

been, would you prefer to be,” Miss Greenwood was asked.

“Myself,” came the prompt answer. “It is much more
wonderful being one’s self than any one else. It might be
interesting to have a lot of money. But think of the

nuisance of it all. Other people have been more fortunate

or less fortunate than I have, perhaps, but I cannot think
of anyone with whom I would want to change places.

“I prefer to interpret a combination of emotional and
dramatic role—an intelligent, clever, sane—and I am femin-
ine enough to add that I want it to be attractive-—part which
gives me a chance to use my head, and to study and think.

“I want to be tired at night when I leave the studio, not
tired physically, but mentally. I want to use my head from
morning till night. I can understand the feeling of a young
friend of mine who is busy keeping house and taking care
of her two adorable babies. T am tired out by the time
night comes,’ she says, ‘that is my feet and hands are. I

wish that it were my mind which was tired. Then I would
feel that I was learning something, and getting some place.’

”
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Big Increase in Mutual’s Producing Forces
Corporation’s business assumes

such proportions [that additional

activities are needed to meet demand

A STATEMENT issuing from the home office of the

Mutual Film Corporation announces a large increase

in the acting forces and in the production activities

of the American, Thanhouser, Horsley, Gaumont and Signal

and Vogue film companies, the picture output of which

is released through Mutual exchanges.

To supplement the companies already at work on Mutual
Masterpictures, De Luxe Edition, the American Film Cor-

poration has organized another company with Winnifred

Greenwood and Franklin Ritchie at the head. Miss Green-

wood has been associated with the American for several

years, appearing for the greater part of the time as the

leading woman with Edward Coxen in “Flying A” drama.
Mr. Ritchie is one of the best known leading men of the

picture profession, having been connected with Biograph
and a number of Klaw and Erlanger productions. As a

legitimate actor he is equally well known, having been under
the Frohman management for four years and the Belasco

management for two years. He left the Biograph com-
pany to become a leading man for the American Film Com-
pany.

American Studios Busy
On Two New Feature Releases

Another Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition, company is at

work at the American studios under Arthur Maude, the

English actor-director in Revelation. Mr. Maude is sup-

ported by Constance Crawley. J. Edward Hungerford,
whose stories in the Saturday Evening Post and other cur-

rent magazines are very well known all over the country, is

the author of the second embryo Masterpicture, De Luxe,
in the process of development in the Santa Barbara studios.

It is The Man From Manhattan, a story containing good
comedy and stirring action. The picture is being directed

by Jack Halloway. It will serve as a vehicle for Rhea
Mitchell’s second Masterpicture appearance, her first one
being Overalls. In support of Miss Mitchell will appear
William Stowell, Jack Prescott, Warren Ellsworth, Perry
Banks, Joe Taylor and Charles Wheelock.

Director Donald Macdonald is busily engaged with a com-
pany headed by Helene Rosson, E. Forrest Taylor and
Harry Von Meter in the mountains back of Santa Barbara,
where he is producing April, a five-part story of mountain
folk, written by Clifford Howard.

Four Thanhouser Directors

At Work In Jacksonville, Fla.

There are four directors at work at the Jacksonville,
Fla., studios of the Thanhouser company. The most re-

cent addition to the players is Marion Swayne, the charming
little ingenue who was last year the leading woman of
the Gaumont company. Among the others are Valkyrien
(the Baroness Dewitz), who is starred in The Valkyrien,
and in the recent three-reel feature, The Cruise of Fate.
Boyd Marshall, Thomas A. Curran and Bert Delaney are
among the players of drama and Louise Emerald Bates,
Riley Chamberlain and Walter Hiers are comedy artists who
are in Jacksonville.

The four directors are Ernest Warde, Eugene W. Moore,
George Foster Platt, Mutual Masterpicture and three-reel
feature directors and William A. Howard, a “Falstaff”

comedy director of long experience in motion pictures.

At the New Rochelle studio of the Thanhouser company
Director Frederick Sullivan is producing Mister Shakes-

peare, Strolling Player, which will be full of the spirit of

Merry Englande and the Bard of Avon. Florence LaBadie
is appearing in this production.

J. H. Gilmour, the well-known artist, who has recently

been added to the Thanhouser forces
;
Robert Whittier, who

made his first appearance in Mutual releases in Betrayed;

John Lehmberg, Frank E. McNish and George Mario are

among the actors at the New Rochelle studios.

“The Love Liar,” Latest

of Crane Wilbur’s Vehicles

Pearl Shepard, the pretty girl who was chosen for a

picture career at the recent Screen Club ball; Doris Grey,

the Boston girl, who found herself in the spotlight because

she was the prettiest girl at the Boston exhibitor’s ball, and
who has just completed the picture, What Doris Did; Flor-

ence LaBadie, Ethyl Cook, Kathryn Adams, Carey L. Hast-

ings, Frances Keyes, Gladys Hulette and the Fairbanks
twins constitute the New Rochelle studios apportionment
of feminine stars.

While there have been no big and permanent players

added to the Horsley company’s list—Crane Wilbur, Mar-
garet Gibson, George Ovey and William J. Clifford,—there

have been a number of well-known screen artists engaged
for the various productions. At present Crane Wilbur is

working in a Masterpicture, De Luxe, written by himself,

The Love Liar. Lucy Peyton, Nan Christy, Mae Gaston
and Ella Golden have all been specially cast for this pro-

duction, which is a spectacularly strong and stirring society

drama. The picture is being produced under the direction

of Robert B. Broadwell. Margaret Gibson and William
Clifford have been cast for The Hidden Law, and will be
supported by a number of exceptional players.

Gertrude McCoy
Newest Star To Join Gaumont

Virginia Kirtley and Louis Durham, the famous ex-base-

ball player; Sherman Bainbridge, the popular actor recently

seen with Universal; Marie James, formerly with Metro,
and Walter Spencer are numbered among the players who
will be seen from time to time in Mutual Masterpictures,

De Luxe Edition, from the Horsley work shops.

There has been a curious addition to the studios of this-

company, by the way, out in Los Angeles. An emergency
hospital has been added to the buildings and equipment.
In the past performers playing in production with the Bos-
tock animals have been seriously injured. The hospital is

situated near the section where the animals are photographed
and is equipped with all “first aid” apparatus.

Gertrude McCoy, the widely known actress who has
been a prominent Edison star for a number of years, is the
most recent addition to the Gaumont company. Miss Mc-
Coy’s delightful work as a leading woman will be given
first opportunity for expression in a picture directed by
Edwin Middleton. When she left New York it was the
intention of Director Richard Garrick to feature her in

The Quality of Faith. Since her arrival at Jacksonville,
however, he has changed his mind, and the new Gaumont

{Continued on Page 19)
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Willard K. Wilson, Norbcrt A. Myles, Edyth Sterling, Louise Hutchinson and Francis J. McDonald, members of the

Signal Dramatic Company, who make their bows in the Signal Mutual Masterpicture, “In the Web of the Grafters.”

Gleaned on a Tour of Mutual Studios
New and newsy stories of the

players and the plays gathered

on a tour of Mutual studios

EXPERIENCES that would have baffled the imagina-
tion of Jules Verne were encountered by L. J.

Burrud, Mutual Weekly cameraman, in taking the

only moving pictures made of the recent incursion of the

United States by Villa and his band of marauders at Colum-
bus, N. M., recently. Burrud was stationed with a United
States cavalry troop at El Paso, Tex., when the word of the

raid and the loss of American lives was received. Eager
to get to the scene at the earliest possible moment, he char-
tered a locomotive. Permission was obtained from the of-

ficials of the Southern Pacific Railroad to give the special the
right of way and a record dash
was made to Columbus.

Burrud arrived at the devas-

tated border town six hours after

the Mexicans had been driven out,

and just in time to take more than

a hundred scenes of the work of

the marauders before starting into

Mexico with the army. Among
the pictures is a panoramic view of
the burned and shot riddled dwell-
ings and business houses as well

as numerous scenes of the killed

and wounded.

All the pictures are exclusive, as
the Mutual man was on the job
nearly a whole day before any
other animated news cameraman.
The pictures include closeups of
Colonel Slocum and Mrs. Wright,
the wife of the American rancher,
who was compelled to ride nine
days with Villa’s band, while it

was on its way to attack the New
Mexico town.

That the followers of the Mu-
tual Weekly will be furnished
with more exclusive scenes in

connection with activities in Mex-
ico is evidenced by the fact that

Burrud is the only cameraman
now with the Army division which
will cross into Mexico in pursuit
of Villa and his outlaw army.

=1= * * * *

Helen Holmes and J. P. McGowan, the heroine-star and
the director of the Mutual Film Corporation’s spectacular

railroad feature, The Girl and the Game, have returned to

Los Angeles from Los Vegas, Nev., where they had been at

work on some of the scenes for the picture.

Miss Holmes had a great surprise awaiting her in Los
Angeles when she jumped off the train. There was a brand
new eight-cylinder coupe at the station to meet her, and
when she arrived at home she found a tiny box from an
exclusive jeweler containing a diamond ring—hers “for her

excellent work,” the card accompanying her gift said.

Robert Burke Broadzvell, of the Horsley-
Mutual studios, is shown here directing a scene

from “The Love Liars,” a five-part Mutual Mas-
terpicture, De Luxe Edition, featuring Crane
Wilbur. Director Broadwell, ’script in hand, is

shown at the extreme right, giving his instruc-

tions. Mr. Wilbur is seen in the foreground

Three of the fair members of

the Horsley Mutual studios will

shortly stage a shooting contest

to determine which of the trio is

the best rifle as well as revolver

shot. The entrants to date are

Nan Christy, Lucy Payton and
Bessie Clark. The latter is the

leading woman of the Cub com-
edy company, while the other two
were especially engaged by Mr.
Horsley to play in the five-reel

Mutual Masterpicture, De Luxe
Edition, The Love Liar.

Three targets are being made by
the studio carpenters. The contest

calls for half a dozen shots with
the revolver at arm’s length from
a distance of twenty-five yards,

and when the larger arms are used
it will be three shots standing,

kneeling and prone at various dis-

tances from 100 yards to 300
yards. Each contestant will fire

at her own target so as there will

be no mistake in scoring.

Rena Rogers has joined the Jack
Dillon company at the Vogue-
Mutual studios. She was for some
time with Universal and had an
engagement with the Crown City
company at Pasadena.
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Horsley’s Issues in Big Increase in the

Fight for Congress Mutual Productions
Candidate for Congress
from world’s film centre, will

fight censorship laws

unn HE motion picture industry has grown since 1909

I from the spending of a few hundred dollars perA week to over half a million dollars per week in the

City of Los Angeles alone. Hostile legislation, which was
proposed at Washington during the past two months, has

seriously threatened the permanence of the picture business,

and the manufacturers of the country were put to enormous
expense and inconvenience to figth this proposed legislation.

And while the motion picture industry is the fifth in im-

portance and investment in the country, there was not a

single representative or senator at Washington who knew
anything about the picture business.”

This was part of the statement issued in Los Angeles, re-

cently, by David Horsley, one of the Mutual manufacturers,

in which he set forth his reasons for accepting the nomina-
tion for Congress from that district.

“They were very nearly led to the passage of the Hughes
bill,” the statement continued, “which would have seriously

jeopardized the investment of every manufacturer, exchange
and theatre in the United States. It would have made im-

possible the obtaining of any new capital for this fast grow-
ing industry, and would have compelled those who were
able to have withdrawn their investments on account of the

chaotic conditions that would have been created by the

passage of this bill.

“With the enactment of this bill the making of pictures

would have been reduced to a mere gamble, and the busi-

ness would have shrunk over night at least fifty per cent.

Los Angeles would have felt this shrinkage more than any
other community in the United States.

In order to safeguard Los Angeles in this respect, and
particularly the film industry, the idea of electing a congress-

man was broached, and the logical place to elect him from
seemed to be this city, as more than eighty per cent of

the world’s pictures are made here. Over $30,000,000 were
spent in Los Angeles in 1915 in the making of motion pic-

tures, and at the present rate of expenditure and growth,
over $40,000,000 will be spent during this year.

“This is a matter which involves the interests, not only
of those employed in actually making the pictures, but it

effects owners of real estate and business houses who sup-
ply the wants not only of the companies but of their em-
ployees.

“If I am elected, I will be a real representative of

Southern California and her business interests, and I think
I will be able to accomplish a great deal for the advancement
of Southern California.

“Representation in Washington, however, means more
than having friends in Congress. Practical film men—pro-
ducers, or men engaged in other branches of the business

—

are needed. Men with practical motion picture experience
understand the physical make-up of the industry and can
supply irrefutable facts when needed. The same cannot
be expected of laymen, no matter how good their inten-

tions may be. A man fully conversant with facts concern-
ing any business through actual experience in it must needs
be admitted better qualified to advance arguments for fav-

orable measures or against unfavorable proposals than an-

other who is compelled to rely on information gathered
second-hand.”

Corporation's business assumes
such proportions that additional

activities are needed to meet demand

( Continued from Page 17)

star will be featured in The Isle of Love, and will be sup-

ported by Earl O. Schenck and Iva Shepherd.

Gertrude Robinson and Alexander Gaden will assume

the leading roles of The Quality of Faith.

Marguerite Courtot has finished with Feathertop, and is

playing now in a society drama supported by Henry W.
Pemberton. The drama has not yet been titled.

Charles Griffin and Charles Graham, both known to the

screen world, have recently gone to Jacksonville. Among
the other players there are Lucille Taft, Helen Marten,

Mathilde Baring, Sydney Mason, John Reinhard and James
Levering.

The first Mutual Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition, offer-

ing of the Signal Film Corporation, will be an early Mutual

Release. Director Murdock MacQuarrie, the veteran pic-

ture producer, has made a thrilling drama of organized

vice out of the scenario In the Web of the Grafters. In

this company are Edythe Sterling and Norbert Nyles, both

well known to the picture field, Millard Wilson, Julian

Beechwood and Francis Macdonald.
In the meantime The Girl and the Game company is go-

ing steadily on to the completion of the fifteenth chapter

of the Mutual’s great railroad special feature. The com-
pany has been at Las Vegas, Nev., for the past two months,

where the hilly, unsettled region makes a splendid back-

ground for the thrills of railroad building.

After the completion of The Girl and the Game the same
company will produce two Mutual Masterpictures, De Luxe
Edition, taken from the story, “Whispering Smith,” by

Frank H. Spearman, the author of The Girl and the Game.
Helen Holmes will continue to play the leading role and

J. P. McGowan to direct.

Louise Owen, the versatile actress, who has divided six

years between the legitimate stage and the pictures, is the

newest recruit of “Vogue” comedies. Miss Owen spent

three years with Lew Fields stock and the Winter Garden
and three with the Biograph Company. Priscilla Dean, who
was also with the Biograph Company, and has had a suc-

cessful stage career; Madge Kirby and Alice Neice, Arthur
Travares, Sammy Burns are other members of the Vogue
Companies busily at work in Los Angeles.

Reina Rogers, a quick, intelligent little ingenue, is an-

other recent addition to the company and plays leads with

Rube Miller, the funny actor-director of Vogue comedies.

Jack Dillon, the second Vogue director, has been keep-

ing up to his reputation for fast work by cutting and assemb-
ling no less than three films while he has been directing the

fourth. His newest picture is Bungling Bill’s Peeping Ways.
It will appear the third week in March.*****

Alice Lake, one of the most charming young women in

professional life, makes her debut to Mutual followers in

The Fifth Ace, a two-part Thanhouser drama. Miss Lake
came to the New Rochelle studios direct from the stage,

where, despite her tender years, she won the universal ap-

proval of critics and theatre-goers. Marion Swayne, an-
other popular star of the legitimate, who recently forsook
the boards for the studios, makes her debut the same week,
as the star of The Net, a Thanhouser-Mutual Masterpicture,

De Luxe Edition.
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News and Gossip from Mutual Men

T HE Mutual Film Corporation's just

completed a survey of the Canadian
film market in connection with plans

for betterment of service to the exhibitors

in all parts of the Dominion.
Emphatic and official denial of the rumors

that the Mutual had stopped or would stop

releasing in Canada is issued from the office

of John R. Freuler, president of the Mutual.

Hunter Bennett, sales director of the

Mutual, has just returned to the home offices

in New York from a rambling excursion of

investigation in Canada, and a series of

conferences with C. B. Price, Canadian
general manager for the Mutual.
“The reports that the Mutual was to

slacken activity in Canada have come from
some unsportsmanlike competitors who feel

the pinch of competition with our service,”

observed J. C. Graham, assistant to the

president. “Our progress in Canada is be-

coming commensurate with the effort that

we are making to give the exhibitors there

service on a higher standard than that to

which they have been accustomed.

“I find that the announcement of the

Mutual’s acquisition of Charles Chaplin is

having a noticeable effect in Canada, as well

as in the States, as an unmistakable evi-

dence of the aggressive purpose and policy

of the Mutual Film Corporation.”

The Mutual Film Corporation serves

Canada through seven exchanges : Toronto,

Montreal, St. Johns, Winnipeg, Regina,

Calgary and Vancouver.

The Mutual Film Corporation, in pro-

ducing Damaged Goods, has given the world
its biggest success in sociological drama.

This drama, with the big moral lesson back

of it, has proved one of the biggest drawing
cards ever shown. Hardly a day passes

which does not bring in a letter of con-

gratulation and approbation to the home
office.

Writes the Broadway Amusement Enter-

prises, of Louisville, Ky.

:

“We played your Damaged Goods in our

suburban houses—at the West Broadway,
Ideal, East Broadway and Highland
theatres. They are located about one and
one half miles from the center of town and
their seating capacity ranges from 700 to

1,500. At each theatre we played to big

houses, in fact we began our shows one half

an hour earlier than we usually open and at

each house crowds were waiting to get in.

Damaged Goods was one of the biggest

drawing cards that we have had in our
houses in many a day. We believe that the

exhibitor will make no mistake in booking
this picture. It is a good moral lesson and
ought to be seen by every person, young and
old.”

It might be added that this picture was
shown in the above mentioned suburban
houses after it had been exhibited in the

Walnut Street Theatre for two weeks, a

down-town house with a seating capacity

of 1,000.

Benjamin Lubin, proprietor of Lubin’s

Grand Theatre of Vineland, N. J., also

showed Damaged Goods with remarkable
success.

“Having shown for the past two years

the latest and most up-to-date photoplays
produced, I’ve never had a feature that

appealed to the public, both young and old,

as Damaged Goods did. Furthermore, we

Mutual to increase , not slacken ,

its business in Canada ,

declares President Freuler.

are located in a town of 6,000 inhabitants

yet we showed the feature to 2,500 people in

one day, with as many again not able to get
in.”

Arthur W. Blankmeyer, owner of the
Grand Circus Theatre of Detroit, Mich.,
also adds these words of praise

:

“We cannot refrain from congratulating
you on your film Damaged Goods. We not
only consider it good from the box office

standpoint, but from the moral and social

end as well. We ran this production eight
weeks—one of the most phenomenal runs
in the city of Detroit— the first five weeks
playing to capacity houses. In fact, with a
continuous show from 9 A. M. until 11

P. M. and we could not accommodate the
crowds.

“Have been in the picture busi-

ness for over seven years and yes-
terday proved to be my greatest
experience and most successful day
of all,” writes Harry E. Lerner,
treasurer and manager of the New
Bucklen Theatre of Elkhat, Ind.

“I rejoice to state that ‘Damaged
Goods’ did the business for us.

Our total receipts for the day were
$978.50.

George Devlin, manager of the Bijou
Theatre, of Plainview, Neb., is an ex-

hibitor who finds that Mutual pictures are

filling his house and that Mutual Service

is all that can be desired.

As a publicity dodge, he has a business

card advertising his theatre. On the back
of this is a verse which points out the fact

that the Bijou is a house of “high motives”,

and that it has been a redeeming feature in

the lives of many young men, who, previous

to the days of the motion picture, made the

corner saloon their hangout.
It has proved very satisfactory in raising

the standard of his theatre in the community.

The Minusa Cine Products Company,
through its distributor, the E. E. Fulton

Co., of Chicago, 111., has taken the contract

to equip the Joliet High School with a

Minusa Gold Fibre Screen, specially con-

structed for use in the Auditorium in that

institution. The Board of Education, after

an extended investigation, finally selected

a Minusa Gold Fibre Screen. This screen

is being constructed by the Minusa Cine
Products Company as a model for other

institutions of learning throughout the coun-
try to pattern after, and they are now
specializing in this branch of the business,

devoting a large portion of their laboratory
work to enable them to meet the require-

ments of this special line of business.

Inspiration, the Mutual Masterpicture
featuring Audrey Munson, the beautiful

artist’s model, was so successful at a recent

showing at the Garrick Theatre in Los
Angeles, that the management insisted on
holding the film, even though it was booked
at a theatre in Phoenix. The Los Angeles
branch had difficulty in getting another
copy to supply the Phoenix house, so great

is the demand for the feature. The Denver
copy was unavailable, so it was necessary
to send to Salt Lake City for a copy.
Following a showing of the three-part

American Mutual picture, The Alternative,
F. H. Smith, proprietor of the Empress
Theatre, Lindsay, Cal., writes as follows:
“I desire to inform you that your program,
which I had the pleasure of exhibiting at
this theatre tonight, proved most favorable
to the consideration of all. Your three-reel
feature, The Alternative is decisively ex-
cellent, a most wonderful and artistic pro-
duction. It is without question deserving
of unlimited support.”

The Jai-Ali Building in St. Louis, one of
the largest amphitheatres in the Middle
West, is to be dismantled. It seated over
five thousand people and was built about ten
years ago at a cost of $200,000. The Lears
Theatre Supply Company, of St. Louis, has
bought the entire fixtures and will place
them on the open market.

“W’e highly recommend The Girl and the
Game to other exhibitors,” writes J. E.
Smith, manager of the Palace Theatre, of
Washington, Ohio. “We take pleasure in

advising that the two chapters of this fea-

ture which we have shown drew big crowds
and our patrons are very enthusiastic in
their praise of the actions, photography,
settings, etc. If the remaining chapters of
this great story are as full of thrilling in-

cident as that which held the attention of
the spectators at the very highest pitch
during the first two chapters, it will un-
doubedly be the best serial and the biggest
money getter we have ever billed.”

F. D. Kiltz, manager of the Kansas City
branch of the Mutual, sends along three
letters from exhibitors which indicate that
the Mutual is giving satisfaction out Mis-
souri way.

E. E. Baker, theatre manager of Powers-
ville, Mo., writes, “Every one liked last

week’s show. Would like some more of
the same.”

“I desire to take this opportunity to thank
you for sending the films desired last Sat-
urday,” writes J. Q. Baumgardner, of
Weatherby, Mo. “It is a pleasure to trans-
act business with people that strive to please
as you do.”
The third letter was from P. W. Hamp-

ton, manager of the Majestic Moving Pic-
ture Theatre of Kingston, Mo.
“Enclosed find check for Saturday night’s

program—the most satisfactory one we’ve
ever had. The Mutual Traveler and car-
toons made a great hit and would like to

have them regularly if possible.”

WRITE ME TODAY
for particulars about my ad service for
exhibitors.—My expert snappy ads and
write-ups, written especially for you will

increase your profits.

SMALL cost—BIG results.

C. H. LYNCH
Ad Specialist Spring Valley, 111.
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Mutual Releases

American Star Features Mutual Weekly Novelty

Mar. 28—In the Shuffle (3)
Mar. 21—The Code of Honor (3)
Mar. 14—The Suppressed Order (3)
Mar. 7—The Silken Spider (3)
Feb. 29—The Happy Masquerader (3)
Feb. 22—Life's Harmony (3)
Feb. 15—A Modern Sphinx (3)
Feb. 8—Lillo of the Sulu Seas (3)
Jan. 28—The Smugglers of Santa Crux
Jan. 1—The Wraith of Haddon Towers (3)

Mustang Star Features

Mar. 24—The Ranger of Lonesome Gulch (3)
Mar. 17—The Quagmire (3)
Mar. 10—Curlew Corliss (3)
Feb. 25—Double Crossed (3)
Feb. 18—When the Light Came (3)
Feb. 11—According to St. John (3)
Feb. 4—The Extra Man and the Milk Fed

Lion (3)
Jan. 15—Water Stuff (3)
Dec. 26—Author! Author!
Dec. 4—Film Tempo (3)

Rialto Star Features

Jan. 12—The Secret Agent (3)
Dec. 29—A Prince of Yesterday (3)
Dec. 15—The Ace of Death (3)
Dec. I—Lessons in Love (3)
Nov. 17—The New Adam and Eve (3)
Nov. 3—The Devil’s Darling (3)

Thanhouser

Mar. 29—Fear (3)
Mar. 8—The Cruise of Fate (3)
Mar. I—What Doris Did (3)
Feb. 23—The Reunion (3)
Feb. 1

6—Outwitted ( 3

)

Feb. 9—The Spirit of the Game (3)
Feb. 2—The Knotted Cord (3)
Jan. 26—The Burglar's Picnic (3)
Jan. 19—The Phantom Witness (3)
Jan. II—In the Name of the Law (3)
Jan. 4—The Bubbles in the Glass (3)
Dec. 28—Their Last Performance (3)
Dec. 2!—Ambition (3)
Dec. 18—His Majesty, the King (3)
Nov. 27—The Valkyrie (3)
Nov. 6—Mr. Meeson's Will (3)

American

Feb. 4—Mammy’s Rose
Feb. I—The Broken Cross (2)

J

an. 25—The Man in the Sombrero (2)
an. 28—A Sanitarium Scramble
an. 21—The Thunder Bolt
an. 18—The Silent Trail (2)
an. 14—The Secret Wire
an. 10—Viviana (2)
an. 7—Time and Tide
an. 3—Matching Dreams (2)

Beauty

Apr. 2—The Impossible Yarn of McQuirk
Mar. 29—A Trunk an* Trouble
Mar. 26—The Bubbles and the Barber
Mar. 22—Cupid at Cohen’s
Mar. 19—Tips
Mar. I 5—Plotters and Papers
Mar. 1 2—Persistent Percival
Mar. 8—The Gay Blade’s Last Scrape
Mar. 5—Dad’s College Widow
Mar. 1—Johnny’s Jumble
Feb. 27—Cooking His Goose
Feb. 23—Too Much Married
Feb. 20—The Battle of Cupidovitch
Feb. 16—Ella Wanted to Elope
Feb. 13—Billy Van Deusen and the Vampire
Feb. 8—Won by One
Feb. 6—The Laird o’ Knees
Feb. 2—Billy Van Deusen’s Wedding Eve
Jan. 30—Walk This Wayl
Jan. 26—Some Night!
Jan. 23—Mischief and a Mirror
Jan. 19—Johnny’s Birthday
Jan. 15—Getting in Wrong
Jan. 1 1—The First Quarrel
Jan. 9—To Be or Not to Be
Jan. 4—Billy Van Deusen’s Shadow
Jan. I—Settled Out of Court

April 6—No. 66 Jan. 27—No. 56

March 30—No. 65 fan. 20—No. 55

March 23—No. 64 Jan. 13—No. 54

March 1 6—No. 63 Jan. 6—No. 53

March 9—No. 62 Dec. 30—No. 52

March 2—No. 6

1

Dec. 23—No. 51

Feb. 24—No. 60 Dec. 1
6—No. 50

Feb. 17—No. 59 Dec. 9—No. 49

Feb. 10—No. 58 Dec. 2—No. 48

Feb. 3—No. 57 Nov. 25—No. 47

Centaur

Jan. 13—Marta of the Jungle (2)'

Jan. 6—The Homesteaders X2)
Dec. 30—The Terror of the Fold (2)
Dec. 23—The Winning of Jess (2)
Dec. 16—The Arab's VengCanfce (2)
Dec. 9—Stanley in Darkest Africa (2)
Dec. 2—Stanley Among the Voo Doo Wor-

shippers
Nov. 25—Stanley and the Slave Traders (2)
Nov. 18—A Polar Romance (2)

Casino Star Comedy
Jan. 16—Ham and Eggs
Jan. 9—Alias Mr. Jones
Jan. 2—Leave It to Cissy
Dec. 26—Hunting
Dec. 19—Cissy's Innocent Wink
Dec. 12—Curing Cissy

Cub Comedy
Mar. 31—Jerry and the Smugglers
Mar. 24—On the Rampage
Mar. 17—The Twin Trunk Mystery
Mar. 10—Jerry's Big Game
Mar. 3—The Desperate Chance
Feb. 25-—Going Upl
Feb. 18—Too Proud to Fight I

Feb. 1 I—Jerry's Million
Feb. 4—The Defective Detective
Jan. 28—Around the World
Jan. 21—The Girl of His Dreams
Jan. 14—Jerry in Mexico
Jan. 7—Jerry in the Movies
Dec. 31—Jerry’s Revenge
Dec. 24—Hearts and Clubs
Dec. 17—The Hold-Up
Dec. 10—Doctor Jerry
Dec. 3—A Shot-Gun Romance

Falstaff Comedy
Mar. 28—Paul’s Political Pull
Mar. 23—Pedro, the Punk Poet
Mar. 21—Pansy Post, Protean Player
Mar. I

6—Rupert’s Rube Relatives
Mar. 14—Theodore’s Terrible Thirst
Mar. 9—Ambitious Awkward Andy
Mar. 7—Oscar, the Oyster Opener
Mar. 2—Maude Muller Modernized
Feb. 29—Rustie Reggie’s Record
Feb. 24—Perkin’s Peace Party
Feb. 22—Ruth’s Remarkable Reception
Feb. 10—Snow Storm and Sunshine
Feb. 8—Booming the Boxing Game
Feb. 3—Harry’s Happy Honeymoon
Feb. 1—A Clever Collie’s Comeback
Jan. 27—Beaten at the Bath
Jan. 25—Lucky Larry’s Lady Love
Jan. 20—Pete’s Persian Princess
Jan. 18—Grace’s Gorgeous Gowns
Jan. 13—Reforming Rubbering Rosie
Jan. 10—Belinda’s Bridal Breakfast
Jan. 6—Hilda’s Husky Helper
Jan. 3—The Optimistic Oriental Occults

Special Features

Damaged Goods (7 reels)
The Diamond From the Sky (30 Chapters)
The Girl and the Game ( 1 5 Chapters)
"Fighting For France" (5 reels)

Jan. 21—Mr. Bumps, Commuter
Dec. 22—The Innocent Sandwich Man

Between Lakes and Mountains
(Split Reel)

Dec. 20—The Fiddler
Dec. 1

5—A Musical Hold-Up
Dec. 13—The Book Agent

Mustang

Jan. 21—Wild Jim, Reformer (2)
Jan. 7—The Hills of Glory (2)
Dec. 31—The Cactus Blossom (2)
Dec. 24—The Pitch o’ Chance (2)
Dec. 1 7—In the Sunset Country (2)
Dec. 10—There Is Good in the Worst of Us (2)
Dec. 3-—Broadcloth and Buckskin (2)
Nov. 26—The Valley Feud (2)
Nov. 19—The Warning (2)
Nov. 12—-Man to Man (2)

“See America First” (Split Reel)

Mar. 19—No. 27—San Francisco, Calif.

Mar. 12—No. 26—Monterey, Calif.

Mar. 5—No. 25—Tampa, Fla.
Feb. 27—No. 24—Miami, Fla.
Feb. 20—No. 23—Key West, Fla.

Feb. 13—No. 22—The Home of the Lumber-
jack

Feb. 6—No. 21—A Trip Through Duluth,
Minn.

Jan. 30—No. 20—St. Paul, Minn.
Jan. 23—-No. 19—The Dells of the Wisconsin
Jan. I I—No. 18—Milwaukee, Wis.
Jan. 4—No. 17—The Industries of Chicago
Dec. 28—No. 16-—Chicago, the Gateway of the

West
Dec. 21—No. 15—Lexington, Ky., Including a

Trip to the Famous Race
Course

Dec. 14—No. 14—A Trip Through Pittsburgh,
Pa.

Dec. 7—No. 13—Visit to Interesting Spots on
Rhode Island

Nov. 30—No. 12—Mohonk Lake, N. Y., During
Winter Sport Carnival

Nov. 23—No. 1 I—A Tour of Connecticut’s
Principal Cities

Nov. I 6—No. I 0—Portland, Me., and the White
Mountains

Nov. 9—No. 9—The Berkshire Hills
Nov. 2—No. 8—Boston, Mass.
Oct. 26—No. 7—A Trip Up the Hudson River

Thanhouser

Mar. 22—The Fifth Ace (2)
Mar. 15—The Whispered Word (2)
Dec. 19—The Political Pull of John
Dec. 14—An Innocent Traitor (2)
Dec. 12—Her Confession
Dec. 7—His Vocation (2)
Dec. 5—The House Party at Carson Manor
Nov. 30—The Crimson Sabre (2)
Nov. 28—‘‘All Aboard”
Nov. 23—The Baby and the Boss (2)
Nov. 21—Beneath the Coat of the Butler
Nov. 18—In the Hands of the Enemy (2)

Vogue Comedy t

Mar. 19—Troubled Waters
Mar. 16—Bungling Bill’s Peeping Ways
Mar. 12—More Truth than Poetry
Mar. 9—Love, Music and Cannon-Balls
Mar. 5—Love, Dynamite and Baseballs
Mar. 2—All Balled Up
Feb. 2 7—Flooded with Trouble
Feb. 24—A Candy Cook
Feb. 20—Heaven Will Protect a Woiking Goil
Feb. 1 7—At the End of His Rope
Feb. 13—Igorrotes, Crocodiles and a Hat Box
Feb. 10—Paddy’s Political Dream
Feb. 6—Fickle Madge
Feb. 3—Sammy vs. Cupid
Jan. 30—He Thought He Went to War
Jan. 27—Bungling Bill’s Burglar
Jan. 23—A Baby Grand
Jan. 20—Sammy’s Dough-full Romance
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F
OR the Best Balanced Pro-
gram Be Sure to Book Gau-
mont Mutual Masterpictures,

De Luxe Edition

And These Two Popular

GAUMONT
Single Reels

MUTUAL WEEKLY
News of the World FIRST in Mo

tion Pictures

ANIMATED
CARTOONS

and
"SEE AMERICA

FIRST” Gaumont’s Great
Split Reel Scenic Series

For Bookings Write or Call Upon the Near
est Mutual Film Corporation Branch

Manager

Harry Palmer’s
Original Comicalities

GAUMONT CO.
Flushing, N. Y. Jacksonville, Fla

EXHIBITOPS

you Can AiwaVi Win
the Applause of your
Patron* by booKing
Photo Play* with theft

ilexancler Gacle
Gertrude McCo>
Iva -Shepard

ilt«
Jettrude Robin jc

Mildred Gregor;
Helen Marten"
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MUTUAL PICTURES

Every exhibitor realizes that one of the best ways to

increase box office receipts is to be able to offer a make
of photoplay productions that always maintains a high

standard of quality. The public comes to know such

a make and the mere announcement that one of its

releases is to be shown is sufficient to gain added
patronage.

David Horsley productions are popular with exhib-

itors for this reason. Always high class in every respect

they have established a reputation for consistent high

quality much to the advantage of the exhibitors’ re-

ceipts.

Among the coming releases of David Horsley pro-

ductions are: “On the Rampage,” a one-real Cub
Comedy featuring George Ovey, released March 24;
“The Hidden Law,” a five-part subject with Margaret
Gibson and William Clifford, released March 25; and
“The Love Liar,” also a five-reel production, featuring

Crane Wilbur, released March 27.

Book these David Horsley productions at your
Mutual exchange and be assured of good pictures.

DAVID HORSLEY PRODUCTIONS.
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MUTUAL PICTURES
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MUTUAL MASTERPICTURES 1

DELUXE EDITION

AMERICANPresent?
JlJii)e!Pari\§iit0ec{-

With the Favorite Stars

Rhea Mitchelland William Stowell,
in a forcefully compelling drama of big

achievement. To be released March 18th as one of the Mutual
Masterpictures, De Luxe Edition. Directed by Jack Halloway.

Snappy New American Short Subjects
In The Shuffle

Three Reel “Flying A” drama,
with Edward Coxen and Winnifred
Greenwood. Director — Thomas
Ricketts — Released March 28th.

The Ranger of Lonesome
Gulch

Three Reel “Mustang” drama,
withTom Chatterton and Anna Little.

Director—Tom Chatterton—Released
March 24th.

A Trunk An’ Trouble
One Reel “ Beauty” comedy,
with John Sheehan and Carol Hallo-
way. Director—Arthur McMackin—
Released March 29th.

-
The Improbable Yarn

of McQuirk

One Reel “ Beauty” comedy,
with Orral Humphrey and Lucille

Ward. Director — Phil
Walsh—Released April
2nd.

The Mutual Film
Corporation is the sole

distributor of Ameri-
can films throughout
the United States and
Canada.

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, Inc.,
SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON. President CHICAGO, ILL.
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MUTUAL SPECIAL FEATURE

ABox-Office

i Tonic
Here’s a prescription for
sick box offices, and for those
that are healthy and want to
stay that way.

Book “ The Girland the Game!”

Helen Holmes in this
great railroad film novel is a
sure, safe tonic that will put
the flush of dollar-health in
any box office.

Thousands of exhibi-
tors have proved this fact.

Now it’s up to you !

Tremendous Publicity
Means Dollars to YOU

I

These great newspapers
publish the story of “ The
Girl and the Game” week
by week.

New York World Pittsburgh Press
Philadelphia North American

Atlanta Constitution Omaha Bee
Memphis Commercial Appeal

Buffalo Courier Indianapolis Star
New Orleans Times-Picayune

Chicago Evening Post Detroit Journal
San Francisco Chronicle

Baltimore American Boston Globe
St. Louis Globe-Democrat

Cincinnati Times-Star Dallas Journal
Seattle Post-Intelligencer

Kansas City Journal Cleveland Leader
Los Angeles Tribune

Milwaukee Sentinel Louisville Herald
and One Thousand Others.

A new, two act chapter of
“ The Girl and the Game ” is re-

leased each week. Thirteen are
now appearing.

For booking information apply to " The
Girl and the Game ” department of any
Mutual exchange in America.

Signal Film Corporation
SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON, President

CHICAGO, ILL.
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Opera Chairs

05^ each
Any part of 5,000 heavy 5-ply opera chairs

with wood arm rests and number plates. Good as

new. Cost $1.35 each. Used only a few months.

Must sell them immediately.

“BUILT BY BRAINS”
You Can't Show a Beautiful Film on a Poor Screen

When you buy a Minusa Screen you
don’t merely buy it by the square foot.

Minusa Screens are “BUILT BY
BRAINS” to suit all the particular re-

quirements of YOUR particular theatre

WRITE FOR OUR LITERATURE

LEARS THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
509 Chestnut Street, St. Louis, Mo.

Reel Life

tells the

world's

biggest

film news
to every

exhibitor

every week

MINUSA CINE PRODUCTS CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO. NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO
Houser Building 19 W. 23rd Street 117-19 Golden Gate A*e.

Quality, Service, Reliability
When you want the best In machines or supplies In a hurry, get In

touch with us. BY QUICK SERVICE, HONEST REPRESENTATION,
BIG VALUES and COURTEOUS TREATMENT, we have become the

ACKNOWLEDGED LEADERS In our line.

Let us tell you of OUR PLAN for BIGGER PROFITS and BETTER
SERVICE.

We are the leading dealers In Moving Picture Machines and Supplies

and can fill your every need. Drop us a line to-day for our complete

catalog and special bargains.

WE SELL ON THE INSTALMENT PLAN

Amusement Supply Company
6th Floor Cambridge Bldg.

N. W. Cor. 6th Ave. and Randolph CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Distributors of the Motlograph, Powers, Simplex, Edison and other

Machines and Genuine Parts.
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Mutual Exchanges Mutual Releases
Serving Mutual Pictures

Albany, N. Y Mutual Film Corporation 733 Broadway
Amarillo, Texas Mutual Film Corporation 302 E. 4th St.

Atlanta, Ga Mutual Film Corporation 146 Marietta St.

Baltimore, Md Mutual Film Corporation .. 4 1 2 E. Baltimore St

Boston, Mass Mutual Film Corporation 1108 Boylston St.

Buffalo, N. Y Mutual Film Corporation 106 Pearl St.

Butte, Mont Mutual Film Corporation .... Am. Theatre Bldg.

Cairo, 111 Mutual Film Corporation
9th St. & Commercial Ave.

Charlotte, N. C Mutual Film Corporation .. 3 22 North TryonSt.

Chicago, 111 Mutual Film Corporation
Mutual Branch 5 S. Wabash Ave.
H. & H. Branch 117 N. Dearborn St.

Cincinnati, Ohio Mutual Film Corporation Ill E. 7th St.

Cleveland, Ohio Mutual Film Corporation
108 Prospect Ave., S. E.

Columbus, Ohio Mutual Film Corporation 422 N. High St.

Dallas, Texas Mutual Film Corporation 1807 Main St.

Denver, Colo Mutual Film Corporation 1724 Welton St.

Des Moines, Iowa. . . .Mutual Film Corporation Cohen Bldg.

Detroit, Mich Mutual Film Corporation. . .97 Woodward Ave.

El Paso, Texas Mutual Film Corporation 524 Trust Bldg.

Escanaba, Mich Mutual Film Corporation ... I 0 1 9 Ludington St.

Evansville, Ind Mutual Film Corporation Keene Bldg.

Fort Smith, Ark Mutual Film Corporation 17 N. 6th St.

Fargo, N. D Mutual Film Corporation 119 5th St.

Grand Rapids, Mich .. Mutual Film Corporation ... 7 -8 Hawkins Bldg.

Harrisburg, Pa Mutual Film Corporation 15 N. 5th St.

Houston, Texas Mutual Film Corporation So. Pac. Bldg.

Indianapolis, Ind Mutual Film Corporation .... I 50 N. Illinois St.

Kansas City, Mo Mutual Film Corporation 928 Main St.

Los Angeles, Cal Mutual Film Corporation 825 So. Olive St.

Louisville, Ky Mutual Film Corporation 408 So. 4th Ave.

Memphis, Tenn Mutual Film Corporation 500 So. Main St.

Milwaukee, Wis Mutual Film Corporation .. 3 0 I Enterprise Bldg.

Minneapolis, Minn. . . .Mutual Film Corporation. . .22 North Sixth St.

Newark, N. J Mutual Film Exchange ..... 25 Branford Place
New Haven, Conn .... Mutual Film Corporation 209 Meadow St.

New Orleans, La Mutual Film Corporation 816 Perdido St.

New York City Mutual Film Corporation
Twenty-third St. Br 71 West 23rd St.
Western Film Branch 126 W. 46th St.

Oklahoma City, Okla . Mutual Film Corporation. . . 120 W. Grand Ave.
Omaha, Neb Mutual Film Corporation . I 4 1 3 - 1 4 1 5 Harney St.

Philadelphia, Pa Mutual Film Corporation 25 7 N. 12th St.

Phoenix, Ariz Mutual Film Corporation 201 O’Neil Bldg.
Pittsburgh, Pa Mutual Film Corporation 420 Penn Ave.
Portland, Me Mutual Film Corporation .... 4 1 0 Fidelity Bldg.
Portland, Ore Mutual Film Corporation 389 Oak St.

Salt Lake City, Utah . Mutual Film Corporation . I 23 -5 E. 2nd So. St.

San Antonio, Tex .... Mutual Film Corporation . 228 Prudential Bldg.
San Francisco, Cal ... Mutual Film Corporation 162-164 Turk St.

St. Louis, Mo Mutual Film Corporation 13 11 Pine St.

Seattle, Wash Mutual Film Corporation .... 205 -6 Green Bldg.
Sioux Falls, S. D Mutual Film Corporation

201 Willian Fine Arts Building
Spokane, Wash Mutual Film Corporation 408 First Ave.
Springfield, Mass Mutual Film Corporation 179 Dwight St.

Syracuse, N. Y Mutual Film Corporation ... 205 Bastable Block

Tampa, Fla Mutual Film Corporation 1325 Franklin St.
Toledo, Ohio Mutual Film Corporation ...... 4 1 0 Superior St.

Washington, D. C .... Mutual Film Corporation . .428 Ninth St., N. W.
Wheeling, W. Va Mutual Film Corporation 1400 Market St.
Wichita, Kans Mutual Film Corporation .... 3 I 6 Barnes Bldg.
Wilkesbarre, Pa Mutual Film Corporation

61 S. Pennsylvania Ave.

Canadian Branches

Toronto, Ont (Head office) M. F. C. of Canada, Ltd....
180 Victoria St.

Toronto, Ont (Exchange) M. F. C. of Canada, Ltd. .. .

15 Wilton Ave.
Caljrary, Alberta M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd.Leeson & Lineham Block
Montreal, P. Q M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd .... 1 54 St. Catherine St.
Regina, Sask., Can ... M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd . 3 1 2 Westman Chambers
St. John, N. B M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd 39 Waterloo St.

Vancouver, B. C M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd 963 Granville St.

Winnipeg, Manitoba. .M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd
48 Aiklns Bldg., McDermott Ave.

Week of March 27th, 1916

MASTERPICTURES DE LUXE
No. Brand Title Class Reels Leads

86 Centaur The Love Liar 5 Crane Wilbur
87 American Revelation 5 Arthur Maude

Constance Crawley
88 Thanhouser The Net 5 Bert Delaney

Marion Swayne

Mutual Pictures

04582
04583
04584

American

04585 FalstafT

04586
04587
04588

Thanhouser

04589 Beauty

04590 Vogue
04591 FalstafT

04592 Mutual

04593
04594
04595

Mustang

04596 Cub

04597 Gaumont

04598 Beauty

04599 Vogue

TUESDAY, MARCH 28th, 1916

In the Shuffle Drama

PauPs Political Pull Comedy

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 29th, 1916

Fear Drama

A Trunk an’ Trouble Comedy

THURSDAY, MARCH 30th, 19 16

Comedy
The Snow Shoveler’s Sweet- Comedy

heart

Mutual Weekly No. 65 .... Topical

FRIDAY, MARCH 3 1st, 19 16

The Ranger of Lonesome Western
Gulch Drama

Jerry Among the Smugglers Comedy

SUNDAY, APRIL 2nd, 1916

See America First ... 1 Scenic &
Keeping Up with}- No. 29 Cartoon

the Joneses
The Improbable Yarn of Mc-

Quirk Comedy
Comedy

3 Edward Coxen
Winifred
Greenwood

I Walter Hiers

3 Robert Walker
Peggy Burke

I Carol Halloway
John Sheehan

I

1 Jay C. Yorke
Francis Keyes

1

3 Tom Chatterton
Anna Little

I George Ovey

I Charleston, S. C.

I Oral Humphreys
I

Week of March 20th, 1916

MASTERPICTURES DE LUXE
No. Brand Title Class Reel s Leads

83 3/20/16 “My Partner”
Drama

5 Burr McIntosh

84 American
3/23/16

The Bruiser 5 Wm. Russell
Charlotte Burton

85 Centaur
3/25/16

The Hidden Law Sociolog.
Drama

5 William Clifford
Margaret Gibson

Mutual Pictures

TUESDAY. MARCH 21st, 1916

04564 American The Code of Honor Drama 3 Vivian Rich
04565
04566

Alfred Vosburgh

04567 FalstafT Pansy Post, Protean Player Comedy 1 Frances Keyes

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 22n d. 1916

Jay C. Yorke

04568 Thanhouser The Fifth Ace Society 2 Alice Lake
04569 Drama Wayne Arey

04570 Beauty Cupid at Cohen’s Comedy 1 Carol Halloway
John Sheehan

0457 1
1

THURSDAY, MARCH 23rd, 1916

04572 Vogue Search Me 1

04573 FalstafT Pedro, the Punk Poet Comedy 1 Jay C. Yorke
Frances Keyes

04574 Mutual Mutual Weekly No. 64 Topical 1

FRIDAY, MARCH 24th, 1916

04575 Mustang The Ranger of Lonesome Drama 3 Tom Chatterton
04576
04577

Anna Little

04578 Cub Jerry and the Smugglers... Comedy 1 George Ovey

SUNDAY, MARCH 26th, 1916

See America First. . . 1 Scenic &
04579 Gaumont Keeping Up with VNo. 28 Cartoon 1 I ampa, f la.

the Joneses 1

04580 Beauty The Bubbles and the Barber Comedy 1 Oral Humphreys

04581 Vogue Devlish Business Comedy 1



Mutual Masterpictures
De Luxe Edition

The Hidden Law
In Five Parts. Featuring the Beautiful Mar-
garet Gibson and William Clifford. A David
Horsley Production.

The Bruiser
Labor vs. Capital. A Five-Act Drama of

Strong Heart Appeal. Starring William Rus-
sell and Charlotte Burton. Produced by the
American Film Company, Inc.

My Partner
A Five-Part Drama of the West, Presenting
Burr McIntosh, the Eminent Star of the
Stage and Screen, in an Exceptionally Power-
ful Role.

In the Web of the Grafters
A Five-Part Drama Based on the Expose of a
Corrupt Political Ring. Starring Edythe
Sterling and Norbert Myles. A Signal Film
Corporation Production.

A Bird of Prey
An Exceptionally Powerful Five-Act Drama of
Love, Jealousy and Intrigue. Presenting
Robert Whittier and the beautiful Kathryn
Adams. Produced by Thanhouser.

Overalls
A Gripping Five-Act Western Drama. Fea-
turing Rhea Mitchell and William Stowell.
Produced by the American Film Co., Inc.

The Flight of the Duchess
A Five Part Thanhouser Production, Pictur-
ized from Browning’s Immortal Poem. Star-
ring the Beautiful Gladys Hulette.

True Nobility
A Gripping Story of the East and West in

Five Parts, Featuring the Popular Screen Fa-
vorites, E. Forrest Taylor and Helene Rosson.
Produced by the American Film Company,
Inc.

According to Law
How Justice Finally Won Out. An Excep-
tionally Interesting Gaumont Production in

Five Acts. Featuring the Famous Star of the
Stage, Howard Hall, Supported by Mildred
Gregory and Helen Marten.

The Heart of Tara
A Startling Five-Part Drama of India. Fea-
turing Margaret Gibson and William Clifford.

Produced by David Horsley.

Embers
Depicts the Heroic Sacrifices Made by an In-

valid Wife for a Selfish Husband. In Five
Parts. Starring Arthur Maude and Constance
Crawley. Produced by the American Film Co.,

Inc.

A Law Unto Himself
A Western Drama in Five Acts. Presenting
the Popular Screen Idol, Crane Wilbur, in a
Dual Role. A David Horsley Production.

The Craving
A Stirring Story in Five Acts of a Man’s Up-
hill Fight Against an Inherited Craving for
Liquor. Starring William Russel and Helene
Rosson. Produced by the American Film Co.,

Inc.

The Oval Diamond
How a Young Detective Regained Possession
of a Rare Diamond. A Thrilling Drama in

Five Acts. Presenting Harris Gordon and
Barbara Gilroy. Produced by Thanhouser.

“1 Accuse”
A Five Part Gaumont Production, Featuring
the Popular Broadway Star, Alexander Gaden,
Supported by Helen Martens and a Strong
Cast of Noted Players.

Silas Mamer
A Picturization of George Eliot’s Famous
Novel. Starring Frederick Warde. Seven
Acts. A Thanhouser Production.

The Dead Alive
A Five-Act Mystery Drama. Featuring Mar-
guerite Courtot. Produced by the Gaumont
Company.

Life’s Blind Alley
How a Strong Man Loved and Lost. Five
Acts. Starring Harold Lockwood and May
Allison. Produced by the American Film
Co., Inc.

The Soul’s Cycle
A Drama of Yesterday and Today. Five Acts.
Starring Margaret Gibson. A David Horsley
Production.

Powder
A Humane Play of War Propaganda. Five
Acts. Starring Arthur Maude. Produced by
the American Film Co., Inc.

The Drifter
A Drama of the Gambling Evil. In Five Acts.
Featuring Alexander Gaden. Produced by the
Gaumont Company.

The White Rosette
A drama of Ancient and Modern Times. Five
Acts. Featuring E. Forrest Taylor and Helen
Rosson. Produced by the American Film Co.,
Inc.

The Idol of the Stage
A Stirring Drama of Theatrical Life. In Five
acts. Starring Malcolm Williams. Produced
by the Gaumont Company.

“Vengeance Is Mine!”
A Gripping Play of Capital Punishment. Fea-
turing the Eminent Star, Crane Wilbur. A
David Horsley Production.

Betrayed
A Romantic Drama of Today. Five Acts.
Starring Grace DeCarlton. Produced by the
Thanhouser Film Corporation.

Lord Loveland Discovers America
From the Celebrated Story by C. N. and A. M.
Williamson. Five Acts. Featuring the Broad-
way Star, Arthur Maude. Produced by the
American Film Company, Inc.

As a Woman Sows
A Drama of Love and Retribution. Five Acts.
Featuring the Star Players Gertrude Robinson
and Alexander Gaden.

The Bait
A Symbolic Drama of Life. Five Acts. Fea-
turing William Clifford and Betty Hart. A
David Horsley Production.

The Five Faults of Flo
Revealed in Five Acts. Starring Florence La
Badie. Produced by the Thanhouser Film
Corporation.

The Thoroughbred
A Drama of Vindication. Five Acts. Featur-
ing the Popular Stars William Russell and
Charlotte Burton. Produced by the American
Film Company, Inc.

The Woman in Politics
Pictures a Girl’s Battle Against Graft and
Conspiracy. Presenting Mignon Anderson and
George Mario. Five Acts. Produced by Than-
houser Film Corporation.

The Other Side of the Door
In Five Acts. Presenting Harold Lockwood.

The Deathlock
Filmed in the Klondike. In Five Act*.

The Painted Soul
In Four Acts. Starring Bessie Barriscale.

The Mill on the Floss
Featuring Mignon Anderson. In Five Acta.

The Buzzard’s Shadow
In Five Acts. Starring Harold Lockwood.

The Forbidden Adventure
In Four Acts. Starring Louise Glaum.

The Strife Eternal
In Five Acts. Star, Blanche Forsythe.

Inspiration
Starring Audrey Munson.

The End of the Road
In Five Acts. Featuring Harold Lockwood.

The Seventh Noon
In Five Acts. Starring Ernest Glendenning.

His Wife
In Five Acts. Featuring Geraldine O’Brien.

The Miracle of Life
In Four Acts. Starring Margarita Fischer.

The Brink
Four Acts. Starring Forrest Winant.

Bred in the Bone
Featuring Dorothy Gish.

The Price of Her Silence
In Five Acts. Starring Florence La Badie.

The House of Scandals
In Four Acts. Starring Harold Lockwood.

The Man From Oregon
Five Acts. Starring Howard Hickman.

The Wolf-Man
Four Acts. Featuring “Billie” West.

Infatuation
Four Acts. Starring Margarita Fischer.

Monsieur Lecoq
Starring Florence La Badie.

A Yankee From the West
Four Acts. Featuring Signe Auen.

The Toast of Death
Four Acts. Featuring Louise Glaum.

The Girl From His Town
Four Acts. Featuring Margarita Fischer.

Milestones of Life
Four Acts. Featuring Mignon Anderson.

The Mating
In Five Acts. Featuring Bessie Barriscale.

The Fox Woman
Four Acts. Featuring Teddy Sampson.

Secretary of Frivolous Affairs
Featuring May Allison and Harold Lockwood.

The Flying Twins
Four Parts. Featuring Madeline and Marion
Fairbanks.

The Reward
Presenting Bessie Barriscale.

Up from the Depths
Four Parts. Presenting Courtney Foote and
Gladys Brockwell.

Her Shattered Idol
In Four Parts. Featuring Mae Marsh and
Robert Harron.

The Patriot and the Spy
Four Reels. Presenting James Cruze and Mar-
guerite Snow.

The Lonesome Heart
In Four Parts. With the Beautiful Margarita

Fischer.

The Darkening Trail
In Four Reels. Star, W. S. Hart.

CAREY PTC. CO., INC., N. Y





T:

q Reports emanating from irresponsi-

ble sources have connected the name

of the Mutual Film Corporation

with an alleged proposal for the

merging of various large motion

picture interests.

I hese reports are untrue, in so far

as they refer to the Mutual Film

Corporation.

( J|
The ' Mutual Film Corporation is

“ not interested in any Way in any

such a move on the part of any or

all of its competitors.

No official of the Mutual Film Cor-

poration has ever been approached

with such a proposition.

q Related reports, now in circulation,

have averred that the Chaplin pic-

tures would be released by the al-

leged combine. This is obviously

as erroneous and misleading as the

original rumor.

q The Chaplin comedies under the

comedian’s new contract will be re-

leased just as announced— exclu-

sively through the Mutual Film

Corporation.

President Mutual Film Corporation.



BOLD MOVE BEATS REFORMERS’
Exhibitor answers critics o f
“Inspiration” and makes big

'profit by a return booking.

B EATING THE KNOCKERS” might well be the title of this ac-

count of how an exhibitor with courage and resource put to rout

carping critics of a perfectly good photoplay and thereby improved
the standing of his house—not to mention the fact that he made some
noney in doing it.

Along with several thousand other appreciating exhibitors, William J.

Goetz, owner and manager of the Alhambra Theatre at Middletown
N. Y., booked and presented Inspiration.

Inspiration, featuring Miss Audrey Munson, famous
artists’ model, is one of the season’s greatest

screen successes to come from the Thanhouser
studios. It proved its usual drawing power in V

Middletown. It drew about two thousand admis-
sions. However, it also drew down on the picture,

on Miss Munson, the Alhambra Theatre and Mr
Goetz the extreme disapproval of a number of prob-

ably well meaning, but certainly misinformed per-

sons, striving for the “uplift” of Middletown and
yearning for the limelight of publicity which an attack

on a motion picture so often promises for the agitator.

Lacking other resources for breaking into print, the

persons interested in condemning the picture and the

theatre called to their aid a New Yorker who bought con-
siderable newspaper space in which to print his name and
to make remarks about Inspiration and the Alhambra.

Mr. Goetz, being slightly sensitive about the success of

his business and the clean name of a theatre well conducted
since its establishrffent some two years ago, looked
about for a means of vindication.

Goetz chose the simple, direct way. Being
very sure of his ground and very sure of the
propriety and art merit of Inspiration, he
plunged into print with a challenge and an-
nounced that he would put the picture “on trial

before the public. He booked Inspiration for a
return and proceeded to advertise the fact with
generous space in the Middletown newspapers
The next step was to

engage Miss Munson to

appear in person at the
theatre, to pose before the

( Continued on page 17)
a.-J^v Miinson

Tomorrow That Great Picture

inspiration

ATTACKS

ON THE

ALHAMBRA
ARE TO BE ANSWERED

Woman Who Posed lor 'Inspira-

tion' Pictures is to Appear in

Person on Tuesday

j' Attacks on ihe Alhambra Theatre-

as a result of the showing there oT

| “Inspiration” a Mutual masterpiece,

,

i

featuring Mies Audrey Munson, have

;
Inspired .WtUtaci J. Goetz, the owner

and manager, to - action

Mr Goett. contend# that there Is

uothlng in thla rather unusual photo-

iplay to warrant Adverse criticism
;

of

' his theatre or of the production. By

i

way of anawer he announced today

that he woud "pm the picture ^on

trial.”

By Bpecial arrangement through the

Mutual Film Corporation In 'New York

Miss Munson will appear In person tie-

for the audiences at the Alhambra ln
(

a number.pl the poses Identical with

those whidh have made her pictures

I
famous.

i
But little urging was required to ip-

Iduce Miss Munson to come to Middle-

.tpwij when she was made aware of

j

the attitude of hei* critics here

"I shall be happy to go up there and

(stand before the very people who
have had the bad taste to condemn
the art of this picture." she remarked

to Mr. Goetz when he was in New
York yesterday completing the ar-

rangements.

“I dop’t mean to- be defiant about

It," continued Miss Munson, "I only

be able to show that there is

nothing bad about It at all. I think if

ybody will «R down and look that

cture over thoughtfully and wl

clean open thlnd they will see 1

art and -beauty in it than anything

else. I am honest yvlth myself when

I say that I have done my best poo-

jug in 'Inspiration.' It l_s a little palm

ful to have it misunderstood FTcfo«

ah'y. the people who have ha<l unkind

thing* to aay did noFaee the picture,

but only took the hearsay report

he gossip.

••It In the first time in my rathe*1

acied artistic experience that 1 <ver

.as brought Into contact with such

. situation. Naturally I am a Uttle

bit veted. I do not think there

V erman In the world, ran look me iq

the eye and say there Is anything

wrong with 'Inspiration.'

"

'•Inspiration.'' tne Mutual mastery

piece ifi question, has been shown at

theatres all over the United States

and has been passed 'by tM i
A J

stringent boards of censorship In

country. It has been the subject of

favorable comment 'by artists, sculp-

authorltles in New York

\\ and Ohlcago. • Mlsa Munson is knowh

\\the world over as the girl model who
ised for the statuary decorations at

Panama Pacific Exposition, for

figure on the Maine 'Monument tn

.New York at the Columbus Circle

ce to Central Park and for

other famous works of sculp-]

he picture shows her at her

E^ith a bit of romance wrapped

V .

>put cm the picture again be-j

*^nt to put it fairly and!

u to the Judgment of Jhef.

\ Mr. t

YJT Alhambra foeKwo ai»4r

and I h5ve feuttt a rep<>-[

On Trial By the Public

“INSPIRATION” Miss Audrey Munison
Because of unjustified criticism of this theatre incident to

the showing of this famous photoplay, a Mutual Masterpicture

from the Thaanhodser studios featuring one of the most beau-

tiful women in America, I have decided to again present

it, leaving a decision on its morals and merits to clean and
fair-minded people of Middletown.

Miss Munson has agreed to appear before the audiences

of the Alhambra theatre in some of her characteristic poses to

give a personal demonstration of her art. . She has posed for

many famous sculptors and her figure gTaces the nations gteaT

est monuments. This is my answer tv my critics. See

“Inspiration” and see Miss Munson.

W. J. GOETZ.

ALHAMBRA THEATRE
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 29th.

MATINEE AND EVENING First Performance at 1 P. M. NO ADVANCE IN ADMISSIONS

Specimens from advertising campaign conducted by Manager Goetz, in Middletozvn (N . Y.) newspapers in success-

ful opposition to the movement against showing of “Inspiration.”
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“The Floorwalker,’’ First Mutual-Chaplin Release

May 15, date of first release—
Exhibitor s swamp Mutual
with requests to book comedies

HE FLOORWALKER” is the first of the new
Mutual Chaplins. Mr. Chaplin and his company
have started to work at the studios in Hollywood.

They are working up material which Chaplin gathered in

a certain big New York department store while he was
in the East in connection with the signing of his $670,000
contract.

The Floorivalker gives Chaplin a role that fits him like

his alleged moustache.

The script is from the pen of Vincent Bryan, who utilizes

the material and ideas which Chaplin hoards in his mental
“trick bag.”

The Floorwalker will be released according to schedule
on May 15. This and the following Mutual Chaplins will

be in two reels. Bookings have been signed with exhibitors

in all parts of the country and the demand is growing as

release date nears. Seventy-five prints of this picture will

be used in the city of New York alone to cover the present

booking schedules.

A cast of players with wide experience in high class film

comedy will support Chaplin in The Floorwalker and sub-

sequent releases.

Edna Purviance, who will play leads opposite Mr. Chap-
lin, will be remembered for her excellent portrayal of sim-

ilar roles with the Chaplin-Essanay Company. Miss Purvi-
ance is a dashing blonde just twenty years of age. She is a

graduate of Vassar College where she attained a reputation

for rare histrionic ability in college theatricals. While
appearing in an amateur performance for charity at San
Francisco, Miss Purviance was discovered by Mr. Chaplin.

He was so attracted by her beauty and ability that he
offered her a place in his company which she accepted and
which she has since filled with much success. During the

short time she has been appearing in film productions, she

has made a host of friends and has won a big following.

It has been reported that Miss Purviance was a stenog-

rapher in San Francisco which she wishes denied as untrue.

She is the daughter of a prominent Nevadan.

Another player of note in the Chaplin company is Char-
lotte Mineau, a Titian-haired Junoesque beauty who was
with Essanay for five years and who, for the past six

months, has been supporting Otis Harlan in the picturiza-

tion of the Hoyt farces at the Selig studios. Miss Mineau
was born in Bordeaux, France, and educated at the Con-
vent of the Sacred Heart, Paris.

Ingenue roles will be played by Leota Bryan, an attractive

blonde, who attained fame in musical comedy and with the

La Salle Theatre Stock Company, of Chicago.

A familiar figure in previous Chaplin comedies is Leo
White, the comedian, who has supported Chaplin ever since

he was first starred. Mr. White was born in Manchester,
England, in 1886. His first stage appearance was with the

Gus Edwards Gaiety Theatre Company, in London. He
was in the original “Mile. Modiste Company” with Fritzi

Scheff and had prominent roles in many other popular mu-
sical comedies.

Eric Campbell, who will play heavies, left “Pom Pom,”
which is now one of the biggest musical hits of the season,

to join the Chaplin company. He was for seven years

with the Lyric Theatre Stock Company, of London, and

Charlie Chaplin is a versatile fellow. Here he is shown as

a still camera caught him “shooting” his company at work.

played in several productions under the management of

Klaw & Erlanger, in this country. He also wrote and pro-

duced film comedies for the London Film Company, of

England.

Lloyd Bacon, character man of the Mutual-Chaplin Com-
pany, was educated at the Jesuit College, Santa Clara, Cal.

He has appeared in stock for several seasons and entered

the moving picture field last year.

William Foster, considered one of the best cameramen in

the business, will be head Mutual-Chaplin cameraman. He
was with the Selig studios for three years and came to the

coast in 1912 with the Universal. Roland Tetherch will

be his assistant.
d [j
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Popular Star in Mutual Firmament
Gertrude McCoy , idolized on
two continents, engaged for
Gaumont - Mutual features

By Betty Shannon

REEL LIFE—Page Three

T HERE are so many charming things that one might

say about Gertrude McCoy, that it is very difficult to

know where to begin. I met her in one of New York’s

spacious depots, just five minutes before her train was to

leave for the winter studios of the Gaumont-Mutual Com-
pany, in Jacksonville, Fla.

Her cordial greetng, her charming smile, her firm hand
shake, betokened none of the ungenerous spirit which other

people have known to evidence on similar occasions. And
so, from the start, Gertrude McCoy had all in her favor.

She is a tall, graceful, young woman, this actress who has

become such a tremendous favorite. Eler eyes—even in the

busy depot, with the voice of the announcer, the bustle of

hurrying footsteps, the crying of the porters ringing in one’s

ears,—recall to mind the delightful lines from the verses of

one of the younger poets. “Her eyes were blue as the lap-

ping, slapping seas.” Her hair is fair and golden, her mouth
sensitive and sweet and there is no disputing that the Ger-

trude McCoy chin is a factor to be reckoned with.

She was a glorious picture, in her deep red velvet gar-

ments, swathed in furs and topped by a jaunty little hat of

the same rich color as her gown. Her gentle southern up-

bringing showed in every line and action of her body.

She did not have much time to talk.

“Tell them that I was born in Georgia—Rome,” she said.

“Then I went to Knoxville, Tenn., to live when I was very
young. My most vivid memory of those days are of my
family of grand paper dolls. How I used to enjoy cutting

them out, and coloring and cutting their clothes

!

“I was not very old when I first began to love the stage.

I used to take part in amateur theatricals, then one time I

had a chance to fill in at a performance of a small traveling

stock company.
“Sounds just like a story of a poor little country girl who

is stage struck, doesn’t it?” interposed the star, “and it was,”
she added. “Pretty soon I had a chance to go on the road
with a small company. I was such a pitifully shy little thing,

as I look back on it now. So quiet and bashful that I do not

see how I ever managed to get my chance.

“Then I came to New York, such a little old woman of a

girl, who should have been bounding with life and enthusi-

asm. I was, oh, so much older then, than I am now. I was
a model at first, both for Gibson and Christy. Then I posed
for fashion pictures, too. At first I had only parts in melo-
drama and in musical comedy, but the company was not al-

ways congenial and oftentimes very unsatisfactory. I pro-
tected myself by living and dressing as quietly as I could.

“When I returned to New York after a season on the
road, about six years ago, I determined that I wanted to

get into pictures. I went to the Edison Company, and was
rewarded with a place with the mob. It was a chorus girl

that I played. I did not know that anyone had noticed me,
as a matter of fact, I was rather discouraged about it. I

didn’t jump into the spot light, as I had hoped, but I was
soon elevated from the ‘mob’ to ‘bits.’

“Then I went down to the Pathe studio one day, and
was given the leading role in a picture. After having fin-

ished it, I returned to the Edison Company with a ‘see what
I have done’ sort of attitude, which was very effective.

“The stage next again put in its call. ‘The Fair Co-Ed’
wanted me, and I left with the understanding that I could
come back when I wanted to. The play didn’t go, and soon
I was at the studio asking them to take me back.

Gertrude McCoy, charming Gaumont-Mutual star, photo-

graphed in her pantalette costume.

“They took me in, and I stayed,” said Miss McCoy,
“until I left to go with Mr. Plimpton. Now I am very

happy to become a Mutualite.”



Wide Variety of Th ernes in Mutual Features
Offerings for week of April Tenth

abound in romance
, love,

intrigue and adventure.

M ASTERY in production, mastery in acting, mastery
in story and development and mastery in photog-
raphy is exemplified in the Mutual releases for the

week of April 10. Each individual release fits into the

schedule in perfect accord and was selected with infinite

care that there might be no conflict in plot and theme.

Heading the list of exceptional photoplays are the Mutual
Masterpictures, De Luxe Edition, April, produced by the

American Film Company, Inc., and The Leopard’s Bride,

produced by David Horsley.

Helene Rosson Stars

In Thrilling Mountain Drama

April is a beautiful mountain romance full of genuine

heart interest enacted by an exceptional cast in which Helene
Rosson and E. Forrest Taylor are the principals. It is a

delightful story of the love of a care-free mountain maid
for a young naan of wealth and social position, who defies

his family by marrying the girl of his choice. The moun-
tain scenery, which forms the background for this tense

photoplay, is the finest ever photographed. The settings are

nature’s own, and are among the most picturesque ever se-

lected for reproduction on the screen.

Helene Rosson, who plays the title role April, an impetu-

ous daughter of the hills, presents one of the most pleasing

characterizations in her remarkable screen career. In the

lighter moments of the drama she appears as a vivacious

sprite of a girl without a care in the world, but when love

comes into her life she blossoms into a shy, but courageous
woman.

Bostock Animals

In Horsley Feature

E. Forrest Taylor, who plays opposite Miss Rosson, is

cast in a role entirely different from any he has yet essayed.

As the faithful sweetheart, torn between family pride and
the dictates of his heart, he gives an excellent and finished

interpretation to a wholly sympathetic part.

The other Mutual Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition, The
Leopard's Bride, a thrilling drama of the Orient, featuring

beautiful Margaret Gibson, supported by William Clifford

and an all-star cast, assisted by the famous Bostock animals.

Margaret Gibson appears as an Indian maiden, who sacri-

fices her life to save the man she loves. The plot is one of

love, intrigue and adventure. The situations are replete with

thrills, and the story will hold one's attention from the very

start. There is not a dull moment throughout the action of

this powerful photodrama. The Leopard’s Bride should

prove one of the photoplay sensations of the year.

William Clifford makes a dashing and romantic British

army officer who is loved by the native girl. He plays with

a dignity and nerve which stamps him as a screen actor of

extraordinary ability, and one who possesses a complete

knowledge of the technique of film characterization.

Picture fans are offered an unusual treat in the two three-
part dramas offered in this week’s Mutual releases. The
first is a gripping American drama of the West, Silent Selby,
with Thomas Chatterton, Anna Little, Jack Richardson,
Dick La Reno and a cast of unexcelled players. This great
picture is full of the wholesome, invigorating atmosphere
of the plains, and is one that will be enjoyed by all who
are tired of the eternal triangle problem in screen plays.

Another American three-part drama of great power is

scheduled on this program, entitled The Wayfarers, fea-

turing Vivian Rich and Alfred Vosburgh. Revenge is the
basic theme of this tense photoplay, which presents an orig-

inal and novel psychological study of a weak man’s char-
acter. The settings are of exceptional merit, and the acting
of the entire cast beyond criticism.

Popular Mutual Stars

Score New Triumph

Varied in subject and in method of presentation are the
three two-part dramas on the program. The first scheduled
for release is the American drama of modern society, The
Pendulum of Chance, featuring Edward Coxen and Lizette

Thorne. It is a tense story capably acted by players of

strength and ability.

The Thanhouser offering is a delightful fantasy in two
parts, The Romance of the Hollow Tree, with Wayne Arey
and beautiful Kathryn Adams in the chief roles. This is

a play which will appeal to all lovers of the best in picturi-

zation.

The Flickering Light is a Mustang Western drama, fea-

turing those popular screen stars, Frank Borzage and Anna
Little. This is a stirring drama of adventure with a delight-

ful love story interwoven in the plot. It has a wide appeal,

and the presentation is without a flaw.

Comedy Releases

Furnish Laughs Galore

Laughs are the dominant keynote of the comedy releases.

The Falstaff fun producers are Sapville’s. Stalwart Son and
The Overworked, Oversea Overseer, with Claude Cooper
and Frank McNish.

The Vogue offerings are Rube’s Hotel Tangle, with that

arch fun maker, Rube Miller, and A Mix-up in Photos, in

which Rena Rogers shatters the blues.

Peanuts and Powder, with Carol Halloway and John
Sheehan, and The Improbable Yarn of McQuirk, with Or-
ral Humphrey are the Beauty comedies that will- make you
forget all about the high cost of living.

Billy Armstrong will chase away the glooms in Cub offer-

ing, Almost Right.

The Mutual Weekly, and the Gaumont special feature,

See America First, are other releases of the same week.
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“Master Shakespeare, Strolling Player
Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition

An interesting drama based on the

Shakespeare - Bacon controversy

,

starring Florence La B a die

I
N Master Shakespeare, Strolling Player an interesting

and highly artistic Mutual Masterpicture, De Luxe
Edition, the much mooted question as to whether

Shakespeare or Bacon was the real author of the plays at-

tributed to Shakespeare, forms the basis for a production
which is very timely as well as tensely dramatic. The
Shakespearian Ter-centenary is absorbing the attention of

the literary and dramatic fields this spring. It is extremely
interesting that Shakespeare himself, the man whose knowl-
edge of life, whose generosity and whose genial humor is

betrayed in all of his plays, should himself be introduced

to the screen.

Lawrence Swinburne, the Thanhouser player, is seen in

the role of Master Shakespeare, the strolling player. Miss
Florence La Badie, the Thanhouser star, is Miss Gray, the

young lady whose difference in literary tastes from those

of her fiance, causes a serious climax in the drama.
The play has been produced with absolute fidelity in cos-

tuming, staging and tradition to the age of Queen Elizabeth.

Miss Gray, the daughter of Colonel Gray, according to

the story, is very fond of literature. The plays of Shakes-
peare have afforded special interest to her, but she has come
to believe, very sincerely, that they were the work of Bacon
instead of the Bard of Avon. The girl’s fiance, Lieutenant
Stanton, does not agree with her. At last, because she has
been used to having her own way in every particular, she
determines to make her affianced husband agree with her
on this one subject. Their discussion leads to a serious

misunderstanding, and their engagement is broken.
Stanton is transferred, at his request, to the Mexican bor-

der. After his departure she feels more curious than ever
about Shakespeare’s life and reads his plays and studies his

life with a new eagerness. At length she comes to learn

that humanity and understanding means more than a cor-

onet, and feels that her pride of race had previously made
her unjust.

At this time, a dispatch from the West, tells her that

Stanton has been wounded in a fight with bandits. It leaves

the girl stunned and ill. In her delirium she finds herself

standing in front of an old English castle. A stately woman,
in the costume of the Elizabethan period, addresses her as
“daughter,” and orders her to enter the coach. At first

puzzled, the girl at length realizes that she is back again
in the sixteenth century in England, and that she is the
daughter of the Earl of Pembroke.
At a tavern in the country, the coach stops to change

horses, and the girl and Lady Pembroke alight, wearing
the masks with which ladies of the court always travel. A
handsomely dressed noble, who had long wooed the young
lady in vain, passes by. He determines to steal her away to

his castle. Summoning his retainers, the noble enters the

tavern, and is at the point of carrying the girl away, when a

young soldier, a trusted followed of Drake, espouses the

girl’s cause, and, single-handed, holds the enemies back. To
her surprise, the girl recognizes her former fiance, Lieut.

Stanton.

The combat is so unequal that it seems as if the young
soldier will be overcome. At this juncture a stranger enters
the room, draws his sword in behalf of the youth and joins

in the fray. The assailants of the young woman are put to

route, and the gallant rescuer announces himself with a bow
and flourish, as Master Shakespeare, Strolling Player.

Miss Florence La Badie,

in Elizabethan cos-

tume, as seen in

“Master Shake-
speare, Strolling

Player.”

This
Elizabethan

gown zvas de-

signed especially

for Miss La Badie.

Miss Gray
Lieut. Stanton
William Shakespeare
Lord Bacon

. . . Florence La Badie
Robert Vaughn

Lawrence Swinburne
Robert Whittier

At the performance of Shakespeare’s play before the

Court, Lord Bacon sends one of the poet’s scholars, whom
he had bribed, to declare that Shakespeare has stolen the

play from him.

Bacon brings about a duel, and the young officer, less

skilled than he, is killed. As the girl throws herself on the

lifeless form of the soldier, she awakes, and finds herself

back in the twentieth century, safe in her father’s house.

And from the other room appears the sturdy form of the

young Lieutenant, who had only been injured in Mexico.
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“F eathertop’—Mutual Masterpicture
De Luxe Edition

Depicting the emptiness of modern

society—Featuring the popular star,

Marguerite Courtot, in a dual role

F OR her second apearance in a Mutual feature since

her connection with the Gaumont (Mutual) Company,
charming Marguerite Courtot is cast in a dual role.

Her first appearance was in The Dead Alive. Her sec-

ond appearance will be m the Mutual Masterpicture, De
Luxe Edition, Feathertop, a drama of high lights, color and
tense plot partially founded on Nathaniel Hawthorne’s
story, “Feathertop.”

Feathertop, as a finished production, is a work of art,

such as the public has learned to expect from the capable

French director, Henry Vernot. With pretty Marguerite
Courtot in the leading role, the picture could not be other-

wise than successful.

The plot allows for a wide variety in setting and char-

acterization which makes possible unusual acting before the

cinema. There is the simple life of the seaside and sailor

folk, the quietude of a horticulturist’s green houses, and the

swaggering social life of a great city.

As Elsie, the chrysalis who dwells at peace among her
father’s flowers, and later develops into a gay, careless but-

terfly, and as Polly Goodkin, the picturesque character of

Hawthorne’s tale, Miss Courtot gives splendid characteri-

zation.

The story of Feathertop is as follows:

Once upon a time there were three brothers. One longed
for riches, another declared that the life of a sailor be his,

while the third only wanted to grow beautiful flowers. As
the boys matured into men, each followed his bent. Tom,
the eldest, became owner of nurseries, also the father of a

lovely girl, Elsie. Henry, the youngest, won a fortune, but
not contentment. Dick found happiness in a South Sea
home and a good wife, Sarah.
Henry decided to pay his older brother, Tom, a visit,

taking with him, Grace Eawton, a society girl and a hus-

band-seeker, and Percy Morleigh, an affected fop of today.

The two young people with their fashionable clothes and
affected manners, made a deep impression upon simple-

hearted Elsie. Percy was attracted to Elsie and flattered

her until her young head was completely turned.

Shortly after the visit, Elsie went to the city to spend
some time with her wealthy uncle. Here she becomes com-
pletely inoculated with the froth and glitter of the social

world. Under the guidance of Grace she developed into

an ultra-society butterfly. In the meantime, Percy made a

wager that he would kiss Elsie. She sent a photograph of

herself in one of her most daring gowns to her gentle old

father. The knowledge Elsie had so changed broke her

father’s heart, and he died.

After her father’s death, Elsie became discontented with

this simple life among the flowers. She also decided that

she could not marry Ward Roberts, who had been in charge
of the nurseries for her father. Elsie’s glimpse of the high

life had spoiled her good sense. She returned to reside with

her wealthy uncle and was again completely carried away
with the glitter and glamor of society. The wealthy uncle

died. He had previously grown disgusted with Elsie’s con-

duct. The girl found that instead of inheriting her uncle’s

millions, her Uncle Dick had inherited the money. Elsie

had been willed only a copy of the story, “Feathertop.”

Uncle Dick was given the money on the promise that he

and his wife come to New York to live.

Beautiful Marguerite Courtot and Sydney Mason in a scene

from “Feathertop

”

—Gaumont-Mutual Masterpicture.

Elsie Green ! Marguerite Courtot
Polly Goodkin

j

Ward Roberts Sydney Mason

Percy Morleigh 1 John Reinhard
Feathertop J

Uncle Dick and Sarah came to New York, where Elsie

took them in hand. Uncle Dick was not happy in his new

environment. He made a trip to Elsie’s old home, and from

Ward learned the cause of his brother’s death. Meantime

the uncle read the story of “Feathertop.” When Elsie and

her aunt returned from the opera, he insisted that the girl

read the legacy her uncle had left her.

Elsie read the story, and in her mind’s eye saw m the

man of straw with the pumpkin head, the social fop, Percy..

Later, she learned of his wager to kiss her. Completely

disgusted with society and its garishness, Elsie accompanied

her aunt and uncle on a trip on the schooner. There she

discovered that the old people have invited Ward to be of

the party, and in a romantic love scene the girl returned

once more to the protection of a true man.
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“Silent Selby”
In Three Parts,
with Tom Chatter-

ton and Anna Little

“The Wayfarers”
A Three Part Drama,
Starring Alfred Vos-

burgh and Vivian Rich

rHEN the poet re-

marked, “All the

world loves a lov-

er,” he really meant all the

world loves a love story.

The love story is the life

of fiction and drama. Au-
diences never tire of the

conquest for a pretty girl’s

hand and if this conquest

be fraught with adventure
and danger the story is

doubly interesting. No
prettier love story has

ever been adapted for

screen reproduction than

is found in the American-
Mutual three-part drama
of the West, Silent Selby,

written by Kenneth B.

Clarke, and acted by an
excellent cast, headed by
Anna Little and Tom
Chatterton.

The action of this de-

lightful romantic drama
takes place on a big West-
ern ranch where Silent

Selby is the most popular

cowboy and most accom-
plished rider of all the

ranchmen. He is in love

with Helen Whitney,
daughter o f

the ranch
owner, and
she looks
upon him
with consid-

erable favor. Cliff. Mer-
ton, the ranch foreman,
also has his heart set upon
the pretty daughter of his

employer.

Mert o n attempts to

force his attention on the
girl, but is soundly thrashed by Selby, who plans
revenge. Learning of a trysting place where Helen
and Selby frequently meet, Merton waylays the girl
and carries her off to a shack in the mountains. She is kept
prisoner, but manages to escape in the morning. Later

Tom Chatterton, as “Silent
Selby,” in the Mustang drama

of the same name.

Silent Selby. . Tom Chatterton
Helen Anna Little

Dave Jack Richardson

Merton is found murdened in the shack, and Selby is ac-
cused of the crime. Helen’s father, however, comes forward
and admits his guilt, offering as justification the indignity
suffered by his daughter at the hands of Merton. A West-
ern jury soon acquits him, and Selby and Helen start plan-
ning a ranch house of their own.
Anna Little makes a charming and fascinating Helen.

Tom Chatterton plays with his usual vigor and keen ap-
preciation for the requirements of his role. Jack Richard-
son, as the villain, and Dick La Reno, as the father, give
splendid characterizations.

Other Mustang players appearing in the cast were selected
with exceptional care, each one being deemed the best for
the part to which they were assigned.

EVIDENCE of a circumstantial nature has wrecked
more than one life which would have been filled with
happiness except for some inexplicable incident which

fastened grim suspicion upon the innocent victim. The
futility of condemning a man on circumstantial evidence

alone is the basic theme of the tense American three-part

drama, The Wayfarers, with Alfred Vosburgh, Vivian Rich
and George Periolat in the leading roles.

The story is one in which the strong arm of coincidence

plays a strong part in the lives of a man and a girl.

Frank Andrews, it is revealed, is robbed of his savings

by a dishonest broker. When he demands the return of

his money he is ejected from the thief’s office. Later he
returns and discovers that the broker has been murdered.

Martin, the clerk, enters and charges Andrews with the

crime. Fearing arrest, he flees. A few hours later, while

packing his things at his room, Andrezvs hears the police

in the hall below, and rushes into a room across the hall.

There he finds a girl about

to end her life. He pre-

vents, and saves her from
carrying out her proposed
scheme.

They flee together and
start life anew in a West-
ern town. Sometime af-

ter Martin, the clerk, vis-

its the town during his

vacation, and recognizes

Andrews. The girl then

confesses that she had
killed the broker, because
he had wronged her sis-

ter. Martin leaves to

summon the police, but is

killed in an auto collision.

The secret of the murder
dies with him. Andrews
and the girl are now free

to enjoy their happiness
together.

Vivian Rich gives a

splendid portrayal of the

girl who revenges her sis-

ter’s wrongs. She does
some excellent emotional
work, and her characteri-

zation is perfect through-
out. Alfred Vosburgh, as

Andrezvs, has a role that

fits him like a glove, and
to which he adds dignity

and force.

Tom Chatterton, hero

o f Mustang - Mutual
dramas, has been chosen

for the leading male role

in the forthcoming Mu-
tual serial, The Mystery

of the Submarine.

Frank Alfred Vosburgh
George
Grace .

Alfred Vosburgh and Vivian
Rich in a scene from “The

Wayfarers.”
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“The Romance of

the Hollow Tree”
In Two Parts, Star-

ring Kathryn Adams
and Wayne Arey

“The Pendulum
of Chance”

Two Part Drama
with Edward Coxen
and Lizette Thorne

Inventor Wayne Arey
His sweetheart Kathryn Adams
Friend Jere Austin
Foreign attache Ernest Howard

S
ECRET hiding-places for valuable papers and sums of

money have always figured prominently in romantic
fiction and drama. The theme is a familiar one, but

possesses the great advantage of varied

treatment. This basic idea has been

used with much skill and origin-

ality in the Thanhouser-Mu-
tual two-part drama, The
Romance of the Hollow
Tree, with Wayne Arey
and Kathryn Adams in

the principal roles.

The story centers

around a country girl

who had always be-

lieved she was well to

do, for her father told

her he had a large

sum of money which he
had “hidden away.” He
never informed her of the

hiding-place, and his sudden
death prevented him from tell-

ing the secret on his death-bed.

In secret she admired a young man
who resided on an adjoining estate,

had heard reports that he
had invented a wonderful
submarine boat, and the

general belief was that the

government would accept it.

The plans for the young
man’s submarine were tem-
porarily kept in the safe in

his study. One night these

plans and $10,000 in cash,

which the inventor had drawn to pay off some
of the workers on his boat, were stolen. It did
not develop until later that the thief was a house
guest of the inventor, a former college mate of his.

This chap, however, was hard up financially and had list-

ened to tempting offers from great European powers.

The plans he sent in a letter directed to himself. So he
hid the money in a hollow tree on an estate near his home.
Unfortunately for the schemer the girl got the money.
She had recently received an invitation to visit a cousin in

the city, but had been afraid to accept it because her cousin

was wealthy and she herself poor. Now the situation was
changed. At her cousin’s house the girl met the young in-

ventor. The girl learned in time of the robbery. Her
woman’s wit enabled her to locate the thief, and in a dra-

matic way she recovered the stolen submarine plans, caused
the arrest of the wicked friend, and brought happiness to

the young inventor, who asked her hand and was accepted.

Wayne Arey as the inventor gives a dignified portrayal

to a difficult role. Kathryn Adams is an ingenious and

simple country lass and will win many new friends by
her charming acting in this simple romantic drama.

Carl Churchill Edward Coxen
Alice, His Wife Lizette Thorne
Samuel Pelton Charles Newton
Ned Wallace George Field

T HE stolid business man tied up with the humdrum
affairs of his little world who is married to a social

butterfly is not an infrequent figure in our current
drama. His prosaic and matter-of-fact existence has been

a fertile field for dramatists during the past decade. The
husband thinks of nothing but his commercial progress,

while the wife is entirely wrapped up in her social

achievements.

It is natural that under such conditions the

man should appear to complete the eternal

triangle. In the American-
Mutual two-part drama,
The Pendulum of Chance,
the action centers about
this familiar theme.

Carl Churchill, admirably
played by Edward Coxen,
is the everyday man of

business. Lizette Thorne
portrays the wife with so-

cial ambition, and George
Field as Ned Wallace is the

interloper who attempts to

break up the Churchill

home.
The story follows

:

The head of his own
business, Carl Churchill

feels that he is success-

ful. Alice Churchill, his

wife, tries vaguely to

awaken Carl’s ambition,

at least to the point where
he will change his business

policies.

Ned Wallace, formerly in

love with Alice, and Carl’s rival,

establishes a brokerage business
in competition with Carl. He also

meets Alice and she instinctively com-
pares his progressive methods with those of Carl. The com-
parison is not favorable to the latter. Eventually, Carl
becomes aware of Alice’s admiration for Wallace.

I nder a new plan the first to go is Samuel Pelton, his

aged bookkeeper. The old man is cast adrift. Meanwhile
Alice turns to Wallace. The old love is awakened.

Pelton sees Wallace in company with Alice. He deter-
mines to see Wallace and through him endeavor to wreck
his vengeance upon Carl. He calls upon Wallace at the ex-
act moment when, having been refused by Alice, he has de-
cided to break Carl to get her. Wallace accepts Pelton’s co-

operation. He is sent back to Carl to beg back his position

and act as Wallace’s spy.

Through Pelton’s aid, Wallace ruins Carl. Carl struggles

to determine the course to take. He decides at last to go

—

his fortune gone Alice can have no other use for him. Alice
is awake and watching. Her eyes opened to Wallace’s meth-
ods she is only too glad to receive Carl’s forgiveness and go
with him to start life anew.
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“RUBE’S HOTEL TANGLE”—VOGUE

One Reel.

—

In which the life of the city, its cabarets and
pretty girls, puts the Rube in a bad way, financially

and otherwise.

Rube Rube Miller
His wife Alice Neice
Art . : Arthur Neice
His wife Madge Kirby

When Rube visits the city, he takes Alice, his wife, with
him, not because he wants her along, but because she wants
to go. Arriving at the hotel, Rube sees Madge in the writing
room and flirts with her. Art comes in and sees them. This,
of course, starts a fight, which Alice finishes when she comes
looking for Rube. Rube, leaving her to fight his battle, runs
upstairs and in his fright gets into the wrong room, which
happens to be Art’s. Madge chases him out. Art, coming
along the hall spots him. From then on it is one riot of
laughter. There is a cross-eyed maid, a monkey-faced por-
ter, a despondent man who tries to kill himself, several girls

that are on the point of retiring, guests, etc. As a gloom
chaser and a grouch dispeller, it is all that, and more.

“THE OVERWORKED, OVERSEA
OVERSEER”—FALSTAFF

One Reel.

—

Cecil was a meek individual until someone

tried to “spoof” him, then he would fight anything.

Overseer Claude Cooper

His successor Frank E. McNish

The caretaker liked his job. But one day he learned that

he had been superseded, by “Cecil Skidding-Hansom, late

valet to the Duke of Bilgewater.” He had brought a gun
along, expecting to have a wild time in America. This gave
the caretaker an idea. He told Cecil that the country was
extremely lawless, and kindly pointed out to him where dan-
ger existed. For example, in the North there were “bad
Indians, who would kill you for a shilling.” In the South
“is a camp where they are trying to reform murderers,”
while indicating the West he said mysteriously: “And that

way is the most dangerous of all.” Naturally, Cecil Skid-
ding-Hansom was scared. He saw the “mad dogs” and was
much alarmed, for he did not know that the dogs were the

property of the ex-caretaker. He met a “reformed mur-
derer,” who was out on a rampage and escaped from him
after an exciting battle. Then by accident he learned that

the old caretaker and his friends had been “spoofing” him.
Cecil Skidding-Hansom was a bad man when he was
aroused. The next day the “Indians” came, and he was
ready for them. They chased him into the reception room
of the mansion, and then to their surprise fell through the

floor landing in a tank of water. Cecil Skidding-Hansom
added to their sufferings by dropping them this note

:

Dear Old Chaps: You spoofed me, but I’m a sport. Sail

my boat around until I come back with the bobbies. (I

think you bounders call them police.”)

Cecil remained as caretaker of the house, for nobody ever

tried to play any more jokes on him.

j}c i'fi ^ ifc ;}c

MUTUAL WEKLY No. 66—GAUMONT

One Reel.

—

Around the world with the Mutual cameraman.

Mutual Weekly No. 66 offers a wide variety of new and
interesting motion pictures of current events. Principal

among them are scenes photographed along the Mexican
border showing U. S. troops preparing for Mexican
marches. At Fort Crockett, Tex., the soldier boys, waiting

a call from the border, staged a boxing exhibition for the

Mutual cameraman. In Seattle, Wash., troopers are shown
boarding the cruiser “Pittsburgh” on their way to the bor-

der. The battleship “Kentucky” is shown departing for

Vera Cruz to protect American citizens in case of danger,

while another cameraman obtained interesting pictures of

the departure for Mexico of the Fifth Cavalry, stationed

at Fort Meyer, Va. The remainder of this interesting pic-

torial presents a number of pictures of world events, notable

among them Harry Houdini, the “handcuff king,” freeing

himself from a straight-jacket obtained from an insane asy-

lum in New York; the Seminole Indians performing their

famous sun dance at Palm Beach
;
the arrival of the S. S.

“Patria” in New York Harbor after a narrow escape from
destruction by a submarine

;
the replacing of the old Lake

street bridge, in Chicago, with a modern steel structure;

the launching of the U. S. destroyer “Rowan” at the ship-

yards in Quincy, Mass., and the latest in spring modes
direct from Paris.
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“A MIX-UP IN PHOTOS”—VOGUE

One Reel.—Featuring Rena Rogers, the “little blonde lady

of the screen

The Little Blonde Lady Rena Rogers

Jack Arthur Moon
His father Jack Gaines

The Rich Spinster Louise Owen

Jack, a college man, receives a letter from his father, a

book publisher, announcing that he has found a wealthy
bride for him. Jack replies that he must first see the photo
of his bride-to-be. Father visits the rich Spinster, and not
being impressed with her photograph, he steals the picture

of the spinster’s secretary, a little blonde lady. Jack re-

ceives the blortde lady’s photo, and is so smitten he hurries

home to find that his bride-to-be is a homely old maid. He
refuses to marry her, and is disowned. The little blonde
lady that night writes a story which she submits to Jack’s

father for publication. The story is the life of his son
married to the spinster. Many humorous situations happen
in the story, with the result that father is brought to a

realization that a handsome young man is no husband for

a spinster, and he tells his son to choose his own bride. Of
course he chose the little blonde lady.

^ 41

“SEE AMERICA FIRST” No. 81; KOMIC
KARTOONS—GAUMONT

daughters to revisit the

town. Our hero read

about the celebration in

the newspapers, for he

had not kept in touch

with his old home. He
knew, however—or at

least believed—that

he would receive a

royal welcome, and
this theory of his

was scoffed at. He
made a bet with one of

his fellow clubmates
that he could go to his

old town disguised as a

tramp and be received

“like a king on his

throne.” He went to

Sapville, but results

were not as he had an-

ticipated. Nobody was
glad to see him

;
every-

body shunned and ill-

treated him, and he pranfc p McNish, “Sapville’s stal-
finally made his escape war t son,” finds a cold welcome
as a dead-head passen- waiting him.
ger on the rear end of

a freight train. A few days later he dropped into his club,

paid his wager and told his friends all about it. “I was
treated like a king,” he said, “but not the kind of a king I

expected. They treated me as if I were King Charles the

First of England, but, thank God, I escaped with my head.’’

* * * * *

Split Reel.-—St. Augustine, Fla., with its spots of historic

and scenic interest, caught by Mutual cameramen.

“KNOCKING OUT ‘KNOCKOUT KELLY’.”
-VOGUE

St. Augustine is the seat of many traditions of the early

Spanish days in Florida, and most of the historical spots

have been photographed by the Mutual cameramen and in-

corporated in the Gaumont company’s split reel scenic, See
America First, No. 31. The charming, quaint, narrow
streets, the old Spanish fort, the oldest house in the United
States, the beach, and the curious Spanish types of archi-

tecture make charming photography and interesting subject

matter for every child and adult who has studied history or

geography. The golden 'sunshine of Florida makes possible

wonderful scenes of great pictorial splendor. See America
First, No. 31 is one of the most beautiful of the Mutual’s
beautiful scenics.

4c 4« % 4s 4*

“SAPVILLE’S STALWART SON ’ FALSTAFF

One Reel.—-He thought he was the town’s favorite son,

but—he changed his mind.

Son Frank E. McNish
Friend Claude Cooper

The man had come from the country determined to make
a real city fortune. Some luck in “War Bride” stock had
put him on easy street, but he never forgot the dear little

village of Sapville, and bored the members of his club by
constantly proclaiming the joys and delights of life in the

open. Most unfortunately for him it happened that Sap-
ville was holding a celebration in honor of some anniversary

or other, and had cordially invited all of its old sons and

One Reel—-In which a carefully laid scheme goes astray

with good results for the proposed victim.

Knockout Kelly Arthur Moon
Dowdy Donnelly Paddy McQuire

Cock-Eye Dugan Jack Gaines

The Cashier Priscilla Dean

Knockout Kelly, a champion, steals the cashier of a bean-

ery from her sweetheart, Dowdy Donnelly, a waiter. He
pleads with her to return to him. She agrees on condition

that he challenges Kelly. Donnelly is aided by Kelly’s, man-

ager who, instead of receiving money for his services in the

champion’s behalf, gets a blow on the jaw. He trains and

schools Donnelly. When the latter has a bad attack of cold

feet, owing to unfavorable reports from Kelly’s gymnasium,

Dugan hits upon the brilliant idea : While Donnelly is fight-

ing Kelly, Dugan is to stand in an obscure corner of the

club and shoot Kelly in the seat of his tights with an air

gun. When Kelly turns to see who shot at him, Donnelly

is to knock him out. The plan works out O. K. after sev-

eral mishaps, in which Donnelly gets the shot instead of

Kelly. Finally, when Kelly is floored, the cashier, incensed

at the frame-up, exposes Dugan and Donnelly, and marries

Kelly.
* * $ * *

Space to the value of $25,000 has already been subscribed

for the First National Exposition of the Motion Picture

Industry to be held under the direction of the Motion Pic-

ture Board of Trade of America in Madison Square Garden,

May 6 to 13. It is expected the list of exhibitors on the

main floor and balcony of the Garden when the show opens

will be a fairly complete “Who’s Who” of the industry.
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‘‘PEANUTS AND POWDER”—
BEAUTY
One Reel.—Presenting those popular laugh-makers, Carol

Halloway, John Steppling and Johnny Sheehan.

Puff

Kreemie ....

Arthur .....

Grex .......

Henchwoman

Puff, a fanatical inventor, has in-

vented a peanut of high explosive

power. Crex, a foreign agent, tries

to win Kreemie, Puff’s beautiful

daughter, for the pur-

pose of gaining posses-

sion of Puff’s formula.

He is foiled in his at-

tempt by Arthur, her
brave lover. Puff tries

the deadly peanut on
a squirrel, which is

blown to atoms. Crex
plots to steal the

formula by night.
Kreemie awakens.
They bind and gag her and carry her off. They are chased
by Puff and Arthur on motorcycles. Kreemie refuses to

give up the formula, although Crex threatens to make her
eat a loaded peanut. They have also abducted the pet mon-
key, which proves their undoing, for he eats a peanut which
blows up their shack and the villains, while Arthur and Puff
escape with the charming Kreemie.

% if: 4s Jfc

“ALMOST RIGHT”—CUB

One Reel.—Luke is some detective—when he sleeps.

Luke Sharpe, private detective Billy Armstrong
Jigger, his assistant. Tommy Hayes

Luke Sharpe, detective, and his assistant, Jigger, very
much down on their luck, secure accommodations for the
night at a lodging house. As Luke sleeps, Jiggers sneaks
off to a cabaret. There he spots a crook badly wanted by
the police. The crook has designs on the purse of a woman
(the woman crook) seated at another table. He returns
to the lodging house, wakes up Luke. They return, state

their profession to the proprietor, and arrange to be en-

gaged in the place. Luke sees the crook snatch the lady’s

purse and run. He calms the excited patrons by telling

them to leave the matter in his hands. They return to their

lodging house. As they sleep the crook gets into a bed near
them. Luke, who sleeps with one eye open, sees the crook,
and decides to capture him. He goes into another room and
•disguises himself as an old miser. Jigger, however, also

notes the crook, and also plans to capture him. The crook
-sees Jigger and decides to settle him. Luke enters as a
miser, goes to his cot and engages in the characteristic

pastime of counting his money. Jigger believes him a real

miser. By a trick gets the money. The crook informs him
that Jigger is the man who robbed him, and commands the
miser to take his (the crook’s) knife and kill Jigger. Jig-
ger, however, has returned to bed, but with his feet where
his head ought to be. Luke stealthily creeps up to the bed
and plunges the knife through the open space between Jig-
ger’s feet. Jigger jumps out of bed. At this instant the

police break into the room. The crook escapes. Jigger,

greatly agitated over the attempt on his life, accuses Luke.
The officers lay hold of him. He snatches the long gray-

haired wig off and discloses his identity to Jigger. Jigger

also removes his disguise and they embrace. But the offi-

cers recognize the two ham detectives and arrest them.

sjs

One of the leading roles in The Conscience of John David,
a Horsley Mutual Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition, starring

Crane Wilbur, will be played by Miss Alice Rinaldo, a re-

cent acquisition to the David Horsley forces. When Mr.
Horsley engaged Miss Rinaldo he did so with the intention

of using her in only one picture

—

The Love Liar. Her por-

trayal of the character alotted to her was so striking and
forceful, however, that he did not terminate her engage-

ment when The Love Liar was finished, but made provisions

for her in the cast of the next Crane Wilbur picture.

Gertrude McCoy, the Gaumont-Mutual star, has a funny
snippy little kitten. When Miss McCoy first found the cat

in a New York orphanage, the poor little thing all but sat

on its hind feet begging a dish of milk. Now, if you please,

Miss Kittie will drink nothing but strictly fresh milk. And
two quarts a day at that.

*****
Miss Anna Little, the Mustang-Mutual star, is wearing

mourning. Her favorite horse, “Ranger,” recently broke both

front legs during a mountain journey, and in the absence

of a veterinary it was necessary to destroy it. Poor Anna

!

She dearly loved “Ranger” and it is safe to say that the

affection was ardently returned.

>fc 5j{

Sidney Vaughn, the fleet-footed base-runner, has found in

the Gaumont-Mutual ball club excellent use for the speed he

has acquired during his daily sprints to and from the South
Jacksonville bank and post office. Sidney’s most weighty
feature, God bless ’em, is his smile. He wears a salary-

day smile every day.
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THE SECRET OF THE SUBMARINE
New American-Mutual chaptered

photoplay to be released in fif-

teen installments is announced

HE S E -

CRET O

F

THE SUB-
MARINE is the

title of the new
American - Mutual
chaptered photo-

play. The first

chapter in two
reels will be re-

leased May 8.

Work on this pic-

ture has been un-

der way several

weeks and every

precaution has
been taken to as-

sure swift de-

livery of every chapter and all of the promotion and ad-

vertising matter related to each chapter, enabling the ex-

hibitor to make the most of its pulling power.

The first screening of six chapters of the picture at the

American’s projection room in Chicago proved The Secret

of the Submarine a really remarkable production. It in-

volves many elements of interest—and incidentally carries

something of a lesson on “preparedness” although there is

nothing in the nature of propaganda about it.

Story is Modem,
Timely and Logical

The Secret of the Submarine carries the elements of nov-

elty and timeliness in a highly effective degree. It is in-

tensely modern and crowded with sensational action.

The story is woven around the life of a young girl, whose

father is the inventor of an apparatus enabling sub-seacraft

to reach a great depth without peril to the crews. The
formula of this invention, sought by foreign governments as

well as the American government, enables the direct in-

troduction of the question of national defense, in a manner
at once logical and thrilling.

The fact that the United States is involved in the search

for the formula lends a patriotic novelty to the intense

drama of the story. The dramatic suspense is well sus-

tained from the beginning, being carried through adventure

after adventure to a big “punch” climax at the close of each

chapter.

The authors have struck an excellent balance of charac-

terization and the members of the cast have been selected

to fit the types as well as for their dramatic ability.

Thomas Chatterton, as Lieutenant Hope, U. S. N., and
Juanita Hansen, as Cleo Burke, modern young Americans,
awaken immediate interest as their love affair lends a real

charm to the chain of heart-stirring situations. Mr. Chat-

terton is a fine, upstanding virile type of hero and Miss
Hansen, the possessor of a captivating winsomeness just

suited to the role of Cleo.

The “heavy” roles have been given into exceptionally

capable hands, Lamar Johnstone and Hylda Hollis, both
distinguished for their finished acting. William Tedtnarsh,
whose characterization of Quabba in The Diamond from
the Sky, was considered one of the great character roles

of the screen, essays the part of a Japanese spy.

George Clancy,

as “Hook” Barna-
cle, an old salt,

who has gained his

sobriquet because
of a hook in place

of his right hand,

is afforded a splen-

d i d opportunity

for character
work, the which
he realizes to the

fullest extent as

does George Webb
in his role of

Mahlin, an inter-

national- emissary.

The smaller
roles have all been given into equally capable hands. The
manner in which the characters have been defined by the
authors is so definite that an unusual amount of strength
will be given to the story through this fact alone.
Motion picture patrons do not enjoy watching a picture

and be made to wonder “who is who” in each chapter.
Samuel S. Hutchinson, president of the American Film
Co., has precluded any possibility of confusion in The
Secret of the Submarine by his selection of the storied char-
acters and the persons chosen to play them. George Sar-
gent is the director in charge of production.
The story for newspaper syndicate publication is being

written by E. Alexander Powell, famous war correspondent,
whose dispatches in the New York World and other papers
have proven among the most forceful writings of the great
European war.

“When President Hutchinson, of the American Film
Company, first discussed with me the writing of a novel
based upon a pictured theme of preparedness, it struck
me immediately as a capital idea,” said Mr. Powell.

Motion Pictures Best Way
To Preach Preparedness

“During my years as a war correspondent in various
countries, I have had unusual opportunities to observe the
scientific battles being waged by the inventors of all na-
tions to safeguard the crews of sub-seacraft.

“The thought came to me that in the motion picture
there lay a definite way to reach every American citizen.

I likened the motion picture, in my own mind, to a na-
tional line of defense for intelligent propaganda has always
been necessary to quicken the pulse of nations.

“I was turning the thought over in my mind when I re-

ceived a long-distance telephone message from Mr. Hutch-
inson. He inquired whether I would entertain writing the

novelization of a motion picture.

“I hesitated at first, but when he told me the story would
center around preparedness, I was immediately interested.

I visited the U. S. naval base at San Diego, with Mr. Hutch-
inson, where the officers proffered us every co-operation.

“I realize to the fullest extent the national value of pic-

tures such as The Secret of the Submarine, portraying as
will this picture, a realism of sea dangers and the falsity of

our assumed national safety.”
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COMING AMERICAN MASTERPICTURES
Six feature 'productions, presenting

popular stars, nearing completion

at the Santa Barbara Studios

S
IX five-act features, to be released as Mutual Master-
pictures, De Luxe Edition, are at present under way
at the American studios in Santa Barbara, Cal., under

the direction of Arthur Maude, Donald MacDonald, Rea
Berger, Edward Sloctffn and William Russell.

First of the six productions nearing completion is A
Courtesan, a sociological drama, which Mr. Maude is di-

recting. In this five-part feature, the leading role, that of

a woman who suffers and sacrifices for the love she bears

her only son, has been given Eugenie Forde, who, since her
portrayal of Hagar, the gypsy queen, in The Diamond from
the Sky, has appeared in several of these De Luxe features

filmed at the American studios.

Invariably, however, her role has been that of a “vam-
pire.” In A Courtesan Miss Forde has been furnished with
a part which permits her to bring into play the many dra-

matic qualities which have won for her the sobriquet of

the screen’s most distinguished emotional actress.

Strong Supporting Cast

For Featured Star

Miss Forde’s supporting cast is composed of Hal Cooley,
A1 Fordyce, Charles Wheelock, William Carroll and Nell

Franzen. One of the many interesting scenes depicts the

interior of a metropolitan court with its crowd of specta-

tors, court officials and judges seated on the bench. In the

screening of this production, Mr. Maude has given ample
evidence of his ability as a director.

The Abandonment, another of the Masterpictures, De
Luxe being filmed under the direction of Donald MacDon-
ald, features the popular star, Helene Rosson, who, despite

her seventeen years, has recently handled the leading roles

in several productions with the skill of a veteran. The
Abandonment, from the pen of Kenneth B. Clarke, is woven
around a young physician whose neglect of the girl he is

engaged to marry, leads to serious complications.

E. Forrest Taylor appears opposite Miss Rosson in the

role of the young physician. Harry Van Meter, and a num-
ber of American players, appear in the supporting cast.

The story of The Abandonment has a powerful climax and
a happy, though logical, finale.

Night Life of ’Frisco

Pictured in Novel Feature

The Overcoat, another forthcoming Mutual Masterpic-
ture, De Luxe, which Rea Berger is directing, with Rhea
Mitchell in the stellar role, is from an original scenario
written by J. Edward Hungerford, noted writer of popu-
lar stories. It is a romantic drama, the locale of which is

along the Barbary Coast with a dip into San Francisco night
life. Miss Mitchell portrays the part of Belle, a denizen of

the city’s night life. William Stowell appears in the part
of an ex-convict, a former rich man’s son, who, when down
and out is defended and befriended and reclaimed by the

girl.

The Overcoat is an exceptionally powerful play, with a
strong human interest story running throughout. Miss
Mitchell and Mr. Stowell are supported by an exceptionally

strong cast of players.

Edward Sloman is the director, and Kenneth B. Clarke
the author of The Reclamation, another of the De Luxe
features under way at the Santa Barbara studios. It is

a powerful story of the West, based on a quarrel between
ranchers over the ownership of a water pool in one of the

big ranching districts.

The Reclamation is important outside of the big and
unusual theme treated, because it presents Winnifred Green-
wood in her initial appearance as a star of these five-part

De Luxe features. Miss Greenwood has been a member
of the American stock company for several years where
she has scored numerous triumphs as co-star with Edward
Coxen in two and three-act productions. Franklyn Ritchie,

a recent addition to the American studios, appears in sup-

port of Miss Greenwood.
Director Sloman chose an exceptionally strong cast for

the other roles in this stirring drama.
William Russell is directing as well as starring in the

fifth of the De Luxe features now under way at the Amer-
ican studios. The Secret Mating is its title, and the cast

includes besides Mr. Russell, Charlotte Burton, Leona Hut-
ton and others. The Secret Mating is based on the strug-

gles for supremacy of a group of Wall street capitalists,

during which Russell brings about the financial downfall
of the man who had set out to ruin him.

Winnifred Greenwood
Stars in Masterpicture, De Luxe

Second of the features being screened under the direc-

tion of Edward Sloman is entitled None So Blind from the

pen of Julian Lamothe. Winnifred Greenwood is the fea-

tured player, presenting an exceptionally difficult role with
her characteristic vim.

The play deals with the marriage of an artist to a Broad-
way theatrical star, who quits the footlights to later return
in an effort to recoup her husband’s fortune. Franklyn
Ritchie acts the role of the artist, and one of the scenes

depicts the Wall Street Stock Exchange during the height

of a money panic.

A number of smaller length features are also under way
at the American studios for early release through the Mu-
tual. Principal among them is The Return, a two-part
Mustang drama, by James D. Douglas and Karl Koolidge,
featuring Arthur Acord, supported by Nita Davis, Clarence
Burton and Lawrence Peyton.

Short Length Features

Abound in Action

Pierre Brissac, the Brazen is the title of another two-act

drama now under way. It was written by Kenneth Clarke

especially for Edward Coxen, who appears in the title role.

Thomas Ricketts is directing it, and Coxen’s supporting cast

includes Lizette Thorne, George Fields and others of equal

note.

Mr. Coxen and Miss Thorne are also the co-stars of

The Masterpiece, a third two-part subject, which is being

filmed under the direction of Mr. Ricketts. Marguerite
Nicholas, the new American-Mutual beauty, makes her first

appearance in this release. The scenes of the production

are laid in New England.
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Helen Holmes to Star in “Whispering Smith

“\/\ 7 HISPERING SMITH,” theVy Frank Hamilton Spearman rail-
’ * road story, will be the next pho-

toplay produced by the Signal (Mutual)
players after the completion of The Girl

and the Game.
J. P. McGowan, the director, will with-

out doubt, play the role of Whispering
Smith. Helen Holmes will appear in the

leading feminine role.

Whispering Smith gives some excellent

opportunities for scenic effects, stirring

action, and it abounds in heart interest.

A Western village is being built to fur-

nish proper background for the picture.

* * * * *

The spirit t>f Hawthorne’s story, Feather-

top, has been caught and made the foun-
dation for a motion picture drama by Paul
M. Bryan, and will be seen soon as a Mu-
tual Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition

Pretty Marguerite Courtot, the Gaumont
star, is seen in the leading role. Henry
J. Vernot is directing the picture.

* * * * *

Crane Wilbur, the Florsley star, has ac-

quired an especially equipped car, which
possesses a full-fledged dressing room, re-

frigerator and heating plant. In the ice

box, the handsome star stores his perishable

make-up material. On the other hand, the

heating plant comes in most handily late

in the evening, when coming down the

mountains after sundown.

* * * * *

During the production of The Quagmire

,

a three-reel “Mustang” drama, Anna Little,

the star, was instructed by her director,

Tom Chatterton, to guide her horse over
an area of quicksand. Miss Little complied,
and her steed promptly sank to his haunches
in the treacherous stuff. Chatterton threw
a rope to Miss Little and she was hastily

pulled to safety. Then began a two hour
fight to save the life of her horse.

* * * * 4c

The Vogue studios recently announced
having signed Rena Rogers, “the little blond
lady,” to play leads in Vogue comedies
directed by Jack Dillon.

Miss Rogers comes to Vogue with a large

following of admirers and a considerable
reputation as a laugh-maker. Her first ve-

hicle will be a one-reel story written espe-

cially for her, having plots centered around
her blond curls.

* * * * *

Ford Beebe has joined the staff of the

studios of the Signal company. He is an
experienced publicity man and free lance

writer. He will assist with the scenarios,

as well as with the advertising.

* * * * *

Rhea Mitchell, “Flying A” film favorite,

is some mechanic. She recently essayed a

trip in her touring car with a party of girl

friends from Santa Barbara to Los Angeles.
In ascending the steep, narrow Canejo Pass,

Screen Version of F. H. Spear-

man’s popular railroad story will

be directed by J. P. McGowan

her motor “died” and she raised the hood to
“shoot the trouble.” Donning overalls and
jumpers, greasy gloves and cap, she soon lo-
cated and corrected the difficulty and re-
seated herself behind the wheel, spick and
span as ever, and continued the otherwise
uneventful trip to the city.

FLYING “A” COWBOY

The above photograph shows Pete Morri-

son and his educated horse “Babe-O’-Hell.”

Babe responds to Pete’s softly spoken com-
mands to "drop” or "buck” as though she

actually understood the meaning of the

words, and perhaps she does.

Pete was born on his father’s Colorado

ranch, and took his primary lessons in horse-

back riding before he was old enough to

start to school. He practically grew up on

horseback. Pete rides in every rodeo he can

reach, and has the record of never having

been unseated in more than two hundred

and fifty contests.

He has a room full of saddles and bridles,

silver and gold mounted spurs, chaps, quirts

and other trophies, which are prizes he has

captured by his riding.

* * * * *

Gertrude Robinson, the Gaumont star,

has become devoted to the work of the Sal-

vation Army of Jacksonville. Recently, she

sent two big bundles of clothes to the bar-

racks, only to discover the next day that

she had included some of her character
stuff required for the dressing of the role

of Marna in The Quality of Faith.

*****
Vivian Rich, of the “Flying A” studios,

recently acquired the sobriquet of “style

starter.” Miss Rich appeared at the studio

grounds wearing boots topped with rattle-

snake skin, with belt and hat band to match.
Questioning brought out the fact that these

adornments were contributed to her ward-
robe by an ardent “cowboy admirer” in

southern Arizona.

* * * * *

Announcement was recently made that

The Quality of Faith, Gaumont-Mutual
Masterpicture, De Luxe, would be released

April 17. Since then, however, such prog-
ress has been made with Feathertop, the
Marguerite Courtot production, that it has
been decided to yield to the demand of ex-
hibitors that this little star be seen on the
screen in April. «Hence, the release date
of The Quality of Faith has been pushed
forward, and Feathertop will take its place.

*****
The setting for the Mutual Masterpicture,

De Luxe Editon, April, is laid in the South-
ern mountains, and in it are scenes of some
of the most wonderful mountain country
ever pictured on the screen. Helene Ros-
son, E. Forrest Taylor, Harry Von Meter,
Louise Lester, Charles Newton, A1 For-
dyce, Marie Van Tassel, Harry McCabe
and Nellie Widen are in the particularly
strong and versatile cast.

*****
The leading feminine role in The Con-

science of John David, a forthcoming
Horsley Mutual Masterpicture, De Luxe,
featuring Crane Wilbur, is played by Miss
Mae Gaston, a recent addition to Mr. Hors-
ley’s playing forces.
Miss Gaston was originally engaged for

only one picture—The Love Liar—but on
account of the ability which her character-
ization in this picture showed she pos-
sessed, David Horsley made her a perman-
ent member of his stock company. As
such, the part she plays in The Conscience
of John David marks her first appear-
ance as a Mutual star.

*****
Iva Shepard was the first of the Gau-

mont stars to take a dip in the ocean this
year. The feat was accomplished for still

cameraman Arthur Porchet, who snapped
Miss Shepard in her newest, niftiest bath-
ing-suit, both in the pool at Miss Shepard’s
hotel, and on the beach at Atlantic Beach.

*****
Members of the “Beauty” Comedy Com-

pany, in which Orral Humphrey is fea-
tured, recently had a big time while filming
some scenes in the ocean bathhouse of
Santa Barbara harbor. The title of the
picture is Bumble’s Job, and several young
women appeared clad in one-piece bathing-
suits. It was a good thing, too, that the
suits were thusly abbreviated, because some
of the antics might have been fatal had
there been skirts in which the pedal ex-
tremities of the nymphs could have been
entangled.

*****
Reginald C. Bromhead, who is associated

with the English branch of the Gaumont
Company, accompanied Leon Gaumont on
his present visit to America. Mr. Brom-
head speaks French fluently, and in addi-
tion to being of service in a business way,
is acting as Mr. Gaumont’s interpreter. Mr.
Bromhead is a member of the firm of
Bromhead Brothers & Co., London.
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Exhibitors Rally to Aid of

N ORTH, East, South and West are

represented in the hearty responses re-

ceived by Samuel Goldfish, chairman of the

National Executive Committee of the
Motion Picture Campaign for the Actors’
Fund, in the appeal that has been made
requesting that a part of the receipts of
motion picture theatres be donated to the

cause for which the campaign is being con-
ducted.

This campaign was inaugurated for the

purpose of raising $500,000 of the proposed
million dollar permanent endowment for
the Actors’ Fund of America and the

Actors’ Home on Staten Island from manu-
facturers, actors and exhibitors exclusively

in the motion picture field.

The following list of theatres shows the
wide range of support this movement has
received

:

C. W. Landers, Star, Fredonia, N.
Y.

;
Chas. Tefft, Empire, New Bruns-

wick, N. J. ; Irving Engel, New York City,

Irvinton, N. J. ;
Edw. F. Wunder, American,

Freeport, L. I.; Jack Stein, Globe, Trenton,
N. J. ; C. H. Thomas, Park, Bath, N. Y.

; A.
Wuzzemann, Empire, Hoboken, N. J. ; Wm.
O. Maschke, Strand, Ridgefield Park, N. J.;
Palace, N. Judson, Ind.

;
L. A. Cevlin, Grand

Opera House, Johnstown, N. Y : Ralph
Bast, Crescent Arcade, Ridgefield Park, N. J.

;

David J. Henessy, Liberty, Newark, N. J.

;

D. L. Fisher, Pleasant, Newton, N. J.

;

Ralph Marlowe Refowich, Freeland, Pa.

;

Chas. T. Hammer, Star, Ithaca, N. Y.
;
Louis

Brown, Brown’s Orpheum, Danvers, Mass.

;

R. M. Darlington, Orpheum, Lewisburg,
Pa. ; Nathan E. Goldstein, Broadway,
Springfield, Mass.

; W. A. & M. Gill, Co-
lonial, Milford, Conn.

;
C. B. M. Clain, Ridg-

way Opera House, Ridgway, Pa. ; H.
Hanghnessy, Wisoman, Youngstown, O.

; J.

J. Mulhall, Alco, Great Barrington, Mass.

;

Royal, Waterville, Me.
;
Henry C. Browne,

Lyric, Summit, N. J. ;
F. W. Humphreys,

Humphrey’s Opera House, Woodstown, N.
J. ;

H. E. Sullivan, World-in-Motion, White-
hall, N. Y.

;
Hazelton Dome, Whitehall, N.

Y.
; J. D. Kennedy, Nixon, Youngstown, O.

;

Benj. H. Dittrich, Lyric, Honesdale, Pa.;
S. T. Stevenson, Princess, Henderson, N. C.

T. E. Mortimer, Nordica, Freeport, Me.;
Chas. Copin, Antoinette, Brooklyn

;
A. De-

mocha Co., McKinley Square, Bronx, New
York City.; Radia Matthias, Strand, Hemp-
stead, L. I.; W. J. Sirk, Gem, North Man-
chester, Ind.; H. Youngs, Jewel Theatre
and Opera House, Tremont, O. ;

E. J. Cior-
gople, Dreamland, Elyria, O.

;
Leo Martin,

Leo’s, Stapleton, L. I.; J. D. Doly, Majestic,
Wellsburg, W. Va.

;
Frank A. Owen, Orono,

Orono, Me.
;
L. B. Steele, Princess, George-

town, S. C. ;
Max Stearn, Majestic, Colum-

bus, O.
;
Wallace H. Sawyer, Grand Opera

House, Bluffton, Ind.
;
H. H. Parminter

Princess, North Troy, Vt. ; W. M. Wells,
Scenic Theatre, Scottsburg, Ind.

;
Allan F.

Sparrow, Idea, Springfield, Vt.
;

H. B.
Wells, Opera House, Newsburg, S. C.

; J.

A. Little, Arcade, Braun Ell, W. Va. ;
A. J.

Imks, Crystal, Ligonier, Ind.
;
Day Street

Theatre, Ligonier, Ind.
;
Olympia, Somer-

ville, Mass.
A. A. Green, Neenah, Neenah, Wis.

;
T. L.

Little, Majestic, Camden, S. C. ; James M.
Davis, Iris, Salisbury, N. C. ; Thomas D.
Goldburg, The Goldburg, Baltimore, Md.

;

B. B. Budstadt, Smith Opera House, Gen-
eva, N. Y.

;
Berman’s Geneva, N. Y.

; Tas.

RabinoVich, P. P. Theatre, Baltimore, Md.

;

Proposed $1,000,000 endowment

to be swelled by part of receipts of

May 15, National Tribute Day

C. Sesonake, Nelida, Catskill, N. Y.
;
Chas.

P. Gilmore, Hippodrome, Oswego, N. Y.

;

H. E. Hinrichs, Royal, Minok, 111. ; W. R.
Bartlett, Lyric, Lawrenceburg, Ky.

; Carr
and Schod, Princess, Reading, Pa. ; A. L.
Bergen, Colonial, Jamestown, N. Y.

;
Fred

Lovett, Royal, Providence, R. I.
;

A. S.

Schwartz, Rose, Chicago
;
E. A. Crawford,

Cumberland, Brunswick, Me. ; Union
Square, Brunswick, Me.

;
Leonard Elswick,

Kiski, Vandergrift, Pa.; J. E. Bailey, Bailet,

Vivian Square, La. ; Wm. H. Young, Taylor-
Easton, St. Louis, Mo.; J. F. Smith, Grand,
Barnesboro, Pa.
Theo. Beiersdorfer, Idle Hour, Ft. Wayne,

Ind.
;

Thos. Lancaster, Grande, Detroit,
Mich.; E. C. Bennett, Temple, Ocaler, Fla.;

J. F. Soffantranger, Pardee, Pardee, Va.

;

Saxe Amusement Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

;

Opera House, Bloomsburg, Pa.
; A. B. Saw-

yer, Vaudette, Brewton, Ala.; Geo. Shenker,
Dreamland, Lorain, O. ; Progress Theatre
Co., Jefferson, Chicago; Majestic Amuse.
Co., Majestic, Joliet, 111.; Huntington Mo-
tion Picture Co., Huntington, Ind.

;
Henry

E. Newell, Plaisir, Chicago; A. Block, Vic-
toria, Beaufort, N. C. ; Wm. H. Cardor, La
Petite, Kankakee, 111.

;
R. R. Moore, Ideal,

Akron, O.
;

James J. Donovan, Casino,
Taunton, Mass.; J. E. Burk, Princess,
Morristown, Tenn.

; M. D. LaFerry, Ross-
ville, Rossville, Ga., C. G. Hunter, Jewel,
Valentine, Neb.

;
Frain and Marceron, Dum-

barton, Washington, D. C. ; Louis Kalb-
field, Kalbfield Grand, Palatka, Fla.; Joe
Dell Co., Herrin Opera House, Herrin, 111.

C. A. Hatcher, Photoplay, Tea Harpe,
111.; James P. Dunberg, Akron O. ; J. W.
Williams, Dreamland, Tulsa, Okla.

; George
H. Hines and Harry C. Somers, Auditor-
ium, South Bend, Ind.

;
I. E. Berkson, Rose-

land, Chicago; Angelton and Adams, Nov-
elty, Forgan, Okla.

;
Rae Peacock, Mystic,

Stafford, Kans.
;
H. L. Stale, Rex, Farrel,

Pa.
; H. S. Stansel, Star, Rulewill, Miss.

;

J. M. Peterson, Royal, Helena, Ark.; Julian
Woods, Citizens’ Opera House, Maxia,
Texas; C. G. Hoff, Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y.

;

W. H. Brown, Home, Davenport, Iowa; C.

C. Melvin, Lyceum, Bradford, Pa. ;
Thomp-

son & Co., Plattsburg Opera House, Platts-
burg, Miss.

;
Electric, Willow City, N. Dak.

;

Turnbull and Rogers, Reading, Reading,
Mass.

;
Pete C. Carter, Green Room, Plains,

Mont.
;
M. L. Sparr, Central and Village

Theatres, Wilmette, 111.
;
Wm. H. Snyder,

Grand, Lancaster, Pa.
;

N. J. Silverberg,
Olympic, Greenville, Pa.; John Patterson,
Sangamo, Peoria, 111.

;
Geo. B. Falligardt,

Pastime, San Benita, Texas, T. F. Larson,
Orpheum, Santa Rica, N. Mexico.

Spencer H. Anderson, Wigwam, Geneseo
111.; Clayton H. Hitchins, Majestic, Hitchins,
Ky.

;
V. Gates, Chicago

;
Graham M. Pooly,

Garden, Arthur, 111.
;
A. .M. Keller, Princess,

Hoopeston, 111. ; L. F. Wheeler, People’s,
Lawrenceville, 111.

;
L. A. Castle, Lyceum,

Wyoming, 111.
;
Aledo Opera House, Aledo,

111.; A. M. Gruber, Empire, Gary, W. Va.

;

M. M. Monk, Metropolitan, Plymouth, 111.

;

W. B. Martin, Geneva Junction, Wis.

;

Walter Q. Seise, Central Park, Schenectady,
N. Y.

;
A. Haynes, Central Square, Lynn,

Mass.; Tom Moore, Moore’s Strand, Wash-
ington, D. C. ;

Fred E. Johnson, New Y,
Cleveland, O. ;

Ben Knox, Queen, Wax-
ahachie, Texas; Harry B. Harris, Gem,
Hanover, Kansas

; J. W. Wunnell, Waynes-
burg Opera House, Waynesburg, Pa.

;
Dolly

Sparr, Royal Grand, Marion, Ind.

Actors’ Fund

W. E. Rolison, Palace, Minneapolis,
Minn.; Patee, Lawrence, Kansas.; C. C.
Harrison, Pastime, Iowa City, Iowa; C. H.
Fisher, Belvidere, Cumberland, Md.

; C. H.
Fisher, Liberty, Cumberland, Md.

; A. W.
Parker, Princess, Sanborn, Iowa; Wm.
Smith, Pastime and Temple, Lewistown,
Pa.

;
L. F. Guimond, Lyceum, Monticello,

N. Y.
; J. H. King, Crown, Mobile, Ala.;

Mr. Faller, Bijou-Dream, Chicago; Schlink
Bros., Bloomer, Wis.

; Paramount, Denton,
Mont.

; R. Clayton Diggins, Davison, Beaver
Dam, Wis.

;
L. A. Powell & Co., Lyric,

Glasco, Kans.
; A. Hemmerly, Lyric,

Hamilton, O.
;
A. L. Loudias, Gem, Bates-

ville, O.
; Net & Wertin, Electric, Albany,

Minn.
; Cantin, Casino, Antwerp, Tonie

Zoellers Perry, Hazard, N. Y.

R. G. Clendeium, Pastime, Colfax
;
Kear-

ney Opera House, J. F. Saup, Kearney,
Neb.; Ed. Falligan, Nelson, Logansport,
Ind.

;
A. J. Kavanaugh, Grand, Grand Forks,

N. D.
; G. D. Vandervoort, Temple, Milford,

N. Y.
; William Young, Grand & Gary

Theatres, Gary, Ind.; J. J. Hale, Favorite,
Lindsay, Okla.

; Twentieth Century, Gary,
Ind.; John H. Herziger, ' Doty, Neenah,
Wis.; Elmer Tompkins, The Opal, Hollister,
Cal.

;
L. W. Lewis, Band, Puxico, Mo.

; C. C.
Howell, Gaiety, Porterville, Cal.

;
F. E.

Howard, Family, Elma, la.; Jas. J. Chrissie.
Queen, Chicago; W. H. Ginsberg, Magnet,
Lincoln, Neb.; H. A. Southorp, Auditorium,
Highlands, N. J. ;

W. F. Eakas, Bijou,
Greenland, Miss.; Joseph, H. Woodland,
Globe, Clinton, Mass.

; J. F. Brady, Park,
Washington, D. C.

;

Elkader Opera House, Elkader, la
; J. B.

Beard, Broadway, Castonia, N. C.
;
E. W.

Haferkawp, Hedwick, Chicago
;
Charles St.

Clair, Majestic, Corsicana, Tex.; Ed. Nig-
nette, Opera House, Two Rivers, Wis.

;

Best Show, Spokane, Wash.
; V. G. Ballon,

Olympian, Seattle, Wash.
;
R. J. Goodman,

Rex, Starkville, Miss.
; O. Konie, Pastime,

Bay City, Texas; Leon Rosenblau, Star,

New Brighton, N. Y.
;

D. F. Trusdell,
Opera House, Springfield, S. D.

; Dwight
McKenny, Crystal, LaSalle, Colo.

;
R. C.

Gibbs, Strand, Huron, S. D.
;
A. E. I’Alle-

mand, Crystal, Arapahoe, Neb.

A. W. Lordeman, Isis, Alamosa, Colo.

;

Clifford Smith, National, Lucas, la.; Kirk
Perry, Majestic, Clarendon, Ark.; Sherman,
Los Angeles, Cal.

; C. L. Beach, Mansfield,
Mansfield, Mass.

; John R. Baxter, Lyceum,
Spring City, Utah

;
T. D. McMinn, Lyric,

Cullman, Ala.
; E. L. Wheat, Orpheum,

Sheridan, Wyo. ; C. D. Cooley, Strand,
Tampa, Fla.; J. C. Miller, Princess, Wood-
stock, 111.; F. A. Sutton, New Wallace,
Brandentown, Fla.

;
Home Theatre Co.,

Home, Portage, Wis.

S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour, Cambridge
Springs, Pa.

;
F. L. Stannard, Gem, We-

natchee, Wash.
;
E. J. Bacon, Eagle Pass,

Texas; J. E. Smith, Butler, Tonopah, Nev.

;

Coats Dot Theatre, Watsonville, Cal. ; M.
Barnes, Empire, Fillmore, Cal.

;
Mark E.

Eichster, Rex, San Francisco, Cal.
;

E. J.

Pacius, Princess, Prosser, Wash.
;

R. I.

Irvine, Pastime, Asotin, Wash.
;
M. L. Kip-

linger, Opera, San Bernardino, Cal.
; J. E.

Ferguson, Wenatchee, Wenatchee, Wash.

;

E. Drachman, Broadway, Tucson, Ariz.

;

Peter Kranth, Germania, Denison, la.; John
H. Taylor, Bell, Oakland, Calif.; Wallace
Baker, Our, Detroit, Mich. ; Anderson &
Wood, Majestic, Chico, Cal.
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Kansas Lines Up To
Oppose Censorship

Motion picture inter-

ests band together

to fight unjust law

THE fight against censorship in Kansas is on in full

force and is destined to become one of the big politi-

cal questions to be decided by the voters at the next

State election. The motion picture men of Kansas, repre-

sented by the Amusement Association of Kansas, the

Motion Picture Exhibitors’ League and the Motion Picture

Board of Trade of America, are working harmoniously

together for the repeal of the State Censorship Law.

Candidates for the legislature will be lined up either in

behalf of censorship or against it. Every candidate will

be pledged to one side or the other. No mugwump tactics

by the politicians will be countenanced by the motion picture

interests. Any candidate who fails to declare himself will

be listed with the enemies of motion pictures and will be

so rated.

There are four hundred and eighty-two picture theatres

in Kansas. Every proprietor will display on the screen in

his theatre a photograph of the candidate favoring the re-

peal of censorship. Under the picture will be shown the

following

:

“This man is a candidate for the legislature. He is favor-

able to the repeal of the State Censorship Law. Vote for

him.”

By this means it is expected to work up a general de-

mand on the part of the patrons of the theatres to vote for

the candidate who will kill the pernicious law regulating

the people’s amusements now on the statute books of the

Sunflower State. The people will also be enlightened to

the fact that they are sufferers by the censorship as it exists

at present. A systematic newspaper campaign will be con-

ducted toward the elimination of the censors, centering

about the movement to wipe out the present harmful and

unnecessary law.

The decision to wage battle to the death against censor-

ship was reached at a joint convention of the Motion

Picture Exhibitors’ League and the Amusement Associa-

tion of Kansas, held recently at Wichita. J. W. Binder,

executive secretary of the Motion Picture Board of Trade

of America, attended the convention and pledged the earnest

co-operation of his organization which will institute similar

campaigns in Ohio and Pennsylvania.

Three hundred and sixty-seven motion picture exhibitors,

exchange and supply men, with a generous representation

of theatrical and vaudeville theatre owners attended the

convention. The financial support of the movement was
guaranteed and many voluntary contributions of from $10

to $100 were subscribed for the opening volley in the re-

peal battle.

“Diamond From Sky”
Now In Book Form

Mutual's popular serial

novelized by Roy L.

McCardell
,
prize winner

OY L. McCAR-
DELL, winner
of the $10,000

scenario prize for the

great Mutual serial,

The Diamond From
the Sky, which has
broken house records

in all parts of the

country, has novelized

this powerful story of

love and adventure.

The book is a fiction

volume that every-

body who saw the re-

markable picture, will

want to read. Those
who failed to see the

serial photoplay will

find The Diamond
From the Sky one of

the most gripping and
tense mystery stories

they have ever read.

There is not a dull

line or situation in

the whole four hundred pages.

Exhibitors who are now running or who have shown The
Diamond From the Sky in their theatres should have this

book on sale at their box offices, that their patrons may have
the opportunity of reading the serial they followed with so

much interest on the screen. It is handsomely bound,
printed on book paper of the best quality and contains six-

teen superb illustrations.

The dramatic suspense of the screen version has been
maintained throughout in the novelization, and the interest

of the reader is never permitted to lag. Written by a mas-
ter craftsman it takes rank with the leading novels of the

day, and is destined to become one of the best sellers. Mr.
McCardell, who is a writer of power and imagination, has
surpassed all his previous literary efforts in The Diamond
From the Sky. It is a book that should be in every fiction

library in the country.

Helen Holmes, heroine of the Signal-Mutual’s massive
production, Whispering Smith, and featured star in The
Girl and the Game, is mourning today the death of her
father, who, for a number of years, was traffic manager on
the Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad.

Word of Mr. Holmes’ death was received at the Signal-

Mutual studios by Miss Holmes as she was preparing to

begin work in the new feature. Until that moment Miss
Holmes had not received any intimation even that her father

was ill and his death came as a severe shock.

J. P. McGowan, who is appearing in the title role of the

new production as well as directing it, ordered that work
for the day be suspended. He suggested that Miss Holmes
return to Chicago at once, but she refused, declaring that to

do so at that time would not only entail a great loss of time,

but money as well.

Roy L. McCardell, author of “The
Diamond From the Sky.”
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NATIONAL BOARD DROPS “CENSORSHIP”
Secretary McGuire issues

statement on change to

National Board of Review

W D. McGUIRE, JR., executive secretary of the

National Board of Review of Motion Pictures,
• this week issued the following statement relative

to the announcement of the change in name of that body

:

“The National Board of Censorship of Motion Pictures

will hereafter be known as The National Board of Review
of Motion Pictures. The new name is a more accurate in-

dication of the nature of the Board’s work, because the word
“censorship” implies a type of official control and supervi-

sion that is deeply repugnant to the American ideal of free

speech. The National Board believes in the free expres-

sion of ideas in the press, the theatre and the motion picture.

It has come to the point where it would rather go out of

existence than seem to stand for the kind of bureaucratic

blue pencil that works in secret and enforces its decisions

on the public without ever giving the public a chance to

decide for itself.

Board’s 240 Members
Give Services Without Pay

“The power of the Board lies in the fact that it repre-

sents public opinion. Its 240 members, serving voluntarily

and without pay, come from all walks of life. Their stand-

ards of review are drawn not only from their own wide
experience, but from constant correspondence with motion
picture exhibitors and the motion picture public all over the

country. It has over 700 people on its regular list of cor-

respondents and works with a National Advisory Commit-
tee of nearly 100, made up of prominent people in every

state of the Union. This crystallization of public opinion

has incalculable weight with picture producers, because the

producers have to give the public what it wants or go out

of business. They know that any Board that can look at

their pictures, uninfluenced by their own close interest and
enthusiasm, and serve as a test of the public’s reaction on
films, is the greatest help to them. That is why they vol-

untarily submit their films to The National Board and agree

to abide by its decisions.

“The Board exercises its greatest power through its

weekly official bulletin to picture exhibitors and city officials

throughout the country. Innumerable towns and cities have
given up their local censoring committees and accepted the

official advices of The National Board, because they have
found that the Board represents in its decisions the average
desire for a clean treatment of moral and social questions

without the prejudices that are so apt to govern the views
of a small local group. Among the scores of cities that have
adopted the findings of The National Board as a guide to

the pictures suitable' to be shown in their theatres are New
York, Boston, Los Angeles, Duluth, Minneapolis, Spokane
and Providence. All the leading cities of the country are
maintaining active, co-operative relations with The National
Board, depending upon its official advices as the best expres-
sion of public opinion.

Object is to Raise
Standard of Pictures

“The work of the Board will continue to be what it has
been—to formulate and express public opinion on motion
pictures, review pictures for manufacturers with recommen-
dations for changes and eliminations, and keep the country,

through local officials and exhibitors, posted on the pictures

to be seen. It does not pretend that its decisions will satis-

fy every individual, because these decisions are founded on

principle and carefully formulated standards that cannot

take into account personal and local prejudice.

“The work of the Board, since its organization in 1909,

has resulted to an increasing extent in raising the standard

of pictures, because it provides advice to the producers and
a warning to the public. If a picture is shown that is bad,

city officials throughout the country are at once advised of

this fact. The courts can and do deal with it in the sensible

and democratic way, in response to public opinion crystal-

lized in the laws governing the suppression of exhibitions

opposed to public welfare. In such an instance, however,
the public has had a chance to see and judge for itself, and
is not made the victim of a star chamber censorship.”

H* 'K 'k 'S'

Bold Move Beats “Reformers”
( Continued from Page One

)

audience as she did at the Thanhouser studios when this

Mutual Masterpicture was made. This also was announced
in clear, bold advertisements to the people of Middletown.
The newspapers gave the Alhambra the editorial co-

operation and justice due in the situation by fairly present-

ing the facts and the news. Copy specially prepared for the

case by the Mutual Film Corporation’s publicity service

department went into both the news columns and the ad-

vertising columns of the papers. Everybody in Middletown
was told the story of Inspiration and the natural interest

of the public in a fight was capitalized.

Aiming directly at those who had sought to stir up senti-

ment against the theatre and the photoplay, Mr. Goetz

issued special invitations to the members of the club par-

ticularly active in the matter and gave a special screening

of the picture for the city officials.

The judgment of this critical audience vindicated the

picture.

Then playing both matinee and evening performances,

with Miss Munson appearing on the stage before each

showing of the picture, the Alhambra proceeded to take in

3,000 paid admissions. This is considerable business to

be done in an eight hundred seat house in a city of less than

thirty thousand population.

Perhaps the most important aspect of the proceedings

has been in the salutory effect on the agitators of Middle-
town and the standing of the Alhambra.
Every fight for a picture justly won prevents a dozen to

come.

Lucille Taft, long a gentle Mutual heroine, will be seen in

a vampire role in the forthcoming Mutual Masterpicture,

De Luxe Edition, The Quality of Faith. As a society girl,

who relinquishes her claim to her minister fiance and later

marries a society chap whom she soon tires of, Miss Taft
is called upon to exert exceptional vampire charms. Miss
Taft promises to display some exceptionally fine screen act-

ing in her delineation of the role.

Alexander Gaden, Gertrude Robinson, Charles A. Travis,

John Reinhard, Henry Pemberton, Alan Robinson and John
IVTackin are in the cast. Richard Garrick is the director.

>{c >{c >{j

Rea Berger will direct as his first American (Mutual)
production, a five-part feature by J. Edward Hungerford
entitled The Overcoat

,
which is a romance of the Barbary

Coast and San Francisco night life. Rea Mitchell and
William Stowell play the leading roles. •
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News and Gossip from Mutual Men

lLAS MARNER, the Mutual’s seven-

act production of George Eliot’s fa-

mous classic, made a smashing success

at the Decatur Theatre, on its first appear-

ance in Brooklyn, N. Y.

J Celler, the manager, had sent out spe-

cial letters and had personally advised the

principals and the English teachers in the

schools that the feature would be shown
in his house, aside from tripling his news-
paper advertising.

In spite of stormy weather, the patrons

were lined up out to the curb, waiting for

a chance to get in. There were over 2,000,

spectators, several hundred of them being

students, accompanied by their teachers.

Over sixty of them were personal friends

of Frederick Warde, the star of the picture,

who had come from Flatbush to see the

actor’s introduction into the films.

Mr. Celler found the following letter,

which he addressed to the schools, very

valuable in creating interest of the right

sort

“School teachers are invited to send their

classes in literature to witness the perform-
ance of George Eliot’s classic, Silas Mar-
ner, as a motion picture, which will be

shown at the above theatre on Tuesday,
March 7.

“Silas Marner has been made into a pic-

ture by the Thanhouser Company, and

Frederick Warde, a former Brooklynite

and famous Shakespearian actor, is in the

leading role, supported by an able cast.

“If your classes have not yet read George

Eliot’s novel, or if they have already passed

it in your classes, bring them. It will fix

the story in their minds as the book would

never do.”

The most phenomenal record ever at-

tained by a motion picture production has

been established in Los Angeles, Cal., by

the five-part Mutual Masterpicture Inspira-

tion, with beautiful Audrey Munson in the

leading role This wonderful film, depict-

ing an artist model’s life, played two solid

weeks at the New Garrick Theatre, where

all former attendance records were shat-

tered.

For a film to create a furore in Los An-
geles is unprecedented. The most severe

critics of motion pictures in the whole

world are the theatregoers of that city,

which is known as the “Movie Capital” of

the United States. So many studios are lo-

cated there that the citizens have became

captious and demand more than they do

anywhere else. Familiar with the producing

end of the motion picture industry they

demand only the very best in pictures.

Novel advertising scheme brings

crowds to see showing of “Silas

Marner” at Brooklyn Theatre

Nine showings of Inspiration were given
every day, or 126 showings for the two
weeks. At every performance the house
was crowded to its utmost. The seating
capacity of the New Garrick is 1,000, mak-
ing 126,000 persons who saw this wonder-
ful photoplay. The official census for Los
Angeles, given in the 1916 “World’s Al-
manac,” is 319,198. Consequently, 39.8 per
cent, of the entire population saw Inspira-
tion, or more than one for each three resi-

dents.

Life is not always one sweet song for a
film road man.
The following letter, addressed from

Evansville, Ind., to Hunter Bennett, gen-
eral sales manager of the Mutual Film
Corporation, by B. L. Mendelson, Mutual
salesman, will demonstrate a few of the

things which may happen to a drummer
while striving his utmost to do his duty.

“I drove from Pembroke, Ky., to Guthrie,
Ky., in order to save a day and cover two
towns at once,” he wrote in part. “After
getting past Trenton, Ky., the horse sud-
denly stopped, laid down and died right

there. I walked about a quarter of a mile
through mud up to my shoe tops and was
fined five dollars by the constable, but am
still in doubt as to what I paid it for.

“I went from Guthrie to Elkton and was
awakened at 12 :30 and told the town was
afire. I then had to hold a hose until six

the next morning, when it was necessary
for me to catch a train.”

The keen interest which is being evi-

denced by The Girl and the Game exhib-
itors in this exciting continued story fea-

ture, is shown in a letter from E. J. Wagner
of the Crystal Theatre, of Hartford, Wis.,

who is so anxious to have the fifteen chap-
ters of the feature extended that he offers

to write the additional ones himself.

“I will write you again to tell you,”
says Mr. Wagner, in a letter to President
S. S. Hutchinson, the Signal Film Corpora-
tion, “to extend The Girl and the Game to

40 chapters, because if you don’t I will

buy a camera and extend it myself to 80
chapters, then you will be sorry. Your
Girl and the Game is the best serial that was
ever on the market. It gets the business.

“l'f you run short on what to put in,

let me know. I will send you 1,000 ideas to

prolong the story. I have spoken to many
exhibitors about extending it, and they are

all in favor of it as much as 1 am.”

The Courts have again passed favorably
upon the educational merits of the Mutual
Film Corporation’s screen version of the
Brieux drama, Damaged Goods. This time
in Rochester, N. Y., where the Chief of

Police, Mayor and Commissioner of Public
Safety had revoked the license of the Gene-
see Theatre because Damaged Goods was
booked to be shown in that house.
County Judge Stephens held that the lease

of the theatre “was revoked upon inade-
quate and partial information” and granted
an injunction restraining the city officials

from interfering with the operation of the
theatre.

Judge Stephens in his decision says in

part

:

“I cannot escape the conviction that the
injunction ought to be granted upon the
ground that there was no punishable vio-

lation of the laws of the state nor of the
building code of the city, and that the
license was revoked upon inadequate and
but partial information.
“This conclusion happily obviates any dis-

cussion of the motives that were so stren-
uously alleged upon the oral argument to
have influenced the action under scrutiny;
it is enough for our present purpose that
the plaintiffs were engaged in a legitimate
business enterprise, certified to be such by
every agency, sustaining any responsible
relation to it, and that this business was
summarily interrupted upon the claim as-
serted with inexcusable suddenness that
the law was being violated.”

The convention of the Kansas Exhibitors
was graced by the presence of Nat I. Brown,
director of sales of the Minusa Cine Prod-
ucts Co., of St. Louis. Mr. Brown gave a
veiy interesting talk before the exhibitors
and told them how he had, over seven years
before, visited Wichita and sold one of Mr.
Anderson’s Gold Fibre Screens.
At that time the Gold Fibre was an un-

known quantity and had to fight its way for
recognition. The representative of the
Minusa Cine Products Co. in Wichita is

the Wichita Film & Supply Co.
While in Wichita, Mr. Brown personally

gave his attention to the installation of the
special Minusa Screen built for the New
Palace Theatre of that City.

E. J. Baron, manager of the Star Theatre
at Eagle Pass, Tenn., in a letter congratu-
lating the Mutual Film Corporation on the
signing of Charlie Chaplin, writes

:

“We have been running Mutual releases
for the past three years, but the service was
never so good as it is at present. It is

getting better every day. There is no doubt
that yours is the best service in the field

today. It is hard to beat, and we are not
saying too much in stating that we have
held our own against our competitor who
has been fighting us with five features a
week at five and ten cents admission. Any
exhibitor can hold his ground with the
Mutual service if he handles it right.

“We are Mutual boosters, and will put
in a good word for it whenever we can.”

“I have written but two letters in my life

giving the Mutual Film Corporation credit

for their productions, and this is one of
them,” writes Jacob Rosen, of the Victor
Theatre, of Buffalo, N. Y.

“I have been exhibiting for the last nine
years and never before did I see so wonder-
ful a production as The Miracle of Life.
It is one of the nine wonders of the world.
The picture itself is a miracle.

“I have had many requests to repeat this

production, therefore, kindly give as early-

booking date as possible. I believe there
will be a great demand for this film, as it is

very befitting the Lenten season.”

“Allow me to say,” writes Henry Sparks,
manager of the Lyric Theatre, of Cooper,
Tex., “that I consider your Masterpictures,
taken as a whole, ahead of any line of fea-

tures that I have ever used.”
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to buildup the tremendous
•followinq that makes

//IarqarecuiDsonU injj

MUTUAL MASTERPICTURES

0fiemostreliable boxoffice at
traction in the historicofpre-
tentious fioe act features
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MUTUAL MASTERPICTURES
DE LUXE EDITION

THAT 5AM E NERVE
^lllargaret Cjibson to fa

1 animals in the thrilling

t enables

face the Bostocfe

g
David Horsley

production
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//V F/t^ ACTS
RELEASED THE WEEK orAPRIL 10‘^ ill

THAT SAMETALENT l
I

^ THE fOUL’J CYCLE
//V ACf5
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l
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‘Illarqareh Gibso/i //z_ THE HEARTof TARA
*J t '* # AJ /'/(/£<//V ^/V/£: ACfS

//z_. THE HIDDEN LAW
//V ^/l/ 4S ACTS

at the head ofthe list ofhigh
class dramas with apunch

THAT 5AMB RARE BEAUTy
ANDWONDERFUL PERSONALITY-
g^""

"^"V fa/noas throughout the world- is an-

* other reason why Jive exhibitors are

L V^f w keeping 'n constant touch with thc^>

? Tr.y ^lllutual’s money mating stars in_.

MUTUAL MASTERPICTURES
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DE LUXE EDITION
BOOK MARGARET GIBSON

AT ANY OF THE 68
MUTUAL EXCHANGES



MUTUAL MASTERPICTURES
DELUXE EDITION

Edwin. Thanhouser Presents

5 REELS
r\ i n h • l /•r

A DRAMA OF CIVIC IMPORT

MADE WITH THE CO-OPERATION

OF THE NY. POLICE DEPARTMENT



MUTUAL PICTURES
EDWIN THANHOUSER Presents

THANHOUfER
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MUTUAL MASTERPICTURES
DE LUXE EDITION

‘THE HAUNTED
MANOR”

Released April 3
IVA SHEFARD

An East Indian Photoplay of
Romance and Intrigue

“FEATHERTOP”

Released April 17
MARGUERITE

COURTOT

Which will she choose? The South Sea Islands
and Love, or Fifth Avenue and Selfish,

Smart Society ?

GAUMONT’S
GREAT
SINGLE REELS

MUTUAL WEEKLY
News ol the World

FIRST
In Motion Pictures

EACH ONE
A WEEKLY

RELEASE

Book through the

MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION

GAUMONTCO.
FLUSHING, N.V. MADE IN AMERICA JACKSONVILLE, FLA.
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EXHIBITORS!!!
United States of America

The Motion Picture Campaign for the Actors’

Fund— to raise $500,000 by May l(Sth—
NEEDS YOUR HELP!!!!! %

Only seven weeks remain. Please be generous

and do your part toward raising this fund.

Many of our peaceful profession are in need of

assistance in their later years, and we who have

health and strength and are making progress

should help them. It is our duty to do so. The

money we donate will endow the Home and

Fund and make comfortable those of this

kindly profession who are not so fortunate.

The actor helps everyone—every community

in times of disaster—Who helps the actor?

Announce at once that you will contribute 10%
or more of the receipts on Motion Picture

Tribute Day, Monday, May 15th.

Many have already agreed to do this—won’t

you write in at once and say that you will also?

Set the public a good example and the public

will help us all to endow the Actors’ Home and

the Actors’ Fund of America.

Samuel Goldfish

Chairman Executive Committee,

30 Blast 42nd St., New York.

Motion Picture Campaign for the

Actors’ Fund. J. Stuart Blackton,

Treasurer, Locust Ave., Brooklyn,

New York.
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Pictures Become Poems When Shown on a

Minusa Gold Fibre Screen
“THE CLOTH OF GOLD”

Minusa Gold Fibre Screens reflect the pictures in all their

artistic excellence and absorb the contrary and jarring rays
that are so harmful to the eyes.

Write for descriptive literature and samples—become ac-

quainted with the Minusa Gold Fibre Screen.

Minusa Cine Products Co.
St. Louis New York San Francisco

Houser Bldg. 19 West 23rd St. 1 17-19 Golden Gate Ave.

Reel Life

tells the

world’s

biggest

film news
to every

exhibitor

every week

SAME AS MONEY
MINT REGULATIONS GOVERN OUR OUTPUT

|)ArcusTicmetG>1
? 633PLYM0UTHCT.Ct1ICA6O |

Airdome Benches
4

made of seasoned Maple lum-

ber; any length desired. All

leading makes of moving pic-

ture machines. Operating

booths that pass inspection.

New and slightly used. Get our

prices before buying elsewhere.

All orders filled same day as

received.

Lears Theatre Supply Co.

509 Chestnut St., St. Louis, Mo.

WRITE ME
TODAY

for particulars about my
ad service for exhibitors.

My expert, snappy ads

and write-ups, written es-

pecially for you, will in-

crease your profits.

SMALL cost—-BIG re-

sults.

C. H. LYNCH
Ad Specialist

SPRING VALLEY ILL.

Ready Now ! £ Ready Now !

SKY
By ROY L. McCARDELL

Are you an exhibitor who booked or who is now booking

“THE DIAMOND FROM THE
If you are, you made money, or are making money out of it.

Take notice then that there has been

JUST PUBLISHED— “The most sensational novel that has ever been written.

“It ‘gets’ you in the first chapter and holds you spell-bound until the last.

448 pages, with 16 vivid, realistic and splendid illustrations.

BEST LIBRARY EDITION WITH LARGE PRINT AND HANDSOMELY BOUND
IN CLOTH

PRICE $1.35 NET
This is the all-compelling, sensational and thrilling novel that won the

Huge Cash Prize of $10,000 as a Moving Picture Serial

ANOTHER CASH PRIZE of $10,000 will be awarded for an idea for a SEQL EL.

to "The Diamond From The Sky.” as you know.
,

'

. .

Therefore, every exhibitor of ”The Diamond From The Sky sho^d use this

beautiful book as a premium, and keep it on sale at the box office for Diamond

fans ” Published by

G. W. DILLINGHAM CO.. 425-435 West 24th Street. New York City

ORDER NOW! —
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Mutual Exchanges
Serving Mutual Pictures

Albany, N. Y Mutual Film Corporation 733 Broadway
Amarillo, Texas Mutual Film Corporation 302 E. 4th St.

Atlanta, Ga Mutual Film Corporation 146 Marietta St.

Baltimore, Md Mutual Film Corporation .. 4 1 2 E. Baltimore St

Boston, Mass Mutual Film Corporation 1108 Boylston St.

Buffalo, N. Y Mutual Film Corporation 106 Pearl St.

Butte, Mont Mutual Film Corporation .... Am. Theatre Bldg.

Cairo, 111 Mutual Film Corporation
9th St. & Commercial Ave.

Charlotte, N. C Mutual Film Corporation .. 322 North Tryon St.

Chicago, 111 Mutual Film Corporation
Mutual Branch 3 S. Wabash Ave.
H. & H. Branch 117 N. Dearborn St.

Cincinnati, Ohio Mutual Film Corporation Ill E. 7th St.

Cleveland, Ohio Mutual Film Corporation
108 Prospect Ave., S. E.

Columbus, Ohio Mutual Film Corporation 422 N. High St.

Dallas, Texas Mutual Film Corporation 1807 Main St.

Denver, Colo Mutual Film Corporation 1724 Welton St.

Des Moines, Iowa .... Mutual Film Corporation Cohen Bldg.

Detroit, Mich Mutual Film Corporation ... 9 7 Woodward Ave.

El Paso, Texas Mutual Film Comporation 226 Trust Bldg.

Escanaba, Mich Mutual Film Corporation. . . 1019 Ludington St.

Evansville, Ind Mutual Film Corporation Keene Bldg.

Fort Smith, Ark Mutual Film Corporation 17 N. 6th St.

Fargo, N. D Mutual Film Corporation 119 5th St.

Grand Rapids, Mich .. Mutual Film Corporation ... 7-8 Hawkins Bldg.

Harrisburg, Pa Mutual Film Coiporation 15 N. 5th St.

Houston, Texas Mutual Film Corporation So. Pac. Bldg.

Indianapolis, Ind Mutual Film Corporation .... I 50 N. Illinois St.

Kansas City, Mo Mutual Film Corporation 928 Main St.

Los Angeles, Cal Mutual Film Corporation 825 So. Olive St.

Louisville, Ky Mutual Film Corporation 408 So. 4th Ave.

Memphis, Tenn Mutual Film Corporation 500 So. Main St.

Milwaukee, Wis Mutual Film Corporation .. 30 I Enterprise Pldg.

Minneapolis, Minn. . . .Mutual Film Corporation. . .22 North Sixth St.

Newark, N. J Mutual Film Exchange. ... .25 Branford Place
New Haven, Conn .... Mutual Film Corporation 209 Meadow St.

New Orleans, La Mutual Film Corporation 816 Perdido St.

New York City Mutual Film Corporation
Twenty-third St. Br 71 West 23rd St.
Western Film Branch 126 W. 46th St.

Oklahoma City, Okla . Mutual Film Corporation. . . 120 W. Grand Ave.
Omaha, Neb Mutual Film Corporation . I 4 1 3 - 1 4 I 5 Harney St.

Philadelphia, Pa Mutual Film Corporation 25 7 N. 12th St.

Phoenix, Ariz Mutual Film Corporation 201 O’Neil Bldg.
Pittsburgh, Pa Mutual Film Corporation 420 Penn Ave.
Bangor, Me Mutual Film Corporation 127 Franklin St.

Portland, Ore Mutual Film Corporation 389 Oak St.

Salt Lake City, Utah . Mutual Film
San Antonio, Tex .... Mutual Film
San Francisco, Cal ... Mutual Film
St. Louis, Mo Mutual Film
Seattle, Wash Mutual Film
Sioux Falls, S. D Mutual Film

Spokane, Wash Mutual Film
Springfield, Mass Mutual Film
Syracuse, N. Y Mutual Film

Tampa, Fla Mutual Film Corporation 1325 Franklin St.
Toledo, Ohio Mutual Film Corporation ...... 4 I 0 Superior St.

Washington, D. C .... Mutual Film Corporc^ion . .428 Ninth St., N. W.
Wheeling, W. Va Mutual Film Corporation 1400 Market St.
Wichita, Kans Mutual Film Corporation .... 3 1 6 Barnes Bldg.
Wilkesbarre, Pa Mutual Film Corporation

61 S. Pennsylvania Ave.

Toronto, Ont.

Toronto, Ont.

Calgary, Alberta . . .

Montreal, P. Q
Regina, Sask., Can

.

St. John, N. B
Vancouver, B. C...
Winnipeg, Manitoba

Canadian Branches

. (Head office) M. F. C. of Canada, Ltd. . . .

180 Victoria St.

. (Exchange) M. F. C. of Canada, Ltd. .. .

15 Wilton Ave.
.M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd.Leeson & Lineham Block
. M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd . . . .154 St. Catherine St.

. M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd . 3 1 2 Westman Chambers

.M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd 39 Waterloo St.

. M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd 963 Granville St.

. M.F.C. of Canada, Ltd 48 Atkins Bldg.

No.

93
94

Brand
Gaumont
Thanhouser

Mutual Releases
Week of April 17, 1916

MASTERPICTURES, DE LUXE
Title Class Reels Leads

Feathertop Drama 5Marguerite Courtot
Master Shakespeare, Strolling

Player Drama

Mutual Pictures

MONDAY, APRIL 17th, 1916

04642 American His Masterpiece ,
Drama 2

04643
04644 Falstaff The Sailor’s Smiling Spirit. . . Comedy 1

TUESDAY, APRIL 18th, 1916

04645
04646

Thanhouser The Girl from Chicago . Drama 2

04 64 7 Vogue Counterfeit Love .Comedy 1

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 19th, 1916

04648 Mutual Mutual Weekly, No. 68 . . . . .
Topical 1

04649 Beauty Number, Please? .Comedy 1

04650 Gaumont See America First. . . ) Scenic &
Kartoon Komics. . . . \

No. 32Cartoon 1

THURSDAY, APRIL 20th, 19 16

04651
04652

Thanhouser A Man’s Sins . Drama 3

04653

FRIDAY, APRIL 2 1st, 1916

04654
04t>55 Mustang Drama 2

04 65 6 Cub The Conquering Hero 1

SATURDAY, APRIL 22nd, 19 16

04657
04658

American Realization . Drama 3

04659
04660 Falstaff Simple Simon’s Schooling.. . Comedy 1

SUNDAY, APRIL 23rd, 1916

04661 Beauty The Bookworm’s Blessed
Blunders . Comedy 1

04662 Vogue Slipping It Over on Father. . . Vogue 1

5 Florence LaBadie
Law’nce Swinburne

Edward Coxen
Lizette Thorne
Walter Hiers

Gladys Hulette
George Mario
Rube Miller

Madge Kirby

Carol Halloway
John Sheehan

Grace DeCarlton
Daniel Leighton

George Ovey

Vivian Rich
Alfred Vosburgh

Claude Cooper
Gladys Leslie

Oral Humphrey
Rena Rodgers
Arthur Moon

Corporation. 1 23-5 E. 2nd So. St.

Corporation . 228 Prudential Bldg.

Corporation 162-164 Turk St.

Corporation 13 11 Pine St.

Corporation. . . .205-6 Green Bldg.
Corporation

20 1 William Fine Arts Building
Corporation 408 First Ave.
Corporation 179 Dwight St.

Corporation. . .205 Bastable Block

Week of April 10th, 1916

MASTERPICTURES, DE LUXE
No. Brand Title Class Reels

9 I American April Mountain 5 E.

Romance
92 Centaur The Leopard’s Bride Oriental

Drama

Mutual Pictures

MONDAY, APRIL 1 0th, 1916

The Pendulum of Chance . . . Drama

Sapville’s Stalwart Son Comedy

TUESDAY, APRIL I I th, 1916

The Romance of the Hollow
Tree Drama

Rube’s Hotel Tangle Comedy

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 12, 1916

Mutual Weekly, No. 67 Topical
Peanuts and Powder Comedy

See America First.. . /

Kartoon Komics . . . . j

1

THURSDAY, APRIL 13th, 1916

Silent Selby Western
Drar

FRIDAY, APRIL 14th, 1916

A Flickering Light Western
Drama

Almost Right Comedy

SATURDAY. APRIL 15th, 1916

The Wayfarers Drama

The Overworked Oversea
Overseer Comedy

SUNDAY. APRIL 16th

The Improbable Yarn of
McQuirk Comedy

A Mix Up in Photos Comedy

Leads
Forrest Taylor
Helene Rosson

Margaret Gibson

0462 1

04622
American

04623 Falstaff

04624 Thanhouser

04625
04626 Vogue

04627
04628

Mutual
Beauty

04629 Gaumont

04630
0463 1

04632

Mustang

04633
04634
04635

Mustang

Cub

04636
04637
04638
04639

American

Falstaff

04640 Beauty

0464 1 Vogue

. Drama 2 Ed Coxen
Lizette Thorne

. Comedy

1916

1 Frank E. McNish
Claude Cooper

V

. Drama 2 Kathryn Adams
Wayne Arey

,
. Comedy 1 Rube Miller

!, 1916

. Topical 1

. Comedy 1 Carol Halloway
John Sheehan

. Scenic & Historic
1 Carton ISt. Augustine, Fla.

i, 1916

Western 3 Thomas Chatterton
Drama Anna Little

1916

. Western 2 Frank Borzage
Drama Anna Little

Comedy 1 George Ovey

, 1916

. Drama 3 Alfred Vosburgh
Vivian Rich

Claude Cooper
. Comedy 1 Frank E. McNish

1916

. Comedy 1 Orral Humphrev
. Comedy 1
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Mutual Masterpictures
De Luxe Edition

Feathertop
Featuring the Beautiful Marguerite Courtot
in a Dual Role A Five-Act Gaumont Produc-
tion, Founded on Nathaniel Hawthorne’s
Immortal Story.

Master Shakespeare, Strolling Player
Presenting the Popular Star, Florence La
Badie. Produced by the Thanhouser Film
Corporation. In Five Massive Acts.

April
Based on the Love and Romance of a Misfit

Mountain Girl. A Gripping Drama in Five

Acts. Produced by the American Film Co.,

Inc. Stars, Helene Rosson and E. Forrest

Taylor.

The Leopard’s Bride
A Romantic Drama of India in Five Gripping
Acts, Featuring Margaret Gibson, William
Clifford and the Bostock Animals. A David
Horsley Production in Five Acts.

The Flaunted Manor
In Five Acts. Presenting the Beautiful Iva

Shepard in an Exceptionally Unique "Vam-
pire” Role. Produced by Gaumont.

The Traffic Cop
A Drama of the Metropolis. Featuring How-
ard Mitchell and Charming Gladys Hulette. A
Thanhouser Film Corporation Production in

Five Gripping Acts.

The Love Liar
Depicting the Many Loves of a Love-mad Mu-
sician. In Five Acts, Featuring the Popular
Crane Wilbur. A David Horsley Production

Revelations
A Five-act American Film Co., Inc., Produc-
tion. Starring Constance Crawley and Arthur
Maude.

The Net
A Drama of Fisher Folk in Five Gripping Acts.

Starring Marion Swayne and Bert Delaney.
Produced by the Thanhouser Film Corpora-
tion.

The Hidden Law
In Five Parts. Featuring the Beautiful Mar-
garet Gibson and William Clifford. A David
Horsley Production.

The Bruiser
Labor vs. Capital. A Five-Act Drama of

Strong Heart Appeal. Starring William Rus-
sell and Charlotte Burton. Produced by the
American Film Company, Inc.

My Partner
A Five Part Drama of the West, Presenting
Burr McIntosh, the Eminent Star of the
Stage and Screen, in an Exceptionally Power-
ful Role.

In the Web of the Grafters
A Five-Part Drama Based on the Expose of a

Corrupt Political Ring. Starring Edythe
Sterling and Norbert Myles. A Signal Film
Corporation Production.

A Bird of Prey
An Exceptionally Powerful Five-Act Drama of

Love, Jealousy and Intrigue. Presenting
Robert Whittier and the beautiful Kathryn
Adams. Produced by Thanhouser.

Overalls
A Gripping Five-Act Western Drama. Fea-
turing Rhea Mitchell and William Stowell.
Produced by the American Film Co., Inc.

The Flight of the Duchess
A Five Part Thanhouser Production, Pictur-
ized from Browning’s Immortal Poem. Star-
ring the Beautiful Gladys Hulette.

True Nobility
A Gripping Story of the East and West in
Five Parts, Featuring the Popular Screen Fa-
vorites, E. Forrest Taylor and Helene Rosson.
Produced by the American Film Company,
Inc.

According to Law
How Justice Finally Won Out. An Excep-
tionally Interesting Gaumont Production in

Five Acts. Featuring the Famous Star of the
Stage, Howard Hall, Supported by Mildred
Gregory and Helen Marten.

The Heart of Tara
A Startling Five-Part Drama of India. Fea-
turing Margaret Gibson and William Clifford.
Produced by David Horsley.

Embers
Depicts the Heroic Sacrifices Made by an In-
valid Wife for a Selfish Husband. In Five
Parts. Starring Arthur Maude and Constance
Crawley. Produced by the American Film Co.,
Inc.

A Law Unto Himself
A Western Drama in Five Acts. Presenting
the Popular Screen Idol, Crane Wilbur, in a
Dual Role. A David Horsley Production.

The Craving
A Stirring Story in Five Acts of a Man’s Up-
hill Fight Against an Inherited Craving for
Liquor. Starring William Russel and Helene
Rosson. Produced by the American Film Co.,
Inc.

The Oval Diamond
How a Young Detective Regained Possession
of a Rare Diamond. A Thrilling Drama in
Five Acts. Presenting Harris Gordon and
Barbara Gilroy. Produced by Thanhouser.

“I Accuse”
A Five Part Gaumont Production, Featuring
the Popular Broadway Star, Alexander Gaden,
Supported by Helen Martens and a Strong
Cast of Noted Players.

Silas Marner
A Picturization of George Eliot's Famous
Novel. Starring Frederick Warde. Seven
Acts. A Thanhouser Production.

The Dead Alive
A Five-Act Mystery Drama. Featuring Mar-
guerite Courtot. Produced by the Gaumont
Company.

Life’s Blind Alley
How a Strong Man Loved and Lost. Five
Acts. Starring Harold Lockwood and May
Allison. Produced by the American Film
Co., Inc.

The Soul’s Cycle
A Drama of Yesterday and Today. Five Acts.
Starring Margaret Gibson. A David Horsley
Production.

Powder
A Humane Play of War Propaganda. Five
Acts. Starring Arthur Maude. Produced by
the American Film Co., Inc.

The Drifter
Featuring Alexander Gz den. Produced by the
Gaumont Company.
A Drama of the Gambling Evil. In Five Acts.

The White Rosette
A drama of Ancient and Modern Times. Five
Acts. Featuring E. Forrest Taylor and Helen
Rosson. Produced by the American Film Co..
Inc.

The Idol of the Stage
A Stirring Drama of Tneatrical Life. In Five
acts. Starring Malcolm Williams Produced
by the Gaumont Company.

Vengeance Is Mine!”
A Gripping Play of Capital Punishment. Fea-
turing the Eminent Star, Crane Wilbur. A
David Horsley Production.

Betrayed
A Romantic Drama of Today. Five Acts.
Starring Grace DeCarlton. Produced by the
Thanhouser Film Corporation.

Lord Loveland Discovers America
From the Celebrated Story by C. N. and A. M
Williamson. Five Acts. Featuring the Broad
way Star, Arthur Maude. Produced by the
American Film Company, Inc.

As a Woman Sows
A Drama of Love and Retribution. Five Acts
Featuring the Star Players Gertrude Robinson
and Alexander Gaden.

The Bait
A Symbolic Drama of Life. Five Acts. Fea
turing William Clifford and Betty Hart. A
David Horsley Production.

The Five Faults of Flo
Revealed in Five Acts. Starring Florence La
Badie. Produced by the Thanhouser Film
Corporation.

The Thoroughbred
A Drama of Vindication. Five Acts. Featui
ing the Popular Stars William Russell and
Charlotte Burton. Produced by the American
Film Company. Inc.

The Woman in Politics
Pictures a Girl’s Battle Against Graft and
Conspiracy. Presenting Mignon Anderson and
George Mario. Five Acts. Produced by Than
houser Film Corporation.

The Other Side of the Door
In Five Acts. Presenting Harold Lockwood

The Deathlock
Filmed in the Klondike. In Five Acts.

The Painted Soul
In hour Acts. Starring Bessie Barriscale.

The Mill on the Floss
Featuring Mignon Anderson. In Five Acts

The Buzzard’s Shadow
In Five Acts. Starring Harold Lockwood.

The Forbidden Adventure
In Four Acts. Starring Louise Glaum.

The Strife Eternal
In Five Acts. Star, Blanche Forsythe.

Inspiration
Starring Audrey Munson.

The End of the Road
In Five Acts. Featuring Harold Lockwood.
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